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Abstract— The propagation of monochromatic electromagnetic TE waves in the Goubau line
(conducting cylinder covered by a concentric dielectric layer) filled with nonlinear inhomogeneous
medium is considered. Two types of nonlinearity are studied. A physical problem is reduced
to solving a nonlinear transmission eigenvalue problem for an ordinary differential equation.
Eigenvalues of the problem correspond to propagation constants of the waveguide. A method
is proposed for finding approximate eigenvalues of the nonlinear problem based on solving an
auxiliary Cauchy problem (by the shooting method). The existence of eigenvalues that correspond
to a new propagation regime is predicted. A comparison with the linear case is given.
1. INTRODUCTION

Analysis of wave propagation in open metal-dielectric waveguides constitutes an important class
of vector electromagnetic problems. A conducting cylinder covered by a concentric dielectric layer,
the Goubau line (GL) shown in Fig. 1 is the simplest type of such guiding structures. A complete
mathematical investigation of the spectrum of symmetric surface modes in a GL is performed in [1].
Papers [2, 3] develop the theory of wave propagation in layered nonlinear dielectric waveguides.
However, there are virtually no results concerning the analysis of wave propagation in a GL with
an external concentric layer having variable, nonlinear, or variable and nonlinear permittivity. We
aim this study to fill this gap and consider the problem of electromagnetic TE (transverse-electric)
wave propagation in a GL with nonlinear inhomogeneous permittivity of the dielectric medium
filling the GL layer. We consider only the intensity-dependent permittivity. The determination of
TE waves is reduced to a nonlinear transmission eigenvalue problem for Maxwell’s equations, which
is then reduced to a system of nonlinear ordinary differential equations. Numerical experiments
are carried out for two types of nonlinearities.
2. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Consider three-dimensional space R3 with a cylindrical coordinate system Oρϕz filled with isotropic
medium with constant permittivity ε = εc ε0 , (ε0 > 0 is the permittivity of free space and we assume
µ = µ0 , where µ0 > 0 is magnetic permeability of vacuum). A GL with a cross-section
Σ := {(ρ, ϕ, z) : a 6 ρ 6 b, 0 ≤ ϕ < 2π}
is placed parallel to the axis Oz (Fig. 1). We will consider TE-polarized waves in the monochromatic
mode
Ee−iωt = e−iωt (0, Eϕ , 0)T ,
He−iωt = e−iωt (Hρ , 0, Hz )T ,

Figure 1: The Goubau line, where a and b are the radii of the internal (perfectly conducting) and external
(dielectric) cylinders, respectively.
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where (·)T denotes the transpose operation. Each component of the field E, H is a function of
three spatial variables. Complex amplitudes of the electromagnetic field E, H satisfy the Maxwell
equations
½
rotH = −iωεE,
(1)
rotE = iωµH,
the continuity condition for the tangential components on the media interfaces (on the boundary
of the waveguide) ρ = a, ρ = b and the radiation condition at infinity: the electromagnetic field
exponentially decays as O(|ρ|−1 ) when ρ → ∞. The solutions to the Maxwell equations are sought
in the entire space. The dielectric permittivity in the whole space has the form ε = εeε0 , where
¡
¢
½
ε(ρ) + αf |E|2 , a 6 ρ 6 b,
εe =
(2)
εc ,
ρ > b,
and εc — positive real constant, ε(ρ) ∈ C 1 [R1 , R2 ], ε(ρ) > 0, α is a¡real ¢constants.
Remark 1. Inside the waveguide Σ quantities εc and ε(ρ) + αf |E|2 are scalars. It is possible
to consider the case where one of these quantities (or both of them) is a diagonal tensor. Such
generalization will only lead to complication of formulas.
The surface waves propagating along the axis Oz of the waveguide Σ have the form
Eϕ = Eϕ (ρ)eiγz ,

Hρ = Hρ (ρ)eiγz ,

Hz = Hz (ρ)eiγz ,

(3)

where γ is the propagation constant (spectral parameter of the problem). In what follows we often
omit the arguments of functions when it does not lead to misunderstanding.
Let k02 := ω 2 µ0 ε0 . Substituting complex amplitude E and H with components (3) into equations
of system (1) and introducing the notation u(ρ) := Eϕ (ρ), we obtain
³
´0 ¡
¢
0
ρ−1 (ρu) + k02 εe − γ 2 u = 0
(4)
where u is a sufficiently smooth real function,
u ∈ C 1 [0, +∞) ∩ C 2 (0, R1 ) ∩ C 2 (R1 , R2 ) ∩ C 2 (R2 , +∞) .
The tangential components Eϕ and Hz are continuous at the interface:
£ ¤¯
[u]|ρ=a = [u]|ρ=b = u0 ¯ρ=b = 0,

(5)

(6)

where [v]|ρ=s = lim v(ρ) − lim v(ρ) is the jump of the limit values of the function at a point s
ρ→s−0

ρ→s+0

defined by (5).
Formulate
Problem PE : Find quantities γ̂ such that for a given field on one of the boundaries of the waveguide,
there exists a non-trivial function u(ρ; γ̂) such that for ρ ∈ [0, +∞] u(ρ; γ̂) satisfies the equation
(4), transmission conditions (5), (6), and the radiation condition at infinity: functions u(ρ; γ̂)
exponentially decay as ρ → ∞.
The quantities solving problem PE are called eigenvalues and the corresponding u(ρ; γ̂) eigenfunctions. It should be noted that an eigenvalue γ depends on the value of the eigenfunction on
one of the waveguide boundaries.
3. DISPERSION EQUATION

Taking into account the radiation condition at infinity, we show that the solution and the ?rst
derivative of solution of Equation (4) in the domain ρ > b have the form, respectively,
u(ρ) = CK1 (kρ) ,
µ
¶
K1 (kρ)
0
u (ρ) = −Ck K0 (kρ) +
,
kρ

(7)
(8)

where k 2 := γ 2 − k02 εc and K0 , K1 are the modified Bessel functions. Constant C assumed to be
known. Solution (7) are real, which yields γ 2 > k02 εc .
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Remark 2. As was noted above the eigenvalues depend on the value of the field on the boundary
of the waveguide; for this reason, the constant C is considered to be fixed (and known in calculations).
Consider the Cauchy problem for
¡
¢
¡
¢
u00 = −ρ−1 u0 + ρ−2 u − k02 ε (ρ) − γ 2 u − αf |u|2 u
(9)
with the initial conditions u(b) := u(b + 0), u0 (b) := u0 (b + 0), where the values u(b + 0) and u0 (b + 0)
are determined from (7) and (8).
1
Choosing the value of the constant C = K1 (kρ)
we obtain initial conditions in the following form
u(b) = 1,

(10)

K0 (kb) 1
u0 (b) = −k
− .
K1 (kb) b

(11)

Note that, unlike problems for linear media, in the case of nonlinear media, the propagation
constants (eigenvalues) depend on the field amplitude.
To justify the solution technique, we use classical results of the theory of ordinary differential
equations concerning the existence and uniqueness of the solution to the Cauchy problem and
continuous dependence of the solution on parameters.
Using the transmission condition on the boundary ρ = a (see (6)) and the fact that u(a−0; γ) = 0
(E = 0 for ρ < a) we obtain the following dispersion equation
∆ (γ) ≡ u (a + 0; γ) = 0,

(12)

where ∆(γ) is determined explicitly and quantity u(a + 0; γ) is obtained from the solution to the
Cauchy problem.
Thus, when the number γ = γ̃ is such that ∆(γ) = 0, then γ is the propagation constant for
problem PE .
Remark 3. It is known that in the linear case (α = 0) Equation (12) has a real solution γ such
that
kεc < γ 2 < k min ε(ρ).
ρ∈[a,b]

We assume that in the nonlinear case Equation (12) also has a real solution γ such that
kεc < γ 2 < k min ε(ρ) + δ,
ρ∈[a,b]

where δ is a real constant.
Equation (12) can be solved, for example, by the shooting method [9].

Figure 2: Red and blue curves correspond, respectively, to nonlinear (αk = 0.25) and linear (αk = 0)
cases.

Figure 3: Red and blue curves correspond, respectively, to nonlinear (αs = 10, βs = 0.005) and linear
(αs = 0) cases.
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Figure 4: Red and blue curves correspond, respectively, to nonlinear (αk = 0.25) and linear (αk = 0)
cases.

Figure 5: Red and blue curves correspond, respectively, to nonlinear (αs = 10, βs = 0.005) and linear
(αs = 0) cases.

Figure 6: Red and blue curves correspond, respectively, to nonlinear (αk = 0.25) and linear (αk = 0)
cases.

Figure 7: Red and blue curves correspond, respectively, to nonlinear (αs = 10, βs = 0.005) and linear
(αs = 0) cases.

4. NUMERICAL

Numerical experiments are carried out for two types of nonlinearities:
1. ε = ε(ρ) + αk u2 (Kerr law) and
2
2. ε = ε(ρ) + αs (1 − e−βs u ) (nonlinearity with saturation),
where ε(ρ) is a function that specify the inhomogeneity inside GL:
1. ε(ρ) = ε;
2. ε(ρ) = ε + ρ1 ;
3. ε(ρ) = ε + ρ,
where ε is a positive real constant.
In Figs. 2–7 the eigenvalues or dependence γ(f ) are shown. The following values of parameters
are used in calculations: frequency 1 GHz 6 f 6 110 GHz, εc = 1 (vacuum), ε = 12 (silicon),
a = 2 mm, b = 4 mm, and αk = 0.25 for the Kerr nonlinearity and αs = 10 and βs = 0.005 for the
nonlinearity with saturation.
5. CONCLUSION

The analytical approach developed in this study allows one to prove the existence of eigenvalues in
the nonlinear problem that are close to eigenvalues of the corresponding linear problem.
However, as it is seen from the plots above, in the nonlinear problem, there are new eigenvalues
that cannot be determined as a perturbation of eigenvalues of the linear problem. These ‘new’
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eigenvalues correspond to a new (purely nonlinear) propagation regime. At the same time, the
proposed numerical method enables finding all eigenvalues and proves to be efficient in the case of
discrete eigenvalues. In Figures 2 and 3 the groups of eigenvalues are marked with different colors
blue dots (smallest value) are eigenvalues of the linear problem (with α = 0), and red dots are
eigenvalues of the nonlinear problem. When one passes to the limit α → 0, the first red dot tends
to the blue one, while other red dots do not tend to any eigenvalue of the linear problem when
α → 0; these eigenvalues are ‘purely nonlinear’ and correspond to a new type of nonlinear waves.
Whether these mathematically predicted purely nonlinear waves really exist, is a hypothesis
that can be proved or disproved in physical experiment.
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Unified Description of Chirped Gaussian Pulse Propagation of
Arbitrary Initial Width in a Multiple Resonance Lorentz Medium
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Abstract— The unified asymptotic approach yields an accurate description of chirped Gaussian
pulse propagation in a causally dispersive and absorptive multiple resonance Lorentz medium,
and is valid from the slowly-varying envelope to the sub-cycle pulse regimes. The dynamical
evolution of the propagated field is directly related to the dynamics of the saddle points of
the unified complex phase function. Accordingly, the (total) propagated field is comprised of
pulse components each being due to the contribution of a respective relevant saddle point. The
instantaneous oscillation frequency and the occurrence/propagation velocity of a stationary point
of the envelope, of each such pulse component are intrinsically related with the dynamics of the
respective relevant saddle point. Under certain conditions, a stationary point of the envelope of a
pulse component occurs when the respective saddle point trajectory intersects the real frequency
axis, and it travels with the group velocity at this frequency crossing value.
1. INTRODUCTION AND FORMULATION OF THE PULSE PROPAGATION
PROBLEM

Research interest on ultrashort pulse-modulated signals, especially those with duration comparable
to the carrier oscillation cycle, is currently increasing and extends from the RF to the XUV [1–20].
Particular emphasis is placed on the dynamical evolution of such ultrashort pulses as they propagate through, and interact with, various material media in view of their applications, among others,
in optical communications, radar systems and pulse compression [1, 2, 10–13, 15–18]. Related theoretical efforts commonly invoke the slowly varying envelope approximation (SVEA) [1, 2, 4, 6–9, 11–
14, 16] and are inapplicable in the sub-cycle pulse regime [1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 9, 12, 13, 16, 19]. A different
stream of rigorous theoretical efforts to these pulse propagation problems employs asymptotic techniques [2–5, 8, 13, 20]. The latter efforts have elucidated the dynamical evolution of the propagated
field due to rapid rise and/or fall time or exponentially varying input pulses and their accuracy has
been validated upon comparison with purely numerical results.
Herein, the unified asymptotic approach is applied in order to obtain an accurate description of
the dynamical evolution of the propagated field in chirped Gaussian pulse propagation of arbitrary
initial width in a causal, multiple resonance Lorentz-type dielectric. The starting point is the
unified, exact integral expression
½ Z
hz
i ¾
1
A(z, t) =
Re i ŨU exp ΦU (ω, θ) dω
(1)
2π
c
L
which describes the propagated field A(z, t) in the positive z-direction of a linear, homogeneous,
isotropic, temporally dispersive, non-hysteretic medium filling the semi-infinite space z ≥ 0 (where
there are no charge or current sources) and is due to an input unit-amplitude, Gaussian pulse
envelope modulated chirped harmonic wave [1, 2, 7, 11, 14], whose envelope has an arbitrary initial
full width 2T centered around t0 > 0, and it modulates a harmonic wave of applied carrier frequency ωc that is linearly chirped with a constant, arbitrary chirp parameter C. In Eq. (1), the
integration contour L may be the real frequency axis, or any other homotopic to this axis contour,
in the complex ω plane; hereafter, the terms Re{·} and Im{·} denote the real and imaginary parts,
respectively, of the complex quantity inside the curly brackets. Moreover, in Eq. (1) the frequency
independent unified complex spectral amplitude ŨU is given by
· µ 2
¶¸
t0
2T π 1/2
exp
−
+
iψ
,
(2)
ŨU =
T2
(4 + i2CT 2 )1/2
and the unified complex phase ΦU (ω, θ) is given by
¡
¢2
0
cT 2 ω − ωc − i 2t
T2
ΦU (ω, θ) = φ (ω, θ) −
.
z (4 + i2CT 2 )

(3)
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In Eq. (3), φ(ω, θ) = {iω[n(ω) − θ]} denotes the classical complex phase [3–5, 8, 13, 20], ψ is a
constant phase term that is zero for a modulated chirped sine or π/2 for a cosine wave, θ = (ct)/z
is a dimensionless space-time parameter and c is the vacuum speed of light. Throughout, the
medium’s refractive index n(ω) is described by the (m + 1) resonance Lorentz model

n (ω) = 1 −

1

m
X
j=0

ω2 −

b22j
2 +
ω2j

2

i2δ2j ω

 ,

(4)

where, for the j-th resonance, j = 0, 1, . . . , m, ω2j is the resonance frequency, b22j is the square of
the plasma frequency and δ2j is the resonance linewidth. This causal model is often utilized [1–
5, 8, 12, 13, 16] in pulse propagation problems when the field intensity is sufficiently low and the
medium’s nonlinearities are negligible.
2. UNIFIED ASYMPTOTIC DESCRIPTION OF CHIRPED GAUSSIAN PULSE
PROPAGATION

The unified asymptotic description of the propagated field A(z, t), which is obtained from an
application of modern asymptotic techniques [13] on the integral expression (1), is given by
A (z, t) =

n
X

AU l (z, t),

n ≤ 4 (m + 1) + 1,

(5)

l=1

for all values of θ. Accordingly, A(z, t) is composed of pulse components AU l (z, t) each representing
the asymptotic contribution of a respective relevant saddle point ωSPU l (θ) of ΦU (ω, θ). In fact,
ΦU (ω, θ) has n ≤ [4(m + 1) + 1] saddle points which are considered to be isolated and of first-order
for all values of θ.
When the first two terms in the asymptotic expansion are retained, each pulse component
AU l (z, t) is given by




1


n
o
³
´
h
³
´i
z
πc 2
ŨU
1
− 52
ΦU (ω, θ)
, (6)
AU l (z, t) = Re i exp
H(ω,
θ)+O
z
i1
h

2π 
c
z


1 d2 ΦU (ω,θ) 2
− 2 dω2
ω=ωSPU l (θ)

where the quantity H(ω, θ) is given by
 h
i2
h
ih 2
i
d ΦU (ω,θ)  ·
15 d3 ΦU (ω,θ)
1 d4 ΦU (ω,θ)
¸1
 36

³ c ´
−
dω 3
4
dω 4
dω 2
1 d2 ΦU (ω, θ) 2
H(ω, θ) = 1 +
−
h 2
i2 h
i3

2z 
2
dω 2
d ΦU (ω,θ)

1 d2 ΦU (ω,θ) 2

4
−
2
2
dω
2
dω

(7)

and is evaluated at the location of the respective relevant saddle point ωSPU l (θ), l = 1, 2, . . . , [4(m+
1)+1]. From Eq. (6) it then follows that the instantaneous angular frequency of oscillation ωIF OU l (θ)
of the pulse component AU l (z, t) is given by
1d
ωIF OU l (θ) = Re {ωSPU l (θ)} +
2 dt

½
· 2
¸¾
d ΦU (ωSPU l (θ) , θ)
d
arg
− {arg [H (ωSPU l (θ) , θ)]} . (8)
2
dω
dt

Moreover, the envelope of AU l (z, t) attains its stationary points (i.e., its local maxima and/or
minima) when
 ¯
¯ 1 
¯ d2 ΦU (ωSPU l (θ),θ) ¯ 2 


¯
¯ 

−

dω 2
¯ 
d  
¯
Im {ωSPU l (θ)} =
ln 
(9)
 .
dt 
 |H (ωSPU l (θ) , θ)| 
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3. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Hereafter, the input Gaussian pulse modulated chirped harmonic wave is chosen to have an envelope
with initial width 2T = 3.891 fs centered around t0 = 15 T, and it modulates a sine wave of applied
carrier frequency ωc = 1.615 × 1015 s−1 which is linearly chirped with a positive chirp parameter
C + = 0.028 × 1030 s−1 . Moreover, the dynamical evolution of the propagated field is described at a
propagation distance z = 5.0zd , where zd = 14.392 µm is the absorption depth at ωc , in the double
resonance (m = 1) fluoride-type glass of Refs. [4, 8]. Notice that, ωc is chosen to be located at the
inflection point of nr (ωr ) and the input sine wave completes a single oscillation in the unchirped
case. Furthermore, for the input positive chirp case, C + is such that ωc doubles over the time
interval ∆t = 30 T.
The dynamics of the nine saddle points in the input positive chirp case are illustrated in Fig. 1.
Moreover, Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) illustrate dynamical evolution of the (total) propagated field and the
angular frequency of oscillation, respectively, evaluated using both the unified asymptotic approach
as well as a numerical experiment. Notice that here, only the first term of the asymptotic expansion
in Eq. (6) is retained. The prediction of the numerical experiment is in close agreement with the
corresponding prediction of the unified asymptotic approach, even though no optimization has been
applied. The propagated field A(z, t) is mainly composed of the two dominant pulse components
AU l (z, t) l = 1, 2, each being due to the asymptotic contribution of a respective relevant saddle
point ωSPU l (θ) of ΦU (ω, θ). The peak amplitudes of the propagated field at θU+Amax = 1.381 and
at θU+Bmax = 1.566 occur, approximately, when the respective saddle points ωSPU 2 (θ) and ωSPU 1 (θ)
+
+
intersect the real frequency axis at θstnr
= 1.376 and at θstnr
= 1.548, in agreement with
U 2,1
U 1,2
Eq. (9).
Moreover, ωIF OU l (θ) is given by Re{ωSPU l (θ)} as ωSPU l (θ) evolves with θ in the ω-plane; ωIF OU l (θ)
lies in the real frequency range traversed by the Re{ωSPU l (θ)} as θ increases, in agreement with
Eq. (8).
The unified asymptotic approach provides an accurate description of the propagated field A(z, t)
in chirped Gaussian pulse propagation of arbitrary initial width in a multiple (m + 1) resonance,
causally dispersive and absorptive Lorentz-type dielectric. The propagated field is a linear superposition of pulse components AU l (z, t), l ≤ [4(m + 1) + 1] each being due to the asymptotic

ω i =Im{ω}(1016 s −1 )
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0.0
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Figure 1: (Color online) dynamics of the saddle points ωSPU l (θ), l = 1, 2, . . . , 9, of ΦU (ω, θ) in the complex
ω-plane, in the positive chirp case. The arrow at each path indicates the direction of motion of the respective
saddle point as θ increases in the interval θ ∈ [−5.0, 15.0]. When a saddle point crosses the real frequency
axis, its coordinates are given by: [θstnr U 1,1 = 0.211; ωstnr U 1,1 = 0.018 × 1016 s−1 ] and [θstnr U 1,2 = 1.548;
ωstnr U 1,2 = 0.002 × 1016 s−1 ] [θstnr U 2,1 = 1.376; ωstnr U 2,1 = 0.090 × 1016 s−1 ] [θstnr U 3,1 = −2.786; ωstnr U 3,1 =
0.966 × 1016 s−1 ] and [θstnr U 3,2 = 1.329; ωstnr U 3,2 = 1.679 × 1016 s−1 ] [θstnr U 8,1 = −2.786; ωstnr U 8,1 =
−0.967 × 1016 s−1 ] and [θstnr U 8,2 = 1.349; ωstnr U 8,2 = −1.613 × 1016 s−1 ] [θstnr U 9,1 = 0.216; ωstnr U 9,1 =
−0.018 × 1016 s−1 ] and [θstnr U 9,2 = 1.409; ωstnr U 9,2 = −0.042 × 1016 s−1 ].
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(a) Field Amplitude

(b) Oscillation Frequency (1016 s −1)

5.0

Figure 2: (Color online) (a) the propagated field in the positive chirp case. The (black) squares (‘¤’)
+
+
−3
denote the (absolute) maxima (θHA
= 1.382, A+
) and (θHB
= 1.575, A+
HAmax = 9.314 × 10
HBmax =
max
max
−3
0.245 × 10 ) of the field amplitude evaluated using the numerical experiment and denoted with the solid
+
+
(black) line. The (blue) crosses (‘+’) denote the (absolute) maxima (θU
Amax = 1.381, AU Amax = 12.901 ×
Pm≤9
+
+
10−3 ) and (θU Bmax = 1.566, AU Bmax = 0.309 × 10−3 ) of the field amplitude AU (z, t) =
l=1 AU l (z, t)
evaluated using the unified asymptotic approach and denoted with the solid (blue) line. (b) Evolution of the
instantaneous angular frequencies of oscillation for the propagated fields depicted in (a). The (black) squares
(‘¤’) denote the instantaneous oscillation frequency evaluated using the numerical experiment. Moreover,
the instantaneous oscillation frequency evaluated using the unified asymptotic approach is denoted with the
(blue) cross (‘+’).

contribution of a relevant saddle point ωSPU l (θ) of the unified phase ΦU (ω, θ) which appears in the
exact integral expression of A(z, t) and is a function of both the input field and the medium parameters as well as of the propagation distance. This asymptotic approach generalizes previous findings
for Gaussian pulse propagation in a single resonance Lorentz medium which is valid and accurate
from the delta function limit to the SVE pulse regime [3, 5, 13]. Moreover, this asymptotic approach
describes the dynamical evolution of ωIF OU l (θ) (i.e., its value range, attained maxima and/or minima and the regions of up and down chirp), identifying the spectral components of the input pulse
which contribute to the dynamical evolution of A(z, t). The unified asymptotic approach provides
unique insight on the interaction of the pulse components AU l (z, t) which lead, in the sub-cycle
pulse regime, to the break-up of A(z, t) (for the considered double resonance Lorentzian, into a
high frequency deformed Gaussian followed by a low frequency damped oscillatory pulse structure). The insight of the unified asymptotic description is useful in applications involving chirped
pulses, especially in the extremely ultrashort pulse regime.
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Block LU Preconditioner for the Electric Field Integral Equation
S. L. Stavtsev
INM RAS, Russian Federation

Abstract— Boundary element discretizations are used in many fields of science and engineering,
for example, to solve the problem of electromagnetic scattering with electric field integral equation
(EFIE). To solve the EFIE on surfaces of arbitrary shape, RWG functions are traditionally used.
The matrices arising from the discretization of integral equations can be adequately approximated
with low-rank matrices using the mosaic-skeleton method. However, to solve the problem of
scattering with a large wave size of the object, we have to solve a large system with n ∼ 105 –106 .
Systems of linear equations with matrices of this order are solved iteratively (GMRES). For a
large wave size, the matrix is ill-conditioned and we have to use a preconditioner. In this paper,
the number of iterations in the GMRES method is reduced by building a block LU preconditioner.
The numerical experiments have revealed that the preconditioner makes it possible to solve the
problem of electromagnetic scattering on objects with a larger wave size.
1. INTRODUCTION

The radiolocation problem is often solved using integral equations [1]. The simplest model when the
given object is a perfectly conducting body is characterized by an integral equation of the electric
field
Z
Z
ik|M −N |
eik|M −N |
1
k2
ik
¯
¯ )e
∇τ ∇N · J(N )
dSN +
J(N
dSN = Ē0τ (M ), M ∈ S.
(1)
4π
|M − N |
4π
|M − N |
µ
S

S

Equation (1) is numerically solved often by using RWG basis functions [2]. The problem is
reduced to the solution of a system of linear algebraic equations with a dense matrix A. The size
of this system (n) depends on the wave number k as well as on the shape and size of the surface
S. The dependence on k has the form n = O(k 2 ); here, to obtain a solution of Equation (1) with
an accuracy of ε = 10−3 for an object with a typical size a = 1 m for k = 100 m−1 , the system size
n must be 104 –105 .
The solution of a system with a dense matrix of size 104 –106 requires computing systems with
a large (shared or distributed) RAM or special-purpose methods for compressing the dense matrix.
For example, the studies [3, 4] used the Multilevel Fast Multipole Algorithm (MLFMA) and the
mosaic-skeleton method to solve electrodynamic problems.
The mosaic-skeleton method [5] is more versatile than the MLFMA and can be easily parallelized,
which makes the mosaic-skeleton method suitable for both electrodynamic problems and other
applications [6].
The system with a dense matrix is solved by iterative methods that use only multiplication of
a matrix by a vector and ignore the explicit construction of the inverse matrix. The projective
iterative methods (for example, GMRES [7]) prove to be the most efficient. The computation of
the radar cross section (RCS) of a perfectly conducting object requires that Equation (1) be solved
with many right-hand sides. The number of right-hand sides is determined by the number of points
on the scatter diagram and reaches a few thousands.
The system with several right-hand sides is solved by a modification of GMRES that uses basis
vectors of the projective subspace for all right-hand sides of the system. Of course, the system
could be solved for each right-hand side or the GMRES restarts could be used. However, in this
case, the system solution time increases so greatly that it becomes impossible to solve the equation
for k > 10.
A substantial drawback of the modified GMRES method is the large amount of RAM required
for storing the basis vectors. The amount of memory is proportional to the matrix dimension
n and number of iterations ki . In the GMRES method, the number of iterations ki grows with
increasing of both n and wave number k. Therefore, for large wave numbers, the solution of the
system requires considerable amount of RAM. The amount of this memory is much greater than
that required for storing the compressed matrix.
To reduce the number of iterations and solve Equation (1) for large wave numbers, we propose
here to build a preconditioner. The authors of [8] have already proposed a preconditioner for
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Equation (1) on the basis of Calderon’s formula. However, the approach proposed in [8] is suitable
only for integral equations on closed surfaces. Our preconditioner can be efficiently used for both
closed and open surfaces.
The papers [9, 10] also described preconditioners for compressed matrices in the H2 format. Like
our preconditioner, these preconditioners contain parameters that should be chosen for a particular
class of problems.
Unlike [9, 10], the preconditioner in this paper is constructed for a mosaic-skeleton rather than
H2 matrix. In addition, our preconditioner is designed namely for electrodynamics problems rather
than for integral equations that can be solved without preconditioners.
2. BLOCK LU PRECONDITIONER

Before constructing the preconditioner, we note that the inverse matrix that can be constructed
from an LU decomposition is an ideal preconditioner. The solution of the system with a dense
matrix using an LU decomposition requires O(n3 ) operations. The solution with the help of the
GMRES method requires O(n log(n)) operations. Nevertheless, for n < 50000, the system can
be solved faster through an LU decomposition than using the GMRES algorithm. If the matrix
is given in a compressed format, its approximate LU decomposition can be constructed in o(n3 )
operations. We use the approximation of L and U matrices as a preconditioner for solving the
system by the iterative method.
To construct the preconditioner, we assume that the non-degenerate square matrix A corresponding to integral Equation (1) is given in the mosaic-skeleton format [5]. In other words, the matrix
A is divided into blocks, some of which are represented in the skeleton format, i.e., as Ai = Vi WiT ,
where for a block Ai of size p×q, the matrices Vi and Wi have dimensions p×r and q×r, respectively.
The remaining blocks are dense and can be computed explicitly. An example of matrix division into
blocks is shown in Figure 1(a). The compression degree of blocks is shown by grey-scale grading:
the lighter a block, the more compressed it is. It follows from the mosaic-skeleton algorithm applied
to the matrix obtained from the integral equation that the diagonal blocks are dense, square, and
non-degenerate.
To construct a preconditioner, we mark the nondiagonal blocks in the matrix as shown in
Figure 1(b). Next, we obtain a hierarchic block construct of the decomposition factors in accordance
to the formula
µ
¶ µ
¶µ
¶µ
¶
A11 A12
L11 0
D1 0
U11 U12
=
(2)
A21 A22
L21 L22
0 D2
0 U22
In (2), the blocks are computed in the following way:
1.
2.
3.
4

A11 = L11 D1 U11 ; we compute L11 , D1 , U11 ;
−1 −1
A21 = L21 D1 U11 ; we use the formula L21 = A21 U11
D1 to find L21 ;
−1 −1
A12 = L11 D1 U12 ; we use the formula U12 = D1 L11 A12 to find U12 ;
A22 = L21 D1 U12 + L22 D2 U22 ; according to L22 D2 U22 = A22 − L21 D1 U12 and using L21 and
U12 , we find L22 , D2 , U22 .

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Mosaic division of the matrix.
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In steps (2)–(4), the blocks of the matrices A, L and U are monolithic only at the initial stage.
As can be seen from Figure 1(b), some parts of matrices may have a rather complex structure
containing both dense and low-rank blocks. The L21 and U12 blocks cannot be computed as dense
matrices because this operation is laborious and requires a considerable amount of RAM for large
matrices. Therefore, the algorithm for constructing the block LU preconditioner uses the low-rank
feature (i.e., the representation of original and computed blocks as V W T ).
In steps (2)–(4), as a result of the block summing operation, the ranks are summed; therefore,
to ensure that the amount of data for storing the LU decomposition factors is small, the lowrank blocks are compressed up using singular value decomposition (SVD) with the truncation of a
required number of lower singular numbers.
The singular numbers can be truncated using one of the following strategies:
1. fix the rank of the resulting block and assume that this rank does not exceed some value rc ;
2. fix the approximation accuracy εc of the compressed block.
In each case, we obtain an additional parameter that should be chosen for the given problem,
i.e., for Equation (1). The value of this parameter affects the efficiency of the preconditioner. If
the value of rc is large or the accuracy εc is high, the construction of the preconditioner requires
considerable computational resources. This means that in this case the preconditioner requires a
long time to be constructed and takes much RAM. On the other hand, a small value of rc or low
accuracy εc can increase the number of iterations in the relevant algorithm.
An analysis of the preconditioner shows that it is difficult to choose the parameter rc for the
integral equation. For large values of rc , the blocks mostly become dense but the number of
iterations still remains large. It is more efficient to choose the approximation accuracy εc of lowrank approximation blocks.
When the matrix is represented as (2), the multiplication of the preconditioner by the vector is
performed by O(n log(n)) operations.
3. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In the calculations, we investigate the scatter diagram: the dependence of the quantity
¯
¯
¯Ē(R)¯2
σ = lim 4πR ¯ ¯2
R→∞
¯Ē0 ¯
on the scattering angle ϕ of incident wave Ē0 for different angles.
¯ ), we can write Formula (3) as
Using J(N
¯
¯2
¯Z
¯
¯
¯
2 −ik|N |
¯
¯
¯
σ = 4π ¯ (J(N ) − k̄0 (k̄0 · J(N ))k e
dSN ¯¯ ,
¯
¯

(3)

(4)

S

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: RCS for a cylinder with a frequency of 2 GHz (k = 42 m−1 ); the matrix dimension is n = 21760.
(a) Horizontal polarization. (b) Vertical polarization.
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where k̄0 is the unit vector of the incident wave.
We consider a circular cylinder of diameter 0.15 m and length 0.25 m.
Figures 2–4 show the comparison of RCS calculations in decibels 10 log(σ/σ0 ) with the results of
experiments conducted by the Institute of Theoretical and Applied Electrodynamics of the Russian
Academy of Sciences for two polarizations (horizontal and vertical).
It can be seen from Figure 2 that for low frequencies there is a good agreement between calculated
and experimental data for both horizontal and vertical polarizations. Figures 3 and 4 show that at
high frequencies the elimination of false maxima in RCS requires a much finer grid.
Table 1 gives the following data:
k is the wave number (m−1 ),
n is the number of unknown variables in the system,
T1 is the matrix computation time (s),

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: RCS for a cylinder with a frequency of 16 GHz (k = 335 m−1 ), the matrix dimension is n = 21760.
(a) Horizontal polarization. (b) Vertical polarization.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: RCS for a cylinder with a frequency of 16 GHz (k = 335 m−1 ), the matrix dimension is n = 192156.
(a) Horizontal polarization. (b) Vertical polarization.
Table 1: The results of calculations.
k

42

84

167

335

n

21 760

40068

90 063

192 156

T1

1336

3 981

20 013

23 376

T2

1210

5 336

-

-

T3

549

1 297

4 216

12 425

T4

42

124

550

1 167

M0

3 613

12 249

61 885

281 707

M1

961

3 300

6 893

15 946

M2

3 083

7 883

-

-

M3

1 102

4 125

9 788

22 495
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T2 is the solution time without the preconditioner (s),
T3 is the preconditioner construction time (s),
T4 is the solution time with the preconditioner (s),
M0 is the memory taken by the matrix witout compression (Megabytes),
M1 is the memory taken by the mosaic-skeleton matrix (Megabytes),
M2 is the memory required for the solution of the system without the preconditioner (Megabytes),
M3 is the memory taken by the preconditioner (Megabytes).
The calculations were conducted on a personal computer with 42 Gb of RAM for a cylinder with
the parameters described above. The number of right-hand sides is 2048. The approximation accuracy and the solution accuracy were taken to be 10−3 . The preconditioner construction parameter
εc was 10−4 .
Without the preconditioner, we managed to obtain the solution for k = 42 and k = 84. For
k = 167 and k = 335, we managed to obtain the solution only with the preconditioner. Thus, the
block LU preconditioner proposed in this study makes it possible to increase the solution frequency
in 4 times.
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Abstract— This work is devoted to the analysis of inverse problems of permittivity reconstruction of diaphragms loaded in a rectangular waveguide including justification of the solution to
a benchmark inverse problem of reconstructing permittivity of a one-sectional diaphragm. We
perform comparison of theoretical and numerical results based on the measurement data to validate the efficiency of the proposed technique. The obtained solutions can be implemented in
practical measurements for investigation of new artificial materials and media and can be applied
in optics, nanotechnology, and design of microwave devices.
1. INTRODUCTION

Determination of electromagnetic parameters of dielectric bodies is an urgent problem for artificial
materials: nanomaterials, metamaterials, and nanocomposite materials. As a rule, electromagnetic
parameters of such kind of materials cannot be measured. This work is a continuation of the series
of papers [1–3] devoted to the investigation of permittivity reconstruction of layered materials in
the form of diaphragms (sections) in a single-mode waveguide of rectangular cross section from
the transmission coefficient measured at different frequencies. The aim is the development of the
mathematical technique for the analysis of the inverse problem for the case of a one- and multisectional diaphragms in a rectangular waveguide. We suppose that the diaphragm is made of
material with real electromagnetic parameters. For this case, we obtain analytical solution of the
inverse problem and the conditions providing unique solvability for the benchmark case of a onesectional diaphragm. Based on the analytical solution we study more complicated mathematical
models and present results of numerical simulation.
2. INVERSE PROBLEM

Assume that a waveguide P = {x : 0 < x1 < a, 0 < x2 < b, −∞ < x3 < ∞} with the perfectly conducting boundary surface ∂P is given in Cartesian coordinate system. A three-dimensional body
Q (Q ⊂ P )
Q = {x : 0 < x1 < a, 0 < x2 < b, 0 < x3 < l}
is placed in the waveguide; the body has the form of a diaphragm (an insert), namely, a parallelepiped separated into n sections adjacent to the waveguide walls. Domain P \Q̄ is filled with
an isotropic and homogeneous layered medium having constant permeability (µ0 > 0) in whole
waveguide P , the sections of the diaphragm
Q0 = {x : 0 < x1 < a, 0 < x2 < b, −∞ < x3 < 0}
Qj = {x : 0 < x1 < a, 0 < x2 < b, lj−1 < x3 < lj } , j = 1, . . . , n
Qn+1 = {x : 0 < x1 < a, 0 < x2 < b, l < x3 < +∞}
are filled each with a medium having constant permittivity εj > 0; l0 := 0, ln := l.
The electromagnetic field inside and outside of the object in the waveguide is governed by
Maxwells’ equations:
rotH = −iωεE
(1)
rotE = iωµ0 H,
where E and H are the vectors of the electric and magnetic field intensity and ω is the circular
frequency. Assume that π/a < k0 < π/b, where k0 is the wavenumber, k02 = ω 2 ε0 µ0 [5]. In this
case, only one wave H10 propagates in the waveguide without attenuation (we have a single-mode
waveguide [5]).
The incident electrical field is
³ πx ´
1
e−iγ0 x3
(2)
E0 = e2 A sin
a
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Figure 1: Multilayered diaphragms in a waveguide.

p
with a known A and γ0 = k02 − π 2 /a2 .
Solving the forward problem for Maxwell’s equations we obtain explicit expressions for the field
inside every section of diaphragm Q and outside the diaphragm:
³ πx ´
1
E(0) = sin
(Ae−iγ0 x3 + Beiγ0 x3 ), x ∈ Q0 ,
(3)
a
³ πx ´
1
E(j) = sin
(Cj e−iγj x3 + Dj eiγj x3 ),
a
j = 1, . . . , n + 1;
Dn+1 = 0, x ∈ Qj ,
(4)
q
where γj = kj2 − π 2 /a2 and kj2 = ω 2 εj µ0 , γn+1 = γ0 .
From the conditions on the boundary surfaces L := {x3 = 0, x3 = l1 , . . . , x3 = ln } of the
diaphragm sections
[E]|L = 0; [H]|L = 0,
(5)
where square brackets [·] denote function jump via boundary surfaces, applied to (3) and (4) we
obtain using conditions (5) a system of equations for the unknown coefficients

A + B = C + D1

 γ (B − A) 1= γ (D
0
1
1 − C1 )
(6)
−iγ
iγ
j lj
j lj
Dj e
= Cj+1 e−iγj+1 lj + Dj+1 eiγj+1 lj

 Cj e iγj l+
γj (Dj e j − Cj e−iγj lj ) = γj+1 (Dj+1 eiγj+1 lj − Cj+1 e−iγj+1 lj ), j = 1, . . . , n.
where Cn+1 = F, Dn+1 = 0. In system (6) coefficients A, B, Cj , Dj are supposed to be complex
and εj , (j = 1, . . . , n) real.
Formulate the inverse problem for a multisectional diaphragm.
Inverse problem P: find (real) permittivity εj of each section from the known amplitude A of
the incident wave and amplitude F of the transmitted wave at different frequencies.
In the case of an n-sectional diaphragm, we have [1–3] a system of n equations with n unknown
permittivities



 1


(γn pn+1 + γ0 qn+1 )F (ωj )e−iγ0 ln  ,
Re(A(ωj )) = Re  n

 Q
2
γj

j = 1, . . . , n,

(7)

j=0

where p and q are obtained from recurrent formulas
pj+1 = γj−1 pj cos αj + γj qj i sin αj ;

p1 := 1,

qj+1 = γj−1 pj i sin αj + γj qj cos αj ;

q1 := 1.

Here αj = γj (lj − lj−1 ), j = 1, . . . , n. Solving system (7) numerically we find permittivities εj
(j = 1, . . . , n).
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3. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS

Consider theoretical results including the proofs of uniqueness and solvability of the inverse problems. For a one-sectional diaphragm from (7) we obtain the equation
F
eiγ0 l1
=
,
A
g(τ )

(8)
µ

γ0 l 1
τ
+
g(τ ) = cos(τ ) + i
2γ0 l1
2τ
r
π2
τ = γ1 l1 = l1 ω 2 ε1 µ0 − 2 .
a
If ε1 > ε0 > 0 then

¶
sin(τ ),

(9)
(10)

r

π2
> 0.
(11)
a2
Introduce a complex variable z = x + iy = Aeiγ0 l1 /F and separate real and imaginary parts in (8):
½
x = cos τ
(12)
y = h(τ ) sin τ,
τ = γ1 l1 = l1

where h(τ ) =

where

τ
2γ0 l1

+

γ0 l1
2τ .

k12 −

Equation (8) is equivalent to the system
½
cos τ = ρ,
h(τ ) sin τ = ζ,
³
´
³
´
ρ = Re Aeiγ0 l1 /F , ζ = Im Aeiγ0 l1 /F

(13)

(14)

The following theorems justify unique solvability of the inverse problem under study.
Theorem 1 Suppose that |ρ| < 1 and ρ2 + ζ 2 ≥ 1. Then inverse problem P has a unique
solution:
Ã
!
³ π ´2 µ τ ¶2
1
ε1 = 2
,
(15)
+
ω µ0 ε0
a
l1
where

Ã
τ = τ1 = γ 0 l 1

|ζ| +

!
p
ρ2 + ζ 2 − 1
p
,
1 − ρ2

(16)

if the conditions τ1 /γ0 l1 > 1, ε1 > ε0 , cos τ1 = ρ, and sign (ζ) = sign (sin τ1 ) are satisfied.
If τ2 /γ0 l1 < 1, π 2 /a2 ω 2 µ0 < ε1 < ε0 , cos τ2 = ρ, and sign (ζ) = sign (sin τ2 ), then the inverse
problem has only one solution expressed in the form
Ã
!
p
1 − ρ2
p
τ = τ2 = γ 0 l 1
,
(17)
|ζ| + ρ2 + ζ 2 − 1
Otherwise, inverse problem P has no solution.
Remark 1. If ρ = ±1 then ζ must be equal to zero and, respectively, τ = 2πn or τ = π + 2πn
(n ∈ Z). In these cases uniqueness is violated and inverse problem P has several solutions.
Theorem 2 If
F = ±Aeiγ0 l1 ,
(18)
or
Aeiγ0 l1
F =
,
(19)
g(τ1∗ )
where
C2
√
τ1∗ =
, C = γ0 l1 , n ≥ 0,
(20)
πn + π 2 n2 + C 2
then inverse problem P has no solution in the case of a one-sectional diaphragm. If these conditions
are not satisfied, then inverse problem P has a unique solution.
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Proof. From (7), we have
g(τ ) =

Aeiγ0 l1
F
iγ0 l1

iγ0 l1

Suppose that τ ≥ 0, τ1 and τ2 (τ2 ≥ τ1 ) exist, and g(τ1 ) = AeF
and g(τ2 ) = AeF . Then the
relation g(τ1 ) − g(τ2 ) = 0 holds. From (8) we have that the last equality yields a system
(
cos
³ τ1 − cos
´ τ2 = 0,³
´
(21)
τ1
τ2
C
C
+
sin
τ
−
+
1
C
τ1
C
τ2 sin τ2 = 0.
From the first equation of system (21) we obtain
cos τ1 − cos τ2 = −2 sin

τ1 + τ2
τ2 − τ1
sin
= 0.
2
2

2
1
Then sin τ1 +τ
= 0, or sin τ2 −τ
= 0. In the first case, we obtain
2
2
½
τ1 = πm, m ≥ 0,
τ2 = −πm + 2πk,

and g(τ1 ) = g(τ2 ) = (−1)l which yields the proof of the first part of the theorem (relation (18)).
1
= 0, we obtain
In the second case when sin τ2 −τ
2
½

2

τ1∗ = πn+√πC2 n2 +C 2 ,
τ2 = τ1∗ + 2πk, n ≥ 0,

and the second part of the theorem, (19) and (20), is proved.
Remark 2. Theorem 2 yields existence and uniqueness of the solution to inverse problem P
when a one-sectional diaphragm is filled with a medium having real permittivity.
Statement. In the case of a one-sectional diaphragm filled with a medium having real permittivity inverse problem P has no unique solution if only the relative amplitude |F/A| is known.
The presence of several inresection points on the graph in Fig. 2 clearly illustrates the validity
of this statement.

Figure 2: Graphs of functions |g(z)|2 . |g(z)|2 =
¡
¢2
cos2 z + 41 Cz + Cz sin2 z.

Figure 3: Real permittivity calculated from experimentally obtained values of the transmission coefficient using Equations (15) and (16), the exact value
is ε(ω) = 2.04, frequency range f ∈ (8.2, 10) GHz.

4. NUMERICAL

In this section we present an example of numerical solutions to inverse problem P for a one-sectional
diaphragm. Parameters of the diaphragm are a = 2.274 cm, b = 1.004 cm, and l1 = 1.004 cm, and
the excitation frequency f ∈ (8.2, 10) GHz.
The permittivity was calculated on a grid of 120 (and more) frequency points taken from the
indicated range using experimentally obtained values [6] of the transmission coefficient, which
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explains the presence of small oscillations on the graph. We see that the average permittivity value
coincides well (with accuracy less than 0.5 %) with the mean value (expectation) of the calculated
data. Note that the desired permittivity value (of a homogeneous one-sectional diaphragm) can
be obtained, using the developed solution to inverse problem P, from one (complex) value of the
transmission coefficient.
5. CONCLUSION

In this work we completed theoretical justification of the solution to a benchmark inverse problem
of reconstructing permittivity of a one-sectional diaphragm, proving the existence and uniqueness
in the case of real permittivity. We performed comparison of results of theoretical solution to
the inverse problems with the numerical data employing experimentally obtained values of the
transmission coefficient, validating the efficiency of the proposed technique.
The obtained solutions can be implemented in practical measurements when new artificial materials and media are investigated by commonly used waveguide devices and analyzers.
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The Application of Non-linear Dynamics Methods for Radar Target
Identification
F. J. Rachford and T. L. Carroll
US Naval Research Laboratory, USA

Abstract— Currently radar target identification is effected by finding the downrange distribution of scatterers on a platform using high definition radar and referencing this distribution to a
look-up table of measured radar returns. This method is difficult due to the rapid scintillation
of the radar signal of a flying target at short wavelengths. We investigate a method of target
identification in the low definition, relatively long wavelength, limit using techniques derived
from the field of non-linear dynamics. In this limit the radar reflection is much less sensitive to
the orientation of the target to the radar and scintillation is greatly reduced. Modern detection
advances allow the digitization and processing of raw real time non-pulse compressed waveforms.
We simulate the raw radar returns from several very similar small (4 to 5 wavelength) objects
(i.e., cylinder, cone-cylinder, cone-ogive and double ogive) illuminated with chaotic or random
modulated waveforms or a linear chirp using a commercial finite difference time domain code. In
this aggressive limit we embed the target return in two dimensions using the method of delays to
form an attractor. The geometric properties of the attractors are analyzed to distinguish between
these similar target objects in the low definition limit. Our method selects random points on a
reference attractor (or strands of points) with many Euclidean nearest neighbors and compares
these with the nearest neighbor density of points (or strands) with the same time index on an
attractor from an unknown target. Comparing the density of nearest neighbors at these points
on two attractors allows us to calculate probabilities of correct identification. (Is the unknown
signal from the reference target or from one of the other targets?) Simulation data and analyses
derived from three different transmit waveforms are compared. The robustness of our target ID
method is probed by the addition of white noise to the signals.
1. INTRODUCTION

In radar, a microwave wave train interacts with a complex target and is reflected to a detector.
Conventional processing is used to locate the illuminated target in space (c × ∆t/2) and determine
its velocity [1]. Determining the identity of the target and distinguishing one target from similar
targets has proven more of a challenge [2]. Present target identification (ID) methods include using
high frequency waveforms and pulse compression to find the distribution of down range locations of
scatterers [3] on a complex target or studying the decay of characteristic resonant excitations [4–6].
A target is identified by matching the scatterer locations or characteristic resonances with a lookup
table of measured values. The return from high frequency/high definition radar is very sensitive
to target aspect and dynamic flexing leading to ambiguities in identification. Resonant ring down
returns are less susceptible to aspect or dynamics of the target structure but rapidly decay and are
very difficult to detect in real operational environments. Other approaches to target identification
use adaptive waveform design [7–11]. In this paper we describe a method for target identification
that we have recently developed [12–15] and look at its dependence on several candidate radar
waveforms in the presence of Gaussian noise. To make the identification process especially challenging we choose to illuminate four very similar simple targets, Fig. 1, roughly four and a half
wavelengths long by a bit more than one wavelength in diameter. We simulate the radar process
using a commercial [16] finite difference time domain (FDTD) code [17].
2. WAVEFORM CONSTRUCTION

Three waveforms were constructed to illuminate the targets by concatenating one thousand individual sinusoids with varying periods. The periods of these frequency modulated CW waveforms
were constrained to fall in a 400 MHz bandwidth with center frequency of 2 GHz and were selected
according to three different rules: a linearly increasing frequency chirp, the output of a low dimensional chaotic map and a pseudo random number sequence. The low dimensional chaotic map used
to construct the chaotically modulated wave train is described by
z (n + 1) = 2.1z (n)

mod 1

(1)
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the linear chirp follows z(n + 1) = z(n) + 0.001, z(0) = 0.001, and the random sequence by z(n) =
ran(n). Each frequency modulated signal was then created from a series of concatenated sinusoids,
with the frequency of the n0 th sinusoid determined by ζ(n) = 1.0 + β(z(n) − 0.5), where β was used
to vary the modulation bandwidth. The sinusoids were matched in phase when one sinusoid ended
and the other began. Mathematically, the nth sinusoid of s was given by
s (i) = sin (2πt/ [600ζ (n)])

[i = 0, 1, 2 . . . , i < 600ζ (n)]

(2)

If ζ(n) = 1, then the initial period of the sinusoid was 600 points. The random waveform was
generated similarly except the chaotic map was replaced by a pseudo random number generator.
The chirp was generated by a linearly incremented number sequence. All waveforms were later
resampled and scaled to fall within the prescribed center frequency and bandwidth for presentation
to the FDTD code.
3. IDENTIFICATION METHOD

One can view the process of scattering an electromagnetic wave from a target as a filter acting
on a signal. In general there is no continuous function that can reverse the effects of a filter and
reconstruct the input waveform. Also there is no continuous function relating the outputs of two
different filters excited by the same waveform. Since the scattering process here is deterministic,
dynamical systems theory applies and can be used to calculate the probability that two received
signals can be related by a function and, hence, have been scattered from the same target [18].
We emphasize we are working here with raw scattered waveforms. Simple techniques such as
signal averaging can be tolerated but no matched filtering or pulse compression is applied upon
detection. (Some band pass filtering is tolerable as long as it is applied equally to all signals under
consideration.)
We assume that once a target of interest has been located and characterized by conventional
methods that real time digitized waveforms of the return signal are available for analysis and that
the waveforms can be corrected for Doppler effects by appropriate resampling. Our method proceeds
by embedding the digitized normalized, non pulse compressed waveform, s(i), in two dimensions
by the method of delays [19–22]. We do this by constructing the set of delay vectors S(i):
S (i) = [s (i) , s (i + τ )]

(3)

where the delay time τj is by known methods [21, 22]. The set of these vectors over time form
a reconstruction (also called an embedding) of the signa lin a phase space. The trajectory of
these vectors carry information about the waveform interaction with the target. To discriminate
between targets we look at the average Euclidean separation between nearest neighbor vectors on
a reference target and compared with the average separation of the same vectors on embedded
return signals from “unknown” targets. The process is initiated by selecting random points on
the reference target embedding (attractor), finding their nearest neighbor points on different cycles
(sufficiently separated in time) and calculating the average neighbor separation for the collection of
initial seed locations. These same points and their neighbors are located in time on the “unknown”
signal embedding and their average separation is recorded. In practice instead of using individual
points, we use strands of 128 temporarily adjacent points in the embedding. Using strands makes
the analysis less sensitive to additive noise by an effective signal averaging that takes place in the
strand separation calculation. Strands also mitigate small inaccuracies in the loction of reference
strands in the “unknown” signal. We expect that targets that are similar to the reference target
will have comparably smaller average nearest neighbor strand separations in their embedded return
signals than would be the case for targets with more differing geometries. This in fact is what we
find and we used this effect realize our target identification.
4. TARGETS AND SIMULATION

The four electrically small perfectly conductive targets simulated in this work are shown in Figure 1.
All axially symmetric shapes have a maximum diameter of 18 cm and the cylinder, double ogive and
cone cylinder targets are 67 cm long whereas cone ogive is 74 cm long. All the targets are electrically
small since the waveform center frequency is 2 GHz, 15 cm. In the FDTD simulation the targets
were rotated +10◦ (nose up) in elevation and the mono-static return was scanned 60◦ in azimuth
beginning with 0◦ azimuth facing the elevated ends. We rotated the targets +10◦ elevation to avoid
the 0◦ specular flash off the flat end of the cylinder. The electric polarization was in the azimuthal
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Figure 1: The four FDTD simulated shapes used in this study. All the objects simulated in this paper are 18
cm in diameter and the double ogive, cylinder and the cone ogive are all 67 cm long while the cone cylinder
is 74 cm long. The objects are pitched +10◦ in elevation and are rotated in one degree increments from 0◦
(nose forward) to 60◦ in azimuth. The impinging waveform is polarized in the plane of the scan.Very similar
results are seen when taking any of the other targets as reference. The best separation between target and
other shape data occurs employing the chaotic waveform.

plane of the scan and data was taken at 1◦ intervals. 60000 FDTD time steps were executed at each
degree and the back-scattered signal was low pass filtered at 3 GHz to reduce any accumulating
digitizing errors.
The analysis proceeds by selecting and normalizing 50000 data points in each data set centered
on the reflection from the target. The normalization was necessary since the amplitude of the
return signals depends on the orienttion and shape of each target. An average normalization places
all signals on the same scale independent of target. Each signal is embedded in two dimensions
by the method of delays with, in this case, the delay being 13 points or about a quarter of an
average sinusoid cycle. One target is chosen as reference and 100 random strands are placed at
random sites in the embedded data for each angle. At each test strand 5 nearest neighbor strands
are located and their average separation from each original strand is noted. The average of the
average nearest neighbor distances from all 100 seeded strands is then found. The embedded data
from one of the four targets is then seeded with strands and positioned at the same location as the
initial and nearest neighbor strand locations on the reference target. The strand separation of each
of the seed strands and its associated neighbors now located in the new embedding are measured
and averaged. This process is repeated for each angle and then again for each waveform. All four
targets serve as reference targets in turn to complete our analysis.
The strand separation versus angle for the case of the three waveforms and four unknown targets
with the cylinder data taken as the reference is shown in Figure 2. Since here the reference was the
cylinder, the lowest curve corresponding to the smallest average strand separation at each angle
belongs to the cylinder case (red curve noted in the legend NC for new cylinder). For the case of
the chaoticly modulated waveform the other three targets result in curves that are well separated
from the cylinder trace. The cone cylinder (CC) and the cone ogive share (CO) the same cone
on their “front” ends and their traces overlap using the cylinder reference. When using either one
as reference they are well separated and distinguishable. In the case of the randomly modulated
waveform the three are largely separated from the cylinder curve but are not as well separate as
in the previous case. Finally for the chirp waveform, the cylinder curve and the cone cylinder and
cone ogive strand separations are much closer and overlap at larger angles while only the double
ogive (DO) data is well separated from the cylinder. In this case it would be difficult to distinguish
the cylinder from the cone cylinder or cone ogive. In the case of the chirp similar bunching of
curves is seen with the other targets taken as reference.
Addition of Gaussian Noise: To test the susceptibility of our method to noise, we add
various amounts of Gaussian noise to our unknown signals. Our signals are normalized to an
average amplitude of 1. The noise is added to the signal point by point at maximum amplitudes
ranging from 0.01 to 10 and then the summed signal is renormalized to to an average amplitude
of 1. For each noise value all the calculations are rerun and at each angle a determination is made
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Figure 2: Three plots of strand separation versus angle for the case of the cylinder data serving as reference
in the presence of zero additive noise for the cases of chaotic, random and chirp waveforms. Nearest neighbor
strand locations chosen for the reference object are evaluated for data created using the each of the targets.
In the legend NC = Cylinder, CC = Cone Cylinder, CO = Cone Ogive and DO = Double Ogive.

Figure 3: Probability of error in determining which of 4 shapes is present, as a function of added Gaussian
noise level. Chaotic, random and chirp waveforms were reflected from the four objects. Comparisons of
phase space strand separation occured at every one degree increment between 0◦ and 60◦ in azimuth.

if the test case strand separation value is greater or less than that of the correct trace. Where
the correct trace was calculated by adding the same amount of noise to the reference signal and
treating it as an unknown. To calculate the probability of error in the presence of noise we log an
error every time the wrong target unknown produces a strand separation less that that calculated
for the correct target. The number of errors are summed and normalized to the number of trials
at risk over all angles and targets and target references. The probability of error is plotted versus
noise in Figure 3 for each of the three waveform types.
5. DISCUSSION

It is clear that the type of waveform modulation strongly influences the utility of our target ID
technique. (See Figure 2 and Figure 3.) The chaotically modulated waveform produces a clear
separation between reference and “false” target strand separation traces at zero added noise that
persists as noise is added to the signal. In the case of the chirp waveform, the nearest neighbor
strands tend to cluster together in time as the period of sinusoids is gradually shorten and each
cluster effectively samples less of the total waveform target interaction. For random modulation the
rapid variation of periods leads to blur the target interaction modulations imposed on the return
waveforms. The low dimensional chaotic modulation clearly works best in this application. With
the addition of noise, all the strand separations increase and separate target curves begin to overlap
resulting in false identifications. For waveforms that do not produce large separations in zero noise,
the addition of noise quickly causes overlapping of strand separation traces and false lDs.
We envision using this method in conjunction with conventional pulse compression to initially
locate targets of interest. From time of flight and location data and the target aspect can be
estimated. The target can then be queried with a low dimensional chaotic modulated waveform
and the real time non-pulse compressed waveform can be detected and processed. Signal averaging
and band pass filtering can reduce the noise amplitude of the raw return signal. At that point
an estimate of the residual noise level can be made and a library of target of interest low noise
waveforms can have noise added for comparison with the unknown signal. Finally a probability
of identity should be possible in a fully deployed system assuming the availability of a library of
return waveforms from a variety of targets of interest.
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Clearly this method is transmission waveform dependent. Though our particular single parameter shift register chaotic map works as a waveform generator, there are probably even better
waveform constructs that can do the job. It may be possible to optimize the waveform to the
specific target for further assurance.
6. CONCLUSION

We have shown that using the methods of time series embedding and nearest neighbor search
drawn from non-linear dynamics, we can distinguish between very similar targets sized in the
few wavelength regime. This method is strongly waveform dependent. We find that a waveform
assembled by the concatenation of sinusoids prescribed by a simple chaotic single parameter shift
register map is superior to a simple linear chirp or random waveform. Our method is shown to be
robust in the presence of added Gaussian noise in the case of the chaotic waveform.
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Abstract— Owing to the recent research a method of estimating transmission coefficients for
a waveguide of rectangular cross-section loaded with multi-layered parallel-plane dielectrics is
found. Consequently, the analysis of the transmitted and reflected fields in terms of the scattering matrix formalism can be performed explicitly. This article is mainly based on comparisons
between real measured and computed transmission coefficients of a waveguide filter. the computation employs analysis of closed-form solutions and numerical multi-parameter optimization.
the presented waveguide filter is formed by multi-sectional diaphragms placed in a waveguide
of rectangular cross-section. Comparison of the computed and measured transmission coefficients
demonstrates that the difference is very low, rather marginal and thus the output of the work is
considerably promising.
1. INTRODUCTION

In this work we verify a computation model aimed at direct estimation of transmission coefficients
of filters created on the basis of multi-layered parallel-plane dielectric diaphragms in waveguides
of rectangular cross section. Waveguide filters and their analysis, synthesis and optimization is interesting as far as alternative possibility of designing specific frequency selective filters is concerned.
These filters can for example suppress a specific desired band of frequencies.
This article is mainly based on the previous research presented in [1], it enhances the theory
and contains comparisons between real measured and computed transmission coefficients of a waveguide filter using a technique based on the method set forth in [2, 3]. The computation employs
analysis of closed-form solutions and numerical multi-parameter optimization [4, 5]. The presented
waveguide filter is formed by multi-sectional diaphragms placed in a waveguide of rectangular crosssection. the filter consists of a specific combination of diaphragms of FR4, plexi and RO4003 with
defined permittivities and thicknesses.
A specific behaviour of the transmission coefficient characteristic for these structures is governed
by frequency, parameters of layers, and geometry of a given filter [11].
The techniques [6, 7, 10, 13] that make use of complicated inclusions in waveguides to design FSSs
and filters employ approximate numerical schemes for calculating the transmission characteristics
that produce non-controllable errors in the filter design.
An approach presented in this article is virtually free from this drawback because it is based
on explicit formulas for the transmission coefficient obtained and applied in [6–9] and careful investigation of its properties as a function of several complex variables (see [4]) and therefore provides
more robust determination of the filter characteristics and goals. The method allows simultaneous
analysis of not only narrow band-pass but also wider band-pass and band-stop filters — rectangular
waveguides loaded with layered dielectric diaphragms.
2. PROBLEM STATEMENT

Assume that a single-mode waveguide [12] of rectangular cross section with a perfectly conducting
boundary surface contains a body which has the form of a diaphragm, an insert separated into
several sections adjacent to the waveguide walls. the waveguide is filled with an isotropic and homogeneous layered medium of constant permittivity. The sections of the diaphragm are filled each
with a medium of a constant permittivity.
Solving the forward problem for Maxwell’s equations we obtain explicit expressions for the field
inside every section of the diaphragm and outside the diaphragm. An explicit expression for
the transmission coefficient of a multi-sectional diaphragm can be obtained [1] from a system
of equations related to transmission conditions on the boundary surfaces on the diaphragm sections [6–9]:
n
Y
Aeiγ0 ln
F =2
γj
(1)
γn pn+1 + γ0 qn+1
j=0
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In Formula (1) the F represents the transmission coefficient, A is the amplitude of the incident
wave, n is the number of sections in the diaphragm, and other quantities and symbols like γ, p, q,
l are further explained in [6, 7].
If the presumptions above are correct the results of this theoretical approach and a real measurement using a calibrated measuring devices should correspond.
3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The following few points describe the experiment:
• Waveguide: R100 (22.86 mm × 10.16 mm).
• Frequency range: 8 GHz–12 GHz.
• Vector network analyzer: Rohde-Schawrz ZVB20.
• S-parameters are normed with respect to impedance (variable by frequency) TE10 .
• Filter consisted of the following specific combination of sections (strictly in this order, in the direction of propagation of the incident wave): RO4003, plexi glass, FR4, plexi glass, FR4, plexi
glass, FR4, RO4003 (information about selected materials in more detail can be found in
Table 1 below).
Table 1: Details about used materials.
Material
RO4003
Plexi glass
FR4

Relative Permittivity
3.55
2.50
4.20

Thickness [mm]
1.52
3.66
1.57

All important points of the experimental setup has been mentioned. Results ot the measurement
are presented in the next section.
4. RESULTS & COMPARISON

In this section we present and briefly analyse results of computations and output of actual measurements.
Figure 1 shows a waveguide containing a special profile loaded with sections of different material
connected to a vector network analyser.

Figure 1: Photography of the experimental setup (a vector network analyser connected to the waveguide
containing a profile with a multilayered diaphragm).

The output of the real measurement is presented in Figure 2 and the comparison is depicted in
Figure 3.
We see that the measured and calculated data agree very well. It can be shown in addition
that the observed deviation does not exceed the accuracy frames of the experimental setup and the
tolerance of theoretical determination of permittivity of dielectrics.
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Figure 2: Results of real measurement (S21 , the red line, represents the transmission coefficients).

Figure 3: Transmission coefficients computed (azure colour) and measured (magenta colour).

5. CONCLUSION

Comparison of the computed and measured transmission coefficients demonstrates that the difference is very low, rather marginal and thus the output of the work is considerably promising.
In this particular case the results prove the ideas, approach and the final implementation of the
mathematical background used for computation of the transmission coefficients of a waveguide
filter.
In further work we could aim at analysis of another more complicated filter and then estimate
the relative deviation from a set of experiments.
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Abstract— In a series of recently published contributions it was shown that singular or hypersingular dyadic Green’s functions (GFs) in computational electrostatics and electromagnetics can
be utilized to construct problem-specific integral representations of the Dirac δ-function, leading
to parametrized smeared out δη -functions, which tend to the Dirac δ-function for the parameter
η approaching 0+ . It was also shown that the constructed δη -functions can be employed to regularize originating GFs associated with Poisson equation in isotropic and anisotropic dielectrics.
The main result of the present paper is that the constructed δη -function is used to regularize
dyadic GFs associated with Maxwell’s equations in isotropic media. The formulae arising in the
formulation are all expressed in closed-form in spectral domain, allowing deep insights into the
dynamics of the proposed regularization method. Complex media do not permit construction of
GFs in closed form. Consequently, the integral representations for the δη -functions cannot be
expressed in closed-form either. A recipe is proposed for numerically calculating δη -functions in
asymptotic form. This result is claimed to present a genuine contribution to the computational
physics. Applications in which near field phenomena play a role, e.g., nanoscopic and plasmonic
devices will benefit from the results.
1. INTRODUCTION

Regularization problems arising in theoretical and computational field theory are fascinating and
challenging at the same time; numerically, however, they may lead to catastrophically ill-conditioned
results and are thus most undesirable. Singular fields, requiring regularization, have characteristic footprints in spectral domain. Electrostatic fields may possess a 1/|k| pole-like singularity
in infrared wavenumber domain [1, 2]. Interestingly, the same 1/|k| functional dependence leads
to slowly convergent or divergent Fourier-type integrals in ultraviolet wavenumber domain. The
infrared 1/|k|-singularity is associated with the fields in the far-field, while the 1/|k|-ultraviolet
slowly decaying, divergent behavior is related to the near-field in spatial domain, respectively. Singularities in electrodynamic fields manifest themselves in poles and branch points in intermediate
regions in spectral domain. In computations the focus is on the regularization of slowly decaying
dyadic Green’s functions in spectral domain (near-field spatial domain). To this end the present
author has proposed exponential — as well as algebraic regularization techniques. This paper is
devoted to the exponential regularization which utilizes smeared out δη -functions constructed from
the Green’s functions themselves. (Complementary considerations in electrostatic limit have been
treated in [1–5]. Static limits are illuminating and crucially important for their own right.)
2. CONVENTIONAL (SINGULAR) DYADIC GREEN’S FUNCTIONS IN 3D
ELECTRODYNAMICS

Statement of the problem: Consider the dipoles J1 e1 δ (x-x0 , y-y 0 , z-z 0 ) and J2 e2 δ (x-x0 , y-y 0 , z-z 0 )
located at (x0 , y 0 , z 0 ) in a medium characterized by position-independent scalar permittivity ε and
permeability µ. The unit vectors in the x- and y-directions are denoted by e1 and e2 , respectively.
Calculate the electric field vector E (x, y, z) and the magnetic field vector H (x, y, z), in entire
(x, y, z)-space, as the response of the medium to the assumed unit dipoles.
Solution procedure: Partition (x, y, z)-space into subspaces z > z 0 and z < z 0 by introducing
the fictitious plane z = z 0 . Find solution ansatzes for E(x, y, z) and H(x, y, z), involving a priori
unknown coefficients, in regions z > z 0 and z < z 0 . Satisfy Sommerfeld radiation conditions at
infinity along with “interface” conditions at z = z 0 to determine the unknown coefficients.
3. CALCULATION OF THE EIGENVALUES AND THE CORRESPONDING
EIGENVECTORS

Maxwell’s electrodynamic equations can be diagonalized with respect to, say, the z-coordinate,
in closed form, which in spectral domain leads to a 4 × 4 algebraic eigenvalue equation with the
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following twofold degenerate eigenvectors ([5, Ref. [17]]):





jωµλ±
E1 (k1 , k2 ) ±
0
 E2 (k1 , k2 ) 


H (k , k ) =  k k
,
1 2
1 1 2
2
2
H2 (k1 , k2 ) (1)
k2 − εµω






0
E1 (k1 , k2 ) ±
 E2 (k1 , k2 ) 
 −jωµλ± 
H (k , k ) = k 2 − εµω 2 
1 1 2
1
H2 (k1 , k2 ) (2)
k1 k2

(1)

p
corresponding to the eigenvalues λ± = ± k12 + k22 − εµω 2 . Consequently we have four linearly
independent eigenvectors. It is advantageous to introduce W (k1 , k2 ):
(p
W (k1 , k2 ) =

2
2
2
kq
if k12 + k22 − εµω 2 > 0
1 + k2 − εµω
¡ 2
¢
¡
¢
−j εµω 2 − k1 + k22 if εµω 2 − k12 + k22 > 0

(2)

Since there is no danger of ambiguity same symbols are used to denote fields in spatial- and
spectral domain, e.g., E1 (x, y) and E1 (k1 , k2 ), rather than employing E1 (x, y) and Ē1 (k1 , k2 ).
Equipped with the above eigenpairs we now embark on constructing the dyadic Green’s functions
associated with the boundary value problem stated above, satisfying the integrability (Sommerfeld
radiation) condition, and subject to the interface conditions which shall be formulated shortly.
3.1. General Field Expressions Satisfying Sommerfeld Radiation Condition

General field expressions satisfying Sommerfeld radiation condition in z > z 0 and z < z 0 , respectively, take on the following forms:
 z>z 0



E1 (k1 , k2 )
−jωµW
0
 E z>z (k1 , k2 ) 
0

 jk1 (x−x0 ) jk2 (y−y0 ) −W (z−z 0 )
 2 0

e
e
H z>z (k1 , k2 ) = A(k1 , k2 )  k1 k2  e
1 0
2
2
k2 − εµω
H2z>z (k1 , k2 )


0
 jωµW  jk1 (x−x0 ) jk2 (y−y0 ) −W (z−z 0 )
(3a)
+B(k1 , k2 )  2
e
e
e
k1 − εµω 2 
k1 k2
 z<z 0



E1 (k1 , k2 )
jωµW
0
 E z<z (k1 , k2 ) 
0

 jk1 (x−x0 ) jk2 (y−y0 ) W (z−z 0 )
 2 0

e
e
H z<z (k1 , k2 ) = P (k1 , k2 )  k1 k2  e
1 0
k22 − εµω 2
H2z<z (k1 , k2 )


0
 −jωµW  jk1 (x−x0 ) jk2 (y−y0 ) W (z−z 0 )
+Q(k1 , k2 )  2
e
e
e
(3b)
k1 − εµω 2 
k1 k2
0
0
and z → z−
3.2. General Field Solutions at the Limits z → z+
0

0

In view of (3), and discarding the kernel ejk1 (x−x ) ejk2 (y−y ) , general field expressions at the limits
0 and z → z 0 , respectively, read:
z → z+
−



0




E1z>z (k1 , k2 )
−jωµW
0
0
z>z
E

0

 jωµW 
 2 0 (k1 , k2 )  = A(k1 , k2 ) 
 k k
 + B(k1 , k2 ) k 2 − εµω 2 
H z>z (k1 , k2 )
1 2
1
1 0
k1 k2
k22 − εµω 2
H2z>z (k1 , k2 )
 z<z 0





E1 (k1 , k2 )
jωµW
0
0
 E z<z (k1 , k2 ) 
0


 −jωµW 
 2 0

H z<z (k1 , k2 ) = P (k1 , k2 )  k1 k2  + Q(k1 , k2 ) k12 − εµω 2 
1 0
k1 k2
k22 − εµω 2
H2z<z (k1 , k2 )

(4a)

(4b)
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0

0

3.3. Interface Conditions (Discarding ejk1 (x−x ) ejk2 (y−y ) )
0

0

E1z>z (k1 , k2 ) − E1z<z (k1 , k2 ) = 0
0
0
E2z>z (k1 , k2 ) − E2z<z (k1 , k2 )
0
0
H1z>z (k1 , k2 ) − H1z<z (k1 , k2 )
0
0
H2z>z (k1 , k2 ) − H2z<z (k1 , k2 )

(5a)

=0

(5b)

= J2

(5c)

= −J1

(5d)

Satisfying the interface conditions in (5) results in P = −A and Q = −B with:
k12 − εµω 2
k1 k2
J1 +
J2
2
2
2εµω W
2εµω 2 W 2
k1 k2
k22 − εµω 2
B(k1 , k2 ) = −
J
−
J2
1
2εµω 2 W 2
2εµω 2 W 2
A(k1 , k2 ) =

(6a)
(6b)

4. EXPLICIT EXPRESSIONS FOR THE GREEN’S FUNCTIONS
The Green’s functions GE1 ,J1 and GE1 ,J2 :

Having determined A, B, P and Q, and referring to (4)

we obtain:

½
0
E1z>z (k1 , k2 )

=

j k22 − W 2
2εω
W

¾

½
J1 +

j −k1 k2
2εω W

¾
J2

(7)
0

Continuity condition, Equation (5a), dictates the equality of the expressions for E1z<z and
0
E1z>z . Thus, considering the defining equation for the Green’s functions GE1 ,J1 and GE1 ,J2 ; i.e.,
E1 = {GE1 ,J1 } J1 + {GE1 ,J2 } J2 we have:
GE1 ,J1 (k1 , k2 ) =

j k22 − W 2
2εω
W

The Green’s functions GE2 ,J1 and GE2 ,J2 :

GE2 ,J1 (k1 , k2 ) =

j −k1 k2
2εω W

and GE1 ,J2 (k1 , k2 ) =

j −k1 k2
2εω W

(8)

Similarly, from E2 = {GE2 ,J1 }J1 + {GE2 ,J2 } we obtain:
and GE2 ,J2 (k1 , k2 ) =

j k12 − W 2
2εω
W

(9)
0

Substituting for A and B into the expressions for H1z>z
z<z 0
and H1
we realize that the coefficients associated with J1 cancel out, and the coefficient of J2
2
equals εµω W 2 leading to:
½ ¾
½ ¾
1
1
z>z 0
z<z 0
H1 (k1 , k2 ) = {0} J1 +
J2 and H1 (k1 , k2 ) = {0} J1 + −
J2
(10)
2
2
The Green’s functions GH1 ,J1 and GH1 ,J2 :

Introducing the sgn-function the two representations in (10) unify, resulting in:
½
¾
0 1
H1 (k1 , k2 ) = {0} J1 + sgn(z − z )
J2
2

(11)

Thus from H1 = {GH1 ,J1 }J1 + {GH1 ,J2 }J2 we have:
GH1 ,J1 (k1 , k2 ) = 0

and GH1 ,J2 (k1 , k2 ) = sgn(z − z 0 )

The Green’s functions GH2 ,J1 and GH2 ,J2 :

1
2

(12)

Analogous considerations result in:

GH2 ,J1 (k1 , k2 ) = −sgn(z − z 0 )

1
2

and GH2 ,J2 (k1 , k2 ) = 0

(13)
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4.1. Field Distributions E3 (x, x0 ) and H3 (x, x0 )

For the components E3 and H3 normal to the interface (z = z 0 )-plane we employ the relationships
E3 (x, x0 ) = −

1
(−∂y H1 + ∂x H2 )
jωε

and H3 (x, x0 ) =

1
(−∂y E1 + ∂x E2 )
jωµ

(14)

or, equivalently, in spectral domain:
E3 (k1 , k2 ) =

k2
k1
k2
k1
H1 (k1 , k2 ) −
H2 (k1 , k2 ) and H3 (k1 , k2 ) = − E1 (k1 , k2 ) +
E2 (k1 , k2 ) (15)
ωε
ωε
ωµ
ωµ

The Green’s functions GE3 ,J1 and GE3 ,J2 :

GE3 ,J1 (k1 , k2 ) = sgn(z − z 0 )

Substitute H1 (k1 , k2 ) and H2 (k1 , k2 ) into (15) to obtain:

k1
2ωε

The Green’s functions GH3 ,J1 and GH3 ,J2 :

GH3 ,J1 (k1 , k2 ) = −

and GE3 ,J2 (k1 , k2 ) = sgn(z − z 0 )

k2
2ωε

(16)

Substitute E1 (k1 , k2 ) and E2 (k1 , k2 ) into (15) to obtain:

jk2
2W

jk1
2W

and GH3 ,J2 (k1 , k2 ) =

(17)

5. PROBLEM-TAILORED FIELD-INDUCED EXPRESSION FOR DIRAC δ-FUNCTION

The results obtained so far allow us gaining a deeper understanding of the properties of Green’s
functions which are, as we shall see momentarily, of paramount significance for numerical calculations. In this section the construction of Dirac δ-function from the associated field distribution will
be pursued in terms of one example; i.e., GH2 ,J1 (x|x0 ), which is the magnetic field component in
y-direction in response to a dipole oriented along the x-axis, (refer to the left equation in (13)):
Z∞ Z∞

¡
¢
GH2 ,J1 x|x0 =

−∞ −∞

dk1 dk2
2π 2π

½
¾
0
0
0
0 1
−sgn(z − z )
ejk1 (x−x ) ejk2 (y−y ) e−W |z−z |
2

(18)

The term in the curly brackets is independent of the integration variables. Considering the
definition of the function sgn(z − z 0 ) for regions z > z 0 and z < z 0 , respectively, we obtain:
0
Gz>z
H2 ,J1

¡ 0¢
1
x|x = −
2

¢ 1
0 ¡
0
Gz<z
H2 ,J1 x|x =
2

Z∞ Z∞
−∞ −∞

Z∞ Z∞
−∞ −∞

dk1 dk2 jk1 (x−x0 ) jk2 (y−y0 ) −W |z−z 0 |
e
e
e
2π 2π

dk1 dk2 jk1 (x−x0 ) jk2 (y−y0 ) −W |z−z 0 |
e
e
e
2π 2π
0

(19a)

(19b)
0

The expressions in (19a) and (19b), respectively, stand for H2z>z and H2z<z as responses to a
dipole oriented along the x-axis. In view of this fact we consider the following expression:
¢
¡ 0¢
0 ¡
0
z<z 0
− lim0 Gz>z
H2 ,J1 x|x + lim0 GH2 ,J1 x|x
z→z+

1
= lim+
η→0 2

z→z−

Z∞

Z∞

−∞ −∞

Z∞ Z∞
= lim+
η→0

−∞ −∞

dk1 dk2 jk1 (x−x0 ) jk2 (y−y0 ) −W η
1
e
e
e
+ lim+
η→0 2
2π 2π

Z∞ Z∞
−∞ −∞

dk1 dk2 jk1 (x−x0 ) jk2 (y−y0 ) −W η
e
e
e
2π 2π

dk1 dk2 jk1 (x−x0 ) jk2 (y−y0 ) −W η
e
e
e
2π 2π

On the other hand the interface condition for the field component H2 reads:
¢
¡ 0¢
0 ¡
0
z<z 0
0
0
− lim0 Gz>z
H2 ,J1 x|x + lim0 GH2 ,J1 x|x = δ(x − x , y − y )
z→z+

z→z−

(20)

(21)
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A comparison between (20) and (21) results in:
Z∞ Z∞
δ(x − x0 , y − y 0 ) = lim+
η→0

−∞ −∞

dk1 dk2 jk1 (x−x0 ) jk2 (y−y0 ) −W η
e
e
e
2π 2π

(22)

The double integra in (22) is a valid representation for the 2D Dirac δ-function [3].
The representation in (22) enables the regularization of singular integral expressions arising in
the Method of Moments (MoM) applications. The integral in (22) is well-defined for any finite
value η > 0, and can be utilized for defining the “smeared out” δ-function source, ρη (x − x0 , y − y 0 ):
Lemma:

Z∞ Z∞
0

0

δη (x − x , y − y ) =
−∞ −∞

dk1 dk2 jk1 (x−x0 ) jk2 (y−y0 ) −W η
e
e
e
⇐⇒ e−W η
2π 2π

(in spectral domain) (23)

6. EXPONENTIALLY η-REGULARIZED DYADIC GREEN’S FUNCTIONS

Rather than exciting the medium with sources J1 = J1 e1 δ (x-x0 , y-y 0 ) and J2 = J2 e2 δ (x-x0 , y-y 0 ),
consider their corresponding field-theoretically constructed “smeared out” versions J1,η = J1 e1 δη
(x-x0 , y-y 0 ), and J2,η = J2 e2 δη (x − x0 , y − y 0 ), respectively. Note that the support of J1,η and
J1,η are confined to the interface. Using these problem-tailored distributed sources in the interface
conditions we obtain the following exponentially η-regularized Green’s functions:




j k22 −W 2
0)


G
(x|x
2εω
W
E
,J
,η




1
1




















j
−k
k
0
1 2




G
(x|x
)

 2εω W
 E2 ,J1 ,η





















∞
∞
0



Z Z


GH1 ,J1 ,η (x|x )

0
dk1 dk2
0
0
0
=
ejk1 (x−x ) ejk2 (y−y ) e−W (|z−z |+η)
(24)




2π
2π
0
0) 1 



G
(x|x
)
−sgn(z
−
z
H




1 ,J1 ,η
−∞ −∞
2



















0




k
0
1
G
(x|x
)




E3 ,J1 ,η
sgn(z
−
z
)



2εω 
















0


GH3 ,J1 ,η (x|x )
jk2
− 2W
Similarly,


j −k1 k2


2εω W










2
2


k
−W
j
1




2εω
W









∞
∞


1 
0
Z Z


sgn(z
−
z
)
2
dk1 dk2
0
0
0
=
ejk1 (x−x ) ejk2 (y−y ) e−W (|z−z |+η)




2π
2π
0



GH1 ,J2 ,η (x|x )
0




−∞ −∞




















0




k
0
2
G
(x|x
)




E3 ,J2 ,η
sgn(z
−
z
)



2εω 
















0


GH3 ,J2 ,η (x|x )
jk1


0)
G
(x|x
E
,J
,η


1
2










0


G
(x|x
)

 E2 ,J2 ,η










0


GH1 ,J2 ,η (x|x )

(25)

2W

Note that the original slowly-convergent or even divergent integrals have become regularized
with a problem-specific exponential damping term. The subindex η is a reminder of this property!
7. EXPONENTIAL η-REGULARIZATION OF DYADIC GREEN’S FUNCTIONS IN
COMPLEX MEDIA

Consider bi-anisotropic media characterized by material matrices ε, ξ, ζ and µ, with constitutive
equations D = εE + ξH and B = ζE + µH. It can be shown that the following z-diagonalized and
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(x, y)-supplementary representations

ζ21
ζ22
µ21


−ζ11 −ζ12 −µ11


 −ε21 −ε22 −ξ21
ε11
ε12
ξ11

are consistently equivalent with Maxwell’s equations:
 

µ22
ζ23 + ∂x /jω
µ23
·
¸−1
−µ12  −ζ13 + ∂y /jω
−µ13
 ε33 ξ33
+
−ξ22  
−ε23
−ξ23 + ∂x /jω  ζ33 µ33
ξ12
ε13
ξ13 + ∂y /jω
 
 
E1
¸¾ E1
·
−ε31
−ε32
−ζ31 +∂y /jω −ζ32 −∂x /jω  E2  ∂z  E2 
×
H = H  (26a)
−ζ31 −∂y /jω −ζ32 +∂x /jω
−µ31
−µ32
1
1
jω
H2
H2
 
# E1
¸−1 "
· ¸ ·
∂y
∂x
−ε31
−ε32
−ζ31 + jω −ζ32 − jω
ε
ξ
E3
 E2 
= 33 33
(26b)
H 
∂
∂x
y
ζ33 µ33
H3
1
−µ31
−µ32
−ζ31 − jω −ζ32 + jω
H2

Equation (26) in spectral domain can be used to construct asymptotic limits of the corresponding
eigenpairs for k → 0, and, particularly, for k → ∞, to any order desired. Generally, the calculations
need to be carried out numerically. The asymptotic limits of the eigenpairs allow the determination
of the asymptotic limits of the Green’s functions in spectral domain. Following the recipe introduced
in this paper, “smeared out” parametrized δ-functions δη (x-x0 , y-y 0 ) can be constructed numerically.
The latter functions can be employed as source functions to η-regularize Green’s functions. The
validity of this scheme has already been established theoretically. Current efforts concern the
automatic- and symbolic implementation of the procedures involved.
8. CONCLUSIONS

A dyadic Green’s functions-based smeared out δ-source function, δη (x-x0 , y-y 0 ) has been constructed
and utilized to regularize originating Green’s functions exponentially in ultraviolet region. The
framework for applying the proposed method to complex media has also been provided.
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Abstract— A new method of signal processing by smart antennas is proposed and justified. It
allows to improve the accuracy of angle measurement and to restore the image of the object with
superresolution. The method is based on the extrapolation of the signals received by each element
of the antenna array, outside the aperture. This allows introducing new virtual elements and thus
synthesizing significantly larger antenna array. The method is tested in numerical experiments
using a mathematical model and the maximum effective angular resolution is found for different
cases and objects. Algorithms based on the method of digital aperture synthesis provide angular
superresolution 3–7 times greater than that according to the Rayleigh criterion for a signal/noise
ratio of 12–13 dB
1. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that to improve the quality of the target image identification we need to improve
the angular resolution. Similar problems are especially important in remote sensing. The most
important modern trend to improve surveillance and goniometric systems is obtaining images of
objects with high angular resolution. For targets located in far zone, the angular resolution based
on Rayleigh criterion is usually represented as
δθ ∼
= λ/d,

(1)

where d is a size of antenna and λ is the wavelength. An important way to improve radar systems based on smart antennas is enhanced accuracy of angle measurements and increase in the
angular resolution. In this regard, the current problem is to restore the image of the object with
superresolution. This inverse problem is reduced to a Fredholm integral equation
Z
U (α) = F (α−ϕ)I(ϕ)dϕ,
(2)
Ω

where U (α) is a signal received as a result of scanning at angle α, Ω = [α1 , α2 ] is the angular region
of location of the signal source, I(α) is the desired angular distribution of the reflected signal
amplitude, and F (α, ϕ) is the radiation pattern (RP). Algebraic methods for solving problem (2)
presented in [1–7] prove to be promising. They consist in representing approximate solutions in
the form of finite expansions given by a sequence of functions with unknown coefficients; however
it is known that this solution technique may be unstable. A new method of signal processing by
smart antennas proposed in this study is based on the extrapolation of the signals received by each
element of the antenna array outside the aperture.
2. PROBLEM STATEMENT

For smart antennas (SAs), a different approach to the problem is used, without direct reduction to
Equation (2), which increases the stability of the algorithms. To simplify the expressions obtained
we consider a large linear SA with 2N + 1 elements. The amplitudes of the currents at the emitters
assumed to be equal and the area source location Ω one-dimensional with the dimensions smaller
than the width of the SA beam, θ0,5 . Then RP is
F (φ − α) =

N
X
n=−N

exp(ikdn(φ − α)

(3)
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where k = 2π/λ, d is the distance between adjacent emitters, and α is the direction of the SA
maximum. Signal (2) for the formulated conditions is converted to the form
N
X

U (α) =

Z
exp(−ikdnα)

n=−N

exp(ikdnφ)I(φ)dφ =

exp(ikdnφ)I(φ)dφ,

Cn =

Cn exp(−ikdnα)

(4)

n=−N

Ω

Z

N
X

n = 0, ±1 . . . ± N

(5)

Ω

where coefficient Cn is a signal received by the SA element with number n. Generalization of (4)
and (5), particularly to two-dimensional problems, is the case where the main difficulty is encountered. Kernel (2) in the form (3) is degenerate. It is easy to show that in this case the solution
I(α) is expressed in terms of an expansion involving coefficients Cn as
I(α) = A

N
X

exp(−ikdnα)Cn + Ψ(α),

(6)

n=−N

where ψ(α) is an arbitrary function orthogonal to all the kernel eigenfunctions, i.e., functions
from (6) on the interval [−λ/d; λ/d], where A is the normalization factor. The specific form
of function ψ(α) cannot be determined directly from the conditions of the problem and a priori
information is required. Approximate solution, the first term in (6), repeats waveform U (α) and
therefore permits establishing a correspondence to the Rayleigh criterion.
3. MAIN RESULTS

Consider one of the opportunities to increase angular resolution of SA. Unlike conventional phased
arrays, the signals received by each transducer SA specified by Cn can be recorded in digital form
and applied then in digital processing.
From (5) it follows that the difference between the values of Cn , n = 1, 2, . . . are determined
only by the spatial position of the individual SA emitters. Therefore, by analyzing the location
of a large number of emitters and the values of the corresponding coefficients Cn , we can find a
dependence, with a certain accuracy, of the received signal Cj on the coordinates of the radiator.
The solution of this problem allows one to estimate the value of the received signal outside the
SA aperture. Next, using the predicted values Cj , j = ±(N + 1) . . . ± M together with previously
measured values Cj , j = −N, −N + 1, . . . , +N , one can extend the summation in (3) to 2M + 1
terms. In the end we obtain a virtual RP with 2M + 1 emitters having the aperture increased
in M/N times and the beam width θ0,5 decreased by the same order of magnitude, so that the
angle accuracy and angular resolution increases correspondingly. As a result, the restored with
superresolution approximate image of the object is represented as
I(α) ∼
=

N
X

exp(−ikdnα)Cn ,

(7)

n=−N

Thus, approximate solution (2)–(4) is reduced to the determination of values of the maximum
possible number of complex coefficients C outside the SA aperture.
Estimation of the coefficients C for virtual SA items (i.e., outside the actual aperture) can be
performed using extrapolation (linear, polynomial, spline, and so on) with different indicators of
computational complexity and performance. Specialized numerical methods make it possible to
carry out more effectively prediction of the behavior of diverse forms of dependence than using,
e.g., polynomials. Preliminary studies show that the dependence of the values of coefficients C on
the distance to the center of SA is characterized as a whole, regardless of source, as a non-periodic
oscillating smooth curve. Such a firmly established regularity responds well to extrapolation using
linear Berg prediction and with relatively small error if the dependence is almost periodic or oscillating. With a sufficiently large number of initial points the technique can be used successfully for
a much greater distance from the target area compared with polynomial or spline extrapolation.
In the algorithm based on the Berg method and developed in this work, a polynomial regression
builds on the initial data which reduces the effect of random errors in the specification of initial
values of C on the results of extrapolation.
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Example 1. Point source. In many respects the quality of extrapolation, in particular, the
size range outside the predetermined interval in which the extrapolated signal does not exceed the
admissible error is determined by the signal type, more precisely, its angular size. For a point
source all the coefficients C, as follows from (2), are
Cn = A exp(ikdnα0 ),

n = ±(N + 1) . . . ± ∞,

(8)

where α0 is the angular position of the source and A is the amplitude coefficient. The values of α0
can be found for each n from the expression
Cn + C−n = 2A cos(kdnα0 ),

n = 1, 2 . . . N.

(9)

Remark. It should be noted that an α0 determines the source location and one cannot perform
further synthesis of the aperture, at least for large signal/noise ratio (SNR) at each SA element.
If the presence of random component becomes visible, a preference should be given to the digital
processing algorithm based on aperture synthesis. A parameter extrapolation method searches for
expression describing an experimental dependence Cj , j ∈ [−N, N ], taking into account the fact
that the results are obtained with certain random error.
Example 2. Of practical interest is the problem of obtaining superresolution radar observations
at two closely spaced point objects. In this case, assuming a predetermined target information in
the form of two point objects it is useful to number aggregate signals received by SA symmetric
elements using indices n and −n:
Cn + C−n = 2A1 cos(kdnα1 ) + 2A2 cos(kdnα2 ),
c0 = A1 + A2

n = 1, 2 . . . N

,

(10)

where α1,2 and A1.2 are unknown angular coordinates of the objects and the amplitudes of the
received signals. The resulting system of N + 1 nonlinear equation with unknown α1,2 and A1.2 is
overdetermined. Its solutions must be sought in the form of a minimum amount of the standard
deviation of the left and right sides, reducing thus the effect of noise and random noise. Note
that the remark made above applies here even to a greater extent because numerical solution of
system (1) yields additional errors.
4. SIMULATION RESULTS

Characteristics of increasing angular resolution and its limits were investigated using a mathematical model. Considered RP were formed by flat equidistant SA with 31 × 31 elements. At the first
stage the quality of extrapolation coefficients C were analyzed.
The results of image reconstruction of two identical point sources are shown in Figure 1. The
algorithm is allowed to calculate with minor error the values of coefficients C for a synthetic SA,
the size of which is ten times greater than the size of the original SA. Figure 2 shows the solutions
found with a low level of noise.
It is known that inverse problems are very sensitive to the presence of errors in the original data.
Therefore, in addition to estimating the degree of excess of the Rayleigh criterion, an important
3

Cn

0

-3
15

42

69

96

123

150

Number of emitter. n

Figure 1: The values of the real part of Cn outside the aperture: the bold solid line — the true values,
dashed — extrapolation using splines, and thin solid — Berg extrapolation.
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Figure 2: Results of image reconstruction of signal sources. 1 — intensity distribution of the true
source; dashed 2 — signal received from the real SA;
bold 3 — signal obtained on the basis of synthesis
SA; 4 — real signal U (α).
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Figure 3: Results of image reconstruction at q =
14 dB. 1 — intensity distribution of the true source;
2 — signal received from the real SA with 300 elements; 3 — the signal obtained by synthesis SA;
4 — signal U (α).

characteristic of solutions is the minimum SNR at which the decision with superresolution is still
possible.
Stability of the solutions and the quality of image reconstruction have been also investigated
in model simulations. Figure 3 shows the solutions found with a significant level of noise when
SNR q = 14 dB. For the elements starting with the number N = 80 values of the coefficients C
(Figure 2) undergo significant changes as compared to the true values. Nevertheless, the quality of
the reconstructed image is still good.
Due to the effects of noise the reconstructed image was somewhat offset in relation to the true
one having a slightly increased amplitude of the oscillating component. With further decrease of q
an increase in the source position error increases the oscillating component. Image quality begins
to depend on each particular implementation of the noise component. When the signal/noise ratio
is less than 10 dB the image recovery becomes impossible.
5. CONCLUSION

The proposed method of signal processing based on the digital aperture synthesis improves the
accuracy of angle measurements and provides the recovery of images of objects with superresolution.
The results of numerical studies have shown that the angular resolution sharply increases in SNR
ranging from 12–13 dB, i.e., at substantially lower values than those provided by the known methods
and algorithms. Implementation of this method as a software package in computer codes applied
for the design of new systems will simplify technical solutions and reduce the costs. The developed
fast algorithms of the aperture synthesis can be used in the real-time mode.
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Analysis of Quasi-circular Polarization in Near Field of Smart Shelf
RFID Antenna Radiation
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Abstract— This paper presents the EM simulation and accurate analysis of quasi-circular
polarization (CP) of the so-called smart shelf antenna designed for the UHF RFID retail and
item-tagging applications. The design of the proposed antenna is based on the EM coupling
between the open-ended or shorted-to-the ground meander microstrip (MS) line utilizing the
standing wave current-voltage distribution and periodic metal strips printed on the top surface
of a dielectric substrate. It has been confirmed by the series of full-wave EM simulations that
the proposed antenna creates strong near field within the entire volume where multiple RFID
tags are placed. The required quasi-CP near field has been numerically optimized by utilizing
the three-section layout of the periodic metal strips and changing the angles of strip sections so
that it results in both Ex- and Ey-components being produced. The prototypes with different
layouts of the proposed antenna have been produced and their performance in the UHF RFID
system has been verified.
1. INTRODUCTION

The radio frequency identification(RFID) technology continues to find numerous applications in
a variety of industrial designs and solutions. Among the four different frequency bands used for
RFID communications, UHF (865–960 MHz) band has attracted strong popularity and support of
RF community because of its ability to provide varying read range and also high read and data
rates. Recently, the concept of so-called smart shelf UHF RFID system has attracted much interest
in retail industry and supply chain management [1–4]. In contrast to the conventional high gain
read/write(R/W) antennas designed for maximizing the read range, the smart shelf antenna system
utilizes the near field communication within a range close to a wavelength between the planar R/W
antenna and several tagged items being placed on the shelf. To provide reliable detection of the
multiple tags which can generally be distributed within a wide interrogation volume over the shelf
surface, uniform and strong near E-field radiated over the smart shelf antenna is required. This
paper presents the antenna design with an improved field distribution and analyzes the near field
of such an antenna characterizedby quasi-CP radiation. Quasi here means that the E-field is also
having z-component (normal to antenna surface). However, the most important property of smartshelf antenna is its ability to produce the E-field having a well-balanced x- and y-components at
the different distances from antenna surface and within an entire interrogation volume.
2. NEAR FIELD CALCULATION AND OPTIMIZATION

Typical scenario of the analysis of E field radiated by a planar smart-shelf RFID antenna is shown
in Fig. 1. A 50-Ohm open-ended or shorted-to-the ground MS line on FR4 substrate is covered
by the 1 mm-thick FR4 layer and on its top surface a few periodic 4 mm-wide metal strips are
printed so that they are EM coupled to the MS feed line. Because of an open-ended or shorted
termination, a voltage-current standing wave is produced. The strongest currents on the EM
coupled strips are induced when they cross over the MS line at the points of zero current and
maximum voltage. By utilizing the meander MS line and by making the electric length of meander
sections between the neighboring strips equal to one wavelength, in-phase excitation of periodic
elements is produced which substantially improves the uniformity of E-field distribution in the
near-field zone and increases the amplitude of E-field radiated by the antenna. It has also been
shown by CST MS simulation that the optimum length of periodic strips is approximately one
wavelength so that they operate like a full-wavelength dipoles.
At a point P over the antenna surface the total E field can be calculated as
~ T (x, y, z) =
E

N h
N
−1 h
i
i
X
X
~ d (x, y, z) +
~ m (x, y, z)
E
E
n=1

n

n=1

n

(1)
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P(x,y,z)

Smart-shelf
RFID antenna

Figure 1: The geometry of a smart-shelf antenna and corresponding coordinate system.

where N is total number of EM coupled strips, Ed is an electric field radiated by each strip element
while Em is that radiated by a meander MS segment between the neighboring EM coupled strips.
In a near-field zone, the total E field radiated by an antenna has Ez-component in addition to the
Ex- and Ey-components being parallel to the antenna surface. Since the radiating strip elements
and meander MS line are in XY -plane, it has been confirmed by EM simulation that
¯
¯
¯
¯ ¯
¯
¯~
¯
¯~
¯ ¯~
¯
(2)
¯Ez (x, y, x)¯ ¿ ¯E
x (x, y, x)¯ + ¯Ey (x, y, x)¯
In the apparel tagging applications where tagged items are arbitrary oriented in the plane parallel
to the antenna surface, the most important requirement is the antenna’s ability to radiate the
E-field with a well-balanced in amplitude and quarter-period in phase x- and y-components at the
different distances from the surface and within an entire interrogation volume. In such a case, the
antenna would produce a quasi-CP radiation in the near-field zone.
The required near-field optimization has been achieved by the specific strip layout as illustrated
in Fig. 2 showing that each of the EM coupled strips consists of 3 sections. The angle forming the
strips has been optimized so that the total E-field (1) formed in the near-field zone is a quasi-CP
polarized in XY -plane. To further improve the uniformity of E-field distribution over the entire
antenna aperture along X-axis, the angle of 3-section strip has been gradually changed from 30-deg
close to input port to 50-deg for the elements at the antenna end as shown in Fig. 2. In addition
to this, the length of strip elements has also been increased to widen the impedance bandwidth.
The design frequency band has been 916.8 to 920.4 MHz but the obtained impedance bandwidth is
more than 60 MHz. One example of the E-field distribution calculated in XY -plane at the distance
z = 40 cm from the 50 cm-long smart-shelf antenna is shown in Fig. 3. Over the entire antenna
aperture the E field amplitude exceeds the 1.5 V/m level required to activate an IC chip in UHF
RFID tag. In time domain, the field vectors rotate as a RHCP.

Figure 2: The detailed layout of the proposed smart-shelf antenna.
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Figure 3: Time instant E field vector distribution at 919 MHz in XY -plane 40 cm over antenna.
3. MEANDER LINE EFFECT ON NEAR FIELD DISTRIBUTION

The MS line meander layout is very important for producing the required uniform E field over the
antenna. As an illustration, consider the Ey-component distribution in the XY -plane at z = 20 cm
radiated by an antenna with the straight MS line as shown in Fig. 4. Because of the symmetry
in antenna elements layout with respect to x-axis, 0-field zone is produced along the x-axis in
XZ-plane so that Y -oriented (and polarized) RFID tags cannot be activated there. In contrast
to this, MS meander geometry produces strong Ey-component over the antenna’s central part and
removes such a “dead-zone” for tag interrogation as illustrated in Fig. 5.

Figure 4: Ey-component distribution in the XY -plane at z = 20 cm, the case of straight MS line.

Figure 5: Ey-component distribution in the XY -plane at z = 20 cm, the case of meander MS line.

It has also been found out that the shape of MS meander can easily change the quasi-RHCP
into quasi-LHCP field characteristics in the near field of the same antenna. Fig. 6 depicts the
geometry of 1m-long antenna consisting of two parts with the same strip layout but opposite
meander orientation with respect to x-axis.
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Figure 6: Geometry of 1 m-long antenna consisting of two parts with opposite meander layout.

RHCP

RHCP
LHCP

LHCP

Figure 7: Two time instant vector E field distribution of the antenna shown in Fig. 6 in XZ-plane at y = 0.

Figure 8: The same as in Fig. 7 but in XY -plane at z = 40 cm.

Time-domain analysis of 3D E-field vector distribution has shown that the field vectors over the
antenna two segments rotate in opposite directions. Therefore, the antenna now simultaneously
produces both quasi-RHCP and LHCP radiation within the different volumes over the antenna
surface. The illustration of this effect is presented in Figs. 7 and 8 showing the time instants
of vector E-field distribution in vertical XZ-plane at y = 0 and in XY -plane at z = 40 cm,
respectively. The colored arrows here indicate the direction of the E field rotation.
4. CONCLUSION

The analysis of near field distribution of the antenna designed for smart-shelf UHF RFID applications has been presented. The required quasi-CP performance in the near-field zone has been
achieved and optimized in the series of EM simulations by utilizing the three-section layout of
the periodic metal strips and changing the angles of strip sections resulting in both Ex- and Eycomponents being produced. Time-domain calculation of 3D E-field vector distribution has also
demonstrated how a simple change of the meander line layout produces both quasi-RHCP and
LHCP radiation in the near field of the same antenna. 100% detection rate and the measured read
range of 40–50 cm for a large number of tagged items over the produced prototypes in UHF RFID
system have confirmed the simulated near field distribution as well as an excellent performance of
the proposed smart shelf antenna.
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Abstract— The paper is devoted to the development of a WOLA-algorithm (weighted overlap
add algorithm) for processing vector (multichannel) signals. The algorithm is considered as a
generalization of one-dimensional WOLA with certain modifications. WOLA is expounded as an
algorithm for real-time signal processing and the main advantages of WOLA are provided. We
also discuss software-hardware implementation of WOLA using CPU (Central Processing Unit)
and CUDA (Compute Unified Device Architecture). Finally we demonstrate the possibility of
reducing hardware costs for multichannel signal processing using FPGA (field programmable gate
arrays) and distributed arithmetic.
1. INTRODUCTION

In the present paper we are going to consider multichannel filter banks and their implementation
for wideband monitoring tasks. The term “monitoring” implies a systematic or continuous data
acquisition from some object or system [1]. Monitoring is often performed in a wide frequency
band (wideband monitoring) and includes tracking the main system parameters and deviation
search in these parameters. Any deviation is usually caused by abnormal functioning of an object
and requires immediate action in order to prevent failures.
Wideband monitoring is frequently used in the following areas [1–5]: hydroacoustics (monitoring
of water areas (coastal and marine waters), underwater and surface objects, study of navigation
canals and near-shore waters, analysis of oceanic seismicity, etc.); radio monitoring (time-frequency
processing of radiations, noise suppression, signal classification, signal parameter estimation, signal
demodulation, direction-finding, etc.); vibration analysis (vibration measurements, vibration parameter estimation in the time and frequency domains, resonance frequency estimation; analysis
of vibrations is important for spacecraft, aircraft, engines, turbines, machinery, etc.); geophysics
(monitoring of seismic and geomagnetic activity in various regions of our planet).
2. MULTICHANNEL DFT-MODULATED FILTER BANK AND WOLA-ALGORITHM
FOR PROCESSING VECTOR SIGNALS

Wideband monitoring tasks are often handled using digital FIR filters [6–8] designed by the window
or Chebyshev method [6–8]. Digital filters are also needed for multichannel signal processing [8].
One of the approaches to multichannel signal processing can be implemented by means of digital
filter banks with the help of high-performance software-hardware tools.
The present paper is devoted to the development of a WOLA [8] modification for processing
multichannel signals.
Digital filter banks and their implementations have been studied for many years and DFTmodulated filter banks (discrete Fourier transform modulated filter banks) [6–8] have long been
applied to various tasks related to multirate signal processing and wideband monitoring. Among
the most significant achievements are the development of the polyphase form of a filter bank and
also the one-dimensional WOLA-algorithm [8].
DFT-modulated filter banks have several implementations. One of the simplest is a filter bank
with complex modulation [8]. However, this implementation is not efficient since linear convolution
in each channel is calculated for a large sampling rate (this leads to high computational costs).
Therefore it is necessary to reduce the sampling rate, for instance, by choosing the polyphase
structure [8].
One of the ways of implementing a polyphase filter bank is the WOLA algorithm, which performs block-by-block analysis [8]. Like a filter bank with complex modulation, the output signal is
determined as
∞
X
−kn
Xk (m) =
h (mM − n) x(n)WK
,
(1)
n=−∞
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where k is the number of a filter bank channel, m is the block number in WOLA, h(n) is the
impulse response of a LF-prototype (low-frequency prototype) filter, M is the decimating factor of
the input signal,
−kn
WK
= e−j[(2πk/K)n] ,
(2)
√
where j = −1.
According to (1) it is possible to introduce a filter with the impulse response h(mM − n) as
a moving analysis window for extracting the sequence ym (n), which is then subjected to shorttime Fourier transform (STFT). This is the key idea behind the algorithm. In the case of critical
decimation, when M = K, WOLA is identical to a polyphase filter bank. The main difference is
that WOLA is oriented to block-by-block analysis (rather than parallel processing) and the signal
in question has to be split into sections of the length Nh and overlap equal to M samples.
The main factor of the filter bank implementation that affects computational complexity is
the LF-prototype filter. The magnitude response of the filter coincides with the desired one for a
single channel. LF-prototype order depends on a required channel bandwidth, rectangularity shape
factor, and gain flatness in the passband of one single channel.
Thus, we have to create efficient FIR-filters using the minimal computational complexity criterion for reducing hardware and software costs.
The algorithm outlined above is intended for processing one-dimensional signals (the term “onedimensional signal” is used as a synonym for “single-channel signal”) presented in the form of a
vector. In practice the original signal can consist of several one-dimensional signals (multichannel
signal).
The WOLA-algorithm for processing vector signals can be considered as a generalization of the
corresponding WOLA-algorithm for processing one-dimensional signals. However, the suggested
modification will make it possible to perform efficient processing of a vector signal and then to
perform efficient hardware-software implementation using high-performance software and hardware
tools.
After signal computation at the output of each channel sub-band processing is carried out
(the signal in each channel corresponds to some frequency band) including spectral analysis, timefrequency analysis, statistical analysis in the time domain, demodulation, etc..
Consider an input vector (multichannel) signal
x(n) = [x0 (n) . . . xi (n) . . . xS−1 (n)]T
as a set of one-dimensional (single-channel) signals
xi (n),

i = 0, . . . , S − 1;

n = 0, . . . , N − 1.

The original vector signal x(n) can be represented by a rectangular matrix of the dimension
S × N , where N is the signal length of xi (n); S is the number of one-dimensional signals.
In the following we are going to use the following notations:
1) x(n) = [x0 (n), x1 (n), . . . , xS−1 (n)] is a multichannel signal in the matrix form, where the
sub-matrices x0 (n), x1 (n), . . . , xS−1 (n) can be represented as






x0 (0)
x1 (0)
xS−1 (0)
x0 (1)
x1 (1)
xS−1 (1)






 , x1 = 
 , . . . xS−1 = 
.
x0 = 
(3)
..
..
..






.
.
.
x0 (N − 1)

x1 (N − 1)

xS−1 (N − 1)

2) S is the size of a multichannel signal (number of one-dimensional signals).
3) M is the decimation factor, M = 1, . . . , K, where K is the number of filter bank channels for
each polyphase implementation corresponding to xi (n).
4) gi (m) and ei (m) is the impulse response of the i-th polyphase filter in the direct and inverse
sections, respectively.
In the case of critical decimation when M = K computation of output signals of a polyphase
filter bank is equivalent to WOLA application, but the WOLA algorithm is oriented to block-byblock analysis.
The input of the WOLA-algorithm is a vector signal x(n) = [x0 (n), x1 (n), . . . xS−1 (n)], where
n = 0, . . . , N − 1. Furthermore, we need to know h(n), which is the impulse response of a LFprototype filter (vector of size 1 × Nh ).
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Next, weighting has to be applied:
x̃mi (n) = h (mM − n) xi (n), i = 0, . . . , S − 1; n = 0, . . . , N − 1,

(4)

where m is the block number (Nh is the block length). The total number of blocks P of the length
Nh with the overlap (Nh − M ) is determined as
¹
º
N − Nh
P =1+
,
(5)
M
where b·c denotes rounding towards minus infinity. As a result of (4) we arrive at the matrix of
weighted samples:
x̃(n) = [x̃0 (n), x̃1 (n), . . . , x̃S−1 (n)] ,



x̃0 (0)
x̃1 (0)
x̃0 (1)
x̃1 (1)



 , x̃1 = 
x̃0 = 
.
..



..
.
x̃0 (N − 1)



 , . . . , x̃S−1


x̃1 (N − 1)




x̃S−1 (0)
x̃S−1 (1)


.
=
.


..
x̃S−1 (N − 1)

(6)
(7)

After that the blocks of the length Nh are split into non-overlapping segments of the length K
and we perform summation of these segments. The total number of segments Q of the length K
each within the block of the length Nh is determined as Q = dNh /Ke, where d·e denotes rounding
towards infinity. As a result we obtain the following expressions:
z0,m (r) =

∞
X
l=−∞

x̃0,m (r + lK), z1,m (r) =

∞
X

∞
X

x̃1,m (r + lK), . . . , zS−1,m (r) =

x̃S−1,m (r + lK) ,

l=−∞

l=−∞

(8)
where m = 0, . . . , P − 1, r = 0, . . . , K − 1. The matrix Z can be written as

z00 (0)
z00 (1)
...
z00 (K − 1)

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
...

 z0,P −1 (0)
z0,P −1 (1) . . . z0,P −1 (K − 1)

...
...
...
...
Z=
 z
zS−1,0 (1)
...
zS−1,0 (K − 1)
S−1,0 (0)


...
...
...
...
zS−1,P −1 (0) zS−1,P −1 (1) . . . zS−1,P −1 (K − 1)






.




(9)

This matrix consists of sub-matrices and each one has P rows corresponding to blocks of the
length Nh of each one-dimensional signal xi (n), i = 0, . . . , S − 1. Thus, Z has the size P · S × K.
Next, DFT is applied to the matrix Z. This operation can be implemented on the basis of vector
DFT algorithms intended for calculating DFT of multichannel data:
Y = VDFT {Z} ,

(10)

where Y is the resulting matrix after DFT computation, VDFT is the operator of vector DFT.
There are two main approaches to vector DFT computation. One of them suggests application
of one-dimensional DFT to each row of Z. Overall, it is necessary to compute P · S one-dimensional
DFTs of the length K each. The second approach is based on calculating one-dimensional DFT of
the length P · S · K:
y = DFT (z00 (0) z00 (1) . . . z00 (K − 1)| . . . |zS−1,P −1 (0) zS−1,P −1 (1) . . . zS−1,P −1 (K − 1)) ,
(11)
where DFT is the operator of one-dimensional DFT. In order to compute one-dimensional DFT,
the matrix Z has to be converted into a vector (a sequence of matrix rows). There are several
reasons for this transformation:
• an algorithm of vector DFT computation affects the total size of local memory of a DFTprocessor. By reducing multichannel DFT to one-dimensional DFT it is possible to minimize
computational memory and optimize the structure of a DFT-processor;
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• computation of one-dimensional DFT of the length P · S · K allows us to implement the
computational procedure in a DFT-processor more efficiently in comparison with computing
P · S different DFTs of the length K.
After computing DFT (11) of the vector y it is necessary to transform the result back into a
matrix. The dimension of Y will coincide with the that of Z. Matrix Y will consist of several
sub-matrices:
Y(r) = [Y0 (r), Y1 (r), . . . , YS−1 (r)]T ,
(12)
"
#
yi,0 (0)
yi,0 (1)
...
yi,0 (K − 1)
...
Yi (r) =
, i = 0, , S − 1; r = 0, . . . , K − 1. (13)
yi,P −1 (0) yi,P −1 (1) . . . yi,P −1 (K − 1)
Finally, we have to form the matrix Ỹ(r) by multiplying all the rows of Y(r) by the factor
−krM
WK
:

¯
¯
Ỹi (r)¯

k−th line

−krM
= Yi (r)|k−th line WK
, r = 0, . . . , K − 1; k = 0, . . . , P − 1.

(14)

To summarize, multichannel WOLA-algorithm can be presented as a sequence of steps:
1) weighting the multichannel signal x(n) in order to obtain x̃(n) according to (4)–(7).
2) splitting the multichannel signal (6) into non-overlapping segments of the length K and summation of segments of each one-dimensional signal according to (8);
3) application of vector DFT (10) to the matrix Z using one-dimensional DFT (11) of the length
P · S · K and computation of the matrix Y(r) according to (12)–(13);
4) computation of the matrix Ỹ(r) according to (14).
3. SOFTWARE-HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE WOLA FOR VECTOR
SIGNAL PROCESSING

The crucial factor of computational complexity for software-hardware implementation of a multichannel filter bank is a low-frequency prototype filter (LF-prototype filter), which is responsible for
forming the required magnitude response for one filter bank channel. The order of a LF-prototype
filter can be found depending on the parameters of a wideband monitoring system.
The LF-prototype filter has been designed by the window technique. The parameters of the LFprototype will define the parameters of the whole filter bank. First, it is necessary to provide small
flatness of the magnitude response (no more than 1 dB) in the passband, large suppression (at least
80 dB) in the stopband and a high shape factor (the LF-prototype must have high selectivity).
Below we have given the exact parameters of our LF-prototype: frequency band for wideband
monitoring: [0; 1] MHz; number of filter bank channels: K = 320; channel bandwidth: ∆f =
3125 Hz; signal suppression at the edge of the passband of a LF-prototype filter: 1 dB; signal
suppression at the edge of the stopband of a LF-prototype filter: 120 dB; magnitude response
flatness: 0.01 dB; rectangularity shape factor: 1.25. As a result we have designed a LF-prototype
filter of the order 6245.
A filter bank performs parallel processing of an input signal and therefore in order to improve
the efficiency of its hardware implementation it is reasonable to employ computers with a parallel
structure. Among such computers are field programmable gate arrays (FPGA) and processing
devices based on the Compute Unified Device Architecture technology (CUDA technology) [9].
CUDA technology allows us to develop software by minimizing temporal resources and satisfying
high standards of information processing in real time. The main idea behind CUDA is application
of a set of parallel graphical processors (Graphics Processing Unit — GPU) for handling nongraphical tasks. GPU is a specialized computational device, which has the following properties:
GPU is a co-processor for CPU; GPU has its own memory; GPU allows parallel performance of
a large number of data flows (in this context, a flow means several parts of a program run in a
parallel way).
The experiment was made on a personal computer with the following configuration: processor Intel Core i7-3630QM (IvyBridge) 2.4 GHz; RAM DDR3 16 Gb, operating system Windows 7
64 bits; video card NVidia GeForce GT650M (384 core CPU, core frequency 850 MHz, video card
memory 2 Gb).
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In Table 1 there are estimates of WOLA performance time using CUDA and CPU. When we
were applying CUDA we also took into consideration the data transfer time between RAM and
video card memory.
Table 1: Comparison of CPU and CUDA performance.
Data size
(samples/Mbytes)
3000000 / 11 Mbytes
8000000 / 30 Mbytes
16000000 / 61 Mbytes
30000000 / 114 Mbytes

CPU and CUDA performance
CUDA without data
CUDA with data
transfer between RAM
transfer between RAM
and video card memory
and video card memory
0.293 sec.
0.508 sec.
0.320 sec.
0.895 sec.
0.346 sec.
1.496 sec.
0.437 sec.
2.593 sec.

CPU
46.931 sec.
122.656 sec.
246.834 sec.
459.354 sec.

Analysis of the data in Table 1 allows us to draw the following conclusions:
• application of CUDA leads to significant computational time reduction in comparison with
CPU;
• increase of data size results in temporal cost rise and therefore the greater a signal set is the
more reasonable it is to apply CUDA.
It is necessary to mention that the time for data transfer between RAM and video card memory
can sometimes reach half of the total processing time, which a sort of a disadvantage of the CUDA
technology.
Figure 1 illustrates a general structure of a digital filter bank with FPGA (field programmable
gate array) implementation.

Figure 1: General structure of a digital filter bank
with FPGA implementation.

Figure 2: General structure of a digital filter bank
with FPGA implementation.

By analyzing this figure we can conclude that one of the crucial factors of hardware implementation of a digital filter bank is the order of a LF-prototype filter, which defines the magnitude
response of a FIR-filter of a single channel. Hardware resources of computers used for digital filter
bank implementation are limited (the number of multipliers is the most critical) and the main task
consists in synthesizing efficient FIR-filters (the criterion is minimum computational complexity),
which will make it possible to reduce software-hardware costs and to accelerate signal analysis.
In the case of using FPGA such an approach allows us to reduce the number of devices involved
(primarily, the number of FPGA multipliers) and increase the number of those on a chip.
One more practical approach to digital filter bank implementation using FPGA is application of
distributed arithmetic (DA) [10]. The main difference of this approach from direct implementation
based on MAC cores is the fact that there are no multipliers in the DA.
Computation of the k-th polyphase component of a multichannel filter bank corresponds to
computing the scalar product of vk+mi (n) (output of a delay chain) and gk+mi (coefficients of the
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polyphase component):
Yk (n) =

m−1
X

vk+mi (n)gk+mi .

(15)

i=0

Consider the scalar product of two vectors: Y =

L−1
P
k=0

Ak xk and let us assume that that the input

data xk are the numbers in the complement code normalized to one: xk = −bk0 +

NP
−1
n=1

bkn 2−n , where

bkn are bits for numeric representation of xk . Having made a few transformations we can obtain
the following expression:
"
#
L−1
N
−1 L−1
X
X
X
Y =−
Ak bk0 +
Ak bkn 2−n .
(16)
k=0

The sum

L−1
P
k=0

n=1

k=0

Ak bkn can take 2L different values, which can be computed in advance and saved in

the memory. Then the vector bn = [b0n b1n . . . b(L−1)n ] is the address where the value

L−1
P
k=0

Ak bkn ·

is stored. Thus, we need the memory size of 2L cells of the type “adder-subtractor” and a register
for storing intermediate results. The memory size can be reduced twice if we interpret the input
data as those represented in the offset binary code.
Each polyphase component of a prototype-filter is a low-order FIR-filter, which can be implemented efficiently using the distributed arithmetic. The polyphase component implementation
using the distributed arithmetic is shown in Fig. 2. Data vk (n) from a block of registers are sent
to the input in the sequential code beginning from a low-order bit. The signal Ts follows the sign
bit and after that the register RG will store the result. The control device for this circuit can be
implemented using a counter. The block IC (initial condition) stores the initial value loaded in the
register RG prior to the beginning of the circuit operation for representing filter coefficients in an
offset binary code for reducing the size of ROM [10]. When filtering is performed, data from the
register RG shifted to the right by one bit (this is equivalent to dividing by 2) are added to the contents of ROM. The number of polyphase components is determined by the number of sub-channels
of one channel of a multi-channel filter bank M and the order of each polyphase component is
determined by the parameter m.
Filter banks are efficient for preprocessing when the original signal is divided into a given number
of parallel channels with the required parameters. Next, we can select any of the channels and apply
specialized processing algorithms that are needed for solving wideband monitoring tasks. Thus,
application of a filter bank makes it possible to obtain a number of parallel devices and each device
improves the performance and efficiency of software-hardware wideband monitoring packages.
4. CONCLUSION

In the present paper we have provided the WOLA algorithm for processing vector (multichannel)
signals in real time. We have provided the results of software-hardware implementation using
CUDA and we have shown that CUDA performs much better for long data sets (the processing
time has been reduced). Hardware resources for multichannel signal processing implementation can
be reduced using the distributed arithmetic.
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Abstract— In this work it is investigated, in the parallel-plate waveguide case, how the 1D,
2D or 3D motion of the electrons inside the waveguide can affect the generalized susceptibility
diagrams, by means of a developed model capable of tracking the exact trajectory of multiple
effective electrons which includes effects such as the spreading of the secondary electron departure
kinetic energies or the dependence on elastic and inelastic electrons. On the other hand, a
comparative study of the susceptibility charts in a parallel-plate and in its equivalent rectangular
waveguide with the same height is performed, showing how the inhomogeneity of the electric
field inside the waveguide modifies the multipactor region with respect to that predicted by the
parallel-plate waveguide case. The results of this study are going to be extended to a partially
dielectric-loaded rectangular waveguide, which is a problem of great interest in the space industry
that has not yet been rigorously investigated in the literature.
1. INTRODUCTION

The multipactor effect is an electron discharge that may appear in particle accelerators and microwave devices such as waveguides in satellite on-board equipment under vacuum conditions. This
effect has been widely studied, and many investigations have been focused on the prediction of
multipactor breakdown in a wide variety of microwave passive components for signals of different
frequency and power levels, in order to prevent their damage. Many works [1, 2] take advantage
of available susceptibility charts in empty parallel-plate waveguides obtained with analytical models [3], and they are directly used to predict multipactor breakdown in the component under study,
which is going to happen in the point of highest field intensity. Thus, they are aimed to determine such highest field intensity region, which is generally the smallest device gap. However, such
susceptibility diagrams do not take into account important effects such as the dependence of these
diagrams on elastic and inelastic electrons, as well as the 3D character of the motion of the electrons
inside the waveguide, or the non-uniform nature of the electromagnetic fields in some particular
cases. In the last years, the authors have developed a 1D model for studying the multipactor effect
in a parallel-plate dielectric-loaded waveguide [4–6] including space charge effects. In this work we
have extended this model to a 3D movement case, and a comparison of the obtained results with
such 3D model to those provided by the 1D model has been performed in the empty parallel-plate
waveguide case. On the other hand, a 3D model for studying multipactor effect in an empty rectangular waveguide has also been developed, and the obtained results for a rectangular waveguide
with the same heigth as the the parallel-plate one have also been obtained and compared.
2. THEORY
2.1. Electron Dynamics

The key for understanding the mechanism of the multipactor discharge is to study the behavior
of the electrons within a harmonically excited waveguide. An electron inside the gap space is
accelerated by the RF electric field. A significant growth in the electron density in the device can
only happen if the electrons hit the walls with the appropriate energy and at periodically suitable
instants.
The electron dynamics is governed by the Lorentz force resulting in Eq. (1),
³
´
p
~ + ~v × B
~ = ∂~
F~L = q E
(1)
∂t
~ and B
~ are, respectively, the instantaneous electric and
where q = −e is the electron charge, E
magnetic field vectors interacting with the electron, ~v is the velocity vector of the electron, and t
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is the time. The linear momentum is defined according to Eq. (2),
p~ = m0 γ~v
1
1−( vc )2

where m0 is the electron mass at rest, γ = √

(2)

is the relativistic factor, v being the magnitude

of the velocity vector, c = √µ10 ²0 is the free-space light velocity, where µ0 is the free-space magnetic
permeability and ²0 is the free-space electric permittivity. Usually, when v ¿ c, the relativistic
term tends to γ → 1. Although the relativistic component of this equation can be discarded for the
typical power ranges of most space waveguide devices, it should be considered in cases when extreme
speeds are reached ( vc & 0.1), like for high-power multipactor testing simulations. Expanding then
Eq. (1), Eq. (3) is obtained:
~ − ~v × B
~ = Aγ~a +
−E

A 3
γ (~v · ~a) ~v
c2

(3)

where ~a is the acceleration vector and A = m0 /e. The acceleration is the derivative over time of
the velocity, which in turn is the derivative of the position: ~a = ~v˙ = ~r¨. The differential equation
system to solve becomes then,
ṙz By − ṙy Bz − Ex + ṙx · ~ṙ ·
r̈x =
Aγ

~
E
c2

ṙx Bz − ṙz Bx − Ey + ṙy · ~ṙ ·
r̈y =
Aγ

~
E
c2

(4a)

(4b)

~
ṙy Bx − ṙx By − Ez + ṙz · ~ṙ · cE2
r̈z =
(4c)
Aγ
In the parallel-plate dielectric-loaded waveguide case, the electromagnetic fields have an analytical expression, and then such differential equation system can be analytically solved under certain
approximations [4, 5]. On the other side, in a partially dielectric-loaded rectangular waveguide, the
electromagnetic fields must be numerically solved. To this end, a vectorial modal method has been
employed [7], and in this case the electron trajectories are found by solving such equations using
a velocity Verlet algorithm which assures sufficient accuracy and good efficiency provided enough
time steps are chosen.

2.2. Secondary Electron Yield (SEY)

The movement may eventually lead the electron to impact with any surface. Each collision can
result in the emission or absorption of secondary electrons. The number of electrons emitted
or absorbed after each impact is determined by the value of the secondary electron yield (SEY)
parameter δ (δ > 1 if secondary electrons are emitted, and δ < 1 if they are absorbed). The value
of parameter δ is calculated by means of realistic SEY functions that include the effect of reflected
electrons for low impact energies of primary electrons, which must be accounted in order to obtain
accurate results [8, 9]. The SEY function used assumes δ = 0.5 for low impact energies of primary
electrons. This value is in agreement with experimental results obtained in [10]. If total absorption
were considered instead, an electron colliding with low energy would automatically be lost for the
rest of the simulation. The SEY properties are defined by the following parameters: the primary
electron impact kinetic energies, which yield δ = 1, W1 , and W2 ; the impact energy Wmax necessary
for a primary electron to yield δ = δmax , which is the maximum value of the SEY function; and the
value of the primary electron impact energy W0 (δ = 0) that limits the region of elastic collisions.
In the effective electron model assumed in this study, after each effective electron impacts at time
t with any surface, N i(t) is modified according to the δ value provided by the SEY function by
means of Eq. (5),
Ni (t + ∆t) = δNi (t)
(5)
where Ni (t) represents the population of each effective electron inside the waveguide at the instant
t, and ∆t is the time step used in the simulations. If multiple effective electrons are considered, the
total population of electrons inside the waveguide at each instant t is the sum of the population of
all effective electrons.
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On the other hand, the secondary electron departure kinetic energy Ws after each impact is
assumed to follow a Rayleigh probability density function according to Eq. (6) [4],
2

f (Ws ) =

s
Ws −W
2
2Wg
e
Wg2

(6)

with parameter Wg = 3 eV.
3. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The schemes of the geometries and dimensions of the problems under investigation are shown in
Fig. 1. For the parallel-plate waveguide the distance is d = 3 mm. Similarly, in the case of the
rectangular waveguide, the distance is b = 3 mm. With regard to the distance a, it has been chosen
so that there is at least one propagation mode in the waveguide, i.e., a À b. Fig. 2 provides the SEY
characteristics for the silver material employed in the waveguides under study. The parameters are
W1 = 30 eV, W2 = 5000 eV, Wmax = 165 eV, W0 = 16 eV, and δmax = 2.22.
First, a comparative study of the susceptibility charts in a parallel-plate and in its equivalent
rectangular waveguide with the same height is performed. In each susceptibility chart, for each
V0 and f × d pair, the simulation is run 72 times, corresponding to 72 equidistant phases of the
RF field separated 5 degrees. In each run, a single effective electron starts at a uniformly random
position and velocity inside the waveguide. Each simulation lasts 100 RF cycles, with 5000 time
intervals per cycle. The arithmetic mean of the final population of electrons after 100 RF cycles
is calculated using all 72 simulations. If this mean value is greater than 1, then the multipactor
discharge is assumed to have occurred. In Fig. 3, the susceptibility charts of an empty silver
parallel-plate waveguide considering both a 1D model and a 3D model have been compared (results
obtained with a 2D model have also been obtained for this guide, although they are not shown in
this study given that the results of 2D and 3D models are quite similar). The differences between
the susceptibility charts shown in Fig. 3 are evident: the multipactor region experiences a relevant
decrease when the 3D movement inside the waveguide is considered. Such decrease is observed not
only as a multipactor threshold reduction, i.e., a decrease of the voltage threshold at each f × d
point, but also in the high voltage regions. This observed decrease of the multipactor region in

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Geometries and dimensions of the problems under investigation. (a) Parallel-plate waveguide. (b)
Rectangular waveguide.

Figure 2: SEY characteristics for the silver material.
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(c)

Figure 3: Susceptibility charts. (a) 1D: parallel-plate waveguide. (b) 3D: parallel-plate waveguide. (c) 3D:
rectangular waveguide.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4: Populations of electrons. (a) 1D: parallel-plate waveguide. (b) 3D: parallel-plate waveguide.
(c) 3D: rectangular waveguide.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5: y position of the electron. (a) 1D: parallel-plate waveguide. (b) 3D: parallel-plate waveguide.
(c) 3D: rectangular waveguide.

a 3D movement case is due to a slight desynchronization of the electron resonant movement after
each impact, given that the secondary electron departure kinetic energy Ws is distributed in this
case in the three velocity components (in a 1D model, all the secondary electron departure kinetic
energy is used to push the effective electron towards the opposite wall). In the case of the 3D
rectangular waveguide model, the susceptibility chart seems very similar to the 3D parallel-plate
waveguide, i.e. a relevant decrease in the multipactor region can be appreciated when compared to
the 1D parallel-plate waveguide model.
Secondly, in order to perform a detailed analysis of the physical behavior and the dynamics of the
electron inside the waveguides under study, different parameters have been compared considering a
bias point within the multipactor region. In all cases, V0 = 70 V, f × d = 1 GHz × mm is the point
under analysis.
In Fig. 4 the populations of electrons after 100 RF cycles are shown. For the 1D parallel-plate
waveguide model, the population of electrons rises steadily until a saturation level around 1010
electrons, which is reached (due to space-charge effect) after 25 RF cycles approximately. Similar
results are obtained in the 3D parallel-plate waveguide model. However, the saturation level is
reached after 50 RF cycles in this case. With regard to the 3D rectangular waveguide model,
no saturation level can be appreciated after 100 RF cycles since no space-charge effect has been
considered in this guide. However, the same population level as in the 3D parallel-plate waveguide
model is achieved again after 45 RF cycles, which corroborates that in this 3D model there is a
desynchronization of the electron resonant movement after each impact.
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Finally, the y position of the electron after 30 RF cycles is shown in Fig. 5. As it can be
appreciated, both for the 3D parallel-plate and rectangular waveguide models, there is a slight
desynchronization in the path followed by the electron, mainly on the first RF cycles.
The results of this study are going to be extended to a partially dielectric-loaded rectangular
waveguide, which is a problem of great interest in the space industry that has not yet been rigorously
investigated in the literature.
4. CONCLUSION

The 1D parallel-plate waveguide model, which is commonly used in the multipactor effect analysis in
a wide variety of microwave passive components,is not accurate enough in the highest field intensity
region. There is a x-coordinate dependency in the electromagnetic fields inside the waveguide which
is not considered in 1D parallel-plate waveguide model. In this work, a 3D model which takes into
account this dependency has been shown, both for parallel-plate and rectangular waveguides. The
results obtained are accurate when compared to the 1D model.
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Abstract— The power grid provides a readily available medium for communication purposes.
This means that the power grid is the cheapest communication medium since no new cabling is
required. However, the power grid was designed for the delivery of power and not for communication applications. As such no considerations have been made in the design of power networks
to accommodate communication services. However, with the application of current digital signal
processing techniques, the power network can be adapted to support communication services.
This adaptation requires a full understanding of the power network characteristics, which are
noise, distortion and channel effects. These power network characteristics are studied through
measurements, modelling and characterization. The results obtained through such studies are
then utilized in the redesign of conventional receiver structures and modulation schemes so as
to adequately suit them for powerline communication applications. In this paper, we present
time domain power line noise measurement results, and then apply a statistical technique for
the characterization and modelling of the time domain noise amplitudes in typical indoor power
networks. The results obtained are validated through error analysis. The models developed are
vital in the optimization of communication applications through the power network.
1. INTRODUCTION

The power network is the most expansive network in the world. Hence, given its ubiquitous nature,
the power network has been attractive to communication engineers who have been busy optimizing
this network for use as a communication channel. The optimization of this network for use as
a communication channel is not a trivial task due to the fact that power lines were designed for
the delivery of power and not communication services. The problems associated with the power
network as a communication channel have mainly to do with the fact that the channel characteristics
are very dynamic due to the many branches of the network, electrical equipment connected to the
network and the varying cable diameters that are found in different sections of the grid. The various
electrical equipment connected to the power network are a source of noise especially during switch
ON/OFF. And again the different branching nodes in the network form reflection points for the
signal which results in signal fading. The power network channel therefore suffers from two main
impairments; reflections and temporal variations, and noise. Given the structure of a typical power
network, communication signals suffer from many reflections resulting in a complex echo scenario
and in turn frequency-dependent attenuation occurs [1–5].
Powerline communications (PLC) technology enables the double utilization of the power grid to
deliver both communication and power services. Smart grid technologies that PLC supports include
remote meter reading, load management and control, and power equipment monitoring, among a
plethora of other applications. Most of the smart grid services utilize narrowband PLC technologies
which operate in low frequencies and the data rates are low. Narrowband PLC technologies operate
between the frequencies 3 kHz–500 kHz, with provision of data rates of up to a few kbps for single
carrier cases and up to 800 kbps in multicarrier cases. However, in the recent times, PLC research
has been mainly concentrated on broadband PLC technologies. This kind of shift in focus has
been motivated by the possible utilization of the PLC channel (power grid) to deliver higher data
rate broadband content like internet and video services. Broadband PLC or high frequency PLC
operates between 1.8 MHz–250 MHz and provides data rates of up to 200 Mbps for home area
networks. This PLC technology is also widely used in the networking of in-home equipment and
delivery of high definition television services [1, 2, 5].
Noise in power line networks is completely different from the classical additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN) found in many other communication systems. The noise in power line networks
is additive, non-white and non-Gaussian. There are three different classes of noise in power line
networks, namely: colored background noise, narrowband interference and appliance (impulsive)
noise. The colored background noise together with the narrowband interference constitutes what
is generally referred to as background noise. On the other hand, appliance noise manifests itself in
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three forms: impulsive noise that is periodic and synchronous with the mains cycle, periodic noise
that is asynchronous with the mains cycle and finally non-periodic noise which is sporadic (random).
Impulsive noise is the most severe type of noise and is the cause of channel degradation in many
PLC systems. Impulsive noise levels can be up to 50 dB above the average background noise. PLC
noise has also been studied by various authors both in frequency and time domain. Some of the
time domain noise measurements, analysis and modelling have been carried out by several authors
among them Chan and Donaldson [6], Degardin et al. [7], and Zimmermann and Dostert [8]. These
authors have emphasized on noise properties like pulse width, arrival time and inter-arrival times,
and therefore not much work has been done to characterize the noise amplitudes. In this paper, we
introduce an alternative modelling approach for the measured instantaneous noise amplitudes in the
time domain for indoor PLC networks. We statistically fit the instantaneous noise amplitudes using
the kernel density method and then develop a stable distribution model using the kernel model as
the reference model. The measurements are carried out in different rooms in the Department of
Electrical, Electronic and Computer Engineering building, University of KwaZulu-Natal, Howard
College, Durban, South Africa.
2. THE KERNEL DENSITY METHOD AND STABLE DISTRIBUTIONS

The kernel density method belongs to a class of density estimation tools that are non-parametric.
That is to say that the estimates obtained using the kernel density methods are purely data-based
with no particular form of the probability density function (pdf) being assumed. Thus, the kernel
method produces the least error when compared to parametric methods which model data sets via
a fixed set of parameters whose final outlook cannot be altered. The kernel density is defined by
the following equation [9]:
µ
¶
n
x − Xi
1 X
K
f (x) =
(1)
nh
h
i=1

where n is the number of data points, h is the smoothing parameter, Xi is the ith data point and
K(·) is the kernel function. On the other hand, the stable distribution is parametric and is defined
by its characteristic function, ∅(t), given as [10–13]:
©
£
¤ª
½
πα
exp ©iδt − γ α |t|£α 1 − iβsgn (t) tan¤ª
, α 6= 1
2
∅ (t) =
(2)
2
exp iδt − γ |t| 1 + iβ π sgn(t) ln |t| ,
α=1
where, sgn(t) is the signum function and; −∞ < δ < ∞, γ > 0, 0 < α ≤ 2, −1 ≤ β ≤ 1. δ
is the location parameter, γ is the dispersion parameter, α is the characteristic exponent and β
is the symmetry parameter. Thus, the stable distribution is very flexible modelling tool that is
controlled by the four parameters defined in Equation (2). Also, this distribution models the tail
probabilities very well, an aspect that is taken care of by the characteristic exponent. Additionally,
this distribution can model any degree of skewness that any data distribution may possess, an
aspect that is taken care of by the symmetry parameter. The dispersion parameter models the
data spread around the mean or median value. Finally, the location parameter determines the shift
in the data peak. However, the closed form expression for the pdf of this distribution does not exist,
and therefore it is entirely defined by the characteristic function. Hence, the four parameters that
define the characteristic function have to be determined for any model. Different techniques have
been proposed for the estimation of these four parameters, among them, the techniques based on
extreme value theory, fractional lower moments and order statistics by Tsihrintzis and Nikias [10],
the Fourier based techniques of Kogon and Williams [11] and Koutrouvelis [12], and the percentile
method by McCulloch [13]. Above all, the alpha stable distribution, being a Gaussian distribution
general case, is a very attractive tool for modelling phenomena that is impulsive, because it satisfies
the stability property and the generalized central limit theorem.
3. MEASUREMENT METHODOLOGY, RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Comprehensive time domain noise measurements were carried out in the Department of Electrical,
Electronic and Computer Engineering building in different offices and laboratory rooms. The noise
was measured using a Tektronix TDS 2024B four channel digital storage oscilloscope. A locally
designed coupler was used to isolate the measurement equipment from the ac mains and filter the
noise from the power lines. The noise measurement campaign was carried out for a period of eight
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Figure 3: Alpha stable noise models.

months. Additional noise measurements were carried out in an indoor test bed environment with
a 230 V 50 Hz uninterruptible power supply (UPS) used to isolate the test bed from the ac mains.
Some of the noise waveform measured in different rooms are shown in Figures 1 and 2 above.
Figure 1 shows the noise waveform obtained in an office room that has a printer, several desktop
computers and air conditioners. Figure 2, on the other hand, shows the noise waveform measured
in a laboratory which houses an anechoic chamber, and several desktop computers, lighting tubes.
From Figure 1, we see that the noise measured at the office is very sporadic and does not display
any periodic or synchronism features with respect to the ac mains. However, the noise measured
in Figure 2 displays periodic features such that its period is half that of the ac mains, that is
T = 0.01 sec, or F = 100 Hz.
From the numerous instantaneous noise amplitudes obtained, the measured pdf was developed
using the kernel density technique. The pdf is shown in Figure 3, together with other parametric models developed. From this figure, we see that the pdf tails are heavier than those of the
Gaussian distribution. These heavy tails are a confirmation that the measured noise contains both
background and impulsive components. The heavy tails are a representative of the impulsive component of the measured noise. Such heavy tails can be modeled using the alpha stable distribution,
since the heaviness of the tails can be sufficiently modeled with the right value of the characteristic
exponent.
4. NOISE CHARACTERIZATION AND MODELING

From the heavy-tailed characteristic of the measured noise distribution, and for the reasons explained in Section 2 above, we have chosen the alpha stable distribution to develop a PLC noise
model for indoor power networks. Since the closed form of the alpha stable pdf does not exist, but
the closed form of the characteristic function exists, we have to determine the four characteristic
parameters that define the PLC noise model. Two methods are used in this paper to estimate
the four parameters of the noise model. These are: the Fourier based method of Kogon and
Williams [11] and the quantile (percentile) method of McCulloch [13]. McCulloch’s method has
less computational intensity when compared with empirical characteristic function (ECF) based
Fourier methods. For this method, five pre-determined sample percentiles, that are accompanied
by tables, for β (−1, 1) and α (0.6, 2.0), are used to consistently estimate the four parameters of the
stable distribution. First we estimate the characteristic exponent α and the symmetry parameter
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β using the percentiles of the empirical distribution. We define:
υα =

x0.95 − x0.05
,
x0.75 − x0.25

υβ =

x0.95 + x0.05 − 2x0.25
x0.95 − x0.05

(3)

where xp is the empirical distribution pth percentile, having υα = φ1 (α, β) and υβ = φ1 (α, β), or
by way of inversion, α = ψ1 (υα , υβ ) and β = ψ2 (υα , υβ ). Also,
ψ1 (υα , υβ ) = ψ1 (υα , −υ β )

(4)

Bi-linear interpolation to estimate α and β is then carried out using tables developed for the
functions ψ1 (·) and ψ2 (·) for different values of υα and υβ . Similarly, the location parameter δ
and the dispersion parameter γ are estimated using the corresponding tabulated functions and the
previous estimates for α and β.
Kogon and Williams method is a modified Fourier based technique that eliminates the need for
the cumbersome iterations required in Koutrouvelis technique. This is achieved by making a choice
of the interval on the ECF which is robust over a wide range sample sizes on a given parameter
space. The method’s performance is at par with Koutrouvelis method and at the same time reduces
the amount of computation intensity and the need for an interval look-up table. Here the parameter
estimator is derived by considering the log-characteristic function, given by:
µ
¶
ω
πα
α
α
Ψ (ω) = − |cω| + j δω + |cω| β
tan
(5)
|ω|
2
where c is the dispersion (spread) parameter. In this case, since α is never unity in practice, the
real and imaginary components of the log-characteristic function are given by:
Re [Ψ (ω)] = − |cω|α = −cα |ω|α
µ
¶
ω
πα
α
Im [Ψ (ω)] = δω + |cω| β
tan
|ω|
2

(6)
(7)

Again, a further manipulation of the real portion of the log-characteristic can be done by taking
another logarithm as follows:
In {−Re [Ψ (ω)]} = αIn |ω| + αInc

(8)

The estimation of the parameters of a stable distribution of any signal that is random, x(n) is done
by computing the ECF and then fitting it to the parameterized characteristic function in a least
squares (LS) sense. In this case, we define the ECF as follows:
N
N
1 X jωx(n)
1 X
Φ (ω) =
e
=
cos [ωx(n)] + j sin [ωx(n)]
N
N
0

n=1

(9)

n=1

where N is the noise x(n) sample size. Since, Ψ0 (ω) = InΦ0 (ω), both the log-ECF real and imaginary
parts are the obtained from the ECF as follows:
¯
¯
£
¤
Re Ψ0 (ω) = In ¯Φ0 (ω)¯
(10)
µ
¶
0
£
¤
Im [Φ (ω)]
Im Ψ0 (ω) = Arctan
(11)
Re [Φ0 (ω)]
where Arctan(·) is the principal value of the arctangent function. Making use of Equation (8), we
then obtain the estimates of the characteristic component α0 and the spread parameter c0 with a
LS fit on the following equation:
©
£
¤ª
In −Re Ψ0 (ω) = α0 In |ω| + α0 Inc0
(12)
α0 is the slope of In{−Re[Ψ0 (ω)]} versus In|ω| plot and α0 Inc0 is the y intercept of the same plot.
Once α0 and c0 have been determined, we then estimate β 0 , the index of symmetry and δ 0 , the
location parameter by computing the LS fit to Equation (7), for the log-ECF imaginary part as:
µ
¶
¯ ¯ 0
£ 0
¤
πα0
0
0 ¯ 0 ¯α ω
Im Ψ (ω) = δ ω + β c ω
tan
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|ω|
2
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Table 1: Alpha stable model parameters.
Method
α
McCulloch
1.469
Kogon and Williams 1.859

β
0.238
1

γ
δ
0.844 0.231
0.964 −0.002
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Table 2: Model ISE errors.
Mode
McCulloch
Kogon and Williams

ISE
0.172
0.831

The alpha stable model parameters obtained using the two methods are shown in Table 1, and the
models are shown in Figure 3.
From Table 1, we see that the values of the symmetry parameter for the two methods are very
different from each other. The value of this parameter for Kogon and Williams’s method implies
that the model is fully skewed to the left. However, from Figure 3, we see that the model matches
very well with both the measured model and that obtained using McCulloch’s method. This is
to say that as α → 2, the value of β doesn’t matter. In this case we see that α = 1.86, which
is close to 2. The other parameters are not very different from each other for the two models.
However, to determine which of the two models is optimum, we validate the models through error
analysis. The error criterion employed is the integral of square error (ISE). The errors obtained
are shown in Table 2. From Table 2, we see that the errors obtained are small, which means that
the models obtained are a good fit to the measured data. Also, the least error is obtained for the
McCulloch method, from which we conclude that this model is the best fit for the measured noise
characteristics.
5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Communication networks suffer from degraded channel performance due to noise. This noise manifests itself in different forms. In this paper, we have developed a time domain noise model for the
PLC network based on channel measurements. This model is necessary for the optimal design of
receiver structures and modulation schemes for power line communications. Further measurements
and alternative modeling approaches should be explored to ascertain the validity of the outcomes
in the current research work.
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Abstract— An original approach based on a time reversal technique is proposed to fabricate a
wireless transmission of electromagnetic energy for indoor applications. Experiments performed
in a low-Q cavity of human size with a carrier frequency around 2.45 GHz show that the energy
efficiency is greater than the one obtained with a continuous wave approach.
1. INTRODUCTION

Most of the recent developments in wireless transmission of electromagnetic energy are concentrated
on systems designed to harvest the electromagnetic energy disseminated by common wireless systems such as Wi-Fi networks. However, the intermittent and unpredictable nature of these ambient
sources makes energy harvesting critical for some applications [1]. In scenarios where the energy
is transmitted intentionally, systems using continuous waves (CW) are not necessarily the most
efficient. We investigated an alternative approach based on time reversal (TR) which was found
to be promising for indoor applications. TR using electromagnetic waves was first demonstrated a
decade ago [2, 3]. The implementation of this technique in indoor environment needs two stages. In
a first stage called learning stage, a low energy pulse is transmitted through an antenna. At another
place in the room, the receiver antenna records a signal constituted by a succession of many delayed
pulses, more or less attenuated and related to the reflections in the medium. In a second stage
called time reversal stage, a high energy signal built from the TR of the signal recorded during the
learning stage is transmitted through one of the antennas. It follows that the time reversed waves
focus spatially and temporally on the receiver antenna. These properties are particularly attractive
for energy recovery. Moreover, the energy efficiency increases when the medium becomes more and
more complex what makes this approach suitable for indoor applications. The paper is organized
as follow: Section 2 details are given concerning the experiments performed inside a low-Q cavity.
Section 3 a comparison of the energy performance is made between wireless transmissions based on
the TR and CW approaches.
2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
2.1. Equipment

The experiment consists of transmitting electromagnetic waves between two antennas placed inside
a low-Q cavity of human size (2.45 m × 2.45 m × 2.45 m) that is supposed to reproduce indoor
conditions in terms of both losses and lifespan of waves in the medium. Two obstacles have been
positioned between them to avoid a direct path (Figure 1). Even though, resonance related to
cavity modes can be observed. This phenomena is illustrated in Figure 2 by the measurement of
the transmission parameter between both antennas using a vector network analyzer.In order to
perform TR, specific characteristics are required for the antennas. First large band antennas are
necessary since nanosecond pulses with a frequency carrier of 2.45 GHz are handled. Second the
radiation pattern of the antennas has to be omni-directional in order to investigate reflections in all
the directions inside the room. Our choice focused on tap monopoles [4] since these antennas exhibit
suitable properties and are easy to manufacture. A waveform generator Tektronix AWG7122C is
used to transmit the different signals. This generator is particularly useful in the time reversal stage
during which the manipulated signals have a complex shape. Note that the sampling frequency
was set to 12 GHz, which is large enough compared to the limit defined by Shanon’s theorem. The
maximum output voltage of the generator is 1 V peak to peak (pk-pk) but this is not enough to
transmit measurable signals because of the losses inside the room. Consequently, an amplifier with
a gain value of 20 dB has been added in the transmission line. In reception, the signals are recorded
using a digital oscilloscope Tektronix DPO70604C with sufficient capabilities: signals with 50000
samples can be recorded with a sampling frequency up to 25 GHz and an analogical bandwidth of
6 GHz.
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Figure 1: Top view of the cavity with the position of tap antennas and possible obstacles.

Figure 2: Response of the low-Q cavity between 2.3 GHz and 2.6 GHz. The red points mark the value of the
frequency carriers chosen for the experiments see Section 3.
2.2. Time Reversal Procedure

As it is mentioned in the introduction, the TR technique is implemented following two steps (Figure 3):
• Learning stage
A 10 ns pulse with a carrier frequency of 2.45 GHz and an amplitude of 10 V pk-pk is transmitted through the first antenna. A hamming window has been applied such that the frequency
bandwidth of the signal is 400 MHz. This signal is called x(t).
In reception, a complex signal y(t) with a time length of approximately 2 µs and a maximum
amplitude of 20 mV pk-pk is recorded using the digital oscilloscope. This signal is constituted
of successions of delayed and attenuated reflections inside the room that provide information
on the complexity of the medium.
• Time reversal stage
Numerical processing is applied on the signal y(t) using Matlab. First a frequency filtering is
performed with a Butterworth’s bandpass filter to eliminate the noise outside the bandwidth
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Figure 3: Steps of time reversal scheme with signal waveforms.

from 1.5 GHz to 3.5 GHz. Then the time reversal is applied. At this step, the reversed signal
ytr (t) is transmitted from the second antenna so that the reversed waves propagate through
the same path as in the learning stage but in the reverse direction. These waves are expected
to converge in phase on the first antenna and build a constructive signal. But for some
practical reasons, we use the same configuration as during the learning stage. The reversed
signal is transmitted through the first antenna to the second. This is possible because of the
reciprocity in the medium. Reciprocity implies that the received signal is the same whatever
ytr (t) is transmitted by the first antenna or by the second one. Note that the signal ytr (t)
generated by the waveform generator is normalized to 1 V pk-pk and the maximum amplitude
of the reversed signal at the output of the amplifier is 10 V pk-pk like in the learning stage.
In reception one observes a signal z(t) in which a 10 ns pulse with an amplitude of 200 mV
pk-pk is recovered, this amplitude is approximatively 10 times the one measured during the
learning stage.
2.3. Continuous Wave Procedure

Experiments have also been performed with common wireless transmission using CW. In that case,
a sinusoidal signal with an amplitude V10 pk-pk (the voltage considered here is the one at the output
of the amplifier for about 10 V) and a frequency carrier from 2.4 GHz to 2.5 GHz with a step of
0.1 GHz is transmitted by the first antenna. In reception, one measures a sinusoidal signal with an
amplitude V2 pk-pk at the frequency carrier considered.
2.4. Energy Performance Definition

The efficiency of the TR scheme has to be defined. In the experimental setup detailed in Section 2.2,
the signals transmitted during the learning and time reversal stages are normalized to the same
amplitude. However if one is concerned about energy performance, the learning stage should be
performed using a very low energetic signal x(t). Indeed, this step consists of collecting information about the medium and the amplitude of the signal is chosen based on signal to noise ratio
considerations. This is why the energy of x(t) is ignored in the energy performance evaluation. On
the contrary, the energy Ez of the pulse recovered in reception during the time reversal stage is
related to the energy Eytr of the reversed signal ytr (t). However the amplifier has to be taken into
account. The transmitted energy is the one carried by the signal ytr 0 generated at the output of
the amplifier. Ez should be calculated at a time interval where the signal is focused supposed to be
0
that must
equal to the period of time for the signal emitted in learning stage, separately from Eytr
be calculated including all the signal emitted at interval of 2 µs. Thus, the energy performance for
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the TR is defined by:

R

ηT R

z (t)2 dt
Ez
ns
=
= 10
R
Eytr 0
ytr 0 (t)2 dt

(1)

2 µs

The computation of ηT R is realized using Matlab. Concerning the evaluation of Ez , the recovered
pulse is localized in the signal z(t) and the energy is computed inside a window of 10 ns that includes
the pulse. Concerning the evaluation of Eytr 0 , one should measure the signal ytr 0 at the output of the
amplifier. But for practical reasons, we made the computations from the signal ytr built during the
time reversal stage (Section 2.2). The signal ytr 0 can approximatively be synthetized multiplying
ytr by a factor of 10 in order to take into account the amplification gain of 20 dB. The gain of the
amplifier varies between 18 and 20 dB over the bandwidth of ytr . A more precise approach consists
of using the frequency response of the amplifier to compute the energy in ytr 0 . This operation has
been implemented using the discrete Fourier transform (Matlab) and the frequency response of the
amplifier measured with a Vectorial Network Analyzer.
Since periodic signals are considered, the energy performance ηCW can be computed from power
considerations, P1 and P2 considered as the power related for signal transmitted and received as
described in Section 2.3:
V2 2
P2
V2 2 /8
(2)
ηCW = 0 = 0 2 = 0 2
P1
V1 /8
V1
3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In order to evaluate the strength of the wireless transmission, experiments for CW and TR have
been performed for different sets of carrier frequency ranging from 2.4 GHz to 2.5 GHz see Figure 2.
3.1. Energy Performance for TR and CW Wireless Transmissions

Figure 4 shows the voltage measured in reception for TR and CW transmissions for different carriers
frequency. In the case of TR, both the learning and time reversal maximum value of the received
signal are reported. it is observed that the received amplitude after time reversal stage is 6 to 10
times higher from that of the learning stage.
In the case of CW transmission, one can observe that the voltage recovery strongly varies with
the frequency. This behavior is due to the resonance of the cavity reported in Figure 2. In the case
of TR transmission, the voltage recovery is nearly unsensitive to the effect. This is particularly
striking during the learning stage and a little bit less during the time reversal stage. This result
is due to the spectral properties of the signals at hand: a 10 ns pulse with a hamming window
being characterized by a bandwidth of 400 MHz, a large range of frequency is investigated inside
the cavity and the effects of the resonances are attenuated.
Results in term of energy performance are reported in Table 1. It appears that the absolute
value of the energy performance is very weak for both CW and TR wireless transmissions. This
is due to the losses inside the low-Q cavity and to the presence of obstacles between the antennas.

Figure 4: Voltage recovery (pk-pk) for CW and TR with different frequency carriers.
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Table 1: Energy performance for CW and TR at different frequency carriers.
Frequency (GHz)
ηT R (×10−4 )
ηCW (×10−4 )
ηT R /ηCW

2.4
2.8
2.2
1.2

2.41
3.0
0.6
5.0

2.42
2.7
0.6
4.5

2.43
2.7
0.1
28.3

2.44
2.3
1.3
1.8

2.45
2.3
0.5
4.5

2.46
2.5
0.7
3.5

2.47
2.3
0.07
34.0

2.48
2.4
0.06
42.1

2.49
2.4
0.2
10.8

2.5
2.4
4.2
0.6

The efficiency depends strongly on the frequency in the case of CW transmission; this result is in
agreement with the previous analysis concerning the voltage recovery. The comparison between CW
and TR transmissions shows that TR transmission is generally more efficient that CW transmission:
the gain in energy performance ηT R /ηCW is 4.5 at the frequency carrier of 2.45 GHz. It reaches
42.1 at the frequency carrier of 2.48 GHz. CW transmission can sometimes be more efficient: as it
can be observed at the carrier frequency of 2.50 GHz. In this case the gain in energy performance
is 0.6. The mean value of the gain in energy performance ηT R /ηCW calculated for the 11 frequency
points reported in Table 1 is 12.4.
4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, it has been demonstrated that TR is a promising technique for wireless transmission
of energy using electromagnetic waves for indoor applications. Experiments made inside of low-Q
cavity of human size showed that the energy performance is in average about 10 times more efficient
than for wireless transmission using CW. In this later case, there is a sensitivity with respect to the
carrier frequency. The extreme situations observed for CW transmission are related to resonances
inside the cavity. For future research, the spatial dimensions will have to be taken into account. A
strong voltage recovery at one place inside the cavity leads to a low recovery at some other places
inside the cavity due to the presence of nodes and anti-nodes. Concerning TR, the behavior is
dramatically different. In addition with the temporal focusing, a spatial focusing is expected with
a focal spot theoretically limited to a size of about one wavelength.
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Use Case Analysis of Wiegand-based Energy Harvester in
Mechanical Sensing Devices
Ralf Zentgraf and Ulrich Bochtler
Lab for Circuit Design, Aschaffenburg UAS, Germany

Abstract— Conventional energy harvester approaches using magnetic-inductive technologies
are often realized as mass-spring systems. Due to the small resonance-bandwidth of such systems,
bistable magnetic wires can be a sound solution for slow and sporadic movements. On this issue, a
pressure sensor system is adapted with a so-called Wiegand-harvester to implement self-sufficient
electrical feature functionalities. The Wiegand-harvester consists of an inductor coil mounted on
an amorphous Vicalloy-Core (CoFeV). The large characteristic Barkhausen jump of the alloy is
used to generate voltage peaks in the pickup coil in a slow changing magnetic field. Contrary
to mass-spring systems or periodical induction, only the value of the coercivity field (∆Hce ) is
relevant for generating an energetic voltage pulse to power an electrical circuit. This technology
can be used in high transients as well as in nearly static environments. A use case analysis for a
pressure gauge shows the benefit of Wiegand-based systems. The power supply source is realized
by placing eight harvesters circular on a PCB. Thereby a single rotation of a spindle (360◦ ) is
quantized in eight steps. A second disk equipped with eight neodymium permanent magnets is
mounted parallel to the PCB. So a twist of 45◦ delivers a multiplied pulse in each of the eight
inductor coils. An electrical energy output of approx. 13.5 µWs and the twist-hysteresis of 0◦ 20
could be achieved and verified using a magnetic FEM simulation.
1. INTRODUCTION

Motion based energy-harvesting systems using direct piezoelectric or inductive effect are often
carried out as mass-spring systems. Therefore, the amount of harvested energy depends on the
resonance frequency. However, systems based on large Barkhausen jumps (Wiegand effect [1, 2])
can be a sustainable solution to get voltage pulses in nearly zero speed applications. On this issue
the longitudinal movement of a pressure sensor was translated to an angle of 0 to 360◦ . As a benefit,
decentralized and battery-free sensor applications (mechanical sensing devices) can get additional
electrical features by attaching a Harvesting-System based on those large Barkhausen jumps.
2. SENSOR ELEMENT

In this case a Vicalloy wire (FeCoV) with a diameter of 0.25 mm and a length of 12.5 mm was
used as an energy harvesting system. Thermal and mechanical stress (tension, torsion) during the
production leads to a low coercivity core and higher coercivity shell-layer (cold-worked process) [3].
Thus, the magnetization (orientation of the magnetic moment) of the layers is parallel. The exposure to an external magnetic field shows a large Hystersis B-H-Loop plot with a characteristic
jump. A high external field leads to a parallel orientation of both layers (saturation case). Initially,
a saturation field applied to the sensor ensures that both layers are polarized in the same direction.
As a negative field is applied the outer hard core prevent the switching of the soft layer until a
sudden shift in the soft layer appears. As the strength of the external field increases, also the
hard layer switches its polarity. Especially the switching of the soft layer is quite rapidly (large
Barkhausen jump cf. [4–6]). This phenomenon is commonly known as the Wiegand effect.

Figure 1: Domain change during increasing external magnetic field.

If a sensing coil is applied onto the wire, two different voltage pulses can be seen in one B-H
loop. The voltage pulse only occurs at significant coercity values. In contrast to classic inductive
harvester technologies with ferromagnetic cores, systems based on large Barkhausen jumps are
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nearly independent from the changing speed of the external magnetic flux dφ
dt . (Equation (1))
shows the simplified output energy Ew of a harmonic induction circuit with a resistive load RL ,
coil inductance LC and windings N .
Z
Ew (t) =

0

t

N2
RL + jωLC

µ

dφ(t)
dt

¶2
dt

(1)

Due to the core characteristics, the parameter dφ(t)
dt can not be substituted by a harmonic forcing
function (that depends on the characteristic jump and domain propagation). The energy output
of a Wiegand system can be approximated by [7].
3. PROTOTYPE AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Mostly, non-electronic sensor are used in decentralized environment for visual monitoring or safety
functionalities. An example of a use case is mechanic pressure gauge adapted on a tank to supervise
the pressure. If the pressure is above a given limit, the sensor should control a safety valve. As the
pressure of the tank is almost constant, a frequency optimized energy harvester is infeasible. In
this case a Barkhausen sensor can be used as a sound solution to measure and control local tasks.

(a) Measure Scenario for slow and periodic processes

(b) Wiegand orientation

Figure 2: Measure scenario for slow and periodic processes and quantisation.

Upon the harvesting element (Co. Werap, Ch), a simple measurement application for mechanical
sensing devices was developed. A small longitudinal movement (i.e., 3 mm) was translated to an
full turn angular motion (Fig. 2). Two congruent disks were manufactured and positioned on top
of each other. The stationary disk was assembled with eight neodymium (Nd2 Fe14 B) magnets-the
moveable part is equipped with eight Wiegand-sensors. The developed prototype uses a packaged
Wiegand-sensor (Co. Werap), that is not specified in detail. The eight neodymium magnets
are in circular position on top of the movable disk and generate external magnetic fields upto
(He = 160 kA
m ). To minimize jitter and maximize the energy output the magnets are assembled
anti-parallel. So the field gradient between the magnets is as high as possible. In this case, the
rotation of 45◦ leads to a induction pulse in the sensing coils, which marginal depends on the
rotational speed. The superposition of the eight energy pulses can be utilized to drive a small
electrical circuit. In this experiment an energy output of EO = 13.5 µWs by a full turn was stored
in capacitors (accumulated). In this case the optimization of the power output and stabilization of
the voltage is not investigated.
4. VERIFICATION AND SIMULATION

Due to the reduction of the hysteresis effect and the synchronization of the induced pulses in the
sensing coils, a stationary FEM simulation of the neodymium disk (Fig. 3(b)) has been created.
A high field gradient (∇He ) between the magnets improves the synchronized pulse generation
significantly. The anti-parallel orientation of the magnets ensures this behavior. As a result, the
Wiegand-sensors on the stationary disk toggles between two saturation states (cf. B-H loop) quickly.
The prototype shows a hysteresis, by changing the rotational direction, of approx. 0◦ 20 .
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3: (a) Magnetic Harvesting PCB. (b) FEM Simulation of the neodymium magnets.
5. CONCLUSION

The experimental behavior meets perfectly the requirements for non-periodic mechanical sensors.
All sensing instruments, that are converting a physical parameter (temperature, pressure etc.) into
a translational or rotational movement, are suitable to be powered by such an harvesting system.
Nevertheless, the energy output is not yet sufficient for powering complex electrical circuits.
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Abstract— In this paper, a tunable and reconfigurable circular slot antenna with frequency
rejection characteristics is proposed for UWB communication applications. The proposed antenna can provide triple-band-notch characteristics by using various stubs designed to filter out
unwanted narrowband signals whose frequencies overlap with those of the UWB band. Center frequencies of these notch bands are tunable, and tunability is realized by adjusting the
dimensions of the proposed stubs. Also, the proposed antenna has a reconfigurable frequency
rejection characteristic to render the designed antenna suitable for UWB, band-notched UWB,
dual band-notched UWB, tri-band-notched UWB, or multi-band communication applications.
Experimental results show that the proposed antenna can provide tunability over a wide range,
excellent reconfigurable frequency rejection characteristics and good omnidirectional radiation
patterns, which make it attractive for indoor UWB communication applications.
1. INTRODUCTION

Even since the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) released the frequency band of 3.1–
10.6 GHz for use in commercial ultra-wideband (UWB) communication systems, a large number
of research studies have been directed toward UWB applications. UWB antennas are one of the
crucial components for UWB communication systems and have been widely studied for many
years. Recently, a wide variety of printed microstrip-fed monopole and CPW-fed UWB antennas
with different configurations have been proposed to produce a broad impedance bandwidth covering
the UWB band and their performance characteristics have been investigated both numerically and
experimentally [1–4].
However, there exist several narrowband wireless communication systems that work in the frequency range of UWB systems such as the 3.5 GHz worldwide interoperability for microwave access
(WiMAX); wireless local area network (WLAN) operating at 5.15–5.35 GHz and 5.725–5.825 GHz;
and the satellite communication system operating at 8 GHz [5, 6], which may interfere with the
UWB systems. Consequently, it is necessary to develop UWB antenna designs with multiple bandnotch characteristics to suppress the interferences from these narrowband signals. In view of this,
a large number of prototype designs for compact UWB antennas with band-notch characteristics
have been presented by a number of authors [5–12]. The band-notch forming techniques reported
in the literatures can be classified into three categories, namely, etching slot, stubs and parasitic
strip techniques. Among these, the parasitic strip techniques including strip near patch [5], strip
near ground [6] and stepped impedance resonators (SIRs) [7] are difficult to tune in practice. Many
antenna designs have been carried out by embedding diverse slots in the UWB antenna designs,
including those with U-shaped [8], C-shaped [9], H-shaped [8], V-shaped [10] and complementary
SRR- shaped slots [11]. However, the etched slots on the radiating patch or ground plane leak electromagnetic wave, which may interfere with the adjacent radio frequency front-ends. Additionally,
most of these papers are designed to generate either a single- or dual-notch band. In [12], a triple
band-notched UWB antenna has been proposed by etching various slots in the radiating patch,
which may excite leaky waves and, hence, limit its practical application.
Although these band-notched UWB antennas can provide designated band-notch characteristics
to suppress the unwanted narrowband signal interference, they cannot cover the entire UWB band.
Thus, designing a UWB antenna with desired reconfigurable characteristics is highly desired. Several reconfigurable UWB antennas have been presented by using switch techniques [13–16]; however,
they are not compatible UWB antennas with triple band-notch characteristics.
In this paper, a triple band-notched UWB antenna with tunable and reconfigurable frequency
rejection characteristics is proposed and its performance is investigated in detail. The triple notchbands are generated by using an arc-shaped stub and two T-shaped stubs with an isolating element
which is inserted in-between the two T-shaped stubs. The reconfigurable band-notched function is
obtained by integrating five switches into the stubs. The simulated results show that the proposed
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antenna can provide a wide bandwidth covering the entire UWB band, as well as a wide tunable and
reconfigurable band-notched characteristic and omnidirectional radiation patterns, which render it
suitable for UWB and multi-mode wireless communication applications.
2. ANTENNA DESIGN

Figure 1 depicts the configuration of the proposed tunable and reconfigurable UWB antenna with
frequency rejection. The proposed antenna is fed by a coplanar waveguide and is printed on a
substrate with a relative permittivity of 2.65, a loss tangent of 0.002, and a thickness of 1.6 mm.
The proposed antenna consists of a wide slot with a circular shape, a circular ring radiating patch,
an arc-shaped stub (AS), two T-shaped stubs (TSs), an isolation element (IE), five ideal switches
integrated into the AS and TSs, and a CPW-fed structure together with a CPW ground plane.
The CPW-fed structure is comprised of a CPW-fed signal strip (CFSS) with width of 3.6 mm and
a gap of 0.2 mm between the CFSS and the CPW ground plane. In this study, the ideal switches
are used for evaluating the proposed reconfigurable antenna and the presence of a metal bridge
represents the ON state, while the absence of a metal bridge represents OFF state [13–16]. The
triple band-notched function is obtained by using the arc-shaped slot and T-shaped subs, while the
reconfigurable function is realized by controlling the ON/OFF states of the ideal switches.
We begin by designing a triple band-notched UWB antenna (antenna-1) and then integrate
five ideal switches into this antenna to develop the reconfigurable characteristic antenna denoted
as antenna-2. The proposed antenna is optimized by using the HFSS simulation code and the
optimized parameters are: L = 32, W = 24, W 1 = 1.6, Theta = 90◦ , L1 = 2, L2 = 2.8, L4 = 8.2,
L5 = 4.8, d1 = d2 = d3 = d4 = d5 = 1, g1 = g2 = 0.5, R = 11.8, r1 = 6.7, r2 = 5.4, r3 = 10.47,
r4 = 11.47 (unit:mm).
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R
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(a) Antenna-1

(b) Antenna-2

Figure 1: Configuration of the proposed antenna.
3. PERFORMANCE OF THE PROPOSED ANTENNA

In this section, tunability, reconfigurable band-notched characteristics, as well as the radiation
pattern characteristics are investigated and the results are discussed in detail. Figure 2(a) shows
the effects of L5 on the band-notch characteristics. It is observed that the center frequency of
the lowest band-notch shifts from 3.9 GHz to 3.2 GHz with an increment of L5, which can be used
to suppress the unwanted interference signal from 3.5 GHz WiMAX band. However, the center
frequencies of the other two notch bands remain unchanged. In this case, increasing L5 increases
the lower T-shaped stub, which prolongs its resonance length, which in turn modifies the location
of its lowest notch band. Figure 2(b) shows the performance of the proposed antenna as the angle
Theta (see Figure 1(a)) is varied. We can see that the center frequency of the middle band-notch
moves to a lower frequency as we prolong the length of the AS, which can be controlled by varying
the angle Theta. As Theta increases from 80◦ to 100◦ , the center frequency of the middle notch
drops rapidly from 6.1 GHz to 4.8 GHz. Thus, the middle notch band can be utilized to prevent
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2: Parameter effects and the reconfigurable characteristics of the proposed antenna. (a) L5. (b)
Theta. (c) L2. (d) Reconfigurable function.
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Figure 3: Radiation patterns of the proposed antenna.

the potential interference that may arise from the 5.5 GHz WLAN band. Figure 2(c) exhibits
the trend of impedance bandwidth with an increment of L2 ranging from 2.4 mm to 3.2 mm. It is
found that the center frequency of highest band-notch shifts within a range of 0.8 GHz, including the
frequency band of 7.5 GHz satellite and 8.0 GHz ITU communication bands. Thus, we can conclude
that the center frequencies of these three band-notches are tunable by adjusting the dimensions
of the arc-shaped slot and T-shaped stubs. Figure 2(d) depicts the reconfigurable characteristics
of the proposed antenna controlled by the states of the switches. When all the switches are ON,
the proposed antenna is a UWB antenna with three band-notches which help to suppress the
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interference from the WiMAX, WLAN and ITU bands. When SW1 is OFF and SW2, 3, 4, 5 are
ON, the antenna has two band-notches at the WiMAX and ITU bands, but not at the WLAN
band. As for the antenna with only SW3, 4 and 5 ON, the proposed antenna functions as a UWB
antenna with a band-notch at WiMAX band. When all the switches are OFF, the antenna is a
UWB antenna with a mismatch, which is caused by the coupling between the isolation element
and the T-shaped stubs. The radiation patterns of the proposed antenna have been investigated
for the case when all the switches are ON and are presented in Figure 3. We can see that the
proposed antenna has an omnidirectional radiation pattern in the H-plane, and a figure of 8-type
of radiation pattern in the E-plane.
4. CONCLUSION

A circular, wide-slot UWB antenna with tunable and reconfigurable triple band-notched characteristics has been proposed and its performance has been investigated in detail. The results show
that triple notch-bands can be realized by using the arc-shaped slot and T-shaped subs, and the
tunable band-notched function is achieved by adjusting the dimensions of the slot and the T-shaped
stubs. The reconfigurable band-notch characteristic has been realized by controlling the ON/OFF
states of the ideal switches. Consequently, the proposed antenna can be used as a triple-bandnotched UWB antenna, a dual band-notched UWB antenna, a single band-notched UWB antenna,
a UWB antenna, or even a multi-band antenna, which render it suitable for UWB and multi-mode
communication applications.
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Abstract— In this paper, an ultra-wideband (UWB) antenna with triple notch bands is proposed and well designed by etching an arc-shaped slot (ASS) on the fan-shaped radiating patch
and integrating a U-shaped resonator (USR) alongside the microstrip feed signal line. The proposed antenna consists of a microstrip feed structure, a trapezoidal ground plane, a fan-shaped
radiating patch, an ASS and a USR, which are printed on a thin substrate with dielectric constant of 2.65. The three band-notched characteristics are realized by the use of the ASS and
USR, while the center frequencies of these notch bands are tunable by adjusting the dimensions
of the proposed ASS and USR. By using these techniques, the proposed antenna can filter out
unwanted narrowband signals from WiMAX, WLAN and RFID bands. The proposed antenna
is well designed and extensively investigated. The experimental results are given to verify that
the proposed antenna with a wide bandwidth, three designated band-notched functions and good
omnidirectional radiation patterns, which is suitable for modern high data rate UWB communication applications.
1. INTRODUCTION

Ultra-wideband technology has been rapidly developed in recent years because of its advantages,
such as large communication capacity, high data rate and low cost. UWB antenna is a key component to realize a UWB system. A planar half-sized unbalance dipole antenna has been presented
to reduce the size of UWB antenna [1, 2]. However, many narrow band system overlap with the
UWB system and have been widely used for a long time. Thus, these narrowband signals might
interfere with the UWB system. To deal with this problem, a great number of UWB antennas with
notch bands have been designed and investigated. By grooving various slots into different radiating
patches or ground planes, which have been widely used in microstrip-fed and CPW-fed UWB antennas, notch bands can be obtained to suppress the potential inferences from the designated narrow
band systems [3–8]. Unfortunately, it is difficult to design a UWB antenna with multi-notch-band
and may destroy the ground plane. After that, several UWB antennas have been designed by using
T-shaped stub and U-shaped parasitic strips, which can reduce the electromagnetic leaky caused by
the slots [9]. By combing the slot and stub techniques, a fractal-shaped stub and an L-shaped slot
have been employed to design a dual band-notched UWB antenna [10, 11]. However, the antenna
is still large in size and cannot give resistant to triple interference signals.
For these reasons, a triple band-notched UWB antenna is proposed by grooving an arc-shaped
slot (ASS) into the fan-shaped radiating patch and settling a U-shaped resonator (USR) alongside
the microstrip feed signal line. The triple notch band characteristics are realized by using the ASS
and USR and their center frequencies can be tuned by adjusting the size of ASS and USR. The
performance of the proposed triple band-notched UWB antenna has been investigated by the use
of the HFSS.
2. ANTENNA CONFIGURATION

The configuration of the proposed triple band-notched UWB antenna is depicted in Fig. 1, which
is modified on the basis of the original model reported in [1, 2]. The proposed antenna consists of a
fan-shaped radiation patch, a trapezoid ground plane, an arc-shaped slot with an open slit, an USR
and a 50-Ohm microstrip feed structure. The proposed antenna is printed on a thin substrate with
dielectric constant of 2.65 and loss tangent of 0.001. To realize the band-notched characteristics,
an arc-shaped slot is etched in the fan-shaped radiation patch and the arc-shaped slot is riven into
two segments by an open slit. In addition, a USR is adopted and settled alongside the microstrip
feed signal line. By using the arc-shaped slot and the USR, three notch bands are produced.
Also, the center frequencies of these three notch bands are tunable by adjusting the dimensions
of the arc-shaped slot and the USR to render the proposed antenna to filter out unwanted signals
from WiMAX, WLAN and RFID systems. The proposed antenna is optimized with a small size
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of L1 × L2 = 35.6 mm × 20 mm, which is slightly smaller than the reference antenna [1, 2]. The
optimized parameters are ud = 0.5, cd = 0.3, ul = 5.1, uw = 4, hu = 8, w1 = 1.05, h = 20, g = 0.4,
rf = 15, a = 16, b = 20, wc = 3, hc = 1.2, t = 0.4, w2 = 6, hs = 1, d = 4, dw = 3, ug = 0.45 (unit:
mm). The angle of the arc-shaped slot is 74◦ and it is riven into two segments at an angle of 38.7◦ .

z
x

y

Figure 1: Physical structure of the proposed antenna.

Figure 2: Notch characteristics of the antennas.

3. ANTENNA PERFORMANCE ANLYSIS

In this section, the performance of the proposed tri-band-notched UWB antenna is investigated
by using the electromagnetic simulation software HFSS to verify the effectiveness of the design,
including impedance characteristics, radiation patterns and the current distribution. Firstly, the
band-notched characteristic is investigated by taking the ASS and USR into consideration to discuss
their effects on impedance bandwidth. The effects of the ASS and USR are shown in Fig. 2. It
can be seen that the proposed antenna without the ASS and USR is a UWB antenna, which has
a bandwidth ranging from 2.71 GHz to 10.79 GHz with the VSWR less than 2. In this case, the
proposed antenna can cover the entire UWB band released by FCC in 2002. When the proposed
antenna has only ASS etched in the fan-shaped patch, it can give two notch bands at 3.4 GHz and
5.7 GHz to filter out the potential interferences from WiMAX and WLAN communication systems.
When the proposed antenna integrates both the ASS and USR, it is a triple band notched UWB
antenna to reject the undesired narrowband signals from WiMAX, WLAN and RFID systems.
Secondly, the key parameters are selected to discuss the effects on the band-notched characteristics. The effect of cl on the impedance bandwidth of the proposed antenna is shown in Fig. 3(a).
It can be seen that the notch band at 3.4 GHz moves to the low frequency when the parameter
cl increases from 5.2 mm to 7.8 mm. Also, the parameters of ul and uw have the similar effects
on the corresponding notch band, which is mainly designed for the highest notch band and their
performance are shown in Figs. 3(b) and (c). It is found that the center frequencies of the highest
notch band moves from high frequency to low frequency, which is caused by the increased resonance
length. Since the v determines the length of the two arc-shaped slots, it has been investigated and
the effect of v is demonstrated in Fig. 3(d). We can see that the middle notch shifts to low frequency
first and then moves to high frequency because parameter v can affect both the length of the slots.
From the above discussions, we can say that the proposed antenna can give resistant to suppress
the potential interferences from WiMAX, WLAN and RFID systems.
Next, the radiation patterns of proposed triple band-notched UWB antenna are studied at
frequencies of 3.5 GHz, 4.5 GHz and 6.5 GHz and the results are demonstrated in Fig. 4. An omnidirectional radiation patterns are obtained in the xy-plane, while a standard eight-like radiation
patterns are achieved in the xz-plane. When the frequency increases from 3.5 GHz to 6.5 GHz
gradually, radiation patterns are deteriorated, which is caused by the asymmetric structure and
the etched slot in the radiating patch which leaks electromagnetic waves.
Finally, surface current distribution is investigated and depicted in Fig. 5. It is observed that
the current at 3.4 GHz is mainly focus on the upper segment of the etched slot, while the current at
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3: Effects of parameters on the proposed antenna. (a) Effects of cl. (b) Effects of ul. (c) Effects of
uw. (d) Effects of v.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Radiation patterns of the proposed antenna. (a) xz-plane. (b) xy-plane.

5.7 GHz is mainly concentrate on the lower segment of the arc-shaped slot. At 6.8 GHz, the current
is focused on the U-shaped resonator, while the current at the slots and the radiating patch are
small. Thus, we can say that the antenna at these bands is non-resonance because the slots and
the USR act as desired filters.
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(c)

Figure 5: Surface current distributions of the proposed antenna. (a) 3.4 GHz. (b) 5.7 GHz. (c) 6.8 GHz.
4. CONCLUSION

A triple band-notched UWB antenna has been presented and well designed by the use of the
HFSS. The notch bands are achieved by the slot which is split into two segments to generate two
designated notch bands, while the other notch is obtained by the USR. From the simulation, we
found that the proposed antenna can prevent the potential interferences from WiMAX, WLAN and
RFID systems. The results showed that the proposed antenna has a wide bandwidth ranging from
2.71 GHz to 10.79 GHz, desired triple notch bands and good omnidirectional radiation patterns,
which render it promising for UWB communication applications.
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Design of a High Isolation Dual-band MIMO Antenna for WLAN
and WIMAX Applications
Lanchao Zhang, Tao Jiang, and Yingsong Li
College of Information and Communications Engineering
Harbin Engineering University, Harbin 150001, China

Abstract— A high isolation dual-band multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) antenna of two
antenna elements is presented for WLAN and WiMAX applications. Each element consists of two
meandering strips which locate at the top and bottom sides of the substrate respectively. The
proposed MIMO antenna operates in the 2.45 GHz WLAN band and 3.55 GHz WiMAX band.
And the antenna has high isolation over 2 dB in the two operation bands, which is obtained by
the vertical structure, a neutralization line and a narrow slot between the two elements. The
return loss and the isolation of the antenna are investigated simulation. The results show that the
proposed MIMO antenna has high isolation and good impedance match characteristic, making it
suitable for WLAN and WiMAX applications.
1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the demand of high date rate and wide band for modern wireless communication
systems have has increased rapidly [1, 2]. Multi-input and multi-output (MIMO) technology can
enhance data transmission speed and give a resistant to multiple path fading, which has been
widely investigated. As a MIMO system, the transmitter or receiver needs two or more antenna
elements [3, 4]. However, multiple antenna elements need to be placed closely in a small space
within the limitation of the space which will produce strong coupling and make it hard to satisfy
the requirements of system design [5]. Hence, it is a great challenge to design a MIMO antenna
system with small size and high isolation.
Consequently a large amount of methods have been presented to design MIMO antennas with
low coupling. Various slots such as I-shaped slot have been successfully used to obtain high isolation
in MIMO antenna systems [6, 7]. A MIMO antenna has been designed by adding a neutralization
line to achieve high port-to-port isolation in the 700 MHz band [8]. Mushroom-like electromagnetic
band-gap (EBG) structure has been fabricated to suppress surface waves [9, 10]. Also, loading
resonators between the antenna elements were effective methods to reduce the mutual coupling [11–
15].
In this paper, a dual-band MIMO antenna with small size and high isolation is presented for
WLAN and WiMAX applications The proposed MIMO antenna has two orthogonal antenna elements, each of which consists of two meandering strips located at the top and bottom sides of a FR4
substrate with the dielectric constant of 4.3. The MIMO antenna covers the bandwidths of WLAN
2.45 GHz (2.4–2.484 GHz) and WiMAX 3.55 GHz (3.4–3.69 GHz). A high isolation over 20 dB in
both low and high frequency bands is obtained by orthogonally arranging antenna elements and
using a neutralization line and a narrow slot
2. ANTENNA DESIGN

The configuration of the proposed dual-band MIMO antenna is shown in Fig. 1. The proposed
MIMO antenna, printing on a FR4 substrate with a thickness of 1.6 mm, consists of two orthogonal
antenna elements which are connected by a neutralization line. In addition, a narrow slot is etched
between the two feed ports. As for the antenna element, it is comprised of two meandering strips
which are printed on the both sides of the substrate. The top strip is connected with a 50-Ohm
coaxial line, while the bottom meandering strip is set under the top one. The top view and the
bottom view of the MIMO antenna is depicted in Figs. 1(b) and (c) respectively. The proposed
MIMO antenna is optimized by using CST and the optimal parameters are listed in Table 1. The
total lengths of the top and bottom meandering strips are 26.75 mm (about quarter wavelength at
2.45 GHz) and 41.7 mm (about half wavelength at 3.55 GHz) respectively.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The simulated S-parameters are shown in Fig. 2. It can been observed that the proposed MIMO
antenna operates in both WLAN 2.45 GHz and WiMAX 3.55 GHz bands, and good impedance
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1: The configuration of the proposed MIMO antenna. (a) Total view. (b) Top view. (c) Bottom
view.
Table 1: The optimal parameters of the proposed antenna.
Parameters
Unit (mm)
Parameters
Unit (mm)
Parameters
Unit (mm)

W
46
LT 4
9
LB3
11

L
40
LT 5
8.6
LB4
12.7

WT1
3.1
LT 6
2.95
LB5
4

WT2
1
LT 7
3.1
LB6
7

WT3
2
W B1
2
GL
21

WT4
0.5
W B2
3.5
NW
0.5

LT 1
16
W B3
1
NL
16.86

LT 2
12
LB1
8.78
SW
1.5

LT 3
6.2
LB2
7
SL
11

match characteristic is achieved. In this MIMO antenna, the polarization modes of two antenna
elements are different, namely one is vertical polarization and the other one is horizontal polarization. Thus, the antennas with perpendicular polarization modes are completely mismatch and
cannot receive signals from each other in theory, and hence the mutual coupling caused by space
waves is also reduced. Furthermore, the neutralization line connecting the two antenna elements
can cancel the current because of the phase-reversal. And the narrow slot can hinder the surface
currents flowing to the non-excited antenna element. The neutralization line and the narrow slot
are effective on suppressing the mutual coupling caused by surface waves. Therefore, superior isolation performance beyond 20 dB is obtained Current distributions at 2.45 GHz and 3.55 GHz for
port1 are shown in Fig. 3. When port1 is excited, port2 is terminated with 50-Ohm matched load.
It can be seen that the current density is very weak on the non-excited antenna element, which
further verifies the good isolation characteristic of the proposed MIMO antenna.
The 3-D radiation patterns for port1 or port2 at different frequencies are displayed in Fig. 4.
It can be seen that radiation directions are also orthogonal since the structures of the proposed
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Figure 2: The simulated S-parameters.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Current distributions at 2.45 GHz and 3.55 GHz for port1. (a) 2.45 GHz. (b) 3.55 GHz.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4: The 3-D radiation patterns for port1 or port2 at different frequencies. (a) Port1: 2.45 GHz. (b)
Port2: 2.45 GHz. (c) Port1: 3.55 GHz. (d) Port2: 3.55 GHz.

antenna elements are orthogonal, which means it can provide pattern diversity.
4. CONCLUSION

A dual-band MIMO antenna has been designed and discussed for WLAN and WiMAX applications
in this paper. The proposed MIMO antenna consists of two antenna elements which are perpendicular to each other. By using this structure, mutual coupling caused by space waves have been
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effectively reduced. In addition, the neutralization line and the proposed narrow slot are fabricated
to improve the isolation. Thus, it has been achieved that good isolation characteristic over 20 dB
in both 2.45 GHz WLAN band and 3.55 GHz WiMAX band. The results show that the proposed
MIMO antenna can be a good candidate for MIMO systems.
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A Compact Dual Band-notched UWB Band-pass Filter by Using a
Stub and a Folded Stepped Impedance Resonator
Yanyan Wang, Tao Jiang, and Yingsong Li
College of Information and Communication Engineering
Harbin Engineering University, Harbin 150001, China

Abstract— In this paper, an ultra-wideband (UWB) band-pass filter with dual band-notch
characteristic is proposed and its performance is verified numerically. The proposed UWB filter
is realized by using stubs and folded stepped impedance resonators (FSIRs) to provide two desired
notch bands at 5.0 GHz and 8.0 GHz, respectively. The center frequencies of these band notches
can be easily tuned by adjusting the dimensions of the stubs and folded stepped impedance
resonators. The proposed UWB filter with dual band-notched function can provide a wide bandwidth of 2.29–11.51 GHz. The simulated results are given to show that the proposed UWB
band-pass filter with compact structure can provide desired notch bands and wide bandwidth,
which make it suitable for UWB communication applications.
1. INTRODUCTION

In 2002 Federal Communications Commission (FCC) authorized the frequency band from 3.1 to
10.6 GHz for commercial UWB communication applications [1]. Consequently, the UWB wireless
communication technology has attractive much more attentions in recent years. UWB filter is one
of the basic components in the UWB communication system [2]. Then, many scholars in home and
abroad have done a lot of studies to improve the performance of UWB band-pass filter. However,
there exist several narrowband systems which have been used for a long time, such as 5.0 GHz
WLAN band and 8.0 GHz ITU band. These narrowband signals may give potential interferences
to ultra-wideband system. Thus, many ultra-wideband filters have been designed to eliminate
or reduce the potential interferences from those narrow-band systems [3–5]. One of the effective
methods is to design a band-pass UWB filter with desired notch band. Recently, a great number
of band-notched band-pass UWB filters with necessary notch bands have been presented [6–11],
including resonant cavity structure [8, 9], non-uniform periodic grounding slot structure [10] and
asymmetric coupling structure twists [11]. Unluckily, most of these structures can only produce a
single notch band which limits their applications when two interferences appear in the UWB band.
In [12, 13], a stub and a folded stepped impedance resonator have been employed to design a dual
notch band band-pass UWB filter. By adjusting the length of the stubs, the center frequency of
the notch bands can be tuned to filter out arrow band interference signals of which the range is
5.1–5.8 GHz. By using these band-notched UWB filters, ultra-wideband communication systems
can enhance the anti-jamming capability.
In this paper, a UWB band-pass filter with dual band-notched characteristic is presented and
discussed on the basis of [14]. Folded stepped impedance resonators and stubs are utilized to
generate the designated notch bands to filter 5.0 GHz WALN and 8.0 GHz ITU signals. The center
frequencies of the notch bands are tunable by adjusting the dimensions of the proposed folded
stepped impedance resonators and stubs. The proposed filter is well designed and investigated,
and the simulated results show that the proposed band-pass UWB filter can provide a good dual
band notch characteristic and a wide bandwidth, which are suitable for UWB applications.
2.

DESIGN OF THE PROPOSED DUAL BAND-NOTCHED UWB FILTER

A schematic of the proposed dual band-notched UWB bandpass filter is shown in Fig. 1, which is
realized by using stepped impedance ports, back to back triple-mode SIR, stub and folded stepped
impedance resonator. The proposed UWB filter is designed on a RT/duroid 5880 substrate with
a relative dielectric constant 2.2 and a thickness of 0.7874 mm. In this design, stepped impedance
ports and back to back SIR are employed to improve the performance of the filter. The width of
stepped impedance ports is 3.6 mm and its length is 1.3 mm. The proposed filter is optimized by
using the HFSS and the optimal parameters are given in Table 1.
In order to filter out the narrowband interference signals from 5.0 GHz WLAN band, two stubs
are inserted into the input and output ports between the back to back triple-mode SIR. The
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Figure 1: Schematic of the proposed dual notched-band UWB filter.
Table 1: Specifications of the designed filter (unit: mm).
L
15.7
W4
0.23

L0
1.3
L5
5.0

W0
3.6
W5
2.0

W1
2.35
L6
5.0

L2
12.5
S0
0.1

W2
0.3
S1
0.05

L3
7.4
S2
0.1

W3
0.23
S3
0.3

L4
7.4
S4
0.1

design procedure of the proposed dual band-notched UWB filter has two steps: 1) single bandnotched UWB filter; 2) dual band-notched UWB filter. Firstly, a single notch band is obtained
by using stubs and the performance is in Fig. 2(a). We can note that a passband bandwidth of
3.2–11.38 GHz and a notch-band at 5.0 GHz are achieved. Also, the proposed filter has a sharp
rising edge and falling edge. To realize a dual band-notched band-pass UWB filter, folded stepped
impedance resonators are used to generate another notch near 8.0 GHz and its performance is
shown in Fig. 2(b). It is found that the proposed UWB band-pass filter achieves a wide pass-band
bandwidth of 2.29–11.51 GHz and has two notch bands operating at 4.9–5.2 GHz and 7.9–8.1 GHz,
respectively.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: S-parameters of the proposed band-notched UWB filter. (a) Single notch band UWB filter. (b)
Dual notch band UWB filter
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3. TUNABILITIES OF THE PROPOSED DUAL BAND-NOTCHED UWB FILTER

Since the stubs and folded stepped impedance resonators have important roles in the dual notch
bands, L2 and L6 are selected to investigate the tunable band-notched characteristics. Fig. 3(a)
gives the effects of L2 on the performance of the designed UWB filter. It is found that the lower
notch band operating at 5.0 GHz moves from 5.4 GHz to 5.0 GHz when L2 increases from 11.6 mm to
12.5 mm. This is caused by the increased resonance length of the stubs and the enhanced coupling
between the stubs and the back to back triple-mode SIR. In addition, the center frequency of the
upper notch band at 8.0 GHz keeps constant. The effects of L6 are illustrated in Fig. 3(b). It is
observed that the center frequency of the upper notch band shifts from 8.5 GHz to 7.9 GHz with an
increment of L6 , which is caused by the prolonged resonance length of the folded stepped impedance
resonator. Thus, we can conclude that the lower notch band is produced by the stubs, while the
upper notch band is realized by the use of the folded stepped impedance resonators. Additionally,
the center frequencies of the notch bands can be tuned by adjusting the dimensions of the stubs
and the folded stepped impedance resonators.

(a) L2

(b) L6

Figure 3: S-parameters with different L2 and L6 .
4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a compact UWB bandpass filter with dual band notched characteristic by
using stepped impedance ports, back to back triple-mode SIR, stubs and folded stepped impedance
resonators. The simulated results showed that the proposed UWB filter has a wide bandwidth of
2.29–11.51 GHz and two tunable notch bands operating at 4.9–5.2 GHz and 7.9–8.1 GHz, which is
promising for the application of UWB communication systems.
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Miniaturized Tag Antennas with Artificial Magnetic Conductor for
UHF RFID On-body Applications
Chien-Wen Chiu and Cheng-Yan Yang
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Abstract— The paper presented a compact dipole tag antenna with a miniaturized artificial
magnetic conductor for UHF RFID on-body applications. Two kinds of artificial magnetic conductor are designed and studied in order to insulate the influence from the human body. The
miniaturized AMC structure is then placed on the button of a folded dipole tag antenna connected with a Monaz® 4 microchip. The tag with the AMC is designed and simulated by the
simulator HFSS. The design structure is also constructed to verify the simulation results. The
study finds that the tag with the AMC can increase antenna gain and reading range. When the
tag is put close to a human body, the foldeddipole tag can achieve about 6 m reading distance.
1. INTRODUCTION

UHF RFID technique is popular in the logistics, inventory management or bioengineering. A
UHF tag does not work well when it is put close to a human body or held in hand. The input
impedance, radiation pattern, and realized gain of the tag antenna are influenced because of the
body-proximity effects. The influences are caused by absorption, diffraction, and scattering of
electromagnetic waves due to the lossy and conducting human body. The body-proximity effects
must be considered when a tag is held or put on the body. Some literatures have studied the effect
of the human body on the designed tags [1, 2].
Recently, a few scholars proposed artificial magnetic conductors (AMCs) to insulate the effect
of the human body for wearable device or RFID applications [3, 4]. Ta et al. proposed a twodimensional square metal patch as the unit cell of the artificial magnetic conductor (AMC) [5].
Then, four T-type slots are symmetrically inserted into each side of the metal patch to miniaturize
the AMC size and lower the first resonant frequency. The bandwidth is limited although it is a
low profile AMC structure. Recently, Hadarig et al. presented a kind of AMC using capacitive
interdigital structure. The AMC structure exhibits proper bandwidth and higher angular stability
under oblique incidence [6]. Using an artificial magnetic conductor (AMC) in the backplane of the
tag actually helps to reduce the influence of a human body and increase reading range. However,
the tag with an AMC is still large and bulky for on-body applications.
In this presentation, two kinds of AMC structure were studied for on-body applications, one is a
square metal patch with T-type slots structure [5] and the other is four rectangular metal pads with
interdigital capacitive structure [6]. Considering the minimum operating bandwidth and antenna
sizes, we compared the performance between the two AMC structures after simulation and chose
the minimum-size AMC structure. Then a miniaturized dipole tag antenna was designed and placed
on the above of the AMC structure to insulate the influence from the human body. The designed
tag on the AMC substrate is then placed close to a four-layer stratified elliptical cylinder human
model to study the performance of the designed tags. In Section 2, we designed and compared two
AMC structures. Section 3 is devoted to designing a folded-dipole tag antenna with an AMC. In
Section 4, the tag with the miniaturized AMC is pasted on a human body. The gain and reading
range of the folded-dipole with and without AMC are compared. Finally, Section 5 draws some
conclusions.
2. AMC DESIGN

AMC structures have many kinds of physical type. An AMC is composed of a frequency selective
surface (FSS) placed above a perfect ground plane and a dielectric material. A two-dimensional
square metal patch was initially used as the unit cell of artificial magnetic conductor (AMC). To
lower the resonance frequency, four T-type slots are symmetrically inserted into each side of the
metal patch [5]. Each slot is designed with Lp = 40 mm and Wp = 3 mm so that the operating
frequency is reduced to 915 MHz. The periodic square patch is built on a grounded FR4 substrate
with height = 3.2 mm, εr = 45 and loss tangent = 0.02. The study finds that the AMC with 3 × 3
T-slot patch-typed unit cells is too large and narrow band to be applied on the human body.
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To miniaturize the overall size in the low frequency, the unit cell of a new AMC which consists
of four rectangular metal pads with interdigital capacitors connected by two striplines is studied [6]
as Figure 1 shows. The four rectangular metal pads behave like capacitors but the two striplines
provide the inductive behaviour. The gap between the adjacent unit cells forms an interdigital capacitance. It is a key design factor for designing smaller unit cells at the low operating frequency [6].
The AMC structure is expected to be employed to design a tag antenna for on-body applications.
Figure 1 shows the geometric configuration of the unit cells of the AMC structure. The geometric
sizes are W = 40 mm, a = 13.7 mm, b = 12 mm, c = 12 mm, d = 1.6 mm, e = 15.4 mm and
f = 24.1 mm. To reduce cost, we chose a FR4 substrate with εr = 45 and loss tangent = 0.02 as
the AMC carrier. The unit cell size is 34.1 × 34.1 mm2 and the substrate thickness is 3.2 mm. The
gap width between each unit cell is 1 mm.
The AMC model is established in the ANSYS’s HFSS simulator. The simulated model includes
two PEC walls and two PMC walls to model an infinite periodic structure and then a wave port is
setup as an exciting source. Figure 2 shows the simulated reflection phase of the FSS AMC. The
simulated result indicates that the miniaturized AMC has a high impedance surface at 925 MHz.
The AMC surface becomes PEC as the operating frequency near 800 MHz or 1 GHz. The best
operating frequency of the PMC surface is located near about 925 MHz. The useful bandwidth
which ranges from 919–934 MHz is about 1.6%. The proposed AMC structure is not easy to
implement so that the EM simulated software, FEKO, is evoked to verify the accuracy of the
simulation results by HFSS. The simulated results by HFSS show agreement with the simulated
results of FEKO. It confirms the simulation by HFSS is acceptable.
Reflection Phase (deg)
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Figure 1: AMC structure, (a) top view and (b) side view
and excitation method.
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0.88
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Figure 2: Simulated reflection phase on the
AMC.

3. LINEARLY POLATIZED TAG DESIGN ON AMC

In this paper, a microchip of the Impinj Monaz® 4 is chosen to design the tag. The chip exhibits an
impedance of 11-j143 at 915 MHz [7] when its configuration is singled-ended connection. A foldeddipole tag antenna printed on FR4 is proposed to miniaturize the antenna size. In order to achieve
maximum power transfer, we added a T-matching structure which its coupling effect can micro tune
the input impedance of the folded-dipole tag antenna. The geometric sizes of the dipole antenna
with the T-matching transformer are shown in Figure 3. Figure 4 shows the input impedance for
the dipole antenna with a symmetric T-matching transformer. Figure 5 shows the return loss.
The tag is also fabricated to perform experiments by the Agilent EN5071B VNA. The comparison
between simulation and measurement is also shown in the figures. The measured results show
agreement with the simulation results. The impedance bandwidth is about 3% (902–928 MHz).
The maximum realized gain is about 2.3 dBi in the free space, just like that of a half-wavelength
dipole antenna.
In order to achieve minimum size, we used 3 × 2 miniaturized AMC unit cells. The folded-dipole
is superposed on the miniaturized AMC surface with 1 mm gap. The AMC causes a little shift on
the impedance so that the antenna with the AMC has less 0.8 dB gains than the original folded
dipole in the free space. The advantage using the AMC is to let the tag antenna can be pasted
near a lossy human body. Therefore, we optimize the folded-dipole with the miniaturized AMC
and make it conjugate match the microchip with input impedance of 5-j70 Ω. Finally, geometric
sizes of the optimized structure on the AMC are shown in Figure 6. The simple T-matching
transformer is sufficient to achieve conjugate match with the microchip. Figure 7 shows the return
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Folded-dipole tag antenna with a T-matching structure, (a) top view and (b) side view.

Figure 4: The input impedance of the folded-dipole
with a T-matching structure.

(a)

Figure 5: Simulated return loss.

(b)

Figure 6: Geometric sizes of the optimized folded-dipole on the AMC, (a) top view and (b) side view.

loss of the optimized foldeddipole on the miniaturized AMC The impedance bandwidth is only
1.6% (917–929 MHz). The simulated results by HFSS show agreement with the simulated results
by FEKO.
Figure 8 shows the realized gain of the optimized foldeddipole on the miniaturized AMC plane
and the foldeddipole on a ground plane. The result indicates that the antenna gain of the folded
dipole on the AMC plane is still conserved. We hope the AMC plane or PEC plane can preserve
antenna gain to avoid injury from a lossy human body in the beginning. However, the study
finds that the antenna with a PEC plane does not preserve the benefit. The reading range for
the foldeddipole with the AMC is about 9.2 m when it is predicted by the Friis formula. The
foldeddipole on the miniaturized AMC has immunity against the influence of the object. Although
the simulated radiation patterns at 915 MHz is not shown here, the study finds the main beam
is concentrated on the +Z axis. The antenna gain of the antenna with the miniaturized AMC is
better than that of the original foldeddipole without the PMC or on the PEC.
The tag with AMC was constructed to measure the reading range. The reading range from a
reader to the tag was measured in the aisle near our lab. The measured reading range is about
8 m as the UHF RFID reader has 4 W EIRP output power. The measured reading range shows
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acceptable agreements with the predicted reading range which is about 9.2 m. Figure 9 shows the
photograph of the manufactured folded-dipole tag on the AMC. The whole antenna system is only
80 × 120 mm2 , which is suitable for on-body applications if using a flexible printed circuit board.

Figure 7: Return loss of the optimized T-matching
folded-dipole on the designed AMC.

Figure 8: Realized gain of the optimized T-matching
folded-dipole with and without AMC.

Figure 9: Photograph of the manufactured T-matching folded-dipole.
4. TAG APPLIED ON HUMAN BODY

Our original research motivation is devoted to improving reading range of the UHF RFID system
for on-body applications. When the foldeddipole without AMC is put close to a human body, the
realized gain of the tag antenna and reading range becomes very poor. The radiation efficiency
of the folded-dipole on the human body reduces much lower than that of the folded-dipole in the
free space. This section will study impacts on the tag due to the human body. Figure 10 shows
a cylindrical human model. The human model consists of a stratified elliptical cylinder with four
layers to model our torso. The physical and geometrical parameters can be found in the Table 1
of the reference [1]. The height of the model is 400 mm, which is similar to the length of our torso.
The folded-dipole with or without the AMC in Section 3 has a good reading range in the free space.
However, the AMC can help to insulate the effects of the human body on the tag. To compare
fairly, the folded-dipole in the free space is 6.2 mm away from the human body but the folded-dipole
with the AMC is 2 mm away from the human body. This is due to consider the thickness of the
AMC.
Considering the body phantom model, we simulated the realized gain and radiation efficiency
for the tags with and without AMC by HFSS. Figure 11 shows the realized gain of the folded-dipole
with and without AMC when they are put close to the human model. The study finds that the
influence due to the body effect is small for the tag with AMC. The maximum realized gain of the
designed T-matching dipole without AMC is about 2.3 dBi in the free space. The realized gain
for the designed dipole on the AMC is about 1.5 dBi since the AMC has 0 reflection phase and
would not cause destructive interference between direct and reflected waves. When the tag with
AMC is placed near the human model, the realized gain for the tag with AMC is about 1.0 dBi
but the realized gain of the tag antenna without AMC is only −5.8 dBi. Figure 11 also shows the
radiation efficiency of the folded-dipole with and without AMC when they are placed close to the
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Figure 10: A cylindrical human model.

Figure 11: Radiation efficiency and realized gain of
the T-matching folded-dipole tag put on the human
body.

human model. The result indicates that the radiation efficiency of the folded-dipole without AMC
is about 10%. The reason is because the majority EM wave is almost absorbed by the human body.
However, the maximum radiation efficiency can be up to 30% for the tag with AMC.
The practical structure is constructed to measure the reading ranges when it was pasted on
the chest of a practical human body. The comparisons are summarized as follows. The measured
reading range is about 8.4 m for the tag with AMC in the free space and 7 m for the tag without
AMC as the UHF RFID reader has 4 W EIRP output power. Considering the real body-proximity
effects on the tag, the measured reading range can achieve 6 meters for the tag with AMC but
only 2.8 m for the tag without AMC. Since the folded-dipole with AMC has maximum radiation
efficiency of 30%, the realized gain is better than that of the dipole without AMC. Therefore, it
can achieve longer reading range than that without AMC.
5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a foldeddipole tag antenna with a symmetric T-matching transformer
and a miniaturized AMC on the backplane. The artificial magnetic conductor is employed to avoid
the influence of the human torso. The study finds that the miniaturized AMC is successfully applied
on the tag to increase antenna gain and insulate the human body effect. The measured reading
range is improved when the tag is passed on the human body. Although the antenna size is a little
large for UHF RFID applications, the maximum predicted reading of the foldeddipole with FSS
AMC can achieve 6 m.
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A Compact VHF Antenna for Smart Meters
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Abstract— Energy companies have demanded two way communications between the consumer
energy meter and the company to ease data collection and enable variable energy tariffs. There
are serval bands in use from GSM to ISM bands working at 900, 315, 434 and 868 MHz. In
hilly terrains and meters located in basements these frequencies do not propagate well in these
bands, however frequencies below 200 MHz are much better. This work describes a narrow band
antenna derived from a perturbed microstrip patch working at 169 MHz. Its largest dimension is
only 0.07λ at resonant frequency with a ka = 0.18. A gain of −1.2 dBi and an SII of −2 dB was
achieved. The antenna was designed to fit directly to the smart meter so its radiation pattern
was optimised to radiate broadside. It incorporates a novel matching element to allow ease of
manufacture. From near field studies it can be described as parasitic resonator excited by a single
driven electrode matching 50 ohms. The main method of tuning was by altering the separation
of the top fin structures. The antenna was finally tuned to the required resonant frequency when
enclosed in an polycarbonate plastic housing.
1. INTRODUCTION

Wireless mBus N-mode was introduced to read residential gas and water meters in Italy and France.
The ISM band at 169 MHz with a bandwidth of 75kHz provides cost effective coverage in gathering
data from in-building consumption meters minimising path losses caused by building material and
partially buried meters [1, 2]. The free space wavelength, of 1775 m makes conventional antennas
too large to mount conveniently near the consumer unit. The conventional approach to reducing
the antenna size is either by collapsing a whip to a helix or an inverted F both of which require large
ground planes to function efficiently. In this work the antenna was required to fit to a consumption
meter of overall size of 234 × 158 × 80 mm with a footprint of no bigger than 100 mm × 50 mm.
Taking a conventional patch antenna with an air dielectric Moon in [3] perturbed the top structure and folded the top plates to produce an antenna of size ka of 0.3 at 40 MHz where k is the
wavenumber and a the radius of a minimum sphere enclosing the antenna. Its bandwidth was only
was only 1.9% and demonstrated a gain of 0.23 dBi. This approach has a number of advantages: it
has high gain relative to its size whilst maintaining an omnidirectional pattern; the antenna does
not require a ground plane and lastly the construction allows rapid and economic manufacture.
2. DESIGN

Moon’s design was developed from a λ/4 microstrip structure working at 40 MHz. First the structure was perturbed which enabled the top and bottom plates of the patch to be folded reducing
the size by a third. Next the structure was reduced further by adding plate loading to increase the

95 mm

Figure 1: Antenna section within smart meter housing. Arrow indicates method of attachment.
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Figure 2: Antenna structure, the fawn coloured boundary surrounding the antenna represents the plastic
housing. On the right the feed aperture, a, is on face A.

current path to maintain the operating frequency. A similar technique was employed in developing
this design. At 169 MHz the dimensions were: Y 1 = 129 mm, Y 2 = 60 mm X1 = 70 mm and
Z2 = 72 mm, Figure 2. This was however was still too large to fit within the required volume.
Whilst maintaining the current path the design was further reduced to Y 1 = 95 mm, X1 =
45 mm whilst keeping Z2 to 72 mm and Y 2 to 60 mm to allow the antenna to fit within the specified
housing. The antenna was modeled using HFSS [9] and simulations had shown that reducing X1
had a small effect on resonant frequency. This, however, resulted in a resonance 10 MHz above
169 MHz. An additional fin, f , (Figure 2) was added and it’s position below the bottom fin of the
initial design allowed the structure to the tuned to 169 MHz. The original feed electrode was a
circular rod 5.5 mm in diameter fed from an aperture a in z-x plane on face A and terminated on
the opposite face. To achieve a match of 50 ohms constrained the height above the base plate to
only a few mm so to aid manufacture the electrode was developed to a flat plate of similar surface
area, i.e., a width of 15 mm. Fin and electrode attachment had to be low impedance at the working
frequency. The first structure was constructed from 0.5 mm copper sheet with fins soldered to the
outer structure. Fast and cheap manufacture was the essence of this design and comparison by
simulation between a copper structure with soldered fins and aluminium structure with fins and
electrode riveted to the vertical walls showed little change in antenna performance in terms of gain
and efficiency. So the final design was made from 0.5 mm thick aluminium sheet in which the fins
were attached by pop rivets as in Figure 1. The rigidity of the antenna was compromised by the
thinness of the aluminium so the structure was supported by a plastic clip on one face, but, small
enough not to effect the antenna performance.
3. ANTENNA TUNING AND MATCHING

The ‘hot’ feed point position, F1, Figure 3, simulated as a lumped port, was varied horizontally
from the aperture to the opposite face, from 0 (referenced at A) to 90 mm and the ‘cold’ connection,
G1, from 2–20 mm in the vertical direction and the best match was found to be with F 1 = 2 mm
from face A and G1 at 2 mm. The antenna input impedance is shown in Figure 4. A good match
of real 48 ohms was achieved.
The antenna input impedance is shown in Figure 4. A good match of real 48 ohms was achieved.
Without altering the feed position, fine tuning of the antenna was achieved by varying the fin size
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Figure 3: Left feeding points F1 and G1 with A as the reference point, right the return loss at 169.6 MHz of
−22 dB at optimum feeding position.
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Figure 4: Antenna input impedance, the red line is real and black imaginary impedance.

Figure 5: Return loss for fin lengths from 46.3–46.9 mm, dotted, brown = 46.5, red = 46.3, green 46.4, blue
46.6, black = 46.7, beige = 46.9.

Figure 6: With and without plastic housing.

in y direction, Figure 5. At 169.6 MHz return loss of −18 dBi occurred with fin length = 46.9 mm.
In the final deployment the antenna would be enclosed in a plastic housing. Being a dielectric
this would inevitably reduce the operating frequency. A reduction in frequency of 3.2 MHz was
found, Figure 5, with a housing, 3 mm thick and a relative dielectric constant of 2.8, mimicking
that seen with a housing made of polycarbonate.
The maximum gain simulated was −1.2 dBi omnidirectional in the y-z plane, Figure 7.
4. MEASUREMENTS

The return loss of the antenna constructed in sheet aluminium was measured in an open area with
Agilent Network Analyser 8510 with and without hood attached to the gas meter.
For an independent assessment of the efficiency and radiation pattern, the antenna was measured
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Figure 7: Gain of simulated antenna, on the left red is y-z plane, black is x-z plane, peak gain was −1.2 dBi.
On the right 3D spatial gain distribution, RGB scale red = −1.2 dBi, blue = −9.5 dBi, upper is Z, to the
right is Y and isometrically towards the reader on the left is X.

in an anechoic chamber by ProAnt [5]. Differences were found when the meter was attached to
copper pipes, improvements in gain and efficiency were found with copper pipes the implying the
antenna on its own was deficient in a ground plane.
The measured gain was lower by 0.8 dBi and the efficiency lower, 52%, than predicted, 70%,
resulting from the device under test being off tune by about 3 MHz due to the devices supplied
being slightly undersize.
The radiation patterns in Figure 11 demonstrate the omnidirectional pattern predicted in the
Y Z plane in Figure 7, and to a lesser extent the dumb bell shape in the XZ plane. The gain is
lower than predicted because the antenna resonance was above 169 MHz. The tilting of the E-plane
was probably caused by asymmetric ground plane resulting from the position of the antenna on the
gas meter.
5. DISCUSSION

E and H field plots in Figure 12 demonstrate where the fields are positioned at maximum intensity.
This can be interpreted as parallel resonant device where the top fin structures representing the
capacitance and the lower part, the inductance. Erentok and Ziolkowski [7, 8] in their series of papers on metamaterial inspired antenna developed VHF and UHF antennas from resonant structures

Figure 8: Left bare antenna supported by plastic clip of the left, centre antenna mounted in hood, right
antenna housed in assembled gas meter.

Figure 9: Return loss with and without polycarbonate shroud.
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excited by a nearby electrode. However to achieve good gain and efficiency they had to use a large
ground plane, comparable in size to λ/4. In this work the bottom electrode is used to excite the
resonant structure in the same way, but the base plate forms the ground plane of only 94 × 45 mm.
Harrington [4] suggested that the efficiency of antenna is limited by its Q. But as the physical
size is decreased, and loaded by capacitance or inductance to maintain a fixed frequency, the Q
has to rise to maintain gain and efficiency, The Q however, is limited in practise by the conduction
losses in the antenna and the coupling efficiency between the source and the antenna. The Q in
this design was 211 unshrouded and 68 shrouded, the latter result from losses in the polycarbonate
housing.
The minimum fractional bandwidth (FBW) required of this antenna was ∼ 0.04% whereas
the measured FBW was 0.5% with the antenna housing. The FBW predicted by simulation was
0.48. The return loss deepened with the antenna housing shown both by simulation, Figure 6,
and measurement, Figure 9. This is to be expected because the antenna shroud is within the
radian sphere increasing the energy in the electric field, deepening the return loss but losses in
the plastic decrease Q broadening the bandwidth. The Q broadening however is to advantage in

a

b

Figure 10: Left antenna efficiency, 0 dB = 100%, peak −2.5 dB (52%) at 173 MHz. Blue curves are this design
the green curves are an inverted F antenna for comparison. The right figure is gain plot where maximum
gain out of band at 173 MHz is better that 0 dBi Markers a = 169.4 MHz, marker b = 169.8 MHz.

Figure 11: Top three radiation plots at 169 MHz, left H plane centre E plane 0 and right E-plane 90 degrees.
The bottom three images indicate orientation of gas meter, blue curve was vertical plane, red was horizontal.
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Figure 12: Left electric concentration right magnetic field concentration.

manufacturing.
6. CONCLUSION

A 169 MHz antenna was designed specifically to fit within a specified volume and be manufactured
rapidly. The performance achieved exceeded the initial specification will allow the smart meters to
be deployed in weak signal areas.
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Abstract— This paper illustrates the application of metamaterial inspired unit cells in the
patch as well as the ground plane to obtain a compact hexaband antenna. Distinct bands were
obtained at various frequencies for GPS-L1 (1.575 GHz), GSM (1800/1900 GHz), UMTS (B2/B1),
WLAN (2.4 and 5.5 GHz) and WiMAX (2.5 and 3.5 GHz). This was achieved while keeping the
antenna dimensions limited to 30 × 30 × 1.6 mm3 resulting in a miniaturized antenna. The
proposed antenna has a size of 0.1575λ0 . The antenna was fabricated and tested to verify the
simulated results.
1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, most devices such as smart phones, tablets and portable communication systems
require services from various sources that operate in distinct frequency bands. The use of antennas
that are responsive to a single band of frequency is inefficient as it requires several antennas for
different purposes.
Multiband antennas resonate at multiple frequencies. This reduces the amount of VLSI real
estate required to set up the communication device as a single antenna can replace multiple antennas resonating at distinct frequencies. However, one of the most significant drawbacks of a
multiband antenna is its considerably larger size when compared to a single band antenna. This is
counterproductive when the aim is to reduce the size of the device.
In [1], the authors have presented an antenna with dimensions 30 mm × 43 mm for WiMAX,
UMTS and WLAN applications. In [2], the paper presents a compact antenna with an overall
dimension of 65 mm × 40 mm for WLAN. In [3] the authors have presented an antenna that has
a compact dimension of 40 × 5 mm2 mounted on a substrate of size 40 × 65 mm2 . This antenna
resonates at four bands.
In the design presented, metamaterial split ring resonators and other structures such as the
spiral in the ground plane are implemented to obtain a hexa-band antenna. Furthermore, the size
of the patch is reduced to 20 × 20 mm square which accounts for over 50% reduction in size. Hence
a miniaturized hexa-band antenna has been obtained.
One major aspect of any multiband antenna is that several other parameters are compensated
for getting multiple bands. These include gain, directivity and size of the antenna. To overcome
this drawback various techniques have been devised. One prominent method is the application
of metamaterial structures such as the split ring resonators to decrease the size. In the design
presented, several metamaterial structures like the split ring resonators have been used to increase
the number of bands and to miniaturize the design.
In this paper, the discussion is divided into five sections. The first section gives an introduction
into the basic concepts that are discussed in the paper. The second section covers a brief theory of
antenna’s and metamaterials. This is followed by the description of the proposed antenna in the
third section. The fourth section discusses the graphs and the results obtained. Finally, the paper
is concluded with a review of the results obtained and its significance.
2. THEORY

DNG (double negative metamaterials) are extraordinary materials that simultaneously possess
negative permittivity (ε) and permeability (µ). In 1967, Victor Veselago did extensive research
on these materials and had analytically determined that refraction of light occurs in the reverse
direction (negative refractive index) at the interface between a material with negative refractive
index and a material exhibiting the usual refractive index (positive) [4].
Metamaterials are composite materials artificially engineered to obtain specific properties that
do not occur naturally. Properties like negative permittivity and permeability are very useful in
several fields like optics (for cloaking applications) and electromagnetic radiation (antennas) but are
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not found in nature. Metamaterials is a good alternative in such cases [5]. These special properties
are not controlled by changing the chemical composition of the material but rather by changing its
physical structure. This allows large amount of flexibility in realizing different properties.
In antennas, the utilization of microwave metamaterial structures help in shrinking the size of
the antenna. One common microwave metamaterial structure is the split ring resonator (SRR).
Such SRR’s, which have suitable inductive and capacitive characteristics, are integrated in designing
antennas that are small and compact.
One of the most common DNG structure is the split ring resonator. The splits in the rings helps
in the process of making the SRR unit cell resonant at radiated wavelengths which are to a great
extent larger than the diameter of the rings. Therefore, the utilization of such SRR’s reduce the
size of the antenna.
3. PROPOSED DESIGN
3.1. Unit Cell

The patch design consists of square split rings, which serves as the metamaterial structures for
obtaining the desired operating frequencies[6]. There are three split rings each of thickness 0.5 mm.
The spacing between these rings are also 0.5mm. The largest ring has a dimension of 20 × 20 mm2 .
The centre of the patch consists of a circular patch of radius 6.2 mm with an interlocking pattern
at the middle[9]. The patch is positioned on the substrate whose dimensions are 30 × 30 × 1.6 mm3 .
The antenna is excited using a line feed of length 5 mm [10]. The antenna patch design is shown
in Fig. 1.
3.2. Ground Plane

The FR4 Epoxy substrate (εr = 4.4) is 1.6 mm thick. The Ground plane is in the shape of a spiral
which is also a meta-material structure as shown in Fig. 1. The spiral is formed by etching out
copper from the ground plane. The thickness of the etched region is 0.2 mm. The spiral structure
in the ground adds extra resonating bands in the antenna. The dimensions of the ground plane is
30 × 30 mm2 .

Figure 1: Antenna patch and ground plane.

The inclusion of these meta-material structures in the antenna design has facilitated good S11
characteristics as well as miniaturization of the design [6].
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The S11 characteristics have shown resonating frequencies at several commercially used frequency
bands such as GPS-L1 (1.575 GHz), GSM (1800/1900 GHz), UMTS (B11/B1), WLAN(2.4 and
5.5 GHz). The overall size of the antenna is 30 mm along both length and breadth; with the largest
SRR having a maximum size of 20 mm along the length and breadth.
The graph below shows the S11 characteristics (simulated) for the following cases:
• S11 without the spiral in the ground plane (dashed graph)
• S11 without the central circular pattern (dotted graph)
• S11 of the proposed antenna (solid graph)
It is observed that the presence of the spiral in the ground plane increases the number of
resonating bands. In addition, we also see that the resonating frequencies have shifted towards the
lower frequency region.
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Figure 2: S11 graphs under different parameters.

Figure 3: The fabricated antenna.

Figure 4: S11 graph of the proposed antenna.

Figure 5: Radiation pattern: E&H-plane 1.6 GHz (GPS-L1).

The antenna was fabricated with the MITS machine and the S11 was determined and plotted
in a graph.
The S11 graph for the proposed antenna was simulated and observed as shown by the dashed
line. The fabricated antenna had an S11 as shown by the solid line in the figure below:
From the graph it is inferred that the antenna resonates at several frequency bands from 900MHz
to 6.5 GHz. Among these, the useful bands are obtained at GSM, GPS-L1, WLAN and WiMAX
ranges.
The fabricated antenna displays better S11 characteristics at several frequencies in comparison
to the simulated results. Apart from this, the frequencies of resonance are comparably similar to
the simulated antenna. Some of the bands in this antenna satisfies the −6 dB S11 which is good
enough for compact portable wireless communication devices [7].
The graphs in the following figures show a fairly omni-directional radiation pattern at most
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frequencies, which is useful in most wireless communication devices. Besides, the radiation patterns
exhibit wide beam widths which is valuable in GSM communication. The radiation pattern for
5.5 GHz shows a deviation from the other ones. The pattern for this band shows a narrower beam
width and increased directivity.

Figure 6: Radiation pattern: E&H-plane 2.5 GHz (WiMAX) and 3.5 GHz (WiMAX).

Figure 7: Radiation pattern: E&H-plane 1.9 GHz (GSM) and 1.95 GHz (GSM).

Figure 8: Radiation pattern: E&H-plane 2.4 GHz (WLAN) and 5.5 GHz (WLAN).

5. CONCLUSION

We have designed, fabricated and tested a miniaturized multiband meta-material Antenna with
an overall dimension of 30 × 30 mm2 and resonating frequencies at GPS-L1 (1.575 GHz), GSM
(1800/1900 GHz), UMTS (B2/B1), WLAN (2.4 and 5.5 GHz). This design, in addition to the
common SRR, uses two other meta-material structures which has been implemented at the center
of the patch and in the ground plane. These structures have shifted the resonating frequencies
towards the lower frequency region, and increased the number of bands obtained for the specified
size of the antenna.
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Quad Band Split Koch Snowflake Antenna for
LTE/WLAN/WiMAX Applications
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Abstract— In this paper, Multiple Split Koch Snowflake Fractal is investigated as resonating element. It was found to resonate at 0.77–0.82 GHz, 2.3–2.42 GHz, 3.6–3.7 GHz and 5.3–
6 GHz with center frequency of 0.8 GHz, 2.35 GHz, 3.65 GHz and 5.5 GHz which covers the
LTE/WLAN/WiMAX spectrum. The antenna was realized on a FR4 epoxy substrate with
dimension 0.08λo × 0.08λo × 0.042λo (30 mm × 30 mm × 1.6 mm). Parametric analysis was performed on the dimension of various elements of the antenna. Fractal structure was responsible
for multiband resonance and the addition of split element in the fractal enhanced the ability of
the antenna to resonate at lower frequency. Further the antenna was fabricated and tested.
1. INTRODUCTION

Developing an Antenna system has always been a challenging task. Recent trends in wireless
communication demands a compact low profile antenna resonating at multiple frequency bands.
This has resulted in the development of many multiband antennas for portable devices.
WiMAX is a standard set under IEEE 802.16 family for wireless communication providing high
speed data rates for fixed stations. The IEEE 802.11 a/b/g/n/ac (2.4 & 5.2 GHz) and also known
as WLAN has been utilized extensively to provide wireless service over a specified area [1]. Long
term evolution which is popularly known as 4G LTE is the latest technology in wireless standards
providing very high data rates for portable devices on the go. LTE TDD (Band 44 703–803 MHZ)
which is a subset of LTE where the uplink and downlink shares same frequency but only time
multiplexed is yet to be fully exploited.
The increase in number of antennas in portable wireless devices goes hand in hand with the
number of frequency bands allocated for its use, while the volume may remain the same or reduced.
This has a serious consequence of reduced antenna efficiency, data rates and coverage [2]. One of
the possible solutions to these problems is to use frequency reconfigurable antenna [3, 4]. A recent
survey carried on various mobile phones has revealed that PIFA and Monopole are widely used
antennas to achieve multiband resonance [5]. Structures like fractals, metamaterials are yet to be
implemented on these devices to achieve multiband operation at compact size.
Metamaterials have recently been dealt with great enthusiasm as part of the antenna to achieve
miniaturization [6, 7]. These materials exhibit negative refractive index due to simultaneous negative permittivity and permeability. A Fractal is a mathematical set which exhibits self-similarity
at every scale. Fractal as antennas has been dealt with similar enthusiasm as metamaterials to
achieve multiband resonance [8, 9].
In this paper, the proposed antenna structure is inspired from split ring resonator (SRR) which
is a metamaterial and 1st iteration of Koch snowflake fractal.
2. ANTENNA DESIGN

The geometry and the dimension of proposed antenna is shown in the Fig. 1. The antenna is realized
on a fr4 epoxy substrate (εr = 4.4) with loss tangent of 0.02 at a standard thickness of 1.6 mm.
The substrate dimension is 30 mm × 30 mm × 1.6 mm. It is excited using a normal microstrip line
feed technique.
2.1. Microstrip Patch

It consists of three Koch snowflakes of first iteration with gradual increase in perimeter. The Koch
snowflake fractals has split element. Each Koch fractal is of the thickness 0.5 mm with split element
of width 0.4 mm is separated by a distance of 2 mm. The width of the transmission line is tapered
to improve the impedance matching [10]. At the feed point, the width of the transmission line is
wf = 1.5 mm. wl1 = 1.2 mm, wl2 = 0.96 mm.
2.2. Ground Plane

The ground plane consists of a protruding structure of length 13.63 mm. The protruding element
is of the width 2.5 mm and displaced slightly to the left w.r.t center of the substrate.
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Figure 1: The geometry of proposed antenna and its ground plane with protruding element. s = 0.4 mm,
wl1 = 1.2 mm, wl2 = 0.96 .

Figure 2: S11 with normal ground plane and split
structure retained.

Figure 3: S11 without split element but retaining
the proposed ground plane.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The proposed design was simulated using a finite element method solver-HFSS and the result of
these simulations are discussed below.
3.1. With Normal Ground Plane and the Split Element in Koch Snowflake Retained

Here the protruding element in the ground plane was removed and the ground plane was designed
to cover the entire substrate of 30 mm × 30 mm dimension. The antenna resonated at frequencies
of 0.9 GHz, 2.35 GHz, 3.22 GHz–3.32 GHz with −6 dB return loss as shown in the Fig. 2. Careful
observation reveals that the antenna did not resonate well at WLAN band of 5.17–5.82 GHz. The
antenna resonated with −10 dB return loss bandwidth only at 4.15 GHz which was not a useful
band.
3.2. Without the Split Element in the Koch Snowflake and Retaining the Proposed Ground
Plane Design Containing Protruding Structure

The split element is found in the metamaterial SRR. Here the antenna was simulated without the
split element in the Koch snowflake and was found to resonate with −10 dB bandwidth at 1.63–
1.65 GHz, 3.44–3.65 GHz and 4.9 to 5.2 GHz as shown in Fig. 3. Comparing Fig. 2. and Fig. 3,
It’s clear that the lowest resonant band of 0.9 GHz was found missing due to the absence of split
element in Koch snowflake
3.3. Proposed Antenna

Finally, the proposed antenna is simulated retaining both protruding structure in ground plane
and split element in the Koch snowflake as shown in Fig. 1. Multiband resonance was achieved.
−10 dB return loss bandwidth was obtained from 2.3–2.41 GHz, 3.6–3.7 GHz and 5.3–6 GHz bands.
Further −6 dB return loss bandwidth was obtained from 0.77 GHz to 0.82 GHz. −6 dB magnitude
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of return loss is sufficient for antennas in compact devices [11]. The center frequency of these bands
were 0.8 GHz, 2.35 GHz, 3.65 GHz and 5.5 GHz as shown in Fig. 4. The obtained bands very well
cover LTE/LTE-TDD bands (band 42, 43, 44) [12], WLAN dual band, WiMAX (2.3 GHz) band.

Figure 4: S11 graph of proposed antenna.

Figure 5: S11 graph of parametric analysis when the
width of the transmission line is varied from wf =
0.7 mm to 1.7 mm.

Figure 6: S11 graph of parametric analysis when the
width of the Protruding structure in ground plane
is varied from pw = 1.5 mm to 4.5 mm

Figure 7: S11 graph of parametric analysis when
the position of the structure in the ground plane is
shifted from the original position to its left.

Figure 8: S11 graph of parametric analysis when the
width of the split element is varied from s = 0.2 mm
to 0.8 mm.

Also with the inclusion of split element in Koch snowflake fractal, the lowest resonant frequency
of 0.8 GHz was achieved. Further inclusion of protruding structure in ground plane resulted in an
additional 5.2–6 GHz band [13].
The transmission line is varied from wf = 0.7 mm to 1.7 mm. of the Protruding structure in
ground plane is varied from pw = 1.5 mm to 4.5 mm.
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3.4. Parametric Analysis

Parametric analysis were carried out extensively to study the behavior of antenna by varying the
dimensions of width of transmission line, width and position of the protruding structure, and width
of the split element in Koch snowflake and the results obtained are shown in Fig. 5 to Fig. 8.
3.5. Radiation Pattern

Figures 9, 10, 11 and 12 show the radiation pattern of the proposed antenna with E and H plane
for the center frequency of resonant bands.

Figure 9: E-plane and H-plane Radiation pattern
at 0.8 GHz.

Figure 10: E-plane and H-plane Radiation pattern
at 2.35 GHz.

Figure 11: E-plane and H-plane Radiation pattern
at 3.65 GHz.

Figure 12: E-plane and H-plane Radiation pattern
at 5.5 GHz.

Figure 13: Fabricated antenna.

Figure 14: S11 graph of simulated and fabricated
result.

4. FABRICATION RESULTS

Figure 13 shows the fabricated antenna. The S11 graph of simulated and fabricated antenna is
shown in Fig. 14.
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5. CONCLUSION

A quad band antenna for LTE/LTE-TDD, WLAN and WiMAX application is presented. The Koch
snowflake fractal is responsible for multiband resonance. The split element inspired from metamaterial SRR in the Koch snowflake gives an additional low frequency band of 0.8 GHz. The protruding
structure in ground plane is responsible for resonance at 5 GHz band. Resonant bands of 0.77–
0.82 GHz, 2.3–2.4 GHz, 3.6–3.7 GHz and 5–5.3 GHz with center frequency at 0.8 GHz, 2.35 GHz,
3.65 GHz and 5.1 GHz covering all the essential bands mentioned for wireless communication and
applications.
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Abstract— A novel compact and planar tri-band antenna having frequency beam-scanning
ability is designed using a metamaterial-inspired structure. The metamaterial (MTM) configuration consists of a marginally remodeled split-ring resonator (SRR). The antenna has a unique
ground plane with a comb structure. The proposed design has dimensions 20 × 20 × 1.6 mm3 . It
resonates at 2.351, 3.635 and 5.121 GHz respectively which is suited for LTE2300, WiMAX and
WLAN applications. Radiation pattern shifts 90◦ for a change 0.2 GHz in the range 3.8–4 GHz
providing beam steering applicable for MIMO LTE (4G) and WiMAX.
1. INTRODUCTION

As a consequence of rapid development in wireless communication, compact multi-band antennas
attracted research interest. Significant progress is seen in the field of microstrip antenna due to
its convenient features such as low cost, light-weight and flexibility. Several antennas operating
in various bands such as GSM, GPS, WiFi, and WiMAX are essential in mobile phones [1]. It is
desirable to have a single antenna operating at multiple bands. This enhances compactness which
reduces VLSI real estate, cost and volume required in the casing of the device.
The challenge is to miniaturize the antenna to the maximum degree while retaining resonance
at multiple bands. Various mulitband antennas involving inverted F, slot and planar arrangement
show limitations of increased size and complexity [2–4]. Several successful attempts have been
made to develop compact antennas using MTM configuration [5–7]. An attempt has been made
to improvise on a conventional SRR to scale-down the dimensions while retaining multifrequency
functionality. Additional splits/gaps are introduced and repositioned in each ring of the SRR. The
thickness is maintained standard at 1.6 mm [8, 9]. The design uses only one set of simple SRR
structure and the dimensions are reduced to 20 mm × 20 mm. The proposed design has multiple
frequency bands at 2.351, 3.490–3.770 and 5.041–5.256 GHz with reflection co-efficient greater than
−6, −10 and −10 dB respectively. It covers LTE2300 (2300–2400 MHz), WiMAXat 3.5 GHz and
WLAN at 5.2 GHz.
The radiating face of the antenna consists of a remodeled SRR. Resonant frequencies are created
by fine tuning the gaps and embedding dielectric slots in the ground plane whose positions were
realized through a parametric study. Out of a total of four gaps/splits, three have a width equal
to the thickness of the ring and the fourth is slightly smaller.
In addition to triple band operation, the antenna exhibits frequency beam-scanning ability
inherent in a leaky wave antenna. Beam steering up to 90 degree can be achieved between 3.5–
4 GHz. One of the LTE bands is centered at 3.5 GHz which is also applicable for WiMAX. This
feature is similar to the property of a smart antenna used in MIMO system [10].
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains the principle behind metamaterials. Design
parameters are introduced in Section 3. Results are discussed in Section 4. The work is concluded
in Section 5.
2. METAMATERIALS

Metamaterial is an artificial material exhibiting electromagnetic responses like negative permittivity and negative permeability which are not found in naturally available substances [11]. An SRR
is one of the common metamaterial configurations [12, 13]. They form the basis for miniaturization
of antennas. Conventional antennas need to be at least half the size of the wavelength they are
operating in. Inclusion of metamaterial reduces the size to immensly. SRR is a composite metamaterial. It consists of concentric rings made of non-magnetic material (here, copper) separated
by a gap which yields effective negative magnetic permeability [14, 15].
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3. ANTENNA CONFIGURATION

The geometry of the proposed antenna is shown in Figure 1. It is fabricated on FR4 epoxy substrate
of dimension 20 mm × 20 mm × 1.6 mm with dielectric constant 4.4 and loss tangent of 0.02. The
patch consists of a metamaterial structure comprising a rectangular split-ring configuration with
two non-opposite slits in each ring which are repositioned. The design uses a novel ground plane
configuration. The size of ground plane is half the overall size, i.e., 20 mm × 10 mm. It is slotted
with a wide gap at the centre and narrower gap on either sides. Gap between slots on either sides
of the centre remains constant. It is fed by a microstrip line which can be connected by an SMA.
Ansys HFSSsoftware is used to evaluate the antenna performance. The other optimal parameters
are W = 20 mm, d = 2 mm, d1 = 1.5 mm, d2 = 7 mm, d3 = 9.75 mm, d4 = 4 mm, t = 1 mm,
g = 1 mm, g2 = 10 mm.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Frequency bands at 2.351, 3.635 and 5.121 GHz with reflection co-efficient −6.467, −13.494, −15.201dB respectively are presented in Figure 2(b). Bandwidths for resonances with S11 better than
−10 dB at 3.635 GHz is 140 MHz and at 5.121 GHz is 96 MHz. The approach taken to arrive at the
final design can be explained using antennas 1, 2, 3 and 4 (Figures 2(c) and 2(d)). Photograph of
the fabricated antenna next to a scale is shown in Figure 2(a).
Step 1. A full patch (complete copper surface) with slotted ground is considered. Ground
plane resembles comb structure with gap “2t” at the center and gap “t” between slots on either
sides. It results in resonance at 3.4 and 4.4 GHz with S11 less than −4 dB.
Step 2. Next, a conventional SRR with a complete copper ground plane of dimensions 20 mm×

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: (a) Radiating surface and (b) ground plane of final design (antenna 4).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2: (a) Photograph of the fabricated antenna (1) top plane (2) ground plane. (b) Simulated and
measured S11 for final design. (c) Preliminary designs. (d) Simulated S11 for antenna 1, antenna 2, antenna 3
and antenna 4.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 3: (a) Radiation pattern along E plane and H plane at 2.35 GHz respectively. (b) Radiation pattern
along E plane and H plane at 3.63 GHz respectively. (c) Radiation pattern along E plane and H plane at
5.12 GHz respectively.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: (a) Radiation pattern along H plane at frequencies 3, 3.5, 3.8 and 4 GHz. (b) 90◦ shift in radiation
pattern seen between 3.8–4 GHz

10 mm is designed and simulated. Results show resonance at 2.4 and 5.9 GHz with S11 greater than
−10 dB with approximate bandwidths 42 MHz and 500 MHz respectively.
Step 3. A typical SRR with slotted ground plane are now combined and checked. This configuration yields only one frequency band at 4.5 GHz with bandwidth 159 MHz at −6 dB.
Addition of a new set of gaps/splits resulted in multiple bizarre resonances. The position and
width of each gap were tweaked to get the final result through parametric analysis.
Radiation pattern along E and H planes at resonant frequencies 2.35, 3.6 and 5 GHz is shown
in Figures 3(a), (b) and (c) respectively. It can also be observed that the radiation pattern changes
with frequency variation in the range 3.8–4 GHz which is a characteristic of leaky-wave antennas. A
change of 0.2 GHz returns a 90 degree shift in radiation pattern along H plane. This is depicted in
Figure 4. Measured S11 is −29.3, −9.22 and −40.3 dB at 2.416, 3.865 and 5.361 GHz respectively.
The discrepancy between simulated and measured return loss could be attributed to the interface
with the connector.
5. CONCLUSION

A highly compact tri-band antenna with a modified SRR is designed and studied. In this letter,
we explore improvisations on SRR architecture as well as ground plane which display simultaneous
performance in WLAN and WiMAX bands. The frequency bands are centered at 2.351, 3.635 and
5.121 GHz. The design occupies a meager volume of 0.156λ0 × 0.156λ0 × 0.012λ0 . Besides, beam
scanning of 90◦ can be achieved. This feature finds applications in LTE2300 and WiMAX.
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Abstract— A dual passband of wide stopband varactor tuned filter using stepped impedance
resonators (SIRs) is proposed in this paper. A varactor is loaded on the middle of the Eshaped resonators, through changing the value of the bias voltage across the varactor, the center
frequency of the second passband can be tuned from 1.56 GHz to 2.25 GHz, however, the center
frequency of the first passband is fixed and maintained at 1.02 GHz. In fact, it is fixed during the
whole process. The relative bandwidth of the first passband is 14.7%, the return loss of is 19 dB
and the insertion loss is 0.2 dB. The second passband can tuning from 1.56 GHz to 2.25 GHz
with the tuning range of 36.2%. The relative bandwidth almost keep unchanged. The return
loss change from 16 dB to 30 dB and the insertion loss change from 0.2 dB to 0.8 dB. This filter
proposed in this paper has a great characteristic of harmonic suppression, −20 dB up to 3.5 GHz.
There are two advantages of the optimization process. The first is that a filter network is added in
the input and output coupling line to depress stopband. The second is that spurlines are added
at the input and output coupling line which can add zero between the two passbands, which
improved the performance for filter. It is good to improve the selectivity of the filter. The filter
proposed in this paper can achieve a compact size, lower insertion loss and wider rang harmonic
suppression. Simulations show that the filter proposed is valid and has a good performance.
1. INTRODUCTION

Microwave filter as a basic part of all communication systems, its performance is directly related to
the communication quality of the whole system, therefore, the filter is an integral part of communication systems which has attracted a lot of research. At the same time, there is ever increasing
shortage of spectrum resources as technology become more robust. The distribution of electromagnetic field and wave in the air is becoming more and more complex, tunable filter technology
emerge as the times’ require, obtains the wide spread research and application microstrip filter has
the advantages of miniaturization, so the tunable filter that based on the microstrip has become
an interesting area of study. There is neither need to redesign the structure of the system nor
reprocessing circuit board, w we need to do is transfer switch and electrically tunable filter can
realize the new assume and function.
There are mainly four types of tuning methods [1]: mechanical tuning method ferrite tuning
method RFMEMS tuning method and varactor diode tuning method. Mechanical tuning method
has the advantage of low price and is easy to make. But its volume is too large and its tuning
speed is too low and therefore it can’t meet the requirements any more [2]. Ferrite circuit has a
large volume too, we need to adjustable magnetic field to control it. The use of the condition is too
harsh, we abandon it [3]. The RFMEMS tuning method has a very small loss and can withstand
high power, however, its switching speed is slow, adjustable rate is small (relatively high tuning
voltage is needed, usually tens of volts or even hundreds of volts), it is difficult to integrate it with
other circuits. It requires very strict encapsulation, and this package is very expensive. Therefore,
its application is limited. Varactor diode tuning method has a high tuning speed and the design
cost is low, besides, it is has the advantage of planar integrated ability. That’s the reason it has
gained wide spread application. We conclude that it offer the best solution to solve the tuning
problem.
Stopband depress of tunable filter has been a problem for a long time. The new filter network
combine with traditional methods of widening the stopband can be a very effective way to solve this
problem [4]. In this paper, a new filter network is added in the input and output coupling line to
depress stopband. Adding spurline is a traditional method to widening the stopband [5]. In order
to improve the performance of the tunable filter further, spurline of carefully designed is added in
the input and output coupling lines. Bending couple line can increase the coupling degree, to some
extent, reduce insertion loss of passbands, which is another way to improve the performance of the
filter.
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2. THEORY AND EQUATION
2.1. Basic Structure of Stepped Impedance Resonaator

There are three types of stepped impedance resonators (SIRs), which are λ/4 SIR λ/2 SIR and
λ SIR. This paper adopt λ/2 SIR, by changing the impedance ratio and the electrical length of
the two impedance line, we can control its resonant frequency [6]. The basic structure is shown in
Fig. 1. It is composed by two different transmission lines with the characteristic impedance of K
and Z2 , the corresponding electrical length is θ1 and θ2 respectively [7]. The Input admittance of
Yin is shown in Fig. 1.
Yin =

jY2 2(K tan θ1 + tan θ2 )(K − tan θ1 · tan θ2 )
K(1 − tan2 θ1 )(1 − tan2 θ2 ) − 2(1 + K 2 ) · tan θ1 · tan θ2

(1)

K is the impedance ratio, we define K = Z1 /Z2 [8]. We take θ1 = θ2 = θ for convenient [5],
then (1) is simplified as (2)
Yin = jY2

2(1 + K)(K − tan2 θ) tan θ
K − 2(1 + K + K 2 ) tan θ

(2)

Because the resonance condition is Yin , so we put Yin = 0, we can derive (3)
K = tan θ1 · tan θ2

(3)

We put θT = 2θ1 + θ2 into (3), we can derive that
(
³
´
1
K
tan θ2T = 1−K
+
tan
θ
K 6= 1
1
tan θ1
◦
θT = π = 180
K=1

(4)

We can derive that the resonance depends on electric length of θ and impedance ratio K.
2.2. Design Principle

The filter proposed in this paper is composed of a λ/2 SIR, an E-shaped resonator and a varactor [9].
The varactor series with E-shaped resonator and load on the center of the λ/2 SIR. The basic
structure is shown as Fig. 2.
The center frequency of the second passband is controlled by the resonant frequency of even
model. The resonant frequency of even model is decided to Zinc . Zinc is mainly affected by the
varactor, so we can change the center frequency of the second passband by changing the voltage of
the varactor. At the same time, the resonant frequency of odd model is not affected.
θ T= 2(θ1+θ 2 )

θ T = 2(θ1+θ 2)
2θ1

θ2

2θ1

θ2

θ2

θ2
θ2

k =Z 1 /Z 2 >1
θT >π

k =Z 1 /Z 2 >1
θT >π
Z2
Z2

Z1

Z2

Z2

Z1

(a)

L4

(b)

Figure 1: (a) The first form of λ/2 SIR. (b) The second form of λ/2 SIR.
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Figure 2: (a) The equivalent model of resonator. (b) The odd model. (c) The even model.
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2.3. Structure of Spurline

Spurline is a coplanar microstrip defected structure that is set in the traditional microstrip. It
has the advantages of simple compact, easy integration, convenient to use. Spurline as a kind of
microstrip defected structure, it have influence to current distribution of filter, thus changing the
characteristics of filter [10]. In addition, the spurline has excellent band gap characteristics. It
can be used to structure band stop filter, have a good effect on harmonic suppression. The gap of
spurline is equivalent to the resonator capacitance, the slot itself can be considered as the resonance
inductance [6], the whole circuit is equivalent to a parallel resonant circuit, the resonant frequency
is determined by the (6).
1
f= √
(5)
2π LC
The traditional structure of spurline is shown as in Fig. 3. There are three parameters determine
the structure: length a, width s, height b [11]. Typically, capacitance effect is relate to the width,
and inductance effect is relate to the length. Therefore, the effective dielectric constant of dielectric
substrate have change with the size of spurline [12].
The equivalent circuit structure of the traditional single spurline is shown in Fig. 4. The resonant
circuit is represented by LC, the effect of radiation and transmission loss is represented by a
resistor R.
R

s
b

d

C

a

L

Figure 3: Conventional spurline structure.

Figure 4: The equivalent circuit of single spurline.

3. SIMULATION AND RESULTS

This section we will describe the design and performance of the tunable dual passband of wide
stopband filter. The proposed filter were based on a common substrate with a thickness of 20 mil
and relative dielectric constant is 3.48. The type of substrate is ROGERS4350B. This is a very
common substrate and easy to buy. A new asymmetric filter network is added between the input
and output coupling line. As shown in Fig. 5, which is composed of four sections of curved open
stub. The length La and Lb determine the filter network stopband characteristics; there exist
additional capacitance and cross coupling between La and Lb and the input-output impedance line.
The multipath effect of cross coupling can further expand the scope of the stop band, reduce quality
factor of the passband and make the filter easier to be implemented in Engineering.
As is shown in Fig. 6, parallel coupled lines with value of 50 Ω is used to feed, the structure is
insensitive to the external electromagnetic environment. Spurlines is added at the input and output
coupling line, it can add zero point in the two pass band, which play a good harmonic suppression
function.
By changing the size of the spurline, we chose the best one, so that the performance of selection
of the filter is improved. Feed coupled line is extended and bended, which can increases the coupling
degree, to some extent, it reduces the insertion loss. At the center of the E-shaped resonator a
varactor is loaded. The varactor involved in this proposed filter is SMV1247 with the tunable
capacitance from 0.64 pF to 8.86 pF and the tunable bias voltage range from 0 to 8 V. The filter is
symmetric, with the odd ode and even mode, which are independent with each other.
After analysis and simulation the filter using HFSS and ADS, the design parameters are shown as
following: L1 = 40 mm, L2 = 15.3 mm, L3 = 15.5 mm, L4 = 11 mm, L5 = 10.4 mm, W1 = 1.14 mm,
W2 = 2 mm, W3 = 0.9 mm, W4 = 5 mm. La = 11.14 mm, Lb = 14.14 mm, Lc = 11.86 mm,
ga = 0.86 mm, gb = 0.86 mm.
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Figure 5: The structure of filtering network.

Figure 6: The structure of electrically tunable filter.

Figure 7: S11 -parameters of the tunable filter.

Figure 8: S21 -parameters of the tunable filter.

The results is shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, the center frequency of first passband is fixed at
1.02 GHz with the relative bandwidth of 14.7%, the return loss is 18 dB and the insertion loss is
0.2 dB. The second passband are electrically tuned, when the value of the bias voltage across the
varactor is changed. The center frequency can be tuned from 1.56 GHz to 2.25 GHz with the tuning
range of 36.2%. The relative bandwidths almost remain unchanged. The return loss change from
16 dB to 30 dB and the insertion loss change from 0.2 dB to 0.8 dB. The filter proposed in this paper
has a good harmonic suppression of −20 dB up to 3.5 GHz (3.5f1 ).
At the whole process the center frequency of the second passband can be tuned from 1.56 GHz to
2.25 GHz, however, the center frequency of the first passband is fixed and maintained at 1.02 GHz.
The reason is that the value of the bias voltage across the varactor can change the capacitance of
the varactor, the input impedance of even model is changed, resonance frequency of even model
is mainly determined by input impedance. But there is no influence on the resonant frequency of
odd model. Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 show the relationship between frequency and the voltage. The four
curves from left to right respectively corresponding to S11 of 0 V, 1 V, 4 V, 8 V. When the bias
voltage varies from 0 to 1 V, the center frequency of the second passband changes from 1.56 GHz
to 1.66 GHz. However, when the bias voltage changes from 4 to 8 V, the center frequency of the
second passband changes from 2.15 GHz to 2.25 GHz. The amplitude of voltage changes different,
but the center frequency remains the same which implies that the relation between voltage and
moving of center frequency are not linear. This may be attributed to the performance of the
varactor. According to the datasheet of SMV1247, when the bias voltage varies from 3 to 8 V,
there is no linear relationship between value of capacitance and bias voltage, which is accordance
to the previous analysis.
4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a dual passband of wide stopband varactor tuned filter using SIRs is proposed. A
varactor is loaded on the middle of the E-shaped resonators, by changing the value of the bias
voltage, the center frequency of the second passband can be tuned while the center frequency of
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the first passband is fixed, which had been interpreted in the independence between even mode
and odd mode. Feed coupled line is extended and bended to increases the coupling degree and
reduce the insertion loss. Spurlines are added at the input and output coupling line is used to
add zero between the two passband and to improve the selectivity of the filter. A filter network
is added in the input and output coupling line to depress stopband. The center frequency of the
second passband tuning from 1.56 GHz to 2.25 GHz with the tuning range of 36.2%. The return
loss changes from 16 dB to 30 dB and the insertion loss changes from 0.2 dB to 0.8 dB. The center
frequency of the first passband is fixed at 1.02 GHz. The return loss is 18 dB and the insertion
loss is 0.2 dB. The harmonic suppression of −20 dB is up to 3.5 GHz (3.5f1 ). The filter has a high
tuning speed of nano seconds and is easy to realize a dual passband of wide stopband varactor
tuned filter by the use of SIRs with centrally loaded elements. The filter proposed in this paper
has great characteristics of harmonic suppression, low insertion loss, high return loss, wide tuning
range, compared with other filters of the same frequency band. The filter can be useful for many
dual passband applications, which is more demanding in near future.
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Abstract— This paper presents two miniaturized slow wave structures in microstrip leakywave antennas (MLWAs) which operate about 8 GHz. The effects of these structures on the scan
angles have been compared in the paper. The designed interdigital capacitors and folded-back line
have been investigated with ADS Momentum software. It has been shown that the interdigital
capacitors (IDCs) yield to a broad scan angles from +53 to −74 degree, while the folded-back
line inductor scans only the positive angles.
1. INTRODUCTION

Leaky-wave antennas (LWAs) are guided wave structures, which radiate electromagnetic waves
by using travelling wave mechanism. Furthermore, LWAs are in classification of traveling-wave
antennas [1–3]. The travelling wave mechanism consists of two structures, including fast travelling
waves and slow travelling waves structures. In this type of antenna, the electromagnetic waves
radiate continuously along its length, and hence the propagation wave number is complex, consisting
of both a phase and an attenuation constant. Highly directive beam at an arbitrary specified
angle can be achieved by this type of antenna, with a low side lobe level. In other words, beam
scans with frequency inherently in LWAs. For scanning applications this is an essential advantage.
Simple structure, no complicated feed network and cheap structures are the other benefits of LWAs.
Moreover, they are popular in the microwave band and millimeter-wave band, because of their high
directivity.
LWAs have been investigated since the 1940s, when an LWA consisting of a slotted rectangular
waveguide was introduced. In [4] an LWA consisting of an inductive sheet spaced over a continuous
conducting sheet, with a wave polarized in the plane of the antenna propagating between the two
sheets has been represented.
LWAs can be divided into different categories depending upon the principle of operation; so
uniform, quasi-uniform and periodic LWA is classification of them [1, 2]. A microstrip line that is
periodically modulated in order to turn the non radiating microstrip mode into a radiating leaky
mode has been reported in [2]. Recently, periodic slow wave structure has been nominated as
appropriate media for LWAs. Substantially slow wave structures are special circuits that are used
in microwave circuits to reduce and handle the wave velocity in certain direction. In other words,
this structure controls the speed of the waves in LWAs in which non resonant periodic circuit or
slow-wave structures are designed for producing large gain antennas [5].
In this paper, we present two slow-wave structures and their parameters for LWAs. Beam
scanning is one of the most important parameters of LWAs and we report it here. We investigate
the effect of these slow-wave structures on scan angles in periodic microstrip leaky-wave antennas
(MLWAs).
2. ANTENNA DESIGN AND SIMULATION
2.1. LWA with Interdigital Capacitors

Folded-back line, zigzag line, corrugated waveguide, helical line and also interdigital capacitor,
are structures that introduced as slow wave structures in [5]. Interdigital capacitors (IDCs) are
widely used as lumped elements in the microwave integrated circuits (MIC), slow-wave devices,
and integrated optical (IO) modulators [6]. Recently, IDCs has been utilized as slow wave structures in composite right/left handed leaky-wave antennas (CRLH LWAs) in order to control the
speed of waves. CRLH LWA is another classification of LWAs that is part of the periodic LWAs.
Metamaterials are usually known as periodic structures. However, there are several reports on
metamaterial-inspired antennas [7, 8].
Although LWAs are cost-effective antennas in scanning the region over a large bandwidth, continuous backward to forward scanning is not reported for many of the structures [9, 10]. CRLH LWA
introduces full-space continuous beam scanning, from backfire to endfire, including the broadside
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direction. Moreover, it can be fabricated in microstrip technology or in coplanar technology [1–
4, 9–13].
Figure 1 illustrates a 16-cell LWAs with interdigital slow wave structures. This LWA is like
another structure that reported in [14], but this paper compares the 16 cells of proposed LWA.
This structure is a non resonant structure with the period IDCs. The existence of the IDCs makes
the capacitors for CRLH in order to propagate forward and backward scanning through broadside.
As shown in Fig. 1, conventional IDC is utilized in CRLH LWA unit cell, and each unit cell is
repeated periodically.
The period of structure is 4 mm and the capacitance of a single-layer IDC can be approximated
as [5]:
C = (l/w)(?r + 1)[(N − 3)A1 + A2 ]
(1)
where N = number of fingers. A1 = 0.089 pF/cm is the contribution of the interior finger for h >
w. A2 = 0.1 pF/cm is the contribution of the two external fingers for h > w. l = finger length in
cm. w = finger-base width in cm which has been demonstrated in Fig. 1(b).
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G4
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Figure 1: CRLH LWA with IDC. (a) 3D view of
proposed LWA formed by 16 cells. The parameter value is: P1 = 64 mm. (b) 3D view of proposed LWA with periodic IDC as slow wave structure. The parameter values are: P2 = 4 mm,
L1 = 3.9 mm. (c) Unit cell of IDC. The parameter values are: w = 0.55 mm, W1 = 0.3 mm,
W2 = 0.06 mm, W3 = 0.6 mm, G1 = 0.2 mm and
G2 = 0.01 mm.

Figure 2: LWA with periodic folded-back line. (a)
3D view of proposed LWA formed by 16 cells. The
parameter value is: P3 = 64 mm. (b) 3D view of
proposed LWA with periodic folded-back line. The
parameter values are: P4 = 4 mm, L2 = 3.9 mm.
(c) Unit cell of folded-back line inductors. The parameter values are: W4 = 0.3 mm, W5 = 0.6 mm,
W6 = 0.06 mm, G3 = 0.2 mm and G4 = 0.01 mm.

2.2. LWA with Folded-back Line Inductor

Folded-back line inductors are another of structures that introduced as slow wave structure in [5].
They are similar to meander-line structures.
As declared above, beam scanning is one of the most important parameters of LWAs. As
reported in [15], producing maximum radiation in the range 0? < θ < 90? For slow-wave structures
appears more challenging at first, but as we investigated and analyzed in X-band, this folded-back
line structure is one of the slow-wave structures that produces a maximum gain in the positive
range of theta.
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Figure 2 shows a folded-back line inductor LWA with 16 cells. The period of the structure is as
same as the LWA with IDC.
Actually in this paper capacitor substitutes with an inductor. This substitution effects on beam
scanning and on scan angles.
3. COMPARISON AND SIMULATION RESULTS

As demonstrated above, the proposed MLWAs are located on the Rogers 5880 commercial substrate.
For both proposed antennas, the thickness on the substrate should be chosen 0.508 mm with ?r =
10.2 and finite structure formed by 16 cells. The commercial ADS Momentum software is adopted
for the simulations, and the results are presented below. Fig. 3 illustrates S-parameter of proposed
MLWAs. These antennas operate around X-band.
Figure 3: Magnitudes of S-parameters in proposed MLWAs.

In the designed LWA with interdigital capacitors, the main beam scans from θ1 = +53 degree
to θ2 = −74 degree with increasing the frequency from 8 GHz to 10.363 GHz. This scanning
investigated in ϕ = 0? plane. Furthermore, the gain of the antenna not changes greatly in this
range which is appropriate parameter in antenna design. Also this parameter is critical for scanning
applications. This is obvious from the Fig. 4 that the antenna radiates in negative values of theta
with increasing the frequency. Maximum gain occurs at 9.285 GHz and it is about 17.647 dB when
the scan angle is θ = −18 degree.
The LWA with folded-back line scans from θ1 = +3 degree to θ2 = +54 degree with increasing
the frequency from 8 GHz to 8.714 GHz. But in the broadside region, we have gain reduction. See
the radiation pattern in the Fig. 5. In the other word, the folded-back line LWA only scans in the
positive range of theta. It’s clear that maximum gain occurs in θ2 = +54 degree too.
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Figure 4: Radiation pattern of MLWA with IDC
and scanning interval with maximum gain about
17.647 dB.
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Figure 5: Radiation pattern of MLWA with foldedback line inductor and scanning interval with maximum gain about 11.236 dB.

For example, in [10] a slotted substrate integrated waveguide (SIW) LWA is proposed that has
the advantages of both rectangular waveguide with transverse slots and SIW. Furthermore, this
SIW LWA can only scan in the positive range of theta. As declared above, the main beam of LWAs
scans the space when the frequency changes. In other words, beam scans with frequency inherently
in LWAs and it’s apparent from Fig. 6.
Degradation of gain in LWAs is another meaningful parameter that is examined in such a this
paper. Also we have been investigated here. Notice the Fig. 7.
It is clear that, the average gain for each structure is not same and so the LWA with folded-back
line inductor has less gain than LWA with interdigital capacitor. Also scanning bandwidth of LWA
with folded-back line inductor is about 0.714 GHz.
As shown in Fig. 8, the average percentage of efficiency in LWA with a folded-backline inductor
is less than LWA with IDC. This examinations show that LWA with a folded-backline inductor
spoils the efficiency in the scanning interval because it has unbalanced unit cell. Also this reason
justifies defection of gain in LWA with the folded-backline inductor.
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4. CONCLUSION

This paper presented two miniaturized microstrip slow wave structures in periodic MLWAs. The
effects of these structures on the scan angles have been compared. Interdigital capacitor is one of the
slow wave structures and folded-back line inductor is another structure that has been investigated
here. Actually in this paper a capacitor substitutes with an inductor. This substitution affects
on beam scanning and on scan angles. It has been shown that IDCs yield to a broad scan angles
from +53 to −74 degree, while the folded-back line inductors scan only the positive angles. This
examinations show that LWA with folded-back line inductor spoils the efficiency and flat gain in
the scanning interval because it has unbalanced unit cell.
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Abstract— Optical microdisk laser provide a promising alternative to the well-known FabryPerot lasers as well as to VCSELs as the size of optical devices is further reduced to the scale of few
micrometers. Whereas high Q-modes are available through whispering-gallery-type resonances
that are trapped by total internal reflection inside the resonator, it remains a challenge to achieve
directional emission by suitably breaking the rotational symmetry of the devices. In a previous
work (J. Wiersig and M. Hentschel, Phys. Rev. Lett., Vol. 100, 033901, 2008.) [6] we have shown
that the so-called Limaçon-shape provides a robust possibility to combine directional far-field
emission with high Q-factors. In detail, the far-field characteristic is determined by the unstable
manifold of the cavity, a quantity well-known in the field of dynamical systems and quantum
chaos. It implies that ray-based calculations, wave-simulations and experiments yield practically
the same result. In particular, the easy-to-implement ray-optics methods are an appropriate
tool to predict the far-field of microdisk lasers. A long-standing problem is to understand the
role of boundary imperfections. Presumably these are responsible for the reduction of the Qfactors observed in experiments in comparison to the theoretical predictions. Here, we consider
exemplarily the reflection of a Gaussian beam at a surface that was equipped with sharp and
rounded cusps of wavelength size. We find that this changes the properties of the reflected beam
considerably. We conclude that in practice, such imperfections will reduce the cavity Q-factors
and will influence the far-field emission properties of microdisk lasers.
1. INTRODUCTION

The ongoing miniaturisation of photonic devices calls for new devices that provide lasing properties
on the microscale. Besides the well established vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers (VCSELs),
optical microcavities [1–3] and microdisk lasers provide the unique possibility to combine ultrahigh
Q-factors and directional emission characteristics in the far field. In contrast to the well-known
Fabry-Perot-scheme based lasers where light is confined travelling back and forth between two
mirrors, light confinement in optical microcavities is achieved using total internal reflection of
light at the cavity boundary. For angles of incidence larger than the critical angle χc for total
internal reflection, ray optics ensures that no light will leave the cavity, whereas in wave optics
there remains a small evanescent leakage (tunneling). It still allows for the desired high Q-factors
that are realized, for example, through the whispering gallery modes in circular microdisk cavities.
However, their rotational invariance does not allow for a preferred direction of far-field emission
that would be a prerequisite for every laser concept. There are many concepts how to overcome
this difficulty ranging from composite systems via the use of resonance crossings [4] to specially
designed geometries, see Ref. [5] for a summary on this subject.
2. ROBUST UNIDIRECTIONAL FAR-FIELD LIGHT EMISSION FROM
LIMAÇON-SHAPED MICROCAVITIES

One particularly successful microdisk shape that was theoretically predicted to possess directional
emission properties is the Limaçon-geometry [6]. It reads in polar coordinates (r, φ): r(φ) =
R0 (1 + ² cos φ) with mean radius R0 and a geometry parameter ² describing the deviation from
the rotationally invariant circular shape, values around ² = 0.43 yield the best directionality. This
prediction was confirmed by four different experimental groups within one year [7–11].
In Figs. 1 and 2 examples of resonances in a Limaçon-shaped cavitiy are shown for two different
quality factors Q, for a rather low one on top, and a higher one in the bottom rows. The refractive
index of the cavity is assumed to be n = 3.3 corresponding to the typical case of microdisks made
of semiconductor heterostructures placed in air with refractive index n0 = 1. The critical angle
is related to the refractive index via χc = arcsin(1/n) The geometry parameter was chosen as
² = 0.43. Although this parameter was found to optimize the directionality in light output, other ²
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yield comparable output chracteristics [11]. The two possible polarizations of light are considered,
namely TM polarization (transverse magnetic case, Fig. 1), and TE polarization (transverse electric,
the case with the Brewster angle feature, Fig. 1). TE polarization yields, in general, better results in

Figure 1: Resonances of TM type in the Limaçon-shaped microcavity with n = 3.3 and ² = 0.43. Shown are
|Ez | (with Ez the electric field component perpendicular to the resonator plane) and the total intensity in
the left and right panels, respectively. The mode’s vacuum wavenumber k is given by Re[kR0 ] = 21.0866 and
the quality factor Q = 8978 in the upper row, and Re[kR0 ] = 22.1895 and Q = 18584 in the lower row. The
cavity wavelength is λc = 2π/(nk). The Q-factor is obtained as Q = Re[kR0 ]/(−2 Im[kR0 ]). Remarkably,
the far-field pattern is practically independent from the resonance chosen.

Figure 2: As before, but for resonances of TE type and the magnetic field component |Hz | shown in left panels.
The wavenumbers and Q-factors are Re[kR0 ] = 20.6808 and Q = 14878 for the upper row, and Re[kR0 ] =
21.8779 and Q = 85012 for the lower row. The better unidirectionality in the far-field characteristic of TE
polarized modes in comparison to the TM case is clearly visible.
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terms of unidirectionality than the TM case. The resonances and wave patterns inside (left column)
and outside (right column) the resonator were obtained using the freely available simulation package
MEEP [12]. The whispering-gallery-type character of the resonances is clearly visible especially for
the cases of the higher Q-factors. For the examples with lower Q-factor in the top row, the chaotic
character of the cavity becomes evident in form of deviations from the regular pattern of typical
whispering gallery modes realized in rotationally invariant geometries. Notice that the rotational
symmetry is broken in the Limaçon-case for all ² > 0.

Figure 3: Role of surface roughness as function of the angle of incidence. A Gaussian beam in air is approaching an interface of refractive index n = 2/3 (corresponding to the reflection at a glass-air interface). The
critical angle is 42◦ , see the central column. Subcritical incidence of 32◦ is depicted in the left, supercritical
incidence of 52◦ in the right column, all for TM polarized light. The typical defect size is of the order of the
wavelength λ of the material with the larger n, the beam waist of the Gaussian beam is chosen as 5λ. The
upper row shows reflection at a planar interface for reference, the defect structures considered in the lower
three rows are shown on the far left. The distortion of the reflected light is clearly visible. It depends, as
expected, on the particular realization of the defect and amounts to a substantial broadening of the reflected
beam and a substantial and varying intensity distortion of the originally Gaussian beam profile.
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Remarkably, we find very robust and universal far-field emission characteristics that do not
depend on the particular resonance chosen. The reason for this is that the emission characteristics
of the cavity is determined by the so-called unstable manifold [6, 13]. This quantity is well known
in the field of nonlinear dynamics and a characteristic of the phase-space of the corresponding
ray-optical billiard, see, e.g., Ref. [6] for details. In this context we point out that ray simulations
yield, therefore, very nice agreement with wave simulations [6, 11] and experiments [10]. This is
remarkable because the wave simulations are not at all performed in the ray limit, and the size
parameter realized in the experiments is yet in another regime. The agreement of all three data
sets underlines the robustness of the proposed scheme against geometry imperfections and with
respect to the mode chosen for the lasing operation.
We draw the reader’s attention also to a characteristic difference between the far-field patterns
of TM and TE polarized modes. It has its origin in the Brewster angle feature in the reflection
coefficient important for TE polarized light. As a consequence, TE polarized light shows a better
unidirectionality in the far-field, see Fig. 2, because extra emission directions (towards the left side)
present for TM polarized light, Fig. 1, are missing.
3. ROLE OF SURFACE ROUGHNESS

Whereas the nice agreement between ray and wave simulation and the experiments allows one to
use the straightforward and numerically cheap concept of ray simulations to determine the far-field
emission characteristics of chaotic microcavity lasers, there are differences between theoretical calculations and experimental results when one looks on the Q-factors of the individual resonances.
In general, the theoretically determined Q-factors can be considerably larger than the experimentally found values [11]. Boundary imperfections present in the experimental realization of optical
microcavities are expected to be one important issue here.
This provides the motivation for our studies on the role of boundary imperfections. In order
to concentrate on the boundary effect and avoid the influence of resonance-specific properties, our
starting point is the reflection of a Gaussian beam at interfaces where different boundary defects are
realized. The results of this numerical investigation are summerized in Fig. 3. We studied different
kinds of wavelength-size boundary defects, in the form of sharp and rounded cusps, for subcritical,
critical, and supercritical incidence of a Gaussian beam. For comparison, reflection at a perfect,
planar interface is shown in the upper row. Near critical incidence, semiclassical corrections to ray
optics lead to additional effects [14–18] that we, however, do not discuss here.
The effect of surface roughness is a general broadening of the reflected beam that can explain
the reduction of the Q-factors observed in experiments. The details of this process in the case of
resonance modes, and the role of interface curvature, will be the subject of a future work.
4. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have shown that the issue of achieving directional emission from microdisk lasers
can be solved. We have introduced the Limaçon shape as a chaotic microcavity device that allows
one to combine ultrahigh Q-factors and unidirectional output characteristics in a robust and universal scheme. This universality can be explained and understood using the concept of the unstable
manifold.
The presence of boundary imperfections is argued to be one reason that reduces the Q-factor of
resonant modes in experiments. In numerical simulations of the reflection of a Gaussian beam, a
considerable broadening and distortion of the reflected light beam is observed and identified as a
possible source for the reduced Q-factors observed in real devices.
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Abstract— We will discuss several applications of the coating of silica microspheres. Silica
microspheres fall in the group of so called whispering gallery mode (WGM) resonators. They are
known to have a very high Q-factor and a low modal volume. Therefore they are suitable for
a number of different applications such as lasing, frequency comb generation or sensing. In this
paper we will discuss three different applications. Firstly we will discuss the sensing properties of
the coated microsphere. We have found that a high refractive index coating can greatly improve
the sensing properties of a silica microresonator, improving the theoretical sensing sensitivity
from 5 nm/RIU for a blank silica sphere to a maximum of 145 nm/RIU for an amorphous
silicon coating. We will also discuss some experimental results dealing with the coating of silica
microspheres with a LPCVD a : Si coating. Second application which we will discuss is lasing and
optical amplification. By coating the microsphere using an optically active material, microsized
lasers can be produced. We have coated a silica microsphere using an erbium doped glass (70SiO2 30HfO2 ) and have shown that such a system exhibits lasing. Finally we will discuss the possibility
to tailor the modal dispersion of the resonator by applying a high refractive index coating on top
of the microsphere. This can be a crucial step for improving the applicability of the microsphere
in non-linear optics applications, such as for four-wave mixing. We used erbium doped silica
hafnia glass as a probe to study the influence of the coating on the modal dispersion inside the
microresonator and have found that the coating can be used to tailor the modal dispersion in a
very wide range in both the normal and anomalous regime.
1. INTRODUCTION

Optical microresonators are high quality optical resonators of µmeter dimensions. Of the many
different kinds of resonators the simplest one is a silica microsphere. It can be made by melting
the tip of a standard optical fiber. Upon melting, the surface tension will form a high quality
silica sphere on top of the fiber. This kind of silica microresonator can exhibit very high Q-factors
(107 up to 109 ), Q-factor defined as the average number of round trips a photon can take inside
a resonator before being absorbed or scattered. Inside the microresonators the light is confined
by total internal reflection, so that the light is travelling along the circumference of the resonator.
The modes of such resonators are called whispering gallery modes (WGM). In addition to the high
quality factors the WGMs also have a very low mode volume which means that we can confine
light in a very small volume for a long period of time. This makes them very useful for different
applications such as sensing, lasers and amplifiers, optoelectronic oscillators or non-linear optics.
The applicability of the microspheres can be further enhanced by applying a coating on the surface
of microresonator. The coating can be used to functionalize the surface of the sphere, to activate
the sphere or to alter the WGM confinement. In this paper we will review some of the different
effects a high refractive index coating can have upon a microsphere, in particular in respect to the
tailoring of the modal dispersion of the sphere, to the enhancement of the sensing sensitivity of the
sphere and to the production of microlasers [1–3].
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2. EXPERIMENTAL

The microspheres were produced by melting the tip of a standard optical telecommunications fiber.
The typical diameter of the microspheres was found to be around 150 µm. Two different techniques
have been used to coat the sphere with a high refractive index layer. The first method consist of
coating a sphere with a silica-hafnia thin film using a sol-gel route. The sphere was coated with
a film of the composition 70SiO2 -30HfO2 activated with 0.3% mol Er3+ . The films were coated
using a dip coating technique. The sol was prepared by mixing a solution of Si(OC2 H5 )4 (TEOS),
HCl, H2 O, CH3 CH2 OH (ethanol) and HfOCl2 . The molar ratio between TEOS, water and the
catalyst (HCl) was n(H2 O) : n(Si(OC2 H5 )4 ) : n(HCl) = 200:100:1. The molar ratio between the
TEOS and HfOCl2 was chosen to be n(Si(OC2 H5 )4 ) : n(HfOCl2 ) = 70 : 30 on the basis of previous
experiments. The overall amount of Si and Hf in the sol was controlled so that c(Si(OC2 H5 )4 ) +
c(HfOCl2 ) = 4.48 10−4 mol/mL in order to have a sol viscosity which makes the dipping rate 30
nm/dip. Er(NO3 )3 × 5H2 O was added to activate the film so that the molar concentration of Er3+
in the sol is 0.3% mol. The mixture of TEOS, HCl and H2 O was prehydrolised at 65 ◦ C for 1 hour
before adding the HfOCl2 and the Er (NO3 )3 × 5H2 O. The entire mixture was then stirred for 16 h
until the sol became transparent. The dipping speed was 40 mm/min and the dipping time 20 s.
After each dip the microspheres were densified at 900◦ C for 50 s and after every 10 dips an additional
densification was made for 2 min. At the end of the deposition a final densification for 5 min at
900◦ C was made [4]. The second method consists in coating a sphere with an amorphous silicon
coating using the LPCVD (Low Pressure Chemical Vapor Deposition) method. The precursor gas
was 26% silane (SiH4 ) diluted in argon. The silane flow was about 150 sccm resulting in the chamber
working pressure of about 0.2 mbar. The reaction used to deposit silicon was the thermal pyrolysis
of silane: SiH4 ->Si+4H2 . This reaction is known to produce amorphous silicon at temperatures
below 580◦ C and polycrystalline silicon at temperatures above 580◦ C. In our work we chose the
temperature of 570◦ C as the deposition temperature in order to obtain amorphous silicon. The
reason that a : Si is preferred over crystalline silicon when coating the sphere is its lower surface
roughness which is needed in order to preserve the high Q-factor of the sphere. All the measurement
of the optical properties of the spheres was done using a microsphere-taper coupling setup to couple
light in and/or out of the sphere. To measure the Q-factor of the spheres a C-band tunable laser was
used to sweep across the resonance. To measure the erbium emission in erbium doped coatings the
sphere was excited using a 1480 nm laser. The emission signal was detected by a Anritsu MS9710B
optical spectrum analyzer (OSA).
3. RESULTS

The microsphere themselves present a high quality optical resonator. If an optically active material
is present inside this resonator and pumped to achieve population inversion the sphere can exhibit
lasing provided the round trip gain is higher than the round trip loss. We have measured the
lasing spectrum of a 70SiO2 -30HfO2 coated microsphere doped with 0.3% mol Er3+ . The sphere
was excited using a 1480 nm pump laser. The laser was coupled into the sphere using a halftaper.
The same taper was used to collect the luminescence and/or lasing signal from the modes which
are counter propagating in respect to the pump laser.
In Figure 1 are shown typical lasing and luminescence spectra of a coated microsphere. In the
left part of Figure 1 is the luminescence spectrum taken when the pump power was kept below
the lasing threshold. We can see that the quasy-equidistant modes are visible, corresponding to
different values of l. In fact, two different families of modes are visible, corresponding to the TE
and TM modes. Upon increasing the pump intensity above the lasing threshold strong lasing can
be observed as is shown in the right part of Figure 1. Usually the lasing is multimode, the modes
corresponding to modes which are present in the luminescence spectrum as can be seen in the inset
of Figure 1. Peak laser powers are around 300 nW.
Evanescent field sensing is a method which uses the evanescent field of an electromagnetic wave
confined in a photonic structure (a resonator or a waveguide) to detect the presence of an analyte
on the surface of the structure. A photonic structure that has been widely used for evanescent field
sensing is the whispering gallery mode (WGM) microresonator [5, 6]. In this case the sensing is
done by monitoring the shift of the mode eigenfrequency (wavelength) of the mode. This can be
done by sweeping a tunable laser across a resonance and monitoring the shift of the resonance upon
contamination of the resonator surface with an analyte. The problem with WGM sensing is that the
light is confined inside the microresonator by total internal reflection and hence the evanescent tail
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1: (a) The luminescenceand (b) the lasing spectrum of an erbium doped microsphere. In the inset is
the lasing spectrum in logarithmic scale.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: The sensing sensitivity vs. the coating thickness for (a) an a : Si coated microsphere and (b) the
measured Q factor for a LPCVD a : Si coated microresonator, all at 1550 nm.

extending outside of the resonator is very short leading to low sensing sensitivity. If we introduce a
high refractive index coating on the surface of a WGM resonator we can produce a structure which
has both WGM and wave guiding properties and can have much higher sensing sensitivities than
an uncoated sphere [7]. In the left part of Figure 2 is shown the theoretical calculation of the effect
an amorphous silicon coating can have on the sensing sensitivity of a microsphere. The calculation
shows the shift of the mode per change of the refractive index of the surrounding medium in which
the sphere is located. This refractive index change is caused by the adsorption of analyte on the
surface of the sphere. We can see that by choosing an appropriate coating thickness we can increase
the sensing sensitivity from 5 nm/RIU in the case of an uncoated sphere to 145 nm/RIU in the case
of a 35 nm a : Si coating.
In order to fully benefit from such a large increase of the sensitivity we have to make sure that the
coating procedure does not degrade the Q-factor of the sphere. The coating process will necessarily
introduce some scattering losses both on the sphere-coating and coating-air interfaces which could
reduce the spheres Q-factor. To avoid this we must choose a coating material and procedure that
allows the deposition of a highly smooth and homogenous coating. Furthermore the coating needs
to be homogeneous also on the macroscopic scale meaning that the coating thickness has to be
the same on all sides of the sphere. One of the few methods that allow this is the LPCVD (Low
Pressure Chemical Vapor Deposition) method. Since, unlike other CVD methods, this method is
not a direct flow deposition, the resulting films are highly homogenous. We have performed the
coating of a 140 µm silica sphere with amorphous silicon using the LPCVD method. The Q-factor
measurements of a coated sphere were made by sweeping a tunable laser across a resonance. The
wavelength of the resonance divided by the transmission dip corresponding to the resonance is just
the Q factor. A typical Q-factor measurement for a 150 nm coating is given in the right side of
Figure 2. The measured Q-factor was 4.6 × 105 . A typical value of a blank silica microspheres
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Figure 3: The sensing sensitivity vs. the coating thickness for (a) an a : Si coated microsphere and (b) the
measured Q factor for a LPCVD a : Si coated microresonator, all at 1550 nm.

Q-factor is usually between 5 × 106 –2 × 107 . We can see that even a very thick coating (150 nm)
reduced the Q factor by only one order of magnitude. This makes amorphous LPCVD silicon a
very promising candidate for sensing application.
A high refractive index can also be used to increase the applicability of the sphere for non-linear
optics application [1]. In particular, a sphere can be coated using a material with a different refractive index in order to change its modal free spectral range (FSR) and/or modal dispersion (∆FSR
— mode to mode change of the FSR). This argument is very important for all non-linear optics
applications where small anomalous dispersion is crucial, in particular frequency comb generation
using four wave mixing. In fact, to achieve efficient frequency comb generation it is vital that the
modes be as equidistant as possible which requires near-zero modal dispersion. In Figure 3 is shown
the calculated geometrical cavity dispersion for an a : Si coating. We can see that by choosing an
appropriate coating thickness we can tailor the modal dispersion in a very wide range, both in the
anomalous and normal regimes. In particular, for the TE modes the dispersion can be tailored
from −400 MHz normal to 6 MHz anomalous and for the TM modes from −1000 MHz normal to
50 MHz anomalous dispersion. Furthermore they both can have zero dispersion for a specific value
of the coating thickness, namely 300 nm for the TE and 260 nm for the TM modes. We conclude
that this method can give us a great degree of liberty in choosing a suitable geometrical cavity
dispersion. For nonlinear optics application the most suitable geometrical cavity dispersion is, of
course, equal in magnitude and opposite in sign to the material dispersion which depends on the
materials used.
4. CONCLUSION

In conclusion we can state that a high refractive index coating can greatly increase the applicability
of microresonators in a number of applications. The coating can be used to introduce optically
active materials on the surface of the sphere for production of microlasers. Furthermore the coating
can be used to greatly increase the sensing sensitivity of the microspheres. And finally the coating
can be used to tailor the geometrical cavity dispersion of the resonator for application in non-linear
optics.
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Wave-inspired Corrections for an Efficient Ray-optical Description
of Micro-optics Devices
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Abstract— Ray optics is a versatile tool to describe microscale optical systems like microlasers
and their far-field emission. It is successful even in the regime where a wave-dynamical description
would be expected to be appropriate. Indeed, when considering structures at length scales of
a few light wavelengths, wave-inspired adjustments have to be taken into account to ensure the
accuracy of ray-based predictions. These corrections to ray optics are known as the Goos-Hänchen
shift, a lateral shift along the interface, and the Fresnel filtering effect, an angular shift, violating
Snells law and the principle of ray-path reversibility. In this contribution, we study in detail
the influences of different factors on the exact size of the corrections paying special attention
to the interplay between beam parameters and interface geometry. We obtain our results from
analytical calculations using an expectation value approach to the beam shifts. These findings
are supported by FDTD simulations. Knowing the influences of the different parameters, we are
able to incorporate well adjusted correction terms in the ray-optical calculations for a large class
of micro-optics devices with curved and planar boundaries.
1. INTRODUCTION

Optical microlasers and microcavities have attracted much interest because of their application
potential in photonic and optoelectronic devices [1–3]. For the description of these micro-optics
devices the concept of ray-wave correspondence has proven useful [4–6]. This concept uses geometrical optics to predict the modes and the far-field emission pattern of the devices [5, 7]. However,
deviations from ray-optics occur as the system size becomes of the order of the light wavelength
[8]. These deviations have to be taken into account to obtain accurate results [9].
The corrections to the laws of reflection and refraction are known as Goos-Hänchen shift [10–12]
and Fresnel filtering [13]. The two contributions act in different directions in phase space [14]: The
Goos-Hänchen shift (GHS) denotes a lateral shift of the reflected light beam along the interface.
The Fresnel filtering (FF) effect describes a correction of Snell’s law and acts on the angle of the
reflected light, i.e., its momentum.
For an intuitive understanding of these effects at planar interfaces refer to Fig. 1(a) [15]. The
Goos-Hänchen shift at a planar interface occurs primarily for total internal reflection (incident angle
χin larger than the critical angle χc = arcsin(1/n) whith the relative refractive index n = n1 /n2 ).
It results from an interference effect [11] and yields a lateral shift along the interface of the order of
the vacuum light wavelength λ between incident and reflected beam [12, 16, 17]. Due to the finite
penetration depth γ, of the order of λ, of totally reflected light into the optically thinner medium,

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Schematic picture of the beam shifts at (a) planar, (b) curved interfaces. Incident and reflected
beam are shown in red. The relative refractive index is n = n1 /n2 . The effective interface is depicted as
dashed line, γ is the penetration depth. The normals to the interface and the effective interface (dotted
lines) define the angle of incidence χin and the effective angle of incidence χeff
in . The reflected beam predicted
from ray optics is shown as dashed orange arrow. The lateral shift along the interface DGH due to the
Goos-Hänchen effect (blue) and the angular deflection ∆χFF due to the Fresnel filtering effect are marked.
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the reflection can be assumed to occur at an effective interface (dashed line in Fig. 1) under an
eff
effective angle of incidence χeff
in [18, 19]. The lateral shift is estimated to DGH = 2γ tan(χin ).
The Fresnel filtering [13] (or angular Goos-Hänchen shift, [14, 20–23]) has its origin in the finite
spatial extent of a light beam as opposed to the light rays of geometrical optics. This finite beam
width induces angles of incidence distributed around a mean χin . Now, suppose χin = χc . All
smaller angles in the distribution will be partially transmitted, whereas all larger angles will be
totally reflected – the mean angle of the reflected light will deviate from χin : Snell’s law is violated,
χout = χin +∆χFF , with the FF correction ∆χFF . Consequently, FF will be most important around
χc and for beams narrow in space, i.e., with a broad angular distribution.
At a curved interface, schematically depicted in Fig. 1(b), the beam shifts can be qualitatively
understood in the same manner, though, with two major differences. Whereas χeff
in = χin holds at
eff
a planar interface, we find χin < χin in the convexly curved case. As we can still approximate the
GHS to be DGH ≈ 2γ tan(χeff
in ), we expect the lateral shift to be smaller with increasing curvature.
Furthermore, the angular spread of the incident light beam is effectively enhanced by the interface
curvature which will lead to an increased FF at curved interfaces.
2. METHODOLOGY

Here, we use an expectation value approach to the beam shifts [15, 24] which is more widely applicable than the different approximative formulas discussed in literature [11, 12, 16, 22].
In the planar case, the beam is expanded in plane waves. We restrict Rour calculations to the
interface, denoted by the z-axis. The incident beam is given by EI (z) = dkz eI (kz )eikz z , where
the transverse beam profile eI (kz ) is supposed to be centered about one momentum component
kz = k0 corresponding to the central angle of incidence χin via kz = k sin(χ) with the wavenumber
k = 2π/λ. The reflected beam is obtained by applying the Fresnel
R reflection coefficients [25] to the
incident beam profile, eR (kz ) = ρ(kz )eI (kz ) leading to ER (z) = dkz eR (kz )eikz z .
The beam shifts can then be defined as expectation values of the reflected beam:
R∞
R
∗
dkz e∗R (kz )(kz − k0 )eR (kz )
−∞ dzER (z)zER (z)
DGH = hzi = R ∞
and
∆k
=
hk
−
k
i
=
. (1)
R
z
0
FF
2
dkz |eR (kz )|2
−∞ dz |ER (z)|
From the shift in momentum ∆kFF , the angular deflection is obtained as ∆χFF = arcsin(∆kFF /k).
For curved interfaces, we concentrate on circularly symmetric systems. Any curved boundary
can be locally approximated by a circle. The beams are conveniently expanded in polar coordinates
(r, α) using Bessel functions. Angular momentum conservation leads to a relation between the angular wavenumber m of the cylinder function Jm and the angle of incidence
P χ, sin(χ) = m/(nkR) [18].
The incident light beam at the interface r = R, then, is EI (α) = m eI (m)eimα Jm (nkR). The
transverse beam profile in angular momentum space eI (m) is chosen to be strongly peaked at the
central angular wavenumber m0 corresponding to χin . The reflected beam is obtained by applying
the corrected Fresnel reflection coefficients for P
convexly curved interfaces [25] to the incident beam
profile, eR (m) = ρc (m)eI (m), giving ER (α) = m eR (m)eimα Jm (nkR).
Here, the beam shifts are obtained from the expectation values of the polar angle and the angular
wavenumber
Rπ
P ∗
∗
eR(m)(m − m0 )eR(m)
−π dαER (α)αER (α)
∆αGH = hαi = R π
and ∆mFF = hm − m0 i = m P
. (2)
∗
∗
m eR(m)eR(m)
−π dαER (α)ER (α)
The lateral shift DGH along the interface, given in multiples of the vacuum wavelength λ, is then
DGH = nkR ∆αGH /(2π) and the angular deflection is ∆χFF = arcsin(∆mFF /(nkR)).
As transverse beam profiles we choose a Gaussian in momentum and angular momentum space
for the planar and curved case, respectively,
1 − (kz −k20 )2
2²
e
eI (kz ) = √
2π²

(m−m0 )2
1
and eI (m) = √
e− 2σ2
(3)
2πσ
√
√
with corresponding beam waists in real space w/λ = 2k/(π²) and w/λ = 2kR/(πσ).
Numerical results are obtained from full electromagnetic calculations simulating a Gaussian
beam incident on planar and curved dielectric interfaces, see Fig. 2. These simulations have been
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(b)

Figure 2: Real space pictures of a Gaussian beam with width w/λ = 5 reflected at a dielectric interface
with relative refractive index n = 1.5 near critical incidence. The direction of incident and reflected beams
are given by red arrows, the direction of the reflected beam expected from ray optics is given by the orange
arrow. (a) TM polarized beam at a planar interface. (b) TE polarized beam at a curved interface with
kR = 400.

Figure 3: Effect of the beam waist on the beam shifts at a planar interface. The wavenumber k is fixed while
the beam waist w/λ is varied. Goos-Hänchen shift and the Fresnel-filtering effect according to Equation (1)
are shown for both, TM and TE, polarization. The relative refractive index is n = 1.5, χc ≈ 41.8, χB ≈ 33.7.

performed with the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method, using a freely available software
package [26]. The ray propagation directions of the incident and reflected beams are obtained as
mean value of the Poynting vectors and are denoted by red arrows. The deviation from geometrical
optics, marked by the orange arrow, is clearly visible. The beam shifts are calculated as the
difference between the simulated reflected beam and its ray-optics expectation.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Now, we discuss the influence of the different parameters on the beam shifts. One important
parameter is the beam width. At curved interfaces, the radius of curvature, additionally, is crucial.
In Fig. 3, the dependence on beam width of GHS and FF at planar interfaces is depicted. Firstly,
both effects are broadened with reduced beam width, thus, giving a contribution for a larger range
of incident angles. Secondly, GHS increases while FF decreases with increasing beam width. This
is understood in the intuitve picture described in the Introduction. GHS depends on the spatial
extent of the beam, whereas, FF depends on the width of the angular distribution. A broader beam
in space corresponds to a narrower angular spectrum. The effects are strongest around the critical
angle and the GHS has a finite value for supercritical incidence, whereas, FF drops to zero in this
regime. We expect the least deviations from ray-optics for subcritical incidence, and this is indeed
seen for TM polarization. The TE result, however, has a distinct contribution there, which is due
to the Brewster angle, χB = arctan(1/n) < χc , where no TE polarized light is reflected.
In Fig. 4, the effect of curvature on GHS and FF at convexly curved interfaces is studied. The
radius of curvature R is changed while the angular spread σ and the beam width w/λ are kept fixed
in Fig. 4(a) and 4(b), respectively. The results confirm the predictions made in the intuitive picture.
When the radius is decreased, the effective angle of incidence is lower, thus, the GHS decreases in
both cases. For the FF, however, the situation is more involved. In the case of fixed angular spread
in the beam (Fig. 4(a)), the effective angular spread with respect to the interface is increased at
a more strongly curved interface. Hence, the FF increases with decreasing
√ radius. In the case of
fixed beam width (Fig. 4(b)), however, σ changes, according to w/λ = 2kR/(πσ), linearly with
the radius of curvature when k and w/λ are fixed. Hence, the angular spread is increased by the
same amount as the curvature is reduced. Consequently, the FF is unchanged in absolute size, only
the position of the maximum is shifted and the features are broader for smaller R.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Effect of (a) angular spread and (b) beam waist on the beam shifts at convex interfaces. The
wavenumber k and (a) the angular spread σ = 36, (b) the beam waist w/λ = 5 are fixed while the curvature
κ = 1/R is varied. Goos-Hänchen shift and the Fresnel-filtering effect according to Equation (2) are shown
for both, TM and TE, polarization. The relative refractive index is n = 1.5, χc ≈ 41.8, χB ≈ 33.7.
4. CONCLUSION

For the inclusion of the correction terms in a ray-optical description of micro-optics devices, it is
important to know how GHS and FF affect the prediction of the far-field emission. In polygonal
microcavities which have only planar boundaries, only FF plays a role as it affects the emission
direction. Whereas, GHS leads only to a parallel shift of the rays but not to a change in direction.
For all other geometries with curved and mixed boundaries, both effects are important. Although
GHS is diminished at strongly curved interfaces it still has to be taken into account as the shift
along a curved boundary also affects the direction of the resulting beam. However, FF is of special
importance here as it is strongly increased with curvature. Hence, it has a large impact on the
prediction of the emission direction.
Furthermore, both effects are broadened with increasing curvature, thus, being important in
a larger range of incident angles also far away from the critical angle. Especially in experiments
with TE polarized light, the enhancement of the beam shift corrections and their Brewster angle
features might lead to far-field patterns that deviate from the ray-optics expectation (e.g., [27, 28]).
Knowing the influence of polarization, beam width, angular spread and boundary curvature
on the beam shift effects GHS and FF, we are now able to incorporate them in the ray-optical
calculations for a large class of micro-optics devices with curved and planar boundaries. Thus, we
can make predictions for these devices exploiting the simplicity and efficiency of geometrical optics
while keeping the accuracy of wave calculations.
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Abstract— We analyze some of the fundamental issues concerning the suitability of high-β
laser devices for information encoding by using a Stochastic Simulator. Modulating the pump
in a square-wave fashion, to encode sequences of 0 and 1 levels, we study the influence of offset
(or bias) and modulation amplitude on the fidelity of the nanolaser output. The impact of the
cavity relaxation rate is also discussed.
1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, nanolasers have gained much attention and a significant amount of work has been
carried out to explore and develop them, given their potential as sources for data transmission and
storage, intra-chip connections and generically for their use as on-chip light sources [1–3].
Nanoscale lasers, in the limit of β = 1 (where β represents the fraction of spontaneous emission
coupled into the lasing mode) offer the advantage of allowing a unique electromagnetic cavity
mode to interact with the “atoms” of the gain material (where “atoms” is to be intended as the
generic quantum element transforming internal energy into electromagnetic radiation). This way,
the coupling efficiency from spontaneous emission to the lasing mode approaches unity, thereby
allowing for high efficiency and very low threshold [4]. In addition, their extremely small cavity
size offers the potential for a short cavity lifetime (even though photons need to be recycled more
than in a conventional laser to achieve stimulated emission), thus allowing for higher modulation
bandwidth, a significant advantage for high volume information processing.
So far, different kinds of nanoscale lasers have been manufactured, and very low-threshold performance has been demonstrated, at least with optical pumping. Electrical injection is actively pursued, because of its obvious advantages, and some results in this direction have been obtained [5].
One important hurdle has so far hampered the development of these devices: the competition between the efficient fabrication of a gain medium and the manufacturing of suitable cavity “mirrors”.
Indeed, the two requirements tend to impose conflicting restrictions, as particularly clear in the case
of photonic crystal structures, where the “damage” inflicted on the material by the holes renders
the achievement of strong gain difficult. A very recent breakthrough, decoupling the problem of
achieving adequate optical gain from the construction of the cavity “mirrors”, has been obtained
by accurately positioning a monolayer gain medium on top of a photonic crystal cavity [6]. This
innovative configuration brings nanolasers one step closer to their actual deployment as practical
devices. Thus, it is time to start asking under which conditions nanolasers may be used for effective
information encoding.
Theoretically, since only a limited number of emitters is enclosed inside the cavity and therefore
the number of photons is not very large, we cannot consider the thermodynamic limit commonly
assumed for the laser [7]; thus, the quantum fluctuations in the number of inverted atoms and
in the intracavity (as well as emitted) photons cannot be ignored [8]. Hence, the traditional rate
equations [9] are no longer suitable to model such small lasers. Although sophisticated modeling
has been conducted up until now on the basis of greatly enhanced rate equations which take into
account the physical characteristics of the semiconducting structure both for nanolasers [10, 11] and
for nanoLEDs [11], the device’s sensitivity to the intrinsic noise cannot be easily tested with these
numerical approaches. Further, doubts about the suitability of nanosources for optical communications, and for information encoding and handling have been raised due to the larger intrinsic
fluctuations and to the appearance of population cycles (noise-induced relaxation oscillations) in
high-β devices [8].
The failure of the simplest, standard modeling choice of reliably predicting the response of
a nanolaser under parameter (pump) modulation represents a serious obstacle for determining
suitable operating conditions for optical encoding. More sophisticated modelling choices [12, 13]
suffer from the disadvantage of requiring large computing times and/or from not allowing for
dynamical investigations [14]. In order to obtain efficient predictions on the expected nanolaser
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response to pump modulation for data encoding, we are going to use a recently introduced Stochastic
Simulator (SS) [15], which extends an idea adopted in [8]. The model predicts the physical response
of a nanolaser, taking into account the granularity of the processes (number of photons and of
excited atoms) without pretending to specifically consider the construction details of any device,
which would vary according to the materials, construction techniques, etc. No external noise is
applied (e.g., pump noise) at the present time, since the sole stochasticity of the lasing process
is sufficient to induce deviations — substantial for particular operating parameters — from the
pattern imposed by the pump. Different regimes are considered, changing biasing, modulation
amplitude and cavity quality factor.
2. STOCHASTIC SIMULATOR

The Stochastic Simulator mimics a sequence of events as a succession of possible occurrences taking
place at discrete times, with a time discretization small enough compared to the fastest time
scale [15]. This scheme describes the process of spontaneous or stimulated photons emitted by an
excited atom as a random process. The individual processes considered in the SS, which in their
collective interaction produce lasing or incoherent emission, are: 1. excitation of an atom by the
pumping mechanism; 2. disexcitation of an atom with emission of an off-axis (i.e., in an e.m. cavity
mode other than the lasing mode) spontaneous photon; 3. disexcitation of an atom with emission of
an on-axis (i.e., in the lasing mode) spontaneous photon; 4. disexcitation of an atom with emission
of a stimulated photon; 5. leakage (out of the cavity volume) of an off-axis spontaneous photon; 6.
transmission of an on-axis spontaneous photon through the cavity output mirror; 7. transmission of
a stimulated photon through the cavity output mirror [15]. The spontaneous photons emitted offaxis are collected into a single ensemble, to which we assign a (somewhat arbitrarily) same, average
leakage rate, due to their low impact onto the overall dynamics. The distinction of photons into
three categories is indispensable in a photon number modeling approach, since it is the most efficient
way of numerically following the different populations. A Poissonian probability distribution is
used for the pump, while all other processes are simulated with a binomial probability distribution.
Details about the SS rules can be found in [15]. The dynamical response to the modulation of
the pump is simply obtained by applying a square-wave modulation, with variable frequency and
amplitude (as well as offset), to the dynamical evolution of the SS.
The parameters we used for the simulations are: material relaxation constant γk = 2.5 × 109 s−1 ,
and losses for off-axis spontaneous photons Γ0 = 5 × 1013 s−1 . As in [15], the value of the parameter
of tuning the probability of a spontaneous photon generating a stimulated photon is set at K = 0.05.
The time step used to follow the process is set to 4τ = 2 × 10−15 s, allowing for a good sampling
of the fastest evolution (off-axis spontaneous photons). The cavity losses for the on-axis mode
(describing the transmission by the output mirror for both kinds of photons: spontaneous or
stimulated) are typically assumed to be Γc = 1 × 1011 s−1 , unless otherwise noted (i.e., when
changing the resonator’s quality factor).
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The Stochastic Simulator is a very useful tool for predicting the laser dynamics with fast computations thus allowing for a quantification of the intrinsic noise (i.e., the spontaneous emission).
The self-consistent inclusion of both populations of spontaneous photons (on- and off-axis) in addition to the traditional quantities (inverted atoms and stimulated photons) allows for obtaining
meaningful predictions of the laser’s response irrespectively of the modulation amplitude and bias
(i.e., even in a region where the laser is not “properly above threshold”). In addition, the choice
of stochastically simulating the discrete physical processes without introducing a differential description removes the assumptions which are normally necessary for the latter, and preserves the
granular description of the interaction, thereby delivering predictions which maintain the strongly
stochastic character typical of small-sized systems [16]. Thus, the resulting dynamical output will
reflect the concomitance of the stochastic processes which contribute to the onset of lasing action
even in regimes where the pump is modulated at a high rate even across the threshold region [15].
Here, we show an example of modulation in a high-β nanocavity laser, where the lasing transition
becomes nearly linear (cf. Fig. 1, inset, β = 0.9) [17]. Since we are working with a model based
on physical principles, rather than on a practical device, the parameter values are relative and do
not have a direct quantitative equivalence in physical units. The region of input-output response
depicted in the inset corresponds to predominantly spontaneous photons emitted for the smallest
values of the pump, and to predominantly stimulated ones for the largest ones [16]. The five output
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Figure 1: Illustration of principle of direct current modulation in a nanolaser with β = 0.9 computed by the
SS. Inset (upper left corner): average output intensity as a function of pump. The color traces show the
predicted output for a few 0–1 bit sequences for different modulation amplitude and offset. Their position is
marked by color dots in the response curve (inset).

samples in the body of Fig. 1 illustrate the laser output for different values of the modulation
amplitude (cf. reflected qualitatively by the horizontal placement of each graph in the figure). The
exact pump values are given for each figure as a set of two numbers indicating (lower–upper) pump
value, respectively, and the colored arrows give a visual representation of the modulation offset
and amplitude (on the horizontal axis). The signal is computed with an integration time (0.2 ns)
simulating the detector response.
First, we notice that the scale for the (total: spontaneous plus stimulated) photon number exiting
the cavity does not vary more than a factor approximately 2 over the whole range explored. What
changes drastically is the response of the laser to the modulation. The frequency chosen is quite
low here, to highlight the different regimes (the frequency response will be analyzed elsewhere).
For the lowest excitations (red curve, bottom left in the figure), the logical 1 level corresponds to a
sequence of spikes corresponding to a signal whose noise is as large as the average (thus an entirely
closed eye diagram). This is not unexpected since in the threshold region the laser operates as a
sequence of spikes [15]. Moving the offset upwards one order of magnitude (green curve), we find
that the lower level is extremely noisy, due to the same spiking operating regime just discussed.
A large modulation amplitude (purple curve, pump driven between 10−4 and 10−2 ) provides a
sequence of bits which are usable, even though one remarks the presence of a spurious, large spike
at the beginning of the fifth 1-level. The same occurs when the pump corresponding to the 1-level
is doubled (black curve). Finally, when driving the nanolaser between two above-threshold levels
one obtains a noisy, but usably encoded output (blue curve).
The cavity losses (alternately, the cavity quality factor) also play an important role in determining the encoding fidelity, as shown in Fig. 2. For large losses (Γc = 1012 s−1 ) the number of
photons output is very small and the intrinsic fluctuations render the signal unusable (black curve).
The 1-level is reminiscent of coherent oscillations [8], found also with the SS [15] (the 0-level is almost always devoid of photons, for all three values of cavity losses considered in this figure). This
is plausible since for lower pump values one expects to find (less-damped) relaxation oscillations
which can strongly be excited by the intrinsic fluctuations proper to the stochastic process.
Reducing the losses by one order of magnitude (red curve) the average number of photons
increases by one order of magnitude and the relative fluctuations are strongly reduced, for the
same pump values (from 10−4 to 10−2 ). Further reduction of the cavity losses (Γc = 10−10 s−1 ,
blue curve) provides a much stronger signal with small fluctuations. It is important to remark that
occasional “errors” survive, in the form of spikes, not only for the intermediate, but also for the
smaller losses (cf. initial value of the fourth 1-level). Given that the number of bits computed here
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is very small, it is not impossible that fidelity may be affected even under the best conditions shown
here for moderately long bit sequences.

Figure 2: Laser output for a square modulation of the pump between 10−4 and 10−2 in a 0-1 level repetitive
sequence for three different values of cavity losses Γc . Notice that the threshold is lowered as Γc is decreased,
whence the larger output and higher-quality encoding.

The enhanced spontaneous emission, coupled with a high Q cavity (low Γc ), is expected to
result in a reduction of the laser turn-on delay, in addition to a threshold reduction. This comes
from the fact that dynamically (i.e., in a rate-equation kind of analysis) the saddle point moves
closer to threshold [18] and therefore can be reached faster. In the limit of β = 1 this would
amount to reducing the turn-on delay to zero. However, a strong increase in cavity quality factor
is accompanied by a strong reduction of the modulation bandwidth (easily checked even with a
SS), thus offsetting entirely the advantage originating from the disappearence of the turn-on delay
— which limits the modulation bandwidth — by an even stronger limitation on bandwidth. In
addition, it is possible that the coherent oscillation conditions may worsen when the threshold is
strongly lowered [8], thus calling again into question the desirability of high Q cavities. Work is
under way to clarify this point.
4. CONCLUSION

With the help of a Stochastic Simulator we have analyzed some fundamental aspects of the issues
which concern the suitability of a nanolaser for information encoding. Fundamental concerns raised
by other authors appear to be realistic, but it seems possible to find parameter regimes in which
very small devices should prove usable for digital applications.
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Abstract— In this work we present a numerical code based on the FDTD method in the cylindrical coordinate system. In order to verify the code, the simple case of a cylindrical waveguide
excited by an axial current distribution is considered. The waveguide is terminated using two
CFS-PML layers in order to eliminate reflections at both ends.
1. INTRODUCTION

Recently, the demand for high-power and high-frequency microwave sources have led to the development of sophisticated microwave structures. Due to their complexity, the analytical study of
those is difficult and thus numerical techniques are usually employed, one of them being the FDTD
method. Such techniques often use Cartesian grids, in which obviously cylindrical structures cannot
be accurately modelled. Specifically, the curvatures in these structures are approximated by a staircase scheme, which introduces undesired errors [1]. To overcome these problems, FDTD codes in
cylindrical coordinates have been developed in the past based on an appropriately modified Yee algorithm, primarily used in low frequency problems [2–4]. In this work, the FDTD method (and the
corresponding developed numerical code) in cylindrical coordinate system formulated for studying
complex cylindrical geometries appearing in high-frequency devices (like the gyrotron beam tunnel),
is used for the simple case of a smooth waveguide. The Maxwell equations are written appropriately in order to eliminate the aforementioned conformal problems [1, 6]. Moreover, a CFS-PML
layer [7] is used for the termination of the waveguide. As an excitation scheme, an infinitely thin
wire is considered, located on the propagation axis, with a predefined current density. This type of
excitation could model the case of the excitation of the waveguide modes by a thin electron beam
in such a waveguide structure in the small signal regime. In this study, only the dominant TM01
mode is excited due to the choice of frequency range. Finally the effect of the CFS-PML on the
reflection at both ends of the structure is studied in the whole frequency range under investigation.
2. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION OF THE METHOD

The discretized Maxwell equations in Cylindrical coordinates are written appropriately taking into
account the source term J, i.e., the radial component of the electric field, Eρ , is:

Eρ |n+1
i+1/2,j,k

"
2ε|i+1/2,j,k − σ|i+1/2,j,k δt
2δt
n+1/2
n
=
Eρ |i+1/2,j,k +
−Jρ |i+1/2,j,k
2ε|i+1/2,j,k + σ|i+1/2,j,k δt
2ε|i+1/2,j,k + σ|i+1/2,j,k δt
#
n+1/2
n+1/2
n+1/2
n+1/2
Hz |i+1/2,j+1/2,k − Hz |i+1/2,j−1/2,k
Hϕ |i+1/2,j,k+1/2 − Hϕ |i+1/2,j,k−1/2
+
(1)
−
(i + 1/2) δρδϕ
δz

where δt is the timestep, δρ, δϕ and δz are the mesh spatial increments in ρ, ϕ and z directions,
respectively, σ the conductivity and ε the dielectric permittivity of the medium inside the waveguide.
Indexes i, j and k refer to the grid position in ρ, ϕ and z directions, respectively. All the field
components are properly located within the cylindrical Yee cell, which is shown in Fig. 1, in order
for Ampere and Faraday laws to be valid.
The analytical field equations of Ampere and Faraday laws present a singularity at ρ = 0 for
Ez and Hρ time derivatives [2], and this problem appears in the discretized expressions as well.
On the other hand, Eϕ cannot be properly calculated at ρ = 0 due to the need for field values at
i = −1/2, which are not defined. These problems can be overcome with the proper application of
Ampere law at the neighbouring grid points, as presented in [2].
In order to eliminate the reflections at the terminations of the waveguide, two CFS-PML layers
were used, one at each end (Fig. 2). These layers were implemented using the stretched coordinates
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Figure 1: Cylindrical Yee cell.

formulation [7]. Coordinate stretching was applied only in the direction perpendicular to the
interface of the PML-structure [8], i.e., the z -axis. The scaling characteristics of CFS-PML layer
were calculated with respect to the cutoff frequency of the modes expected to excite in the structure.
In detail, the complex conductivity tensor of the layer is given by [9]
si = ki +

σi
, i = ρ, ϕ, z
αi + jωε0

(2)

where si is the CFS-PML layer’s conductivity, ω the angular velocity and ε the layer’s electric
permittivity. The maximum value of the ai term can be chosen taking into account the cutoff
frequencies of the expected modes. In the case, where only one mode is present, it is given by [8]
αi,max = 2πfc ²0 , i = ρ, ϕ, z

(3)

where fc is the cutoff frequency of the selected mode. The conductivity σi , which appears in the
stretching factor, can follow either a polynomial or a geometrical profile on the axis where stretching
is applied. For a polynomial profile, the maximum value of the conductivity is given by [6]
σi,max = −

(m + 1)ln[R(0)]
, i = ρ, ϕ, z
2ηd

(4)

where m is the polynomial factor, R(0) the desired reflection coefficient of the layer for normal
incidence, η the layer impedance and d its thickness.
3. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In order to verify the applied method and to benchmark the numerical code, the simple case of a
smooth hollow cylindrical waveguide was examined, with the excitation implemented by an infinitely
thin wire of specific current density located at the axis of the waveguide. The axial cross section is
shown in Fig. 2 whereas the geometrical characteristics are given in Table 1. The current density
is spatially constant, whereas in time it varies as a Gaussian modulated sinusoid with predefined
spectral characteristics. Its frequency content is such that only TM01 mode (with fc = 8.19 GHz)
can be propagated. The central frequency of the pulse is f0 = 9 GHz and the Full Width at Half
Maximum (FWHM) is F W HM = 470 MHz. The total duration of the excitation signal is 30 ns.
A field monitor (where temporal field values are recorded) is placed at (%, ϕ, z) = (0 mm, 0, 20 mm)
in order to be far enough from the current source and the field values to be maximum in the radial
direction.
Table 1: Geometrical characteristics of the simulated waveguide.
Length L (mm)

Radius α (mm)

Current wire length Lcurr (mm)

PML thickness (cells)

400

14

2

10
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pml

pml
Lcurr

L

1.12

200

0.84

150

0.56

100

0.28

50

Ez (V/m)

Value (arbitary unit)

Figure 2: Axial cross section of the simulated waveguide (not in scale).
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Figure 4: Ez component at (ρ, ϕ, z) = (0, π2 , 20).

Figure 3: Excitation signal.
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Figure 5: Radial distribution of normalized Eρ
component for t = 3.5 ns.
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Figure 6: Radial distribution of normalized Ez
component for t = 3.5 ns.

The time driving function is shown in Fig. 3, while the signal output of Ez , at (ρ, ϕ, z) = (0, π2 , 20)
is shown in Fig. 41 . From this figure only the travelling pulse appears and therefore there is no
reflection from the CFS-PML regions, leading to a macroscopical behaviour of an infinite waveguide.
The normalized radial distributions of Eρ and Ez at (ϕ, z) = ( π2 , 20) are given in Fig. 5 and
Fig. 6, respectively. In the same figures the values of normalized field components obtained by the
0 (k ρ) and E ∝ J (k ρ) are also plotted, where k is the
theoretical analytical expressions Eρ ∝ Jm
c
z
m c
c
cutoff wavenumber for the mode TMmn . The values at positions where no grid points are defined,
were calculated using the Richardson extrapolation method [10]. The 2D distributions for the same
components are given in Fig. 7 for Eρ and in Fig. 8 for Ez . Both radial distributions and two
dimensional distributions on the ρ − ϕ plane follow the theoretically expected ones of the TM01
mode, therefore it is evident that only this mode is excited and propagates in the waveguide.
The effect of the absence of the CFS-PML is shown in Fig. 9. The signal at the position
1 Note that the thickness of the line and the high frequency leads to a dense plot and does not allow the signals to be clearly
plotted properly and thus they appear as black regions with a specific envelope function, representing the pulse function.
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Figure 8: Ez distribution on ρ − ϕ plane for t =
3.5 ns.
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Figure 9: Ez at (ρ, ϕ, z) = (0, π2 , 20) in a short-circuit ended waveguide.

z = 20 mm is a combination of the incident and the reflected waves originated from the two
waveguide ends which are now short-circuited (PEC boundary condition). This means that the
waveguide behaves now like a cylindrical cavity. Comparing the result in Fig. 9 with the one of
Fig. 4 it is clear that the use of a precisely tuned CFS-PML layer in a FDTD simulation of a
waveguide results in the total absorption of the incident waves at the ends.
4. CONCLUSIONS

A smooth hollow cylindrical waveguide was studied using using a numerical code developed in C
and based on the FDTD method in cylindrical coordinate system with an infinitely thin wire with
a constant current density as an excitation scheme. The advantage of this method is the inherit
conformity to cylindrical structures. The introduction of current terms in the discretized expressions
gives the flexibility to model virtually any current distribution, whose the spatial, spectral and time
characteristics are defined explicitly by the user. Possible application of the presented numerical
code is the simulation of a complex cylindrical structure excited by an electron beam in the small
signal regime, like the gyrotron beam tunnel, cavity etc. Finally, the precise tuning of the CFSPML layer characteristics can lead to a full absorption resulting to a more accurate simulation of
the behaviour of a perfectly matched waveguide.
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Abstract— The paper presents a signal processing hardware architecture with low complexity
for high precision range measurement using FMCW (Frequency Modulated Continuous Wave)
radar. The proposed architecture is designed based on coarse FFT processing with reduced point
and a fine spectrum estimator for the specific frequency of interest. The implementation results
on FPGA show that the proposed method leads to lower latency and requires fewer hardware
resources than full-point FFT processing.
1. INTRODUCTION

FMCW (Frequency Modulation Continuous Wave) radar systems have been widely used for the
measurement of range in a variety of industrial applications: automotive safety, traffic monitors,
level gauges, security, defense seekers. Especially, level measurement is popular in almost every
modern industrial plant for the measurement of bulk materials [1]. That is, digital level measurement based on FMCW radar is a trend because the digital approach is more flexible and program
updates are very easy [2, 3].
In FMCW radar, when a continuous frequency modulated microwave signal is transmitted, the
receive echo signal is down-converted into the baseband by the transmit frequency [4, 5]. The
difference in frequency between the transmit and the receive signals is called the beat-frequency.
The beat-frequency is typically obtained using FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) processing; range
measurement is calculated using the detected beat-frequency. Thus, for exact level measurement
in FMCW radar, it is very important to obtain a high precision beat-frequency. That can be
realized using enough sample data and many FFT points. However, in a high precision FFT
processor, many hardware resources and long processing time are required due to the increased
computational complexity.
In this paper, we propose a low complexity frequency measurement processor. First, using the
low precision FFT processor, the coarse ROI (Range Of Interest) is detected. Then, in the ROI, the
fine frequency spectrum is analyzed using a frequency spectrum estimator consisting of a complex
multiplier-accumulator. Compared with traditional FFT processors, even though the performance
of the proposed processor is the same, the utilized hardware resources and the processing time can
be decreased.
2. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE

The structure of the proposed processor is shown in Fig. 1. Here, a(n) is the digitalized sample of
the received beat-signal and n (= 0∼N − 1) is the sample index of the discrete time, where N is
the number of the sample.
If a(n) is fully transformed by N -point FFT processing, the corresponding frequency spectrum
is calculated as in Eq. (1), where d (= 0∼N − 1) is the beat-frequency index and ∆ωN is the
radian frequency step size. Thus, the detected beat-frequency is expressed as ∆ωN · nr , where nr
is the detected frequency index. In traditional FFT processing, the time complexity is expressed
as N · log N .
i XN −1 h
i
XN −1 h
2π·d
a(n) · e−j N ·n
a(n) · e−j(∆ωN ·d)·n =
X(d) =
(1)
n=0

n=0

On the other hand, the proposed processing is divided into two steps: the coarse frequency detection part using the reduced-point FFT and the fine frequency detection part based on the FSE
(Frequency Spectrum Estimation).
In the first step, the low precision FFT processing is carried out and the result Y (m) is expressed
as in Eq. (2). Here, m (= 0∼M − 1) is the beat-frequency index, ∆ωM is the radian frequency step
2 Corresponding

author: E. Hyun (braham@dgist.ac.kr).
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Figure 1: Structure of the proposed processor.

Figure 2: Time complexity comparison.

size, and M is the reduced FFT point. In this case, we define integer K(= N/M ), which is called
‘Reduced ratio of FFT point’.
i XM −1 h
i
XM −1 h
2π·m
Y (m) =
a(n) · e−j(∆ωM ·m)·n =
a(n) · e−j M ·n
(2)
n=0

n=0

In the ROI Detector, the frequency index of interest mr is selected. That is, the estimated coarse
beat-frequency is determined according to ∆ωM · mr . In this case, since the round-off error of the
M -point FFT is K times greater than the N -point FFT, the radian frequencies between ∆ωN ·
(nr − K/2) and ∆ωN · (nr + (K/2) − 1) are mapped to the ∆ωM · mr . Therefore, if the spectrum
of a(n) can be re-analyzed within the bound of these frequencies, we can obtain the frequency
precision with the same value determined from N -point FFT.
Thus, in the paper, in order to estimate the high precision frequency from the coarse ROI
frequency ∆ωM · mr we employ a frequency spectrum estimator consisting of a complex multiplieraccumulator. In the estimator, the fine frequency spectrum of a(n) can be extracted by multiplying
and summarizing the received signal a(n) and hk ·(mr , n) as shown in Eq. (3). The radian frequency
of the complex sinusoid reference hk ·(mr , n) is expressed as ∆ωN (K ·mr −k) and k is the frequency
index bounded by the coarse ROI, where k = −K/2 ∼ (K/2) − 1.
i
XN −1
XN −1 h
Zk =
[a(n) · hk (mr , n)] =
a(n) · e−j(∆ωM ·mr −∆ωN ·k)·n
n=0
n=0
i
XN −1 h
−j(∆ωN ·(K·mr −k))·n
a(n) · e
=
(3)
n=0

Since the proposed FSE consists of an N -point multiplier, its time complexity is expressed as N . If
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K time processing is carried out using a single frequency spectrum estimator, the total complexity is
defined as N ·K. However, if several FSEs are employed for parallel processing, the time complexity
can decrease as in N · K/L, where L is the number of FSE processors implemented for parallel
processing. Therefore, the whole time complexity of the proposed hardware architecture consisting
of the N -point FFT engine and the N -point FSE processor can be expressed as M ·log M +(N ·K)/L.
Figure 2 provides a time complexity comparison of the traditional full-point FFT and the proposed architecture, based on the number of samples (N ). Both axes are plotted in log scale. In
the case in which K = 16 and L = 1, the typical full-point FFT processing has rather lower computational complexity. In these two scenarios, with K = 16 and L = 2, and K = 8 and L = 1,
the more processing time of the proposed architecture is consumed in cases with a smaller sample.
However, in other cases, the time complexity of the proposed method is always lower than that of
the full-point FFT processor.
3. IMPLEMENTATION

In this paper, a typical architecture using an N -point FFT processor and the proposed architecture
consisting of the M -point FFT processor are implemented based on the Xilinx FPGA Spartan-6
with ISE 12.1. We implement the FFT processor based on the Xilinx LogicCORE T M IP Fast
Fourier Transform 7.1 [6]. Moreover, the proposed frequency spectrum estimation processor is
implemented using the LogicCORE T M IP Complex Multiplier 3.1 [7].
In order to analyze used hardware resource and required processing time, we design and implement two architectures. That is, in order to support a resource optimized approach, an FFT
processor with a Radix-2 Lite Burst IO architecture and a single FSE processor are used. On the
other hand, for the processing time enhanced architecture, a Pipelined Streaming IO FFT structure
and a parallel FSE processing are employed.
In the two implementations, the total data number N is 4096 and the reduced FFT point M
for the proposed architecture is selected to be 512. Therefore, the reduced ratio of FFT point K
is 8. We also determined one FSE processor (L = 1) for the hardware resource minimized design
and eight frequency spectrum estimators (L = 8) for the high speed parallel processing. Moreover,
we assumed that all input and output data were aligned in terms of size at 16 bit.

Table 1: Hardware cost and latency of the typical and the proposed architecture.

Figure 3: Range profile for target at about 11 m range.
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As for implementation results from the synthesis tools with the default setting, the utilized
hardware resources and the latency of the processing time are listed in Table 1. The table shows
that the usages of Flipflops and Slices decreased in the proposed architecture. In particular, the
processing clock is reduced by 33% and 37% in these two design modes, respectively.
Finally, the performance of the proposed architecture is estimated using a real 24 GHz FMCW
radar module, developed by DGIST, as shown in Fig. 3. The x-axis is the range and the y-axis is
the normalized PSD (Power Spectrum Density) with dB scale. The parameters for measurement
are the same as those shown in the results in Table 1. These results show that the 4096-point FFT
results and the results for the proposed architecture have an equal range profile around the ROI.
4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a high precision range measurement processor architecture for FMCW
radar systems. The proposed architecture consists of an FFT processor with a reduced point
and a frequency spectrum estimation processor based on a complex multiplier-accumulator. In
the implemented results, the proposed architecture can reduce the utilized hardware resources
by an average of 15% and the processing time by up to 30% compared with those values for
the traditional method. Moreover, according to the experiment results, the range precision of the
proposed architecture is the same as that of the typical method based on full-point FFT processing.
Therefore, the proposed range measurement radar can be expected to be useful for level gauging
systems with competitive prices.
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Abstract— This work analyzes the quality of two types of commercial electro-technical-porcelain
using textural and physical-chemical methods: BET surface area and pore size by gas adsorption,
X-ray powder diffraction; Electronic Microscopy and Energy dispersive X-ray analysis, Infrared
Spectroscopy and their water adsorption capacity by the Dynamic Speckle Laser technique.
Experimental results showed the evolution of the speckle patterns during hydro-adsorption process, permitting to discriminate different behavior for each material. It was determined that it is
possible to correlate changes in the speckle patterns with the porosity and chemical composition
of materials.
1. INTRODUCTION

Dynamic speckle is a random scattering phenomenon occurring when coherent laser light illuminates
an active surface [1]. The coherent electromagnetic waves beat on the detector producing light
intensity variations. As a result, the surface of the samples appears to be covered by random tiny,
bright and dark dots that fluctuate in time.
The study of the temporary evolution of the speckle patterns may provide an interesting tool to
characterize the parameters involved in the sample dynamic processes. It has been used for several
applications in biology, medicine and industry [2].
In this paper, we use this technique to analyze the hygroscopic properties of different types of
porcelain for electro-technical purposes.
The typical porcelain consists of a mixture of three aluminum-silicates in a ratio: 50% kaolin,
25% quartz and 25% feldspar. This porcelain has basic electrical, mechanical, thermal and porosity
properties, which naturally vary according to the composition of the mixture.
These materials are commonly used due to their insulating quality (e.g., insulation resistance)
which basically depends on its porosity and hygroscopicity.
This work characterizes two types of commercial electrotechnical-porcelain using their water
adsorption capacity by the Dynamic Speckle Laser technique (DLS), based on the textural, chemical
composition, structural and spectroscopic characteristics.
2. EXPERIMENTAL
2.1. Materials and Methods

Dynamic speckle patterns were obtained by illuminating the samples with a 10 mW He-Ne laser
and the images were recording with a CCD camera connected to a PC with an image digitizer.
See Figure 1. To show the temporal evolution of speckle was used the Oulamara et al. method [3].
For each state of the adsorption process, 320 successive images of dynamic speckle are recorded,
capturing 25 frames per second and select a column of them. These columns are building a pseudoimage of 320 × 240 so-called Temporary History Speckle Patterns (THSP). The activity of the
sample changes of intensity (gray levels) in the horizontal direction. So, when a phenomenon
shows low activity, time variations of the speckle pattern are slow and the THSP shows elongated
shape. When the phenomenon is very active, the THSP resembles an ordinary speckle pattern. See
Figure 2.
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In our case, speckle high activity corresponds to the initial hydro-adsorption process. When this
process is complete, the speckle activity is minimal. To establish a quantitative estimate of THSP,
we use the moment of inertia of the co-occurrence matrix method [4].
Two different samples (P1 and P2) of commercial porcelains were selected.
Characterization of original porcelains was performed by Electronic microscopy using a Philips
SEM 505 combined with semiquantitative analysis by EDS (Energy dispersive X-ray analysis), with
an analyzer EDAX 9100.
Diagrams of X-ray diffraction powders were obtained by a Philips PW 1714 with a CuKα
radiation and Ni filter from 2θ = 5◦ to 60◦ .
Infrared FTIR Spectra were performed by a Bruker IFSS 66 FT-IR equipment, from 4000 to
400 cm−1 wave-numbers.
Surface areas and porosity of porcelains were determined by physical N2 adsorption at 77 K
(BET method) using a Micromeritics apparatus ASAP 2010.
For DLS technique, 30 mg of each sample were wet with 10 µl distilled water. The experiment
was monitored every two minutes from the beginning of the process and then every five minutes
at the end of the process. The evolution was followed for one hour. Experimental environment
parameters were: Temperature: 19◦ C, Humidity: 60%.
CCD
CAMERA
FRAME
GRABBER

LASER

SAMPLE

High speckle activity

Figure 1: Dynamic speckle experimental set up.

Low speckle activity

Figure 2: Temporal history of Speckle Pattern
(THSP).

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Physical-chemical Analysis of Porcelain

Porcelain is the most important ceramic materials with multiple uses in electrical engineering.
Typical composition comprises three aluminosilicate mixture in a ratio of 50% kaolin, 25% quartz
and 25% feldspar. Its basic electrical, mechanical and thermal properties are according to the
composition of the mixture. One of the characteristics that determine the quality of these materials
is impermeability to water and gases depending on its porosity, as well as its Si/Al ratio. It has
been considered that a high Si/Al surface is associated with increased Brønsted acidity, resulting
in higher hygroscopicity.
Table 1 shows the textural characteristics by the BET method to P1 and P2. Specific surface
area and pore size were slightly but P1 showed the less porosity level.
Table 1: Textural properties by the BET Method for P1 and P2.
Sample
P1
P2

SBET (m2 /g)
0.5664
0.6594

Pore volume (cm3 /g)
0.001314
0.001775

Pore size (Å)
92.78
107.65

Table 2 shows EDS chemical data (% element is the relative weight percent of the elements, Na,
Mg, K, Al, Si, Ti and Fe), and Si/Al ratio for porcelain samples.
The EDS analysis revealed different composition and Si/Al ratio while SEM Micrographs (Figures 3 and 4) allowed observing the presence of porous in the porcelain surfaces.
Figure 5 shows comparative XRD patterns for P1 and P2. It is possible to observe that the main
component is quartz (SiO2 ) in both samples, according to the main peaks located at 2θ = 20.5◦
and 26.3◦ and Alumina (α-Al2 O3 ) at 2θ = 25.5◦ and 35.1◦ . In XRD diagram of P2 is possible to
identify an additional peak of feldspar located at 2θ = 22◦ .
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Table 2: SEM-EDS chemical data for P1 and P2 porcelain samples.
Element Wt%
Na
Mg
Al
Si
K
Ti
Fe
Si/Al

Figure 3: SEM Micrograph of P1 Magnification
×1000, scale bar 10 µm.

P1
0.81
0.41
23.40
63.26
5.87
1.97
4.28
2.70

P2
0.80
17.35
75.41
4.78
1.66
4.34

Figure 4: Micrograph of P2 Magnification ×1000,
scale bar 10 µm.
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Figure 5: XRD diagrams for P1 and P2 samples (range 2θ = 5◦ to 60◦ ).

Figure 6 shows comparative FTIR spectra for porcelains P1 and P2. Using this technique is
very difficult to differentiate between the two samples studied. Since the vibrational spectroscopy
allows analyze functional groups or molecular units, which in this study are similar as Si-O-/AL-Oor Si/Al-OH, -OH etc. In these spectra are observed no bands corresponding to OH stretching, in
the high frequency range. In the next range around 1000 cm −1 intense antisymmetric stretching
bands of the tetrahedral groups TO4 (T = Si or Al) appears.
3.2. DLS Technique: Hydro-adsorption Analysis of Porcelain

Analyzes were performed by Dynamic Speckle Laser during adsorption of water from both samples.
DLS curves provided a quantitative measurement of this process using the Inertia Moment (IM)
method.
Figure 7 shows the DLS hygroscopic behavior of porcelain. After initial fall of speckle activity,
stabilization of it was reached. It can be observed that the porcelain P2 (sample b) showed the
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Figure 6: FTIR spectra for P1 and P2 samples (range 4000–400 cm−1 ).

shortest stabilization time (about 200 sec), indicating a rapid hydro-adsorption process, P1 (sample
a) presented the highest IM and stabilized time after 600 sec. Compared with Tables (1 and 2)
it is possible to observe that the lower Si/Al, and porosity corresponds a greater IM in the H2 O
adsorption process.

Figure 7: Dynamic speckle measurements, (a) P1, (b) P2.
4. CONCLUSIONS

The DSL technology provides a simple, more efficient and nondestructive tool with respect to other
physicochemical techniques to compare different quality ceramic materials, which is important to
estimate hygroscopicity.
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Abstract— Leaf scatterers are a type of obstacle that is abundant in rural propagation environments. These leaf scatterers interact with propagating radio waves which may affect the
performance of wireless systems operating in such environments. In this paper, deciduous leaf
scatterers are modelled as thin dielectric disks. The electromagnetic scattering from these disks at
2 GHz are modelled using the generalised Rayleigh-Gans (GRG) approximation as well as using a
commercial method of moment (MoM) solver. The difference between the GRG and MoM results
for the single scatterer case is evaluated using the spherical wave expansion of the scattered fields
from both methods. An approximation of the scattered fields for the multiple scatterer scenario
based on the superposition of the GRG scattered fields is presented and is compared to MoM
results.
1. INTRODUCTION

Foliage structures are one of the most dominant types of obstacles that are present in rural propagation environments. These foliage obstacles, composed of leaves, branches and trunks act as
complex scatterers to propagating radio waves in such environments. This interaction between
the propagating radio waves and the foliage obstacles may significantly affect the performance of
radio systems operating in such environments. The proper understanding of such interactions is
necessary to predict their effects on radio systems. The complex and random nature of these foliage structures provide a significant challenge in predicting their effects on these propagating radio
waves.
One element that makes up these foliage obstacle are their leaf structures. These leaf geometries
are generally complex, which makes it difficult to find an exact solution to their scattered fields.
One approach to approximate the scattered fields from such leaf structures is to represent these leaf
structures as thin dielectric disks for deciduous trees, and as thin dielectric cylinders for coniferous
trees [1–3]. Approximate analytical solutions may be used to evaluate the scattered fields from
these simplified leaf geometries [4]. In this paper, we take a look at the generalised Rayleigh-Gans
approximation and make use of the spherical wave expansion to compare the scattering with a
method of moment (MoM) solution. The scattering from multiple simplified leaf structures using
the superposition of the GRG approximation is also compared to the numerical results.

Figure 1: Simplified leaf geometry.
2. SINGLE SCATTERER

The simplified scattering geometry for deciduous leaves is illustrated in Figure 1. The deciduous
leaf is modelled as a thin dielectric disk centered at the origin on the x-y plane, with radius R,
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thickness t, and relative permittivity ²r . The disk is illuminated by a uniform plane wave given by
Equation (1), where k is the wave number i is the direction of incidence, r is the position vector
of the point of interest, and q = vi or hi are the unit vectors defining the polarization of the
incident wave, where h is perpendicular to the direction of propagation and the z axis, and v is
perpendicular to the direction of propagation and h as defined in [2].
~ i = qE0 e−jki·r
E
i = sin θi (x cos φi + y sin φi ) − z cos θi
z×i
hi =
|z × i|
vi = hi × i

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

The generalised Rayleigh-Gans approximation approximates the scattered fields from small scatterers in which one dimension is much smaller than the other dimensions of the scatterer. The scattered fields are dependent on the geometry of the scatterer as well as its electrical properties. The
scattered fields in the direction s due to an incident plane wave in the direction of i approximated
by the GRG approximation can be expressed as:
e
E~S (s, i) = F̄¯ (s, i) · qE0

−jkr

(5)

r

The scattering amplitude tensor F̄¯ (s, i) is as in [2].
We apply the GRG approximation to the geometry in Figure 1 with thickness of 0.1 mm and
radius of 1.5 cm, with incident plane waves with a magnitude of 1, and incident angles of 0 ≤ θi ≤
180◦ , with polarisations of either vi = 1, hi = 0 or vi = 0, hi = 1. The scattered fields from the
same geometries are evaluated numerically using FEKO, a commercial method of moments solver.
The scattered fields from the disk for an incident angle of θi = 45◦ is shown in Figure 2 for both
the GRG approximation and the MoM solution. We express the error between the numerical and
GRG scattered field magnitudes as:
¯¯
¯ ¯
¯¯
¯¯ ~ MoM
¯ ¯ ~ GRG
¯¯
(s,
i)
¯¯ES (s, i)¯ − ¯E
¯¯
S
¯
¯
error% =
× 100%
(6)
¯ MoM
¯
¯ES~ (s, i)¯
For the vertically polarised incident wave, the average error over all scattering directions for 0 ≤
θi ≤ 180◦ was found to be approximately 1.24%. Similarly, for the horizontally polarised incident
wave, the average error was found to be approximately 3.28%. Further inspection of the average
error for various incidence angles is shown in Figure 3. It can be seen that the error increases as
the incidence angle approaches θi = 90◦ for both polarisation cases, with the h polarized incident
wave having a larger error.
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Figure 4: Spherical wave expansion coefficients of scattered fields for θi = 45◦ ; (a) v polarised and (b) h
polarized.

Spherical wave expansion was used to gain more insight on the difference of the scattered fields
evaluated. The spherical wave expansion of outward traveling waves can be expressed as [5].
J
k X
(4)
E~S (r) = √
Qj (i, q)F~j (r)
η

(7)

j=1

Qj (i, q) are the spherical wave coefficients and F~j (r) are the associated spherical wave functions
defined in [5]. The spherical wave coefficients are evaluated via point matching from the evaluated
scattered fields from the GRG and MoM solutions. The spherical wave expansions are truncated to
J = 30 spherical modes as further increasing of the mode expansion does not yield any significant
improvement of the expansion. Figure 4 illustrates the spherical wave expansion coefficients for an
incident angle of θi = 45◦ for both v and h polarised incident waves. It can be seen from the figure
that both MoM and GRG results have the same dominant modes, with small discrepancies in the
magnitudes of these modes. It can also be seen that there is larger discrepancy in the h polarised
incident waves. Evaluating the average error between the MoM and GRG coefficients over all
incidence angles for each expansion coefficient results in Figure 5. For h polarised incident waves,
we find that there is a larger error in the coefficients between the MoM and GRG results, which
agrees with the results in the evaluation of the errors in the field scattering amplitudes that there
is larger discrepancy in the MoM and GRG solutions for h polarised incident waves. Evaluation of
the total scattered power from the spherical wave expansion using (8) [5] yields the average total
scattered power tabulated in Table 1. The results show that the GRG and MoM solutions have
very good agreement, with the GRG approximation underestimating the scattered fields by a small
amount when the incident wave is v polarised, and overestimating the scattered fields when the
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Figure 6: Scattered fields from multiple scatterers.

Table 1: Average total scattered power.
MoM average total scattered power
GRG average total scattered power

v polarised incident wave
−74.21 dBm
−74.27 dBm

h polarised incident wave
−71.37 dBm
−71.23 dBm

incident wave is h polarised.
J

1X
PS =
|Qj |2
2

(8)

j=1

3. MULTIPLE SCATTERERS

An approximation for multiple scatterers is presented by applying superposition to the GRG approximation. As a first approximation, the scattering from multiple leaf structures can be expressed
as a superposition of the direct scattering from each individual scatterer evaluated from the GRG
approximation. In terms of the scattered fields of a single scatterer, this total first order scattered
fields from multiple scatterers can be expressed as:
~ (1) =
E
S

N
X

~ S,n
E

(9)

n=1

where n is the index of scatterer in the volume of interest, and N is the total number of scatterers.
For the second order approximation, we assume that the first order scattered fields from the scatterers in the volume of interest serve as the second order source to each of the other scatterers in
~ S,m be the second order scattered fields from scatterer m and E
~ S,mn be the
the volume. Letting E
scattered field from scatterer n incident to scatterer m, the scatterd fields in the point of interest
s can be expressed as:
~ S,m =
E

N
X

~ S,mn
F̄¯m E

(10)

n=1,n6=m

~ S,Total = E
~ (1) +
E
S

N
X

~ S,m
E

(11)

m=1

where the first term corresponds to the direct scattered fields, and the second term corresponds to
the second order scattering that occurs in the volume. Figure 6 shows the average scattered fields of
30 realisations of 20 randomly positioned and oriented disk scatterers within a 0.5 m × 0.5 m × 0.5 m
volume. The blue line corresponds to the numerical results, the red line corresponds to the first
order superposition of the GRG approximation, and the black line corresponds to the second order
approximation considering the second order scattering. We find that without multiple scattering,
the GRG approximation underestimates the total scattered fields. Including the second order
scattering improves the scattering magnitude in the back scattering direction, with minimal effect
in the forward scattering direction.
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4. CONCLUSION

The generalised Rayleigh-Gans approximation is considered to model the scattering from simplified
leaf structures modelled as thin dielectric disks. The spherical wave expansion was used to describe
the scattering from the GRG approximation and compare with a numerical method of moments
solution. It was found that the GRG approximation has good agreement with the numerical results,
with increasing error between the results in the region where θi approaches 90◦ , with a horizontally
polarised incident wave having a larger error. The superposition approximation of the scattered
fields from multiple scatterers using GRG was shown, with second order scattering considered.
The introduction of backscattering shows some improvement of the approximated scattering the
the backward direction, with minimal effect in the forward direction. An extension of the single
scatterer spherical wave expansion to evaluate the scattering from multiple scatterers will be done
in the future.
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Abstract— Planar Frequency selective surfaces (FSS) have attracted large attention during the
last five decades [1] because of their mechanical and electrical flexibility. FSS are spatial filters
that are largely employed in applications like hybrid radomes for radars and antennas where high
performance is necessary. The FSS have evolved from simple canonical forms to the complex
geometries known today. This evolution has been driven primarily by increasingly stringent
performance requirements of recent applications. For these structures, we must consider both
the effects related to the frequency that those related to the size of the individual elements. While
periodicity impacts firstly on the general reflecting properties of the surface, the shape and the
size of the individual element affects its detailed both spatial and frequency filtering behaviour.
In particular the frequency response is dictated mainly by the scattering of the incident plane
wave by the individual element and attains its maximum at resonance conditions. Accordingly,
we mean to investigate whether the same occurs also for non planar surfaces and curved elements,
and in particular conical surfaces. The analysis is performed in two steps. First the frequency
behaviour of input impedence of the single elements emebedded within a number of similar ones
is numerically computed by a commercial code. Both single, radial and circumferential strips
conforming a conical shape are considered and compared with a planar and cylindrical structure.
Next the FSS behiavour is fully analysed by a numerical code solving the Electric Field Integral
Equation [2] for a FSS of finite size made of thin elements.
1. INTRODUCTION

Frequency selective surfaces (FSS) have been studied for the last five decades and comprehensive
books have been also published (Munk, 2000) and (Wu, 1995). FSS have evolved from simple
canonical forms to the complex geometries known today. This evolution has been driven primarily by increasingly stringent performance requirements of recent applications and has been made
possible by the significant improvements in the methods of analysis, from the computing capacity
and on the manufacturing technology. Moreover, being FSS part of the broad family of artificial
materials (Ruvio & Leone, 2014), new research efforts have been dedicated to this topic.
The FSS can be fabricated as planar two-dimensional periodic arrays of metallic elements with
special geometric shapes, or may be created by periodic openings in a metal screen. The transmission and reflection properties of these surfaces are dependent on the operating frequency and may
also depend on the polarization and the incidence angle of the electromagnetic wave impinging the
material.
Typical frequency selective behaviour is desired in the design of hybrid radomes shielding antennas from external weather conditions. They can also lower the Radar Cross Section (RCS), outside
of the frequencies of interest. If we consider, for example, an antenna mounted on the nose of an
airplane, one FSS disposed on the surface of the radome allows to scatter the incident radiation
that operates outside the band of interest in the bi-static direction, with the consequent result of
a return very low in the direction of backscatter. A similar FSS application is in the design of
band-stop filters. An example of this application is related to the realization of a hybrid radome
on a shipboard radar antenna.
While the frequency behaviour of the surface is dictated both by the elements spacing and the
shape of the basic element, hereafter we are interested to consider the effect of the latter one. In
particular, with reference to strip elements conformed on a conical surface, the aim of this work
is to examine the scattering from single element of the FSS when it is illuminated by an incident
plane wave, in order to show that the frequency selective character is mainly provided by this
type of contribution, and that it is not lost if the structure is not planar (at least when its radius
of curvature is larger than the wavelength). Finally we show the results obtained by solving the
electric field integral equation using the Method of Moments to compute the induced currents on
the structure and the corresponding scattered field.
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2. FREQUENCY BEHAVIOR OF STRIPS ON A CONFORMAL SURFACES

For a passive FSS the main contribution to frequency selectivity is given by the interaction of the
individual element with a plane wave illuminating the structure. In fact, the electromagnetic scattering by a perfectly conducting object of a prefixed shape is dependent on its electrical dimension,
and for some particular values of the frequency of the impinging wave, maximum interaction can
occur. For strip or filamentary objects under short circuit conditions, the scattered field depends
on both the induced current under receiving conditions and on the input impedence under transmitting conditions. In particular, the input impedence of the individual strip (in presence of all
the other ones) provides the main contribution to such behavior. For an isolated straight dipole it
is well known that mostly the input admittance varies with the frequency and that the modulus
of the impedence is minimum at resonance condition, when the length of dipole is about half a
wavelength.The same behaviour is observed when the dipole is embedded within planar arrays of
similar object except for very close spacing between the elements, say, less than about a quarter of
wavelength. Under resonance conditions the backscattered field is also maximum.
Much less is known when the scattering strips are not flat and/or are not arranged under a
planar array, as it occurs when the FSS is not a plane. However since the main frequency filtering
properties are again dictated by the scattering by the individual element (emebedded within an
array of equal elements), it is worth to focus on the behaviour of its input impedence when acting
as an antenna in the transmission mode.
In order to numerically compute a good approximation, we assume that only a neiboughour
of a single strip can affect its input impedence, so that the problem becomes to evaluate it for a
radiating strip-like dipole surrounded by a number of equal ones. Such a number is determined by
examining the frequency behaviour of the input impedence with increasing number of surrounding
strips and stopping when convergence is achieved.
The goal is accomplished by means of a numerical electromagnetic simulation software, providing
the input impedence by varying the frequency of the incident wave on the structure. In the following,
for the sake of comparison, we show the input impedence of the strips of the same type and similar
configuration but arranged on a plane.
Numerical results show that the general frequency filtering behaviour is not lost for a FSS
conforming a conical surface (at least for surfaces with large radius of curvatures with respect to
the wavelength), since the frequency selectivity is essentially connected to the interaction of the

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 1: The geometries of the sources: (a) planar array, (b) array conforming a cylindrical surface, (c) and
(d) arrays conforming conical surfaces. The feeding points are marked by a red point.
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incident wave with the single element of the structure. The only apparent modification arise in the
resonance frequency that can be provided by considering a limited part of the whole surface.
In order to confirm the expectations numerical experiments are performed for four finite array of
two-dimensional arrays of 7×7 dipole elements, each 1.5 cm long (see Fig. 1). They are, respectively:
a planar array (Fig. 1(a)), an array of rectilinear dipoles conforming a cylinder of radius 6 cm
(Fig. 1(b)), an array of rectilinear dipoles radially conforming a conical surface (Fig. 1(c)), an array
of curved dipoles conforming a conical surface (Fig. 1(d)). The spacing between the centers of the
array elements is 3 cm along the wire direction and 1.5 cm along the orthogonal direction in all cases.
The central elements are fed and the input impedence (in presence of the other passive strips) are
reported in Fig. 2 within the [8–12] GHz band. The magnitude, the real and the imaginary parts
of the input impedence are reported in panels (a), (b) and (c) respectively.
First of all, it can be observed that for planar and cylindrical cases the behaviours are very
similar as both geometries are very similar. Accordingly the resonance frequency is the same, for

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 2: (a) Magnitude of the input impedence. (b) Real part of the input impedence. (c) Imaginary part
of the input impedence.
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a dipole length slightly more than λ/2. Moreover the frequency behaviour of both curves is not
monotone dut to mutual coupling between the dipoles.
The same qualitative frequency behaviour holds also when dipoles are conformed on a conical
surface. However the different geometrical configuration makes it possible not only to lower slightly
the main resonance point but also to occur a further resonance point at a frequency lower than
about 15%. This is especially true for case d) where both the dipole shape and their alignment are
markedly non planar nor rectilinear.
3. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS OF 3D CONFORMAL FSS

In order to verify the above behiavour a code implementing the numerical solution of the Electric
Field Integral Equation (EFIE) for strip objects has been developed. Plane wave incidence at
different frequencies is considered. Thin, radially directed strips conforming to a conical surface
are assumed as scatterers, so that the current induced over them can flow only radially. According
to the Galerkin formulation of [2], surface density current is expanded as:
Js (r) =

N
X
n=1

fn (r) 1
In 2
Π
r ∆ϕ

µ

ϕ
∆ϕ

¶
îr

where the fn are the ‘triangle’ functions as basis function fn (r) = Λ(1 − |r−n∆r|
∆r ) and the same
functions are used as test ones. After computing the impedence matrix elements and the right
hand side terms, the solution of the resulting linear system allows to obtain the unknown current
coefficients. The next step is to calculate the far zone field scattered by the strips, using the
appropriate relations [3], and the evaluation of the Radar Cross Section, into the same range [8–
12] GHz band as above, and for several incidences angle.
In the first example a finite conical FSS made of rectilinear radially directed dipole strips are
considered as in Fig. 3(a), where a front view is displayed. The cone aperture is 30◦ and five crowns
of conformal strips,each 1.5 cm long, are considered. The back scattered field for some incidence
angles are reported in Fig. 3(b) within the [8–12] GHz range.
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Figure 3: Scattering by a conical FSS: (a) top view of the geometry; (b) magnitude of the backscattered
field.

As it can be appreciated in most circumstances the backscattered filed is maximum within the
same frequency range as the amplitude of input impedence, as discussed in the previous Section,
is minimum.
In the second example a finite conical FSS made of curved radially directed dipole strips are
considered as in Fig. 4(a), where a front view is displayed. The cone aperture is 30◦ and five crowns
of conformal strips, each 1.5 cm long, are considered. The back scattered field for some incidence
angles are reported in Fig. 3(b) within the [8–12] GHz range.
In this instance the numerical solution of the relevant EFIE is performed by expanding the
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G eometry top view
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Figure 4: Scattering by a conical FSS made of curved strips: (a) top view of the geometry; (b) magnitude
of the backscattered field.

surface current as
Js (r) =

N
X
n=1

In fn (ϕ)

1 ³ r ´
Π
îϕ
∆r
∆r

and fn are again the ‘triangle’ functions.
Again the backscattered field is maximum within the same frequency range as the amplitude of
input impedence, as discussed in the previous Section, is minimum.
4. CONCLUSION

As the frequency behaviour of a FSS is dictated mainly by the resonant interaction with the elementary scattering object, in this paper we have meant to verify whether the same occurs also for
non planar surface. In particular, since the frequency behaviour of the electromagnetic scattering
from a passive wire is dictated mainly by its (active) input impedence, we have numerically evaluated it for a single object (in presence of the closer ones). The backscattered field has turned to
be maximum at the frequencies where the modulus of the input impedence is minimum, not only
for planar FSS but also for a conical one.
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Abstract— A closed-form analytical solution is developed for predicting the early-time transient electromagnetic fields which are generated by a perfectly conducting elliptical reflector
antenna when it is illuminated by a transient step spherical wave due to an elemental Huygen’s
source located at the focus near the surface. Furthermore we discussed a transient analysis of a
hyperbolic reflector antenna is performed based on a mathematic continuation of surface curvatures of an ellipsoidal reflector antenna. This work makes the time-domain (TD) analysis useful
for the design of reflector antennas since both ellipsoidal and hyperbolic reflectors are widely used
as sub-reflectors for dual-reflector antenna system.
1. INTRODUCTION

This work is motivated by the potential applications of elliptical reflectors. In the past, elliptical
reflectors had been widely used as a sub-reflector to a parabolic reflector antenna in a Gregorian
dual-reflector antenna system. The characteristics of dual-focuses on the elliptical surface allow it
to be used as a measure to have a longer focal length for the parabolic main reflector while, in the
mean time, retaining a compact size for the dual-reflector. Recently it is also found very useful in
the design of near-field focused antennas as interested in the RFID and non-contacted microwave
inspection system. It is expected that it will attract more attention in the future phase of antenna
applications.
The transient solution is developed here by analytically inverting, in closed form, the corresponding frequency-domain solution in terms of a radiation integral that employs an asymptotic
high-frequency geometrical optics (GO)-based approximation for the fields in an equal-phase surface
aperture which appears to be a sphere centered at the second focus of the ellipse. This equal-phase
and spherical aperture surface allows the integration of radiation integral to be significantly simplified, and results a closed-form formulation. And then this paper we will extends the transient
analysis of electromagnetic (EM) fields scattering from a perfectly conducting ellipsoidal reflector,
and presents the corresponding analysis for the case of a hyperbolic reflector. This work is motivated by the fact that both ellipsoidal and hyperbolic reflectors are widely used as sub-reflectors
in the dual-reflector antenna systems [1]. The transient analysis presented in this paper makes
the time-domain (TD) analysis of sub-reflector antennas more complete for practical applications.
In particular, the analysis is performed based on a mathematic continuation of surface curvatures
of an ellipsoidal reflector, and as a result, the analysis of such ellipsoidal reflectors can be applied
straightforwardly. Furthermore, the analysis successfully decomposes the scattering fields into components of reflection and edge diffractions, and allows one to interpret the scattering phenomena
within the frameworks of geometrical theory of diffraction (GTD) [2, 3] and its wave propagation
mechanisms. Examples are presented to demonstrate the wave scattering phenomena.
2. FORMULATION DEVELOPMENT
2.1. Near Field Focused Antenna

In the past, there experienced some applications of NF focused antennas, which were not very
popular if a counterpart of far field focused antenna is compared. In the current application,
it appears application advantages. Note that a “NF focused antenna” is referred because it is
implemented by using an aperture antenna that is sufficiently large to radiate fields focused at a
spot in the near field region of the antenna. Thus the focused fields may increase the energy to
be received by the tags, and also reduce the interference caused by the scattering from adjacent
portals of tags because the tags are usually located at 1–2 m from the reader’s antenna aperture.
This paper presents a realization of NF focused antenna using a reflector such that the number of
circuit elements may be minimized to also minimize the energy loss. Usually only a single element is
sufficient to provide a good feed to the reflector. In particular, an elliptic reflector will be realized.
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Note that an elliptic reflector has two focal points. The radiation from a feed located at a focus will
experience reflections from the reflector surface, and concentrates its energy at another focus which
is usually located in the near-zone of the reader antenna. Thus it may be effectively employed to
build the NF focused antenna.
2.2. Elliptic Reflector’s Characteristics

An elliptic reflector is formed by taking a part of a rotationally symmetric ellipse described by the
following equation:
z 2 x2 + y 2
+
=1
(1)
a2
b2
where a and b (a > b) are the radii of its axes This ellipse has two
√ focuses (referred as F1 and
F2 , respectively, hereafter) located on z-axis at z = ±c where c = a2 − b2 . Note that as a = b,
c = 0, and the ellipse becomes a sphere. The two focuses coincide at the center of the sphere. A
good characteristics of this ellipse is that any ray launched from a focus (say F1 ) will experience
a reflection from the ellipse surface and coincide at the other focus (say F2 ) as also illustrated in
Fig. 1. In particular, given a point, Q, on the ellipse surface, it can be shown that
F1 Q + QF2 = 2a

(2)

which assures an in-phase superposition at F2 if a feed’s phase center is located at F1 .
2.3. Formulations

Based on these design criterions, the fields at the NF focused region may be approximately found
~ a, H
~ a ) is Huygen’s source, of the feed’s antenna represented
in the following. Let the radiation, (E
by
h
i
~ a = Vo θ̂1 fθ − φ̂1 fφ 1 e− vs (2a−r1 )
E
f
f
rf
~
~ a = r̂f × Ea
H
Zo

(3)
(4)

where fθf = cos φ1 (cos θf )q , fφf = sin φ1 (cos θf )q represented by E-plane and H-plane pattern
−−−→
respectively where (rf , θf , φf ) is defined in the feed’s coordinate system with ẑf pointing to F1 Qc .
Note that rf = a + c cos θ if the feed is located at F1 . The scattering near fields can be found, via
Geometric Optics (GO) approximation, by
Zo
~ r (~r, s) ∼
E
=
4πv

ZZ h
³
´i − vs R
~ a + Yo R̂ × E
~ a × ẑp e
ds0
R̂ × R̂ × ẑp × H
R
sa

(5)

The time domain solution can be obtained via an inverse Laplace transform and the characteristic
of delta function
µ
¶
R + 2a − r1
δ(ρ − ρt )
(6)
δ t−
= ¯¯ ¡
¢¯
R+2a−r1 ¯
∂
v
t
−
¯
¯
∂ρ

v

ρ=ρt

which is a response to a transient-step incident wave and can be founded by performing a numerical
integration over Sa . It can be simplified to become a line integral by considering the situations where
1
the delta function has nonzero values at t by δ(t − R+2a−r
) 6= 0 which occurs at vt − 2a + r1 = R
v
that corresponds to a line contour Ct (t) on the radius r1 of spherical and shown in Fig. 1. It
0
0
Q2
projection on the xp yp plane is a circular contour described by x12 + y12 = ρ2 where ρ2 = r12 − 4z
2,
p
RR
0
0
0
thus one considers a parameter transformation by using x = ρ cos φ, y = ρ sin φ and
. . . ds →
S
RR
. . . JA (θ, φ)dφ · dθ where JA (θ, φ) is the transformation Jacobian
JA (ρ, φ) =

¯
¯
ds0
= ¯r̄ρ0 × r̄φ0 ¯ ,
dρdφ

r̄ρ0 × r̄φ0
¯
n̂ = ± ¯¯
¯
¯r̄ρ0 × r̄φ0 ¯

(7)
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Allows one to simplify the double integration into a line integral by
½Z
Z
h
i 1
i 1 ¾
h
r1
∼
~
R̂ × R̂ × Vo −θ̂1 fθf − φ̂1 fφf
Er (~r) =
dφ − R̂ × Vo φ̂1 fθf − θ̂1 fφf
dφ
4πzp
rf
rf

(8)

the integral in (8) can be found in a closed-form.
2.4. Analysis Description for Hyperbolic Surface

The hyperbolic reflector, illustrated in Fig. 1(a), is described by a part of the following surface
(z + c)2 x2 + y 2
−
= 1,
a2
b2

(9)

and √
truncated at z = za , where a and b (a > b) are related to the radii of its two principal axes with
c = a2 + b2 . The two focuses, F1 and F2 , are located at z = −c and z = c, where F2 was selected
as the origin of a global coordinate system I the following analysis while the feed is located at F1
for a focus feeding. Given an arbitrary point, Qs , on the hyperbolic surface, it is straightforward
to show that
|F1 Qs − Qs F2 | = 2a.
(10)
The feed’s radiation is a x̂f -polarized spherical wave with a cosine-taper and a transient step
function, and is described by (9)–(10) in [4]. Here (rf , θf , φf ) is defined in the feed’s spherical
coordinate system with ẑf = +ẑ and x̂f = x̂ as illustrated in Fig. 1(a).

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: A rotationally symmetric hyperbolic and a near-field focused reflector which is taken from a part
of hyperbolic.
2.5. The Continuation of Surface Curvature

The hyperbolic surface in (9) can be analogously described as
(z + c)2 x2 + y 2
+
=1
a2
b2eq

(11)

where beq = jb is a complex radii of surface curvature, and makes the surface an ellipsoidal one.
Based on this curvature continuation into a complex space, the solution in [4] can be extended for
the analysis of hyperbolic reflector.
2.6. Resulting Solution

The scattering field at r̄o due to the illumination of a TD step-function feed radiation can be
expressed in a closed-form as
³
´
¯
¯
Ēs (r̄o , t) = Ēr (r̄o , t) · T (φe − φb ) + Ēe (r̄o , t)¯φ00 =φe − Ēe (r̄o , t)¯φ00 =φb Π(t)
(12)
p

p

where T (ϕ) = ϕ/(2π) and Π(t) ≡ u(t − t1 ) − u(t − t2 ) with u(t) is a Heaviside step function. In (12),
t1 and t2 are the starting and ending time that the contributing contour, Cδ , overlaps with the
reflecting surface.
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3. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

Numerical examples case 1 are presented ellipsoidal reflector to demonstrate the characteristics of
scattering fields as shown Fig. 2. In this case, the reflector has a diameter of 2 m (i.e., za = −7.84 m),
and zp = 1.06 m. The case 2 examples consider a reflector size with the parameters in (11) given
by a = 4 m, b = 3 m and c = 5 m. The reflector in Fig. 1 is rotationally symmetric with a radius
ra = 1 m. Fig. 3(a) shows the TD response on the z-axis with zp being the distance measured from
F2 toward the — z direction. In contrast to the radiation of an elliptical reflector, this reflector
radiates defocusing fields. The time duration becomes shorter at the observation of farer distance.
Fig. 3(b) shows the TD response at ro = 15 m with various observation angles. In this case, the
field at the axis corresponds to the main beam while that at the far away angles are the sidelobes.

Figure 2: Transient scattering field with respect to varying observation angles.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: TD field response of scattering fields. (a) Observation on the axis. (b) Observation at ro = 15 m.

4. CONCLUSIONS

This paper will present the near field time domain transient closed-form solution for elliptic reflector illuminated by Huygen’s Source at the focus. That employs an asymptotic high-frequency
geometrical optics (GO)-based approximation for the fields in an equal-phase surface aperture which
appears to be a sphere centered at the second focus of the ellipse. Then we discuss the TD analysis
of a hyperbolic reflector based on the mathematic continuation of an ellipsoidal reflector antenna.
The formulation has been developed with numerical results presented to validate the results.
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Abstract— Most recently the applications have been extended to treat the problems arising in
the near zone of electrically large antennas such as the vital life-detection systems and noncontact
microwave detection systems, where the objects under detection may locate in the near zone of
antenna. A TD analytic solution to predict the transient radiation from a phased periodic array
of elemental antennas is thus developed. The TD phenomena are investigated in this paper.
The TD phenomena of Floquet modes in the quantity of field potentials with a transient impulse
excitation in the current moments were examined. In this generalized analysis, one first considers
a two dimensional finite array of current moments with phases impressed to radiate fields focused
in the near zone of array aperture, where the focal field point can be arbitrarily selected.
1. INTRODUCTION

The increasing interest in the time domain (TD) analysis of ultra wideband or short pulse target
identification and remote sensing applications has resulted in the development of new TD techniques
to analyze the antenna radiation, which provides more physically appealing interpretation of wave
phenomena. Most recently the applications have been extended to treat the problems arising in
the near zone of electrically large antennas such as the vital life-detection systems and noncontact
microwave detection systems, where the objects under detection may locate in the near zone of
antenna. The potential applications of near-field antennas continue to grow dramatically and desire
more exploration in the near future. A TD analytic solution to predict the transient radiation from
a time-delayed periodic array of elemental antennas is thus developed. In this analysis, the signals
of array excitations are properly delayed to radiate electromagnetic (EM) fields focused in the near
zone of array aperture [1, 2]. Examples include the developments of TD uniform geometrical theory
of diffraction (TD-UTD) [3, 4], physical theory of diffraction (TD-PTD) [5], physical optics (TDPO) [6] and TD aperture integration (TD-AI) [7] techniques that were obtained by using either a
direct inverse Laplace transform or an analytical time transform (ATT) [8] of the corresponding
FD formulations [9]. These solutions are limited to the transient analysis of antenna radiation
with scattering mechanisms such as the reflector antennas, and are not applicable to the current
situation of direct antenna radiation from a time-delayed array. This paper presents an analytical
transient analysis of electromagnetic field radiation from a time-delayed and finite periodic array of
antennas for the near- and far-field focused applications. The elemental current moments of array
are assumed with a transient impulse input for the excitations whose signals are delayed to radiate
near-zone focused fields. The transient field phenomena for each of the Floquet mode expansion
were analyzed. The solution reduces to the case of far-zone field radiation by moving the focus
point to the far zone. The analysis shows that the radiation exhibits an impulse field at the focused
point, and finite pulses at locations away from the focus point. Phenomena of partial cylindrical
wave functions have been observed.
2. TIME DOMAIN IMPULSE RESPONSES WITH RESPECT TO EACH OF THE
FLQUET MODE EXPANSION
2.1. Transient Phenomena of an Unit Current Moment

Let the array be planar, rectangular and periodic with (2Nx + 1) × (2Ny + 1) identical elements
of infinitesimal magnetic current moment, dp̄(r̄0 , t), with periods, dx and dy , along the x- and ycoordinates, respectively, which is illustrated in Figure 1. In particular, this current moment has a
transient behavior of Dirac delta function (impulse function) by
¡
¢
¡ ¢
dp̄ r̄0 , t = dP̄ r̄0 · δ(t − t0 )
(1)
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Figure 1: A two dimensional periodic array of current moments induced on the array antenna elements to
radiate near-zone focused field at r̄o .
0
where δ(·) is the Dirac delta function. The nmth element of the array is located at r̄nm
=
0
(ndx , mdy , 0) + r̄ (−Nx ≤ n ≤ Nx , −Ny ≤ m ≤ Ny ), and has a FD potential, dF̄nm (r̄, s) by
srnm

1
e− c
dF̄nm (r̄, s) =
dP̄ (r̄0 )
,
4π
rnm

(2)

where s = jω with ω being the angular frequency, and c is the speed of light in free space. In (2),
0
r̄nm = r̄ − r̄nm
with r̄ = (x, y, z) being the coordinates of observation point. This radiation exhibits
a transient behavior of impulse in TD by
dF̄nm (r̄, t) =

δ(t − rnm
1
c )
dP̄ (r̄0 )
.
4π
rnm

(3)

2.2. Transient Phenomena of an Array of Time-delayed Unit Current Moments

The net potential in FD from this array is given by
dF̄ (r̄, s) =

Ny
X

Nx
X

A(n, m)

m=−Ny m=−Nx

1
ro,nm

s

e c φ(n,m) dF̄nm (r̄, s) ,

(4)

where A(n, m) is an additional amplitude taper, which can be used to reduce the diffraction effects
of a finite array. In TD, gives
³
´

rnm −φ(n,m)
Ny
Nx
δ
t
−
0
X
X
c
dP̄ (r̄ ) 
.
dF̄ (r̄, t) =
A(n, m)
(5)
4π
ro,nm rnm
m=−Ny m=−Nx

It is noted that a convolution in time with the impulse response in (5) can be performed to obtain
the response of a general transient inputs for the elements’ excitations.
2.3. Transient Floquet Mode Representation

The element-by-element summation in (5) is time-consuming and does not provide radiation phenomena with physical meanings. It is thus alternatively expressed in terms of Floquet modes by
using the Poisson sum formula of a periodic structure:
N2
X
n=−N1

∞ Z N2−
X
f (N1+ ) f (N2− )
f (v)e−j2πpv dv.
f (n) =
+
+
+
2
2
p=−∞ N1

(6)

Thus referring to the illustration in Figure 2 and applying (6) over the double sum formulation
in (5) will make (5) becoming
4
4
∞
∞
X
X
1X
1X
w
dF̄ (r, t) =
C̄` (r̄, t) +
Ḡα (r̄, t) +
F̄pq
(r̄, t) ,
4
2
q=−∞ p=−∞
`=1

α=1

(7)
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which transforms the discrete source radiations into that of continuous aperture sources. The
phenomena and analysis of each term are interpreted as corner, edge and Floquet wave contributions
similar to these previously identified in [10]. In particular, C̄` (r̄, t) are related to the corner effects,
w (r̄, t) are related to the effects of a finite
Ḡα (r̄, t) are related to the four finite edge effects, and F̄pq
aperture, which are discussed in the following sections.
3. AN INTEGRATION CONTOUR AND ITS CHARACTERISTICS

The surface integral can be reduced to a line integral at the conditions that the Dirac delta function
has a nonzero value. It occurs at ruv − φ(u, v) = ct, and with (n, m) → (u, v), which results in a
line contour Ct (t) on Sa as illustrated in Figure 2. It is noted that Ct (t) is the intersection of a
hyperbolic surface and z = 0 plane as illustrated in Figure 2, where the two focused points of the
hyperbolic surface are located at F1 = (x − x0 , y − y 0 , z − z 0 ) and F2 = (x0 , y0 , z0 ), respectively. As
shown in Ct (t) can be described by
(xi,d − e1,d )2 (yi,d − e2,d )2
+
= ρ2t
A2
B2

(8)

4. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

The array of antennas has a period of 0.1 m in both x- and y-dimensions. The focus point is at
(xo , yo , zo ) = (0, 0, 1.5 m), which is relatively far away from the array aperture. The observation
point is at, and is in (0, 0, 30 m) the near zone. In this examination, one considers the behaviors
of F̄pq (r̄, t), which represents the dominating contributions in the array radiation for the impulse
C t (t 2 )

x̂

ŷ

Sa

C t (t 1 )

Figure 2: Illustration of Sa and Ct (t), where Ct (t1 ) and Ct (t2 ) on the figure are used to indicate different
types occurring at t1 and t2 according to which part of the hyperbolic surface intersects with Sa .

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Transient responses of various Floquet modes for an infinite and a finite array of current sources
with impulse excitations. The periods are 0.1 m in both x- and y-dimensions. The focus and observation
points are at (0, 0, 1.5 m) and (0, 0, 30 m), respectively. (a) (p, q) = (0, 0). (b) (p, q) = (−1, 0).
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current distributions for every element. One first considers the case of an infinite and finite array, and examines the fundamental (p, q) = (0, 0) and (−1, 0) modes, whose results are shown in
Figures 3(a)–(b).
5. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents a quasi-analytic TD solution to perform a transient analysis of radiation from
an array of current sources. The solutions for electromagnetic radiation potential are obtained for
the array with a finite size and impulse transient excitations. The array is excited to radiate fields
focused in the near zone of array apertures. It is also found that each Floquet mode exhibits the
characteristics of different time harmonic orders.
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Abstract— We consider dielectric and magnetic properties of left-handed planar metamaterials
with negative permittivity and permeability. In our work we investigate planar metamaterials
consist of anisotropic particles. We obtain dependence of permittivity on dielectric polarizability
and permeability on magnetic polarizability of the particles. Local field effects are taken into
account in calculations. These effects are caused by interaction between single particles. We also
obtain the generalized Clausius-Mossotti relations for planar metamaterials made of anisotropic
particles in the long wave approximation. We calculate a response function to an external electromagnetic field in case of planar metamaterial. This function describes connection between
external electromagnetic field and the local field. On the one hand, such connection allows us
to analyze structure of electromagnetic field in the near-field regime. On the other hand, the
relationship between the field interacting with particles in the planar metamaterials and the external field is of key importance for calculations of characteristics of the electromagnetic radiation
generated by charged particles or particle beams passing through or near the planar structures.
1. INTRODUCTION

Metamaterials are artificially designed materials that have effective properties, such as anomalous
refraction or reflection. Particularly, planar metamaterials have unusual properties such as manipulation of the polarization states of light diffracted from the surface. These structures also
demonstrate extremely high confinement of electromagnetic fields and thus strong variations of
field intensities, which can significantly enhance near-field optical forces [1–3]. In work [4–6] it has
demonstrated that planar metamaterials with desired values of permittivity and permeability can
be obtained by using different methods, for example, hybridization. Also such effective properties are achieved by the optimization of the parameters of constituent molecules of metamaterials.
Therefore planar metamaterials are in the center of many modern researches. In addition the planar
nature of these structures means they could be incorporated into thin-film coatings for numerous
optical components.
2. PERMITTIVITY AND PERMEABILITY OF 2D METAMATERIALS WITH LOCAL
FIELD EFFECTS

Let us consider planar metamaterial located at the plane z = 0. This material has the thickness
b that is smaller than n−1/2 — the average intermolecular distance (n = N/S is the surface
concentration of molecules of metamaterial). We investigate planar metamaterial which consists of
anisotropic molecules with dielectric polarizability tensor and magnetic polarizability tensor:
e
e
αij
(ω) = α⊥
(ω) (δij − ei ej ) + αke (ω) ei ej ,

(1)

m
m
αij
(ω) = α⊥
(ω) (δij − ei ej ) + αkm (ω) ei ej .

(2)

In this medium Fourier-transform for density of micro-currents has the form:
+
*
X
 mic ¡ 0 ¢®
¡
¢
e
ji
r , ω = −iωαij
(ω)
Ejmic (Rb , ω)δ r0 −Rb
n

+
*
X¡
¡
¢
¢
m
+cαij
(ω)
rotHmic (Rb , ω) j δ r0 −Rb .

(3)

n

In our previous work [7] we obtain relation between local (electric and magnetic) fields and macroscopic fields for 3d metamaterials takin into account distributional function. In case of planar
metamaterials we have:
w (Xba , Yba , Za + Zba ) =

1
η (Za + Zba ) [1 − f (Xba , Yba )] ,
S

(4)
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where η (Zb ) is the distribution of metamaterial molecules along the z axis, f (Xba , Yba ) can be
found from equation for the radial distributional function. From the Maxwell’s equations takin
into account Eq. (4) we obtain Fourier-transform of the resulting relations between local fields and
macroscopic fields:
Ei (z, ω) = Tik (z, ω) Ekloc (z, ω) ,
(5)
Bi (z, ω) = Qik (z, ω) Bkloc (z, ω) ,
where

(6)

Z

¡ ¢
lj lk
η (lz ) f lk ,
(7)
2
l
Z
¡ ¢
lj lk
m
(8)
Qik (z, ω) = δik − 4πnαij (ω) d3 leilz z 2 η (lz ) f lk .
l
We do our calculations in a long-wave limit. According to this concept, if the wavelength of the field
is large in comparison with the lattice constant d, the effective field acting on a molecule is formed
by adding the fields of many molecules lying in some volume of the crystal with linear dimensions
of L [8]:
c/ω À L À d.
(9)
Tik (z, ω) = δik −

e
4πnαij

(ω)

d3 leilz z

This limit allows us to neglect the spatial dispersion in Eqs. (5), (6). The integrals in Eqs. (7), (8)
are symmetric tensors. These tensors depend on the unit normal vector to the surface of planar
metamaterial. For this reason such integral can be represented as the sum of two terms which are
proportional to tensors δjk and ej ek . So, the integral from Eqs. (7), (8) can be written in the form:
Z
¡ ¢
lj lk
d3 leilz z 2 η (lz ) f lk = cδjk + bej ek .
(10)
l
We also know that the probability of unlimited approaching of molecules is negligibly small. Using
this fact one can obtain convolution of Eq. (10) with δjk :
Z
Z
Z
¡ ¢
¡ ¢
3 ilz z
2
3c + b = d le η (lz ) f lk = d lk f lk
dlz eilz z η (lz ) = η (z) .
(11)
On the other hand, convolution of (10) with ej ek gives:
Z
¡ ¢
l2
c + b = d3 leilz z z2 η (lz ) f lk .
l

(12)

In this problem the thickness b is smaller than all the characteristic lengths. For this reason the
distribution function η (z) is more rapid than other function in Eq. (12). So, integral in the right
side of Eq. (12) can be represented in the form:
Ã
!
Z
Z
Z
Z
2 ¡ ¢
2
¡
¢
¡ ¢
l
l
1
z
3 ilz z z
2
ilz z
d le
f lk = d lk f lk
dlz 1 − 2
e η (lz ) = η (z) −
d2 lk f lk lk e−|z|lk .
2
2
l
2
lz + lk
(13)
Thus we can write Eq. (12) as follows:
c + b = η (z) − 1/2ζ (z) ,
where

Z
ζ (z) =

¡ ¢
d2 lk f lk lk e−|z|lk .

(14)
(15)

Combining Eqs. (11), (14), we can derive coefficients c and b:
c = 1/4ζ (z) ,
b = η (z) − 3/4ζ (z) .
Taking into account these coefficients one can rewrite Eqs. (7), (8):
³
´
e
Tik (z, ω) = 1 − 4πnαke ζ (z) (δik − ei ek ) + (1 + 2πnα⊥
(ζ (z) − 2η (z))) ei ek ,

(16)
(17)

(18)
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³
´
m
Qik (z, ω) = 1 − 4πnαkm ζ (z) (δik − ei ek ) + (1 + 2πnα⊥
(ζ (z) − 2η (z))) ei ek .

(19)

−1
The tensors Q−1
ik (z, ω), Tik (z, ω) describe relations between local magnetic and macroscopic magnetic fields, local electric and macroscopic electric fields, correspondingly. Also they define magnetic
and dielectric properties of planar metamaterial. Using this fact Eqs. for permittivity and permeability can be determined as:
−1
e
εij (z, ω) = δij + 4πnαik
(ω) η (z) Tkj
(z, ω) ,

(20)

m
µij (z, ω) = δij + 4πnαik
(ω) η (z) Q−1
kj (z, ω) .

(21)

On the other hand, the permittivity and permeability are tensors and can be submitted in the
form:
εij (z, ω) = εk (z, ω) (δij − ei ej ) + ε⊥ (z, ω) ei ej ,
(22)
µij (z, ω) = µk (z, ω) (δij − ei ej ) + µ⊥ (z, ω) ei ej ,

(23)

where
µk (z, ω) = 1 +
µ⊥ (z, ω) =

4πnαkm (ω) η (z)
1 − πnαkm (ω) η (z)

,

m (ω) ζ (z)
1 + 2πnα⊥
m (ζ (z) − 2η (z)) .
1 + 2πnα⊥

(24)
(25)

Equations for components of permittivity are similar to Eqs. (24), (25) and depend on the components of dielectric polarizability of constituent molecules. In these equations denominators do not
vanish because the dielectric polarizability and magnetic polarizability are also complex values.
3. DISCUSSION

In this work planar metamaterials are discussed. These materials draw more and more attention
in the modern scientific investigations because of possibility of obtaining exotic properties via constructing their microstructure [9]. We obtain equations for permittivity (22) and permeability (23)
of planar metamaterials. These equations are analogues the well-known Clausius-Mossotti relations,
but for planar magnetic medium. Permittivity and permeability describe relation between macroscopic and microscopic properties of planar metamaterials. We also calculate response functions
−1
Tik
(z, ω) and Q−1
ik (z, ω) which define dielectric and magnetic properties of magnetic medium and
describe relations between local and macroscopic fields (electric and magnetic). In our approach
we use local field effects. This fact allows us to analyze optical properties of planar metamaterials
which are very interesting for new investigations. Particularly, for design and engineering optical
devices based on planar metamaterials which have extremely interesting properties (high specific
rotation of polarization supported by plasmonic or waveguide resonances) [10]. Local field affects is
also attractive for research nonlinear optical processes, which scale with a high power of the field.
In case of nonmagnetic medium our results coincide with work [11].
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Total Internal Reflection as a Technique for Study of Surface
Optical Characteristics of Left-handed Materials
A. M. Feshchenko, A. A. Tishchenko, and M. N. Strikhanov
National Research Nuclear University “MEPhI”, Moscow, Russia

Abstract— In this work we consider an effect of surface inhomogeneities of left-handed materials on light reflection and refraction. It is shown that total internal reflection could be useful for
investigation of surface optical characteristics of metamaterial. Scattering of refracted wave in
the near-surface layer leads to existence of radiation propagating from the boundary to the point
of observation. The angular distribution of the resulting radiation is derived and the opportunity
of getting information about optical properties of metamaterial surface with help of this method
is discussed.
1. INTRODUCTION

Real material surface is known to differ from ideal plane surface because of the presence of nonuniform near-surface layer. The properties of the layer may influence considerably various processes
of macroscopic electrodynamics, such as reflection and refraction of light, propagation of surface
waves, radiation from fast charged particle beams [1–3]. As the thickness of the layer is much smaller
than the light wavelength, all inhomogeneities caused by natural surface anisotropy [4–6], impurity
atom adsorption, surface relaxation and reconstruction, fluctuations in surface electronic states, —
all these can be taken into account via introduction of surface polarization current into boundary
conditions [3]. This surface current is linearly dependent on the electrical field, and proportionality
factor is the phenomenological characteristic of dielectric and magnetic surface features.
Information about surface properties can be of great use for developing of metamaterial optics.
Actually the so-called gradient mediums with variable electromagnetic parameters are of interest
for optics of photonic crystals, waveguides and compact antennas [7]. Also a large number of works
has been focused on materials with simultaneously negative permittivity and permeability, which
are called “left-handed”, because of its extraordinary features such as inverse Snell’s law, reverse
Doppler effect and Cherenkov radiation [8]. This materials find the applications in near-field optics,
so considerable attention is paid to the investigation of surface waves on the left-handed material
border, that play an important role, for example, in multilayered structures [9], perfect lens [10],
terahertz optics [11], cloaking and so on.
It is known that in case of total internal reflection there is no energy transfer from the first
medium where incident and reflected waves exist to the second medium. Therefore let us consider
the interface between the left-handed material and the vacuum. The presence of inhomogeneities
on it gives rise to the scattering of the refracted wave in the near-surface layer so that radiation
propagating from the boundary in the vacuum appears. It is convenient to describe this radiation
as a result of excitation of the surface current that can be included into boundary conditions. Let
us discuss the origin of this current more detailed.
2. MEDIUM RESPONSE TO ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS

Electromagnetic field affecting on bound electron of matter excites forced oscillations of this electron. Thus the electron deflects from its initial point r and moves in the vicinity of this point. As
a result average micro-current density of the bound electrons and therefore the electric induction
appear:
4πi
Di (r, ω) = Ei (r, ω) +
ji (r, ω)
(1)
ω
On the other hand medium properties are characterized by the constitutive equation between
D, E and rot B (note that magnetic induction B is an axial vector), that can be written in the
most general form [12]:
Z
Z
© ¡
¢ ¡
¢
¡
¢¡
¡
¢¢ ª
3 0
Di (r, t) = d r dt0 αis r, t, r0 , t0 Es r−r0 , t−t0 +βis r, t, r0 , t0 rot B r−r0 , t−t0 s
(2)
Coefficients αis (r, t, r0 , t0 ) and βis (r, t, r0 , t0 ) describe dielectric and magnetic medium properties
correspondingly. Dependence of αis and βis on r and r0 define local and nonlocal dielectric responses,
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dependence on t — nonstationarity of the medium. So, for example, in case of the stationary
medium in the absence of spatial dispersion and macroscopic inhomogeneity one can obtain:
Di (r, ω) = αis (ω) Es (r, ω) + βis (ω) (rot B (r, ω))s

(3)

Substitution of Eq. (3) in Maxwell’s equation rot B(r, ω) = −iω/cD(r, ω) + 4π/cj0 (r, ω) makes it
possible to introduce the macroscopic magnetic field
Hi (r, ω) = µ−1
is (ω)Bs (r, ω) ,

where µis (ω) ≡

1
1+

i ωc βis (ω)

— the permittivity,

and electric displacement
D̃i (r, ω) = εis (ω)Es (r, ω) ,

where εis (ω) ≡ αis (ω) — the permittivity.

Nevertheless, there is another approach to consideration of the matter response to applied
electromagnetic field. Indeed, using Maxwell’s equation rot E(r, t) = − 1c ∂B(r,t)
it can be possible
∂t
to move from Eq. (2) to the connection between D and E directly:
Z
Z
¡
¢ ¡
¢
Di (r, t) = d3 r0 dt0 ζis r, t, r0 , t0 Es r − r0 , t − t0 ,
(4)
where tensor ζis (r, t, r0 , t0 ) includes both dielectric and magnetic properties of the matter. For a
number of materials this approach can be more useful in case of quick-changing fields, when the
permeability loses its physical meaning [13]. Thus there are two ways of description of field-matter
interaction: in terms of E, D, B and in terms of E, D̃, B and H. Below we shall proceed from
Eq. (4), just because of its more simple form.
3. SCATTERING OF REFRACTING WAVE ON SURFACE INHOMOGENEITIES OF
LEFT-HANDED MATERIAL

Let us consider the left-handed isotropic medium placed in semi-infinite space z < 0, where plane
electromagnetic wave polarized arbitrarily towards the incident plane xz propagates. Under interaction of incident wave with the interface z = 0 reflected and refracted waves appear. In case
of total internal reflection, when incident angle γ ≥ γ ≡ arcsin |ε(ω)µ(ω)|−1/2 , the refracted wave
propagates along the boundary. Incident and reflected fields produce volume polarization currents
in the metamaterial that are usually taken into account via permittivity ε(ω) < 0 and permeability
µ(ω) < 0. Due to the existence of surface inhomogeneities there is an additional current in the
near-surface layer, average density of which can be obtained with help of Eqs. (1) and (4):
∆j (r, ω) =

ω
ξ (r, ω) E (r, ω) θ(−z).
4πi

(5)

Here ξ(r, ω) is a small deflection from ζ in Eq. (4), which contains additions ε(r, ω) to ε(ω) and
µ(r, ω) to µ(ω), raised by surface inhomogeneities.
Then boundary conditions on the interface between the metamaterial and the vacuum can be
written in a form:
[e {H1 (R, 0, ω) − H2 (R, 0, ω)}] = (4π/c) J (R, ω) ,
[e {E1 (R, 0, ω) − E2 (R, 0, ω)}] = 0,
(e {ε (ω) E1 (R, 0, ω) − E2 (R, 0, ω)}) = (i/ω) {∂Jx /∂x + ∂Jy /∂y} ,
(e {µ (ω) H1 (R, 0, ω) − H2 (R, 0, ω)}) = 0,
where

(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

Z∞
J (R, ω) =

dzτ ∆j (R, z, ω),
−∞

R = r − e(er) — radius-vector in the surface plane, e — unit director vector of z axis, τ — unit
director vector of R. Here E1 , H1 -fields in metamaterial, E2 , H2 -fields in the vacuum.
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The small thickness of near-surface layer makes it possible to consider this layer as small perturbation, which lets us solve Eqs. (6)–(9) with the method of stepwise approximation, representing
the fields as
(0)
(1)
(0)
(1)
E1(2) = E1(2) + E1(2) , H1(2) = H1(2) + H1(2) .
For the fields of zero approximation the surface current is absent in the boundary condition and
(0)
(0)
the problem reduces to finding of reflected and refracted fields E1(2) , H1(2) in case of ideal plane
surface, which are well-known [13]. For the fields of the first approximation, which rise out of the
scattering of the fields of zero approximation, so the surface current in Eqs. (6)–(9) is assumed to
be set:
ω
J (R, ω) → J(0) (R, ω) =
ξ (R, ω) E(0)
(10)
τ (R, 0, ω) ,
4πi
where
Z0
(0)
(0)
ξ(R, ω) =
dzξ(R, z, ω), E1τ = E2τ ≡ E(0)
τ .
−∞

Let us find the energy flux of the scattered field, propagating out of the interface in the vacuum
(similarly to the fields in the metamaterial) along the unit normal vector e through the plane
z = z0 :
ZZZ
³ h
i´
c
(1)
(1)
Wz =
dxdydt e E2 (x, y, z0 , t) H2 (x, y, z0 , t) ,
(11)
4π
Applying Fourier transform in Eq. (11) and taking into account that all components of electric
and magnetic field vectors can be expressed in terms of normal components by means of Maxwell’s
equations, we obtain:
µ¯
Z
ZZ
¯
¯
¯ ¶
g2 ω
¯ (1) ¯2 ¯ (1) ¯2
2
Wz = 2π
dqx dqy dω 2
(12)
¯E2z ¯ + ¯H2z ¯ .
qx + qy2
(1)

(1)

The normal components E2z , H2z can easily be obtained from Eqs. (6)–(9):
³
´
(0)
(0)
g
q
J
(q
,
q
,
ω)
+
q
J
(q
,
q
,
ω)
x y
y y
x y
4π 1 x x
(1)
E2z (qx , qy , z, ω) = −
eig2 z ,
ω
ε1 (ω)g2 + ε2 (ω)g1
(0)

(0)

4πµ1 qx Jy (qx , qy , ω) − qy Jx (qx , qy , ω) ig2 z
e ,
= −
c
µ1 g2 + µ2 g1
r
r
ω2
ω2
2 − q2, g =
g1 =
ε(ω)µ(ω)
−
q
− qx2 − qy2 .
2
x
y
c2
c2

(1)
H2z (qx , qy , z, ω)

(13)
(14)
(15)

The surface current J(0) is specified by tangential component of the electric field of the re√
(0)
(0)
fracted wave Eτ (x, y, z, ω) = Eτ e−ikx x + ikz z δ(ω − ω0 ), where kx = (ω/c) εµ sin γ, kz =
p
i(ω/c) εµ sin2 γ − 1:
ω (0)
J(0) (qx , qy , ω) =
E ξ (qx + kx , qy , ω) δ (ω − ω0 )
(16)
4πi τ
Let us introduce substitution q = (ω/c) sin θ. Thus, the distribution of energy W = Wz /cos θ
along unit vector n = r/r (r — point of observation) over the frequency dω and solid angle
dΩ = sin θdθdϕ is:
d2 W (n, ω)
T π ω4
=
cos θ|ξ (qx + kx , qy , ω) |2 δ (ω − ω0 )
3
dΩdω
4

¯
¯2
εµ − sin2 θ
¯ (0)
¯

(0)
×  ³p
´2 ¯Ex cos ϕ + Ey sin ϕ¯
2
εµ − sin θ + ε cos θ

¯
¯
µ2
¯ (0)
¯2 
(0)
+ ³p
´2 ¯Ey cos ϕ − Ex sin ϕ¯  ,
εµ − sin2 θ + µ cos θ

(17)
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where T is the total observation time. Equation (17) gives us the dependence of spectral-angular
distribution of the radiation energy on dielectric and magnetic characteristics of the magnetic
medium surface that are described by the parameter ξ. We would like to notice that Equation (17)
describes the radiation at positive cos θ > 0.
4. DISCUSSION

In this paper the problem of light reflection and refraction on the inhomogeneous surface of magnetic
medium, in particular, on the surface of left-handed material is solved using the method of given
surface current. It should be also noted that all results of this paper are obtained on the assumption
of that the layer thickness is much smaller than light wavelength. Measuring of the spectral-angular
radiation density resulting from scattering of refracted field can be employed for investigation
surface response on electromagnetic field. The function d2 W (θ, ϕ, ω)/dΩdω obtained from the
experiment can be of use in finding ξ(x, y, ω):
s
Z 2
ω
1
d2 W (θ, ϕ, ω) i ω (cos ϕ sin θ+ |√εµ| sin γ )+i ω sin ϕ sin θ
c
ξ (x, y, ω) =
cos
θdΩ
,
(18)
e c
c2
f (θ, ϕ, ω)
dΩdω
where
f (θ, ϕ, ω) =


Tπ
4

ω4
3


δ (ω − ω0 ) cos θ  ³p

εµ − sin2 θ
εµ − sin2 θ + ε cos θ

¯
¯2
¯ (0)
¯
(0)
E
cos
ϕ
+
E
sin
ϕ
¯
¯
´2 x
y


µ2

+ ³p

εµ − sin2 θ + µ cos θ

¯
¯2
¯ (0)
¯ 
(0)
´2 ¯Ey cos ϕ − Ex sin ϕ¯  .

(19)

Thus, information of parameter ξ as a function of coordinates can give clear vision of different
phenomena and processes on the surface of magnetic materials.
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Evaluation of a Buckypaper’s Electromagnetic Shielding Efficiency
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Abstract— Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) properties and applications are one of the most innovative and interesting research areas in physics and engineering. The electromagnetic behaviour
of CNTs composites and plastic material such as PE and PMMA has been analized in several
works. Recent works have highlighted how CNTs can be effectively applied in electromagnetic
interference (EMI) as high shielding material. Basically, this is due to their high aspect ratio and
their tunable conductivity, which allows the electrical percolation (with a little number of CNTs).
It is crucial to understand and control the electromagnetic properties of these materials to apply
them to devices design in several research fields. A buckypaper is a thin sheet made only with
an aggregate of CNTs. A potential application is in shielding technology to protect electronic
devices from electromagnetic interferences: for istance CNTs shields could be applied to avoid
radar detection of militar aircrafts, or to prevent equipment damaging and unintended setting
modication. At the same time, CNTs shields could be applied to avoid radar detection of militar
aircrafts. Moreover, in the next years these structures could have a wide application in nanoand bio-science: potential application in the electromagnetical shielding concern nanoelectronis
devices, nano-biomedical imaging and sensing or, in the near future, the protect medical equipments from high-frequency radiations. This paper studies the shielding efficiency of a buckypaper
interposed between a multifrequency source and a electromagnetic waved detector. Our analysis
is focused only on X Band frequencies.
1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, a quick spread of wireless technologies and electronic devices led to a significant
growth in terms of electromagnetic emissions within the environment, urging to find new solutions to
solve various issues, including electromagnetic interference (EMI) [1]. This problem affects various
branches, such as the industrial and commercial sector, and it also influences people’s private life
and effectively, most people are familiar with portable electronic devices, such as mobile phones. A
field in which electromagnetic interference represents a severe issue is the physician-hospital one.
The instrumentation which is used within hospitals and clinics constists of many electronic devices
(active and passive), which might be affected by interference phenomena, due to waves generated
by themselves or by other nearby devices. Thus, reduction of EM emissions is to be considered a
main goal to achieve. Since a reduction in terms of intensity, regarding emissions irradiated by the
source, is not always achievable, neither worthwhile, it comes as no surprise that the interest of
the scientific community for EMI shielding devices is growing constantly. Despite a large number
of different EM screens is present in literature, new shielding tecnologies are being developed by
scientific community. Since the appearance of the first carbon nanotubes (CNT) devices, it was
thought to use them in various applications due to electrical and mechanical characteristics, and
one of these is their use in the shielding of EM radiation [2]. This article proposes a project of a
screen of CNT buckypaper. The model of this structure has been simulated using ANSYS HFSS
software.
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A buckypaper is a CNT aggregate [3]. Such a struture is too complicated to be simulated, so it
has been chosen to realize a simplified model which consists of an omogeneous layer with the same
electrical characteristics of a buckypaper [2]. CNT’s parameters in the 8–12.4 GHz band have been
considered and they have been inserted in HFSS. A spire with radius r = 3 mm and thickness
t = 0.15 mm has been assumed as field source. It has been design as a toroid made of PEC, and
deprived of a small part in which the excitation port will be placed. The power on the excitation
port has been set to 1 KW in order to evaluate high shielding values. A first simulation without
the shield has verified the actual operation of the source, after the shield design has been started.
The shield is placed at the center of an air box of 6 × 6 × 12 cm, the spire is 5 mm distant from the
shield. The shield edges touch the box ones to avoid undesidered fields on the measuring point.
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The working frequency is set to 9 GHz. The simulation consists in the evaluation of the shielding
efficiency given different source’s distances and different shield’s thicknesses. After, also the working
frequency is been varied. Moreover, a second simulation consisted in two buckypapers spaced by
an air gap.
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Figure 1: SE evaluated in differents positions of the 5 µm shield, (a) is the SE for s = −2 mm, (b) is the SE
for s = 0 mm, (c) is the SE for s = −1 mm, (d) is the SE for the avarage values of SE.
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Figure 2: SE evaluated in differents positions of the 20 µm shield, (a) is the SE for s = −2 mm, (b) is the
SE for s = 0 mm, (c) is the SE for s = −1 mm, (d) is the SE for the avarage values of SE.
3. RESULTS
3.1. Single Screen

The field measurement has been along the screen with a step of s = 1 cm between two successive
points, centered at s = 0 cm. The field intensity is has been evaluated at a depth between 0 and
3 cm. For reasons of symmetry, the graphs show the shielding efficiency measured only on the right
side of the screen. The results report the shielding efficiency in dB. The following results have
been obtained by analyzing the shielding efficiency averaged over the points of evaluation, and by
varying the shield tickness w.
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With w = 5 µm (Fig. 1(d)), the shielding efficiency varies between 0 and 15.5 dB (respectively
evaluated at a distance of 0 and 25.1 mm)
With w = 20 µm (Fig. 2(d)), the shielding efficiency varies between 11 and 23 dB (respectively
evaluated at a distance of 0 and 25 mm)
With w = 50 µm (Fig. 3(d)), the shielding efficiency varies between 16 and 25.8 dB (respectively evaluated at a distance of 0 and 25 mm)
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Figure 3: SE evaluated in differents positions of the 50 µm shield, (a) is the SE for s = −2 mm, (b) is the
SE for s = 0 mm, (c) is the SE for s = −1 mm, (d) is the SE for the avarage values of SE.
3.2. Double Screen

The second simulation regards the two buckypapers case (Fig. 4(d)). It has measured a shielding
efficiency which vary between 9 and 18.7 dB respectively evaluated at a distance of 0 and 25.1 mm.
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Figure 4: SE evaluated in differents positions of the two shields, (a) is the SE for s = −2 mm, (b) is the SE
for s = 0 mm, (c) is the SE for s = −1 mm, (d) is the SE for the avarage values of SE.

As the results show, the buckypapers with a thickness of 5 µm are too thin and they don’t
produce useful results because the shielding efficiency is too low and too floating, so it’s more
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useful to analyze the cases with greater thicknesses. A thickness of 20 µm provides an higher
efficiency in certains points of the screen, but it’s a too foating results to be appreciate. Finally, a
shield with a tickness of 50 µm provides the best results in terms of shielding efficiency and stability
of the results.
4. CONCLUSION

The shielding efficiency is good only when the thickness of the screen is at least 50 µm, below
which there are no significant results, but which allow us to have a screen thin enough to be used
in medical equipment . Data from experiments encourage us to point out that carbon nanotubes
are actually a great material to use as electromagnetic shield and they are rightly identified by
the scientific community as the future universal shielding material. All this is absolutely true in
electromedical equipment, in which the screen is characterized by a higher sensitivity compared
to conventional electronic devices. Therefore the same solutions can be used in terms of shielding
electromagnetic interference.
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Abstract— Pattern formation and the evolution of complexity in spatially extended dynamical
systems has been the subject of many investigations in widely diverse branches of science. In nonlinear optics, such studies have been motivated by the goal of developing a general understanding
to describe the emergence of periodic and quasiperiodic patterns, vortices or spatial solitons using various nonlinear systems as well as gas, solid-state and semiconductor lasers. These systems
are very complex devices having a rich spatiotemporal dynamics. The control parameter that
determines the mechanism, which give rise to the transverse structure formation, is the Fresnel
number.
In this work, we report on numerical and analytical investigations of the wave instability occurring
for negative detuning (cavities tuned above resonance) in lasers class B. In that case, relations
amongthe decay rate of polarization ,the decay rate of population difference and the cavity rate
were γ⊥ À γk À κ. We use the Maxwell-Bloch equations to describe the dynamics of transverse
patterns in single longitudinal mode lasers, where the active medium is composed of two level
atoms inside a cavity with flat mirrors. An important parameter for determining the behavior
of the system is the cavity detuning of field frequency from the atomic resonance transition
frequency.
With increase of the pump level the homogeneous solution becomes unstable against spatiotemporal perturbations with a finite wavelength. We have numerically simulated the dynamics of
laser field above the second laser threshold in one- and two-dimensional cases. In the result of
stability loss of steady solution, the regime that evolves in the system consists of a sequence
of switches between traveling wave solutions with different wave numbers. The laser intensity
presents the areas of nearly constant values which interrupted by bursts of large amplitude oscillations. The sequence of wave numbers can be predicted as perturbation with highest growth
rate.
We use analytical and numerical approaches to perform the linear stability analysis. We found
that the regime of dynamical switches is the result of secondary instabilities. By both methods,
the evolution may be predicted with a relatively good precision.
1. INTRODUCTION

Pattern formation and the evolution of complexity in spatially extended dynamical systems has
been the subject of many investigations in widely diverse branches of science. In nonlinear optics,
such studies have been motivated by the goal of developing a general understanding to describe
the emergence of periodic [1] and quasiperiodic patterns [2], vortices [3] or spatial solitons [4] using
various nonlinear systems as well as gas [5], solid-state[6] and semiconductor lasers [7]. These
systems are very complex devices having a rich spatiotemporal dynamics. The control parameter
that determines the mechanism, which gives rise to the transverse structure formation, is the Fresnel
number.
In this work, we report on numerical and analytical investigations of the wave instability occurring for negative detuning (cavities tuned above resonance) in lasers class B. In that case, relations
among the decay rate of polarization, the decay rate of population difference and the cavity ratewere
γ⊥ À γk À κ. The large variety of spatio-temporal dynamics have been observed, including vortex lattices, high ordered structures, turbulence. In addition,class B lasers play a significant role
in industrial applications, first, in communications. Therefore, the study of transverse laser field
behavior becomes a relevant problem since it allow to determine the spatial coherence and the
brilliance of the laser beam.
2. LINEAR ANALYSIS AND SIMULATION

We use the Maxwell-Bloch equations to describe the dynamics of transverse patterns in single
longitudinal mode lasers, where the active medium is composed of two level atoms inside a cavity
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with flat mirrors. This equations are normalized and take into account diffraction in one transverse
direction x:
∂E
∂2E
= ia 2 + σ (P − E) ,
∂t
∂x
∂P
= − (1 + iδ) P + DE,
∂t
·
¸
∂D
1 ∗
∗
= −γ D − r + (E P + EP ) .
∂t
2

(1)

E, P, D are obtained through normalization of the electric field, macroscopic polarization and the
population inversion, respectively; γ = γ|| /γ⊥ , σ = k/γ⊥ , where k, γ⊥ and γ|| are the relaxation
rates of field, polarization and inversion, respectively; δ = (ω21 ¡− ω)/γ⊥ ¢is the normalized detuning
of field frequency from atomic resonant frequency; a = c2 / 2ωγ⊥ d2 is diffraction parameter,
wheredis typical spatial size; r is pumping parameter.
An important parameter for determining the behavior of the system is the cavity detuning of
field frequency from the atomic resonance transition frequency.
For positive detuning, the model theoretically predicts the off-axis radiation. For negative
detuning, it predicts the paraxial radiation. In this work, we consider the dynamics for negative
detuning. In this case, the spatially homogeneous solution is observed in the system above the lasing
threshold. But, with exceeding of pumping, this mode becomes unstable against spatiotemporal
perturbations with a finite wavelength (second lasing threshold).
In the result of stability loss of steady solution, the regime evolving in the system consists of
a sequence of switches (Fig. 1) between traveling wave solutions with different wave numbersas
described in [8].

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: The time evolution of spatial Fourier spectrum (a) and intensity (b) at the parameters of the
system: σ = 0.03, γ = 5 · 10−4 , δ = −0.5, r = 2, a = 0.001

An example of time dependence of spatial spectrum is presented in Fig. 1(a). The sequence of
wave vectors can be predicted using linear stability analysis as perturbation with highest growth
rate.
For this purpose, we apply a new analytical approach described in [9]. The wave number and
frequency of mode with highest growth rate can be written as
s
2γσIst
quns = 4
,
(2)
(1 + δ 2 ) a2
s
4γσIst
Ωuns =
;
(3)
(1 + δ 2 )
Also, we use a numerical approach to perform the linear stability analysis. At first, the system
has been linearized around the homogeneous solution. The real part of eigenvalues versus wave
number is plotted in Fig. 2. That curve is symmetric for negative wave numbers. The highest
growth rate obtained numerically corresponds to the perturbation with the wave number quns =
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2.28. According to (2), the analytical value of unstable wave number with the highest growth rate
T
is quns
= 2.44. As we can see, the difference is small and the results are very close to nonlinear
simulation (Fig. 1(a)), where q = 2.16. In one-dimension case, we have two same directions for
traveling waves, apparently the system selects one of them. Then we linearize the system around
the next traveling wave solution with a certain wave number and so on.

Figure 2: The growth rate of perturbation versus wave number.

Unlike dynamics in class A lasers, this case is more complex. The some noise exists in spatial
spectrum and the laser intensity presents irregular large amplitude oscillations for all time evolution.
But the sequence of wave numbers is repeated from cycle to cycle.
In two-dimensional simulation, we found that dynamics have not switches, but it is still irregular.
In that case, a number of possible wave vector directions with the highest growth rate is infinite.
And the ring-shaped image is obtained in the spatial spectrum at a linear stage of perturbation
growth (Fig. 3(a)). After that, the optical turbulence takes place as shown in Fig. 3(b).

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Spatial Fourier spectrum at a linear stage of perturbation growth (a) and optical turbulence (b),
both with clipped central component.
3. CONCLUSION

Thus, we found that the regime of dynamical switches is the result of secondary instabilities. By
both methods, the evolution may be predicted with a relatively good precision.
The study was supported in part by the Ministry of education and science of Russia under
Competitiveness Enhancement Program of SSAU for 2013-2020 years and by State assignment to
educational and research institutions under projects 1451, GR 114091840046, by RFBR under grant
14-02-31419 mol a.
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Abstract— In this work we investigate the Cerenkov radiation in the case of motion of a
charged particle on a background of the squeezed electromagnetic vacuum. Using the quantum
approach (time dependent perturbation theory) we obtain the explicit expression for the Cerenkov
radiated power. The analysis of the obtained expression shows that in contrast to the “classical”
case (where the Cerenkov radiation is a spontaneous process) the Cerenkov radiation in the
squeezed vacuum has an induced character. The expression for radiated power contains two
terms, namely the first term corresponds to radiation power, while the second one corresponds
to absorption power.
1. INTRODUCTION

Cerenkov effect [1] have a long history but it remains relevant in relation to the different areas
of application of such a phenomena (the wide list of publication on this subject takes place, see,
e.g., [2–4] and related references). The expression for the radiated power was obtained by solving
the equations of classical electrodynamics in the medium. A large number of studies have been
devoted to other aspects of the Cerenkov effect. They concern the extension to the case of magnetic
media, a detailed analysis of radiation in crystals, the role of boundaries, etc. The classical theory
of spontaneous Cerenkov effect is fairly accurate, however the quantum analysis gives a more
complete understanding of the phenomenon. Moreover, the quantum approach is most useful when
considering the motion of a charged particle in a dielectric medium in the external electromagnetic
wave. The radiation in this case has an induced nature and quantum approach gives a better
understanding of the physical nature of phenomena.
Creation of powerful sources of electromagnetic radiation initiated extensive research in the
area of particle-field interaction. The squeezed states of light [5] play an important role in such
researches. These states generalize the well-known class of coherent states and are characterized
by the fact that the uncertainty of one of the canonical variables of the electromagnetic field is
less than in a conventional coherent state. The squeezed states are important in such areas as
optical communication, interferometry, nonlinear optics, the detection of gravitational waves, etc.
It should also be noted that the squeezed states are objects of purely quantum nature. So the
description of the motion of a charged particle on a background of the squeezed vacuum can be
performed using the quantum field theory only. This problem is of great practical interest (new
sources of electromagnetic radiation such as free-electron lasers and Cerenkov lasers).
In this work we investigate the Cerenkov radiation in the case of motion of a charged particle
on a background of the squeezed electromagnetic vacuum. Due to “purely” quantum nature of the
squeezed vacuum we use the quantum approach, namely the time dependent perturbation theory.
2. CERENKOV RADIATION: QUANTUM DESCRIPTION

As is well known the Cerenkov radiation is electromagnetic radiation emitted when a charged particle (such as an electron) passes through a dielectric medium at a speed greater than the phase
velocity of light in that medium. There are several approaches that describe this phenomenon,
namely, the classical Tamm-Frank approach based on the solution of equations of classical electrodynamics, the Fermi approach based on the effect of radiative attenuation of an electron when it
moves in the medium, as well as the of quantum-mechanical approach.
Here we would like to present the quantum-mechanical consideration of the Cerenkov radiation
(we use the time-dependent perturbation theory). As is known, the hamiltonian of a charged
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particle in the electromagnetic field in non-relativistic approach has the form
1 ³ ˆ e ~ ´2
Ĥ =
p~ − A − eϕ.
2me
c

(1)

~ = 0, ϕ = 0 we can write
Taking the gauge (∇ · A)
Ĥ = Ĥ0 + V̂int , Ĥ0 =

p~ˆ2
e ˆ ~ˆ
, V̂int = −
p~A,
2me
me c

(2)

~ˆ should be written in the second quantized form (also we neglect the quadratic term)
where A
s
´
X
2π~vc2 ³
~ˆ
~ˆ
ˆ
~=
A
~e~kσ â~kσ eik~r−iω~k t + ~e~∗kσ â~+ e−ik~r+iω~k t ,
(3)
kσ
ω~k V Σ(ω~k )
~kσ

where vc = c/n(ω~k ) is a phase velocity of the light in the medium with refractive index n(ω~k ).
Using (2) we can write the expression for transition amplitude in the form1 :
i
af i (t) = −
~

Zt

i
hf |h1~kσ |V̂int (t )|0~kσ i|iidt = −
~
0

0

Zt

0

hf |V̂~kσ (t0 )|iidt0 , V̂~kσ (t0 ) = h1~kσ |V̂int (t0 )|0~kσ i. (4)
0

The probability of single-photon process is determined by the expressions:
w(t) =

X
f,~k,σ

Zt Zt
1 X
|af i (t)| = 2
hi|V̂~+ (t1 )V̂~kσ (t2 )|iidt1 dt2 ,
kσ
~
2

~k,σ 0

and

s
e
V̂~kσ (t ) = −
me c
0

(5)

0

2π~vc2
~ˆ
e−ik~r+iω~k t (~e~∗kσ p~ˆ).
ω~k V Σ(ω~k )

(6)

Using the explicit expression for V̂~kσ (t) (6) we can write:
µ
w(t) =

e
~me c

¶2 X
~k,σ

2π~vc2
ω~k V Σ(ω~k )

Zt Zt

~ˆ

~ˆ

hi|(~e~kσ p~ˆ)eik~r−iω~k t1 e−ik~r+iω~k t2 (~e~∗kσ p~ˆ)|iidt1 dt2 .
0

(7)

0

Taking into account the explicit form of ~rˆ operator in Heisenberg representation2 ((8) and making
some transformations we obtain the following result
! #
"Ã
¶2 X
µ
Zt
Zt
2
~k p~ˆ
i
e
2π~vc2
i~k
−
+ iω~k τ (~e~∗kσ p~ˆ)|iidτ, (9)
w(t) =
dt1 hi|(~e~kσ p~ˆ) exp
~me c
ω~k V Σ(ω~k )
2me
me
~k,σ

0

−t

The second integral in this expression can be written in the form
"Ã
! #
Zt
i~k 2 i~k~
p
exp
−
+ iω~k τ (~e~kσ p~)(~e~∗kσ p~)dτ,
2me
me
−t

1 In

the Dirac notation the transition amplitude can be presented as [6] af i (t) = −

where |ii and |f i are the initial and final states of the considered system respectively.
2 The explicit form of the p
~ˆ and ~
rˆ operators in Heisenberg representation are:

i
~

Zt
Vf i (t)dt = −
0

p
~ˆS
t,
p
~ˆH = p
~ˆS , ~
rˆH ≡ ~
rˆH (t) = ~
rˆS +
me
where indexes S and H indicates the Schrödinger and Heisenberg representations respectively.

i
~

Zt
hf |V̂int (t)|iidt,
0

(8)
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where we have used the obvious relations p~ˆ|ii = p~|ii and hi|ii = 1.
After summation by photon polarization3 and summation by ~k we obtain the following expression
for w(t):
e2 v 2
w(t) = 2 e 3
4π ~c

Z

Zt
2

ωn(ω) sin θdΩdω

Zt
dt1

0

−t

· µ 2
¶ ¸
n (ω)ω 2 ve
exp i ~
− n(ω)ω cos θ + ω τ dτ, (10)
2me c2
c

where ve = p/me is an initial velocity of an electron. The last integral in this expression can be
found using the definition of the Dirac δ-function4 .
The full radiated power can be obtained by multiplying the expression for radiation probability
per time unit dw = limt→∞ dw(t)
on the energy of radiated photon ~ω and integrating over ω:
t
Prad

e2 ve
= 2
c

¯
¯¶
µ
¶2 # µ
Z∞ "
¯ ~n(ω)ω
~n(ω)ω
c
c ¯¯
¯
ω 1−
+
Θ 1−¯
+
dω.
2me cve
n(ω)ve
2me cve
n(ω)ve ¯

(11)

0

Transition to classical limit leads to the following well-known results:
µ
¶2 # µ
¶
Z∞ "
e2 v e
c
c
Prad = 2
Θ 1−
dω.
ω 1−
c
n(ω)ve
n(ω)ve

(12)

0

cos θ0 (ω) =

c
.
n(ω)ve

(13)

Based on the results obtained above we can take the following conclusion on the nature of Cerenkov
radiation: Cerenkov radiation is the result of interaction of charged particle with the electromagnetic
vacuum which is changed by a medium, nor the interaction with a medium.
3. CERENKOV RADIATION IN PRESENCE OF SQUEEZED ELECTROMAGNETIC
VACUUM
3.1. Squeezed Electromagnetic Vacuum: Some Basic Results

Following Stoler’s ideology the squeezed state is determined as an eigenstate of operator b̂ which is
connected with â+ and â as [5]:

where

b̂ = µâ + νâ+ , b̂+ = ν ∗ â + µ∗ â+ ,

(14)

|µ|2 − |ν|2 = 1, µ ≡ cosh r, ν ≡ eiϑ sinh r,

(15)

where r and ϑ are defined below. In the calculations with the squeezed states important role
plays the so-called squeezing operator (the operator of unitary transformation of coherent state to
squeezed state) introduced by Stoler:
·
¸
1 ∗ 2 1
+ 2
D̂(η) = exp η (â) − η(â ) ,
(16)
2
2
where η = reiϑ is an arbitrary complex number. The state
|(η, α)i ≡ T̂ (α)D̂(η)|0i

(17)

3 Summation

by photon polarization can be made using the standard procedure [6], namely, ei e∗k
X
(~e~kσ p
~)(~e~∗ p
ni nk );
~) = |[~
p×~
n]|2 .
σ

4 We

=

1
(δik −
2

kσ

use the following well-known relations: δ(ω) = lim

t→∞

1
2π

Zt

0

e−iωt dt0 ; δ(λξ) =
−t

x20 )Θ(1 − |x0 |), where Θ(ξ) is a standard Heaviside step-function.

1
δ(ξ);
|λ|

Z1
(1 − x2 )δ(x − x0 )dx = (1 −
−1
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is called as an ideal squeezed state (here T̂ is the translation operator, |0i is an ordinary vacuum
state).
Let us consider also the dynamics of ideal squeezed state (17) in time. The state |(η, α)(t)i
retains meaning as squeezed state, only the coefficients µ and ν change
µ(t) = µeiωt , ν(t) = νeiωt
while the condition (15) still the same.
Average number of photons in ideal squeezed state |(η, α)i is determined by the expression:
h(η, α)|â+ â|(η, α)i = |α|2 + |ν|2 .

(18)

Square of dispersion of the squeezed state, minimal and maximal values of the dispersion are:
¤
~ £ 2
~
~
2
2
|µ| + |ν|2 − 2|µ||ν| cos (ϑ + 2ωt) , Dmin
=
(|µ| − |ν|)2 , Dmax
=
(|µ| + |ν|)2 .
2ω
2ω
2ω
(19)
Squeezed state is characterized by the squeezing coefficient
r
Dmax
= |µ| + |ν|.
(20)
K=
Dmin
D2 (t) =

This coefficient changes in the range from 1 for coherent state (|ν| = 0) to big values for strongly
squeezed states (|ν| → ∞). It should also be pointed out that squeezed vacuum radically differs
from usual vacuum (as a lowest state of the field). Namely, the squeezed vacuum can be a highexcited and high-energy state of the field.
3.2. Cerenkov Radiation in Presence of Squeezed Electromagnetic Vacuum

Now let us generalize the problem, namely we will find the analytic expressions for probabilities
per time unit for all the transitions from initial state of an electron when it moves in the medium
in the presence of the squeezed vacuum.
As previously, let |ii and |f i are the initial and final states of an electron respectively. For
the squeezed states we will use the following notations: initial state of electromagnetic field with
mode ~k and polarization σ: |0~kσ i ≡ |(0, η)~kσ i; final state of electromagnetic field with mode ~k and
polarization σ: |ζ~kσ i ≡ |(α, η 0 )~kσ i.
Taking into account the presented notations the transition amplitude in the first order of perturbation theory can be written as:
i
af i (t) = −
~

Zt
0

i
hf |hζ~kσ |V̂int (t0 )|0~kσ i|iidt0 = −
~

Zt
hf |V̂~kσ (t0 )|iidt0 , V̂~kσ (t0 ) = hζ~kσ |V̂int (t0 )|0~kσ i. (21)
0

As previously, we assume that the time leads to infinity t → ∞.
Squaring of af i and summation by final states |ζ~kσ i and |f i gives:
X
f ζ~kσ

a∗f i (t)af i (t)

t t
X 1 Z Z
=
hi|V̂~+ (t1 )V̂~kσ (t2 )|iidt1 dt2 ,
kσ
~2
ζ~kσ

0

(22)

0

where V̂~kσ is determined in (21) and V̂int has the form (2). Operator of electromagnetic field has the
form (3) and the fact that this operator describes the squeezed vacuum state we take into account
in calculations of the matrix elements. Simplification of the matrix element in the last expression
can be made using these simple relations:
³ ´2
¡ ¢2
h0~kσ | â~kσ |0~kσ i = −µ∗ ν, h0~kσ | â~+
|0~kσ i = −µν ∗ , h0~kσ |â~+ â~kσ |0~kσ i = |ν|2 .
kσ

kσ

As previously, using the expression for ~rˆ operator in Heisenberg representation (8) and making the
procedures in the same way as in previous section we obtain the following expression for radiated
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power5 :
P = P1 + P2 ,
¡
¢ e2 ve
P1 = 1 + |ν|2
c2
e2 v e
P2 = |ν|2 2
c

¯
¯¶
µ
¶2 # µ
Z∞ "
¯ ~n(ω)ω
¯
~n(ω)ω
c
c
¯ dω,
ω 1−
+
Θ 1 − ¯¯
+
2me cve
n(ω)ve
2me cve
n(ω)ve ¯
0

(23)

¯¶
¯
µ
¶2 # µ
Z∞ "
¯ ~n(ω)ω
~n(ω)ω
c
c ¯¯
¯
ω 1−
−
Θ 1−¯
−
dω.
2me cve
n(ω)ve
2me cve
n(ω)ve ¯
0

This expression contains two terms. First term corresponds to radiation power, and the second one
corresponds to absorption power.
4. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have considered the Cerenkov radiation in the case when the charged particle moves
in the medium in the presence of squeezed electromagnetic vacuum. Because of purely quantum
nature of squeezed vacuum we use the quantum-mechanical approach (time-dependent perturbation
theory) for calculation of the radiated power. We obtain the expression for single-photon process
in the case when an electron moves in the medium in the presence of squeezed electromagnetic
vacuum. This expression shows that in this case there are two terms: first term corresponds to
radiation, while the second one corresponds to absorption. This fact is connected with the complex
structure of the squeezed vacuum in contrast to the ordinary vacuum state. Moreover, application
of the quantum approach to the Cerenkov radiation problem allows us to formulate the following
result: Cerenkov radiation is the result of interaction of the charged particle with the electromagnetic
vacuum which is changed by a medium, nor the interaction with a medium.
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Abstract— Broadband electromagnetic measurement at frequencies above 100 GHz is still challenging problem because of limited frequency ranges of oscillators, complicated matching networks
and ambiguous deembedding procedures. It is known that Josephson junction (JJ) is very sensitive to electromagnetic environment. Josephson terahertz spectroscopy is based on ac Josephson
effect in high-temperature superconducting junctions. Here we extend this method to perform
spectral characterization of planar open ring resonators on separate substrates. We have studied
resonator characteristics at frequencies from 50 GHz to 700 GHz, using YBa2 Cu3 O7−x high-Tc
bicrystal grain boundary junctions on NdGaO3 and MgO substrates. Differential resistance vs.
voltage curves modified by the interaction of JJ with resonator have been analyzed. An excitation
of fundamental resonance mode in the planar resonator by Josephson oscillations was demonstrated. The technique developed might be used for frequency characterization of THz photonic
elements and structures.
1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, significant efforts have been made towards development of microelectronic devices
for submillimeter wave applications. Recently it was demonstrated InP high electric mobility transistor based amplifiers operating at frequencies up to 1.3 THz [1]. However, measurement and
characterization of submillimeter wavelength integrated circuits and their active and passive components have always been a challenge, Network analyzers that can continuously vary the operating
frequency from 40 kHz to 125 GHz are conventionally used for characterization of on-wafer planar components. Modern devices based on semiconductor frequency multipliers can increase their
operating frequency up to 1 THz; however, they have narrow range of continuously tunable frequencies, which hampers their wide application. Moreover, at frequencies above 100 GHz, there
are some difficulties in ensuring electromagnetic coupling of submillimeter and micron scale devices
under test with the external network analyzer. This coupling is provided with the help of numerous
waveguide sections and special high-frequency microprobes. Actually, measurements are performed
at the external inputs of waveguides, and special deembedding procedures are used to extract parameters of the device under test [2]. These procedures include calibration measurements with the
use of special calibration standards and data processing, which decreases the accuracy of the results
obtained. As a result, recently, a number of on-chip characterization methods have been proposed,
which should overcome drawbacks of commonly used measurement techniques. In these methods,
the high-frequency part of the measurement device is integrated with the device under test on the
same wafer. The main problem in realization of this method is to develop on-chip oscillator with
rather high frequency. The usage of superconducting Josephson oscillator may have an advantage
over other methods especially for characterization of low-temperature devices.
Few decades ago it was shown, that Josephson junction (JJ) is very sensitive to its electrodynamic environment. When Josephson junction is placed into a substance with the dispersion
or attached to lamped elements with frequency-dependent characteristics, Josephson oscillations
waveform is modified. This affects the dc IV -curve of the junction. It was shown that JJ can
be used at the millimeter-wave wavelength range for indication of characteristic frequencies of a
Fabry-Perot resonator [3], resonances in LC-circuits and coaxial lines, attached to the junction
and absorption spectral lines of various substances, deposited on the weak link [4, 5]. In modern
JJ, based on high-Tc superconductors (HTSC), oscillations were observed at frequencies up to 5
THz. It was demonstrated applications of HTSC JJ for frequency characterization of microstrip
transmission line resonator [6] and planar antenna structures [7–9] integrated with JJ on the same
wafer in frequency range from 60 to 1100 GHz. In this article we demonstrate the technique for
spectral characterization of planar open-ring resonators with the usage of JJ on separate wafer.
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2. THE INFLUENCE OF EXTERNAL ELECTRODYNAMIC ENVIRONMENT ON
JOSEPHSON JUNCTION

It is known that dc characteristics of JJ are modified under the influence of electromagnetic environment, This modification may be caused by a variety of physical mechanisms, e.g., electromagnetic
losses in materials of JJ and substrate, the influence of absorptive environment, antenna or other
electromagnetic structures. In resistively-shunted junction (RSJ) model [10] the effect of all these
mechanisms on JJ can be considered by a frequency-dependent complex admittance Yext (f ), connected to the junction in parallel. It was shown in [11] that in the case of weak binding of JJ with
the environment, a deviation δV (I) of the IV -curve, measured at current bias I, can be described
by following equation:
δV (I) = Rn (IRn − V )Re{Yext (2eV /h)}
(1)
p
where V = Rn I 2 − Ic2 is the unperturbed voltage at the given current I, which is proportional
to the Josephson frequency f as V = hf /2e, Ic is the critical current and Rn is the normal-state
resistance of JJ. The expression (1) performs mapping of frequency domain into voltage domain
by Josephson relation f = 2eV /h. Therefore frequency dependent admittance of the external
electrodynamic system can be reconstructed from dc characteristics of JJ. In practice to examine
spectral characteristics of external circuits it is more suitable to measure differential resistance vs.
voltage dependence Rd (V ) of JJ interacting with them.
The expression (1) was obtained for the general form of Yext (f ) in RS) model, neglecting thermal
fluctuations of normal currents. At finite temperatures, monochromatic spectra of Josephson oscillations are broadened by thermal fluctuations, which significantly modify characteristic features on
the IV -curves, related to external resonances. Due to this broadening, Josephson spectral analysis
can be carried out at frequencies above a low-frequency limit, determined by thermal fluctuations
[9]. To provide spectral analysis of electromagnetic structures at frequencies not far above this limit,
a modification of IV -curves and Rd (V )-dependencies by thermal fluctuations should be taken into
account, even at low temperatures.
Characteristics of high-Tc bicrystal junctions are described by the RSJ model with high accuracy,
which simplifies the analysis. To take into account the influence of thermal fluctuations, we used an
equivalent circuit of a Josephson junction with resonant electrodynamic structure, shown in Fig. 1.
Josephson junction

Is=Icsin( φ )
In

I

Rn
Ifn

Il

Cl

Rl

ϕ
I1
I2

IK

ϕc

Ifl

If1

R1

L1

R2

L2

ϕ1

C2

ϕ2

If2
RK
IfK

C1

LK

CK

ϕK
Device under test

Figure 1: Equivalent circuit of Josephson junction with external electrodynamic system.

According to RSJ model, a Josephson junction is presented as an element with superconducting Is and normal In currents. External structure is approximated by a set of RLC circuits. An
averaged influence of the structure, which is not taken into account in the resonance circuits, and
other electromagnetic environment of the junction in a broad frequency range is taken into account
by Rl Cl circuit, connected in parallel to the junction. Each resistor in the equivalent circuit is
considered as a source of thermal fluctuation currents If , approximated by white noise. DC characteristics of JJ (IV -curve and voltage dependence of differential resistance Rd (V )) can be obtained
from numerical solution of the equation set, related to the equivalent circuit. Spectral analysis of
external system can be performed by fitting of calculated JJ dc characteristics to measured ones [8].
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3. DETAILS OF THE EXPERIMENT

We used a grain boundary JJ to probe a Al2 O3 /Cu/PMMA planar resonator. JJs were formed
from epitaxial (001) YBa2 Cu3 O7−x thin films of 250 nm thickness deposited on the bicrystal MgO
(²=9.5) and NdGaO3 (²=22) substrates where ² is dielectric permittivity. Resonators had square
shapes with side dimensions varied from 30 µm to 400 µm. They were formed from the cooper film
of 300 nm thickness on sapphire substrate with ²=10.7 and were covered by PMMA with ² = 2.5.
Resonators were attached to JJ and were positioned in the vicinity of weak link as it shown at
Figs. 2(a), (b). Resonator and JJ interlayer distance has not been controlled in our experiment
(this is shown by rough line in Fig. 2(b), and may be up to few tens of microns.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: (a) Josephson junction 1 with open ring resonators 2,3. (b) Layers arrangement.

PMMA layer prevented ohmic contact between resonator and JJ. Excitation of resonators were
performed by the Josephson oscillations throw the capacitance between resonators and triangleshaped superconducting leads. Geometry of JJ leads provides a smooth impedance vs. frequency
dependence, as well as sharp features at the spectral characteristic are related to interaction with
resonant structure. The junction with resonators attached was mounted on a cryogenic dipstick and
was placed into a liquid-helium dewar. The IV -curves and Rd (V ) were measured at the temperature
range from 5 to 90 K. A coupling of JJ with resonator at various frequencies is determined by
JJ differential resistance which depends on JJ characteristic voltage Vc = Ic Rn . To cover wide
frequency range we used two types of JJ: JJ on MgO substrate with Vc = 0.8 mV and JJ on
NdGaO3 substrate with Vc = 3 mV at T = 5 K. In addition, Vc was varied by external magnetic
field up to 100 G.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Rd (V ) of JJ attached to resonators of various dimensions are presented at Fig. 3. Excitations of
the resonators manifest themselves as sharp features at voltages, which are scaled with resonator
side length. To obtain each curve Vc was tuned by magnetic field to obtain optimal coupling at
resonance frequency.
Resonance features were observed at frequencies from 50 to 120 GHz on MgO based JJ characteristics and from 80 to 700 GHz on NdGaO3 based JJ characteristics. A feature related to 125 GHz
resonance frequency of 148 µm size resonator was observed in characteristics of both resonators at
248 µV (curve 4 at Fig. 3(a)) and 257 µV (curve 4 at Fig. 3(b)). This small difference (3.5%)
indicates that JJ substrate permittivity has a minor influence on resonance frequency which can be
explained by rather large interlayer distance between resonator and JJ (more than 30 µm according
to estimations).
Resonant frequencies and other parameters of resonators were obtained from the analysis of
measurement data based on resistively shunted model of JJ and equivalent circuit (Fig. 1) of JJ
interacting with the resonator [8]. Main RSJ parameters (Ic and Rn ) were obtained from measured
JJ IV -curve, as well as LC-circuit parameters were obtained by fitting calculated Rd (V ) dependence
to measured one. The results for 233 µm size resonator are presented at Fig 4. It was obtained
that calculated curve corresponds to excitation of a resonator with resonance fr = 74.9 GHz and
quality factor Q = 25. If we assume excitation of fundamental resonance mode (LC-mode) then
physical length of the resonator should be equal to half-guided-wavelength λr /2 [12]. Therefore an
effective permittivity of resonator environment ²eff can be estimated: ²eff = /fr = 6.4. This value
is close to ²eff = 0.5(²Al2 O3 + ²P M M A ) = 6.1, estimated from the resonator layout. A 5% difference
can be explained by the influence of MgO substrate.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Differential resistance vs. voltage dependence of JJ on MgO (a) and NdGaO3 (b) substrates with
open ring resonators of various sizes: 1 — 370 µm, 2 — 233 µm, 3 — 186 µm, 4 — 148 µm, 5 — 115 µm, 6
— 92 µm, 7 — 58 µm, 8 — 46 µm, 9 — 33 µm.

Figure 4: IV -curve and differential resistance vs voltage dependence of Josephson junction with 233 µm open
ring resonators. Dotted line — measurement data, solid line — the results of numerical simulation.
5. CONCLUSION

Josephson spectroscopy was applied for frequency analysis of open ring resonators at. frequencies from 50 to 700 GHz. Planar resonators on separate wafers were attached to HTSC bicrystal
Josephson junction and junction dc characteristics (IV -curve and Rd (V )) were measured. JJ characteristics shown features at voltage values, which correspond to resonance frequencies according
to Josephson relation. A detailed analysis of 233 µm side length resonator was performed using numerical simulation of JJ with resonator based on RSJ model. A resonance frequency fr = 74.9 GHz
was obtain and resonator quality factor was estimated. It was shown that resonance corresponds
to excitation of resonator LC-mode.
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Abstract— In this paper the model of the unusual elastic-plastic hysteresis is presented and
discussed in connection with the recent progress in investigation of fulleren films. The constructive
model is based on the operator technique for hysteretic nonlinearities, namely, in order to describe
the input-output conformity we use the Ishlinkii operator together with the probability model
based on the Kolmogorov-Chapman equation.
1. INTRODUCTION

The hysteretic effects take place in various areas of material science (both in macro and micro
levels). Depending on the purposes of investigation both the phenomenological and constructive
models can be used and there are many literature sources on this subject (see, e.g., [1] and related
references). As a rule in the constructive models which are described by the relations “input-state”
“state-output” [2, 3] the dynamical properties of the hysteresis carrier have no taken into account.
It is a well-known fact that the mechanical properties almost all the materials (these properties
the elastic-plastic hysteresis) remain unchanched (hysteretic dependence of elastic-plastic materials
does not depend on the speed of mechanical affection). However, the results of experiments with
the fulleren nanofilms [4] show that the hysteretic curve in the coordinates “force-displacement”
depends on the speed of force application.
In this work we propose the dynamical probability model of hysteresis for description of elasticplastic properties of nanoscale fulleren film taking into account the electromagnetic nature of
fulleren clusters binding. This model is based on the fact that the decay law for fulleren supercluster [C60 ]n (especially for n = 2) depends on the external conditions (temperature, pressure,
etc.) as well as has a probability nature. The description of the decay law in the macroscopic level
can be made using the theory of random processes (Kolmogorov-Chapman equation).
2. HYSTERESIS IN NANOSCALE FILMS

In recent years the self-regenerating covers are intensively investigated [4–6]. Such covers regenerate
when on its surface a little injury takes place. Usually, such covers contain the capsules with the
“regenereting agent”. When the damage takes place the capsules break and as a result there are
chemical reactions that lead to vanishing of injury. In this work we consider the covers that have a
self-regenerating properties, but such an effect provides by the hysteretic properties of the cover’s
material. This cover is coated by two beams of buckyball, namely the molecular (PVD technology)
and ion (magnetron technology). In the base of the regeneration effect lies the abnormal elasticplastic hysteresis which is caused by the depolymerization of fulleren. As was shown in [4] on the
surface of nanofilm there are some “liftings” at small mechanical affection by the probe with the
diameter less than 200 nm. It is also shown that the relief changing does not connect with the
adhesion of the film to the probe.
As is known the elastic-plastic hysteresis manifests in macro level in such a way that the hysteresis loop get over the clockwise. Herewith, as a rule, the form and other characteristics of the loop
do not depend on the speed of mechanical affections. However for the material under consideration
such a dependence takes place (namely, the form of the hysteretic loop depends on the speed of
force affection).
3. MODEL

In this section we present the model of the observable effect. The dependence of the loop’s form
on time means that the presented model should be non-stationary.
It is well known that the physical properties of nanofilms depend on the structure of the materials. Main processes in such nanocovers occure due to the polymerization and depolymerization.
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These processes can be initialized by the temperature, light or mechanical affections. It should
also be pointed out that the polymerization together with the depolymerization are caused by the
probability laws. The main assumption of this model consists in the fact that the depolymerization
process is turning on when the cover is under temporal excess pressure.
The state of the cover can be described by the pair of parameters (ω1 (t); ω2 (t)) that are the
fraction of the domains under polymerization and depolimerization respectively. The dynamics of
these parameters can be described by the Kolmogorov-Chapman equation (here dot displays the
time derivative):
½
ω̇1 = −λ1 ω1 + λ2 ω2 ,
(1)
ω1 + ω2 = 1,
with the initial conditions

½

ω1 (0) = ω01 ,
ω2 (0) = ω02 .

With each of these states is connected the linear volume, namely x1 and x2 respectively. At the
same time the dependence on the external force u we can define as:
x1 = x1 (u),

x2 = x2 (u)

(2)

using the Ishlinskii operator which will be described below. Finally, the dependence of the displacement on the force can be determined by the relation:
l = ω1 x1 + ω2 x2 .

(3)

The Equations (1)–(3) are the base of the proposed model.
At the same time the intensities of the transitions λ1 and λ2 are driven by the relations
λ1 = λ1 (u),

λ2 = λ2 (u).

Identification of these dependencies from the known experimental data is a complicated problem.
Namely, there are certain facts which indicate that these functions are monotonically increasing.
In this work we choose these functions in the form
λ1 (u) = λ01 + c1 u,

λ2 (u) = λ02 + c2 u

(4)

with positive parameters.
3.1. Ishlinskii Operator

Let us introduce the necessary definitions.
The stop is an operator W [t0 , x0 , E, h] that connects every continuous input u(t) (t > 0) with
the output x(t) by the following rule (on the monotonic inputs):
½
min {h, E [u(t) − u(t0 )] + x(t)} ,
if u(t) increase,
x(t) =
max {−h, E [u(t) − u(t0 )] + x(t)} , if u(t) decrease.
Here E is the elastic modulus of the material (we understand u(t) and x(t) as a stress and deformation respectively).
On the piece-wise monotonic inputs the output can be determined using the semi-group identity
W [t0 , x0 , E, h]u(t) = W [t1 , W [t0 , x0 , E, h]u(t1 ), E, h] u(t),
and then, using the special limit construction such an operator can be redefined on all continuous
inputs. The detailed description of this operator as well as its properties are considered in the book
of Krasnosel’skii and Pokrovskii [7].
Let U (h) = W [t0 , x0 , 1, h] is a single-parameter kind of stops with the elastic modulus equal 1
and the yeld stress ±h. Let us define the nondecreasing continuous function Ω = Ω(h) (h > 0)
which satisfies the following condition:
Z∞
|Ω(h)|dh < ∞.
0

(5)
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In the following consideration we will use the condition (5) in the form
Z∞
hdΩ(h) < ∞.

(6)

0

Let us denote as Z the set of continuous functions z(h) (h > 0) that satisfy the inequality
|z(h)| 6 h (0 6 h < ∞). Then the pairs {u0 ; z(h)} form the set which determines the state space
of the operator. And the dynamics of input-output relations is determined as:
Z∞
x(t) = W [t0 , z0 (h), 1, Ω(h)] u(t) =

U [t0 , z0 (h), h] u(t)dΩ(h), (t > t0 ) .

(7)

0

Here the integral is understood in the meaning of Riemann-Stieltjes. However it should be noted
that this relation is uncomfortable for calculation of the output of Ishlinsky operator.
As follows from definition, the operator U (h) describes the ideal-plastic fiber with the elastic
modulus E = ξ and the plastic limits ±ξh. Let us consider the so-called charge function
(
−ξh, at u 6 −h,
ξu,
at − h < u < h,
χ+ (u, ξ, h) =
ξh,
at u > h.
The analog of this function for the Ishlinsky operator is the function
Zu
χ+ (u, Ω) =

|Ω(|h|)|dh,

(−∞ < u < ∞)

´
,Ω ,

(−∞ < u < ∞).

(8)

0

and the discharge function
χ− (u, Ω) = 2χ+

³u
2

In this way, the Ishlinskii operator is the model of plastic body which is composed of the continual
number of ideal-plastic fibers. As follows from definition, at monotonic input and uncharged state
the alternating stress can be expressed in the terms of charge function, namely
x(t) = χ+ (u(t) − u(t0 ), Ω).
On the piece-wise monotonic inputs the Ishlinskii operator (as previously) can be determined
using the semi-group identity. Unfortunately, the relation (8) allows to determine the output using
the charge function only at zero initial state. However in the considered case this condition is not
restrictive because at initial moment the state of a nanomaterial is natural to assume uncharged.
Finally, the model which describes the dynamics of the system under consideration is based on
the Equations (1)-(3) together with the relations:
x1 (t) = W [t0 , z01 (h), 1, Ω1 (h)] u(t),
x2 (t) = W [t0 , z02 (h), 1, Ω2 (h)] u(t),

(9)
(10)

where u(t) is an external force applied to the sample, z01 (h) and z02 (h) correspond to initial
uncharged states of polymerized and depolymerized fractions respectively.
In the experiments described in cite the external charge is determined as a pice-wise linear
function, namely
¤
½
£
at,
t ∈ ¡0, T2 ¤,
u(t) =
−a(t − T ), t ∈ T2 , T .
4. CONCLUSIONS

The numerical experiments show that the qualitative behavior of the hysteretic curves significantly
depends on the choice of the parameters c1 and c2 that determine the intensity of transitions from
depolymerized state and back. Optimization of the model by these (and other) parameters allows
to obtain the results that differ from the experimental results approximately within 3 percent.
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Binary Collision with Energetic Ions of Carbon Nanotubes
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Abstract— From various sources on processing technologies, its expect that processing accuracy will reach the order of nano-meters in the twenty-first century. This speaks strongly for an
urgent need to develop and improve nanotechnology methods in several special branches of the
industry like: nanoelectronic, magnetic storage and other essential computer network devices.
The field of enhancing carbon nanotube-structure science and technology has been growing very
rapidly in the past few years, since the realization that creating new materials and devices so
that nano-scale building blocks could access new and improved properties and functionalities.
Irradiation of carbon based nanotubes creates new fields in material sciences [1]. One of the
most attractive candidates for futer-generation electronics field are carbon based nanotubes (for
example single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs): like other transistors also this tube) because
flowing current along the tubes can be controlled by an external electric field [2].
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are very interesing technological branch. Due to their low dimensionality, nanometer size and remarkable electronic, mechanic and magnetic properties (nanotubes
are promising structures for many purposes in several fields of physics, materials science or
biomedicine ) [3]. Channeling of energetic ions through solids is a phenomenon which should be
accounted for in the present day semiconductor technology, as it gives rise to deeper implantation
and less lattice disorder. The channeling effects are particularly important for materials with high
crystallization and anisotropic atomic structure [4] (for example 4 × 1016 ions/cm2 ).
1. INTRODUCTION

While many aspects of the field existed well before nano-structure science and technology became
a definable entity in the past decade, it has only become a coherent field of endeavor through
the confluence of three important technological streams [5]: 1. New and improved control of
the size and manipulation of nano scale building blocks 2. New and improved characterization
(spatial resolution, chemical sensitivity, etc.) of materials at the nano scale 3. New and improved
understanding of the relationships between nano-structure and properties and how these can be
engineered Hence using nano-technology in electronic devices may solve some of problems like: 1.
The size of the devices 2. The performance of the devices 3. The fabrication problems of the devices
4. The price problems, Fabrication, Marketing Nano-technology was initially proposed to provide a
concrete target accuracy for fabrication processes which involve ultraprecision surface and finishing
(ultra- fine mirror cutting, various kinds of energy beam processing using photon electron, and
ion beams). Materials-processing in nano-technology thus consists mainly on: 1. High-precision
cutting with diamond tools of low wear 2. Fine lapping and fine polishing using fine abrasives.
The invention of nano-technology was the legendary proposal of the Nobl Prize winner wonderful
and respectable scientist Richard Feynman from 1957; “There is a lot of space at the bottom”. Some
of the most important key fields of nano technology are [6]:
1. Electronics and communications, quantum structure electronic devices for memory and data
storage, displays, optoelectronics, photonic crystal structures, (longer term) quantum information technology. Nano-sized magnetic particles facilitate small mass storage devices with
capacities at multi-terabit levels, such as single electron memory [7].
2. Tissue engineering, medical implants and devices.
3. Instrumentation, tools and metrology, tools for top down manufacture e.g. high resolution
and soft lithography, nanometrology.
4. Sensors and actuators; integrated nanosensor systems capable of collecting, processing, and
communicating massive amounts of data with minimal size, weight, and power consumption
[6, 7].
5. Nanostructured materials, smart composites, catalysis, biosensors; because biosensors are
under intense development for a wide range of applications, from medical diagnostics and
environmental developments [8].
6. Nanomaterials for functional interfaces.
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The top-down approach, which uses techniques like photo-lithography and etching, has already
been used to make so-called micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS); such systems are commercially available and have components on length scales of several microns (the acceleration sensors
in airbags being a well-known example) and what to do now is shrink these systems even further
to create true nano-electromechanical systems, or NEMS [9].
As dimensions reach the atomic scale, the manufacturing processes are trying to manipulate
individual molecules Forces (like van der Waals and London force, which is due to a net electrostatic
attraction between the electron distribution of one atom and the positive nucleus of the other ) and
interactions between individual molecules then become significant, and new paradigms have to come
into play, Bottom-up techniques involve manipulating individual atoms and molecules (bottomup nano usually implies controlled or directed self-assembly of atoms and molecules into nano
structures) . Faster computers, advanced pharmaceuticals, controlled drug delivery, biocompatible
materials, tissue repair, surface coatings, better skin care and protection, catalysts, sensors, optical
communications, magnetic materials and devices — these are just some sectors of the economy
where nanotechnology will have an impact.
2. CARBON NANO TUBE

Continuously improving device performance in the silicon industry has been largely achieved by
downsizing device dimensions. However, this approach will soon meet scientific and technical
limitations. CNTs are attractive as a solution to the forthcoming fabrication barrier. They are
about 1 nm in diameter, a few micrometers in length, and are attractive semiconducting materials
with a band gap of 0.5 to 1.0 eV, high mobility and large current carrying capability, and a direct
band gap It is well documented that carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have excellent electrical properties
both as metals and semiconductors. They can act as one-dimensional ballistic conductors at room
temperature as well as Field effect transistors (FETs) with performance comparable to that of
silicon FETs. Basic logic circuits have been formed by coupling such devices [10]. Moreover,
nanotubes have extraordinary mechanical strength and high thermal conductivity. Recently, new
functionalities of nanotube devices have been demonstrated experimentally, e.g. gate-controlled IR
electroluminescence from FETs and singlewall carbon nanotubes are outstanding candidates for
novel electronic applications [11].
3. ION IMPLANTATION

Experiments on the irradiation of carbon nanotubes with energetic particles poses many interesting properties. These effects may potentially be used in various practical applications, such as
nanoelectronicdevices (The CNs are characterized by a high Youngs modulus and varied electronic
properties) [12, 13].
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are one of the possible building blocks for electronic devices in the
transition phase from traditional silicon-based microelectronics towards the fewnanometer regime.
Remaining problems in integrating CNTs to the existing technology is the low reactivity of the CNT
walls which leads to low conductance between CNTs and the other components. Because recent
studies have shown that ion irradiation can be used to modify both the electrical and structural
properties of CNTs, we propose that it could also be possible to use ion irradiation with low energies
to enhance the conductance of these connections [14].
Table 1: Calculated wave.
fv
-

[THz]
-

0.24
1.2

0.48
2.4

0.72
12

0.96
24

Ion implantation is one of the main processes used for the fabrication of modern integrated
microelectronic devices, and it allows controlled doping of the active regions [15]. The stopping of
high velocity light ions in matter usually assumes two major simplifications in stopping theory: (1)
the ion is moving much faster than the target electrons and is fully stripped of its electrons, and
(2) the ion is much heavier than the target electrons [16].
Also important study done in channeling of heavy ions with keV energies through the wallof
carbon nanotubes (for more see) [1, 4, 12, 13].
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4. MODELING ENERGY AND WAVE LENGTH

The equation of Heisenberg are used to simplify the behavior of the energy andWave length of an
Energetic particles.
4χ · 4τ ≥ h
(1)
in the same manner we can write the above equation in relation to the energy as
4τ · 4E ≥ h

(2)

and through substitution of variables and Frequency assumption as a new variable as fv the equation
changed to new relation as
4fv−1 · 4(e · V) ≥ h
(3)
By supplying the Equations (1), (4), (3) with different wave length with different particles for
optimal results and in with SWNT and MWNT at constant trigger angle (hitting angle); assuming
θ = 30.
5. CHALLENGE OF CHARGE TRANSPORT

The measurement of charge transport in molecules and the determination of their conductance are
important goals. Such measurements are experimentally challenging and intriguing because one
can test the validity of transport approximations at the molecular level. A conceptually simple
configuration would be to connect a single molecule between metallic contacts. Such a metalmolecule-metal configuration would present the molecular embodiment of a system analogous to
a quantum dot, with the potential barriers of the semiconductor system being replaced by any
existing contact barrier of the molecule-metal interface [17].
6. SUMMERY

The interaction of heavy ions with matter has become the area of intensive concentration both
experimentally and theoretically . Effective and successful applications of ion beam technology
require detailed qualitative knowledge of different interaction processes. The stopping power or
stopping force of any medium for different ions constitute information essential for ion-beam science
and its applications. The interaction mechanism of energetic heavy ions with matter are well known
at the present time, but no appropriate theoretical or semi-emperical formulations exist to calculate
the stopping power of various materials for a variety of different isotopes with varying energies [18].
Irradiation of carbon NTs with energetic particles can be used for nanoengineering, e.g., for creating
molecular junctions between the NTs, making NT-based quantum dots and composite materials
with enhanced mechanical properties [19].
Single-Walled Carbon Nanotubes (SWNTs) have been attracting substantial interest as potential
building blocks of chemical and biological sensors and future integrated circuits.
SWNTs are graphene cylinders with a wall thickness of one atomic layer and a diameter of about
one nanometer. They have very exciting properties such as high aspect ratio, large surface area
and hollow geometry, high current carrying capacity, superior thermal properties, fast response and
good reversibility. These properties present nanotubes as viable candidates for sensing applications,
such as gas sensors, pressure sensors, transistors, and thermal sensors [20].
Hence one of the most significant potential applications of single-walled nanotubes is believed
to be in the domain of nano-electronics.
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Applications of Carbon Nanotubs and Other Nanomagnetic
Nanowires
D. Bajalan
St. Pölten, Austria

Abstract— Ultra high data storage media need smaller spacing between head and media.
Signal processing and noise problems should be included in the development of a road map
of ultra high data storage systems. The fast development in magnetic recording media give
the consumer and users of computer systems more hope to gain power on their systems. The
magnetic recording media industry will benefit strongly from the advances in magnetic nanostructures (based on carbon or other materials). The production of ultra-high recording media
with advanced lithography is possible and practical. That is why, nano-magnetic structures could
be one of the best candidates for new recording technology concepts.
1. INTRODUCTION

Since their discovery, carbon nanotubes have attracted the attention of many scientist around
the world [1]. In 1991, S. Iijima discovered Carbon Nanotubes by chance during investigation of
fullerene production. Since then, Carbon Nanotubes have attracted the immense interest among the
researchers and has been the focus of many research projects [2]. The functionalisation of carbon
nanomaterials can modify their physicochemical properties, making them more suitable for chemical and biological applications. Of particular interest are CNTs with magnetic properties because
of their potential applications in biological labelling, drug delivery and magnetic storage media [3].
Electrical properties of carbon nanotube structures and manifestations in related phenomena such
as thermoelectricity, superconductivity, electroluminescence, and photoconductivity are important
fields of research. The possibility of using naturally formed complex nanotube morphologies, such
as junctions, for new device architectures are then considered. Technological applications of the
electrical properties of nanotube derived structures in transistor applications, high frequency nanoelectronics, field emission, and biological sensing are also other fields of study. The technological
potential of nanotubes and the need for new device architectures for nanotube systems integration
has been review [4]. A widely used approach to identify the types of SWCNT is by reference to
rolling up the graphene sheet. The key geometric parameter associated with this process is the
roll-up vector r, which can be expressed as the linear combination of the lattice basis (a and b) [5].
r = na + mb

(1)

Carbon nanotubes can be visualized as a graphene sheet that has been rolled into a tube with
hemispherical caps at both ends [6]. Unlike diamond, where a 3-D diamond cubic crystal structure
is formed with each carbon atom having four nearest neighbours arranged in a tetrahedron, graphite
is formed as a 2-D sheet of carbon atoms arranged in hexagonal array. In this case, each carbon
atom is linked to three nearest neighbours. Rolling the sheets of graphite into cylinders form carbon
nanotubes. The properties of nanotubes depend on atomic arrangement (how the sheets of graphite
are rolled), the diameter and length of the tubes.
It is then possible to associate a particular integer pair (n, m) with each SWCNT. The relation
between n and m also defines three categories of CNT: m = 0, Zigzag, n = m, Armchair, other,
Chiral.
Regarding electrical conduction, carbon nanotubes show the unique property that the conductivity can be either metallic or semiconducting, depending on the tubule diameter d, and chiral
angle [7, 8]. It is theo-retically predicted that 1/3 of as prepared CNTs are me-tallic and 2/3 are
semiconducting. Moreover, the band gap of the nanotube is tuned by adjusting the diameter of
the nanotube. Hence electronic structure of a CNT de-pends only on its geometrical dimension
without any doping [8].
2. CNT POSSIBLE APPLICATION

Among the organic materials, carbon Nanotubes (CNTs) are unique for their electrical and chemical properties. They are very interesting in terms of material research and electronic applications.
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Figure 1: Possible vectors specified by the pairs of integers (n, m) for general carbon nanotubes, including
zigzag, armchair, and chiral nanotubes [7].

Depending on their chemical structure, carbon nanotubes (CNTs) can be used as an alternative
to organic or inorganic semiconductors as well as conductors. The chemical bonding of nanotubes
is composed entirely of sp2 bonds, similar to those of graphite. This bonding structure, which is
stronger than the sp3 bonds found in diamonds, provides the molecules with their unique strength.
Nanotubes naturally align themselves into “ropes” held together by van der Waals forces. The
nature of the bonding of a nanotube is described by quantum chemistry specifically, orbital hybridization. Solvents in which the CNTs can be solubilized include chlorobenzene, chloroform,
methylene chloride, carbon disul.de, benzene, etc. [9].

Figure 2: Torsion through c nano tube basic cell of 2 × 2 possible.

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) hold a great promise in bio-medical applications, such as drug delivery agents, bio-sensors, bone scaffolds materials, and others due to their unique structural, mechanical and electronic properties. It has been reported that the modified CNTs can deliver peptides
and ribonucleic acid (RNA) into cells without causing cytotoxicity. Clearly, the studies that obtained good cell viability present some kind of purification (to remove metallic particles dispersed
around CNTs and amorphous carbon) or functionalization of the CNT [10].
Experimental and theoretical studies have shown that the thermal conductivity of a carbon
nanotube (CNT) is up to several thousand (W/m·K SI: Watt per Meter and Kelvin), showing
great potentials in the thermal management area. Many studies have been reported on the use of
dispersed CNTs as thermal conducting fillers in a polymer matrix, whose thermal conductivity can
be signi.cantly improved by 65–125 percentage (very useful in packaging of electronic devices even
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at a small loading of CNTs [11].
3. THERMAL STABILITY IN NANO PARTICALS

Magnetic nano particle thermal stability calculation is essential for development of patterned ultra
high magnetic storage media. The use of reliable model is very important. The simulation of
hysteresis opens a very big opportunities to calculate values of parameters which we then use
directly for interpretation of the stability condition of stored information on a nano magnetic
structure. The main idea behind that is to change the direction of the applied field H and then see
the stability conditions on a given nano bit volume. Research and development teams in companies
implementing nano-technology (nano wire, nano particals, nano patterned structurs. . .etc.) are
gaining more and more importance in the field of sensor systems and material science. Demands
for the continuous increase in the data storage density bring the challenge to overcome physical
limits for currently used magnetic recording media (example). Ferromagnetic nano-particles of
different polycrystalline thin films have been formed by heavy or light ion irradiation. Although this
modi.cation technique may be a way to produce nano-magnetic particles, there are some critical size
limits of nanomagnetic structures like the superparamagnetic limit (SPML) which faces magnetic
nanotechnology.
The magnetic properties of thin films are strongly in.uenced by their structure. Small changes in
the way a thin film is produced often give rise to large changes in some of the magnetic properties
of the thin film. This is best understood by observing how the microstructure of the film changes
with processing and then correlating the microstructure directly with the properties of the thin
film. The behaviour of magnetic nanoparticles has fascinated materials scientists for decades.
There are fundamental limits due to the atomic nature of matter which may impose ultimate
physical bounds to nanofabrication and miniaturization. Over the past several decades, amorphous
and more recently nano-crystalline materials have been investigated for applications in magnetic
devices. The benefit found in the nanocrystalline alloys stem from their chemical and structural
variations on a nano-scale which are important for optimizing magnetic recording devices.
4. SUMMERY

Since the discovery of CNTs, they have been the focus of frontier research [6]. It has opened vast
areas of research which also include nanoscale reinforcements in composites in order to improve
their mechanical, thermal and even electrical properties. Although the focus of the research in
nanotube based composites has mostly been on polymer based composites, the unique properties
of carbon nanotubes can also be exploited in ceramic matrix composites. But even after a decade of
its discovery, the full potential of carbon nanotubes in this application has not been realized with
experimental outcomes falling short of predicted values which demand an active insight in this
field. Carbon nanofibers and nanotubes are promising to revolutionise several fields in material
science and are a major component of nanotechnology. Further market development will depend
on material availability at reasonable prices. Nanotubes have a wide range of unexplored potential
applications in various technological areas such as aerospace, energy, automobile, medicine, or
chemical industry, in which they can be used as gas adsorbents, templates, actuators, composite
reinforcements, catalyst supports, probes, chemical sensors, nanopipes, nano-reactors etc. [12].
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Separating the Field Radiated by Two Rectilinear Sources
A. Natale, M. A. Maisto, R. Solimene, G. Leone, and R. Pierri
Dipartimento di Ingegneria Industriale e dell’Informazione, Seconda Universita’ di Napoli
via Roma 29, Aversa 81031, Italy

Abstract— Consider two electric current sources radiating in free-space. They are assumed to
be supported over two parallel strips whose positions are a priori known. Their radiated fields
are collected over a single domain located in far-zone (with respect the whole radiating system).
A two-dimensional scalar framework is set. The problem of separating the contributions of the
two sources from their radiated field over a single domain is considered. A procedure based
on two step is presented: in the first step the sources are reconstructed and in the second the
field is computed by this currents. In order to reconstruct the sources, three different schemes
of inversion are presented. Numerical examples are provided in order to compare the different
strategies from the achievable performance and numerical complexity point of views.
1. INTRODUCTION

When dealing with electromagnetic field measurements for antenna diagnostics or even in inverse
scattering problems one collects the radiated field (resp. the scattered field) over a domain and
from such measurements the features of the antenna (resp. scatterer) under test have to be inferred.
It often happens that beside the field due to the structure under test (SUT), the fields produced
by further sources (generally unwanted) are collected as well. This give rises to clutter signals
from which the useful field signals (i.e., those one due to the SUT) must be singled out. In this
contribution, a related problem for a two-dimensional scalar configuration is tackled. More in
detail, two strip electric currents are considered radiating in free-space. They are assumed to be
supported over two parallel strips whose positions are a priori known. Their radiated fields are
collected over a single domain located in far-zone (with respect the whole radiating system). The
problem of concern herein is to distinguish between the contributions of two radiating sources. To
this end, the problem is addressed by a two-step procedure. First, the currents are reconstructed
by the radiated field measurements. This entails dealing with an inverse source problem that is
tackled by comparing three different strategies of inversion. The first strategy consists in inverting
the radiating operator, which rigorously describe the radiation by both the sources. In the second
one, the radiated field data is inverted by considering each source as being radiating alone. Finally,
the third method is a variant of the second one. Indeed, after having reconstructed one of the two
sources the corresponding radiated field is synthetically computed and subtracted from the data.
Then the second source is reconstructed. Same steps are applied to other source. The second step
of the overall procedure then consists of computing the radiated field due to each source once they
have been estimated according to the previous step. Numerical examples are provided in order to
compare the different strategies from the achievable performance and numerical complexity point
of views.
2. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION

Consider two electric strip currents J1 and J2 directed along the ŷ-axis and supported over the
segments of the x̂-axis Σ1 = [−X1 , X1 ] and Σ2 = [−X2 , X2 ] located at z1 = 0 and z2 = d,
respectively. Their radiated fields are collected over a curvilinear domain located in the far-zone of
the whole radiating system. The observation is indicated by the observation angle θ which spans
within the observation angular sector Θ = [θmin , θmax ].
The field radiated (which has only the y component) by each strip source enjoys the well known
far-zone integral form
Z Xi
Ei (u) = exp (jwzi )
exp (jux)Ji (x)dx
(1)
−Xi

where i ∈ (1, 2), u = k sin θ, w = k cos θ, k being the free-space wavenumber. Now the field is
regarded as a function of the spectral variable u which depends on Θ ranging within the interval
U = [umin , umax ] for both the sources.
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It is convenient to cast Eq. (1) in operator notation so to introduce the following radiation
operators
Ai : Ji ∈ L2 (Σi ) −→ Ei ∈ L2 (U )
(2)
2
2
with L (Σi ) and L (U ) being the complex valued function which are square integrable in Σi and
U.
As the sources radiate simultaneously, the field actually collected is the sum of both contributions
E(u) = E1 (u) + E2 (u) = A1 J1 + A2 J2

(3)

Accordingly, we need to look for an operator which link the couple (J1 , J2 ) to E. To this end,
let us introduce the functional set
Σ = {f = (f1 , f2 ) : f1 ∈ L2 (Σ1 ), f2 ∈ L2 (Σ2 )}

(4)

equipped with the scalar product
< f , g >Σ =< f1 , g1 >Σ1 + < f2 , g2 >Σ2

(5)

with < ·, · >Σ1 and < ·, · >Σ2 being the usual scalar products in L2 (Σ1 ) and L2 (Σ2 ), respectively.
Now, the radiating operator can be compactly represented as
A : J ∈ Σ −→ E ∈ U

(6)

A = [ A1 A2 ]

(7)

with A defined as
so that (3) can be rewritten as

·
E(u) = A

J1
J2

¸
(8)

3. SOURCES RECONSTRUCTION

In order to reconstruct the two sources by the radiated field measurements, the problem can be addressed following three different strategies of inversion. In the first one, the source are reconstructed
by inverting the operator A. Let {vn , σn , un }∞ be the singular system of A. In particular, the vn s
and the un s are the singular functions expanding the radiated field and the unknown, respectively,
whereas the σn s are the singular values. Accordingly, the TSVD reconstruction is given by:
J˜ =

Nt
X
< Es , vn >U
un (x)
σn

(9)

n=1

with <, > denoting the scalar product in the data space and Nt is the truncation index. Let
{v1n , σ1n , u1n }∞ and {v2n , σ2n , u2n }∞ be the singular systems of A1 and A2 , respectively. Note
that as A1 and A2 are related to compactly supporting Fourier Transforms, their SVD is known in
closed form. Indeed, it is given in terms of the prolate spheroidal wave-functions (PSWF) [1]. This
suggests the second inversion strategy, where the radiated field data is inverted by considering each
source as being radiating alone. This way allows to obtain an advantage in terms of computational
complexity respect to previous inversion scheme. By exploiting the apriori information about two
source supports ( that are two parallel strip spatially disjoint), the reconstructions can be expressed
as:
Nt1
X
< Es , v1n >U
˜
J1 =
u1n (x)
(10)
σ1n
n=1

J˜2 =

Nt2
X
< Es , v2n >U
u2n (x)
σ2n

(11)

n=1

The step-like behaviour of the singular values σ1n and σ2n suggests to choose the truncation indexes
equal to X1 [umaxπ −umin ] and X2 [umaxπ −umin ] [1]. The third method is a variant of the second one. Indeed,
after having reconstructed one of the two sources the corresponding radiated field is synthetically
computed and subtracted from the data. Then the second source is reconstructed. Applying
these steps to both the sources, their contributions on the field are compensated and this impacts
positively the reconstructions.
The steps realizing the procedure are the following:
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• J˜2 is estimated by (9). From J˜2 , its radiated field is obtained by:
Ẽ2 = A2 J˜2
• Ẽ2 is subtracted to the total field:

Ẽ1 = Ẽs − Ẽ2 ;

• Finally, the current defined on the other support is reconstructed by its approximated radiated
field:
Nt
X
< Ẽ1 , v1n >U
˜
J1 =
u1n (x)
σ1n
n=1

Same steps are applied for the other source.
4. NUMERICAL RESULTS

A numerical analysis is performed in order to compare the different procedure of inversion. Consider
that the sources to be reconstructed are:
µ
¶
π
J1 = cos
x with x ∈ [−X1 , X1 ],
2X1
µ
¶
π
x with x ∈ [−X2 , X2 ].
J2 = cos
2X2
In Fig. 2, the reconstructions of the two sources obtained by the three inversion procedures are
represented by varying of the distance d and of the truncation index Nt . In particular, the step-like
behaviour of the singular values Fig. 1 suggests to choose the truncation index in correspondence
of the knees: for the figures on left column the second knee is chosen and for the figures on right
column the first. The singular values behaviour of A exhibits a two step behaviour because of
the overlapping of two sources contributions on the field in a spatial frequency band whose width
depending by d ([2]). So each singular value in first step is associated both to one of A1 and A2 ,
accordingly to the no-orthogonality of their singular functions. The number of the singular values
in the first step depends on the distance between the two sources, indeed as it increases, the band
on which v1n and v2n are no orthogonal decreases. As consequence, the singular values behaviour
of A approaches to single step.
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Figure 1: Singular values of the operator A for X1 = 6λ, X2 = 3λ, umin = −k and umax = k. The blue line
refers to a distance d = 10λ, the red line to d = 30λ and the green line to d = 80λ.

As can be seen, the performance of the third method allows to obtain better reconstruction
starting from a distance d = 80λ, otherwise inverting A by its eigen-spectrum gives better results
only at larger d. The results obtained by the second method are the worst. Furthermore it is
evident that the reconstruction of the wider source is better than the other because more singular
functions associated only to wider source can be retained in 9. On the right column of Fig. 2,
the role played by the truncation index is analysed. Truncating at the first knee heavily impacts
the reconstruction of the wider source obtained by the first method because the singular functions
associated only to this are filtered. In this case the results obtained by the third method are the
best.
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Figure 2: Reconstructions of two sources achieved by the three different methods for X1 = 6λ, X2 = 3λ,
umin = −k and umax = k. In particular the blue line refers to the sources to be determined, the black line to
the reconstruction obtained by inverting A by its eigen-spectrum, the red line to the reconstruction obtained
by inverting the field as if each source radiates alone and the green line through the third method. On the
left columns, the reconstructions are shown at varying the distance d between the source in {10λ, 80λ, 500λ}
, respectively and the truncation index is chosen in correspondence of the second knee. On the right column
same reconstructions are shown by choosing the truncation index in correspondence of the first knee.
5. FIELD SEPARATION

The second step of the overall procedure then consists of computing the radiated field due to each
source once they have been estimated according to the previous section by the radiation operator.
E1 (u) = A1 J1r

(12)

E2 (u) = A2 J2r

(13)

where J1r and J2r are the sources reconstructed exploiting the seen method. In Fig. 3 the fields
radiated by the sources of Fig. 2 are shown. As can be seen, the estimate of the field achieved by
the second method does not approximate well the field at low frequency. The total field in 10 and
11 is spanned by a combination of two functions ṽ1n and ṽ2n linked to the singular functions of
A1 and A2 that are not normalized for n belonging to the first step of σn . As consequence, the
amplitude of the estimated field by the second method is doubled compare to the others for low
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Figure 3: The radiated field due to sources shown on left column in Figure 2.

frequency because, being unitary the norm of v1n , it is double compare to the norm of ṽ1n and ṽ2n
for n belonging to the first step of σn .
6. CONCLUSION

The problem of separating the contributions of the two sources from their radiated field over a single
domain has been tackled by introducing a based two step procedure. Three inversion strategies
of the radiating operator realizing the first step are proposed. Their comparison has highlighted
the better performance achievable by the third method by varying of the distance between the two
sources and of the truncation index Nt .
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A Bowtie Antenna Using a Broadband Microstrip to CPS
Transition Balun
H. S. Ro and Y. S. Choi
Electronics and Telecommunications Research Institute, Korea

Abstract— In this paper, a bowtie antenna using a broadband microstrip to coplanar stripline
transition balun is proposed. This antenna with a new transition structure has several advantages
such as small size, wide bandwidth, and good impedance matching. In the balun of this antenna,
the low impedance of the mircrostrip lines is gradually transformed to the high impedance of
the CPS by a tapered bottom strip line. The proposed antenna was designed and fabricated on
Teflon substrate for bandwidth from 2.2 GHz to 6 GHz. The measured return loss is less than
10 dB from 2.1 GHz to 6.5 GHz. The measured gain is from −4.5 dBi to 2.4 dBi.
1. INTRODUCTION

Patch antenna is widely used in wireless communication because of its advantages, such as low
profile, low cost and easy fabrication. Especially, a wideband dipole patch element is used to
obtain the performance of wideband and omnidirectional radiation pattern in this planar structure.
A patch dipole element of a bowtie shape offers good performances in the bandwidth and radiation
pattern. By the way, this bowtie patch has to be fed by a suitable feeding network to satisfy the
requirement.
A microstrip to coplanar stripline (CPS) transition balun has been used commonly used as
feeding networks in this kind of antenna design. Various structures of microstrip to CPS transitions
have been reported [1–4]. There are widely used two structures to provide RF continuity between
the CPS strip and microstrip ground plane as follows. One of them is the transition structure via
directly electrical contact and the other is the method using electromagnetic coupling between two
different layers. However, the former structure has the drawback due to the fabrication of several
via holes and the latter requires large surface area for sufficient coupling.
In this paper, a new wideband microstrip to CPS transition structure to solve the above problems
is introduced and broadband bowtie antenna using the transition balun is designed. The proposed
antenna was optimally simulated and fabricated on Teflon substrate for bandwidth from 2.2 GHz
to 6 GHz.
2. ANTENNA DESIGN

Figure 1 shows a configuration of the proposed microstrip to CPS transition balun. In this structure,
the electric field distribution of the microstrip line as unbalanced transmission line is transformed
to one of CPS as a balance one by using a via-hole and a tapered ground line on the bottom plane.
In addition, the low impedance of the mircrostrip lines is gradually changed to the high impedance
of the CPS. We can achieve electrical contact between two different layers by only one via-hole in
this transition.

z
θ

x
φ

y
Figure 1: Configuration of the proposed microstrip
to CPS transition balun.

Figure 2: Designed bowtie antenna with the proposed balun.
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Figure 3: Return loss of the designed antenna.
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Figure 4: Radiation pattern of the designed antenna. (a) Azimuth (θ = 90◦ ). (b) Elevation-1 (ϕ = 0◦ ). (c)
Elevation-2 (ϕ = 90◦ ).

The designed bowtie antenna using the proposed transition balun is presented in Figure 2. This
antenna is designed to operate from 2.2 GHz to 6 GHz. The dielectric substrate is used as that with
a dielectric constant of 3.5 and a thickness of 20 mil. The size of antenna is 73 mm (W )×91 mm (H).
In this design, the impedance of microstrip line is 50 Ω and the characteristic impedance of CPS
is 120 Ω. The width of the microstrip line is 1.1 mm and the strip width and gap of the CPS are
1.1 mm and 0.2 mm. And the bottom ground line of the microstrip line is tapered to match the
impedances between the microstip line and the CPS one.
Figure 3 shows the simulation result for return loss of the designed antenna. In this result, the
simulation result is less than 10 dB from 2.1 GHz to 6.5 GHz.
In Figure 4, the simulation results of radiation patterns for the proposed antenna are shown.
Figure 4(a) azimuth pattern, and Figure 4(b) and Figure 4(c) are elevation patterns. From these
results, we can know that the designed antenna has omnidirectional pattern.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The proposed antenna is fabricated on RF-35 substrate, and fed by SMA connector. Figure 5 is
the photograph of the fabricated antenna using the proposed transition balun.
Figure 6 shows the measured results for return loss of the fabricated antenna. From the result,
we can see that the measured return loss is similar to above the simulated result. The measured
result is less than 10 dB from 2.1 GHz to 6.5 GHz.
Figure 7 shows the measured gain. The measured gain is −4.5 ∼ 2.4 dBi from 2.2 GHz to 6 GHz.
Figures 8(a) and 8(b) are the photographs of the measurement environment. This measurement
system is installed in 10-meter-long 3D anechoic chamber. Figure 8(a) is the transmission antenna
and Figure 8(b) is the fabricated antenna.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5: Fabricated bowtie antenna with the proposed balun. (a) Top view. (b) Bottom view.
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Figure 6: Measured return loss of the fabricated antenna.

(a)

Figure 7: Measured gain of the fabricated antenna.

(b)

Figure 8: Fabricated antenna which was installed in the anechoic chamber. (a) Transmission antenna. (b)
Fabricated antenna (AUT).

In Figure 9, the measured results of radiation patterns for the proposed antenna are shown.
From this result, we can see that the measured results are similar to the simulated results of
Figure 4 but are distorted slightly. That difference results from measurement environment, such as
measurement jig, RF cable, and mast.
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Figure 9: Measured radiation pattern of the designed antenna. (a) Azimuth (θ = 90◦ ). (b) Elevation-1
(ϕ = 0◦ ). (c) Elevation-2 (ϕ = 90◦ ).
4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a broadband bowtie antenna using a microstrip to CPS transition is proposed.
The bowtie element and the transition balun are optimized for the frequency range from 2.2 GHz
to 6 GHz. To verify the practicality of this antenna, we fabricated the antenna and measured
the antenna performance. Both the measured and simulation results for return loss are in good
agreement. The results of gain and radiation pattern also show good performances. Therefore, the
proposed broadband antenna is very useful in various wireless application areas due to small size
and simple structure.
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Abstract— A MIMO antenna with two elements, operating on 2.45-GHz WLAN band frequency, for asymmetric structure MIMO system was designed in this paper. The printed invertedF and meander line structures were used for the antenna element. Because of the asymmetric
structure MIMO system, each of the proposed antennas should be consisted of different dimensions to improve the performance of the MIMO antenna. The isolation, S11 and envelop
correlation coefficient (ECC) parameters are discussed.
1. INTRODUCTION

Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) technology, which utilizes multiple antenna to improve
spectrum efficiency and increase the system channel capacity, is one of the key technologies in
wireless communication system, such as 4G or WLAN system.
Due to many mounted ICs on the top or bottom PCB of the MIMO system, it is difficult for
the simulation of antenna with mounted ICs and we use rectangle as the top and bottom of the
PCB for simulation, it is easy to model with this method. The integration of antennas on the
MIMO device with very limited space, so there will be mutual coupling between antennas and how
to design a MIMO antenna with high isolation is of great importance for MIMO system.
Various printed antennas have been proposed in literature recently. In [1], the proposed antenna
consists of two back-to-back planar inverted-F antennas and and a fork-shaped stub for decoupling.
In [2], a simple shape of L MIMO antenna with two port for the 2.4-GHz WLAN system is presented.
The impedance matching for the WLAN system can easily be achieved by tuning the feeding
positions. A proposed dual antenna with a Π-shape grounded strip and covering the entire LTE
high band was proposed in [3]. the Π-shape grounded strip not only performs as a radiator but also
serves as an isolator to enhance the isolation of the dual-antenna. Three different microstrip MIMO
antennas for USB dongle were proposed in [4]. The lumped capacitance and the matching circuit
was used for the second designed MIMO antenna system. The usage of a lumped decorrelation
capacitance can tune the antenna coupling so that to provide high isolation.
The [5] presented a dual-band IFA-based antenna for a USB dongle application. A branch
inserted in the IFA antenna to achieve the higher 5.8 GHz frequency band for the proposed configuration. All the designed antennas in [1–4] have a symmetric structure and may not be suitable
for a asymmetric structure system.
In the present work, a meandered line IFA antenna was used and printed on one top layer of the
FR4 substrate with a thickness of 0.8 mm. The antenna was designed to cover the 2.4 GHz WLAN
band for a asymmetric structure WLAN MIMO system. It was discussed that the performance of
antenna elements with different dimensions which can provide a reference for antenna design of the
asymmetric structure MIMO system.
2. ANTENNA DESIGN

The basic antenna element has the shape of English character F, and hence it is called inverted-F
antenna. The print IFA is a new different antenna based on the basis of monopole antenna with a
short-circuit line, so the transmission line theory of the original model must be modified.
The print IFA can be similar to a transmission line which is shorted in one end and which is
opened in another. It can be modeled by the equivalent circuit method and Figure 1 shows the
equivalent circuit of printed IFA. According to this model, a formula for evaluating the equivalent
admittance of the equivalent circuit is presented as below, Y1 and Y2 are equivalent admittance of
L2 and L1 respectively. Y in is the equivalent shunt admittance of L2 and L1 .
Where are the characteristic admittance of the micro strip line and the radiation admittance, β
is propagation constant. Where Z0 is the characteristic impedance of transmission line.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1: (a) Traditional IFA. (b) The equivalent circuit of IFA. (c) Meandered line IFA.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2: (a) MIMO antenna model. (b) MIMO antenna printed on PCB.
Table 1: (mm).
Element
A
B

L1
0.8
0.5

L2
2
2

L3
2
2

L4
2
2

H1
6
6

H2
2
2

H3
2.9
2.9

W1
0.5
0.5

W2
1
0.5

W3
0.6
0.6

Feed
0.5
0.5

In order to reduce the dimension of traditional Inverted-F antenna (IFA) element dimension, the
radiation arm with the length of L1 should be changed. The meandered line instead of straight line
of the inverted-F antenna was used for two elements MIMO antenna which shows in Figure 1(c).
The problem of coupling among antenna elements should be solved, because antenna elements
are closely spaced in a limited room, and the displacement between antennas have an influence
on both space diversity and induced pattern diversity. Many methods for decoupling of MIMO
antennas have proposed in recent papers. There are two methods in sum, one is the layout of the
antenna elements with different places and the other is the using of special structures between the
antenna elements. The former method was selected for our design because of there are no enough
spaces adding special structures for the WLAN system. Figure 2 shows the antenna model with
dimensions and printed on the top PCB of a WLAN system.
Because of the asymmetric structure of WLAN system, S-parameters of S11 and S22 will be
different. The elements with same dimensions could not have the same S-parameters of S11 and
S22 , hence the design of elements should be consisted of different structures to improve good
performance of the MIMO antenna. The dimensions of element A and B are (in millimeters)
shown in Table 1.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The simulated results are obtained using the software CST. Both S-parameters simulated and
measured are showed in Figure 3. As seen in Figure 3(a), comparing with two elements on the
same side of the ground pan of WLAN system, the S12 parameters is better with two elements on
the different side. Figure 3(b) shows simulated S11 and S22 of the element A and element B using
the same dimensions which named TYPE2 (using parameters of element A in Table 1) with different
dimensions which named TYPE1 (using parameters of element A and B in Table 1). Comparing
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with different dimensions of TYPE1, as in TYPE2, the resonance frequency of element A is different
from element B and one of the elements’ dimensions should be changed to make sure both of
resonance frequencies near the 2.45 GHz band for WLAN system.
The 3D farfeild radiationpatterns were simulated by CST. Figure 4 shows simulated patterns of
element A and element B at the typical 2.45 GHz frequency. Element 1 is shown in the right and
element 2 is shown in the left.
The correlation coefficient (ρ) is a measure that describes how much the communication channels
are isolated or correlated with each other. This metric considers the radiation pattern of the antenna
system, and how much the patterns affect one another when operated simultaneously. The square of
the correlation coefficient is known as the envelop correlation coefficient [6]. The envelop correlation
coefficient (ρe ) can be calculated using the following Formula (1).
¯RR h
i ¯2
¯
¯
~
~
¯ 4π F1 (θ, ϕ) ∗ F2 (θ, ϕ) dΩ¯
ρe RR ¯
(1)
,
¯2
¯2
RR ¯¯
¯~
¯
¯
~
4π ¯F1 (θ, ϕ)¯ dΩ
4π ¯F2 (θ, ϕ)¯ dΩ
where is the three-dimensional field radiation pattern of the antenna when the i port is excited,
and Ω is the solid angle. The asterisk is the Hermitian product operator. This is a complicated

Figure 3: S-parameters.

Figure 4: 3D radiation patterns.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5: (a) ECC and element radiation efficiency. (b) WLAN system.
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expression that requires three-dimensional radiation-pattern measurements and numerical integration.
As shown in Figure 5(a), the radiation-pattern-based ECC of the proposed MIMO antenna has
the ECC of below 0.03 near 2.45-GHz frequency bands. The total efficiencies of element A and
element B were shown in Figure 5(b) and both element A and B have a efficiency more than 80% at
the 2.45 GHz band. Two elements meander line inverted-F antenna with different sizes integrated
in the WLAN MIMO system were shown in Figure 5(b).
4. CONCLUSION

The MIMO antenna with two elements for WLAN system at the 2.45-GHz band has been simulated
and test in this paper. The antenna element was of meandered line printed inverted-F structure.
The antenna elements were printed on the top PCB of a WLAN system. To compare with the
simulated and test results, the test resonance frequency have a shift to the lower band than simulated
and the test S21 was better than simulated. Too many mounted ICs on the top or bottom PCB
of the MIMO system might yield the different results and authors should have a consider during
the process of simulation. It also can be used at 5.8-GHz band WLAN system if the dimensions
of antenna elements were reduced. Unlike the conventional MIMO antennas with a symmetrical
structure, this antenna verified that elements dimensions should be different to get a same working
bandin the practical MIMO system.
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Abstract— A wideband printed inverted-F MIMO antenna designed for WiFi applications is
presented. The proposed MIMO antenna which consists of two modified inverted-F antenna
elements and an isolated structure is designed on a two-layer FR-4 printed circuit board (PCB).
The occupied antenna area has the dimensions of 98 mm ∗ 98 mm and the thickness of substrate
is 0.8 mm. The functions of antenna’s structure and the effects of some parameters on the
antenna performance are discussed in this paper. The designed MIMO antenna system has a
wide bandwidth measured more than 0.78 GHz (2.25–3.03 GHz) at the reflection coefficient level
below −10 dB. Due to a folded isolated structure, in the whole measured frequency band the
mutual coupling is lower than −15 dB, the MIMO antenna has good isolation. On the xy and
yz planes the max gain of MIMO antenna can achieve 3 dB. The parameters of simulating and
testing are shown that this MIMO antenna has good performance for WiFi applications.
1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, WLAN applications are expected to support high data rates. Multiple-input
multiple-output (MIMO) is a key technology in the good quality and high channel capacity communication. In MIMO system both antennas are transmitting and receiving data at the same time.
The inverted-F antenna is a structural deformation of the monopole antenna. It has been employed
in the field of short distance wireless communication due to its low profile and simple structure.
Some scholars have done many works about the MIMO antenna recently. In [1], a printed
dual-antenna system operating in the GSM and 2.4 GHz WLAN bands for mobile terminals is
proposed, two grounded branches are used to get good isolation, and have good performance.
In [2], five elements inverted-F antenna array for MIMO communications is designed without using
any specific multi-antenna isolation techniques, optimized to enhanced capacity. Another MIMO
antenna at 2.45 GHz which has broad bandwidth is designed in [3, 4]. In [5], a cross branch is used
at its corner of the ground to achieve a circular polarization characteristic. In [6], a compact planar
inverted-F antenna system with high isolation operating in 2.5–2.7 GHz band is proposed, the two
inverted-F antennas is placing mirror symmetrical orientation.
A broadband inverted-F MIMO antenna for WLAN applications printed on top layer of 0.8 mm
thick with FR4 PCB substrate is proposed in this paper. The antenna covers a broad bandwidth
from 2.31 GHz to 3.13 GHz. This paper also is discussed the antenna simulation and test. In [7],
some comparisons have been done to study the inverted-F antenna with circuit layout or mounted
ICs effects on the antenna parameters.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: (a) Geometry with detailed dimensions of the MIMO antenna. (b) Photo of the MIMO antenna.
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2. ANTENNA DESIGN

The geometry and photo of the proposed Inverted-F MIMO antenna for WiFi applications are
shown in Figure 1. The antenna consists of two elements are placed in the two adjacent sides of
a PCB with a volume of 98 mm ∗ 98 mm ∗ 0.8 mm. The substrate we used is FR4 layer (relative
permittivity of 4.4, loss tangent of 0.02). The ground plane size is 88 mm ∗ 88mm, and the size is
suit for the PCB which is mounted ICs.
To improve the isolation between the two antennas, paper [8] layouts the antenna elements with
different edges and adds two folded structures in the corner between the antennas. Table 1 shows
the detailed dimensions of the inverted-F antenna.
Table 1: Dimensions of the proposed antenna (unit: mm).
L1
11.2

L2
13.7

L3
2.2

L4
3

W1
1

W2
1

H1
7

H2
7

H3
0.5

H4
2

H5
10

S
5

Dx
98

Dy
98

Dh
0.8

Figure 2: The S11 of three different type antennas.

Figure 3: Simulated and measured S-parameters of proposed antenna.

O1
43

O2
44
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Figure 4: 3D overlay radiation field of antenna 1 and antenna 2.
Table 2: Measured and simulated S-parameters at 2.45 GHz.
S-parameters
S11
S12
S22

Measured (dB)
−21.4
−22.4
−20.3

Simulated( dB)
−35
−19.6
−31

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this paper, the inverted-F MIMO antenna is simulated and optimized by the ANSYS HFSS. In
order to get broad bandwidths, another branch with the length of L2 was used. The branch with
the length of L3 is added to get better S11 parameter at 2.45 GHz. The comparison of S-parameter
is shown in Figure 2. The antenna only has one radiation branch with the length of L1 is called
type A antenna, type B antenna has two radiation branches with the length of L1 and L2 , type C
antenna is added branch with the length of L3 .
The simulated and measured S-parameters of the proposed MIMO antenna are shown in Figure 3. There are two types of antennas, type A is the whole antenna and type B antenna is the
antenna without the isolation structure. While the MIMO antenna system maintaining the better
isolation due to the structure. Its simulated −10-dB impedance bandwidth is 0.82 GHz (2.31–
3.13 GHz) and measured bandwidth is 0.78 GHz (2.25–3.03 GHz). Between 1.75 and 3.5 GHz, the
measured mutual coupling is lower than −15 dB. Both simulated and measured all have good Sparameters. The simulated and measured S-parameters at 2.45 GHz for the MIMO antenna are
tabulated in Table 2.
The simulated of 3D overlay radiation field patterns are shown in Figure 4. Antenna 1 with
lumped port 1 is shown in the left side of Figure 4, antenna 2 with lumped port 2 is shown in the
right side. In the radiation direction, the gain can achieve more than 3 dB.
4. CONCLUSION

A broadband Inverted-F MIMO antenna has been designed and tested in this paper. The antenna
is used in WiFi application. The MIMO antenna system consists two inverted-F antenna elements,
is printed on a PCB. The antenna has a wide bandwidth of more than 0.78 GHz (2.25–3.03 GHz) at
the reflection coefficient level below −10 dB. Thanks to the folded isolated structure, in the whole
measured frequency band the mutual coupling is lower than −15 dB. The MIMO antenna shows
good performance in applications. The structure of this inverted-F MIMO antenna is simple. So
the antenna is easy to design and use in practice.
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Abstract— Phased-Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (phased-MIMO) radar has been thoroughly
investigated in the literature. This approach divides the transmit antenna array into multiple
subarrays that are allowed to overlap. Each subarray coherently transmits a distinct waveform,
which is orthogonal to the waveforms transmitted by other subarrays. While phased array radar
enjoys the advantage of high coherence gain with no diversity gain, MIMO radar enjoys high
diversity gain — whether waveform or spatial diversity gain — with no coherence gain. PhasedMIMO radar enjoys both advantages of coherence gain and diversity gain which enhance the
main-to-side lobe levels but unfortunately decrease the antenna directivity.
Frequency diversity can improve antenna directivity by applying a small frequency increment
between two successive elements but consequently increases average side lobes level. In this
paper, we propose a new Phased-MIMO radar with frequency diversity which offers a tradeoff
between main-to-side lobe levels and antenna directivity. This technique can exploit frequency
diversity which is applied between subarray adjacent elements and between adjacent subarrays.
The total beam pattern is an optimum case of the lowest side lobes level as phased-MIMO radar
but with higher directivity.
1. INTRODUCTION

Phased-array antennas are called to play a fundamental role in high performance radar systems.
Usually, electronic beam steering of transmitted or received electromagnetic signal with single
frequency is made by means of phase shifters and attenuators associated to each one of the radiating
elements that conforms the antenna array [1–4]. Thus, the beam can be steered to the desired
direction by controlling the phase shifters across elements. It offers coherent gain which is useful
for detecting/tracking targets and suppressing sidelobe interferences from other directions. The
requirements of many emerging applications drive The need for new more advanced antenna array
technologies [5–9].
The emerging concept of multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) radar has been the focus of
intensive research [10–12]. Currently, two types of MIMO radar systems are being investigated:
MIMO radars with widely-separated antennas and MIMO radars with colocated antennas. Both
have uniquely many advantages, but both also face many challenges.
MIMO radar with widely-separated antennas have two important features: space-diversity and
spatial multiplexing. As a result, they can exploit radar cross section (RCS) diversity [13], they
can handle slow moving targets by exploiting Doppler estimates from multiple directions [14], and
they can support high resolution target localization [15]. However, they can also face problems
with time and phase synchronization. As the data volume to be transmitted to the processing
center in realtime is very large, these radars also face transmission and processing issues. Also, as
they employ isotropic transmission antennas that transmit energy evenly to space [11], they cannot
use most of their energy to illuminate the target and thus experience losses in signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR).
MIMO radar with colocated antennas can exploit waveform diversity. This is important as it
can: (a) significantly improve system identification; (b) increase target detection and parameter
estimation performance when combined with adaptive arrays; (c) enhance transmit beam pattern
design [12]; and (d) enable the design of airborne or ship-borne radars. However,because the
antennas are colocated, the main drawback is the loss of space diversity which is needed to mitigate
the effect of target fluctuations.
A. Hassanien, et al. [22] propose a new technique for MIMO radar with colocated antennas which
called phased-MIMO radar. The new technique enjoys the advantages of the MIMO radar without
sacrificing the main advantage of the phased-array radar which is the coherent processing gain at
the transmitting side.
In this paper, we propose a new Phased-MIMO radar system technique that can exploit frequency diversity. This new system uses colocated Phased-MIMIO antenna which enjoys the advantage of phased array antenna, coherent gain, and the advantage of MIMO radar, waveform diversity
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gain, in addition to the advantage of frequency diversity gain which mitigates the effect of target
fluctuations and improving the antenna beam pattern by reducing the side lobes level.
The remaining sections are organized as follows.
Section 2 introduces the new approach of phased-MIMO radar with frequency diversity model
compared to other models which differ in frequency diversity existence and elements correlation.
In Section 3, simulation and results are illustrated for all the above models including figures and
comments. Finally this paper is concluded in Section 4.
2. NEW PHASED-MIMO WITH FREQUENCY DIVERSITY MODEL

In this section, the transmit array is divided into multiple K subarrays which can be disjoint or
overlapped, as shown in Figure 1. Each transmit sub-array can be composed of any number of
elements ranging from 1 to M . However, unlike the general phased-MIMO array discussed in the
literature, in this paper we will partition the array into Ksub-arrays with transmitting elements in
each sub-array following the rule MK = M − K + 1 where MK is the number of elements in each
sub-array. A beam can be formed by each sub-array towards a certain direction. The beamforming
weight vector can be properly designed to maximize the coherent processing gain. At the same
time, different waveforms are transmitted by each sub-array. Each sub-array has a waveform φk
orthogonal to other sub-array waveforms,in addition to a frequency shift ±∆f with respect to its
neighbor sub-arrays. This orthogonality offers a waveforms diversity gain where the frequency shift
offers a frequency diversity gain. Suppose the kth sub array consists of Mk < M transmit elements,
the equivalent baseband signal model of the kth sub array can be modeled as,
r
M
Φk (t) w̃k∗ k = 1, 2, . . . , K
(1)
Sk (t) =
K
where K is the number of sub-arrays, W̃k is the M × 1 unit-norm complex vector which consists of
MK beamforming weights corresponding to the active antennas of the kth sub-array, that is, the
number
of nonzero in W̃k equals to MK and the number of zeros equals to M − M K . Note that
p
M/K is used to obtain an identical transmission power constraint for subsequent comparison,
which means the transmit energy within one pulse repetition interval (PRI) is given by
H
Ek = ∫ SK
(t) Sk (t) dt =
Tp

M
K

(2)

This means that the total transmitted energy for the phased-MIMO radar within one radar pulse
is equal to M . The signal reflected by a hypothetical target located at direction in the far-field can
be then modeled
r
MK
K X
X
M
H
Sr(t,θ) =
σs (θ)
Φk (t) ak (θ) wm
b (θ)
(3)
k mk
K
k=1 mk =1

(k−1)[∆f Ro −f0 d sin θ−(k−1)∆f d sin θ]
−j 2π
c

(4)

−j 2π
(mk −1)[∆f Ro −f0 d sin θ−(mk −1)∆f d sin θ]
c

(5)

ak (θ) = e
bmk (θ) = e

Figure 1: Illustration of the phased-MIMO array.
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where σs is the reflection coefficient of the hypothetical target, θ is the aspect angle between target
and radar boresight wmk is the complex weight of the mk th antenna ak (θ) is the phase shift between
the signal sat the first antenna of the array and the first antenna of the kth sub-array due to both
spatial displacement and frequency diversity bmk (θ) is the phase shift between the signals at the first
antenna and the mk th antenna for each subarray due to both spatial displacement and frequency
diversity, R0 is the target range measured from the first antenna of the array, d is the displacement
between two successive antennas, f0 is the carrier frequency of the 1st antenna and ∆f is the
increment step frequency between two successive either antennas or subarrays which equals to:
∆f =

c
2L sin θ

(6)

where C is the speed of electromagnetic waves and L is the length of the target. Note that L sin θ
is the length of the target projected along the radar boresight. We assume that the first antenna
is taken as a reference antenna.
It’s disputable that the signal reflected Sr(t,θ) varies according to the existence of coherence gain,
waveform diversity gain and frequency diversity gain as follows:
case (1): for phased array radar without frequency diversity (∆f = 0, K = 1), Equation (3)
simplified to:
Sr(t,θ) =

M
X
2π
√
H −j c (mk −1)(−f0 d sin θ)
M σs (θ) Φ1 (t)
wm
e
k

(7)

mk =1

case (2): for phased array radar with frequency diversity (∆f 6= 0, K = 1), Equation (3) simplified
to:
Sr(t,θ) =

M
X
2π
√
H −j c (mk −1)[∆f Ro −f0 d sin θ−(mk −1)∆f d sin θ]
M σs (θ) Φ1 (t)
wm
e
k

(8)

mk =1

case (3): for MIMO radar without frequency diversity (∆f = 0, K = M ), Equation (3) simplified
to:
Sr(t,θ) = σs (θ) wH

M
X

Φk (t) e−j

2π
c

(k−1)(−f0 d sin θ)

(9)

k=1

case (4): for MIMO radar with frequency diversity (∆f 6= 0, K = M ), Equation (3) simplified to:
Sr(t,θ) = σs (θ) w

H

M
X

Φk (t) e−j

2π
c

(k−1)[∆f Ro −f0 d sin θ−(k−1)∆f d sin θ]

(10)

k=1

case (5): for Phased MIMO radar without frequency diversity (∆f = 0, 1 < K < M ), Equation (3)
simplified to:
r
MK
K X
X
2π
2π
M
H
wm
Φk (t) e−j c (k−1)(−f0 d sin θ) e−j c (mk −1)(−f0 d sin θ)
Sr(t,θ) =
σs (θ)
(11)
k
K
k=1 mk =1

case (6): for Phased MIMO radar with frequency diversity (∆f 6= 0, 1 < K < M ), Equation (3)
express this case as:
r
MK
K X
X
2π
M
WkH Φk (t) e−j c (k−1)[∆f Ro −f0 d sin θ−(k−1)∆f d sin θ]
Sr(t,θ) =
σs (θ)
K
k=1 mk =1

e

−j 2π
(mk −1)[∆f Ro −f0 d sin θ−(mk −1)∆f d sin θ]
c

(12)

Now let us introduce the K × 1 transmit coherent processing vector with frequency diversity
£
¤T
H
C(θ) = W1H B1 (θ) , . . . , WK
BK (θ)
(13)
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where BK (θ) = [b1 (θ), b2 (θ), . . . , bMK (θ)]T is MK × 1 transmit steering vector and WK = [w1 , w2 ,
. . . , wMK ]T is MK × 1 beamforming vector which contains only the elements corresponding to the
active antennas of the kth sub-array.
The K × 1 diversity vector (waveform diversity vector combined with frequency diversity vector)
D(θ) = [a1 (θ), a2 (θ) . . . , aK (θ)]T
Then, the reflected signal (3) can be rewritten as,
r
M
Sr (t, θ) =
σ (θ) (C (θ) ¯ D(θ))T Φk (t)
K

(14)

(15)

where Φk (t) = [Φ1 (t) . . . Φk (t)]T is the K × 1 vector of waveforms. Assuming that the target of
interest is observed in the background of P interfering targets with reflection coefficient {σi }Pi=1
and locations {θi }Pi=1 , the N × 1 received complex vector of array observations can be written as,
X (t) = Sr (t, θs ) G (θs ) +

P
X

Sr (t, θi )G (θi ) + n (t)

(16)

i=1

where, Sr (t, θs ) and Sr (t, θi ) are defined as in (15), N is the number of receiving elements, and
G(θ) is the received steering vector By matched-filtering X(t) to each of the waveforms {Φk }K
k=1 ,
we can form the KN × 1 virtual data vector,
r
P r
X
¤
£ T
M
M
T T
y = x1 . . . xk
=
σs U (θs ) +
σi U (θi ) + ñ
(17)
K
K
i=1

where the KN × 1 vector
U (θ) = C(θ) ¯ D(θ)) ⊗ G(θ)

(18)

is the virtual steering vector associated with direction θ andñ is the KN × 1 noise term (noise
received by N receivers containing K matched filters at each receiver) whose covariance is given by
R̃n = σn2 IKN where σn2 is the noise power.
3. SIMULATION AND RESULTS

In this section, we use the conventional transmit/receive beamforming techniques and analyze
the performance of the proposed phased-MIMO radar with frequency diversity (case 6). We also
compare this case to the phased array radar (without and with frequency diversity (cases (1 and 2)
respectively)), MIMO radar (without and with frequency diversity (cases (3 and 4) respectively))
and phased-MIMO radar without frequency diversity (case (5)) in terms of their transmit/receive
beampatterns. We assume a hypothetical target oriented at angle θ = 10◦ .
Comparing the received beam pattern of phased array radar (case 1), MIMO radar (case 3),
and phased-MIMIO radar (case 5), it can be noticed that phased-MIMO radar enjoys the lowest
side lobes level but has lower directivity than the other two cases (wider beam width).
Comparing the received beam pattern of phased array radar without frequency diversity (case
1), and with frequency diversity (case 2), it can be noticed that frequency diversity enhances the
beam directivity (narrower beam width) but with higher average side lobes level.
Using the same method, comparing the received beam pattern of MIMO radar without frequency
diversity (case 3), and with frequency diversity (case 4), it can be noticed that frequency diversity
enhance the beam directivity (narrower beam width) but with higher average side lobes level.
Combining the advantage of phased-MIMO technique, which is suppressing side lobes level and
the advantage of frequency diversity, which is improving beam directivity (by getting narrower
beam width), we achieved the proposed phased-MIMO radar with frequency diversity (case 6).
Comparing the all six cases mentioned above, it can be noticed that the phased-MIMO radar with
frequency directivity is optimum tradeoff between main-to-side lobe levels and antenna directivity.
It’s observed that both case (1) and case (3) are identical and also case (2) and case (4) are
identical too. Case (6) is the optimum beam pattern which has narrow beam width compared to
case (5) and lower side lobes level compared with cases (1, 2, 3, and 4).
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Figure 2: Overall beam pattern for phased array
radar, MIMO radar, and phased-MIMO radar without frequency diversity.
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Figure 4: Overall beam pattern for MIMO radar,
with and without frequency diversity.
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4. CONCLUSION

All possible cases of phased array, MIMO and Phased-MIMO radar in the presence and absence
of frequency diversity were investigated and compared to each other. Phased-MIMO radar with
frequency diversity has declared to be the optimal case of all by providing the lowest side lobes
level with high directivity.
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Abstract— In this paper, a simple ultra-wideband antenna with tunable and high rejection
band-notch characteristics is proposed on the basis of a polygon slot structure. The designated
notch bands are realized by the use of an inverted V-shaped stub inserted into inside of the
polygon slot and a stub integrated into the radiating patch. The flexible tunable band-notch
characteristics are achieved by adjusting the dimensions of the stubs. The simulation results show
that the proposed antenna can provide a wide bandwidth, a flexible tunable and high rejection
band-notch characteristics, and good omnidirectional radiation patterns, making it suitable for
various band-notched ultra-wideband communication applications.
1. INTRODUCTION

The demand of high data rate and wide bandwidth has promoted ultra-wideband (UWB) to become
an attractive technology in recent decade years. UWB antenna is one of the important components
to build an indoor UWB system, which face much more challenges owing to its small size and
wide bandwidth. To meet the rapidly developed UWB technologies, many printed UWB antennas
with compact sizes have been proposed and investigated. However, there exist some narrowband
systems, including IEEE802.11y wireless local area networks (WLAN) (3.6575–3.69 GHz), worldwide interoperability for microwave access (3.3–3.69 GHz), IEEE 802.11j WLAN band operating at
4.9–5.0 GHz and 5.03–5.091 GHz and IEEE 802.11a WLAN band operating at 5.15–5.35 GHz and
5.47–5.725 GHz, which have higher operating power than UWB systems and,hence, may interfere
with UWB systems [1–13].
In order to mitigate the potential interferences from the above mentioned narrowband systems,
a great number of band-notched UWB antennas have been proposed and well designed in the
previous articles. Although these band-notched UWB antennas can provide desired notch band
characteristics, most of them are realized by inserting various slots in the radiating patch or in the
ground plane, which may leak electromagnetic waves and, hence, result in extra interferences [1–
6]. Consequently, parasitic elements [7], resonators [8–12] and stub [13] have been employed to
develop band-notched UWB antennas. However, some of them are complex in structure, which is
difficult to tune and design in practical engineering, others are large in size or low rejection band
characteristics.
For these reasons, we propose a simple ultra-wideband antenna with flexible tunable and high
rejection band-notch characteristics on the basis of a polygon slot structure. The proposed bandnotched characteristics are realized by using an inverted V-shaped stub inserted into inside of the
pentagon slot in the coplanar waveguide (CPW) and a stub integrated into the pentagon radiating
patch. The center frequencies of these band notches are tunable by adjusting the dimensions of
the proposed stubs. In addition, the proposed antenna can obtain high rejection band in comparison with previously developed band-notched UWB antennas. The simulated results show that
the proposed UWB antenna has a wide bandwidth, tunable band notches, high rejection notch
characteristics with VSWR greater than 50, and omnidirectional radiation patterns, which makes
it suitable for indoor UWB communication applications.
2. STRUCTURE OF THE PROPOSED ANTENNA

Figure 1 illustrates the geometry structure of the proposed high rejection notch band UWB antenna.
The proposed antenna consists of a pentagon slot which is etched on the CPW-ground plane, a
pentagon radiating patch with a polygon slot, a stub settled in the middle of the polygon slot, an
inverted V-shaped stub inserted into inside of the pentagon slot and a CPW-fed structure which
includes the CPW fed signal strip line and the CPW-ground plane. The UWB antenna is etched
on a substrate whose relative permittivity is 2.65, and the loss tangent and the thickness of the
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substrate are 0.002 and 1.6 mm, respectively. The two notch bands and high rejection function are
implemented by using the inverted V-shaped stub and the stub inserted in the polygon slot. The
CPW-fed signal strip (CFSS) has a width of 3.6 mm and the gap between the CFSS and the CPW
ground plane is 0.2 mm. The center frequencies of the proposed antenna are tunable to cover a
wide rejection band, which are used to filter out the unwanted signal from 3.5 GHz WiMAX band
and 5.5 GHz WLAN band.
The proposed antenna is designed step by step and the design procedure is shown in Fig. 1.
Firstly, a UWB antenna is designed and is given in Fig. 1(a), which is antenna-1. Next, a UWB
antenna with a 3.5 GHz band notched is presented, which is antenna-2. Finally, another notch band
is generated by using an inverted V-shaped stub inserted into inside of the pentagon slot, which
is denoted as antenna-3. The antenna-3 is our proposed antenna with high rejection band notch
characteristics and it has been optimized by using the HFSS. The optimized antenna geometry
parameters are L = 32, W = 24, L1 = 1.1, L2 = 13.6, L3 = 9.3, L4 = 3.5, L5 = 14.7, L6 = 3,
L7 = 8.5, W 1 = 0.5, W 2 = 3, W 3 = 0.4 (unit: mm).
W
L1
L7

W1

L

L5

L4

L2
L3

W3

W2
CPW-ground
plane

(a)

(b)

L6
CFSS

(c)

Figure 1: Geometry structure of the proposed antenna. (a) Antenna-1. (b) Antenna-2. (c) Antenna-3.
3. PERFORMANCE OF THE PROPOSED ANTENNA

In this section, parameter effects of L5 and L7, band-notch characteristic, radiation patterns are
investigated to exploit the performance of the proposed antenna. Fig. 2(a) shows the effects of L5 on
the impedance bandwidth. It can be seen that the center frequency of the lower notch band moves
to low frequency with an increment of L5 ranging from 13 mm to 15 mm, which is attributed to the
increased L5 that prolongs the resonance length of the stub. L7 has important effects on the center
frequency of the upper notch band. Fig. 2(b) gives the effects of L7 on the impedance bandwidth
of the proposed antenna. It is found that the center frequency of the upper notch band shifts from
6.2 GHz to 4.8 GHz when L7 increases from 7 mm to 10 mm, while the center frequency of the lower
notch keeps constant. However, the band-notched depth at the lower notch band is reduced, while
the band-notched depth at the upper notch band is increased. Figure 2(c) illustrates the bandnotched characteristics of the proposed antenna. It is observed that the proposed antenna without
these two stubs (antenna-1) is a UWB antenna, which can cover the whole UWB band released
by FCC in 2002. When the proposed antenna has only the lower stub, denoting as antenna-2, it
has a notch band to filter out the unwanted narrowband interferences from 3.5 GHz WiMAX band.
When the proposed antenna integrate both stubs, which is named as antenna-3, it has two notch
bands operating at 3.5 GHz band and 5.5 GHz WLAN band to prevent narrowband interferences.
Thus, we can say that the lower notch band is generate by using the stub which is integrated with
the radiating patch together, while the upper notch band at the 5.5 GHz WLAN band is produced
by the use of the inverted V-shaped stub which is inserted into inside of the pentagon slot.
The radiation patterns of the proposed antenna are investigated and are shown in Fig. 3. We
can see that the proposed antenna has an omnidirectional radiation pattern in the H-plane, and a
quasi-omnidirectional radiation pattern in the E-plane. However, the E-plane radiation patterns
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 2: Performance of the proposed antenna. (a) L5. (b) L7. (c) Band-notched characteristic.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Radiation patterns of the proposed antenna. (a) H-plane. (b) E-plane.

are slant because of the slots which may leak extra electromagnetic waves. Table 1 compares the
proposed antenna with early reported band-notched UWB antennas with respect to the size and
peak VSWR which can depict the rejection depth. We note that only a few previously presented
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Table 1: Comparisons of several existing band-notched UWB antennas.
References
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
[6]
[7]
[8]
[9]
[10]
[11]
[12]
[13]
Proposed

Dimensions (mm2 )
28 × 21
40 × 31
28 × 21
30 × 26
22 × 18
28 × 21
40 × 30
34 × 34
40 × 31
34 × 27
33 × 25
32 × 24
28 × 24
32 × 24

Rejection band
4.5–6 GHz
4.13 GHz & 5.2 GHz
5–6 GHz & 8 GHz
3.4 GHz&5.5 GHz
3–3.8 GHz & 5–6 GHz
5–6 GHz
3–4 GHz & 5–6 GHz
5 GHz WLAN
5.15 GHz
3.23–5.93 GHz
3.5 GHz & 5.5 GHz
5–6 GHz
Tunable 3.55–6.8 GHz
Tunable 3.1–7 GHz

Peak VSWR
> 10
15
6.3
9
10
> 10
>8
9
15
14
6
> 10
26
> 50

antennas can provide peak VSWRs with their values greater than 15. Although the Reference [13]
has a peak gain of 26, it can only provide a notch at each fixed dimensions. With the increment of
frequency, the peak VSWR reduces quickly. At 5.5 GHz in Fig. 5 in [13], the peak VSWR is less
than 10. In our design, the antenna can not only provide two tunable notch bands, but also can
provide a high peak VSWR which is greater than 50 at 3.5 GHz WiMAX band and is better than
15 at the 5.5 GHz WLAN band.
4. CONCLUSION

A pentagon-slot UWB antenna with tunable and high rejection band-notched characteristics has
been proposed and its performance has been evaluated in this paper. The results show that the
proposed antenna has two tunable notch bands, which can filter unwanted signals from a large
range. The lower notch band also has a high rejection characteristic with VSWR > 50, while the
rejection depth at upper notch band reach up to 15. The results show that the antenna has two
tunable notches and high rejection band, making it suitable for band-notched UWB systems.
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Abstract— An easy method for designing the multi-way wideband power divider has been
proposed. In order to obtain a wide operational frequency, the corrected coefficients for the
wideband impedance transformer are adopted. A wideband four-way power divider has been
developed as a design example. Well-matched results of simulation and measurement can validate
the proposed approach.
1. INTRODUCTION

In current wireless communication, the need for wide bandwidth is growing rapidly. Power dividers
are important components in microwave applications. In addition, the multi-way power divider is
a key component for phase-array antennas, power amplifiers, and multi-port circuits. Wilkinson
power dividers are generally adopted for two-way power division [1]. Consequently, the multi-way
power divider can be realized by interconnecting two-way Wilkinson power dividers. A general
method of designing the multi-way power divider is utilizing the binominal response on the multistage transmission lines. However, the available bandwidth of the multi-way power divider remains
limited. The multi-way power dividers with interconnection have been studied in [2–4]. In [4], a
calculated method for designing the multi-way power divider with interconnecting two-way power
dividers is achieved. Unfortunately, the interconnection between two-way power dividers may
restrict the optimal design.
In order to obtain a wideband multi-way power divider, the corrected coefficients are adopted for
the multi-stage transmission lines shown in Figure 1. With the assistance the corrected coefficients,
the design of power dividers with required input reflection level can be simplified. Moreover, both
even- and odd-mode analysis are provided to obtain the optimal isolation resistor values.

ZA

Z1

Zn

ZN

λ/4

λ/4

λ/4
ZB

Figure 1: Diagram of the multi-stage transmission lines.
2. DESIGN FORMULAS OF THE MODIFIED IMPEDANCE TRANSFORMER

In order to obtain a wide operating bandwidth, the general binominal response utilize upon the
multi-stage transmission lines can be modified by multiple the correct coefficients Kn . Consequently,
the characteristic impedances Zn can be modified by integrating the corrected coefficients Kn with
transmission lines at each stage as

n−1
P
2−N ·
CN

k

k=0
ZA ·R


,
for n < N 2+1

Kn

n−1
P
CkN
2−N ·
Zn =
(1)
k=0
Z
·
R
,
for n = N 2+1

A


n−1
P N


2−N ·
Ck

k=0
ZA · R
· Kn , for n > N 2+1
Kn = KN −n+1
(2)
where R = ZB /ZA .
As for the two-stage transmission lines, Figure 2(a) shows the simulated results of |S11 | with
various corrected coefficient K1 . It is indicated that the smaller the corrected coefficient is, the
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Figure 2: Simulated results of the two-stage transmission lines multiple the correct coefficient K1 . (a) |S11 |.
(b) Relation between FBW and corrected coefficient K1 .
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Figure 3: Structure of the exemplary four-way power divider.

larger the available fractional bandwidth (FBW), and the |S11 | are. Moreover, there is a wider
operating bandwidth with K1 < 1 than that with the binomial response, K1 = 1. Figure 2(b) also
shows the similar tendency that the larger the impedance ratio R is, the smaller the FBW is.
3. DESIGN EXAMPLE OF THE WIDEBAND FOUR-WAY MICROSTRIP POWER
DIVIDER

By interconnecting three two-way power dividers, a four-way power divider is realized with the
two-stage structure, as shown in Figure 3. In Figure 3, port 1 is the input port while ports 2–5
are four output ports. The two-way power divider, indicated as Stage A in Figure 3, is composed
of a resistor R1 and two quarter-wavelength transmission lines with characteristic impedance Zp1 .
Other two power dividers indicated as Stage B, are composed of two resistors R2 and four quarterwavelength transmission lines with characteristic impedances Zp2 . The four-way power divider is
developed at 1 GHz as the central frequency and with FBW of 61.4% when the insertion loss is
20-dB. In addition, this power divider is fabricated on FR4 substrates, whose dielectric constant,
loss tangent, and layer thickness are 4.4, 0.018, and 1.6 mm, respectively.
3.1. Even-mode Analysis

The even-mode equivalent circuit of the power divider shown in Figure 3 can be expressed as
Figure 4(a). Moreover, in Figure 4(b), resistors R1 and R2 are removed from the even-mode
equivalent circuit since they do not have effects on signals from input and output ports. Therefore,
the two-stage transmission lines can be utilized to obtain the impedances Zp1 and Zp2 as
Zp2 = Z1
Zp1 = Z2 /2

(3)
(4)
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3.2. Odd-mode Analysis

The odd-mode equivalent circuit of the power divider shown in Figure 3 can be expressed as
Figure 5(a). Moreover, Figure 5(b) is the odd-mode equivalent circuits of both Figures 4(a) and 5(a).
In addition, Figure 5(c) is the even-mode equivalent circuit of Figure 5(a). Under the matching
condition, resistors R2 and R1 can be derived from Figures 5(b) and 5(c), respectively, as
R2 = 2Z0
±
2
R1 = Zp2
Z0

(5)
(6)

With 4 for the impedance ration R in Figure 4(b) and two-stage transmission lines adopted for
the circuit, 0.962 should be selected for corrected coefficient K1 according to Figure 2(b), where
FBW is 61.4% with 20-dB for insertion loss. Consequently, from (1) to (4), the impedances Zp1 and
Zp2 can be obtained as 68.02 Ω and 73.5 Ω, respectively. Moreover, from (6) and (5), resistors R1
and R2 will be 108.05 Ω and 100 Ω, respectively. In this paper, the resistor R1 is modified as 107 Ω
for real fabrication, which causes return loss degradation of 0.5 dB at four output ports. Figure 6(a)
shows the theoretically modified responses. It is indicated that the bandwidth of |S11 | at −20 dB is
wider with the modified power divider proposed in this paper than the traditional Wilkinson power
divider.
These theoretical parameters can be transformed into the physical dimensions shown in Table 1
with the aid of the electromagnetic (EM) simulator IE3D. Figures 6(a) and 6(b) show the layout
and photograph of the fabricated four-way power divider. The total area of this prototype is
63.3 × 74.57 mm2 . Figure 6(a) compares the simulated and measured results of the fabricated
power divider with −20-dB for |S11 |. Moreover, Figure 6(a) also presents measured insertion
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Figure 4: Half circuit of the four-way power divider with even-mode excitation. (a) Even mode of Figure 3.
(b) Even mode of Figure 4(a).
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Figure 5: Half circuit of the four-way power divider with odd-mode excitation. (a) Odd mode of Figure 3.
(b) Odd mode of Figure 4(a). (c) Even mode of Figure 5(a).
Table 1: Dimensions of the fabricated four-way power divider.
W1
1.78
L3
19.35

W2
1.51
L4
20.0

W3
3.06
L5
18.65

W4
3.06
L6
3.0

L1
27.8
L7
7.0

L2
6.0
Unit: mm
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Figure 6: Proposed wideband four-way power divider. (a) Photograph and comparisons of theoretical/measured return loss, insertion loss, and isolation. (b) Layout.

loss and isolation, and the measured insertion loss is around 0.5 dB. The well matched result of
simulation and measurement validates the design for a simple and wideband power divider.
4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the corrected coefficients for the wideband impedance transformer has been proposed
and adopted on the design of wideband multi-way power divider. The even- and odd-mode analyses
have been presented and optimal values of isolation resistors have been obtained. Moreover, design
principles and example are provided and simulated. Furthermore, a prototype of the wideband fourway power divider is designed, fabricated, and measured. With the proposed structure, performance
of S11 can be predicated in advance. Well-matched results of simulation and measurement validate
the proposed approach.
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Abstract— In this work, a 40 dB high-gain amplifier module has been presented for millimeter
wave applications. Two amplifiers are integrated into the single module case by inserting a
WR22 waveguide between them in the module case, in order to suppress oscillation. The highgain amplifier module consists of two amplifiers and four WR22-to-microstrip line transitions
which were fabricated on 5 mil thick RT5880 substrate. The transition loss of −0.44 dB per a
transition was achieved from 35 to 50 GHz. The module showed the higher gain than 39.7 dB
from 38 to 41 GHz. At 38.7 GHz, the maximum gain of 44.25 dB was obtained.
1. INTRODUCTION

The frequencies from 30 to 300 GHz are so-called millimeter-wave (mm-wave) ones, because their
wavelength is between 10 to 1 mm. They have been utilized for gigabit wireless communications demanding greater amount of available bandwidth. Increasing several applications such as radars [1–
3], point-to-point wireless communications, radio-on-fiber (RoF) links [4], cellular wireless networks [5], etc. in mm-wave band have been observed in the last decade.
One of main issues for commercialization of mm-wave radio systems is a reproducible and cost
effective packaging, aside from the active radio frequency (RF) integrated circuit (IC) technology.
Active RF IC chips are assembled on a metal or dielectric substrate carrier by using wire-bonding or
flip-chip [6] interconnection and finally they are encapsulated in a plastic package or metal housing.
In the small-sized package volume, various materials and structures like dielectric substrate, RF
ICs, their mounting cavities, waveguides, etc. are integrated. Therefore, they can make difficult
issues such as unwanted substrate modes [6], cavity resonance [7], feedback, or crosstalk due to
discontinuities [8, 9], especially, in the mm-wave applications.
In the previously published literatures [6–9], these phenomena have been well analyzed. In order
to prevent them, several approaches such as resistivity value of the flip-chip carrier [6], resonance
condition of the cavity [7], chip mounting configurations [8], and resistive coating on the lid [10]
has been investigated. Many oscillation-free modules [1, 2, 6] have been implemented by reflecting
these investigations and have achieved good mm-wave performance. However, in the case of the
high-gain amplifier block requiring over 30 dB, radiation of signals due to discontinuities can cause
stability problem from the feedback effect [8, 9], that is, the radiated signals can enter the first
amplifier IC in the whole high-gain amplifier block by reflecting from around structures in the
module and can be amplified. This process is repeated and the high-gain amplifier module can
be oscillated in final. Therefore, in order to prevent the feedback effect, a small- or medium-gain
amplifier module is cascaded [2] in series by using external waveguides (WGs) until a required gain
is satisfied. In addition, attenuators are inserted between amplifiers for reducing the whole gain
and doing a role as an impedance buffer. However, these conventional approaches lead to bulky
and expensive mm-wave radio system.
In this paper, a 40 dB amplifier module integrating a waveguide into the metal case has been
presented for 40 GHz wireless communications applications.
2. MODULE CASE FOR HIGH-GAIN AMPLIFIER MODULE

In general, two amplifier modules are connected by using a WG for high-gain block applications in
order to suppress oscillation. In this work, a WG between two cavities, in which two amplifier ICs
are assembled, is integrated into the metal case of the high-gain amplifier as shown in Fig. 1. In this
module case, because radiated signals due to discontinuities are confined to each cavity, another
amplifier IC is not affected. Therefore oscillation can be prevented. Comparing to the conventional
cascade high-gain block by using external WGs, the compact and low-cost mm-wave system can
be implemented. However, low-loss W/G-to-MSL transition is required because of additional two
W/G-to-MSL ones. The length of the cavity and MSL is 18.0 mm. The integrated WG is 15.7 mm
long. The length of the WR22 ports is 18.5 mm.
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Size : 79 x 42 mm2

Integrated
W/G
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an amp. IC
WR22-to-MSL
transition

Figure 1: Proposed metal case for the high-gain amplifier module [Case size: 79 × 42 × 32 mm3 ].

In this work, a WR22 WG is used as input and output (IO) port. Its rectangular size is
2.84 × 5.68 mm2 . Two commercial amplifier ICs [11] are cascaded for high-gain remote antenna
units (RAU) in the 40 GHz RoF system [4] having the gain of over 40 dB. The amplifier ICs and
components for DC bias are mounted on a 5 mil thick RT5880 substrate [12]. Soldering pads for
the amplifier ICs and 50 Ω microstrip lines (MSLs) as the signal line are designed on it.
3. WAVEGUIDE-TO-MSL TRANSITION

Because of the integrated WG, additional WR22-to-MSL transitions are designed. A probe-type
transition is utilized for low-loss and wideband transition and two sets of the WR22-to-MSL transitions in back-to-back configuration are mounted in order to investigate their characteristics as
shown in Fig. 1.
The transition was designed on the 5 mil thick RT5880 substrate and it was inserted into the WG
through a longitudinal window on its longer side. The layout of the transition part is presented
at the right in Fig. 2(a) and its critical dimensions were optimized for the low loss and broad
bandwidth performance by using electromagnetic (EM) analysis software [13]. Fig. 2(b) presents
simulated results of the designed back-to-back structured transitions mounted on the same metal
case as the high-gain amplifier module in the inset of Fig. 2(b). The return loss below −10 dB is
from 34.2 to 50 GH and its bandwidth is acceptable for the amplifier applications in this work.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: (a) Layout of a WR22 WG-to-MSL transition and its optimized dimensions and (b) simulated
results of back-to-back structured transitions integrated into the metal case [An inset: the model designed
for an EM simulation].

The transitions designed in the back-to-back type were fabricated by using the standard printed
circuit board (PCB) process. A photograph of the fabricated ones assembled in the metal case for
the amplifier module is illustrated in Fig. 3(a). For test of the transition performance, 2.4 mm-male-
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to-WR22 W/G adapters were used in order to interconnect a vector network analyzer (VNA, Agilent
N5250A) with the transition module. Adapter losses were first checked as shown in Fig. 3(b). Its
measured insertion loss (IL) is from −0.26 to −0.33 dB and the return loss (RL) is less than −10 dB
at all test frequencies from 30 to 50 GHz. For the case of the transitions, the measured return loss is
degraded due to the adapter and is below −10 dB from 34.1 to 50 GHz. The RL bandwidth is similar
to the simulated one. The measured IL is also degraded because of loss components including the
adapter, substrate (dielectric), and two 18 mm long MSLs having a loss of −0.0239 dB/mm. The IL
of −2.9 and −2.5 dB is observed at 38 and 41 GHz, respectively. Considering the loss components,
the transition loss per a single transition is −0.44 and −0.32 dB at 38 and 41 GHz, respectively.
4. HIGH-GAIN AMPLIFIER MODULE

After removal of two sets of the transitions from the metal case, two amplifier ICs and chip capacitors to prevent low-frequency oscillation are mounted by soldering on the RT5880 substrate with
transitions. The DC bias board is embedded in its back side. The assembly photograph of the
high-gain amplifier module was as shown in Fig. 4(a). The overall module size is 79 × 42 × 32 mm3
S-parameters of the fabricated high-gain amplifier module were measured at a drain supply voltage
of 5 V and total DC current of 1,000 mA and the measured performance is presented in Fig. 4(b),
compared to characteristics plotted from a datasheet of the amplifier IC [11]. The measured gain
(M-S21) of more than 39.7 dB is achieved between 38 to 41 GHz. At 38.7 GHz, the maximum gain
of 44.25 dB is obtained in spite of a little different DC bias conditions from the datasheet and
assembly loss such as soldering and transitions. Compared to RLs (IC-S11 and IC-S22) of one
amplifier IC, the measured output RL (M-S22) and input one (M-S11) of the high-gain module are
improved and degraded, respectively. The reason comes from assembly quality of the substrate with

Cavity

Cavity
Integrated WG

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: (a) Photograph of the fabricated transitions assembled in the metal case and (b) measured loss
characteristics of the fabricated transitions [AD.: an adapter, TR.: the fabricated transitions, and an inset:
the photograph of the adapter].

Amplifier IC
Amplifier IC

Integrated WG

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: (a) Photo of the interior of the fabricated high-gain amplifier module and (b) its measured performances compared to AMMP-6441 characteristics from a data sheet [M: measurement and IC: the results
from a data sheet of an amplifier IC (AMMP-6441)].
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WR22-to-MSL transitions. The high-gain module with the gain of over 40 dB was implemented
without oscillation. That demonstrates the integrated W/G can suppress the feedback effect in the
high-gain amplifier module.
5. CONCLUSIONS

A 40 dB high-gain amplifier module has been presented for millimeter wave applications. In order
to suppress oscillation, one WR22 waveguide (WG) is inserted between cavities for mounting chips
in the metal case. The high-gain amplifier module cascades two amplifier ICs by using four WR22
WG-to-microstrip line transitions on 5 mil thick RT5880 substrate. The fabricated transition
showed the transition loss of less than −0.44 dB per a transition from 35 to 50 GHz. The high-gain
amplifier module achieved the gain of more than 39.7 dB from 38 to 41 GHz. At 38.7 GHz, the
maximum gain of 44.25 dB was obtained
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Abstract— In this paper, a broadband microstrip line-to-waveguide transition has been presented for millimeter-wave module applications. For wide bandwidth applications, the radial
microstrip line (MSL) probe and extended GND plane on the low-loss organic dielectric substrate are designed. The designed and tested performance of the transition is characterized in
terms of an insertion and return loss. Considering the loss contribution of the cable adapter
and waveguide transition for the measurement, the loss of the fabricated transition is analyzed
as −1.88 and −2.01 dB per a transition at 70 and 80 GHz, respectively and its bandwidth for
reflection at −10 dB is 26 GHz from 67 to 95 GHz.
1. INTRODUCTION

Recently, because of high demands for several high-data-rate wireless services, millimeter-wave
(mm-wave) frequency band has been increased to higher mm-wave band. Especially, 71 ∼ 76
and 81 ∼ 86 GHz bands known as “E-band” are widely used around the world for high-capacity
point-to-point wireless communications applications [1]. E-band wireless systems offer the most
competitive alternative to Ka-band and V-band systems and buried fiber because of very wide
available bandwidth (BW) of 10 GHz, low-loss propagation characteristics in free space, and cost
effective solution in terms of license and installation.
In general, mm-wave circuits, components, and modules are designed using several technologies and materials. Therefore, they are integrated and assembled in the system by using various
transmission lines; microstrip line, coplanar line, waveguides et al.. Therefore, a low-loss transition
between them is one of key elements in the mm-wave system integration. In nature, simple design,
wide bandwidth, and low loss are key issues for mm-wave system applications.
A well-known electrical-probe (E-probe) transition [2] with a back-short waveguide on the dielectric substrate has been used because of its simple mode transformation and easy design, compared
to other perpendicular transitions [3, 4] and also no additional substrate is required. However, narrow operation bandwidth is the essential drawback. For broad bandwidth applications, a waveguide
transition using a quasi-Yagi Uda antenna printed on the substrate was proposed [5], but air bridges
and a trenched metal block were needed. A very wide bandwidth of 24.9 GHz was achieved [6] by
controlling the position of the probe and length of an extended ground (GND) [7] related to the
reactance of the probe. The dielectric material as well as the transition structures should be considered for low-loss transition design. In general, RT/Duroid 5880 [3, 4, 6] and low- temperature
co-fired ceramic (LTCC) [5] as a substrate have been frequently used for mm-wave applications,
because of a very small loss tangent and low coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE). Considering
integration into inner layers of printed circuit boards (PCBs), low-loss organic material; Liquid
Crystalline Polymer (LCP) has been utilized for microwave and mm-wave module applications [8].
In this work, a wide band microstrip line (MSL)-to-waveguide (WG) transition has been presented for E-band applications. For its wide operational bandwidth, a simple radial probe and
extended GND (E-GND) are designed on the LCP organic dielectric substrate. The designed and
measured results are characterized in terms of an insertion and return loss.
2. DESIGN OF A MSL-TO-WR12 TRANSITION

The transitions were designed on the LCP substrate and whose relative dielectric constant, loss
tangent, and height of the LCP substrate are 3.16, 0.0045, and 100 µm, respectively at 70 GHz and
metal (Cu) patterns on the substrate is 8 µm thick.
Figure 1 shows the cross-sectional view of the MSL-to-WG transition. A MSL-to-WG transition
is composed of a rectangular open-ended WG, short-circuit WG, and LCP dielectric substrate
with the radial electrical probe. The probe and GND patterns are designed on the both side of the
substrate. Via holes are formed around WG in the LCP substrate. For 70 and 80 GHz applications,
the WR12 WG was used and its rectangular size is 3.1 mm × 1.55 mm. The LCP dielectric substrate
is placed on the open-ended WR12 (lower WG) and then the short-circuited WG is on it as shown
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1: The cross-sectional view of (a) the MSL-to-WG transition and (b) the planar view at the A-A0
plane.

in Fig. 1(a). Conductor patterns on the LCP substrate are designed as shown in Fig. 1(b). A
length (H) of the short-circuit WG is a quarter of guided wavelength of the WG (λg/4), in order
to couple electric current on the probe to TE10 dominant mode of the WG. For suppression of
parallel-plate leakage (PPL) in the LCP substrate, vias are placed as shown in Fig. 1(b). In order
to achieve a wide-band impedance matching, the extended GND and radial patch are designed as
shown in Fig. 1(b). The widths of the extended GND at the upper and lower side of the WG
are 230 and 130 µm, respectively. The length and angle of the radial probe are 320.78 µm and 90,
respectively. They were optimized for broadband characteristics of the transition. Narrow MSL
between the MSL and radial probe is designed for impedance matching. Its width and length are
0.11 and 1.184 mm, respectively. The Width of the 50-Ω MSL is 0.236 mm.
In order to evaluate the transitions, they were designed in a back-to-back structure and length
between two transitions was 20.6 mm The designed results of the back-to-back structured transition
are presented in Fig. 2. Its BW for return loss (RL) at −20 dB is 26 GHz from 61 to 87 GHz. An
insertion loss (IL) is −1.67 and −1.95 dB at 70 and 80 GHz, respectively.

Figure 2: Designed results of the MSL-to-WG transition.
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3. FABRICATION AND MEASUREMENT OF THE MSL-TO-WR12 TRANSITION

The designed transition was fabricated in a commercial printed circuit board (PCB) foundry.
Fig. 3(a) shows the fabricated transition on the LCP substrate For the test, the fabricated LCP
substrate including transition patterns is attached on the lower WR12 in aluminum (Al) block by
using a conductive epoxy. The upper WR12 and back-circuit cover are placed on the substrate in
order. All parts are tightened by screws. By using a vector network analyzer (VNA) the fabricated
back-to-back transition were tested. After calibration, adapters (1.0 mm male cable-to-WR10) and
WG transitions (WR10-to-WR12) were connected to the cable of the VNA. Fig. 3(b) presents a
photograph of device under test (DUT) for the fabricated board including several transitions. The
test frequency was from 67 to 95 GHz. The dashed line is the size of the WR12 WG.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Fabricated transition (a) and test set-up of the fabricated transition. (b) [Two W-band adapters
and waveguide transitions are used for test].

Figure 4 presents the measured insertion loss (IL) and return loss (RL) of the fabricated transition in the back-to-back structure. All test results are degraded compared to the simulated ones
because of high-loss calibration using several adapters and WG transitions. The RL of the proposed
transition shows less than −10 dB at all test frequencies. The IL of −8.9 and −9.2 dB is obtained
at 70 and 80 GHz, respectively. The loss including the 20.6 mm long MSL, adapters, and WG transitions is −5.14 and −5.18 dB, at 70 and 80 GHz, respectively. Considering the loss contribution,
the transition loss is analyzed as −1.88 and −2.01 dB per a transition

Figure 4: Measured IL and RL characteristic of the fabricated transition.
4. CONCLUSION

A wide-band microstrip (MSL)-to-waveguide transition has been presented for millimeter-wave
applications. In order to improve its operational bandwidth, the radial MSL probe is designed on
the low-loss organic dielectric substrate. Considering the loss contribution of the cable adapter
and waveguide transition for the measurement, the proposed transition loss can be analyzed as
−1.88 and −2.01 dB per a transition at 70 and 80 GHz, respectively. Its operational bandwidth of
26 GHz is obtained for reflection at −10 dB.
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Coaxial-line Structured SMT Pad for LTCC SiP Applications
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Abstract— In this work, a surface-mount type (SMT) pad using a coaxial-line structure is
presented for low temperature co-fired ceramic (LTCC) SiP (system-in-package) applications.
The vertical via transition is devised in type of the coaxial line. An overlap part between its
outer conductor and a transmission line on the main board is cut off in order to eliminate their
interaction. A cap on the top layer of the vertical via transition is designed in order to reduce
radiation due to discontinuity. The designed SMT pad was fabricated using the standard LTCC
process. The measured return and insertion loss are below −14 and −1.0 dB, respectively up to
15 GHz.
1. INTRODUCTION

SiP (system-in-package), 3-dimensional (3D) integration approach of radio systems [1, 2], have been
widely used for microwave and millimeter-wave (mm-wave) package applications, because of its low
loss, integration capability, similar value of temperature coefficient of expansion (TCE) to MMICs,
and cost effectiveness. Most of SiP modules have been implemented in type of a surface-mount
type (SMT) because of easy and lowcost assembly.
Low-loss interconnection between a main PCB board and SMT pad and the excitation [3]
of package modes are key issues for mm-wave SiP applications. In general, low-loss transitions
between a SMT pad and signal path in the SiP module have been investigated using vertical via
structures [5–9]. Various vertical via transition such as Coplanar waveguide (CPW)-to-stripline
(SL) [4, 5], microstrip (MSL)-to-SL [6, 7] and CPW-to-CPW transition [4, 8] have been developed
for radio system integration. In these previous researches, several approaches have been tried for
improved RF performance. There are two categories: impedance matching [5, 6, 8] and parasitic
compensation [4, 5]. In order to match the impedance close to 50 Ω, the coaxial-type transition
using shielding vias [6, 8] and intermediate ground planes [5] have been presented. In order to
reduce inductive and capacitive effects in the transition region [5, 6], S. Lei et al. [5] presented
additional pads in the vertical vias to reduce the inductive effect at the transition F. J. Schmuckle
et al. [6] designed the critical ground part in the SL. In addition, In order to suppress unwanted
resonance modes, PBG structure in the cavity was designed, forming a kind of bandstop filter at
the operation frequency [3].
In this work, the SMT pad using a coaxialline structure has been presented for mm-wave LTCC
SiP module applications. Using a 9-layer LTCC dielectric substrate, CPW-to-Coaxial line-to-SMT
pad transition is designed and fabricated. The SMT pad was designed and analyzed by using a
3-D Finite Integration Technique (FIT) simulator [10].
2. DESIGN OF A SMT PAD-TO-COAXIAL LINE-TO-CPW TRANSITION

A SMT pad is designed using a coaxial line-to-CPW vertical via transition in a 9-layer LTCC
dielectric as shown in Fig. 1(a). For the coaxial line, a diameter of the inner conductor, which
is the same as that of via for the signal path is fixed as 135 µm and an outer one is 695 µm. In
order to maintain 50 Ω impedance the outer diameter of 1,226 µm is required. However, it leads to
increase the size of the pad. Through the size optimization of the coaxial line in terms of transition
loss and size, the outer diameter is determined and its impedance of the coaxial line is 37 Ω. The
CPW line on the seventh layer (L7) is integrated into the cavity which consists of 8th and 9th
layer for interconnection with other devices or measurement. A ECPW (embedded CPW) on the
same layer as the CPW in the LTCC substrate is designed for interconnection between the coaxial
line and CPW. The width of the CPW and ECPW is 144 and 90 µm, respectively. Their gaps are
83 and 95 µm, respectively. Their height of the substrate is 100 µm. In order to analyze crosstalk
around SMT pad, electric (E)-field distributions of the cross-sectional parts of the whole SMT pad
including a LTCC and PCB substrate are presented in Fig. 1(b). The dashed rectangular shows
that the outer conductors used as the ground (GND) of the coaxial line overlap with the CPW line
and GND planes on the PCB board. Therefore, in the overlapped part, EM-fields are concentrated
and that leads cross-talk between the PCB and pad.
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Figure 2 shows the designed results of the SMT pad using the coaxial line transition. As
frequencies increase above 11 GHz, return losses (RL) are severely degraded over −10 dB. At 15 GHz,
an insertion loss (IL) is lower than −2 dB. The degradation of the RL and IL results from the
concentrated E-fields in the overlapped part. In order to improve the performance, the structure
related to the concentrated E-fields should be modified.
Figure 3 presents that (a) a perspective view of the SMT pad transition using a modified coaxialline transition and (b) its E-fileds distributions at the transitions. The overlapped parts between
the LTCC substrate including coaxial-line outer conductor and CPW on the PCB are cut off. In
addition, in order to reduce the radiation due to discontinuities at the interconnection part of the
coaxial line and CPW, a cap with a radius of 928 µm on the 9th layer (L9) of the LTCC substrate
is designed.
Figure 4 shows that the simulated characteristics of the modified SMT pad transition with a
cap. Compared to the previous transition in Fig. 2, the performance is clearly improved. From DC
to 18 GHz, the return losses are below −10 dB.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: (a) 3D view of a SMT pad using a coaxial line transition and (b) electric (E)-field distributions
the cross-sectional parts of the whole SMT.

Figure 2: Designed results of the SMT pad using a coaxial line transition.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: (a) 3D view of the modified SMT pad transition and (b) its E-filed distribution.
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3. FABRICATION AND MEASURED RESULTS

The modified SMT pad transition was fabricated on nine LTCC dielectric layers with a dielectric
constant of 7.8 and its thickness between the metal layers is 100 µm. The Ag and Ag/Pd conductors were screen-printed on the unfired green-sheet layers for internal and external conductors,
respectively. The fabricated SMT transition is shown in an inset of Fig. 5.
Using a probing method on the probe station, the fabricated SMT pad transition was measured
with a VNA (vector network analyzer). Fig. 5 shows the measured characteristics of the fabricated
LTCC SMT pad transition on the PCB board The measured insertion loss is below −1.0 dB from
DC to 15 GHz. The return losses are below −14 dB at the same frequency range. This SMT pad
can be used for X- or Ku-band applications.

Figure 4: Designed return and insertion loss characteristics of the modified SMT pad transitions with a
cap.

Figure 5: Measured characteristics of the fabricated
SMT pad transitions [An inset: the fabricated LTCC
SMT pad transition on the PCB board].

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, a coaxial-line structured SMT pad has been presented for LTCC SiP applications.
The vertical via transition is devised in type of the coaxial line. In order to eliminate crosstalk and
radiation, the overlapped parts between the LTCC substrate including coaxial-line outer conductor
and CPW on the PCB are cut off and a cap at the interconnection part of the coaxial line and
CPW is proposed, respectively. The designed SMT pad was fabricated using the standard LTCC
process on nine LTCC dielectric layers. The measured return and insertion loss are below −14 and
−1.0 dB, respectively, up to 15 GHz.
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Abstract— Aiming at InISAR imaging of dechirp data under squint modela new method
based on squint iteration optimization (SIO) and distortion correction (DC) is proposed in this
paper. The squint model induces the influence of accessional phase and image distortion. The
3D imaging results degrade seriously when the squint angle is big. Through a few times of squint
iteration optimization and distortion correction, the estimation precision and the imaging quality
are improved. Simulation results demonstrate the effectiveness of the method.
1. INTRODUCTION

Inverse synthetic aperture radar (ISAR) [1, 2] can generate 2D high resolution images of noncooperative targets from a long distance and is widely used for military and civilian purposes. The
ISAR image, however, is just the Range-Doppler plane projection of a three spatial dimensional
target which results in the loss of structure information. In order to enhance the target recognition
probability, the interferometric ISAR (InISAR) [3–5] technique is presented to achieve the third dimension of the target. In traditional InISAR imaging systems, three receiving antennas are mostly
used [3, 4]. Using the phase difference of the three 2D complex ISAR images, the corresponding
position of each scattering can be achieved.
As is known to all, the ISAR image plane is related to the targets motion with respect to the
radar line of sight (LOS). For convenience, the target is generally assumed to be located close to the
antenna axis in traditional InISAR imaging systems, which is called the normal mode. In practice,
however, the target is usually far away from the antenna axis [6–8], which is called the squint mode.
A novel InISAR imaging algorithm based on dominant scatterers is proposed in literature [6]. The
phase ambiguity induced by squint is inevitable since the same reference range is used in stretch
processing. Moreover, the difference of system structure limits the application of image registration
using parameter estimation of targets angular motion. In literature [7], the approximation introduced to deal with the coupling of squint additive phase and target coordinates degrades the image
quality. Literature [8] combines the nonlinear least square (NLS) and coordinates transform (CT)
to estimate the target coordinates. The computation efficiency is decreased since NLS is applied.
Aiming at above problems we propose a new squint model InISAR imaging method based on
squint iteration optimization. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
the InISAR imaging geometry and signal model is described. Section 3 analyzes the influence of
squint model. The new squint model InISAR imaging method based on squint iteration optimization is detailed in Section 4. Simulation results and performance analysis are reported in Section 5,
followed by conclusion in Section 6.

Figure 1: Three-receiver InISAR imaging geometry.
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2. SIGNAL MODEL OF DECHIRP DATA FOR INISAR SYSTEM

The geometry of three-receiver InISAR imaging system is shown in Figure 1. In the system, A is
the transmitter and receiver while B and C only receive signal. The initial location of the target
center is (X0 , Y0 , Z0 )pin the XYZ coordinate system. The initial distance from the antenna A can
be denoted as R0 = X02 + Y02 + Z02 . The ISAR image of each antenna can be written as [8]:
¶¸
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(3)

where AP is the scattering amplitude, TP is the pulse width, T1 is the imaging time, R∆AP =
RAP −Rref A , RAP is the distance between scattering point P and antenna A, Rref A is the reference
range, VAP is the variety rate. The interferometric phase could be expressed as follows
2π
(R∆AP 0 − R∆BP 0 ) ,
λ
2π
∗
= Angle (SC (f, fm )SA
(f, fm )) =
(R∆AP 0 − R∆CP 0 ) ,
λ

∗
∆ϕAB = Angle (SB (f, fm )SA
(f, fm )) =

∆ϕAC

2π
∆RAB0
λ
2π
∆RAC0
λ

(4)
(5)

For normal model, the same reference ranges are chosen to carry out dechirp processing for each
antenna, i.e. Rref A = Rref B = Rref C = RAO , then
LxP
R0
LyP
− RAO ) ≈
R0

∆RAB = (RAP − RAO ) − (RBP − RAO ) ≈

(6)

∆RAC = (RAP − RAO ) − (RCP

(7)

From the above four formularies, we have
λR0 ∆ϕAB
2πL
λR0 ∆ϕAC
yP =
2πL

xP =

(8)
(9)

Meanwhile, the Z coordinate can be obtained by scaling of the ISAR image. In this way, the
three dimensions of the target are achieved.
3. INFLUENCE OF SQUINT MODEL
3.1. Accessional Interferometric Phase

The interferometric phase of point P can be rewritten as
Ã
!
2π
2π
2LxP
2LX0 − L2
2LX0 − L2
∆ϕAB =
(R∆AP 0 − R∆BP 0 ) =
(10)
+
−
λ
λ RAP 0 + RBP 0 RAP 0 + RBP 0 RAO0 + RBO0
2

2

2LxP
2LX0 −L
2LX0 −L
2π
2π
Let ϕ1 = 2π
λ · RAP 0 +RBP 0 , ϕ2 = λ · RAP 0 +RBP 0 , ϕ3 = − λ · RAO0 +RBO0 , where ϕ1 is the main
interferometric phase that contains the coordinate information while ϕ2 and ϕ3 are the accessional
phases caused by squint view of the X direction. We call them as main phase and accessional phase
respectively. Then ∆ϕAB = ϕ1 + ϕ2 + ϕ3 .
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When the radar works at the normal model, namely ϕ2 + ϕ3 = 0, the coordinate xP of the point
P can be simplified as Eq. (8). When the radar works at squint model, however, the interferometric
phase becomes ambiguous if ϕ2 + ϕ3 is big enough. Moreover, the accessional phases are not the
same to all points, since they are correlative with the point location too. Only after they are
compensated, can we achieve accurate 3D InISAR image.
3.2. Image Distortion

The down-range coordinates R of 2D ISAR image is not directly in accordance with the z-axis
coordinate of the target when the squint angle is too big. Through the CT method, the true
coordinates of the target (x, y, z) can be obtained from the distorted coordinates (x, y, r).
The projection coordinate of P at R-axis of the radar LOS coordinate is
r = x cos ϕ cos θ + y cos ϕ sin θ + z sin ϕ

(11)

where θ and ϕ are the azimuth and pitching angle of the LOS direction. As we can see, the
obtained down-range coordinate is related to each of the three coordinates of point P , which
results in distortion of the final 3D InISAR image.
4. INISAR IMAGING BASED ON SQUINT ITERATION OPTIMIZATION

As analyzed in Section 3.2, only after the compensation of the accessional phases is carried out, can
high quality 3D InISAR results be achieved. In this section, we propose a method named squint
iteration optimization to carry out high precision interferometric processing. From Eq. (10), we
can get the true x-coordinate and y-coordinate of scattering point as
Ã
!
λ
2LX0 − L2
2LX0 − L2
RAP 0 + RBP 0
·
∆ϕAB −
+
xP =
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2L
2π
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+
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2L
2π
RAP 0 + RCP 0 RAO0 + RCO0
As can be seen from the above two equations, the true location of scattering point is related to
RAP 0 , RBP 0 and RCP 0 , and, which are also associated with xP , yP and zP . In order to achieve
accurate interferometric result, a few iterations should be carried out to achieve improvement. The
initial value of the iteration can be used as that in Eqs. (8) and (9). Then we can calculate the
distance value of the scattering point to each antenna
p
RAP 0 = (X0 + xP )2 + (Y0 + yP )2 + (Z0 + zP )2
(14)
p
RBP 0 = (X0 + xP − L)2 + (Y0 + yP )2 + (Z0 + zP )2
(15)
p
RCP 0 = (X0 + xP )2 + (Y0 + yP − L)2 + (Z0 + zP )2
(16)
After this step, the iteration can be carried out and updated.
The image distortion correction could be achieved using the following inverse CT:
zP = (r − x cos ϕ cos θ + y cos ϕ sin θ)/ sin ϕ

(17)

As we can see, the true z-coordinate meets the equation. To obtain 3D InISAR image more precisely,
the distortion correction and squint iteration improvement should be carried out in the same step.
The times of iterations should be decided by convergence condition of practical requirement.
The steps of squint iteration optimization and distortion correction can be summarized as:
1) Calculate the interferometric phase ∆ϕAB and ∆ϕAC using Eqs. (4) and (5).
2) Obtain the initial coordinate xP and yP using Eqs. (8) and (9), while zP = r by scaling of
ISAR image.
3) Get the distance values of each scattering point to each antenna using Eqs. (14)–(16).
4) Update the coordinate xP and yP using Eqs. (12) and (13).
5) Update the coordinate zP using Eq. (17).
6) Repeat steps 3–5 until the convergence condition is achieved.
Using the method, all the 3D spatial coordinates of each scattering point on the target are
obtained, and the high precision 3D InISAR image is obtained.
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5. SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

In order to test the analysis and 3D InISAR imaging algorithm under squint model, the simulation
of a target with stable motion in the far-field is carried out. The parameters of the radar system
are as follows. The carrier frequency is 10 GHz, the bandwidth is 500 MHz, the PRF is 200 Hz,
the pulse width is 50 µs, the pulses used for imaging is 256. The locations of antenna A/B/C
are (0, 0, 0)/(100 m, 0, 0)/(0, 100 m, 0). The target contains 6 scattering points, whose three dimensional positions are (7, 5, 5), (−5, 5, 15), (3, 15, 5), (−1, 15, 15), (0, 2, 9), (7, 1 0, 10). The
velocity of it is (1000, 5000, 1000) m/s. In the following simulations, three different instances are
set. We call them normal model in which the targets initial location is (50 m, 50 m, 1000 km),
and small squint model in which the targets initial location is (20 km, 20 km, 1000 km), and squint
model in which the targets initial location is (200 km, 250 km, 1000 km).
Firstly, we demonstrate the influence of squint model to the interferometric phase. According

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2: Comparison of main phase and accessional phase. (a) Normal model. (b) Small squint model.
(c) Squint model.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3: 3D imaging result under squint model. (a) Traditional method. (b) SIO only. (c) DC only.
(d) Combination of SIO and DC.
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to the analysis in Eq. (10), the main phase and accessional phase will be compared.
As Figure 2 shows, the accessional phase ϕ2 + ϕ3 is nearly zero, and it could be neglected
in normal model. It increases with the increment of squint angle. The accessional phase turns
comparable large as the main phase (Figure 2(c)), so we should not neglect the influence of squint
model any more. Once the coordinates are simply obtained by using Eqs. (8) and (9), the 3D
InISAR imaging results are in bad quality.
Then, we demonstrate the effectiveness of InISAR imaging based on squint iteration optimization
and distortion correction method for squint mode. Figure 3 shows the InISAR imaging results using
different methods, in which the actual scatterer distribution and the imaging results are represented
by ◦ and ∗, respectively. As we can see from Figures 3(a) and (b), the estimated coordinates x
and y after squint iteration optimization are basically equal to the actual target model. The z
coordinate, however, still departs from the target model due to the squint degree. By comparison
of Figures 3(a) and (c), we can see that the z coordinates are approximately equal to the set ones
after distortion correction. Figure 3(d) shows the 3D imaging results using the combination of
squint iteration improvement and distortion correction. The z-coordinate is consistent with that of
the target model as well. In a word, the estimated 3D coordinates based on the proposed method
highly matches the actual target model.
6. CONCLUSION

For the application of InISAR, the target location usually departs from the perpendicular bisector
of the baseline. The paper proposes a new 3D InISAR imaging algorithm under squint model
by squint iteration optimization and distortion correction, the 3D reconstruction performance and
quality are improved. Simulation results demonstrate that the algorithm is effective, achieving high
quality 3D InISAR images consequently.
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Abstract— Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) chirp waveform has almost
constant modulus, large time-bandwidth and good performance on correlation. It is a novel
waveform scheme based on the OFDM principle and the linear frequency modulation (LFM)
waveform. In this paper, the OFDM chirp waveform generation model is improved to the condition with arbitrary numbers of orthogonal basic signals, and the detection performance of this
waveform is also analyzed. It is proved that the OFDM chirp waveform performs better than the
traditional OFDM and LFM waveforms on moving target detection using the energy detector
(ED) and the matched filter detector (MFD).
1. INTRODUCTION

Waveform diversity for moving target detection is always a challenging problem in radar field.
Linear frequency modulation (LFM) waveform is one of the most usually used schemes for target
detection, since it has the following qualities [1–3]. Firstly, it has constant envelope in time domain,
which leads to a high efficiency of the transmitter modules of a phased-array antenna. Secondly, its
spectrum approximates to rectangular shape with the increase of time-bandwidth product, which
could maximize the spectral efficiency and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Thirdly, it can further
exploit the linear frequency-time characteristics for easier signal processing. On the other hand,
the orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) waveform is recently introduced to radar
field since it can solve the range-Doppler coupling problem caused by LFM waveform. Due to
its orthogonal character in frequency domain [4, 5], the OFDM waveform could accomplish the
transmission and reception in multi-channels by just one antenna and obtain much more information
from targets, which means this scheme has the potential to save the cost as well as enhance the
target detection performance. But unfortunately, OFDM waveform faces a drawback that its time
and frequency synchronization is crucial to ensure subcarrier orthogonality [6, 7].
In order to solve the aforementioned problems, a novel waveform design scheme — the OFDM
chirp waveform, which combines the OFDM principle with the LFM waveform, was proposed by
Dr. Wen-Qin Wang [8, 9] and Dr. Jung-Hyo Kim [1, 10] respectively at the year 2012 and they
all illustrated it has almost constant modulus, large time-bandwidth and good performance on
correlation. Noticed that Dr. Kim’s method only suitable for designing two orthogonal signals,
Dr. Ming-Yang Zhou [7] improved the method to three orthogonal signals, and proved its better
performance on the ambiguity function than the method with only two orthogonal signals.
However, the previous researches mainly discuss the processing techniques of multiple-input
multiple-output (MIMO) synthetic aperture radar (SAR) systems. Few achievement about target
detection based on OFDM chirp waveform was published before. Since the OFDM chirp waveform
combined the orthogonality of subcarriers and intrinsic characteristics of traditional LFM waveform [1], it could be promising to have better performance than both the LFM and the OFDM
waveform on moving target detection.
In this paper, the OFDM chirp waveform generation model demonstrated in [1] and [7] is extended to arbitrary numbers of orthogonal signals in theory. Moreover, the OFDM chirp waveform
is proved to have good target detection performance, which is better than the traditional OFDM
and chirp waveforms. The remainder sections of this paper are organized as follows. Section 2
makes a brief introduction of the OFDM chirp waveform modulation and extends its waveform
generation model to arbitrary numbers of orthogonal basic signals. Based on the energy detector
(ED) and the matched filter detector (MFD), Section 3 discusses the target detection performance
of OFDM chirp waveform in detail. Then, some simulations and comparison analyses are given in
Section 4, proving that the OFDM chirp waveform performs better than LFM and OFDM waveform
on moving target detection. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section 5.
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2. SIGNAL DESCRIPTION AND MODELING

According to the researches made by Dr. Jung-Hyo Kim and Dr. Ming-Yang Zhou, the orthogonality
of the waveforms is independent on the types of input sequences [1], since they used the orthogonality of discrete frequency, like orthogonal subcarriers. On the basis of this quality, they built
a three orthogonal basic signals model based on OFDM chirp waveform. But actually, this model
could be further improved to the condition with arbitrary numbers of orthogonal basic signals.
Assume that the input sequence is S[p̄] with N discrete spectral components in spectrum, which
are separated by M ∆f as shown in Fig. 1. Interleave (M − 1)N zeros in the input sequence S[p̄]
and we can get S1 [p] in Fig. 1. Then, we could shift S1 [p] by ∆f, 2∆f, . . . , (M − 1)∆f to obtain
S2 [p], S3 [p], . . . , SM [p] respectively. The OFDM modulation could be obtained by transforming
those data sequences into the time domain through the M N point inverse discrete Fourier transform
(IDFT). Therefore, the M OFDM modulators have the same number of orthogonal subcarrier, and
we could get M OFDM modulators with each orthogonal subcarrier that are mutually shifted
by ∆f . Notice that although both modulators contain M N subcarriers, there are only N useful
subcarriers that carry the input data.

Figure 1: OFDM chirp waveform generation scheme.

In Fig. 1, the arrows represent subcarriers and the circles represent insert zeros. We first use an
LFM signal spectrum as the input of each OFDM modulator, which could be given as
S[p̄] = F{s[n]} = F{exp[jπk(nTs )2 ]}

(1)

where s[n] is the N -point discrete time samples of a complex LFM signal, k denotes the chirp rate,
Ts means the sampling interval and F{·} is the Fourier transform operator. Then, we can generate
M input data sequence with zeros interleaved as follows using S[p̄].
S1 [p] = [S[0], 0, 0, . . . , 0, 0, S[1], 0, 0, . . . , 0, 0, . . . , S[N − 1], 0, 0, . . . , 0, 0]
S2 [p] = [0, S[0], 0, 0, . . . , 0, 0, S[1], 0, 0, . . . , 0, . . . , 0, S[N − 1], 0, 0, . . . , 0]
SM [p] = [0, 0, . . . , 0, 0, S[0], 0, 0, . . . , 0, 0, S[1], . . . , 0, 0, . . . , 0, 0, S[N − 1]]

(2)
(3)
(4)

where p = 0, 1, . . . , M N − 1. Then using the method aforementioned, we can express s1 [n] as a
repetition of s[n] over the length of M N .
·
¸
·
¸
hni
n−N
n − (M − 1)N
+ s[n − N ]rect
+ . . . + s[n − (M − 1)N ]rect
(5)
s1 [n] = s[n]rect
N
N
N
In the same way, the other M − 1 signals could be described through a phase shift
¶
µ
1
s2 [n] = s1 [n] exp jn2π
MN
µ
¶
2
s3 [n] = s1 [n] exp jn2π
MN
µ
¶
M −1
sM [n] = s1 [n] exp jn2π
MN

(6)
(7)
(8)
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By introducing t = nTs and ∆f = 1/(M N Ts ), they can also be given in continuous time domain
¶
¶
µ ¶
µ
µ
t
t−TP
t−(M −1)TP
s1 (t) = s(t)rect
+s(t−Tp )rect
+ . . . + s(t−(M −1)Tp )rect
(9)
TP
TP
TP
s2 (t) = s1 (t) exp(j2π∆f t)
(10)
s3 (t) = s1 (t) exp(2 · j2π∆f t)
(11)
sM (t) = s1 (t) exp((M − 1) · j2π∆f t)
(12)
where TP is the chirp duration and

¡
¢
s(t) = exp jπkt2

(13)

Thus, the model of OFDM chirp waveform with arbitrary numbers of orthogonal basic signals
is deduced in this section. However, with the increase of M , the subcarrier numbers of each OFDM
modulator would correspondingly increase M times. Although it could bring a higher processing
precision, it also aggravates the burden of computing devices and needs higher cost. Without loss
of generality, we then use M = 3 as an example in next sections to discuss its target detection
performance considering the computation burden and processing precision.
3. TARGET DETECTION

There are two versions of the target detection problem. The first one we refer to as the ideal
scenario, when the target channel response ht is assumed known. In the other one called realistic
scenario, the target channel response ht is unknown. Although unrealistic, the ideal scenario provides straightforward bounds on the detection performance achievable by the realistic scenario [11].
In this paper, two detectors are used to analyze the detection performance under the ideal
scenario:
(1) MFD, which is the optimal detector when no clutter is presented in the scene;
(2) ED, which is the generalized likelihood ratio test (GLRT) for conventional detection.
Given a simple radar detection scene with one moving point target and background white
Gaussian noise, so the detection problem is equivalent to the binary hypothesis problem as follows:
½
H0 : y = w
(14)
H1 : y = s ⊗ ht + w
where y and s is the receiving echo wave and the transmitting signal of each OFDM modulator
respectively, “⊗” is the convolution operator, w ∼ CN (0, σ 2 ) is the complex white Gaussian noise
and σ 2 is its variance. Besides, all parameters in (14) are expressed in vector forms.
3.1. MFD

According to the Neyman-Pearson (NP) criterion [12], the data probability density functions
(PDFs) p(y|H0 ) and p(y|H1 ) under the conditions H0 and H1 can be given as
·
¸
1 H
1
exp
−
y
y
p(y|H0 ) =
(15)
σ2
(πσ 2 )M N
·
¸
1
1
H
p(y|H1 ) =
exp
−
(y
−
s)
(y
−
s)
(16)
σ2
(πσ 2 )M N
After some algebraic manipulations we have
¡
¢
p(y|H1 )
> γ ⇒ Re sH y > γ 0
(17)
p(y|H0 )
p
p
PM N −1
0
−1 (P
−1
2
2
where
|s[n]|2 , Q(x) =
FA,MF ), PD,MF = Q(Q (PFA,MF )− 2ε/σ ), ε =
n=0
R ∞ 1 γ = σ1 ε/2Q
√
exp(− 2 t2 )dt, PFA and PD represent the false-alarm and detection probabilities, respectively.
x
2π
Besides, ε and Q(x) denote the energy of s and the right tail probability function, respectively.
L(y) =
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3.2. ED

The likelihood ratio of ED should compute the total received signal energy across the operating
frequency range [13], thus the likelihood ratio function is shown as
P N −1
1/σ 2 M
|y[n]|2
p(y|H1 )
n=0
L(y) =
=
>γ
(18)
P
N −1
p(y|H0 )
1/σ 2 M
|w[n]|2
n=0
To calculate the PFA,ED and PD,ED , the Monte Carlo method [12] is introduced since the analytical expression of test statistics L(y) cannot be obtained.
4. SIMULATIONS AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

In this section, some simulation results are put forward to illustrate the target detection performance
of the OFDM chirp waveform, which are compared with the counterparts of conventional OFDM
and LFM waveforms.
As it is mentioned before, one moving point target was set in the radar detection scene with
background white Gaussian noise. The original distance between the target and radar is 1000 m
and the target has a constant velocity vt = 10 m/s towards the radar. In order to compare the
performance of those three kinds of waveforms, we first set some global parameters for each waveform: The operating frequency fc = 1 GHz; signal bandwidth B = 200 MHz; pulse number is 1000;
pulse repetition frequency is 500 Hz; discrete time samples of each subcarriers or the whole signal is
N = fs · TP . To satisfy the orthogonal quality of the OFDM, TP should be no less than M/B and
here we set TP = 8.5 µs, M = 3; ∆f should be no less than 1/TP and here we set ∆f = 66.7 MHz.
For LFM signal k = B/TP . Besides, the energy of each waveform is normalized to 1 and we control
the noise add to them is at the same energy level. Then, the receiver operating characteristic
(ROC) curves of three waveforms using two kinds of detectors when the SNR is −30 dB are shown
in Fig. 2.
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From Fig. 2 it is obvious to see that the OFDM chirp waveform performs better than the
other two waveforms. Exactly, the PD of the OFDM chirp waveform using ED is about 0.63
when PFA = 10−3 , while the counterparts of OFDM and LFM waveforms are only 0.07 and 0.01,
respectively. Additionally, the PD of the OFDM chirp waveform using MFD is about 0.79, while
the counterparts of OFDM and LFM waveforms are only 0.31 and 0.02, respectively. As we know,
it is apparent that the OFDM chirp waveform has much more orthogonal subcarriers than LFM
waveform, thus more target information could be exploited for target detection algorithms and
higher detection probability could be obtained. Besides, using chirp signals as the OFDM symbols
can suppress the cross-correlation components better than the conventional OFDM waveform, since
LFM signal is less sensitive to the time and frequency synchronization. Therefore, the OFDM chirp
waveform provides higher detection probability in comparison with that of OFDM waveform.
The performance of two detectors in different SNRs when PFA = 10−3 , using the OFDM chirp
waveform as an example, is further compared as Fig. 3 illustrated. It proves that as the optimal
detector in our detection scene, the MFD has better performance than the ED. This is because the
MFD uses phase information of signals and maximizes the receiving SNR through convolution. The
results also show that without clutter is presented, the MFD has about 1.5 dB gain over the ED at
PD = 0.8. However, it is stressed that the MFD has a lower degree of stability and robustness than
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the ED [13], which means its performance may drop off significantly in dense clutter environment.
This work will be discussed in our future researches.
5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we improve a novel OFDM chirp waveform generation model to the condition with
arbitrary numbers of orthogonal basic signals and introduce this waveform scheme to moving target
detection. Then we use the MFD and ED respectively to evaluate the target performance of the
waveforms. The simulation results prove that the OFDM chirp waveform performs better than
the traditional OFDM and LFM waveforms on moving target detection, and the MFD shows a
significant performance gain over the ED when clutter is not exist.
In subsequent work, the detection scene will be extended to more complex conditions such as
dense clutter and multipath to further research the performance of OFDM chirp waveform.
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Abstract— The impact of the environment upon living organisms constitutes a crucial problem
examined by today’s science. In this context, research institutes worldwide have analysed diverse
positive and negative factors affecting the biological system of the human body. One such factor
consists in the influence of the surrounding electromagnetic field. This paper presents the results
of an investigation focused on ionosphere parameter changes and their impact on the basic function of the nervous system. It is a well-known fact that the frequency of the alpha waves of brain
activity [1] ranges between 6–8 Hz. Changes in the electromagnetic and chemical structure of the
Earth’s surface may cause variation of signals in the above-defined frequency region of 6–8 Hz.
Detailed examination of the overall impact of environmental factors upon the human organism
is performed within a large number of medical disciplines. The research presented in this paper
is concentrated on the sensing and detection of changes in the region of very low electromagnetic
field frequencies; the authors test theoretical and experimental procedures to define the effects
that influence brain activity.
1. INTRODUCTION

The low-level measurement of low frequencies (0.01–10 Hz) performed to evaluate the effect of
magnetic fields on the human organism can be regarded as an interdisciplinary branch of science
that comprises different types of research.
At this point, it is important to consider applied research disciplines, for example the measurement and radar technology in the following ranges: the ULF (Ultra Low Frequency Band:
300 Hz–3 kHz); the SLF (Super Low Frequency Band: 30 Hz–300 Hz; and the ELF (Extreme Low
Frequency Band: 0.1 Hz–30 Hz).
If external magnetic fields influenced a human being to such an extent that the man or woman
could change their behaviour within the social community at a higher level of statistical significance,
it would be necessary to employ various questions of economics, mainly the evolution of economic
value as a market phenomenon based on human behaviour and decision-making. Scientists and
researchers are currently almost ready to solve special tasks related to objectivising the impact
of low-level magnetic fields upon the human organism; such impact will be examined from the
perspective of physical harm to cells [2] and mental condition of humans [3–6].
The state of the art in this field is relatively unsatisfactory, and certain hasty conclusions have
been made and applied even in hygienic standards. An example of such standards is the guideline
issued by the Council of Europe and implemented by the ICNIRP (International Commission on
Non-lonising Radiaction Protection) in 1999 to establish the boundary values of magnetic flux in
relation to the speed of magnetic field changes for very slowly changing currents. More concretely,
this guideline introduces the value of 50 mT/s as the maximum magnetic flux change acceptable in
an environment characterised by permanent presence of humans and exhibiting a variable magnetic
field at the frequency of 1 Hz. This value is many millions higher than the largest changes hitherto
measured during the processes referred to as magnetic storms, in which the Earth was exposed to
charged particles from the Sun.
In this paper, the authors attempt to design an experiment with a comprehensive set of measurable parameters related to the human body and acquired within a homogeneous group of subjects.
All the subjects were examined repeatedly to provide a dependable basis for the subsequent evaluation of these parameters in light of changes in the external magnetic field.
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2. ORIENTATION OF THE METHODS FOR DETECTING IONOSPHERE
DISTURBANCES

According to the conclusions produced by secondary research, there is mutual interaction between
the low-level electric or magnetic fields irradiated by humans and the geomagnetic system of the
Earth. This paper presents a portion of the research conducted in this province by the DTEEE,
FEEC BUT; the research is built upon the current knowledge of low-level magnetic fields generated
by the geomagnetic system of the Earth and the solar system. The authors of this article have
focused on examining the effect of the changes in the Earth’s geomagnetic system that are due to
solar activity. In this context, the research was also centered on proving the existence of the effect
as a result of geomagnetic storms, which substantially influence low-level magnetic fields affecting
the human organism, including its behavioural patterns and decisioning. The detection of changes
in geomagnetic field disturbances could be performed by means of the Schumann resonances. Until
recently, this oscillation occurred at the frequency of fsch = 7.83 Hz; this frequency changes as
a result of the impact exerted by phenomena such as solar wind or greenhouse gases. In 1953,
Professor W. O. Schumann of Munich university, Germany [6, 7] had found out that the cavity
between the ionosphere and the Earth’s surface could be interpreted as a spherical resonator.
After Schumann’s results were published in the Technische Physik journal, Dr. Ankermueller, a
medical specialist, immediately related the resonances to brain wave rhythm (EEG). In 1954, the
measurements conducted by W. O. Schumann and Herbert Koenig (who was to become Schumann’s
successor) confirmed the pulsation of the Earth at the frequency of f = 7.83 Hz. Koenig then
validated the correlation between the Schumann resonances and brain wave rhythms [8]. In light
of these facts, he chose a set of experimental measurements of certain instantaneous parameters of
human physiology, depending on external conditions.
3. DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH

The laboratory research comprising a homogeneous sample of 49 subjects (men and women aged 19
to 25) was launched on April 22, 2014 and lasted until June 26, 2014. The total time required for
the examination of psychophysiological parameters in a subject corresponded to 19 minutes. We
used a Nickelodeons Infiniti (Thought Technology Ltd.) unit to perform the entire task, and the
measurement proper involved four phases: Rest; Color; Rest; Math; and Rest. At the Color stage,
a special (Stroop) test was utilized to acquire the psychophysiological responses of each subject to
a load on their organism. Generally, this tool demonstrates that a person performing the given task
can be easily distracted due to their automatic reactions and habits; the procedure is named after
John Ridley Stroop (1897–1973), an American psychologist who first described the phenomenon in
1929. In the Math phase, then, the respondents were asked to progressively subtract the number
7 from the initial value of 1081, and we examined the psychophysiological stress generated during
such quiet countdown. The total number of measurements was 210, with the average of 4.29 per
respondent.
The relationship between the former indicator and the number of subjects who completed the
task is shown in Tab. 1. The respondents were measured in special laboratories to ensure comparable parameters and constant temperature, noise, humidity, lighting, concentration of positive and
negative ions, and a homogenized component of the geomagnetic field, Fig. 2(c)).
Table 1: The relation between the number of completed measurements and the number of respondents.
Number of respondents
4
1
4
12
24
4
49

Number of measurements
1
2
3
4
5
6
SUM
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4. COLLECTION OF PSYCHOLOGICAL DATA PRIOR TO THE RESEARCH

A major part of the laboratory research consisted in large-scale collection of psychological data
from all participants (respondents) via several psychological tests, of which one was an ASS-SYM
test; this tool measures a respondent’s sensitivity to changes in the transition from load to relax.
All the results were then correlated with the psychophysiological measurements.
4.1. During the Research Process

After entering the laboratory, each respondent was introduced into the input measurement according to Tab. 2. The average measurement period corresponded to 7 minutes.
Table 2: The initial measurements.
Input variables
Body temperature
Blood pressure
Instant history
Assay for alcohol (positive only in one case)
Luscher psychological test colors

Unit
◦

C
mmHg
Writing current state of health
%
Index

Number of
measurements
210 (420)
210 (420)
210
0.1
210

The discussed input cycle was followed by the sensing of psychophysiological parameters via a
BioGraph Infiniti apparatus; the related variables are listed in Tab. 3.
Table 3: An overview of dependent variables.
Dependent variable — psychophysiological measurements

Unit

Skin conductance
Skin temperature
Peripheral blood flow BVP
Cardiac events BVP
Thoracic breathing
Abdominal breathing
Trapezius muscle contractions EMG
Contraction of muscles forehead EMG

µS
C
%
puls/min
f/min
f/min
µV
µV
◦

Number of
measurements
210
210
210
210
210
210
210
210

The final measurements performed before the respondent being dismissed from the lab included
variables according to Tab. 4:
Table 4: The output variables established during the final sequences of the session.
Output variables
Mirror-drawing tests: adaptability measurement
Relation to risk
Body temperature
Blood pressure

Unit
S
index
◦
C
mmHg

Number of measurements
210
210
210 (420)
210 (420)

The average measurement time related to the output variables was 7 minutes.
4.2. Description of the Measurement Procedures for the Given Sample of Respondents

To measure the psychophysiological characteristics of the human body on the respondents, we
used the BioGraph Infiniti devices providing bio- and neurofeedback. The following variables were
measured:
B: BVP amplitude mean (Rel), B: BVP HR mean (beats/min), B: BVP HR std. dev., B: BVP
peak freq. mean (Hz), B: BVP IBI std. dev. (SDRR), B: BVP VLF % power mean, B: BVP LF
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% power mean, B: BVP HF % power mean ,B: BVP VLF total power mean, B: BVP LF Total
power mean, B: BVP HF total power mean, B: BVP LF/HF (means), Total spectral power, C:
EMG mean (uV), D: EMG mean (uV), E: Skin conductance mean (uS), E: SC as % of value mean
(%),F: Temperature mean (Deg), F: Temp as % of value mean (%),G: Resp rate mean (br/min),
B&G: (HR max-min) mean (b/min), G: Abd amplitude mean (rel), H: Thor amplitude mean (rel),
G&H: Abd-tho ampl diff (means).
The measurement comprised three relaxation and two stress phases, with an emphasis on intensive psychological stress in the respondents. The stress stages were laboratory-generated using
a low-level electromagnetic field generator, an amplifier, and Helmholtz coils to interact with the
EEG brain waves of the respondent. The resulting low-level field enabled us to simulate the effect
of changes in solar activity as an additional offset to the related real intensity indicators prepared
for each day by NASA. The field strength in the Helmholtz coil was set to the level of terrestrial
magnetic field, and the major parameters were as follows: impulse f = 1 kHz; start = 100 ns;
λ/2 = 168 µs. Fig. 1 shows a diagram of the stimulation and measurement apparatus.
Helmholtz coils
Respondents stimulation with
external magnetic field impulse

Figure 1: Scheme of measurement and simulation apparatus.

Figure 2, then presents shots of the BioGraph Infiniti measurements.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 2: (a), (b) Documentation shots from measurements in laboratory conditions, (c) laboratory space
of measurements with geomagnetically stable component of the magnetic field.
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5. CONCLUSION

The research results will be compared with the hypotheses and the magnetic field level changes
at slowly varying electric currents; further, the investigated aspects will involve possible impact
of these changes on the continuous movement of population in an environment exhibiting such
variable electromagnetic fields. These relationships have already been are mathematically and
graphically outlined within a scientific article. Moreover, the results of the materialized surveys will
be processed together with the psychological tests that measure the side effects of the environment
affecting human psychophysiological variables.
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The Parameters of a Special High Voltage Function Generator
P. Marcon, P. Fiala, M. Steinbauer, and P. Drexler
Department of Theoretical and Experimental Electrical Engineering
Brno University of Technology, Technicka 12, Brno 616 00, Czech Republic

Abstract— Goal of this project was to design, realize and test a special high voltage function
generator. This generator was designed for special testing of soft tissues. The aim of this project
was to generate electric field of defined shape. In course of design of the generator the properties of
the output electrode voltage was the key element. In this article the construction and parameters
measuring of the high voltage function generator is discussed.
1. INTRODUCTION

The generator was designed for special tests of soft tissues. Possibilities of the soft issue testing
are described in literature [1–3]. Kriz and Vlachova-Hutova [4] also describe a numerical model of
electromagnetic field in the biological cell. Designed special high voltage function generator allows
to create both static field and variable electrical field. The aim of this work is describe parameters
of this special high voltage generator especially frequency dependence of the generated electric field.
2. BLOCK DIAGRAM OF THE DESIGNED HIGH VOLTAGE FUNCTION GENERATOR

Designed high voltage generator has two basic parts. The first part is a low voltage and the second
part is a high voltage. The low voltage part include a power source, isolation transformer, control
module, optical isolation and function generator. Second part is the high voltage (HV) module. In
the HV module a HV transformer as a border between low and high voltage part is the main part.
The HV voltage transformer is designed as a flyback. Block diagram of the HV generator you can
see in Fig. 1. Output voltage 20 kV is stabilized by the feedback signal FB — the voltage from
HV output is connected throw the high voltage divider and optocoupler to the control module.
According to the feedback signal the control module use a PWM signal for transistor and primary
coil of the HV transformer switching.
AC power
supply 230V

Function
generator

Optocoupler

Separating
transformer
230V/230V

Switching
power
24V DC

Control
modul

Low voltage part

FB

HV
modul

HV output

High voltage part

Figure 1: Block diagram of the high voltage generator.

Frequency and shape of the HV output signal is possible to change by the low voltage output
signal of the function generator. Function generator signal is connected to the control module
where will be actively integrated and throw the optical isolation connected to the PWM controller.
2.1. HV Generator — Low Voltage Part

Basic part of the low level part is the control module. Line voltage pass throw the separating
transformer 230 V/230 V and consequently is in switching power supply regulate to 24 V. The
switching power supply need to be design according to maximal output current for primary coil
excitation. Primary coil voltage is switched by the PWM controlled MOSFET transistor. Used
PWM controller precisely control output voltage according to the signal on this circuit comparator.
Due to this design, the circuit is quickly react to the output current changes and is able to decrease
output current and voltage. This is very important for life protection in case of accidental touch.
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Setting of the output frequency is done by resistor and capacitor on the resonant frequency of the
transformer.
Comparator inside the PWM controller is comparing the current voltage with value of the
requested voltage on the output electrode. High voltage is by HV divider decreased from 20 kV to
1 V on the input control unit. Comparison of the regulation and the output voltage is provided by an
operation amplifier (OA). The operation amplifier work as a differential amplifier of the regulation
deviation. OA is also compensating a voltage spikes from the HV divider. The voltage spikes
could have influence on the device function and cause distortion of the output voltage. The border
between low and high voltage part is the HV transformer connected as a flyback convertor. The HV
function generator was designed by using equations that have been published in literature [5–10].

Figure 2: Block diagram of the high voltage part.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 3: (a) Realized HV module. (b) Electric discharge. Electrode distance is approximately 1.5 cm.
(c) Workplace with HV generator (1-function generator, 2-source, 3-control unit with power source, 4-HV
module and 5-spar gap).
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2.2. HV Generator — High Voltage Part

Block diagram of the high voltage part is in Fig. 2. The main part of the HV block is HV transformer
TR2 working as a flyback converter. Inside the transformer a rectifier diode is connected. Secondary
winding SEC2 is possible to link to next module for multiplying of the output voltage. Resistor 1 GΩ
and the power resistor are as the HV divider connected between the output electrodes. Exceeding
of the 20 kV output voltage value cause on the 1 GΩ resistor voltage drop higher then 1 V and
consequently a change of pulse ratio of the PWM signal.
2.3. Realized HV Generator

Realized HV generator, in detail ring electrodes, 1 GΩ resistors and flyback transformer you can
see in Fig. 3. On the top the high voltage cable is connected. Voltage limit of this cable reach
30 kV. HV generator test is in Fig. 3. As you can see, discharge distance is approximately 1.5 cm.
2.4. HV Generator Parameters Measurement

Low voltage generator AGILENT was connected into the feedback loop of the flyback converter.
Output square-wave voltage of the generator was set to 1 Vpp. Frequencies were changed in range
from 1 Hz to 3 kHz. The control unit is changing the PWM signal in an effort to obtain the same
shape of the secondary voltage as is the shape of the primary voltage. Amplitude of the output
voltage is approximately 20 kV.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: (a) HV generator output voltage, Vgen = 1 Vpp and fgen = 10 Hz. (b) HV generator output voltage,
Vgen = 1 Vpp and fgen = 50 Hz.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5: (a) HV generator output voltage, Vgen = 1 Vpp and fgen = 100 Hz. (b) HV generator output
voltage, Vgen = 1 Vpp and fgen = 500 Hz.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6: (a) HV generator output voltage, Vgen = 1 Vpp and fgen = 1 kHz. (b) HV generator output voltage,
Vgen = 1 Vpp and fgen = 2 kHz.

Figure 7: HV generator output voltage, Vgen = 1 Vpp and fgen = 3 kHz.
3. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

The measurement confirms that the output voltage is possible to regulate in range from 0 V to
20 kV. Frequencies of the output voltage could be changed in range from 1 Hz to 3 kHz with low
distortion. Frequencies over 300 Hz are under influence of the parasitic capacities. Voltage on
the output electrode needs to be soft for soft tissue testing. The output voltage of the generator
can be seen in Fig. 4–Fig. 7. Input voltage has 1 Vpp amplitude and frequency in range 10 Hz to
50 Hz. Square-wave input signal is under influence of parasitic capacities changed. The influence
is dependent on the frequency of the input signal. In addition, over 100 Hz the output voltage
amplitude is decreasing and signal start to have offset.
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Measurement of Tissue Cultures of Early Somatic Embryos of
Norway spruce
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Abstract— The objective of this study was the monitoring of the growth and development
of early somatic embryos in a magnetic field strength of 4.7 T. The samples were exposed to
radiofrequency (RF) field, gradient (G) field and combination of both fields. To measure longitudinal (T1 ) and transverse relaxation times (T2 ), the spin echo based techniques were used. The
aspects of major interest for the investigation of the related biological processes are the various
image contrasts and the change of the relaxation times T1 and T2 on the boundary between the
embryo and the substrate. Control measurements of changes in the size of the investigated tissue
of early somatic embryos was done using camera and subsequently evaluated in MATLAB. All
measurements were realized at the Institute of Scientific Instruments in Brno.
1. INTRODUCTION

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) is a physical phenomenon in which nuclei in a magnetic field absorb and re-emit electromagnetic radiation. NMR is also routinely used in advanced medical imaging techniques, such as in magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). The MRI is a non-invasive tool
applied by many researchers to study molecules. The MRI approach is frequently used not only
in medicine, but also in biological, biochemical, and chemical research. In plant biology, MRI is
utilized to support the research of water and mineral compounds transported within a plant, the
determination of plant metabolites, the investigation of cellular processes, and the examination of
the growth and development of plants. MRI is also instrumental towards monitoring water changes
in early somatic embryos of spruce (ESEs) [1]. These embryos constitute a unique plant model
system applicable for the study of various types of environmental stresses (including metal ions)
under well-controlled experimental conditions [2–4]. The earlier experimental results show that the
effect of gradient magnetic fields on ESEs varies considerably [5]. Thus, it is not easy to answer the
question of whether magnetic fields accelerate or suppress the growth of plant cultures but some
other measurements for different settings of the external magnetic field can prove that the external
magnetic field can change the dynamics of the model of matter [6].
2. METHOD

The general aim of the experiment was to perform in vivo measurement of the ESEs using MRI
techniques, and the entire process comprised several stages. Within the first step, we compared the
acquired T1 - and T2 -weighted MR images, the next stage of the experiment consisted in determining
the changes of the size of ESEs. To measure the T2 relaxation, we applied spin-echo (SE) technique
(echo times (TEs): 18, 30, 50, 100 and 200 ms); the measurement of the T1 relaxation was realized
using inversion recovery spin echo (IRSE) technique (inversion times (TIs): 10, 100, 300, 1000 and
3000 ms). Other samples of ESEs were “measured” by the same techniques, but in the first case,
the only gradients were switched off and in the second case, the only RF field was switched off.
All the described experiments were performed on the 4.7 T (Magnex) MRI system at Institute of
Scientific Instruments in Brno. The MAREVISI (8.2) and MATLAB (R2014b) programs were used
for the processing. The progress of growth was evaluated from 2D images of clusters in the Petri
dishes, and the area of the ESEs was calculated. The acquired images of the ESEs were processed
to provide the required data. For that reason, we created an application in MATLAB, which allows
for the recognition and subsequent calculation of the area occupied by the ESEs [7]. Table 1 shows
the distribution of the Petri dishes during the experiment.
3. PLANT MATERIAL AND CULTIVATION CONDITIONS

A clone of early somatic embryos of the Norway spruce (Picea abies/L./Karst.) marked as 2/32
were used in our experiments. The cultures were maintained on a semisolid (Gelrite Gellan
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Table 1: Distribution of measured samples.
Sample n.

1

Method

IRSE,
SE

Date of measurement

(a)

2

3

4

Control/without
RF G
external field
2014/10/20–2014/11/06

(b)

5

6

7

8

Control/without
IRSE, SE RF G
external field
2014/10/21–2014/11/07

(c)

(d)

Figure 1: Petri dishes with ESEs prepared to evaluate the size of the tissue: (a), (b) images of sample 1 and
2 from the first day of experiment; (c), (d) corresponding images from the 13th day.

Figure 2: The growth of individual samples during the experiment.

Gum, Merck, Germany) half-strength LP medium with modifications. The concentration of 2,
4-dichlorofenoxyacetic acid and N6-benzyladenine was 4.4 and 9 µm, respectively. The pH value
was adjusted to 5.7–5.8 before autoclaving (121◦ C, 100 kPa, 20 min). The organic part of the
medium, excluding saccharose, was sterilized by filtration through a 0.2 µm polyethylensulfone
membrane (Whatman, Puradisc 25 AS). The cultivation was carried out in Petri dishes (diameter
50 mm). The sub-cultivation of stock cultures was carried out in 2-weeks intervals; the stock and
experimental cultures were maintained at the temperature of 23 ± 2◦ C in a cultivation box kept
in a dark place. The experiment started with colonies of early somatic embryos which weight was
about 3 mg. Only one cluster per one Petri dish was cultivated.
4. RESULTS

Figure 1 shows the images of the pre-processed Petri dishes. From these images was evaluated
increase tissue during the experiment.
Figure 2 shows the changes of the size of ESEs tissues. These results show that the most stable
and suitable conditions for tissue growth were provided during the measurement of T1 and T2 . If
the increase in these two samples expressed as a percentage, these values are 189.7% (sample 1) and
169.5% (sample 5). On the other side was very different growth and development of control samples
that were exposed only to the influence of the magnetic field of the earth. If the increase in these
two samples expressed as a percentage, these values are 136.4% (sample 4) and 250% (sample 8).
Values which reflect an increase in the area may be dependent on the error, which is caused for
example by bad evaluating the size of the surface tissue.
The other aspects of interest for the investigation of the related biological processes is the various
image contrasts and the change of the relaxation times T1 and T2 on the boundary between the
embryo and the substrate. Figure 3 shows the T1 and T2 maps and the changes in development of
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sample 1 at first and last day of experiment. A comparison of the mean of the relaxation times T1
Table 2: The relaxation times (mean value) T1 and T2 of the ESEs and the substrate.
B0 field
T1 [ms] T2 [ms]
Method
first day of experiment (day 0)
ESEs
398
61
IRSE/SE
Substrate
634
36
last day of experiment (day 13)
ESEs
761
86
IRSE/SE
Substrate
386
46

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3: The changes in development of sample 1 during the experiment: (a), (c) T1 and T2 maps (ms) in
first day of the experiment (0 day); (b), (d) T1 and T2 maps (ms) in 13th day.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4: Changes in the development of sample 1 during the experiment: (a), (c) distribution of ESEs
growth deposits in substrate; (b), (d) the image of the location of biological changes in the substrate.
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and T2 in the ESEs (sample 1) and the substrate can be seen in Table 2.
An important aspect to assess the development of ESEs is evaluating the change between the
embryo and the substrate. These change in development of ESEs are shown in Figure 4. Figures 4(a)
and 4(c) show the distribution of growth ESEs deposits in substrate. These place are connected
by isolines. Figures 4(a) and 4(c) also show how ESEs can growth into the substrate and use the
substrate for their own development. Between the substrate and the ESE are biological changes
that are seen in Figure 2(b) and Figure 2(d). This change manifests itself by changing the value
of the magnetic susceptibility. We can only assume that this change represent a place where the
ESEs draws nutrients from the substrate. This change is also seen in Figures 4(b) and 4(d). The
biological effect of this area is not confirmed yet.
5. CONCLUSION

The experimental results show that the effect of gradient magnetic fields on ESEs varies considerably
(Table 1). We are still unable to assess whether the effect of stationary magnetic fields for plant
organisms is positive or not but we now that the external magnetic field changes the dynamics of the
model of matter and theoretically can change the growth of organisms. Table 2 shows the relaxation
times T1 and T2 of the samples in different magnetic fields. The changes of the relaxation times T1
and T2 on the boundary between the embryo and the substrate are of interest for the investigation
of biological processes.
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Abstract— Any wireless communication between implantable antenna and an external offbody antenna suffers significant link loss due to the lossy nature of living human tissues. This
link degradation is normally unpredictable and varies for different parts of the human body.
To study an implantable communication scenario, complete setup is generally simulated using
a full wave electromagnetic simulator. Such simulation requires human body phantoms having
electrical properties such as permittivity and bulk conductivity, or even mass density similar
to that of real body tissues. It has been observed that geometry of such phantoms is usually
chosen as simple as possible to decrease the required computational resources and the overall
time for the completion of the simulation. It is difficult to predict how much error is expected
when realistic phantom is replaced by such geometrically simpler phantom. This study focuses
on a comparison of the usefulness of using realistic human body phantoms over geometrically
simple body phantoms for through-body communication simulation. To study this comparison,
an implantable antenna, placed inside a human stomach model, is set to communicate with an
off-body antenna at Medical Implant Communication Service (MICS) band. Keeping the distance
between implantable antenna and off-body antenna constant, the realistic human body phantom
is then replaced by two types of layered body phantoms with different complexity. Results in
the form of calculated s-parameters and phantom complexity metrics are further investigated to
conclude the study.
1. INTRODUCTION

Implantable devices for biomedical applications play vital role in building comprehensive telemedicine wireless communication networks. Before an implantable device is proposed, it is usually thoroughly simulated at system level, using numerical methods in order to study the electromagnetic
propagation loss when the DUT is placed inside human body. Computerized MRI scanner deduced,
detailed body phantoms are finding increasingly important role in the attempt to test the performance of such implantable devices on system level. A number of 3D phantoms, deduced from
MRI scans of living subjects [1, 2], depicting indirectly measured electrical properties of human
tissues, are widely used, for case to case based, implantable device, design problems. These models
generally have frequency-dependent electrical properties, and they are similar in shape to realistic human body parts and thus geometrically complex. Example of such complex phantoms for
medical imaging and implantable applications are presented in [4]. Alternatively another simpler
approach is widely used, where dense material blocks or homogeneous layers with constant electrical
properties similar to those of predominant human tissues are built and used in EM simulations for
implantable devices problems [6, 7]. These mainly homogeneous blocks, consist of simple geometric
shapes which result in low mesh complexity, during modeling in 3D CAD tools, and are therefore
far less resources hungry when simulated using full wave EM solvers. The main problem limiting
the use of layered homogeneous models, is related to their accuracy and consequently their reliability. This study aims to assess the reliability of such simpler models in comparison with the more
complex structures of realistic body-mimicking models. Towards this end, a theoretical scenario
is discussed through extensive simulations, in which the communication between an implantable
device, located inside a human stomach model, and an off-body device placed near the abdomen
is investigated. A novel, compact, multilayered, implantable antenna, operating at 403 MHz, is
used to establish a through-body communication scenario with a near-body transceivers antenna.
Keeping in mind the detuning effect of implantable and near-body antennas, both antennas are
matched properly with respect to the surrounding human tissue models. Three different phantom
models are compared in Section 2 and the simulated results are further investigated.
2. SIMULATION SETUP

The proposed implantable setup in order to investigate through body communication consists of
an implantable antenna shown in Figure 1, placed inside the stomach of a realistic body phantom.
The used antenna consists of three substrate layers of Rogers RO3210 (h = 0.635 mm, ²r = 9.4 and
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Figure 1: Geometry of implantable antenna operating
at MICS band.

Case1

Tissue
Stomach
Abdominal Muscle
Body Average
Gallbladder
Large Intestine
Liver
Pancreas
Small Intestine
Spleen

1797

²r
67.51
57.15
35.00
61.25
62.63
51.27
61.56
66.19
63.27

σ (S/m)
1.00
0.79
0.60
1.13
0.95
0.65
0.87
1.90
1.02

Table 1: Electrical properties of human organs at
MICS band.

Case2

Case3

Figure 2: Implanting antenna in realistic human phantom (Case1), complex layered phantom (Case2) and
simple layered phantom (Case3).

tan δ = 0.006) coated with copper having spiral and meandered configuration. Three spiral layers
having 1 mm thick copper strip, connected to each other through via1 and via2, realize a radiating
resonance at 403 MHz, MICS band. These layers are stacked to form a 3D meandered patch, in an
attempt to achieve the desired compactness for an implantable antenna. The antenna used in this
study is designed and matched in accordance to its operation inside stomach of a realistic human
body phantom. On the other hand, a wideband antenna having directional radiation pattern with
realizable gain ranging from 4 dB to 4.5 dB at MICS band is placed near the abdominal region of
the phantom, to operate as an off-body transceiver antenna. Keeping the location and operation of
implantable and off-body antennas constant, three types of phantoms, representing human tissues
have been studied as described in Figure 2. The properties of human tissues considered in this study
are listed in Table 1 and were presented in [8, 9]. Note that the average human tissue properties
at MICS band [9] (²r = 35, σ = 0.60 S/m) have been assigned to all other organs of the body
phantom that are not listed in Table 1. As shown in Figure 2, Case1 represents a realistic human
phantom model that can be considered as a reference phantom. Case2 represents a geometrically
simpler phantom model where dense material blocks are placed at the same location where real
human tissues are located. This layered phantom represents a comparatively simpler model than
that of the realistic body phantom presented in Case1. The simplest phantom model is presented
in Case3 in which only those tissues which are in the LOS path of the implantable to off-body
antenna communication link, are modeled for the simulation setup. These tissues are represented
by dense homogeneous material layers with the implantable antenna placed inside the equivalent
stomach layer.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To study the performance of each phantom, Finite Difference Time-Domain (FDTD) solver with Finite Integration Perfect Boundary Approximation (FPBA) hexahedral mesh was used. Considering
only the organs listed in Table 1, full wave simulation was performed for all three cases. The number
of pulses to define steady state convergence criteria was 20, and it was carefully selected to ensure
accuracy up to 1%. Simulation parameters including adaptive mesh refinement were kept constant
for all three cases. It was observed that a total number of FDTD mesh cells was 6.573952 × 106
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Figure 4: (a) S21 comparison for implantable antenna, (b) comparison of FDTD mesh cell count, (c) comparison of detuning in MHz, and (d) comparison of error observed in S-parameter for all three cases.

for Case1 as compared to that of 1.095438 × 106 and 0.898688 × 106 mesh cells generated in Case2
and Case3 respectively. In Case1, the antenna is placed inside stomach where it is surrounded by
not only stomach tissue but also by other high water content and high conductivity tissues (like
gallbladder, small intestine etc.). Intentionally the antenna is matched for this implant as evident
by the simulated return loss shown in Figure 3. In Case2, realistic body organs are replaced by
dense material blocks representing comparatively simpler models of human organs. Mesh cell count
to simulate Case2 setup decreases but with the cost of significant detuning of resonant frequency
from 403 MHz to 440 MHz. This shift is much greater than the total bandwidth assigned to MICS
band, i.e., 3 MHz (402 MHz–405 MHz [9]) resulting in operation of the implantable antenna outside
the designated, licensed, MICS band. Moreover, when this phantom is further replaced by the
second even simpler layered phantom, widely used to test the performance of implantable antennas [6, 9], the resonance frequency further shifted towards higher frequencies. S11 for Case3 shown
in Figure 3 depicts a detuning of 50 MHz, and a significant impedance mismatch. Simulation results
indicate that not only the electrical properties, but also the location and even the very geometry
of high conductive tissues play a significant role in through-body communication. Disregarding
these tissues will introduce significant error in s-parameter calculation for any similar implantable
simulation setup.
4. CONCLUSION

In this paper a realistic body phantom (Case1), a complex body phantom (Case2) and a widely
used simple layered phantom (Case3) are compared in a through-body communication scenario at
the MICS band. Complexity of these phantoms in terms of full wave simulator meshing density and
resulting s-parameters accuracy were discussed. It was observed that when a realistic phantom was
replaced by widely used simpler phantom models, significant detuning of the resonant frequency
of the implantable antenna occurred. Due to the narrow bandwidth of MICS band, this detuning
can be considered as unacceptable for such simulation setups. Further simulation results indicated
that the additional computational requirements (computational resources and time) to simulate
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a realistic body phantom model is only 6 to 7 times the computational requirements, needed to
simulate simple layered phantoms. Based on this observation, it is recommended to use realistic
body phantom rather than layered phantoms for simulation setups created for implantable antennas,
operating in the MICS band.
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Abstract— For epidemiological studies on the possible association between mobile phone use
and brain diseases, representative phone models had been numerically implemented based on
the specific absorption rate (SAR) distributions and spatial peak 1-g SAR values from the SAR
test reports of mobile phones released in Korea. The numerical phone models were intended
to produce the mean SAR distribution for each corresponding phone type. However, measured
SAR levels of commercial phones at the maximum power are in wide range even though they are
the same type of model. This paper proposes a method to utilize SAR information of a specific
commercial phone which is described in the corresponding SAR test report for SAR estimation
in the human head exposed the numerical phone models.
1. INTRODUCTION

The specific absorption rate (SAR) of mobile phones has been regulated since 2002 and more than
1200 models have been tested for SAR compliance in Korea. The limits of spatial peak SAR in
the head referred to IEEE Std 95.1-1999 [1]. A mobile phone model should be compatible with
the spatial peak SAR, i.e., 1.6 W/kg for 1 g of mass based on the measurement procedure of IEC
62209-1 [2].
For epidemiological studies investigating the potential association between mobile phone use
and the risk of brain diseases, more than 1400 SAR test reports from 2002 to June 2013 have been
collected. We organized a large amount of data including a manufacturer, a frequency band, outer
shape, antenna type (internal/external), a maximum output power, body dimensions, and spatial
peak 1-g SAR values in the four test positions of left cheek, right cheek, left tilt and right tilt at the
center frequency for all the models. SAR distributions of about 70 mobile phones were measured
in the flat phantom. Eleven representative phone models different in phone shape, operating frequency and antenna type and location were numerically implemented based on the measured SAR
distributions and spatial peak 1-g SAR values from the SAR test reports [3]. The numerical phone
models were intended to produce the mean SAR pattern and level for each corresponding phone
type. SAR distribution was calculated in the human head exposed to the numerical phone models.
However, SAR levels of commercial phones are in wide range even though they are in the same
type of models. This paper analyzes SAR difference between the test positions for each type of
commercial phone models and proposes a method to reflect the peak 1-g SAR data provided in the
SAR test report of a specific phone to calculated SAR in the human brain.
2. SPATIAL PEAK 1-G SAR OF COMMERCIAL PHONES

Each SAR compliance test report provides the spatial peak 1-g SAR data measured in the four
positions (left cheek, right cheek, left tilt, and right tilt) at center frequency of the corresponding
phone. In this paper, spatial peak 1-g SAR values in the four test positions are statistically
analyzed. The scatter plots of Fig. 1 represent SAR levels of commercial bar-type phone models
on the right and left sides of the specific anthropomorphic mannequin (SAM) phantom along the
Y - and X-axes, respectively. The scatter plots of Fig. 2 show SAR levels of commercial slider-type
phone models in the tilt and cheek positions against the SAM phantom along the Y - and X-axes,
respectively.
The plots indicate positive SAR correlations between the right and left sides as well as the tilt
and tilt positions. Table 1 shows statistical SAR results for some types of commercial phones.
Since the release of smart phones, most recent models have been bar type and the antenna of
most bar-type models is located at the inside bottom of the body. The data in the table were also
obtained from SAR values in SAR compliance test reports. In each type, the averaged SAR values
for the left and right sides of the phantom are very similar, whose correlation was good (0.6–0.9).
However, it was found that the SAR information of the test reports should be reflected for SAR
estimation in the human head since SAR values are so widespread.
It is impossible to numerically implement all commercial phone models which have used by
subjects participating in an epidemiological study. A previous epidemiological study had used the
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Figure 1: Scatter plot between SAR values measured on the left and right sides of the SAM phantom for
the bar type of commercial phone models. (a) Cheek position. (b) Tilt position.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Scatter plot between SAR values measured in the SAM phantom under the cheek and tilt positions
for the opened slider-type of commercial phone models. (a) Right side. (b) Left side.

median value of the maximum SAR (1- or 10 g-averaged spatial peak SAR) for the same type of
phones [4]. The SAR factor of a specific phone using the SAR test data is proposed in the following
section.
3. SAR FACTOR OF A SPECIFIC PHONE MODEL

The SAR test report of a specific phone model reported by a study subject is used to reduce the
gap between the commercial model and its representative model. The spatial peak 1-g SAR in the
SAM phantom had been already calculated under the four test positions for the numerical phone
design. A numerical phone model had been so designed that the spatial peak 1-g SAR at each
position becomes the average value of the same type of commercial phone models. Then an SAR
ratio, averaged for the four positions of a representative phone model to a given commercial phone
model, which is hereafter referred to as SAR factor. Fig. 3 represents the procedure to extract the
SAR factor of a specific commercial phone model and apply it to the SAR data in an anatomical
head model.
Subjects participating in an epidemiological study report commercial phone models which they
have/had used. Assume that one of their phones is given as A-xxxx, a flip-type model with the
antenna at the bottom, the SAR factor is obtained as follows.
The SAR test report of A-xxxx provides the spatial peak 1-g SAR values under the four positions, respectively; [SARA−xxxx LC ], [SARA−xxxx RC ], [SARA−xxxx LT ], and [SARA−xxxx RT ]. The
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Table 1: Statistical SAR data of commercial phone models.
Unit [W/kg]
Phone type

Cheek position
Left
Right
Mean
SD
Mean

Frequency

SD

Tilt position
Left
Right
Mean
SD
Mean
SD

Shape

Antenna

Bar

Bottom

CDMA PCS,
WCDMA

0.683

0.281

0.642

0.291

0.348

0.200

0.341

0.189

Slider c*

Top

CDMA
Cellular

0.549

0.282

0.548

0.282

0.409

0.220

0.389

0.192

Slider o*

Top

CDMA
Cellular

0.570

0.295

0.572

0.298

0.300

0.204

0.289

0.183

0.182

0.186

0.150

CDMA
0.788 0.253 0.811
0.259
0.206
PCS
*‘c’ and ‘o’ indicate closed and open states of a slider-type of phone, respectively.
Flip

External

Figure 3: SAR factor.

subscripts, ‘LC’, ‘RC’, ‘LT’, and ‘RT’ indicate left cheek, right cheek, left tilt, and right tilt positions against the SAM phantom, respectively. Meanwhile, M6H is a numerical phone model,
representative of flip-type phones with the antenna at the bottom. Its calculated spatial-peak 1-g
SAR values in the SAM phantom are [SARM6H LC ], [SARM6H RC ], [SARM6H LT ], and [SARM6H RT ].
Since positive SAR correlations were identified between the right and left sides as well as the
tilt and cheek positions, the SAR factor relating the SAR of a specific commercial phone model
with that of the corresponding numerical model is written as (1).
(
SAR factor =

[SARA−xxxx LC ]
[SARA−xxxx RC ]
[SARM6H LC ] + [SARM6H RC ]
[SARA−xxxx RT ]
A−xxxx LT ]
+ [SAR
[SARM6H LT ] + [SARM6H RT ]

)
/4

(1)

The Equation (1) can be applied to other types of phones but there is one exception to it. Some
slider type of phone models can answer a phone call at its closed state. SAR compliance test had to
be performed at both open and closed states of the slider and the SAR test results are given in the
corresponding test report. This type of models cover about 60–80% of total slider models and the
percentage was a little different according to frequency band and antenna location. These phone
models mostly allow two methods to answer a call: ¬ tap the call button at the closed state and
 push up the slider. Because a user has to push up the slider to make a call, about 25% chance
to use the phone at the closed state can be assumed if incoming and outgoing call times are equal.
Therefore, the average SAR distribution in the user’s head for this type of slider phone model is
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obtained using the following SAR factor.
( [SAR

[SARB−xxxx RC closed ]
[SARM3L LC ]
[SARM3L RC ]
[SARB−xxxx RT closed ]
B−xxxx LT closed ]
+ [SAR[SAR
+
[SARM3L RT ]
M3L LT ]
( [SAR
[SARB−xxxx RC open ]
B−xxxx LC open ]
+
[SARM5L LC ]
[SARM5L RC ]
+
[SARB−xxxx LT open ]
[SARB−xxxx RT open ]
+ [SARM5L LT ]
+
[SARM5L RT ]
B−xxxx LC closed

SAR factor =

]

+
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)
/4 × 0.25
)
/4 × 0.75

(2)

where, [SARB−xxxx LC closed ] represents the spatial peak 1-g SAR value in the SAM phantom at the
closed state of a slider-type of phone model, B-xxxx under the left cheek position. The specific phone
model can answer a phone call at the closed state has an internal antenna at top. The corresponding
numerical phone model is M3L, a closed shape of slider phone. Similarly [SARB−xxxx LC open ] is
for the open state of the same phone model, under the left cheek position and the subscript M5L
indicates the numerical phone model of an open shape of slider phone.
4. CONCLUSIONS

Accurate and reliable dosimetry and exposure assessment are key requirements of scientific studies
on health effects of electromagnetic fields. However, there are many limitations on the estimation
of cumulative exposure for radiated electromagnetic field from a series of mobile phones that a
study subject had/has used from the past. One of them is that we cannot numerically implement
every specific phone model for SAR calculation in the human head.
Therefore, commercial phone models were classified into 11 groups according to frequency band,
outer shape, antenna type and location and a numerical phone model representative of each group
was developed in the previous study. In this paper, we proposed the SAR factor of a specific
commercial phone which is obtained from the spatial-peak 1-g SAR data in the SAR test report.
The SAR factor relates numerically calculated SAR in the anatomical head model with the measured
result in the SAM phantom for a specific commercial phone. It would work to reduce the SAR gap
between a real specific phone and the corresponding numerical model.
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Abstract— The paper describes the identification of quadrature inductances of permanent
magnet synchronous motor. The identification is based on the principle of Hammerstein model.
The electrical diagram of permanent magnet synchronous motor could be divided into two parts.
First one is the static nonlinearity and the second one is the linear dynamics. The identification of quadrature inductance from nonlinear part is discussed in this paper. Only inputs and
outputs can be read, when the Hammerstein model is used. Since the hessian of loss function
cannot be created, the calculation is divided into two parts and the variables are computed or
estimated.Because only nonlinear part is used, the outputs of this part must be calculated from
system outputs. The identification is carried out on the nonlinear part by Newton method.
1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, permanent magnet synchronous motors are widely used in many industrial applications
as well as in domestic electrical appliances. These motors are developed at the same time with more
efficient control. Therefore there is a growing need to know the exact parameters of motors. The
more the parameters are accurate, the more effective control can be reached. There is the question:
how could these parameters be identified? There are many types of identification methods. Some
of them are offline methods, that are generally based on a specific input signal and subsequent
evaluation of the output [1]. Other types of identification methods are online methods. These
methods obtain parameter values with the motor running and working on different principles [2, 3].
One of these methods is the injecting signal to the control signal and subsequent measurement of
changes in the output [4]. Or the input and output signals are evaluated (voltage, output current,
and sometime speed) and the required parameters are calculated or predictively received from
them [5].
Often some systems contain nonlinear part and a linear part. Depending on the order of these
parts, systems can be divided into several types.The most famous systems are Wiener model [6–
8] and Hammerstein model [9–11]. In Wiener model, linear dynamics is the first part and static
nonlinearity is the second part.In Hammerstein model the order is reversed. In some cases the
system contains more linear and nonlinear parts, and consequently the above-mentioned models
are combined [12].
In our case, the aim is the identification of the permanent magnet out-runner motor inductances.
The following paper describes an inductance identification based on Hammerstein model using
Gauss-Newton method.

Figure 1: Wiener and Hammerstein model.

Figure 2: Wiener and Hammerstein model.
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2. DISCERPTION OF THE SYSTEM

As we can see on Figure 2. the motor model can be divided into two Hammerstein models and
both models include identified inductance Ld and Ld . For greater clarity, the model was divided
into Hammerstein model containing variable zd and Hammerstein model containing variable zq .
Variables are located between linear and nonlinear part of the modeland indexes of these variables
are derived from the voltages that are applied to the inputs of these models.From this follows that
the output of nonlinear part must be equal to the input of linear part and this equality is used for
creation of loss function (Equations (4)–(5)).
Many gradient methods aresuitable for identification of nonlinear system.In our case the Newthon
method is used [13].
−1
In Newton method the direction matrix is calculated from the inverse of the Hessian Hk−1
of
the loss function at the point θk−1 .
−1 0
Jk−1 fk−1
θk =θk−1 −Hk−1

where:

³
J =



H = 
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∂J(θ)
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Therefore, for Newton method all the second derivatives of the loss function, either analytical or
estimated by finite difference techniques, must be found. In classical Newton method is the step
size ηk−1 set to 1. It is the optimum choice for the linear optimization problem, where the optimum
should be achieved after one iteration.This follows directly from the second-order Taylor series
expansion of loss function. But the nonlinear identification cannot be achieved in one iteration.
Then the constant step size 1 can be either too small or too large relative to non-quadratic surface
of the loss function. In our case it is set to 1000.
The problem of Newton method is that it reduces the value of the loss function only for positive
−1
definite Hessian Hk−1
. The fundamental importance of Newton method is based on the fact that
the speed of convergence is of the second order if Hk−1 is positive definite.This is the highest
speed commonly occurring in a nonlinear identification. Disadvantages of Newton method are
therefore connected with the second-order derivatives and the strong computing power needed for
the calculation of the Hessian [13].
Loss functions are then as follows:
f 1=(−Ld id (k) + Ld id (k − 1) − Rs Tvz id (k − 1) + Lq Tvz ω (k − 1) iq (k − 1) + Tvz ud (k − 1))2 (4)
f 2=(−Lq iq (k) + Lq iq (k − 1) − Rs Tvz iq (k − 1) − Ld Tvz ω (k − 1) id (k − 1) + Tvz uq (k − 1)
−Ψf Tvz ω (k − 1))2

(5)

However, the inverse matrix of Hessian cannot be created for these loss functions.Therefore loss
function is modified.The modification lies in the fact that one part of system is always calculated
from previous values and second part is identified (Figure 3).
In our case, only nonlinear part is identified and the linear part is calculated. Then calculated
values zd and zq are constituted to loss function. This greatly simplifies the loss function and only
one variable is then identified in each model.
id (k) − id (k − 1)
Tvz
iq (k) − iq (k − 1)
zq (k − 1) = Rs iq (k − 1) + Lq
Tvz
f 1 = (Lq Tvz ω (k − 1) iq (k − 1) + Tvz ud (k − 1) − zd (k − 1))2

zd (k − 1) = Rs id (k − 1) + Ld

f 2 = (−Ld Tvz ω (k − 1) id (k − 1) + Tvz uq (k − 1) − Ψf Tvz ω (k − 1) − zq (k − 1))2

(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
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Figure 3: Wiener and Hammerstein model.
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Figure 4: Error of identification.
3. CONCLUSIONS

The paper describes the permanent magnet synchronous motor as two Hammerstein models.The
model contains two parts, linear dynamics and nonlinear static. The identification results from
the fact that this model can be easily separated so that the output of nonlinear part is the input
of linear part. Newton computational algorithm was chosen as suitable for identifying nonlinear
system.After creating the loss function we found that the reverse matrix of Hessian cannot be
created and the identification had to be modified. The algorithm identifies only nonlinear part
and the output of this section is calculated from the output of linear part and the variables from
previous identification.It is possible to identify the system with this modification. Furthermore
we can greatly reduce the computational demands because Hessian is eliminated to one value.As
shown in the graph chart, the method gives very good results with an error of up to 3 percent in
simulations.
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Abstract— Presented paper offers a description of a lung nutrient circulation model and its
regulation. This circuit is currently being developed and it is a part of a project dealing with
the transportation of lungs. Lung tissue is very sensitive and it loses its quality in a few hours
without nutrition. When lungs are being transported, the transportation time has to be short,
otherwise nutritional system must be used. In that case there are two conditions that must be
complied. Firstly we need to keep the lung in a required temperature. The second condition is
to keep the required pressure. The whole system was expressed by equations and modeled in
Matlab Simulink for a better control design of the real model.
1. INTRODUCTION

Circulation module is designed for nutrition of lungs during transport [1]. The organs that are
meant to be used for transplantation or ex-vivo experiments [2] must be handled with careduring
transportation, so as to avoid irreversible damage that would disable transplant [3]. Lungs have to
be transported with the same caution even if they are used only for experiments [4, 5]. Currently,
circulation modules for longer vitality of organs are being developed, which means that the time
of transporting can be longer. These circulation modules must match certain requirements. In our
case, these requirements are a constant flow and a constant temperature of the liquid.
The controlled system consists of several parts. The most important one of them is the reservoir
where the nutrient fluid is stored and heated. From this reservoir a liquid is piped in tubes through
the pump into the lungs and consequently back into the reservoir. The flow intensity of the
nutritional liquid is determined by the speed of the pump that ensures a constant liquid flow in
the lung.The circuit includes a feedback control, and several temperature sensors for providing a
constant fluid temperature (Fig. 1). Detailed description of the entire system is described in [6].
The article discusses the equations used for creation of the model and the created model itself.
Various verification tests of sensors of this model are carried out. The proposed controller performs
temperature control in specific limits.

Figure 1: Principial scheme of the thermal model.
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Figure 2: Principle scheme of the thermal model.
2. MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF THE THORACIC BOX

We suppose that the thermal part of the MCM can be described as a system of vessels shown on
Fig. 2 [6].
The temperature of nutritional fluid in the lung must be constant. This temperature is changing
due to different temperature of external atmosphere in different parts of the system. The liquid
transfers the heat through the pipes into the lungs. Than it is piped back to the reservoir where it
is being warmed.
Heat transfer is characterized by heat flux q. The following equations characterize heat transfer
µ
¶
dTR
TR − Ta
cmR
= qw + cρQ (T0 − TR ) −
(1)
dt
RR
µ
¶
dTi
Ti − Ta
cmi
= cρQ (TR − Ti ) −
(2)
dt
Ri
µ
¶
dTl
Tl − Ta
= cρQ (Ti − Tl ) −
cml
(3)
dt
Rl
µ
¶
dTo
To − Ta
cmo
= cρQ (Tl − To ) −
(4)
dt
Ro
where the denote c is a specific heat capacity of the perfusion liquid [Jkg−1 K−1 ], q is the heat
flux [W], m is the mass of nutrition liquid in the specific vessel [kg], % is the density of perfusion
liquid [kgm−3 ], Q is the volumetric flow of perfusion liquid [m3 s−1 ], T is the temperature [K], R is
the thermal wall resistance of the specific vessel [KW−1 ]
Equations (1)–(4) can be rewritten into state variable form
µ
¶
dTR
ρQ
1
ρQ
1
=
+
TR +
To +
Ta + qw
(5)
dt
mR cmR RR
mR
cmR RR
µ
¶
dTi
ρQ
1
ρQ
1
=
+
Ti +
TR +
Ta
(6)
dt
mi
cmi Ri
mi
cmi Ri
µ
¶
dTl
ρQ
1
ρQ
1
=
+
Tl +
Ti +
Ta
(7)
dt
ml
cml Rl
ml
cml Rl
µ
¶
dTo
ρQ
1
ρQ
1
=
+
To +
Tl +
Ta
(8)
dt
mo cmo Ro
mo
cmo Ro
Input variables: qw is the control variable heat flux from warming matts, Ta is the disturbance
ambient temperature.
Output variables (see Fig. 1): TR is the temperature inside the reservoir (measured), Ti is the
temperature in the input tubing (measured), Tl is the temperature inside the lungs (not measured),
To is the temperature in the output tubing (measured).
Equations (5)–(8) can be written in more compact form
ẋ = Ax + Bu

(9)
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where
T
T
x = [TR Ti Tl To ]
u = [qw Ta ]

 ³
´
ρQ
ρQ
1
− m
+
0
0
cmR RR
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³
´
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−
+
0
0
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³
´
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+
0
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l
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´

ρQ
ρQ
0
0
− m
+ cm1o Ro
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o
 1

1
cmR

 0
B=
 0
0

(10)

(11)

cmR RR
1

cmi Ri 
1

cml Rl
1
cmo Ro

(12)

Matrix form can be used for calculation of equilibrium steady state where x = x0 = const and
u = u0 = const.
x0 = −A−1 Bu0

(13)

This is used for the conversion to the required power of heating mats.
E.g., with parameters that are given bellow with the power of heating matts to be 100 W at ambient temperature 20◦ C Equation (13) fields steady state temperatures x = [23.41 22.65 22.58 22.50]T .
3. REALIZATION OF CONTROLLER

The lung should have a constant temperature during transportation. However as mentioned above,
thermal losses occur in the circulation module and the nutritional liquid must be heated constantly.

Figure 3: Simulation scheme of the thermal system.
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A hysteretic switch on/off with feedback is used for temperature control and data for this controller
are used from temperature sensors. Therefore, the system is equipped with several temperature
sensors located in the reservoir and in the input and output tubes. The temperature in the lungs
is not measured.
The model consisting of the equations described earlierwas used for testing various ways of
control. The aim of the test was to determine the places where it is necessary to scan the temperature and how many sensors are needed for the control. The temperature of lung was controlled to
21.5◦ C, the hysteresis was 0.1◦ C. and four options of control were tested.First one: the temperature
is measured in the reservoir. Second one: the temperature is measured in the input tube. Third
one: the temperature is measured in the output tube. And the fourth one: the mean value of
temperatures in input and output pipes is used as output temperature.
In the Figure 3, we can see the model with the control system, where the temperatures are
averaged.
4. CONCLUSIONS

The time of organ transport and possible physiological changes of these organs during transport
sometimes complicate the work with this material. Therefore, circulation modules are being developed to improve the transporting process. In our case it is a circulation module for the lung. The
problem dealt with in the article was related to heating of the nutritional liquid and to keeping the
temperature constant. The simple relay regulator with hysteresis was selected to keep the temperature within certain limits. For a simple control, the circuit is equipped with several temperature
sensors which are located in the reservoir and in the tube close to the lung, but no sensor is located
in the lung. The model of circulation module was created for controller testing and for the selection
of correct sensors combination. As the graph shows measuring of temperature in only one reservoir
is insufficient due to thermal losses. The best method is averaging data from the sensor in the
tubes in front of and behind the lung.
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Abstract— An experiment to measure the effects of low frequency magnetic fields on cell proliferation was performed. Magnetic fields of low amplitudes, ranging from 1 to 4 mT, at frequencies
of 60, 100, 800, 1500 and 2450 Hz were used to stimulate cell cultures of yeast Saccharomyces
cerevisiae. The stimulation was carried out during 5 minutes, with intervals of 5 minutes rest,
for 8 hours. A control and an experimental sample were measured two times for each frequency
at the beginning of the experiment and at 2, 4, 6 and 8 hours later. In each measurement series
a new cell culture was prepared for both non-stimulated and stimulated samples. The cells were
grown in a liquid medium composed by 0.3 g yeast extract, 1.0 g gelatin peptone and 2.0 g dextrose for 100 ml solution of growth medium, with pH adjusted to 4.5 with NaOH. Measurements
of cell proliferation were based on light absorbance using a Beckman DU-650 spectrophotometer
at 600 nm wavelength. A comparison of growth rate showed an increasing of cell proliferation
in stimulated cells compared to the non-stimulated ones, with differences from 8% to 16% after
8 hours of exposure, for most of the frequencies employed, except at 60 and 800 Hz, where the
control sample showed an increasing larger than the stimulated cultures, particularly at the final
of the experiment. For the first hours of the experiments the results are variable, coming to
present a clear trend only after 4 hours. In conclusion, the results of this experiment show an
influence of magnetic fields on cell evolution, which is a function of both the exposure time and
the stimulation frequency.
1. INTRODUCTION

The understanding of the effects of low frequency electromagnetic fields on biological systems is still
an open problem. A large number of cell cultures have been studied and reported in the literature.
Studies performed using different stimulation parameters, such as intensity of the magnetic field,
frequency of the signal and exposition time have been published, with often contradictory results.
One biological model widely used in many experiments uses yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae, because of their non-pathogenic nature for human beings, as also the possibility of working at room
temperature.
Alterations in gene expression produced by 60 Hz AC magnetic fields on Saccharomyces cerevisiae were reported by Binninger and Ungvichian [1]. They found changes in the abundance of
messenger RNAs after a continuous exposure to 20 µT 60 Hz AC electromagnetic fields. Weisbrot [2]
measured transcript levels for gene in Saccharomyces cerevisiae following exposures to a 60 Hz continuous wave sinusoidal field at various field strengths and exposure times. Moreover, proliferation
response of yeast saccaromyces cerevisiae on electromagnetic field has been studied by several researchers [3–5], employing 50 and 60 Hz magnetic fields, with somewhat contradictory results. More
recently Ruiz-Gómez et al. [6] published a new work where they report that a 2.45 mT, sinusoidal
50 Hz magnetic field induces alteration in the growth and survival of saccaromyces cerevisiae, but
not induce alterations in the cell cycle and does not cause DNA damage.
In the same way, Anton-Leberre and colleagues [7] have published a study of the effects of strong
static (up to 16 T) and pulsed (up to 55 T single-shot and 4×20 T repeated shots) magnetic fields on
Saccharomyces cerevisiae cultures. They examined gene expression, proteome profile, cell viability,
morphology, and growth after magnetic field exposure. They found no effects of the magnetic field
on these cellular processes.
In this paper a study conducted on cell cultures of yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae using magnetic
fields of low amplitudes, ranging from 1 to 4 mT, at frequencies of 60, 100, 800, 1500 and 2450 Hz
is reported.
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2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

Cell cultures were grown in an YPD medium composed by 0.3 g yeast extract, 1.0 g gelatin peptone
and 2.0 g dextrose for 100 ml solution of growth medium. The pH was adjusted to 4.5 with NaOH. In
each experiment were inoculated 100 µl of Saccharomyces cerevisiae culture in 1.2 ml YPD medium.
The culture was grown at 28◦ C.
A Rodin coil system was assembled with two identical coils 2.2 cm diameter and 21 turns,
arranged in series, with a total electrical resistance R = 6.83 Ω.
The samples were placed in vials and stimulated during 8 hours at intervals of 5 minutes exposition and 5 minutes rest. Frequencies of 60, 100, 800, 1500 and 2450 Hz were used for stimulation.
To determine the cell proliferation the light absorbance of cell cultures was measured every 2
hours with a Beckman DU-650 spectrophotometer (American Laboratory Trading, Inc., San Diego,
CA, USA) at 600 nm wavelengths. Each measurement was repeated 12 times in order to estimate
the uncertainty.
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Figure 1: Growth rates for five stimulated samples at different frequencies and their comparison with the
control ones.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A comparison between a control and an experimental sample was performed in order to assess
the influence of low frequency magnetic fields on Saccharomyces cerevisiae cell proliferation. In
Figure 1 are shown the results for measurements performed at frequencies of 60, 100, 800, 1500
and 2450 Hz. In each case five evaluations of cell proliferation were determined at 0, 2, 4, 6 and 8
hours after starting the experiment.
The analysis of curves in Figure 1 show a growth rate increasing in stimulated cells compared
to the non-stimulated ones, with differences from 8% to 16% after 8 hours of exposure, when
frequencies of 100, 1500 and 2450 Hz were employed. On the contrary, at 60 and 800 Hz the control
sample showed an increasing larger than the stimulated cultures, particularly at the final of the
experiments. In all cases, for the first hours of the experiments the results were variable, coming
to show a clear trend only after 4 hours.
4. CONCLUSIONS

The results of this experiment show an influence of magnetic fields on Saccharomyces cerevisiae
cell proliferation, which is a function of both the exposure time and the stimulation frequency.
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Abstract— Efficiency of broadcast transmission based on Cluster Heads (CH) in clusterized
wireless network in dependence on clustering algorithm type has been assessed in this paper.
Broadcast Communications on the basis of Gateways (GW-BC) and on the basis of Cluster
Heads (CH-MPR-BC) and three types of clustering algorithms (LNIDE, HDg and WCL) were
implemented and tested. Tests have been done for static network assuming Free Space Path Loss
propagation model with assumed reliability of information delivery in radio link. It was shown
that for clustered network, CH-MPR-BC can be reliable and effective energetically.
1. INTRODUCTION

The broadcast communication as transmission from one point to all others is a very popular type
of transmission used in wireless systems for route discovering, topology dissemination, alarm notification, location update, multicast tree building etc.Technical solution is dependent on a scenario
and a network topology.
When clustered network is considered, one should decide whether broadcast communication
is limited to one cluster or transmission to the whole network is needed. On the other hand,
certain constraints can be associated with transmission time and different system layers are involved
(usually the MAC (Medium Access Control) sub-layer and/or the Network Layer.
2. RELATED WORKS

There are many proposals of achieving Broadcast Communication (BC) in the literature. Our
special interest is focused on solutions related to Ad-hoc and clustered networks [1, 2].
Many studies are focused on the problem of efficient broadcasts. A lot of proposed protocols
are based on Connected Dominating Sets (CDS) such as [3], or multipoint relays (MPRs), e.g., [4].
The BC algorithms described in [5–8] utilize neighbourhood and/or previous routing information
to reduce redundant packets.
When radio energy is discussed, the problem can be connected with electromagnetic compatibility of military equipment [9, 10].
Energy efficient and time constrained broadcast protocols are other groups of possibilities [1, 11, 12].
An efficiency of BC can be obviously different when different clustering algorithms are used. Different clustering algorithms can be applied in dependence of system type. For mobile Ad-Hoc networks following groups of algorithms with different characteristics can be identified [13]: DS-based
clustering, Low-maintenance clustering, Energy-efficient clustering, Load-balancing clustering and
Combined-metrics-based clustering.
A relatively wide set of clustering algorithms for Vehicular Ad-Hoc networks was presented
in [14].
A reader can find various Cluster Head election algorithms for MANETs which can be divided
generally on Identifier-based clustering group, Connectivity based group, Mobility-aware group,
Power-aware group and Combined weight based group [15]. Other clustering schemes and classifications of can be find, e.g., in [16, 17].
3. BROADCAST MECHANISMS ON THE BASIS OF CLUSTERED NETWORK

We assumed a clustered network with 2-levels of hierarchy (Figure 1). The clustering procedure
should assure the information about a system structure and the role of nodes.
We can distinguish 3 types of functional nodes: Cluster Head (CH), Gateway (GW) and Regular
Node (RN).
The broadcast protocol can use a subset of nodes, called GW set to relay packets to all nodes
in the network. In such a solution, a non-CH node relays the broadcast packet if it is selected as
a GW, otherwise it does nothing. If there is at least one route among all the clusters (via GWs),
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Figure 1: Clustered network.

Figure 2: GW based BC (GW-BC).

a broadcast packet can be eventually delivered to the entire network. The broadcast process is
limited only to the CHs and the GWs so that the broadcast redundancy is reduced.
The GW-BC process can be described as follows. A source node initiates a broadcast process,
than:
1. If the source is not a CH, it sends the packet to its CH.
2. When a CH receives the packet for the first time, it chooses its GW set to forward the packet
to all its neighboring CHs. If the received packet is a duplicated one, the CH does nothing.
3. When GW node receives the broadcast packet for the first time, it relays the packet (Figure 2).
The CH-MPR-BC is based on an assumption (used usually with GW-BC as well) that in one cluster
(controlled by one CH) each radio can communicate with any other radio directly (peer to peer,
they are in radio distance). Therefore, according to typical clustering algorithm and assumed max
power of radios within the network, each CH can communicate with at least one adjacent CH [18]
(Figure 3). A source node initiates a broadcast process, than:
1. If the source of BC information is not a CH, it sends the packet to its CH.
2. When a CH receives the packet for the first time, it chooses its CH-MPR set to forward the
packet to all its neighboring clusters; if the received packet is a duplicated one, the CH does
nothing.
4. CLUSTERS FORMATION

The main objective of clustering is to identify suitable node representatives, i.e., Cluster Heads
(CHs), to store routing and topology information and maximize clusters stability. The comparison
of BC efficiency in dependence of three clustering algorithms were assessed:
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Cluster Head
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Cluster
CH

RN

Clustermember
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GW

Figure 3: CH-MPR based BC (CH-MPR-BC).

Figure 4: Node state transition diagram.
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• LNIDE — own algorithm with CH election on the basis of Lowest ID concept.
• HDg — an algorithm with CH election on the basis of Highest Degree concept.
• WCL — an algorithm with CH election on the basis of weighted fitness measure concept.
As we assumed static network, only cluster formation phase was needed and cluster maintenance
procedures were not implemented. Omitting details about each node state changing conditions,
CHs are elected based on following criteria:
• For LNIDE (based on LID [19]) — the node can be a CH when it has the lowest MAC address
among uncovered ND nodes (a node is uncovered for others when they received assumed
number of Hello messages from this node).
• For HDg (based on [15]) — the node can be a CH when in comparison to other uncovered
ND nodes it noticed the maximum number of uncovered nodes its vicinity.
• For WCL (based on [15]) — the node can be a CH when in comparison to other uncovered
ND nodes it noticed the maximum fitness function value.
For proper deciding about its state, nodes periodically send Hello messages with following information: MAC address, Node State, List of Neighbors (MAC, State, Power), Fitness Value, My CH.
In result each node can have all information about all other nodes in 2-hop distance (Figure 1).
The node state transition diagram is shown in Figure 4.
5. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In order to determine efficiency of BC we used the OMNeT++ [20] simulation environment.
5.1. Experimental setup

The prepared network model consists of fixed number of static radio nodes, ranged from 150 to 300
and located randomly in the square area of 50 km side length. All nodes can send and receive the
radio frames with path loss and transmission delay proportional to a mutual distance. The node is
able to use the GW-BC or the CH-MPR-BC. The selected node periodically sends a new broadcast
message. Other phenomena of transmission has been neglected, in particular, we assumed that
there is no interferences nor collisions between signals from nodes. We used the following metrics
to assess the efficiency of one BC process:
- Delivery Time — a time from first transmission (BC message from an originator node) till
the moment when the last node is notified (assuming that all nodes are notified).
- Consumed Energy — the total energy used by a network during one completed broadcast
process; this energy is calculated as the sum of energy consumed by nodes involved in this
broadcast process.
- Number Of Nodes — the number of nodes in each state in clusterization period (CH, RN,
GW, ND).
- Nervous Measure — the number of nodes which are changing their states during assumed
period of time (a result is calculated periodically while a clusterization process lasts).
5.2. Experimental Results

Simulation results are shown in Figures 5–8. Clustering algorithms are stable and work properly
(Figure 5, Figure 6).
We found that Delivery Time as well as Consumed Energy are generally dependent on clusters
size and a type of BC (Figure 7, Figure 8). Assuming the same Signal to Noise power ratio constraints, CH-MPR-BC is always better than classical GW-BC. The CH election criterion can have
significant influence on probability of message delivery as it decides on CH location in relation to
other nodes but we didn’t collect these data assuming that each node has at least one connection
with the rest of network. When interference level is discussed, it is known that the level of intersystem interference is proportional to a cluster size, frequency, and the sum of transmitted power.
Concluding from differences in energy observed in Figure 7, CH-MPR-BC has definitely the best
potential in this area.
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Figure 5: Number of nodes in particular state in
function of time.

Figure 6: Number of state changes in function of
time.

Figure 7: Delivery time in function of nodes number.

Figure 8: Consumed energy in function of nodes
number.

6. CONCLUSION

According to simulation results, CH-MPR-BC is energy and time efficient. Assuming high probability of receive, influence of clustering type on BC process can be neglected. This influence is
expected to be important when a signal to noise power ratio is low causing transmission errors and
wrong network formation (e.g., disconnected parts of the network). Our studies will be continued
for node movement with different propagation conditions.
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Restoration of Antenna Patterns Using Iterative Method
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Abstract— A new approach to reconstructing antenna far-field patterns from the missing part
of the pattern is presented in this paper. The antenna far-field pattern can be reconstructed by
utilizing the iterative Hilbert transform, which is based on the relationship between the real and
imaginary part of the Hilbert transform. A moving average filter is used to reduce the errors
in the restored signal as well as the computation load. Under the constraint of the causality of
the current source in space, we could successfully reconstruct the data. Several examples dealing
with line source antennas and antenna arrays are simulated to illustrate the applicability of this
approach.
1. INTRODUCTION

The Hilbert transform is a commonly used technique for relating the real and imaginary parts of a
spectral response under causal conditions. It results from application of Cauchy’s Residue Theorem
in complex variable theory, and can be expressed in both continuous and discrete forms. The
conventional reconstruction algorithm involves applying the Hilbert transform to the logarithmic
function of the Fourier transform to obtain the unknown component [1]. Similarly, given the phase of
a spectrum, it might be desirable to compute the magnitude function [2]. So far, Hilbert transforms
have been widely applied in various areas of signal reconstruction, such as image reconstruction,
minimum phase signal reconstruction and phase response reconstruction [3–5]. However, as far as
the authors known, there have been no studies carried out on signal reconstruction in the missing
block of an antenna far-field pattern signal.
In the area of microwaves, it is desired to obtain knowledge of the transient response of a system.
It is common to measure both the magnitude and phase of spectral responses using a network
analyzer [6–8]. It is important to appreciate that measured patterns are usually not perfectly
symmetric and nulls are often partially filled. The real and imaginary parts of a spectral response
are not independent of each other. The real part includes all the information of the imaginary
part, and the imaginary part also includes all the information of the real part. In other words,
both of them constitute the Hilbert transform pair, whose properties can be applied to any causal
signal. Since we are dealing with a linear time-invariant (LTI) system, changing the input of the
system through a time shift does not change the transfer function of the original system, and the
amplitude spectrum is also unchanged. An antenna problem is equivalent to a shift in the spatial
coordinates.
In this paper, we take the approach of developing iterative algorithms to reconstruct the loss or
distortion of data from the phase of the antenna pattern spectrum, based on the above properties,
i.e., the signal’s correlation of the real and imaginary parts in the Hilbert transform. The remainder
of this paper is organized as follows: the computational method of the iterative Hilbert transform
is in Section 2. Section 3 introduces failed signal reconstructing data from the far-field power
radiation pattern in the angular domain. Three design examples are given in Section 4, followed
by the conclusion in Section 5.Text including equations must be typed single spaced in any of the
following font types: Times, Times Roman, Times New Roman or Symbol. Use 10 pt for the text,
12 pt for the headings and 11 pt for subheadings, and 18 pt for the title. The title should be typed
in capital letters and centred. The text should be set in two columns that are 8.8 cm wide and
justified, and separated by a margin of 0.4 cm.
2. PRINCIPLE OF ITERATIVE HILBERT TRANSFORM

The signal that we consider to be real has a rational frequency response. Since we are interested in
conditions under which the signal can be uniquely specified by the phase of its Fourier transform,
the signal is assumed to be causal. For such a signal x(t), where t > 0, the frequency response in
the Fourier transform domain, X(ω), can be obtained by using the following Fourier transform:
Z t
X(ω) =
x(t)e−jωt dt = Re(X(ω)) + jIm(X(ω))
(1)
0
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Once the real part Re(X(ω)) and imaginary part Im(X(ω)) are determined, the relations are verified
in the frequency domain using the expressions:
·
¸
1
2
Re(X(ω)) =
jIm(X(ω)) ∗
= H[Im(X(ω))]
2π
jω
·
¸
(2)
1
2
Re(X(ω)) ∗
= −H[Re(X(ω))]
Im[X(ω)] =
2π
jω
where * represents the convolution integral, and H[.] is the Hilbert transform. We can note that
one can reconstruct the real part of the spectrum from the imaginary part, and vice versa [1].
To restore the missing data one need to follow the steps shown in Fig. 1 where ˆ represents
estimated data.

Figure 1: Flow chart of the iterative Hilbert transform.

After a number of iterations, the lost data will be reconstructed. However, there are some
errors between the actual pattern and the restored pattern. The restored pattern not only has a
high-frequency component but also requires a high computational load. To avoid this situation,
a moving average filter is employed. The moving average filter is a linear filter, which is widely
used for image enhancement [1, 9] and noise reduction in image processing. By using the MA filter
at each recursive step, the fluctuating influence can be filtered out and the characteristics of these
systems remain unchanged. In the meantime, the errors rapidly converge to a certain criteria,
resulting in the computational load being reduced. The recursive step will not be stopped until
(3) and (4) are satisfied, where εis a small criterion. The average step size k = 3 is chosen in the
following numerical simulations.
|Rc (ω) − Rp (ω)| < ε
|Ic (ω) − Ip (ω)| < ε

(3)
(4)

where Rc is the real part of the restored data at the current iteration step and Rp is the real part
of the restored data at the previous step. The same applies to the imaginary part Ic and Ip .
3. SIGNAL RECONSTRUCTION IN A FAR FIELD PATTERN

The antenna radiation problem consists of solving for the fields that are created by an impressed
current distribution J. In order to simplify the solution to solve the two Maxwell’s curl equations,
we use the potential function. As a result, by having a knowledge of the vector potential A one can
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solve the radiation problem. It is best if the radiated electric field of an electromagnetic system
is proportional to the Fourier transform of the spatial current distribution on the electromagnetic
structure. If we assume a current distribution only existing along the z-axis, centered on the origin
and confine the observation point to a fixed ϕ in the y-z plane (ϕ = 90◦ ), then the vector potential
can be expressed as [10]:
Z
−jβr Z z2
e−jβr z2
~ z = ẑ e
A
Jz (z)ejβz cos θ dz = ẑ
Jz (z)ejβzu dz
(5)
4πr z1
4πr z1
where β = 2π/λ,u = cos θ, and r is the spatial far-field variable and the integral is over the extent
of the current source. Then the far-field can be expressed as:
Z z2
e−jβr
~
~
E = −jωAθ θ̂ = jω sin θAz θ̂ = jω sin θ
Jz (z)ejβzu dz θ̂
(6)
4πr
z1
Equation (5) indicates that the vector potential A is proportional to the Fourier transform of the
spatial current distribution with the variable changed from θ to u. For our proposed method, the
vector potential A provides all the necessary information in the frequency domain as the difference
between the vector potential A and far-field pattern is just a constant jωµ sin θ.
4. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

For the first example, as we stated in the previous section, the vector potential A can be obtained
~ by sin θ and the constant jωµ from the far-field pattern. Therefore, we only need
by dividing E

Figure 2: A line source along the z-axis.
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Figure 3: (a) The real part of the original, reconstructed and missing data Awith a filter. (b) The imaginary
part of the original, reconstructed and missing data Awith a filter.
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Figure 4: Straight wire antenna array.
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to restore the pattern using the proposed method for vector potential. Here, we consider a short
dipole as a straight wire antenna, shown in Fig. 2. The wire excited with 1V is oriented along the
z-axis. The length of the wire antenna is l = λ. The far-field pattern has the variable changed
with u = cos θ. We use an MA filter for a fast convergence. In addition, we can also see the actual
data (solid line), restored data (dotted line), and missing data (dashed line). The missing data in
the figures are reconstructed through recursive steps. The error is defined by the two norm of the
difference between the actual data. The error is 10.8% and 12.8%, respectively. We can see that
the restored signal fluctuates by more than 10%. In order to filter out these fluctuations, we use the
moving average filter to reconstruct the missing data at each iterative step. The results are shown
in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) with errors of 4.7% and 5%, respectively. The step size of the MA filter
was chosen as 3. For the second example, consider also the pattern from a straight wire antenna
array. The structure of the antenna array is plotted in Fig. 4. There are 4 elements equally spaced
along the z-direction. All of the elements are above the x-o-yplane. The length of each element is
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l = 0.2 m, and diameter 2 mm. The distance between each array is d = 0.6 m. The driven elements
are fed at the center with 1V excitation at 350 MHz. The real and imaginary parts (solid line)
generated the 512 point data shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. Each part includes four blocks of missing
data (dashed line), with the side of the block having 30 points of missing data and the middle of
the block 20 points of missing data, for a total of 100 points. As is the case with Example 2, once
there are more than 100 points of missing data, the reconstructed data will have larger distortion.
This iterative algorithm with an MA filter is stopped after 110 iterations. The reconstructed data
(dotted line) of the real and imaginary parts are also shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, respectively. The
errors associated with the estimated data and the actual data are 8.59%, 8.53%, 7.66% and 10.75%
in Fig. 5. The errors associated with the estimated data and the actual data are 9.02%, 7.87%,
9.97% and 9.19% in Fig. 6. From Fig. 7 we can see that the far-field pattern is well reconstructed.
5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented an iterative Hilbert transform method for reconstructing missing data
from an antenna pattern, on the premises that the current source exists on z-axis, has the form
of a Fourier transform. In all the numerical examples, this method effectively restored the lost
fragments of the antenna pattern based on the signal’s relationship to the real part and imaginary
part. The MA filter representation is also utilized for better estimation of the data and more
efficient computation. In addition, the rates of convergence depend on the amount of data missing.
In practice, we have found that the missing data can be approximately 20% of the whole data in
patterns and also can be distributed in multiple blocks of the signal at the same time. Finally,
the iterative algorithms, as presented, can be used in more applications where causality plays an
important role
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Abstract— Dispersion of the propagation constants of waveguide modes of a thin left-handed
film is considered. It is shown that by certain frequency the group velocity of mode can be
vanished. An analysis of spatio-temporal transformation of intramode packet with spectrum near
this frequency is performed. It is shown that a propagation velocity of the packet is proportional
to a square root of a width of the packet spectrum and for packets with spectrum about 10 MHz
can be by four orders less than the group velocity of the light in a volume left-handed material.

Modern technology of metamaterials allows creating thin left-handed waveguides on the volume
substrate. These waveguides have both negative values of permittivity and permeability in optical
range of wavelengths [1]. The waveguides have unique properties which considerably differ from
usual waveguides. The features of dispersive characteristics of such waveguides and the features of
the propagation of optical pulses in them are considered below.
It is shown in [2, 3] that the propagation constants β of waveguide modes of TE -type of thin
films with thickness h including on the basis of left-handed metamaterials are the real roots of the
dispersion relation which can be represented in the form
tanh χf h +

−1 −1
−1
χs µf χ−1
f µs + χc µf χf µc
−1 −1
1 + χs χc µ2f χ−2
f µs µc

= f (β, ω) = 0,

(1)

³
´1/2
where χ∗ = β 2 − ε∗ µ∗ (ω/c)2
; µ∗ and ε∗ are the relative permeability and the relative permittivity, respectively; c is the velocity of light in a vacuum; sign “∗” at subscript is used instead of
letters “c” (coating medium), “f ” (film) and “s” (substrate).
We assume that the dispersion dependences of permittivity εf and permeability µf of a volume
medium of left-handed metamaterial on the frequency of electromagnetic field ω are described by
the well-known relations [4]
±
¡
¢
2 −1
εf = 1 − ωp2 ω 2 , µf = 1 − F ω 2 ω 2 − ωm
,
(2)
where ωp is a plasma frequency, ωm is a frequency of magnetic resonance, F is a filling factor of
metamaterial. The dispersion of material parameters of the usual right-handed material is negligible
in comparison with the dispersion of the left-handed material and isn’t taken into consideration
below.
The dispersion dependences of propagation constants β(ω) of waveguide modes of TE -type for
the left-handed film with thickness h = 330 nm in the case of air coating media (εc = 1 and µc = 1)
and non-magnetic substrate (µs = 1) with relative permittivity equaled εs = 2 are represented in
Fig. 1. The dependences have been calculated for parameters ωp = 3.46·1015 rad/s, ωm = 1.63·1015
rad/s and F = 0, 5 which are in accord with data of papers [1, 5]. In this case the frequency range
in which both conditions εf ≤ 0 and µf ≤ 0 are satisfied is within the limits from 1.63·1015 rad/s
(the wavelength equals λ = 1.16 µm) to 2.31·1015 rad/s (λ = 0.82 µm).
The dispersion dependences β(ω) for modes TE 0 and TE 1 are not only in the range of fast modes
(ks < β < kf ) that typically for usual films of right-handed materials but also in the range of slow
modes (β > max (kf ; ks )) which is absent in the usual films [6]. At the same time the dependence
β(ω) for mode TE 1 is divided into two branches by point with infinite derivative dβ/dω = ∞ in
which the group velocity of mode is vanished υg = dω/dβ = 0. The phase and group velocities of
mode which correspond to a lower branch of the dispersion dependence have the same directions,
and which correspond to a upper branch have opposite directions. The dispersion dependences β(ω)
of remaining modes are in the fast range. However, in contrast to usual film waveguides of righthanded materials the dispersion dependences for modes of them are monotone the dependences
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Figure 1: The dispersion dependences of the propagation constants of T E-modes of the left-handed film with
thickness h = 330 nm in the case of the air coating medium and the non-magnetic substrate with relative
permittivity εs = 2. Here kf and ks are dispersion dependences of wave numbers for volume materials of
the film and the substrate, respectively.

β(ω) for fast modes of waveguides with left-handed film are divided into two branches by point
that corresponds to the case υg = 0 (similarly to the dependences for TE 1 ). At the same time by
increase of mode number of the left-handed film the dispersion dependences which correspond to
this mode number approach to the point of singularity of permeability µf and there are practically
merged.
A cause of appearance on the dispersion dependences of the propagation constants of waveguide
modes of the left-handed film two branches which correspond to the opposite directions of group
velocity of mode is that the power flux of the light field in the film is opposite in its direction to
power fluxes in right-handed coating medium and substrate [3]. Depending on the frequency ω of
the light field of mode a total flux of power can has a direction either coinciding with power fluxes
into the coating medium and the substrate or coinciding with the power fluxes in the film. By
certain frequency ω0 the power flux in film is equalized by fluxes in the coating medium and the
substrate, the total flux of power of the mode and its group velocity are vanished. The waveguide
modes of the usual right-handed films don’t have the similar effect [6].
The frequency ω0 in which the group velocity of the mode is vanished (υg = dω/dβ = 0) and the
propagation constant β0 corresponding to the group velocity can be determined as roots of the dispersion relation (1) that defines function ω (β) implicitly and equations dω/dβ = −(∂f /∂β)/(∂f /∂ω)
= 0 [7]. In general case the frequency ω0 belongs not only to the definition domain of the dispersion
curve β(ω) of the mode (for this mode υg = 0) but gets in area of definition curves β(ω) of other
modes (see Fig. 1). Dispersion properties of these modes near the frequency ω0 can be described
within the framework of usual dispersion theory and aren’t considered below.
From Fig. 1 follows that for case under consideration two waveguide modes can exist on the
frequency ω in the neighborhood of point ω0 (ω < ω0 ). One of these modes corresponds to the lower
branch of dependence β(ω) and other mode corresponds to the upper branch. The dependences
β(ω) in the neighborhood of point ω0 can be represented in terms of series by degrees of the square
root of the frequency deviation ∆ω = ω0 − ω. The dispersion dependences of the propagation
constant β + (modes with the same directions of phase and group velocities) and the propagation
constant β − (modes with the opposite directions) to a first approximation by value ∆ω 1/2 can be
described by following expressions:
p
β ± = β0 ∓ ∆ω/a = β0 (1 ∓ δβ) ,
(3)
p
¡
±
¢
where a = −0.5 d2 ω dβ 2 ω=ω0 , δβ = β0−1 ∆ω/a.
The dependence of y-component of the electric intensity vector of the light field of waveguide
mode of TE -type by the frequency ω (the mode propagates in plane of the film along z-axis) on
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the coordinate x along the normal to the film can be presented with accuracy at multiplier in the
form:
³
´−1/2
Ec = (−1)η 1 − µ2f χ2c χ−2
exp [χc (h − x)] , x > h
(4)
f
³
´−1/2 h
i
−1
Ef = 1 − µ2f χ2s χ−2
cosh
(χ
x)
+
µ
χ
χ
sinh
(χ
x)
, 0≤x≤h
(5)
s
f
f
f
f
f
³
´−1/2
Es = 1 − µ2f χ2s χ−2
exp (χs x) , x < 0
(6)
f
where η is a mode number equaled to a quantity of zeros of the function Ef (x).
In a first approximation by parameter δβ the equations which describe the dispersion of space
dependences of the electric intensity E∗± and x-component of the magnetic intensity vector H∗± =
−βE∗± /(µ∗ µ0 ω) that corresponds to the electric intensity can be obtained as:
¡
¢
£
¡
¢ ¤
±
±
E∗ = 1 ∓ ξ∗ β02 δβ E∗0 , H∗ = 1 ∓ 1 + ξ∗ β02 δβ H∗0 ,
(7)
where the sign “∗” denotes the same that in (1) (see the explication to (1));
³
´
2
2 − χ2
µ
χ
c0
f0
f0
h−x
³
´ , x > h;
+
ξc (x) =
χc0
χ2 χ2 − µ 2 χ2
f0

f0

f 0 c0

χ2f 0

− χ2s0
χs0 χ3f 0

sinh (χf 0 x)
cosh (χf 0 x) + µf 0 χs0 χ−1
f 0 sinh (χf 0 x)
h
i
x d
ln cosh (χf 0 x) + µf 0 χs0 χ−1
+ 2
sinh
(χ
x)
f0
f0
χf 0 dx
³
´
µ2f 0 χ2f 0 − χ2s0
³
´ , 0 ≤ x ≤ h;
+
χ2f 0 χ2f 0 − µ2f 0 χ2s0
³
´
2
2 − χ2
µ
χ
s0
f0
f0
x
³
´ , x < 0;
+
ξs (x) =
χs0 χ2 χ2 − µ2 χ2

ξf (x) = µf 0

(8)

f0

f0

(9)

(10)

f 0 s0

the number zero “0” at subscripts of all magnitudes signifies that they have to be calculated by
the frequency ω0 ; µ(0) is the fundamental magnetic constant.
Let’s consider the propagation of limited packet of the guided modes of T E-type. We assume
that the propagation constants of modes from the packet belong one dispersion curve and the
frequencies of them are within interval ∆Ω = ω0 − ωmin << ω0 (see Fig. 1). Two different pairs
of intramode packets correspond to such interval. The modes of these packets have the opposite
directions of phase velocities. At that the modes of one of the packet of every pair (with the
propagation constants β + ) have the same directions of phase and group velocities. The modes
of other packet of pair (with the propagation constants β − ) have the opposite directions of these
velocities. We assume below that the spectral density of the modes in these packets is the same and
normalized to unit. Analytical computation of spatio-temporal dependences of the power fluxes
Sν± (z, t) of the packets of guided modes of T E-type of the first (ν = 1, the phase velocity along the
positive direction of z-axis) and the second (ν = 2, the phase velocity along the negative direction
of z-axis) pairs shows that in this case the relations are correct S1+ (z, t) = S2− (z, t) ≡ S (z, t) and
S2+ (z, t) = S1− (z, t) ≡ −S (−z, t),
Z∞
¢2
4β02
ξ (x) ¡ +
S (z, t) =
E0 (x) dxRe [ψ (z, t) (∆ψ (z, t))∗ ],
µ0 ω0
µ (x)
−∞
·
¸
z
i
Ex (z, t) − √ Erf∆ (z, t) ,
ψ =
t
2 at
·
µ
¶
µ
¶
¸
√
i
z
z
i
z2
∆ψ (z, t) = √
Ex (z, t)
∆Ωt + √
− √ +
−
Erf∆ (z, t) ,
2 4at
t at
2 at
2 at

(11)
(12)
(13)
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where
" Ãr

!#
∆Ω
z − ∆Ωt
− 1,
Ex (z, t) = exp i
(14)
a
µ 2¶·
µ
µ
µ
¶¶¸
¶
√
1 + i√
iz
1+i z
1+i
z
√
√ − ∆Ωt
Erf∆ (z, t) = √
π exp
erf √
− erf √
,(15)
4at
2
2 2 at
2 2 at
µ (x) is a dependence of permeability on the coordinate x, erf (ζ) is an integral of errors [7].
It should be noted that the product of two functions, ψ (z, t) (∆ψ (z, t))∗ , in relation (11) describes dispersive distortions of the mode packet both at the expense of the dispersion of the
propagation constants of waveguide modes (see (3)) and at the expense of the dispersion of the
spatial distribution shape of the fields of the waveguide modes (see (7)). Analysis and numerical
simulation have showed that the function ∆ψ is degenerated into the function ψ in the case of
neglect of the dispersion of shape. However such neglect is unjustified as contributions of both
types of the dispersion into spatio-temporal dynamics of the mode packet have the same order.
From Fig. 1 follows that for above considered left-handed film a small neighborhood of frequency
ω0 ≈ 1.75·1015 rad/s (β0 ≈ 1.02·107 m−1 ) that is in the definition area of the dispersion dependence
of the propagation constant of waveguide mode TE 2 with parameter a ≈ 1.66 s/m2 is outside of the
definition area of the dispersion dependences of other modes. For this mode the time dependence
of the power flux s (z, t) = S (z, t)/max [S (0, t)] of the wave packet with width ∆Ω = 100 GHz at
different sections z = const normalized to maximum of the flux by z = 0 is represented in Fig. 2.
A considerable spreading of the mode packet with time is conditioned by both the strong material
dispersion of left-handed film (see (2) and Fig. 1) and the waveguide dispersion of considered planar
structure. In spite of zero group velocity by frequency ω0 the maximum of the mode packet during
1.4 ns is shifted along the waveguide axis by 1 mm that corresponds to the propagation velocity of
the mode packet approximately 6.7·105 m/s. It is almost by three orders less than the group velocity
in the volume left-handed material equaled 1.1·107 m/s. From analysis of relations (11)–(15) follows
that in considered case the propagation velocity of the mode packet can be approximately evaluated
by means of following relation
√
υ = 2a∆Ω.
(16)

Normalized power flux, relative units

As follows from last formula the propagation velocity of group packet decreases proportionally to
the square root of the spectrum width of the packet ∆Ω and by ∆Ω = 10 MHz for the considered
mode TE 2 has very small value 8.1·103 m/s.
Thus the dispersion properties of planar fibers based on the thin left-handed film have qualitative
differences from the properties of usual structures based on the right-handed films. The effect of

0.8
z=40 µm
0.6

0.14 mm

0.4
0.5 mm
1 mm

0.2

0

1

2
Time, ns

3

Figure 2: Normalized time dependence of the power flux of the intramode packet with width ∆Ω = 100 GHz
at different sections z = const for mode TE 2 with parameter a = 1.6554 s/m2 .
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considerable reduction of the propagation velocity of the light in the left-handed films can be used
in the integrated spatio-temporal modulators of the light.
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Mutual Coupling between Parasitic Elements of Split Ring
Resonator on Antenna
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Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology, South Korea

Abstract— The parasitic elements on antenna have become an important issue in improving
the antenna performance in various wireless devices. These elements are mostly used as radiator
and resonator in antenna. However, an investigation of the mutual coupling between parasitic
elements is rare to be found in metamaterial resonator antenna studies. From this unusual approach, this paper presents the new mutual coupling structure of parasitic elements with the
split ring resonator (SRR) on antenna. The suggested antenna consists of two rectangular SRRs
and conventional monopole antenna. These resonators play the role of the parasitic element in
antenna. In order to operate these SRRs, linear monopole antenna is used as an active antenna
which can provide the time-varying magnetic field with normal direction. In metamaterial technology, a negative effective permeability can be generated at resonant frequency via periodic
arrangement of these SRRs which are electrically small LC resonant elements with a high quality factor. Fundamentally, mutual coupling phenomenon has been observed between adjacent
resonators, so that the antenna with two resonators has the same effect on parasitic elements,
too. In this study, the coupling coefficient between two parasitic element resonators on antenna
is obtained from scattering parameter simulation results. On the basis of the electromagnetic
field characteristics and the result of antenna parameter, this study will be exquisite from the
previous studies of antennas that utilize the SRR.
1. INTRODUCTION

The split ring resonators (SRRs) have attracted considerable attention in microwave engineering.
These SRRs as the metamaterial resonator are understood as artificially effective medium that
exhibits some unique electromagnetic properties. They have received significant attention and
have enabled numerous applications over the past decade, especially for the antenna design. Various
design techniques for antenna have already been studied and developed based on the SRR [1–3].
Those studies proposed the antenna characteristics of wide bandwidth, multi-band, miniaturization,
band rejection, and high directivity.
Recently, the parasitic elements are important components for antenna design, such as band
rejection element, parasitic impedance stub, and resonance element. Typical parasitic elements
in antenna technology have been used to improve the antenna performance. These elements act
as resonators or electromagnetic coupler with antenna radiator [4–6]. The parasitic element SRR
behaves as resonator which is operated by excited field, so that mutual coupling effect between the
SRRs can be calculated. The conventional mutual coupling effect for resonator has been commonly
obtained from coupling theory of coupling structure. In this paper, we investigated the mutual
coupling effect between the SRRs as parasitic element of antenna.
2. ANTENNA CONFIGURATION

The SRR structure, which was proposed by Pendry as a metamaterial resonator in 1999 [7], is a
core element in the mutual coupling effect of resonators in this study. This structure exhibits a
negative-permeability medium within a local frequency range, which has resulted in the extensive
development of microwave circuit and antenna using the SRR for improving electromagnetic performance. A typical SRR is made using two metallic split-ring strip, which behaves as an electrically
small LC resonant tank having a high quality factor. This unusual electromagnetic property can
be excited by an incident time-varying magnetic field with normal direction. Figure 1 shows the
geometry and dimensions of the proposed element of the SRR. The physical parameters of the
SRR are: c = 0.9 mm, d = 0.3 mm, g = 0.5 mm, L1 = 11.9 mm. The resonance frequency of
the SRR depends on its geometrical parameters. Figure 2 shows the geometry and dimensions
of basic monopole antenna. As shown in Figure 2, the basic monopole antenna was designed by
forming the conventional linear monopole antenna on the finite ground plane and using the coaxial
feeding. This antenna has a length of pole L2 = 13.5 mm, diameter of pole cylinder a = 2.5 mm.
The length of monopole antenna is approximately λ/4 of 5.5 GHz. Figure 3 shows the geometry
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and dimensions of the monopole antenna with two SRRs. The inserted SRRs are fabricated on a
dielectric substrate of Rogers 4003 (thickness h = 0.812 mm, relative permittivity εr = 3.38, loss
tangent δ = 0.0023). The geometry and dimension of two SRRs are same.
d

c

g

L1

Figure 1: Geometry of the SRR.
2a
120 mm

L2

Figure 2: Geometry and dimension of the basic monopole antenna.

D

Figure 3: Geometry and dimension of the monopole antenna with SRR.
3. SIMULATION AND DISCUSSION

Figure 4 shows the simulated return loss (S11) results of the proposed antenna. The return loss
results were computed by 3D EM simulator of HFSS of Ansys Corporation. From the result shown
in Figure 4, it is observed that an impedance bandwidth with good matching for S11 < −10 dB is
from 36 to 5 GHz. Two SRRs in this antenna perform as two LC resonators which radiate and store
the electromagnetic field energy, so that there are mutual coupling between them. Thus, we can
find two resonance frequencies corresponding to electric coupling and magnetic coupling. Figure 5
shows the mutual coupling phenomenon between two SRRs with simple circuit model.
As two adjacent resonators make mutual coupling, it is necessary to consider the coupling
coefficient of the proposed structure. To verify the effect of mutual coupling, we can calculate the
coupling coefficient k, defined as Equation (1)
kij =

2
fe2 − fm
2
fe2 + fm

(1)
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In this paper, the coupling coefficient k was derived for two cases of distance between two SRRs.
The calculated coupling coefficient k for D = 1.65mm, was 0.042, and D = 1.85mm was 0.091.
Considering the coupling coefficient k of the proposed structure, it is evident that the SRR as
parasitic element of antenna exhibits a mutual coupling phenomenon, so that the calculation of
coupling coefficient is possible.

Figure 4: Return loss results of proposed antenna with two SRRs.

M

C1

L1

L2

C2

Figure 5: Simple circuit model for mutual coupling between two SRRs.

4. CONCLUSIONS

This paper explains the coupling effect between two SRRs as parasitic element of monopole antenna.
A conventional linear monopole antenna is used for verification And two SRRs are inserted on
ground plane. To verify the coupling effect between two parasitic element SRRs, we show the
coupling coefficient calculated. From these results, this study is helpful to design the antenna using
the parasitic element of resonator type.
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Abstract— This paper proposes an implementation of MUSIC algorithm in order to increase a
range resolution after processing of synthetic aperture radar (SAR) image. SAR system operates
in small ranges and uses a frequency modulated continuous wave (FMCW) in radars, offers a lowcost, low power, small earth observation system that can be placed on different types of mobile
platforms. SAR operates in the side looking mode. Modified wavenumber domain algorithm
(WDA) is used. WDA gives a clear sinc function on both coordinates of image. Post-processing
is performed in cut-out piece of focused image after WDA. Simulation conditions are reached at
the expense of available equipment intended for experimental verification.
1. INTRODUCTION

Since the middle XX century a synthetic aperture radar (SAR) is an important tool to obtain
a radar image of terrain with objects located on it. The radar image is close in quality to the
aerial photographs over long distances regardless of the time of day and weather conditions [1, 2].
In recent years the interest in the development of SAR systems operating on small distances has
been increased [2–6]. These systems allow solving many problems in the field of earth observation,
such as: monitoring flows and flood water or areas in which gas pipes and electrical power lines
are buried. Operation in small ranges extends the list of possible platforms which can be used to
arrange on them this system including unmanned drones, vehicles [6–10]. Moreover, this system
can be applied for automatic control of the vehicle where it is important to monitor the side looking
area during the movement.
In classic mode of operation the SAR use pulse signals. The use of the pulse radar by small
distances imposes a number of considerable limitations. One of them is locking of receiver during
transmission time of radiated signal and as a result the formation of “dead zone” in the range direction. Further the signal processing requires enough fast ADC which leads to the increase of system
cost. Systems with FMCW (Frequency Modulated Continuous Wave) signal require less high-speed
ADC, consumes less power and removes “dead zones”. Thus the combination of FMCW radars and
SAR systems allows implementing compact, low-power, low-cost earth observation systems which
can be placed on different types of mobile platforms.
The problem of increase of the azimuth resolution can be overcome by applying the synthetic
aperture radar processing techniques. Range resolution depends on the bandwidth of the transmitted signal and therefore is limited by radar hardware components. The most intuitive way in order
to enhance the range resolution the probe signal bandwidth can be increased or the interferometric
wavenumber shift principle can be used. At the same time it is necessary to apply two different
acquisitions with different viewing angles [11]. In addition there is alternative way based on the
modern spectral estimation techniques like MUSIC (Multiple Signal Classification) which was first
proposed to determine the angle of the arrival of signal [12]. Direct application of this algorithm
to the problem has a number of drawbacks. Firstly it is desirable to know a priori the number of
echo signals. Secondly the method requires high computational costs. Thirdly the MUSIC response
does not give a true estimation of the power spectral density, i.e., the algorithm will give the exact
position of the target but does not retain an information about power of signal reflected from the
target. This paper proposes an algorithm for SAR data processing using MUSIC method implemented on the basis of the finished image obtained by Wavenumber Domain Algorithm (WDA) at
the expense of the post-processing of specified cut-out of window within the image.
2. DATA MODEL

The radar signal at the out-put of FMCW transmitter can be presented as:
£
¤
S(t) = exp j2πfc t + jπβt2 ,

(1)
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where fc is a carrier frequency; β = ∆F/PRI is the frequency modulation rate; ∆F is a signal
bandwidth; PRI is a pulse repetition interval; t is a signal time, 0 ≤ t ≤ PRI.
A side look mode of the radar mounted on a car platform is considered. The geometry of such
SAR system is represented in Fig. 1. The reflected signal from the point target can be presented
as:
h
i
Sr (t, taz ) = exp j2πfc (t − 2R (t, taz ) /c) + jπβ (t − 2R (t, taz ) /c)2
(2)
where −LSAR /2V ≤ taz ≤ LSAR /2V ; LSAR is an aperture length; c is the light speed; V is a
velocity of the
p car; R(t, taz ) is range of target which depends on both azimuth time and range time:
R(t, taz ) = R02 + V 2 (t + taz )2 ; where R0 is minimal distance between radar and target.
After multiplication of the received signal with the reference signal (complex conjugate version
of transmitted signal) a beat signal is arisen. The beat signal can be written as:
¸
·
¸
·
¸
·
4πR (t, taz )
j4πfc R (t, taz )
j4πγR2 (t, taz )
.
(3)
S (t, taz ) = exp −jβ
t × exp −
× exp
c
c
c2
The first exponent in (3) determines the range to the target, the second exponent is a Doppler
shift in the spectrum along the azimuth, and the third exponent is called the residual video phase
(RVP) [5]. For processing of the beat signal the method WDA can be used [5]. A block diagram
of this algorithm is shown in Fig. 2. All formulas describing the algorithm are presented in [5].
The formula which describes the final image for a single target is shown below (4) where γ is a
reflection coefficient; f0 is a beat frequency; taz is a azimuth time by which the distance between
radar and target is minimal:
S (fr , taz ) = γsinc (fr − f0 ) sinc (taz − t0 ) .

(4)

The simulation result of the considered algorithm for the two point targets with coordinates in
range and azimuth [23 m, 5.5 m] for the first target and [26 m, 5.5 m] for the second target is
shown in Fig. 4(a). Simulation parameters are presented in Table 1. These parameters are taken
according to available equipment for the experimental proof. Simulation results show that targets
can’t be resolved in range direction due to the fact that the range resolution which is defined as
ρx = c/2∆F = 3.75 m and it is greater than the distance between targets. To solve this problem we
have performed the post-processing of the final image using the method MUSIC described below.
3. MUSIC POST-PROCESSING

As previously mentioned this method has been proposed for estimation of the angle of arrival of
the signal which is generally described in the following way. Let’s assume that there is a parameter

Figure 1: The geometry of the SAR system.

Figure 2: Block diagram of the WDA algorithm.
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Table 1: System parameters.
Sampling frequency
Carrier frequency
Pulse repetition interval
Signal bandwidth
Car velocity
Aperture length

200 kHz
10 GHz
320 µs
40 MHz
11.1 m/s
11.1 m

θ which has to be evaluated in the input array X. Data model with L different values of θ at the
input of such system can be presented as:
X = A · S + W,

(5)

where A = (a(θ1 ) a(θ2 ) . . . a(θL )) are directing vectors which are corresponded to L values and
described the signal shape depending on θL (for the frequency estimation a(θk ) = exp(j · 2π · θL · t)),
S = (s1 s2 . . . sL ) is an array of complex envelopes of the signal, W is the white Gaussian noise.
Before calculation of the correlation matrix for the signal model two main assumptions are done:
• signal and noise must be uncorrelated;
• full rank of autocorrelation matrix of the signal must be greater than the number of L.
After calculation of the correlation matrix R = E{XXH } a singular decomposition of the matrix
gives a matrix of the eigenvectors V where the first L columns correspond to the signal subspace,
the remaining T -L columns where T is the size of the array X correspond to the noise. On the
basis of the orthogonality property of the noise and signal the noise eigenvectors are used to obtain
a final function (6) for estimation values θ:
P(θ) =

aH (θ)

1
· VT -L · VTH-L · a(θ)

(6)

Accordingly, the output should give L peaks with the corresponding values θL .
Now we should consider this method as applied to the SAR system. After the imaging it is
necessary to obtain a more detailed picture within a given piece of an image of size N × M . At first
it is essential to estimate the correlation matrix of the signal in a given window. Before evaluation
of the correlation matrix we must restore its rank because just one measurement was done [11]. A
method of Spatial Smoothing is used to restore rank of the matrix. This method is represented in
Fig. 3.
Matrix X(N, M ) in Fig. 3 represents the result of 2D inverse Fourier transform of window of the
function S(N, M ) by the use of (4). Further a window is formed with size m1 < N and m2 < M and
then every possible position K is scanned by this window. For each position an one-dimensional
vector is formed as shown in Fig. 3 and then the correlation matrix is calculated according to (7):
K = (N − m1 + 1) · (M − m2 + 1) ,

R=

K
X

Xi · XH
i

i

Figure 3: The method of Spatial Smoothing over 2D SAR data.

(7)
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As mentioned above an array of eigenvectors Vn = V(m1 · m2 , m1 · m2 − 2L) corresponding to
the noise subspace is formed after the singular decomposition of the matrix. Number of targets
L can be estimated by the methods AIC, MDL [13]. In addition according to [14] the vectors
V(m1 · m2 , m1 · m2 − p1 p2 ) accurately refer to the noise subspace where p1 and p2 are all possible
positions of the windows along the range and the azimuth, i.e., the estimation of the number of
targets is not required.
Before calculation of the final function of MUSIC an array of the directing vectors are formed
as:
h
i
a (f0 , t0 ) = 1 ejf0 . . . ejf0 (m1 −1) ejt0 . . . ejf0 (m1 −1) ejt0 (m2 −1)
(8)
Accordingly if it is necessary to keep the scale of the cut window, there is a need to form the
N × M directing vectors where each vector will have its own frequency f0 over range and azimuth
delay t0 . The MUSIC finite function is calculated as:
P (f0 , t0 ) =

aH

1
(f0 , t0 ) · Vn · VnH · a (f0 , t0 )

(9)

Then to obtain the final image like Fig. 3 but in reversed order it is essential to form a matrix of
size N × M from one-dimensional vector P (f0 , t0 ). The results of simulation with the same system
parameters before and after the post-processing by the MUSIC method are shown in Fig. 4.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: SAR image (a) before and (b) after the image post-processing using the MUSIC method.

4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The post-processing of the final image obtained by the synthetic aperture using the MUSIC method
provides a more accurate picture and increases the range resolution more than two times in comparison with the original image.
One of the drawbacks of the MUSIC method is a disproportion of the power of signal reflected
from the target to the output function of the method. Further researches will take into account
the different reflection coefficients to obtain an accurate picture for 3-dimensional targets with
a complex shape. In addition the simulation results show that it is not necessary to estimate
the number of targets separately by the use of the Spatial Smoothing method and as a result a
requirement to have a priori information about the number of targets is eliminated. According
to [14] this statement is true only for the cases when the window size is approximately equaled
m1 ≈ 2N/3 and m2 ≈ 2M/3. Therefore in the future it is necessary to assess more accurately a
formula for calculation of the optimal window size.
To compare results an experiment by the conditions presented in Table 1 is planned to perform in
a following research. Taking into consideration the high computational costs simplified algorithms
will also be developed to get an accurate picture in real time. In addition it is planned to consider
features of the image processing in the slanting SAR mode for imaging in other sector of view.
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Bioradar in Study of Low-power Radio Frequency Radiation
Influence on Sleep of Laboratory Animals
L. N. Anishchenko, E. S. Gaysina, and I. L. Alborova
Remote Sensing Laboratory, Bauman Moscow State Technical University, Russia

Abstract— At present study we investigate the possibility of low-power radio frequency electromagnetic fields influence on physiological parameters of biological objects. A specially designed
complex which allows generating low-power radio frequency signals with different types of modulation and remote measuring of biological object vital signs is described. The experimental data
analysis reveals that respiration frequency increases in RF exposure conditions compared with
non-exposure conditions (p < 0.05, Wilcoxon-test).
1. INTRODUCTION

At present an influence of low-power radio frequency (RF) electromagnetic fields on physiological parameters of biological objects is of high interest because the number of RF sources, which
surrounds us in everyday life, is increasing. It is known that electromagnetic radiation exceeding
some levels may have negative effect on biological objects. In publication the information about
the parameters of radiating signal (power level, modulation type, frequency range, etc.) and the
effects it causes is controversial [1, 2].
In past safety standards differed greatly from one country to another. For the USSR the standard
was 10 µWcm−2 for 2 h exposure per a day, for the U.S. it was 3 orders higher (10 mWcm−2 ). The
origin of such huge differences was caused by a fact that the USSR standards took into account nonthermal effects of electromagnetic radiation and the U.S. ones considered only thermal effects [3].
At present the difference in standard is not so big, however they are still present.
Usually in studies of low-power RF radiation influence on biological objects mobile phones with
different standards (GSM, GPRS, EDGE) are used as a sources of radiation [4]. That fact limits
the variety of tested frequency ranges and modulation types.
Another limitation of studies carried out till present is post experimental estimation of vital signs
of the biological object, that neglects all effects which may occur in time of applying radiation and
disappear immediately after it. Moreover, even in case of monitoring vital signs during the exposure
only contact sensors were used, which may have an influence on the results of the experiments.
In present work the technique that allows investigating the influence of RF signals with different
frequency range and modulation type on biological objects is described. For remote contactless
monitoring of biological object vital signs a method of bioradiolocation [5] is used, which minimizes
the influence on the object under examination.
2. EXPERIMENTAL INSTALLATION

In experimental studies a specially designed complex, which allows generating low-power RF signals
with different types of modulation and remote measuring of biological object vital signs, was used.
It consists of two main blocks. Block #1 generates RF in frequency range from 1 to 20 GHz with
different types of modulation and RF output lower than 3 mW. Parameters of RF modulation can
be changed by an operator, who through DAC and its software gives out desired pattern to the
modulator. Block #2 measures remotely the vital signs of a biological object. Scheme of the
experimental procedure is presented in Figure 1.
Block #1 of the complex consists of RF synthesizer (we used FSW-0020, Phaze Matrix),
modulator and radiating horn antenna. Modulator was designed by using microwave amplifier
HMC326MS8G (Hittite Microwave Corporation).
For remote monitoring of biological vital signs we used a multi-frequency radar BioRASCAN14 [6] with quadrature receiver designed at the Remote Sensing Laboratory (Bauman Moscow State
Technical University). The radar has following technical characteristics:
Number of frequencies 8
Sampling frequency 52.5 Hz
Operating frequency band 13.8–14.2 GHz
Distance space resolution 0.5 m
Recording signals band 0.03–10 Hz
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Figure 1: Scheme of the experimental procedure.

Dynamic range of the recorded signals 60 dB
This radar may be applied for distant monitoring of movement activity, respiration and heartbeat
patterns of different biological objects.
Two rats (female, 4 month old each) were used as biological objects in the experiments. The
complex for RF exposure and the bioradar were located at the distance of 0.5–1.0 m from a plastic
box with a sleeping rat inside. For each rat, 30 records of received bioradar signals were collected for
each of simulated experimental conditions (with and without additional modulated RF exposure).
As a modulating signal we used harmonic wave with the frequency of 1 Hz, which is about the
respiration frequency of a sleeping rat, the amplitude of the signal was 1 V. The duration of each
record was not shorter than 3 hours. All experiments were conducted for the same light conditions
to prevent the influence of a circadian rhythm on the experimental results.
3. RESULTS OF THE EXPERIMENTS

In this section the results of the experiments are presented. In Figure 2 record of radar signals
reflected from the animal is shown. The fragment duration is 10 minutes. It is clearly seen that
periods of movements with high amplitude of the pattern alternate with the calm state which
corresponds to the lower amplitude of the recorded signal. For calm state, which occur if the
animal was sleeping or resting, in bioradar signal the respiration pattern of the animal can be
clearly seen (see insert in Figure 2).

Figure 2: Radar signal reflected from an animal. The inset shows the signal over the interval [350, 360] s.

Experimental data were analyzed by using the algorithm introduced in [7]. Although the algorithm was designed for analyzing bioradar data for a sleeping human it can be also used for
processing bioradar data in present case. For each bioradar record mean value of respiration frequency and total duration of movements artifacts were used for comparison of the data in different
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experimental conditions (with and without RF exposure).
For rat #1 the respiration frequency is 62 ± 2 (mean ± SD) and 71 ± 3 acts per minute for
experiments without and with RF exposure conditions, respectively. For rat #2 the respiration
frequency for same conditions were 81 ± 3 and 95 ± 3 acts per minute. Due to the fact that
experimental data for both rats do not come from a normal distribution for their comparison in
case of presence and absence of an additional RF exposure conditions Wilcoxon criteria was used,
which indicated that respiration frequency increased in RF exposure conditions compared with
non-exposure conditions (p < 0.05, Wilcoxon-test).
4. CONCLUSIONS

At present study we investigate the possibility of low-power RF electromagnetic field influence
on physiological parameters of biological objects. A specially designed complex, which allows
generating low- power RF signals with different types of modulation and remote measuring of
biological object vital signs, was designed. The experimental data analysis reveals that respiration
frequency increases in RF exposure conditions compared with non-exposure conditions (p < 0.05,
Wilcoxon-test). Some limitations of our study should be noted. The study is limited by data
peculiarities. The dataset is quite small and male/female ratio is imbalanced. Thus, the results
should be accepted with caution.
The future activity will be directed towards expanding the data set and investigating the influence of parameters of RF-modulation on the vital signs of animals (in addition to the respiration
frequency it is supposed to analyze changes in movement activity pattern). The research will be
focused on the usage of a biologically informative modulation, which should impose on vital signs
of the examinee according to several literature sources [8, 9].
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Abstract— Electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) observed in three-level atomic
vapor media is a coherent quantum process whose optical response to a laser beam is modified
by a second beam with a well-determined detuning. In references, some classical analogs to
EIT have been presented. We propose a microstrip transmission line structure to mimic the
optical behavior of a three-level Lambda type EIT phenomenon. This research may enable us to
understand how the quantum coherence works in real atomic vapor experiments.
1. INTRODUCTION

Quantum coherent control effects realized via atomic phase coherence, such as three-level Lambdatype electromagnetically induced transparency, have captured interest of many researchers over the
last decades [1]. EIT is such a quantum optical phenomenon, in which a resonant laser beam (probe
field) incident into a medium (e.g., an rubidium atomic vapor) will get absorbed (i.e., the medium
is opaque), while if there is a second resonant laser beam (control field) simultaneously incident
inside the same medium, neither would be absorbed, and the medium would become transparent.
There are a number of phenomena that are relevant to EIT, including multi-photon population
trapping [2], inversionless light amplification [3], phase coherence control [4, 5] and cancellation of
spontaneous emission [6].
Here we shall address the intriguing optical behavior of a three-level EIT atomic vapor. Consider
a Lambda-configuration three-level atomic system with two lower levels |1i, |2i and one upper level
|3i (see Figure 1 for the schematic diagram of the three-level EIT system). This atomic system
interacts with the electric fields of the probe and control light waves, which drive the |1i–|3i and
|2i–|3i transitions, respectively. Such a three-level system can be found in metallic alkali atoms
(e.g., Na, K, and Rb) [7]. The density matrix elements of the three-level atomic system is given
by [7]
iΩp
iΩc
dρ31
= − (Γ3 + i∆p ) ρ31 +
ρ21 +
ρ11 ,
dt
2
2
dρ21
iΩ∗
= − [γ2 + i (∆p − ∆c )] ρ21 + c ρ31 .
dt
2

(1)

Here, Γ3 and γ2 stand for the spontaneous emission decay rate and the collisional dephasing rate,
respectively. Ωc and Ωp denote the Rabi frequencies of the control field and the probe field. They
are defined by Ωc = ℘32 Ec /~ and Ωp = ℘31 Ep /~ with Ec and Ep the slowly-varying amplitudes
(envelopes) of the control field and the probe field, respectively. The frequency detunings of the
two applied optical fields are defined as ∆p = ω31 − ωp , ∆c = ω32 − ωc with ωp and ωc the mode
frequencies of the probe field and the control field, respectively. In general, the population (ρ11 ) in
the ground level |1i is almost unity (i.e., ρ11 → 1 and ρ23 = ρ33 = 0) [7].
We shall now concentrate our attention on the influence of the external control field on the
three-level atomic population, which is analyzed based on the concepts of quantum interference
and dark states. The three-level EIT occurs when the condition, ∆p = ∆c , of two-photon resonance
is fulfilled. One can see from the second equation in (1) that the upper level |3i would be empty, i.e.,
the steady solution ρ31 → 0. Thus, the two lower levels|1i, |2i of the three-level system would form
a dark state, i.e., Ωc ρ21 + Ωp ρ11 = 0 (destructive quantum interference). This, therefore, means
that the probability amplitudes of levels |1i and |2i are N Ωc and −N Ωp , respectively, and the dark
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Figure 1: The schematic diagram of a three-level
EIT atomic system. The control and probe laser
beams drive the |2i–|3i and |1i–|3i transitions, respectively.
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Figure 2: The circuit analog of the three-level quantum coherent effects. The circuit loop containing
Lp , Cp corresponds to the |1i–|3i transition pathway in the atomic system. The circuit loop on the
bottom-right area is the analog of the |2i–|3i atomic
transition pathway.

state ofp
the atomic system is given by |Darki = N (Ωc |1i − Ωp |2i) with the normalized coefficient
N = 1/ Ω∗c Ωc + Ω∗p Ωp . The minus sign in the dark state |Darki represents an effect of destructive
quantum interference between the two transition pathways |1i → |3i and |2i → |3i. This leads to
the effect of electromagnetically induced transparency to the probe field, since there is no effective
interaction between the dark state and the applied fields (control and probe fields) [1], and hence no
net transition from the ground level |1i to the upper level |3i occurs (i.e., ρ31 → 0). Therefore, the
multilevel atomic coherence (various quantum interference effects) can be controllably manipulated
by adjusting the intensities (or the Rabi frequencies) of the control field.
EIT is a quantum coherent effect. In many classical systems, however, such an effect can
be mimicked. Since a simple oscillating system (e.g., a RLC circuit and a spring oscillator) can
simulate a two-level atomic system, and a coupled oscillating system (e.g., coupled circuits and
double-spring oscillators) can exhibit some resonance behavior of three-level atomic system. In the
literature, schemes based on optical and photonic scenarios, such as planar metamaterial analogue
of EIT for plasmonic sensing, plasmonic analog of EIT, circuit analog of EIT as well as EIT-like
effect in micromechanical resonators [8], have been suggested or experimentally demonstrated. Here
we shall suggest a scenario of employing microstrip lines to mimic the EIT effect.
2. CIRCUIT ANALOG OF A THREE-LEVEL ATOMIC SYSTEM

Before we design the microstrip line analog of EIT, we shall address a circuit analog of the above
quantum interference effect [8]. The dynamical behavior of the two-loop circuit (shown in Figure 2)
is governed by
d2 ip
Rp dip
1
1
1 dVp
=−
−
ip +
ic +
,
2
dt
Lp dt
Lp Cp
Lp Cp
Lp dt
µ
¶
d2 ic
1
1
1
1
=−
+
ic +
ip .
2
dt
Lc Cp Cc
Lc Cp

(2)

It can be easily found that the mathematical structure of the circuit Equation (2) is analogous
to that of the density matrix Equation (1) of the three-level atomic system: specifically, we can
have the relations ip → ρ31 , ic → ρ21 , and 1/Cc → Ωc . The term of dVp /dt, i.e., the voltage signal
source, corresponds to the Rabi frequency, Ωp , of the probe field. For the circuit analog of the
two- or three-level atomic system as shown in Figure 2, one can conclude that the curve of the
parameter 20 log |S21 | in the circuit analog of the two-level system (i.e., the simple Rp Lp Cp circuit)
has only one cuspidate point (a downward peak) indicating two-level resonant absorption, while in
the circuit analog of three-level systems, there would be two downward cuspidate points [8]. These
downward peaks can be interpreted as the “Autler-Townes effects”. Since the circuit composed
of two resonators (Lp Cp , Lc Cc ) via capacitor coupling has one Autler-Townes doublet, there is
only one EIT transparency window between the two downward cuspidate points in Autler-Townes
doublet (corresponding to the circuit analog of the three-level system). This classical EIT-like RLC
circuit can be viewed as the basis for designing the EIT-like microstrip lines.
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3. IMPLEMENT USING TWO RESONANT MICROSTRIP LINES WITH RADIAL
STUBS

The applied substrate is made up of GaAs whose relative dielectric constant is 12.9 and loss tangent
is 0.0002 (See Figure 3). The microstrip line has width of 0.140473 mm, different length (in mm)
for attenuation element (equivalent to a resistor, while its length is equal to half wavelength) and
oscillator element (equivalent to an inductor, while its length is less than a quarter wavelength)
for achieving 50 Ω characteristic impedance, 7.054 effective dielectric constant and 0.003 mm skin
depth from the line surface when working at 2 GHz frequency.
The analog to the three-level system is set up by two resonant microstrip lines OSC1(See Fig-

Figure 3: Scheme of EIT-like two resonant microstrip line structure. The upper one resonant microstrip line
serves as the oscillator OSC1 and the lower one as the oscillator OSC2.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4: (a) OSC1 (an analog for a two-level atomic system). (b) A downward peak (1.07, −13) can be
found in OSC1. (c) OSC1 and OSC2 are serially connected, performing as the analog for a three-level atomic
system, in which OSC2 acts as a role of modifier of OSC1. (d) Two downward peaks m1 = (0.6, −10.5) and
m3 = (1.7, −1.5) corresponding to the Autler-Townes doublet are found, and one upward peak (1.2, 7.8)
corresponding to the transparency point can be acquired.
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ure 4(a)) and OSC2 (See Figure 4(c), in which OSC2 has been serially connected with OSC1) using
two fan-shape opened capacitive lines (i.e., two radial opened stubs). The first one resonator (i.e.,
OSC1) is configured by one straight microstrip line (i.e., Lp ) and one series radial opened capacitance (i.e., Cp ). The second resonator (i.e.,, OSC2) is configured by another straight microstrip line
(i.e., Lc ) and serially connected with another one radial opened capacitance (i.e., Cc ). Combining
the left-side-input port, the two resonant microstrip lines (located between the input loop and the
output loop) and right-side-output port, the whole microstrip line circuit analog to EIT material
is achieved. We point out that the left one straight microstrip line near the input port performs
as a decaying factor (which corresponds to the spontaneous emission decay rate Γ3 in the atomic
system shown in Figure 1) and the right one (near the output port), of which the location is placed
as the part-layout on microstrip line substrate for symmetry layout design with half-left amplitude,
performs as attenuation factor in practice. At the input port, 10 dBm power (i.e., 10 milliWatt) is
provided. Each quantity in this paper is all in dBm and acquired via s21 parameter for consistency
and simplicity.
By adjusting the length to be the multiplication of λ/2 at the working frequency (i.e., 2 GHz),
one can get an insertion loss performing as the spontaneous emission decay in the atomic system
(i.e., Rp → Γ3 ). A section of micro-strip line with length scale smaller than a quarter wavelength
(behaving as an inductor, Lp ) is connected to a radial open stub with 3 mm axis length (behaving
as a capacitor, Cp ), and one can acquire a resonant microstrip line and the analog of the two-level
atomic system (See Figure 4(a)). One can see a dip (downward peak, −13.048 dBm @ 1.067 GHz)
corresponding to the largest absorption (See Figure 4(b)). For the three-level atomic system, two
resonant microstrip lines are cascaded connected together (See Figure 4(c)). Thus, there are two
downward peaks m1 (−10.531 dBm @ 0.621 GHz) and m3 (−1.514 dBm @ 1.657 GHz) corresponding
to the Autler-Townes doublet and one upward peak m2 (7.774 dBm @ 1.237 GHz) corresponding to
the transparency point (See Figure 4(d)).
4. CONCLUSIONS

Two resonant microstrip lines can be designed for mimicking the EIT effect. One resistor line
plays the role of the spontaneous emission decay of the excited state |3i in the three-level atomic
system, two inductive lines and two capacitive radial stubs are utilized to realize two oscillators
to act as the |3i–|1i and |3i–|2i transition frequencies, respectively. The higher quality factors of
two resonators may make the transparency windows wider. Further relevant topics (such as quick
intelligent floppy control on control field for EIT material or periodical layers of combination of
dielectric and EIT material) will be investigated in the near future.
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Abstract— A broadband slotted bow-tie antenna is presented. The antenna is fed by coplanar waveguide (CPW) and fabricated on an InP substrate for same chip integration with the
promising resonant tunnelling diode (RTD) terahertz (THz) oscillator which has the capability
of room temperature operation and with relative high power. The antenna exhibits a very wide
bandwidth (return loss S11 < −10 dB) around the design frequency (300 GHz). However, due
to the large dielectric constant of the InP substrate, most of the radiation is directed into the
substrate. To re-direct the energy into air, a bow tie antenna employing a reflector ground plane
underneath a thin substrate of low dielectric constant is presented. Initial simulation results of
this technique are reported and experimental validation at lower frequency (17 GHz) shows the
feasibility of the concept.
1. INTRODUCTION

Terahertz (THz) radiation, whose frequency range lies between millimetrewaves and infrared light
in the electromagnetic spectrum has many potential applications in different scientific fields such
as medical diagnostics, security imaging, and wireless communication [1–3]. Resonant tunnelling
diode (RTD) based THz oscillators in integrated circuit (IC) form have recently been shown to
be the technology in which many of these applications could be implemented [4, 5]. They operate
at room temperature and have the potential to produce output power of around 1 mW at these
frequencies [6].
An efficient antenna is a key element to couple the THz radiation into free space. A high gain
and directive antenna is preferable in order to radiate most of the RF power into specific direction
and, as a consequence, offer larger coverage distance. RTD THz oscillators employing integrated
slot antennas [4] and planar horn antennas [7] have been demonstrated. The slot antenna is a
resonant antenna with infinity input impedance at the centre of the slot and zero at the edges.
For antenna dimensions of a few microns (at THz frequencies), proper impedance matching for
this antenna is difficult. The planar horn antenna, on the other hand, radiates the signal energy
along the substrate, whilst radiation perpendicular to the substrate would be more desirable [8].
An elevated patch antenna was proposed to suppress the substrate effects, however, the bandwidth
still narrow [9].
This paper describes a bow-tie slot antenna designed for operation at 300 GHz. This antenna
has a controlled input impedance of 50 Ohms. The bow-tie slot antenna is also compatible with
the novel power combining RTD oscillator circuits being developed in the group [10]. Most of the
radiation in the present design is directed into the substrate due to the large dielectric constant
of the Indium Phosphide (InP) substrate [11]. A practical and common solution to this problem
has been to use a hemispherical lens on the backside of the substrate to extract the RF power
and increase the antenna gain [12–17]. Instead of using lenses, a promising alternate realisation
to have most of the energy radiated away from the substrate is proposed and described in this
paper. It employs a reflector ground plane underneath a thin substrate of low dielectric constant
which can be spun on the top of the high dielectric constant substrate. The ground plane acts as a
reflector and also isolates the high dielectric constant substrate from the high frequency radiation.
The frequency of 300 GHz has been suggested for applications such as short-link and medium-link
wireless communication systems. This is mainly due to the fact that it is unregulated and in
moderate atmospheric attenuation band [18].
2. BOW-TIE ANTENNA ON HIGH DIELECTRIC CONSTANT SUBSTRATE
2.1. Antenna Design

A bow-tie antenna is a simple version of planar slot antennas which can offer large bandwidth.
A simple CPW-fed bow-tie antenna adopted in this work was proposed in Reference [19]. Fig. 1
shows the geometry of the adopted design.
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For a desired operating frequency, the dimensions (a), (b), (L), and (W ) are calculated as follow:
a
b
L
W

=
=
=
=

√
1.6λ0 / ²r
√
0.5λ0 / ²r
a/0.85
b/0.45

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

The antenna was designed to operate at 300 GHz on a semi-insulating Indium Phosphide (InP)
substrate with dielectric constant of ²r = 12.56. Thus, the dimensions a, b, L, and W are 451.5 µm,
141 µm, 531 µm, and 313.5 µm, respectively. The CPW line dimensions (g = 20 µm and s =
13.8 µm) were calculated to give a 50 Ω characteristic impedance. The conducting element is made
of 0.4 µm thick gold and patterned on the top of the substrate. The antenna was simulated in
HFSS simulation package which employs finite element method to solve Maxwell’s equations. The
antenna was fed by a waveport assigned to a rectangular patch facing the substrate side and the
edge of the CPW metals.

Figure 1: The geometry of the adopted bow-tie antenna [19].

Figure 2: The fabricated bow-tie antenna.

2.2. Antenna Fabrication

The antenna was fabricated using electron beam lithography process. Electron beam resist PMMA
was used. The spun PMMA on the InP sample was baked for 3 minutes at 160◦ C, followed by ebeam pattern writing using Vestec VB6 beam writer. After development in 1:1 IPA:MIKB, Ti/Au
(20 nm/400 nm) metal scheme was deposited using an electron beam evaporator followed by lift-off
in acetone. Fig. 2 is a micrograph of one of the fabricated antennas.
2.3. Results and Discussion

The antenna was measured using a J-band (220–325 GHz) Cascade Microtech millimeter wave
vector network analyzer (VNA) with G-S-G infinity probes. The VNA was calibrated for 2-port
S-parameter measurements using the short-open-load-thru (SOLT) two port calibration process on
a Cascade impedance substrate standard. Fig. 3 shows the measured and simulated return loss
of the designed bow-tie antenna. The bandwidth spans almost the entire frequency band from
220–325 GHz. This bandwidth is by far larger than that obtained from microstrip antennas. The
discrepancy between the measured and simulated results can be attributed to unwanted signal
reflections from surrounding objects during measurements.
The simulated radiation pattern is shown in Fig. 4. Due to the large dielectric constant of the
InP substrate, most of the radiation is directed towards the substrate. This is a common problem
with antennas fabricated on high dielectric constant substrates and requires a practical solution
in order to enable air-side radiation [11]. A practical solution to this problem has been to use a
hemispherical lens on the backside to collect the power from the bottom side of the substrate [12–
17]. Our current work (Section 3) aims at designing antennas that can be integrated with RTD
THz IC oscillators and which radiate into the air perpendicular to the substrate, to realise compact
sources.
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3. GROUNDED BOW-TIE ANTENNA ON THIN AND LOW DIELECTRIC CONSTANT
SUBSTRATE

One possible way to achieve air side radiation is through employing a (thin) substrate of low
dielectric constant and with a ground plane on the bottom side of the substrate to reflect the
radiation upwards. The substrate used is benzocyclobutene (BCB) with dielectric constant ²r = 2.6.
This substrate is realised by spinning it, for instance, on a carrier substrate such as InP substrate
with a coating of metallisation to act as the ground plane and so isolate the high permittivity InP
substrate from the high frequency radiation. The antenna dimensions were calculated following
the same procedure described above with the difference that the substrate is grounded (ground
plane is placed on the bottom side of the BCB substrate to act as a reflector). Therefore, the CPW
dimensions (g and s) have to be calculated to get 50 Ω characteristic impedance grounded-CPW line
(GCPW). In initial investigations, the aim was to establish the thinnest possible BCB thickness
that could provide acceptable performance and allow for simple fabrication processes. Through
simulations, it was found that the antenna using a BCB thickness of 50 µm (designed for 300 GHz)
gives acceptable performance. The simulated return loss for the antenna is shown in Fig. 5.
It can be seen that the antenna bandwidth extends from around 316 GHz to 338 GHz (for return
loss less than −10 dB). The 3D radiation pattern of the antenna (at 321 GHz) is shown in Fig. 6.
The proposed antenna exhibits unidirectional radiation with single major lobe and radiates toward
the air side (perpendicular to the substrate) which proves the advantages of both the low dielectric
constant material and the ground plane placed on the bottom side of the BCB substrate. The
2D radiation patterns in the xz-plane and yz-plane are shown in Figs. 7 and 8, respectively. The
front-to-back ratio (FBR) is about 12 dB and the beamwidth of the antenna is about 50◦ in the
xz-plane and 60◦ in yz-plane. The antenna gain is 8.3 dB and the radiation efficiency is 95.6%.
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Figure 3: Return loss of the bow-tie antenna on
InP substrate.

Figure 4: Radiation pattern of the bow-tie antenna
on InP substrate at 300 GHz.

4. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION OF THE PROPOSED CONCEPT

Experimental validation of the proposed concept includes designing grounded bow-tie antenna using
the Rogers substrate of thickness 762 µm at lower frequency so the antenna can be measured in the
anechoic chamber in the University of Glasgow which can measure radiation pattern of antennas
up to around 20 GHz. The first step is to determine the frequency of operation. In the previous
design (bow tie on 50 µm BCB at 321 GHz) the 50 µm is found to be:
√
0.08λ0 / ²r = 50 µm
(5)
where ²r = 2.6 ( the dielectric constant of the BCB), and λ0 is the free space wavelength at 321 GHz.
Now, to determine the frequency for the 762 µm Rogers (²r = 3.48), we have:
√
0.08λ0 / ²r = 762 µm
(6)
√
−6
762 × 10
3.48
λ0 =
(7)
0.08
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Figure 5: Return loss of the bow-tie antenna on
50 µm thick grounded BCB substrate.

Figure 6: Radiation pattern of the proposed bowtie antenna on 50 µm thick grounded BCB substrate at 321 GHz.

Figure 7: 2D radiation pattern of the proposed
bow-tie antenna on 50 µm thick grounded BCB
substrate at 321 GHz (xz-plane).

Figure 8: 2D radiation pattern of the proposed
bow-tie antenna on 50 µm thick grounded BCB
substrate at 321 GHz (yz-plane).

Figure 9: Return loss of the bow-tie antenna on
762 µm thick grounded Rogers substrate.

Figure 10: Radiation pattern of antenna at
16.5 GHz in xz-plane (Red: Simulation, Blue: Measurement).

Thus, f0 = 17 GHz.
The antenna was then designed for 17 GHz, simulated in HFSS and fabricated for experimental
measurements. Fig. 9 shows the return loss of the simulated and measured antennas. It can be
seen that the simulation shows resonant at 17.7 GHz (S11 = −18 dB) while the measurement shows
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resonant at 16.5 GHz (S11 = −28 dB). Radiation patterns at 16.5 GHz are shown in Fig. 10 and
Fig. 11. Fig. 12 illustrates the planes at which the patterns were plotted. Simulated and measured
pattern in Fig. 10 are in a good agreement with around 10 dB front-to-back ratio. The measured
pattern in Fig. 11 (in general) follows the simulated one (at many directions) although the ripples
shown which might be caused by unwanted reflections from the SMA connector which is large in
size compared to the whole antenna geometry.

Figure 11: Radiation pattern of antenna at
16.5 GHz in yz-plane (Red: Simulation, Blue: Measurement).

Figure 12: Antenna geometry shows the planes at
which the radiation pattern were plotted.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a grounded bow-tie slot antenna for terahertz applications was presented. It offers
a known input impedance and radiates into the air perpendicular to the substrate. Future work is
focused on integrating this antenna with InP-based RTD THz oscillators.
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Abstract— Patients with major depressive disorder (MDD) typically suffered from pervasive
depressed mood or anhedonia, accompanied by several cognitive and physical symptoms. In this
study, functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) was applied to investigate the spontaneous
activity of hemodynamic in the prefrontal cortex (PFC) of the brain. 21 patients with MDD
(including 12 with antidepressant and 9 without medication) participated in 8-min resting state
measurement. By analyzing the interhemispheric correlation and the correlation maps of the
PFC, our results indicated that patients with MDD showed significantly reduced interhemispheric
correlation in the PFC and disrupted cortical organizations in the PFC. This study showed that
fNIRS could be an effective and convenient way to assess neural features of depression.
1. INTRODUCTION

Functional near infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS), as an optical method for brain imaging, measures
cerebral hemodynamic parameters reflecting the neural activity of the brain. fNIRS has high
temporal resolution (∼ms) and reasonable spatial resolution (∼cm). By providing a non-invasive
and convenient imaging environment, it can be easily applied not only in laboratory, but also in
clinical studies. During the 20-years’ development, fNIRS was considered to have great potential
in clinical populations [1], such as patients with depression.
Patients with major depressive disorder (MDD) typically suffered from pervasive depressed
mood or anhedonia, accompanied by several cognitive and physical symptoms. Since patients
with depressions usually show heterogeneous symptoms (i.e., emotion, cognition, sleep), it has
been proposed that depression are associated with dysfunction of a brain network rather than a
single area of the brain. As part of the affection network (including the prefrontal cortex, limbic
system and so on) of the brain, the prefrontal cortex showed to play an important role in MDD.
Many previous neuroimaging studies on depression have reported dysfunctions in the prefrontal
cortex (PFC). A study found patients with MDD exhibit reduction of serotonin in the PFC [2].
Functionally, a study revealed that the ventromedial and dorsolateral areas of PFC were associated
with depression, although with distinct functions [3]. Also, another study has found that, in order
to achieve a similar level of performance with controls, patients with depression showed hyperactivation in the PFC [4]. Besides, by using positron emission tomography (PET) [5, 6], patient
with MDD displayed an atypical metabolism pattern in the prefrontal lobe of the brain, manifesting
as reduced metabolism in the lateral prefrontal area and a increased metabolism in the medial
prefrontal and subgenual cingulate. Increasing studies have confirmed that PFC played a key role
in the neural mechanisms of depression.
Recent years, fNIRS has been increasingly applied to investigate the brain function of clinical populations, such as patients with anxiety, major depression (unipolar) and manic-depressive
(bipolar) disorder. One fNIRS study [7] has revealed that, in contrast with controls, patients
with unipolar and bipolar depression both displayed decreased activation in ventro-lateral, dorsolateral prefrontal and superior frontal cortex. A fNIRS study [8] found that the PFC played a
significant role in anxiety and depression: participants with higher anxiety levels showed a more
right-dominant PFC activity at resting-state. Another fNIRS study on patients with post-disaster
*Corresponding author: Huilin Zhu (huilin.zhu@coer-scnu.org).
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depression showed that there was a correlation between depressivity and the level of right hemisphere oxygenation [9]. By now, there is no report of brain spontaneous activity from patient
with MDD using fNIRS. Therefore, the present study proposed to employ fNIRS to investigate the
spontaneous hemodynamic activity in the PFC and revealed the specific role of the PFC in the
patients with MDD.
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. Participants and Experiment Protocol

Participants with MDD were 21 adults (8 males, 13 female; mean age 24.29 ± 4.81, mean years of
education 14.14±2.22,) recruited from the patients of Guangzhou Brain Hospital. Typical developed
participants were 15 demographically similar adults (9 males, 6 females, mean age 25.86 ± 2.90,
mean years of education 16.20 ± 0.67,). There was no significant difference in age or sex but
significant difference in education. Thus the years of education was used as a covariate in analysis
to control its effects on the results. All of the participants were right handed. Participants with
MDD were recruited if they met the following criteria: (1) a diagnosis of MDD within 6 months
according to the fourth edition of diagnostic and statistical manual (DSM-IV) and administered
by experienced psychiatrists; (2) no comorbidity with other disorders in axis-1 of DSM-IV; (3)
exclusion from neurological disorder or brain injury by examination with electroencephalo-graph,
PET, and MRI for each participant. The diagnosis was confirmed by the Zung Depression Rating
Scale (59.92 ± 8.83) [10]. Among the participants with MDD, 12 of whom were in the treatment
with antidepressants for minimum 2 weeks (named as MDD 1), 9 of whom were free of psychotropic
medication for minimum 6 months (named as MDD2). There was no significant difference between
MDD1 and MDD2 in term of the self reported level of depression (scores of Zung Depression Rating
Scale). During the experiment, participants were informed to sit still in a comfortable sofa and try
to relax and closed eyes without doing or thinking anything particular and moving the head.
2.2. NIRS Measurements

Measurements were performed with a fNIRS system (FOIRE-3000, Shimadzu Corporation, Kyoto,
Japan) working at three wavelengths, 780 nm, 805 nm and 830 nm with a sampling rate of 11.764 Hz.
The distance between the emitter and detector was fixed at 3 cm. The measured brain regions and
channel configurations were shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: 42 channel covered the prefrontal cortex of the brain. We used the international 10-10 system to
locate: Channel 13 and 26 were located in FPZ and APZ, respectively; Channels with black circles were
chosen as the seeds for correlation maps. For region of interests (ROI), channels boxed with red lines were
mostly located in the bilateral inferior frontal cortex (IFC) and those boxed with blue lines were mostly
located in the superior frontal cortex (SFC) and the middle frontal cortex (MFC).
2.3. Data Analysis

Both HbO and Hb data were included in analysis. First of all, a band pass filtered between 0.009
and 0.08 was used to remove physiological noise and signals beyond our study [11]. In terms of
interhemispheric correlations, we calculated the Pearson correlation coefficient r between the time
course of each channel and the corresponding symmetrical channel in the other hemisphere from
the chosen ROI (IFC, SFC & MFC in this study) and then averaged all possible seeds in each ROI.
For correlation maps, we chose 6 channels as the seeds (3 seeds in each hemisphere, see Figure 1)
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and calculated the correlation coefficient r between the time courses of the seed and the time
course of all other channels. Then, the correlation values between the seed and other channels were
projected onto the channel geometry and interpolation was employed to fill the blank areas between
adjacent channels. The average correlation values for each group were estimated by converting r
values to z values with Fisher’s r-z transformation for each participant, and then converting back
to the averaged z values to obtain the averaged r values. In statistic analysis, we used Bonferroni
correction to counteract Type I errors caused by multiple comparisons.

Figure 2: Interhemispheric correlation in ROIs of patients with major depression disorder in treatment with
antidepressants (MDD1, n = 12), patients with major depression disorder without treatment by any antipsychotic (MDD2, n = 9) and controls (n = 15). Error bars are standard error of mean across participants.
Compared with controls, MDD1 showed significantly reduced interhemispheric correlation in IFC (Hb) and
marginally significantly reduces interhemispheric correlation in SFC & MFC (HbO), and MDD2 showed
significantly reduced interhemispheric correlation in in SFC & MFC (HbO).

Figure 3: HbO correlation maps (the frontal view of the brain as in Figure 1) for patients with major
depressive disorder in treatment with antidepressants (MDD1), patients with major depressive disorder
without treatment with any antipsychotic (MDD2) and controls. The selected seeds (Channel 16, Channel
22, Channel 32 in the left hemisphere and Channel 10, Channel 21, Channel 28 in the right hemisphere)
could be visually recognized by the maximal red value in each map.
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3. RESULTS

Figure 2 shows the averaged interhemispheric correlation for each group. We used a General Linear
Model to analyze the effect of groups (between subject factors) on the strength of interhemispheric
correlation in the PFC, years of education was used as covariate. Results were shown in Figure 2.
To visualize the results, Figure 3 gives the correlation maps (HbO) for each group, separating
by different seeds’ locations: 3 seeds in each hemisphere. From Figure 3 (maps for controls), we
could see the pattern of cortical organization of the PFC: The bilateral IFC were more functionally
connected with each other (Network 1) and the bilateral SFC and the bilateral MFC was more
functionally connected with other (Network 2). However, these two networks were mutually independent. Compared with controls, patients with MDD showed obviously disrupted brain network
in the prefrontal cortex of the brain. Furthermore, patients with MDD who were in the treatment
with antidepressant showed more disorganized brain network than patients with MDD without
treatment of any antipsychotic.
4. DISCUSSION

In the present study, we employed fNIRS to detect the spontaneous hemodynamic activity of the
PFC of patients with MDD. By analyzing the interhemispheric correlation and maps of functional
connectivity, the results revealed that, whether in the treatments of antidepressant or not, patients
with MDD showed reduced interhemispheric correlation and a disrupted organization of brain
network in the PFC of the brain. In line with previous studies [3], we found the correlation
between the function of the PFC and depression. Furthermore, we observed that antidepressant
might have effect on the cortical organization of the prefrontal lobe.
In our study, there were two cortical networks in the prefrontal cortex. The ventromedial
sectors of the PFC (including the bilateral IFC) were related to the emotion of affection, whereas
the dorsolateral sectors of the PFC (including the bilateral SFC and the bilateral MFC) were
related to the attention and the executive function. These two sectors of the PFC made up the
critical but functionally different substrates underlying depressions [3]. Thus, pattern of the cortical
organization of the PFC was an important feature to recognize the neural pathophysiology of the
depression.
The limitation of the present study was that we could not clearly distinguish the effect of
antidepressant and the effect of the severity of the symptom. Even though the MDD patients with
or without medication reported the similar level of depression, the MDD patients in treatment
would have more severity of the depression than the MDD patients without treatment. More
systematic assessment should be involved in the future studies.
5. CONCLUSION

In summary, by using fNIRS to investigate the spontaneous activity of hemodynamic in the PFC
of the brain and analyzing the interhemispheric correlation and the correlation maps of the PFC,
we discovered that patients with MDD exhibited significantly reduced interhemispheric correlation
and disrupted cortical organizations in the PFC. Our study also suggests that fNIRS is a feasible
and effective technique to assess the neural features of depression.
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Abstract— Recent investigations of semiconducting two-dimensional (2D) transition metal
dichalcogenides have provided evidence for strong light absorption relative to its thickness attributed to high density of states. Stacking a combination of metallic, insulating, and semiconducting 2D materials enables functional devices with atomic thicknesses. While photovoltaic cells
based on 2D materials have been demonstrated, the reported absorption is still just a few percent
of the incident light due to their sub-wavelength thickness leading to low cell efficiencies. Here
we show that taking advantage of the mechanical flexibility of 2D materials by rolling a molybdenum disulfide (MoS2 )/graphene (Gr)/hexagonal Boron Nitride (hBN) stack to a spiral solar
cell allows for solar absorption up to 90%. The optical absorption of a 1 µm long hetero-material
spiral cell consisting of MoS2 , graphene and hBN is about 50% stronger compared to a planar
MoS2 cell of the same thickness; although the ration of the absorbing material, here Gr and
MoS2 , relative to the cell volume is only 6%. We anticipate these results to provide guidance for
photonic structures that take advantage of the unique properties of 2D materials in solar energy
conversion applications.
1. INTRODUCTION

The most widely installed material for solar cells are amorphous, poly or single crystalline Silicon,
and more recently II-VI semiconductors such as cadmium telluride have been widely studied and
utilized in the photovoltaic industry. The recent isolation of two-dimensional (2D) materials [4, 5],
and their combination in vertical [1, 6, 9, 24] and horizontal functional systems [7, 8] has provided
opportunities to form heterostructures that are attractive candidates for solar energy conversion
applications. For instance. group VI transition metal dichalcogenides (TMD) are 2D crystals that
can exhibit semiconducting behavior. Such materials are constructed by the formula MX2 (M =
metal, e.g., Mo or W; X = semiconductor, e.g., S, Se, or Te) and are structured such that each layer
consists of three atomic planes: a lattice of transition metal atoms sandwiched between two lattice of
chalcogenides. There is strong covalent bonding between the atoms within each layer and adjacent
layers are held together by weak van der Waals forces. These atomically thin heterostructures of
semiconducting TMDs allow for surprisingly strong light-matterinteractions, which can be utilized
for harvesting sunlight via absorption and photovoltaic effects [1]. Previously TMD/Gr bilayers of
vertical heterostructure stacks were studied to improve photocurrent extraction [1, 9, 24] in photovoltaic and photodetector applications. These heterostructures can utilize effective combination of
good solar spectrum absorption of some TMDs such as MoS2 and superior mobility of graphene (i.e.
200,000 cm2 /Vs for suspended graphene [18]) in a Schottky barrier solar cells. Although a few layers
of both graphene and MoS2 are visually transparent, they are promising sunlight absorbers due to
their large absorption per thickness and high density of states. Classically the amount of light absorbed in flat photovoltaic cells is proportional to the film thickness. However, creating an increased
optical path length significantly reduces the amount of required photoactive materials. This can
be achieved via light management architectures such as planar metamaterial light-director structures, Mie scattering surface nanostructures, metal-dielectric-metal waveguide or semiconductordielectric-semiconductor slot waveguides [21]. Here we investigate a three-dimensional solar cell
structure based on a variety of stacked 2D materials each with a functional purpose (Figs. 1(a)
and 1(b)); by rolling a stack of graphene, semiconducting MoS2 , and an electrically insulating 2D
material this structure creates an absorbing cylinder firming a lightconcentrating optical cavity as
we discuss below. This structure is motivated by deploying the mechanical flexibility of 2D materials to enable a multilayer solar cell without the necessity to contact each of the layers separately.
The electronic barrier layer needs to be flexible, wide bandgap, and optically transparent insulator
to prevent electron and holes generated in a MoS2 /Gr heterojunction from recombining in their
adjacent stacked layer. Hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) is employed as barrier layer since it is an
isomorph of graphene, optically transparent, electrically an insulator with a wide bandgap of about
5.9 eV, and it reduces the traps of MoS2 layers indicated by improved mobilities [6]. Furthermore,
a trilayer MoS2 with a bandgap of 1.6 eV [11] was chosen over a monolayer since bulk behavior
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is not expected to emerge beyond stacking of 3–4 monolayers [9, 19], whereas mobility improves
with the number of layers [6]. In this study we contrast two absorbers, namely, the rolled up
Gr/TMD/hBN “spiral” cell (Fig. 1(a)), and a metal-cladded and metal inner-post “hetero-shell”
cell (Fig. 1(b)). The reason behind studying both is that as to separate the effect of the material
(i.e., TMD) absorption from any optical nano-cavity effects the hetero-shell device might exhibit.
For the latter design, the stack rolls around a core metallic rod and is then coated by another
metallic shell, where both metals are the electrical cell’s contacts. The core metallic rod with a low
work function (aluminum) is in contact with the graphene, whereas the shell contact with a higher
work function (gold) contacts to the MoS2 layer towards establishing selective cell contacts. In
our experiment, we numerically investigate light absorption deploying finite difference time-domain
(FDTD) techniques. Comparing this spiral design to previously reported TMD based photovoltaic
cells and thick (1 µm) planar MoS2 solar cells, we obtain a relative absorption enhancement which
serves as a reference.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1: (a) Schematic of “spiral cell structure”; parameters, d, l, and t stand for diameter of the roll, length
of the cylindrical structure, and thickness of the hBN layer. (b) “Core-shell structure” of the spiral solar
cell. Back reflector is connected to the core contact. Gold (aluminum) is chosen as a shell (core) selective
contact. (c) Planar MoS2 /Gr solar cell converting vertically incident photons into electron-hole pairs.

To obtain the absorption efficiency and spectral current density of the spiral cell, we perform3D
FDTD simulations to solve Maxwell’s equations as a function of time and then perform a Fourier
transformation. For efficiency, this time-domain method covers a wide frequency range in a single
simulation run. A multi-coefficient model was used to represent the complex refractive index of
a trilayered MoS2 [11], the Graphene monolayer [12], and hBN [13]. The approach is to send a
broadband, normally incident plane wave pulse (300 to 800 nm) on the spiral structure or the planar
solar cell (Fig. 1). The spiral cell was tested under both transverse electric (TE) and transverse
magnetic (TM) polarization. The length of spiral structure studied are between a convenient small
size for heavily meshed simulations and the length in which we obtain the highest absorption
(0.5 µm and 3 µm); and their diameter range from 100 nm to 2 µm as the effect of hBN thickness
on spiral cell is examined. We analyze an isolated single spiral cell and planar cell for which a
perfectly matched layer and periodic boundary condition were selected, respectively, in the x and y
direction. Note, a perfectly matched layer is assumed in propagation direction to absorb any back
reflected waves. Furthermore, a power monitor surrounds the entire cell to obtain the net flow out
of the simulation domain (Pout ). The light source is placed inside the power analysis volume, and
the absorption (A) is obtained by A = 1 − Pout . The absorption per unit volume can be calculated
from the divergence of the pointing vector:
~ · p~) = −0.5ωE(ω)2 ε00 (ω)
Pabs = −0.5R(∇
where ω is the angular frequency, ε00 (ω) the imaginary part of permittivity function, and E(ω)2
the electric field density. Hence, to calculate the spatial and frequency function of the absorption,
we only need to know electric field intensity and imaginary part of the complex refractive index.
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For a solar cell, of relevance is the current density (J), which requires knowledge of the optical
2 00
abs
generation rate (G), which is given by G(ω) = P~ω
= −E(ω)2~ε (ω) from which we obtain the
spectral current denisity JSC (λ) = α(λ)IQE(λ)ΓAM 1.5 λ/1.24, where α is the absorption fficiency,
λ is the wavelenght, and Γ is the spectral irradiance of the AM 1.5G spectrum at one sun solar
intensity (data taken from [14]). Note, the internal quantum efficiency (IQE) is assumed to be
unity for calculating the short circuit current (JSC ) is obtained by integrating JSC (λ) over the
wavelength range of 300–800 nm, namely
Z
eλ
JSC =
EQE(λ)ΓAM 1.5 (λ)dλ.
hc
The spectral scan displays resonant-like fringes in the absorption spectrum (Fig. 2(b)). We also
find a higher visibility for the hetero-shell cell with the metal cladding compared to the dielectric
spiral design, which can be understood from an optical field confinement inside the structure. The
resonances themselves point towards the spirals resembling a nanowire like structures being a lossy
Fabry-Perot cavity [22, 23], which we confirm via (i) investigating the modal features of this cavity
(Figs. 2(c) and 2(d)), and (ii) analyzing their frequency profile (Fig. 3(c)). Regarding (i), the
x-y mode profile (i.e., x in Fig. 2(a)) indicates a dipole for larger wavelength, which turns into
quadruples and double-quadruples for blue shifting the resonance wavelength (6 to 1 in Figs. 2(c)
and 2(d)). In addition the cavities’ standing waves can be seen in the cross-sectional modal profile
(i.e., x0 in Fig. 2(a)), where the mode spacing decreases with wavelength as expected (Figs. 2(c)
and 2(d)). The in Figure 2b observed higher Q-factor of the hetero-cell over the spiral cell is clearly
visible in the crossectional mode profiles as distinct power density lopes. The apparent focusing
effect in the z-direction might be connected to a changing (i.e., increasing) local effective index
as experienced by the wave traveling in positive z, however more details are needed to confirm
this. Regarding (ii), analyzing the resonance peak spacing from Fig. 2(b) and relating them to the
inverse of the cavity length allows to test the Fabry-Perot cavity hypothesis analyzing its spectral
mode spacing (Fig. 3(c)). Finding the results along a straight line confirms that the hetero-cell is a

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 2: (a) Schematic of spiral cell (left) and core-shell structures (right). Horizontal and vertical cross
sections labeled by X and X 0 are monitors that record the power profiles shown in (c) and (d). (b) Absorption
efficiency of spiral cell and core-shell structure. (c) Power profile of absorption efficiency peaks from 1 to
6 for spiral cell structure correspond to 344, 375, 441, 550, 627, and 744 nm wavelength respectively. (d)
These wavelengths correspond to wavelength of peaks of the core-shell structure at 340, 388, 455, 550, 640,
and 750 nm.
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nanoscale cavity. This discussion suggests that the spiral structure behaves like a circular dielectric
waveguide where the end facets act as reflecting mirrors [15, 16]. Neglecting dispersion we use m =
2nL/λ, where m is the mode (an integer) and L is the length of the spiral cell (cavity), n is the
effective refractive index, and λ is the wavelength. The spiral cell structure supports mode numbers
between 5 and 13 that correspond to 9 visible peaks of absorption efficiency (Fig. 2(b)). This is
supported by longitudinal mode profiles recorded by power monitors in Fig. 2, which demonstrates
more interference visibility at core shell structure for all monitored wavelengths.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 3: (a) Spectral current density of all three structures. Green, red, and blue curves correspond to
Figure 1a,b,c respectively. d = 1 µm, l = 0.8 µm (b) Optimization of hBN thickness to achieve maximum
current density to photoactive material ratio. (c) Mode spacing versus inverse nanowire length.

The spectral current density of a 1 µm thick planar MoS2 cell, the spiral cell, and the core-shell
structure are compared (Fig. 3(a)). We find the spectral current density to be higher for the spiral
structures over almost the entire investigated wavelength range. This is mainly because spiral
structures have lower surface reflection due to lower effective refractive index of spiral structures
compared to planar MoS2 structure. Core-shell structure has an even higher absorption efficiency
than the spiral cell, because the back reflector at the end of core-shell structure allows for double
pass of light. The overall current densities of the planar cell, spiral cell, and core-shell structure
integrated over wavelengths of 300 to 800 nm are 25.5, 29.5, and 37.2 mA/cm2 respectively. The
current density of the spiral (core) cell shows 16 (46)% enhancement compared to the planar
structure which is expected, because the spectral current density is higher for spiral structures over
almost the entire wavelength.
Note, that although the spiral length (l) was kept constant (1 µm) this does not imply that the
same amount of photoactive material was used; for example in a particular simulation, the thickness
of monolayer graphene, trilayer MoS2 , and few layer hBN are set to 0.5 nm, 2.0 nm and 35.0 nm,
respectively; and for the planar cell thickness of MoS2 is 1 µm. Thus, the absorbing materials
(graphene and MoS2 ) occupy only 6% of the total volume of spiral cells. This means that the ratio
of solar energy absorption to volume of photoactive material was improved by ∼ 767% compared
to a bulk MoS2 photovoltaic cell of the same size. We name this ratio “enhancement” and define
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it as

αspiral cell − αbulk cell
tM oS2 + tGr
÷
,
αbulk cell
tM oS2 + tGr + thBN

where α denotes absorption and t refers to the respective physical layer thickness. This enhancement is proportional to the absorption efficiency of the cell and thickness of hBN layer. However,
increasing the thickness of the hBN layer, the absorption efficiency decreases due to a reduction in
the amount of absorbing material (Fig. 4). Hence, to optimize the ratio of absorption enhancement
to relative volume of photoactive material, the number of core shell structures with different hBN
thicknesses are analyzed (Fig. 3(b), Fig. 4). For core-shell structures with 5 rings and 500 nm in
length, the optimized enhancement is 762% for an hBN of 40 nm thickness. The dielectric strength
of ultrathin hBN was previously studied to be 7.94 MV/cm [17], which corresponds to a breakdown
voltage of 9 volts for a 10 nm thin layer of hBN. This is sufficient to prevent generated excitons to
channel from one junction to another.
2. CONCLUSION

We have investigated a novel photovoltaic absorber and successfully demonstrated that rolling 2D
materials into 3D structures can significantly improve their photo absorption compared to atomically thin or even bulk configurations. We optimized spiral solar cell design for the largest absorption, and optimized the hBN thickness in particular to achieve maximum absorption to photoactive
material ratio. We can estimate a lower limit and a reasonable limit for power conversion efficiency
of one of the spiral core-sell structure using current density (JSC ) of 37.2 mA/cm2 for the cell with
length of 1 µm and radius of 400 nm. For the lower limit and reasonable limit, the open circuit
voltage (VOC ) of 0.1% and 0.5 V [9], and fill factor (FF) of 0.3 and 0.7, are assumed respectively. In
both cases IQE of unity and input power (Pin ) of 475 W/m2 (input power in our simulation range
of 300 nm to 800 nm) are assumed. The efficiency η is then calculated from:
η=

F F × JSC × VOC
Pin

Resulting in an overall power conversion efficiency range of 2 to 27 %. Low open circuit is one of the
main drawbacks for this solar cell. One way to overcome this barrier is use of different combination
of 2D materials such as aiming for type two hetero junction such as MoS2 /WSe2 . Furthermore,
recent efforts on enabling horizontally tunable bandgap TMDs [7, 8] utilized in this structure could
lead to a multi junction photovoltaic cell that only requires two contacts.
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Abstract— In this paper we present the design, fabrication and experimental demonstration of
advanced building blocks in a thick Silicon generic photonic integration platform. The platform
provides a fabrication process with waveguides of different contrast ratio, through different etch
levels, and the possibility of metalization in selected areas. Combining waveguiding and metals
we report on Echelle Gratings (EG) multiplexers and reflective Multimode Interference (R-MMI)
couplers. Several devices were designed in the same reticle and several dies were supplied by the
fabrication platform. The experimental results for the individual devices are reported, as well as
a die to die comparison and statistical analysis.
1. INTRODUCTION

Generic photonic integration, since its inception by 2007 [1], is becoming a foundry model for
photonics, providing Multi-Project Wafers (MPWs), where users share the area of wafer, and fabrication costs. Being the technology not devoted to specific purposes, it may well serve different application domains, while the manufacturing is done in a common process. Several generic integration
platforms have emerged for different photonic technologies, or material systems, and operate nowadays [2]. Very recently the Silicon-on-Insulator (SOI) platform ePIXfab, which traditionally provided Silicon technology with nanometric waveguides, of typical cross-section W ×H 450×220 nm2 ,
has incorporated micrometric size Silicon waveguides [3], despite this thick Silicon technology is well
known and exists since long time ago [4]. In fact, thick Si is the core technology, of several market
players since 2006, but using proprietary processes [5]. Demonstrating the versatility of the generic
process is key, and this is achieved by developing different photonic building blocks. Thin Si photonics, Indium Phosphide and Silicon Nitride have demonstrated a wide list of building blocks [2],
ranging from passive waveguide and coupling components, through filters to active blocks as modulators, amplifiers, lasers and detectors. In generic thick Si technology the basic waveguiding and
coupling components have been demonstrated [6]. However, key devices as wavelength multiplexers have not been reported yet. It is widely accepted that on-chip silicon multiplexers are central
to a huge number of applications [7]. Among them, the Echelle Diffraction Grating, or Echelle
Grating (EG) is recognized as the multiplexing block having smallest footprint and robustness in
a wide number of applications [8] compared to other alternatives such as the Arrayed Waveguide
Grating [9]. In particular, in thick Si technology where the bend radius is larger than for the thin
Si nanometric waveguides, the EG proves to be very convenient. Hence, the purpose of this paper
is to report on EG multiplexers using metal mirrors in a generic thick Silicon manufacturing platform. The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides a general review of the most relevant
works addressing EGs in SOI technology. Next, Section 3 reports on the experimental outcomes of
the demonstrated devices, including statistical analysis of passband features such as insertion loss,
polarization dependent loss (PDL), polarization dependent wavelength shift (PDWS), bandwidth,
adjacent and non-adjacent cross-talk and the comparison between devices with and without metal
reflectors for both polarizations. Finally, the conclusions are presented in Section 4.
2. STATE OF THE ART AND DESIGN

A summary of devices previously reported in journals is given in Table 1. For completeness, the
table includes both thick and thin Si waveguide devices. The former have a typical cross-section
of 3 × 3 µm2 , and the latter typically 0.45 × 0.22 nm2 . Hence, the micrometric waveguide supports
both TE and TM, whereas the nanometric mainly guides TE polarization with such a cross-section.
The thin Si devices have been reported for the optical telecommunication C-band (1530–1565 nm).
For thick Si devices, the EG reported in [10] is an S-C band multiplexing device for passive optical
networks, whereas the one demonstrated in [8] operates at S, C and L-band as well. Regarding the
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Table 1: Comparison of this work with other state of the art — journal publications — (Abbreviations:
PDL, Polarization Dependent Loss; PDWS, Polarization Dependent Wavelength Shift; FSR, Free Spectral
Range; n.a. does not apply; — not available; * bands may not be covered in full; † 4 channel devices with
and without metalized grating lines fabricated for comparison, all the figures reported in this column are for
metalized devices; ††SiO2 256 nm layer and 150 nm layer of Al; DBR, Distributed Bragg Reflector).
This work†
Technology

Thick Si

Waveguide

3.00×3.00 µm2

Polarization
TE+TMTE+TM
(s)

[8]

[10]

[11]

[12]

[13]

Thick Si

Thick Si

Thin Si

Thin Si

Thin Si

3.00×3.00 µm2 3.00×3.00 µm2 0.45×0.22 µm2 0.50×0.22 µm2 0.45×0.22 µm2
TE+TM

TE

TE

TE

Operation*

S, C, L bands

S, C, L band

S,C bands

C-Band

C-Band

C-band

Grating
Facet

SiO2 -Al/None††

Al (150 nm)

-

DBR

45 corner cube

None

# channels

4

12

2

30

-

4

focal
length

275 µm

-

-

-

-

-

spacing

20 nm 8 nm

70 nm

3.2 nm

3.2 nm

20 nm

FSR

198 nm

-

-

-

-

-

Order

8

-

-

-

20

-

Grating
length

250 µm

-

-

-

-

135 µm

Grating
period

5.425 µm

-

-

-

-

4.35 µm

# grooves

46

-

-

-

38

31

Passband

Gauss

Flat

Flat

Gauss

Gauss

Gauss

Results
Insertion
loss

5.68±0.32 dB

1.7 dB

1.8 dB

3 dB

3 dB

7.5 dB

Loss
uniformity

3.84±0.90 dB

-

-

4 dB

0.5 dB

0.6 dB

PDL

0.58±0.44 dB

0.2 dB

0.2 dB

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

PDWS

0.32±0.74 nm

0.3 nm

0.3 nm

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

BW
1 dB

4.18±1.12 nm

5.5 nm

-

-

-

-

BW
3 dB

7.30±1.32 nm

-

20 nm

-

-

-

BW 10 dB

12.54±1.20 nm

-

-

-

-

-

BW
20 dB

16.11±1.06 nm

-

-

-

-

-

Adjacent
Xt

−34.14±2.71 dB

−25 dB

−32 dB

−15 dB

−19 dB

−30 dB

-

-

−25 dB

-

-

15.75 mm2

3.24 mm2

0.5 mm2

0.05 mm2

0.04 mm2

Non-adjacent
−38.33±3.23 dB
Xt
Footprint

0.12 mm2

grating line, some of them report different techniques to increase the reflectivity, to compensate,
up to some extent, the Fresnel reflection loss [14] taking place between the Si guiding layer, and the
cover layer, in some cases just air, in others SiO2 . Hence, Distributed Bragg Reflectors (DBR) [11],
a 45 corner cube [12] and the deposition of metals as aluminum [8] have been reported. The latter
requires additional processing steps, but the achieved reflectivity may be larger than the other
techniques, albeit the former are attained within the same waveguide lithography. EGs with 4
channels were designed according to the specifications in the first two columns of Table 1. The
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design process is as reported in [15]. The devices are based on a curved facet type grating and
make use of input/output waveguides with the following characteristics: width 2.4 µm, side etching
1.75 µm, input waveguides center at 36◦ and output waveguides center at 41◦ . The slab mode
effective and group indices were computed to be 3.46 and 3.6 respectively. In the design area, two
EG devices, with and without metalization, were included.
3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
3.1. Fabrication and Characterization

The devices were fabricated in the generic technology platform provided by VTT Finland [6]. The
typical performance for 3 µm width waveguides is: propagation loss 0.1 dB/cm, fiber i/o coupling
up to 90% (lensed fibers), or 40% (regular fiber) and small polarization dependence [3]. Additional
metalization steps are available in the platform, and they were employed to cover some of the
grating lines in our devices. To be precise, the mirrors are formed by depositing two thin layers
on top of the Silicon guiding layer: a first layer of SiO2 (265 nm, corresponding to a quarter-wave),
and a second layer of 150 nm aluminum. A cross-section of the aluminium mirror layer stack is
shown in Figure 1(a). As reported by the manufacturers, reflectivity of these combined layers
can be as good as 92.7% [16]. Nonetheless we employed other reflective devices within the same
dies [17] based on Multimode interference reflectors (MIRs). Figures 1(b) and (c) show a schematic
3D representation of a 2-port MIR, as well as an SEM picture of a fabricated device, respectively.
To assess on the MIR reflectivity, Fabry-Pérot test structures made of a concatenation of two MIRs
were employed to extract the wavelength dependent reflectivity. Figure 2(a) shows an schematic
diagram of the test structures, while Figure 2(b) is an SEM picture of a fabricated device. The two
MIRs form an integrated resonant cavity with a periodic spectrum made of interference fringes.
The depth of these fringes, also known as the extinction ratio (ER), depends on the total effective
reflectivity of the MIR under test. As shown in Figure 2(c), our conclusion is the reflectivity in
these chips is approximately 79.4 %. Full details can be found in [17]. Finally, a SEM micrograph
of the EG devices is shown in Figure 1(d), with an inset showing the view of the grating line, where
the metal area is highlighted in pseudo-color. During the measurements the chips of were held on

Cladding oxide
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

@ 1550 nm

Figure 1: (a) Cross-section of the aluminium mirror layer stack. (b) 3D Model of a 2-port MIR with
aluminium mirror. (c) SEM picture of a fabricated device. (d) SEM micrographs of fabricated devices, EG
device, inset with detail of the grating line (metalization in pseudo-color).

Measured

ER

eff
eff

0.5

Measured average
Fitted slope (R = 0.789)

0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.0
0.0

(a)

(b)

0.1
0.2
Simulated

0.3
0.4
@ 1550 nm

0.5

(c)

Figure 2: (a) Schematic diagram of the structures employed to measure the effective reflectivities of the
devices under test. (b) SEM picture of a test structure. (c) Measured average and standard deviations of
the reflectivities versus the simulated values at 1550 nm. Grey dashed line: Slope fitted to the data that
provides an estimate of the average intrinsic losses both in the mirror and in the access waveguides.
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top of a thermally controlled (25◦ C) vacuum chuck. The in/out coupling stages consists of a fiber
holder, collimating lens, free space polarizer and microscope objective.
3.2. Transmission Spectra

The transmission spectra of the EG is shown in Figure 3(a). The results are normalized with
respect to a straight (test structure) waveguide. The minimum insertion loss for the EG is around
5 dB, and the loss non uniformity is around 1 dB. The graph also shows the overlaid spectra for
TE and TM polarizations, which were set using bulk filters in the in coupling stages mentioned
previously. In accordance to the small polarization dependence of this thick Si technology, from
the graphs low PDL and PDWS are observed. For these particular devices PDL is as low as 0.2 dB,
except for the third channel on Figure 3(a), and PDWS is as low as 0.3 nm. Both values are in good
agreement with other reported thick Si EGs [8, 10]. Finally, and less noticeable, all the passbands
have a common feature, that is a small side lobe close to the left side of the main lobe (towards
shorter wavelengths). This side lobe is also predicted in the design and simulation stage, where
slanted grating sidewall (between 1–2◦ ) were included. The slanted grating walls result into slightly
increased insertion loss in the main band, due to the coupling to higher order (vertical) slab modes
in the EG, which in turn result into the aforementioned left side lobe present in all the spectral
traces [8].
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Figure 3: Transmission spectra for the EG with metal reflector. (a) Solid and dashed lines correspond to TE
and TM polarization respectively. (b) Superimposed transmission spectra for all the devices and channels.
Grey dots show the overlaid spectra for all measured channels from 5 chips, 1 device per chip. All the
channels have been aligned to the same center wavelength. The blue line shows the average response. TE
polarization, TM polarization exhibited similar performance. (c) Comparison of averaged responses from all
the channels, with and without grating line metalization, and for TE and TM polarizations.
3.3. Passband Features Analysis

Several dies were retained for full measurements, having as target the analysis of variations among
them. Each die includes test structures and two EGs, with and without metal mirrors. Devices from
five dies were measured in full. Other dies were discarded due to randomly damaged i/o waveguide
facets. The results shown onwards are only for TE polarization for the sake of clarity, since for TM
similar results were obtained. Figure 3(b) shows the superimposed tranmission spectra for all the
channels, aligned to 3-dB bandwidth center wavelength. The collected statistical features from the
passbands are summarized in the first column of Table 1. Note that a part of all the variations
reported for the figures related to optical power (insertion loss, loss non-uniformity, and PDL) may
be attributed to different facet condition for the different EG input/output waveguides, and that
they may be reduced by facet polishing [18]. In terms of channel insertion loss, the average of the
peak insertion loss for all channels and dies was calculated. The EG exhibits 5.7 dB with little
variations, as detailed in the table. Compared to previous reported values, Table 1 [8, 10], these are
2–4 dB larger. This maybe attributed to a non-optimized generic process which was also used for the
first time to this purpose, compared to the industrial dedicated process from [8, 10]. Next, the loss
uniformity of the devices was calculated as the difference between the maximum and minimum peak
transmission for each device. The mean and standard deviation over all the dies is also shown in
Table 1, where an average uniformity around 3.7 dB with variations of around ±1 dB. The PDL was
calculated as the difference of the peak amplitude for TE and TM polarization of a given channel.
The average PDL is close to 0.6 dB, whereas other thick Si references, Table 1 [8, 10] reported a
PDL of 0.2 dB. In terms of PDWS, computed as the difference between the wavelengths were the
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TE and TM maxima per channel are locateld, our results are on average close to those previously
reported of 0.3 nm. The bandwidth was calculated from the measurements for all the devices and
channels, and the obtained bandwidth values were averaged over all the channels and samples as
well. The N-dB bandwidth was calculated as the wavelength difference between the two poins in
the passband N-dB under the maximum. The average and standard deviation interval are given in
Table 1. A Gaussian power transfer function was fitted to the 3-dB bandwidth, and the band pass
fit is good down the 10-dB point from the maximum. The cross-talk was computed as the maximum
value of the adjacent (non-adjacent) channel(s) in a given channel 3-dB clear window [18]. The
average for adjacent channel cross-talk is around −33 dB. This is slightly better than reference [8]
and similar to reference [10]. The non-adjacent channel cross-talk is approximately −38 dB.
3.4. Echelle Gratings with Metal Mirrors Analysis

Figure 3(c) shows the averaged spectra for all channels and chips. The difference for the metalized
and non-metalized devices is 4.62 dB and 4.67 dB for TE and TM. In all the cases, both devices
(with and without mirror) sit on the same die, that is the grating line patterning is expected to
be similar, despite the orientation is different, as can be seen in Figure 1(d). In an ideal situation,
one would expect the loss difference between devices with and without mirrors to be close to the
Fresnel reflection loss. Since the difference between the incident (input waveguide) and diffraction
(output waveguides) angles is 5◦ , the Fresnel reflection loss contribution is calculated to be 7.83 dB
for TE, and 7.51 dB for TM. Using the mirror structure described above, ideally the loss in the
interface would 0.069 dB and 0.064 dB for TE and TM respectively, slightly less lossy for TM [17].
Nonetheless we measured these SiO2 -Al mirrors reflectors in the dies provide a reflectivity in average
of 79.4% (1.0 dB loss) [17]. Hence, this approximately 2.0 dB variations, which may be attributed,
besides to poorer performance of the mirrors in some cases, to different sources of errors: different
imperfections in the grating lines of metalized and non metalized devices (roughness, rounded
corners, . . .) as well as differences in the in/out coupling properties of the different samples used to
average and substract.
4. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

In this paper we reported on Echelle Gratings multiplexers equipped with metal mirrors, designed
and manufactured using thick Silicon photonic integration technology. Multimode interference
reflectors were also designed and demonstrated, from which the reflectivity of the metal layers
was derived. The paper supplies information of variations on different figures of merit for the
multiplexers. Furthermore, the comparison between devices with and without metal mirrors is
supplied as well, for different polarizations.
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Femtosecond Laser Irradiation of Fused Silica with a Nanometric
Inhomogeneity
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Bât F, 18 rue du Prof. Benoı̂t Lauras, Saint-Etienne 42000, France

Abstract— A finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method based on Maxwell’s equations
coupled with time-dependent electron carrier density equation is proposed to investigate numerically femtosecond laser irradiation of dielectrics with a small inhomogeneity. The process of
plasma generation due to multiphoton absorption near small defect in fused silica is studied
in details and local field distribution around the inhomogeneity is first explained by using the
Rayleigh scattering theory. Further investigation of the laser-matter interaction shows that the
generated plasma properties do not significantly depend on the size of the inhomogeneity as long
as it remains considerably smaller than the irradiation wavelength. The calculation results show,
however, that there are several parameters which are crucial. Among such parameters, for instance, is the collision frequency, which affects strongly both the created electron density and
laser propagation. In addition, the changes in the refractive index of the plasma are taken into
account by the Lorentz-Drude model with time-dependent carrier density. The differences between the results calculated by using Keldysh theory for multiphoton ionization and obtained by
considering only six-photon ionization are discussed. Finally, temporal changes in the behavior
of scattering due to generated nanoplasma are observed and analyzed by using Mie scattering
theory, which is more complete than Rayleigh one.
1. INTRODUCTION

Over past decades significant progress has been achieved in the field offemtosecond laser interaction
with dielectric materials, in particular,with the possibility to induce different kind of modifications
in transparent materials. Ultra-short laser beams achieve periodic nanostructuring, characterized
by a sub-wavelength period [1]. These self-organized structures emerge spontaneously during multipulse irradiation and the conditions triggering their formation remain poorly explored. Small defects
in dielectrics reinforce damage during femtosecond laser irradiation and lead to the generation of
nanoplasmas, thus affecting laser propagation. Local refractive index changes in the media due to
this damage lead to other nonlocal physical phenomena, as, for instance,strong interference of the
incident wave with the plasma wave [1] incubation processes in plasma [2, 3] thermal diffusion or
self-trapping of excitons [4, 6], thus resulting into a feedback for nanograting formation.
The nature, the size and the shape of the initial defects were found to significantly vary and
potentially play an important role in the nanograting initiation. However, the processes of plasma
generation after the first pulse irradiation for small impurity center typically leads to the formation
of the larger defects due to the memory in nonlinear ionization of transparent solids [5]. In this
article we consider inhomogeneities with different properties, by varying its size in the nanometric
scale. Sphere is chosen as the simplest shape, for which there are analytical solutions of the Mie
scattering problem [7]. Herein it is supposed that initial defects have nanometric scale and are
smaller than the wavelength of the irradiation. FDTD method [8], based on Maxwell’s equations
coupled with time-dependent electron carrier density equation is applied to investigate numerically femtosecond laser irradiation of dielectrics with inhomogeneities, where nonlinear effects of
multiphoton ionization and Kerr non-linearity are included.
2. SIMULATION MODEL

To better understand the processes of laser interaction with small inhomogeneities in dielectrics,
the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) approach for nonlinear and disperse media is applied [8].
In this method Maxwell’s equations are written as:
( −
−
→ →
−
∂ →
−J
∂t D = ∇ × H
−
→
(1)
→
∂ −
∇× E
∂t H = − µ0
→
−
→
−
→
−
→
−
where D is the displacement field, E is the electric field, H is the magnetic field and J is the
current density. They are numerically solved by using the standard Yee’s algorithm [8]. At the
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edges of the grid absorbing boundary conditions related to convolutional perfect matched layers
(CPML) are set to avoid nonphysical reflections [9]. Substitution of the constitutive equations into
Maxwell-Ampere equation yields:
−
→
´
−
−
−
→
−
→
∂→
∇×H
1 ³→
E =
−
J L−D + J Kerr + J MPI ,
∂t
ε0
ε0

(2)

−
→
−
→
where J L−D is current derived from the Lorentz-Drude model for the dispersive media; J Kerr is
−
→
Kerr polarization current; and J MPI is the multiphoton ionization term. For dielectric materials,
such as fused silica, the heating of the conduction band electrons is modeled by Drude model with
time-dependent carrier density as follows:
→
−
→ e2 n e −
→
∂−
JD = −νe JD +
E
∂t
me

(3)

where e is the elementary charge; me is the mass of an electron; ne is the carrier electron density
and νe is the electron collision frequency. For metals, as gold or silver, Lorentz-Drude model is
applied.
−→
−
→
−→
→
∂ Jm
∂ 2 Jm
2∂E
2 −
+ γm
+ ωm Jm = Gm ωp
(4)
∂t2
∂t
∂t
where γm ωm and Gm are the damping factor, resonance frequency and oscillator strength respecP −→
−
→
2
tively for each Lorentz pole m, and ωp = emnee is the plasma frequency, and JL =
Jm is the
m

resulting current for dispersive medium.
In addition, nonlinearity of the third order is included, which describes Kerr effect, as follows:
¯−
¯ →
¯→¯2 −
∂(
E
¯
¯ E)
−
→
J Kerr = ε0 χ3
(5)
∂t
where the third-order susceptibility is χ3 = 2 · 10−22 m2 V −2 [10].
For multiphoton ionization, two approaches are used and compared: the complete Keldysh theoretical equation [11], including multiphoton and tunneling ionization, for which the corresponding
current can be written as:
→
−
wKeldysh E na − ne
−
→
J MPI = Eg
(6)
I
ne
and a simplified six-photon ionization model, which is as an approximation at low laser intensities
for an excitation wavelength of λ = 800 nm, as
−
→
−
→ na − ne
J MPI = Eg σ6 I 5 E
ne

(7)

Here Eg = 9 eV is the electron
gap in the absence of the electric field; na = 2 · 1028 m−3 is
qband
−
→
the saturation density; I = n2 µε00 | E |2 — intensity; n = 1.45 is the refractive index of unexcited
fused silica for λ = 800 nm. Keldysh ionization rate (wKeldysh ) and the six-photon ionization rate
(σ6 I 6 ) for σ6 = 2 · 10−65 m9 W−6 s−1 [9] and σ6 = 2 · 10−67 m9 W−6 s−1 ) [12] are compared. As the
intensities reached in our simulations are from I = 1016 to 1018 W/m2 and are above the ablation
threshold, it is also important to take into account the tunneling ionization effect and consider the
complete Keldysh ionization rate. Moreover, applying six-photon ionization model [10] typically
considered as a good approximation for low intensities, leads to the overestimation of ionization rate
by up to three orders of magnitude in our intensity interval. On the contrary, another approximated
model [12] gives underestimated values for the ablation threshold. Therefore, the complete Keldysh
expression is proven to be the most appropriate one for photoionization in our case.
Then, Maxwell’s equations are coupled with the rate equation for free carrier number density
as follows
∂ne
ne
= WMPI + Wav −
(8)
∂t
τtr
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where the first term on the left corresponds to the multiphoton ionization
WMPI = (na − ne )wKeldysh

(9)

and τtr = 150 fs is the electron trapping time [10].
The system of nonlinear equations is resolved by the fixed-point iteration algorithm similar to
the iteration algorithms developed in [13, 14].
Here, the initial Gaussian electric field profile is considered as a focused beam source taking the
following form:
Ex (t, x, y, z) = E0

t−t0 2
w0
r2
r2
exp(−
−
ikz
−
ik
+ iς(z))e−2 ln 2( θ ) eiωt
2
w(z)
w(z)
2R(z)

(10)

where r2 = x2 + y 2 + z 2q
is the radial distance from the center axis of the beam, w0 = 1.5 µm is the
beam waist, w(z) = w0 1 + ( zzR )2 is the spot size; R(z) = z[1 + ( zzR )2 ] is the radius of curvature,
2

zR = πwλ0 n0 is the Rayleigh length; ς(z) = arctan( zzR ) is the Gouy phase shift; θ = 70 fs is the pulse
width at half maximum (FWHM); and t0 = 125 fs is a time delay. For the given waist beam and
λ
) ≈ 0.169. Note
irradiation wavelength of λ = 800 nm, the numerical aperture is NA = n sin( πw
0
that for this aperture the paraxial approximation of the Gaussian beam profile is still valid [15, 16].
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To better understand the process of the first femtosecond laser pulse interaction with the material
in the presence of a localized defect, we consider firstly its interaction with a small spherical
metallic nanoparticle. For this, it is convenient here to define two dimensionless parameters, a size
parameter q = 2πa/λ1 , where a is radius of sphere defect, λ1 is laser wavelength in the dielectric
media; and n2 = ε2 /ε1 is a relative permeability, where ε1 , ε2 are permeabilities of the media and of
the inhomogeneity, respectively. The local field distribution strongly depends on these parameters
according to the Mie theory.
In the present study, we consider, that the conditions q ¿ 1 and nq ¿ 1 are satisfied, so that
the scattering has a dipole character. For instance, for nanoparticles with radius a ¿ 90 nm the
condition is valid at laser irradiation wavelength λ1 ≈ 550 nm in fused silica. In this case, the
approximation of the scattered electric field can be derived from the general analytical solution of
Maxwell’s equations for an electromagnetic plane wave, scattered by the homogeneous sphere, or
Mie scattering [7], under the discussed conditions assuming that the first electric dipole moment
e B is higher than all magnetic m B and the other electric ones [17]. However, when the relative
1
n
permeability is high (metallic case), the Rayleigh approximation (condition nq ¿ 1) is no more
applied and magnetic dipole moments should be also considered.
In the near-field approximation (kr ¿ 1, r is radial distance from the center of the nanoparticle),
scattered electric fields can be written in the following form [17]:
2i cos ϕ sin θ e
B1
(kr)3
½
¾
cos ϕ i cos θe B1 m B1
=
+
kr
(kr)2
kr
½ e
¾
m
sin ϕ i B1
B1 cos θ
=−
+
kr
(kr)2
kr

Er(s) = −
(s)

Eθ

Eϕ(s)

(11)

In what follows, we consider the polarization along x direction and light propagation along z
−
→
→
−
direction. This way, both electric field E and wave vector k lie in xz plane (corresponding to ϕ = 0)
and we consider the near-field laser-matter interaction in this plane. The intensity distribution can
be estimated as (neglecting the magnetic dipole moments):
(s)

(s)

(s)

I 2 = Eθ Eθ + Er(s) Er ≈

(4 sin2 θ + cos2 θ)(e B1 )2
(kr)6

(12)

From this expression,one can see that the intensity is higher in the x direction (θ = π/2)
than in the z direction (θ = 0, π), creating elliptical distribution of intensities in the near-field of
nanoparticle.
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(b)

Figure 1: Near-field approximation of the intensity distribution created by small gold nanoparticle given by
(b) the analytical Mie solution and electron density distribution of fused silica generated plasma, calculated
by using Equations (1)–(8), normalized to critical value ncr = 1.7 · 1027 m−3 at λ = 800 nm irradiation near
gold nanoparticle with parameter size q = 0.2 at the end of (a) the pulse. The input pulse has the energy of
250 nJ.

Figure 2: Electron density distributions of generated plasma, calculated by using Equations (1)–(8), normalized to critical value ncr = 1.7 · 1027 m−3 at λ = 800 nm irradiation near gold nanoparticles of different size
(q = 0.2 and q = 0.1) at the end of the pulse The input pulse has the energy of 250 nJ.

As the intensity increases and reaches the ablation threshold, the ionization processes start to
play essential role and lead to the generation of plasma in the enhanced intensity regions. First
hot spots will appear at the interface between fused silica and gold. An asymptotic solution
of the Mie scattering problem for near-field of a small nanoparticle is presented in Fig. 1. The
calculation results show that density distribution strictly follows the intensity one. The process of
the plasma generation is quite similar for an inhomogeneity of a smaller size (Fig. 2), which gives
us the opportunity to understand what happens in the near-field of very small defects considering
nanoparticles larger in size. Assuming that after the first pulse, plasma has reached the critical
density value ncr = 1.7 · 1027 m−3 , we note that the new inhomogeneity will have metallic properties
and can be considered as larger defect elongated in the polarization direction.
The process of plasma generation does not strongly depend on the size and on the exact nature
of the defect. However the optical parameters of the media are crucial in the electromagnetic
modeling. As frequency dependence of fused silica is described by Drude formalism, the complex
permeability of the media, dependent also on the electronic carrier density, can be written in the
following way:
e2 ne
e2 ne νe
ε(ne ) = ε∞ −
+
i
(13)
me (ω 2 + νe2 )
me ω (ω 2 + νe2 )
where ω = 2πc
λ is the frequency of the irradiated wavelength and νe is the electron collision frequency.
In several works, the electron collision time, which in reality depends both on the electron carrier
density and on the electron temperature, is assumed to be constant. The values commonly used
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Figure 3: Electron density distributions, calculated by using Equations (1)–(8), normalized to fused silica
critical value ncr = 1.7 · 1027 m−3 at λ = 800 nm irradiation near gold nanoparticle for four different electron
collision times models: τ 1(t), according to (14) used in Reference [19, 21]; τ = 0.5 fs; τ 2(t), according to (15);
and τ = 2.0 fs. The input pulse has the energy of 300 nJ.

in the analysis of experimental measurements and in numerical simulations vary from 0.1 fs to
10 fs [18–22].
In this work, the calculations are first performed with τ = 1/νe = 0.5 fs. In addition, we
take into consideration time-varying density-dependent electron collision time by using two different equations. One possibility is to use the following expression that was proposed in Drude
models [20, 22]:
(
τ (t) = 3.5 fs,√ ne (t) ≤ 5 · 1025 m−3
(14)
16πε20 m∗e (0.1Eg )3
25 m−3
√
τ (t) =
,
n
(t)
≥
5
·
10
e
4
2e n (t)
e

where Eg = 9 eV is the electron band gap and m∗e = 0.64me — reduced electron mass. In the
work [19] the comparison between the calculated reflectivity for different electron collision times
and the experimental results obtained in [10] has been done.This comparison gives us the maxima
and minima of the parameter which can be used in simulations.
In dielectric materials electron collision time also depends on electron mobility, so that the
following empirical equation is to be checked out:
τe (t) = τmin +

τmax − τmin
,
1 + (ne (t)/ncr )α

(15)

where τmin = 0.2 fs; τmax = 2 fs; and α = 0.7. Thus, with growing density we obtain smaller values
for collision time, which fits well the experimental results [10, 22, 23].
The calculation results obtained by using different parameters (constant electron collision times
τ = 0.5 fs and τ = 2 fs and empirical relationships (14) and (15)) are shown in Fig. 3. One can
see that the results obtained by using Equation (14) are closer to the ones obtained for τ = 0.5 fs
and reveal smaller effects of the particles, whereas the results calculated by using Equation (15)
are closer to the case with τ = 2 fs and demonstrate stronger changes in the field around the
particle. One can notice a slight asymmetry in the density distribution in “x” direction relative to
the collision time of 2 fs in Fig. 3. This asymmetry comes from the numerical scheme which should
be improved, the work is underway.
In what follows, we compare the density distributions of the fused silica plasma generated in
the near-field of the gold nanoparticle after the end of the pulse. The higher the collision time is,
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Figure 4: Far-field resulted intensity distribution (interference with plane wave) for a small gold nanoparticle
and electron density distribution image of a Gaussian beam tightly focused in fused silica with a small
inhomogeneity showing how the light propagation might be further affected and new plasma generated in
the maxima of the resulted intensity. Electron density, calculated by using Equations (1)–(8), is normalized
to fused silica critical value ncr = 1.7 · 1027 m−3 at λ = 800 nm irradiation. The input pulse has the energy
of 250 nJ.

the closer the properties of the media to the metallic ones. Moreover, the one can note, that the
electron collision time which corresponds to the near-critical density value plays a crucial role in
plasma generation. Thus, in the first proposed empirical model (14) τ1 (ncr ) ≈ 0.1 fs and in the (15)
τ2 (ncr ) ≈ 1.1 fs. These facts explain the differences in the calculation results.
Finally we investigate how the generated plasma near small defect affects the laser propagation.
We start from the far-field approximation (kr À 1) [17]:
2 cos ϕ sin θ e
B1 exp(ikr)
k2 r2
i cos ϕ
exp(ikr) {e B1 cos θ + m B1 }
=−
kr
i sin ϕ
=
exp(ikr) {e B1 + m B1 cos θ}
kr

Er(s) = −
(s)

Eθ

Eϕ(s)

(16)

Due to the interference of the incident wave with the scattered spherical wave, the periodic
maxima and minima will be organized and they will lead to the regions of the enhanced density.
However, the intensity decreases very fast in the radial direction, as 1/r2 , explaining why local
maxima are getting weaker. We consider, as for the near-field problem, the laser interaction with
(s)
the defect in xz plane, corresponding to ϕ = 0. Note, in this case Eϕ = 0 and in the far-field
(s)
(s)
Eθ À Er . Converting the scattered electric field to Cartesian coordinates, we see that there is a
(s)
(i)
scattered component Ex ∼ exp(ikz)
which interferes with the incident wave Ex ∼ exp(−ikz) and
kz
this interference leads to maxima and minima in the axis z backward direction. The interference
diagram between asymptotic for the Mie scattering problem, a solution in the far-field for a small
inhomogeneity and a plane wave are shown in Fig. 4. The density distribution calculated by
FDTD is also presented in the figure, where the interference leads to the organization of the second
nanoplasma structure created in backward direction of laser propagation.
4. CONCLUSION

We have investigated numerically nanoplasma formation near different kind of defects due to tight
focusing during femtosecond laser irradiation. It is shown that the transient properties of the
material surrounding the defect object strongly impact the distribution and the size of the generated
plasma. Therefore, collisional frequency is the parameter which is crucial for electromagnetic
modeling. The size of inhomogeneity and its associated electron number density (if they satisfy
Rayleigh approximations q ¿ 1 and nq ¿ 1) are less important. Each considered inhomogeneity
leads to the generation of the plasma in the near-field of the impurity center and spreading of the
defect zone in form of ellipsoid. As the inhomogeneity grows, the scattering wave from it interacts
with the incident wave. As a result of the interference in the far-field the density maxima are found
to appear and new plasma regions are generated. These results demonstrate how the small defects
can evaluate and how the light interaction is further affected due to their formation during the
femtosecond laser irradiation.
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Effect of the Rock/Water/Air Interaction on the Complex Dielectric
Permittivity and Electromagnetic Waves Attenuation in
Water-saturated Sandstones
P. P. Bobrov, A. S. Lapina, and A. V. Repin
Omsk State Pedagogical University, Omsk, Russia

Abstract— The results of the experimental measurements of the complex relative permittivity
(CRP) of the water-saturated powders of the quartz granules of different size and solid sandstones
are given in the frequency range from 0.1 kHz to 1 GHz. It is shown that when the water content
decreases in the powders of the fine granules and solid sandstones at the determined frequency
band the increasing of the real part and decreasing of the imaginary part of the CRP are observed.
This leads to the significant increasing of the skin layer, that reaches the highest values at the
water content of about 60–80% of the full saturation.

In the literature, for example in [1], the properties of elastic waves in the water-saturated sandstones, particularly the dispersion and attenuation, were described in details, but the properties
of electromagnetic waves were described insufficiently. It is known that the real part of complex
relative permittivity (CRP) of sedimentary rocks containing clay roughly increases at frequencies
below 1 GHz [2–4]. The reason is in the multifrequency relaxation processes. In completely saturated sandstones the real part of complex relative permittivity (CRP) depends on the porosity and
it remains almost constant in the frequency range of 1 MHz to 1 GHz. At frequencies below 1 MHz
observed abrupt increase due to the relaxation of the double layer at the rock-water interface.
It is usually assumed that reduction of water content in the rock reduces the real part of CRP.
Though there are a number of works which shows the deviations from the tendency in some cases [5–
7].
We measured CRP of water-saturated powders of the quartz granules and solid sandstones with
a porosity from 7% to 40% in the frequency range from 100 Hz to 1 GHz by using the method
described in [8]. The measurement error at different frequencies was from 0,2 to 3% for ε0 and ε00 .
The schematic illustration of the experimental setup is given in Fig. 1. The complex dielectric
permittivity was measured in the frequency range from 0.1 kHz to 1 GHz with Rohde & Schwarz
ZNB8 vector network analyzer (VNA) and the LCR-meter 3532-50 Hioki HiTESTER. Depending
on the measured frequency range, the same cell was either directly connected to the VNA (for
measuring in the range from 100 MHz to 1 GHz) or included into the break of the central conductor
of a coaxial line of a large cross section (for measuring in the range from 300 kHz to 100 MHz). At
frequencies below 1 MHz, the cell admittance was measured ordinary by the LCR meter. CRP of
the solid samples was measured in the range of frequencies from 100 Hz till 100 MHz
The characteristics of the investigated samples are in the Table 1.
Table 1: The characteristics of the investigated samples.
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6

The characteristics
of the samples
Powders of the
quartz granules

Solid sandstones

The average
diameter d, (µm)
1,35
29,6
54,5
71,5

The d RMSE
(µm)
0,42
11,9
11,6
17,6

The porosity
0,434
0,327
0,420
0,392
0.173
0.068

The dry density
(g/cm3 )
1,50
1.58
1.57
1.60
2.21
2.27

The results of the measurements of the real part of the CRP of the completely deionized watersaturated samples that are shown in the table are given at Fig. 2. The temperature here and
furthermore is 25◦ C.
At frequencies upper 1 MHz the values of ε0 of the large granules powders (samples 2–4) don’t
almost depend on frequency and they are determined by general porosity. Sample 1 consisting
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of fine granules contains the considerable part of bound water on the rock-water interface. At
frequencies higher than 100 MHz, the dielectric permittivity of this form of water is determined by
oriental polarization of water molecules and it is significantly less than the free water has [8]. At
frequencies below 1 MHz the main role plays the polarization in the double layer at the rock-water
interfaces, that is why the more the specific surface area (the less the pore size) the higher the ε0 .
In the solid samples the porosity is far less therefore the dielectric permittivity ε0 is less at
frequency of 100 MHz. For all the samples except the sample 1 there is dependence between
general porosity and ε0 and the square of the correlation coefficient (R2 = 0.97) that is close to
linear. The increasing of the ε0 while decreasing of the frequency begins earlier than in the powders
of the quartz granules and obeys another law. Evidently the defining role plays not only the pore
size but their form.
The CRP frequency dependence of the samples at different saturation levels is similar to the
dielectric relaxation, described by the models of Debye or Cole-Cole.
At certain frequency range the real part of CRP is bigger than the one of the completely saturated
samples, but the imaginary part of ε00 sharply decreases. It is necessary to note that experimental
results that could be treated as the result of the dielectric relaxation were given earlier in works [4–6]
as a rule at limited frequency range.
The frequency dependencies for ε0 and ε00 for different saturation levels of the quartz granules
powders are shown at the Figs. 2, 3. At high frequencies about 1 GHz within the water saturation
level KW increasing the values of ε’ are monotonically raising. At the same time the values of ε0
and ε00 in powders of granules of different size for the relevant values of KW are almost identical.
In the samples containing the fine granules (r ≤ 54.5 µm) at frequencies of 100 kHz–20 Hz there
is a strong influence of relaxation process when KW is between 0.2 and 0.9. The values of ε0 are
much bigger than at the completely saturation (Fig. 2), but the values of ε00 are much smaller. The
reason of the relaxation process is in interlayer polarization at the water-air bound.
While increasing the size of granules (and consequently the size of pores) the relaxation process
area moves down the frequency. Thus the rising of ε0 at the decreasing of water saturation level is
at frequency range of 50 kHz–12 MHz in the sample No. 2, and at the same frequency range there is
only the upper bound of relaxation process in the sample No. 4 at frequency about 20 kHz (Fig. 2).
Unfortunately the theoretical dependence of the relaxation time on the pore size wasn’t found yet.

Coaxial cell

Large cross section line

Quartz granules

Hard sandstones

Figure 1: Schematic illustration of the experimental setup to determine the frequency dependence of the
CRP.
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Figure 2: Real part of the dielectric permittivity of the completely saturated samples. The numbers of the
curves correspond to the numbers of the samples from Table 1.
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The spectra of ε0 and ε00 for the solid sandstones (sample No. 6) are given in Fig. 3. The
difference from the CRP of the powders of granules is caused by lower general porosity of the solid
sandstones. Firstly the values of ε0 and ε00 are both much smaller at high frequencies than in the
powder samples, which can be explained by lower volume content of water. Secondly the values of
ε0 of the solid sandstones are higher at relaxation process areas than in the powders.
Thirdly at frequencies lower than the band of the dielectric relaxation the values of ε00 are onetwo orders of magnitude less. In spite of the fact the water content in solid sandstones is several
times less, the maximum values of ε0 at relaxation areas are reached at the same values of KW that
are in the powders.
At the dielectric relaxation band at KW = 0.6–0.8 when the values of ε0 increase and the values
of ε00 decrease there must be reduction of the electromagnetic wave attenuation and the extension
of the skin layer thickness. The calculated values of the skin layer thickness are given in the Fig. 4.
In the powders of quartz granules (sample No. 2) the highest values of the skin layer thickness
are at frequencies below 20 MHz and KW = 0.6–0.8 ad these values are higher than in sample No. 4
(see the Fig. 4(a)). The reason is in the absence of dielectric relaxation in the powders with a large
size of granules at the investigated frequency range, the skin layer thickness monotonically reduces
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Figure 3: Dielectric permittivity ε0 and ε00 of the sample No. 2, saturated with deionized water at different
KW .
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Figure 4: Dielectric permittivity ε0 and ε00 of the sample No. 4, saturated with deionized water at different
KW .
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Figure 5: Dielectric permittivity ε0 and ε00 of the sample No. 6, saturated with deionized water at different
KW .
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with the increasing of the water saturation level.
The skin layer thickness was determined by the following formula:
∆=

λ0
2πκ

(1)

where λ0 — is √
a wavelength in vacuum , κ — is an imaginary part of the complex refractive index
n∗ = n − iκ = ε0 − ε00 .
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Figure 6: Skin layer thickness dependence on water saturation level at different frequencies. (a) Quartz
granules, No. 2 is shaped lines, No. 4 is continuous lines; (b) solid sandstones, No. 6 is shaped lines, No. 5
is continuous lines.

The skin layer thickness is much bigger in the solid sandstones due to the less porosity and less
water content. The maximum of the values are in the sample No. 5 at KW = 0.9–0.95 because of
the dielectric relaxation.
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The Electrical Characteristics of the Rocks with Different Texture
P. P. Bobrov, A. S. Yashchenko, O. V. Rodionova, A. V. Repin, and A. S. Lapina
Omsk State Pedagogical University, Russia

Abstract— The results of measuring the frequency characteristics of the complex relative
permittivity (CRP) of the artificial clay-sand mixtures having different porosity and specific
surface saturable deionized water and emulsion brine-oil are given. It is shown that at the
frequency of 1 GHz the real part of the CRP of the water-saturated samples increases almost
linearly with increasing porosity, and at 50 MHz it increases almost linearly with increasing
specific surface area. Frequency dispersion is described based on the relaxation model of ColeCole. It is shown that the relaxation time increases with a decrease of the specific surface area
of the samples saturated with deionized water. When the sample was saturated with brine-oil
emulsion the relaxation time decreases with increasing of concentration of the solution and also
with decreasing oil fraction.
1. INTRODUCTION

The measurements of the complex relative permittivity (CRP) in the wide frequency band allow
to study the different polarization effects in clayey porous rocks. Because of the CPR sensitivity
to rock texture and fluid saturation, wide-band electromagnetic measurements exhibit frequency
dispersion of CPR that are influenced by a variety of petrophysical properties, including porosity,
pore morphology, clay amounts, specific surface area and fluid saturation.
Many measurements have been done to study the dielectric spectra of porous saturated media
saturated with fluids in different frequency ranges from 10 MHz to 40 GHz [1–7]. Usually samples are
measured in narrow frequency bands because of the absence of broadband measurement methods.
It does not allow continuous spectra of CPR and acquisition of full information about the frequency
dispersion of CPR. Due to our method [8], we can measure the dielectric properties of the same
sample in a wide frequency range.
In this paper, we focus on the dependence of the CPR frequency dispersion on the specific
surface of artificial mixtures at saturation by deionized water and fluid containing oil and brine.
2. EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION

The river sand with particle sizes of 200 to 400 microns and a specific surface area of 0.05 m2 /g,
or spherical quartz granules with particle sizes from 45 to 65 microm and a specific surface area of
0.08 m2 /g was the sand fraction of the mixture. There were also 4 types of clay used in making
mixture: bentonite (B1), Ca — bentonite (B2), Na — bentonite (B3) and kaoline (K). The areas
of a specific surface were measured by a method of adsorption of nitrogen and were found to be
140 m2 /g and 60 m2 /g to 70 m2 /g and 17 m2 /g, respectively.
Samples were saturated either with deionized water or brine-oil emulsion. NaCl brine was used
at a concentration of 4 g/l or 20 g/l.
We performed the dielectric measurements in the frequency range from 1 MHz to 4–8.5 GHz at
25◦ C. The samples after fluid saturation were kept overnight in a closed container. Samples No. 1–7
and No. 10–20 were formed into a cylinder coaxial hole with the size of the measuring cell using a
press under a pressure of 10 kPa. The use of the press allows us to reduce porosity and increase
the density of the sample, as well as to remove almost all the air in it. Samples number 8, 9 were
not pressed.
After the measurements, the samples were dried at a temperature of 105◦ C for calculating the
porosity P , and the water saturation level KW = W/P , where W — the volume fraction of water
in the sample. The specific surface area S was calculated from the amount and type of clay in the
sample. Physical characteristics of the samples are given in the table.
For the dieletric measurements, coaxial line of length from 2 to 5 cm was used and the diameters
of the outer and inner conductors were 16 mm and 6.96 mm, respectively. The measurement method
is described in [8].
Due to the high losses of electromagnetic energy in the samples the real measurement error of
the CRP ε0 ranged from 3% to 10% in the investigated frequency band. Measurement error of the
imaginary part of the CRP ε00 was no more than 3%.
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Table 1: Physical properties of the samples.
Type
of clay

No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Type
of sand

rives
sand

B1

quartz
granules
B2
(Ca-Bentonite)

B3
(Na-Bentonite)

river
sand

K
(kaoline)

KW

Sand/clay
ratio

0.1
0.33
0.66
0.1
0.33
0.66
0.9
1
1
0.99
1.00
1.00
0.73
0.80
0.99
1.00
0.96
0.97
0.95
0.93

50-50
50-50
50-50
50-50
50-50
50-50
50-50
50-50
70-30
0-100
30-70
50-50
70-30
0-100
30-70
50-50
70-30
0-100
50-50
70-30

Saturating
fluid
brine
4 g/l-oil

brine
20 g/l-oil

deoinized
water

Porosity,
P

τ,
nsec

S,
m2 /g

0.365
0.469
0.469
0.428
0.481
0.372
0.482
0.445
0.454
0.67
0.59
0.47
0.30
0.64
0.52
0.45
0.36
0.46
0.28
0.23

58.89
55.68
49.47
52.75
47.60
37.05
29.15
4.57
7.73
4.1
14.3
19.8
43.2
4.2
7.5
15.7
26.6
373
63.9
79.6

23.03
23.03
23.03
23.03
23.03
23.03
23.03
70.0
42.0
60.0
42.0
30.0
18.0
70.0
49.0
35.0
21.0
17
8.5
5.1

3. EXPERIMENT RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The real and imaginary parts of the CRP of the samples with the same content for various types
of clay are given in Fig. 1. Evidently, at frequencies below 0.5–1 GHz it is observed the increase
of the real and imaginary parts of the CRP, caused by interfacial polarization. Low increase for
the sample with kaolin clay is due to the low specific surface of kaolin. Similar dependence was
observed for all samples containing various types of clay. The results of measurements of mixtures
with different sizes of sand granules showed that the grain size has very little effect on the CRP of
the mixtures.
Research has shown that in sandstones [1] and in the samples containing 70% of clay saturated
with water there is an almost linear dependence of the real part of CRP ε0 at 1 GHz on the porosity
P (Fig. 2(a)). The higher the porosity, the greater the water content in the sample W , and hence
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Figure 1: CRP frequency dependencies of samples No. 8, 12, 16 and 19. (a) Real and (b) imaginary parts.
The solid lines are the calculation results.
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Figure 2: The dependence of the real part of CRP of the samples No 8–20 (a) on the porosity P at 1 GHz
and (b) on the specific surface area S at 50 MHz.
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Figure 3: The dependence of the relaxation time (a) on the specific surface area for samples No. 8–20 and
(b) on the oil saturation level Koil for samples No. 1–7.

the higher value of ε0 . Interfacial polarization occurs only at frequencies below 1 GHz. Its influence
is stronger for greater specific surface area. You can choose the frequency at which the dependence
of ε0 (S) is the closest to a linear relationship. Fig. 2(b) shows such dependence at frequency of
50 MHz.
For the CRP dispersion modeling, we used the relaxation model of Cole-Cole:
ε̇ = ε∞ +

εS − ε∞
σ
−j
,
1 + (jωτ )1−α
ωε0

(1)

where ε∞ is high-frequency dielectric constant; εS is static dielectric constant; ω is the angular
frequency; ε0 is permittivity of free space, τ is relaxation time; σ is ionic conductivity; j is imaginary
unit; α is the coefficient of distribution of relaxation times, which can vary from 0 to 1.
The constants of the Cole-Cole were chosen by minimizing the difference between the experimental and calculated data by the method of least squares. While selection of the model parameters,
we used the Newton method. Depending on the initial values of the constants of the Cole-Cole
model their values after solving the problem of minimizing were different. We took the solution in
which the value of the relaxation time and the static dielectric constant were the lowest.
The relaxation times in different water-saturated samples, obtained from Formula (1) decrease
exponentially with the increase of the specific surface area.
The solid lines in Fig. 3(a) shows the approximation of the values of the relaxation times of all
the samples. The dependences for different types of clay are shown separately. It is observed that
the relaxation time in the samples containing Ca-bentonite changes more rapidly at the surface
changes than that in the samples containing clay of other forms.
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Relaxation time in the samples with the same specific surface area depends on the proportion
of oil and brine concentrations in the saturating fluid (Fig. 3(b)). The relaxation time increases
with increasing proportion of oil and decreases with increasing concentration of brine.
4. CONCLUSION

As a result of the research work, the dependencies of the CDP of the sand-clay mixtures on the
specific surface, porosity and properties of the saturating fluid are determined. The obtained results
could be used to interpret dielectric logging, induction-based electromagnetic methods, and ground
penetrating radar data to characterize the soils of vadose zone and reservoir rocks.
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An Inverse Model for Sea Ice Thickness Retrieval Using Simulated
Annealing
Y. J. Lee, K. C. Yeong, and H. T. Ewe
Universiti Tunku Abdul Rahman, Malaysia

Abstract— An inverse model named the Radiative Transfer Inverse Scattering Model (RTISM)
for the retrieval of sea ice thickness using Radiative Transfer Theory (RTT) had previously been
developed by the authors. The model incorporates the use of the Dense Medium Phase and
Amplitude Correction Theory (DMPACT) for better accuracy in the radar backscatter calculations and the application of the Levenberg-Marquardt Algorithm (LMA) to predict the sea ice
thickness from the radar backscatter data. While the model has been successful in its attempts
to predict the sea ice thickness from radar backscatter data, it has limitations in extending its
applications to other sea ice parameters. In this paper, the study of using Simulated Annealing
(SA) as an alternative solution for the LMA in the RTISM is presented. SA is appealing as a
viable option to replace the LMA due to several reasons. It is a global optimizer and reduces
the likelihood of being trapped in a local extremum, thus improving convergence. In addition,
SA eliminates the cumbersome recalculation of the Jacobian matrices of the problem function
for different applications, as required by LMA. Thus, the use of SA generalizes the inverse model
and allows for more room to extend its applications. A comparison between the performances of
both optimizers implemented in the RTISM shall be explored in terms of the execution time and
accuracy in predicting the sea ice thickness.
1. INTRODUCTION

The physical properties of sea ice are crucial towards studies on global climate change and polar
research [1]. The attempts to use inverse theoretical models to retrieve the physical properties of
sea ice from microwave remote sensing data has been an ongoing study for many years [2]. Prior
to the development of inverse models, many forward scattering models has been proposed and
studied to relate between the sea ice characteristics and the radar backscatter data [3]. Many of
the inverse models that are developed and presented in [2] use a combination of forward models to
perform radar backscatter predictions, an optimization technique to optimize the target parameter
and supporting theorems related to the sea ice.
Previously, the authors developed an inverse model named the Radiative Transfer Inverse Scattering Model (RTISM) for the retrieval of sea ice thickness, which is loosely based on the Radiative
Transfer-Thermodynamic Inverse Model for Sea Ice Thickness from Time-Series Scattering Data [4].
In the RTISM, the forward model used to estimate radar backscatter data from a set of sea ice parameters in the algorithm is the Radiative Transfer Theory (RTT). This model has been improved
with the incorporation of the Dense Medium Phase and Amplitude Correction Theory (DMPACT),
which gives a better prediction in the radar backscatter calculations. The Levenberg-Marquardt Algorithm (LMA) is then used to perform prediction of the sea ice thickness from the radar backscatter
data. The model has shown potential in its attempts to predict the sea ice thickness from radar
backscatter data, but it has limitations in extending its applications to other sea ice parameters
or multiple parameters. As such, an alternative method of optimization has been considered as a
replacement for the LMA.
2. RADIATIVE TRANSFER INVERSE SCATTERING MODEL (RTISM) WITH
SIMULATED ANNEALING (SA)
2.1. Background

In this paper, a modification to the RTISM is introduced by replacing the optimization technique
LMA with Simulated Annealing (SA). While the LMA is robust and offers good predictions, it
requires the calculation of Jacobian matrices of the problem function to cater for different applications, which can be cumbersome when multiple parameters or changes in the application are
involved. The application of SA offers the following benefits. It is a global optimizer and reduces
the likelihood of being trapped in a local extremum, thus improving convergence rate. In addition,
SA does not require calculating the Jacobian matrices of the problem function, which allows the
inverse model to become more generalized and allows for more room to extend its applications
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Figure 1: Flowchart of the modified RTISM.

to retrieve other sea ice parameters or to predict multiple sea ice parameters simultaneously. A
flow chart of the modified RTISM is shown in Figure 1, where the SA is used as the optimization
algorithm.
2.2. Simulated Annealing (SA)

SA is a global optimizer that explores a function’s entire parameter space before trying to optimize
a function while moving uphill or downhill [5]. This means the optimizer is largely independent of
the starting values, often a critical input in other conventional algorithms, such as the LMA. In
addition, SA is capable of escaping from local optima and go on to find the global optimum by the
uphill and downhill moves. Another advantage of SA is that it makes less stringent assumptions
regarding the function, thus making it easier to deal with functions that have ridges and plateaus.
Finally, it can also optimize functions that are not defined for some parameter values.
SA is based on thermodynamics, which involves the study of a system’s thermal energy, particularly in the way metals cool and anneal. In metallurgy, “annealing” is a technique involving
the heating and controlled cooling of a metal to increase the size of its crystals and decrease the
thermodynamic free energy of the metal. When a metal is annealed, it eventually arrives at a
lower energy state. If the metal is cooled too quickly, or ‘quenched’, the metal may end up in a
polycrystalline or amorphous state, having somewhat higher energy when fully cooled compared
to an annealed metal [6]. Therefore, the essence of the process is slow cooling, giving sufficient
time for the redistribution of the atoms as they lose mobility. This is the technical definition of
annealing, and it is essential for ensuring that a low energy state will be achieved. The SA program
used in the inverse model is based on Goffe et al., which itself is a modification of the program by
Corana et al. for continuous variable problems [7].
2.3. Forward Model

In the RTISM, the RT-DMPACT forward model is used to relate between the sea ice characteristics
and the radar backscatter data. Based on RTT and incorporated with the DMPACT, it is configured
for a single layer medium only. In this study, the model is applied to sea ice and considers the
sea ice as an electrically dense media [8]. The configuration for the forward model is shown in
Figure 2 and caters for single layer only, where θ and θS are defined as the angle of propagation of
the incident and scattered wave, respectively. In this configuration, the sea ice layer is sandwiched
between the air layer (top medium) and the ocean layer (bottom medium) to simulate the actual
sea ice conditions. Further details and formulations of the RT-DMPACT applied to sea ice can be
found in Albert et al. [8]
3. METHODOLOGY

In order to verify the applicability and function of the modified RTISM with SA, a series of test
runs were conducted using simulated results from the RT-DMPACT itself as the comparison data.
The following function was to be optimized by the SA in order to predict the sea ice thickness from
radar backscatter data:
0
εσ = σHH
− σHH
(1)
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Figure 2: Model configuration for the RT-DMPACT single layer forward model.

0
where εσ is the error difference, σHH
is the estimated radar backsatter data from the forward model
with guessed sea ice thickness and σHH is the required radar backscatter data (simulated using
RT-DMPACT with correct sea ice thickness). The optimization will be performed by the SA by
varying the sea ice thickness to find the sea ice thickness that gives the global minimum of εσ .
Before beginning the simulation, the RT-DMPACT is first used to simulate two sets of radar
0
backscatter data from two test frequencies (1 GHz and 5.3 GHz), σHH
, for a range of sea ice thicknesses from 0.1–3.0 m. For this step, only the sea ice thickness is a variable while all other sea ice
0
parameters and the incident angle are fixed. Next, the radar backscatter data, σHH
is input into
the SA to begin the tests. In order to ensure consistency, the following values in Table 1 are set
for all the tests:

Table 1: Input parameters for SA.
Parameter
Temperature reduction factor, rT
Error tolerance for termination, ε
Number of cycles, NS
Number of iterations before temperature reduction, NT
Maximum number of function evaluations
Initial temperature, T0
Step length vector, V
Vector that controls step length adjustment, C
Lower bound for solution variable, LB
Upper bound for solution variable, UB
Starting value for variables to be optimized, X
*As recommended in [5]

Value
0.85*
1.0E–6
20*
20
10000
5.0
1.0*
2.0*
0.1 m
4.0 m
1.2 m

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 3 shows the comparison between predicted sea ice thickness from the RTISM with SA and
also from the RTISM with LMA for 12 test cases with the wanted sea ice thickness. Preliminary
tests show that the SA is able to estimate the correct sea ice thickness by finding the minimum error
0
between σHH
and σHH . The tests prove that the modified RTISM with SA is fully functional and
ready to be applied to actual case studies to find out its effectiveness under read conditions. The
predictions between both models are quite close with each other, however in terms of performance,
the RTISM with SA used about 15 – 20 minutes to complete each test case while the RTISM with
LMA only used about 5–10 minutes.
In all the test cases, it is assumed that there are no errors coming from the forward model
and that the simulated results are as accurate as possible to the actual values. In real conditions
however, this is not true as the predictions from the forward model is actually a reasonable estimate
of the actual value within the allowed tolerances. It will be interesting to see whether the model
will still be able to give a reasonable estimate of the sea ice thickness under these circumstances.
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Test Results for SA
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Figure 3: Comparison between sea ice thickness retrieval using RTISM with SA and LMA for data using
test frequencies 1 GHz (tests 1–6) and 5.3 GHz (tests 7–12).
5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

As a conclusion, a modification of the RTISM for the retrieval of sea ice thickness using SA has
been proposed. Initial tests show promising results, with good agreements achieved between the
model estimations and required sea ice thickness. In future works, more study needs to be done to
find out the best configuration for the SA and also to test the model under actual conditions and
measured parameters.
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Abstract— Recently proposed boundary approach for exposure assessment of humans to electromagnetic field (EMF), regarding the continuous broadband EMF monitoring, offers daily
upper and lower exposure boundaries. This means that the range with the potential exposure
of the general population, as well as the occupational one, can be located in real time. As an
advancement of this method, this paper presents a novel approach based on the adaptation of
exposure boundaries in order to reduce the difference between them and this will increase the
precision of the assessment. Frequency spectrum analysis has been applied, determining the appropriate reference levels for boundary calculation on a particular in-situ location. The results of
the performed in-situ test measurement of the high-frequency electric field strength have shown
attainment in the reduction of boundaries difference of 36.25%, consequently resulting with the
increased precision of the daily exposure assessment for the broadband EMF monitoring.
1. INTRODUCTION

Two most commonly applied approaches for the in-situ measurements of electromagnetic field
(EMF) level are the frequency selective and broadband approaches. Even though worldwide researches have shown that, for many cases, the general public exposure is well below the established
guidelines, long-term EMF monitoring is an important issue from an environmental protection
point of view.
The broadband measuring approach seems to be a more appropriate solution, for the requirements of the continuous and long-term monitoring of the real-time EMF level fluctuations in the
environment. This approach results with the single value of the overall and cumulative EMF
strength, unlike the frequency selective approach, which simultaneously offers a number of EMF
values for each separate frequency in a particular frequency range.
Thus, in order to provide the long-term continuous supervision of the overall and cumulative
level of EMF over the observed area, the Serbian electromagnetic field monitoring network —
SEMONT has been recently tested [1, 2]. The SEMONT is based on the utilization of autonomous
and independent field sensors that perform broadband EMF monitoring, radiated from all active
sources around the sensor nodes.
Unfortunately, due to the lack of information on the operating frequencies of EMF sources, the
utilization of the broadband measuring approach leads to difficulties in performing the exposure
assessment of humans. These difficulties occur since it is not known which of reference levels has
to be applied when the comparison of measured values has to be done.
In order to solve this issue, the boundary exposure assessment approach has been proposed,
calculating the daily upper and lower boundaries of exposure [3]. That approach has already been
implemented into the SEMONT monitoring system and is applicable for both the low-frequency
and the high-frequency EMF measurements.
2. THE BOUNDARY ASSESSMENT APPROACH

Regrettably, there is no recommended specific procedure for a comprehensive exposure assessment of
the human population in case of the broadband EMF monitoring. On the other hand, some baseline
instructions are provided in the standard SRPS EN 50492:2010 [4], suggesting the comparison of
the obtained measured value with the lowest reference level in the frequency range of the used field
probe in order to obtain the global exposure ratio (GER).
Based on this suggestion, the recently proposed boundary approach suggests the comparison
of the obtained measured values with the lowest and highest reference levels in the field probe’s
frequency range [3]. Applying such an approach, the upper and lower boundaries of exposure
can be determined. In case of the high-frequency electric field measurements, the boundaries are
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calculated via following expressions:
µ
¶2
Em
GER low =
Eref max

µ
and GER up =

¶2

Em
Eref

,

(1)

min

where Em is the broadband measured electric field strength value, while Eref min and Eref max are
the minimum and maximum electric field reference levels, over the frequency range of the applied
field probe, defined by the corresponding legislation for the general population, as well as the
occupational exposure. In this paper, the exposure assessment has been done considering reference
levels prescribed by the Serbian legislation [5].
Combining the proposed boundary approach and the results of the continuous in-situ EMF
broadband monitoring, the daily boundaries can be obtained, showing the fluctuation of the potential exposure over a long period of time, as it is depicted in Fig. 1 [2].
For the purpose of this initial research, a simple test measurement of the high-frequency electric
field strength was conducted on the location of the campus area of the University of Novi Sad. Fourhour broadband monitoring of the electric field strength was performed regarding the SEMONT’s
measurement procedure [2], in the frequency range of 100 kHz up to 6 GHz, applying Narda NBM550 handheld broadband meter equipped with EF 0691 field probe. This equipment has very similar
features as the sensor nodes of the SEMONT system.
Based on the acquired measurement results, the GER boundaries calculation was performed
according to the Equation (1), where the minimum and maximum reference levels in the observed
frequency range were chosen according to the Serbian legislation [5]. Results of the upper and lower
GER boundaries calculation are shown in Fig. 2.
The calculation of the upper and lower exposure boundaries results with a certain difference
between them, which can be described by the relative difference δ as
"
µ
¶ #
Eref min 2
GER up − GER low
δ=
· 100% = 1 −
· 100%.
(2)
GER up
Eref max
In the observed frequency range, Eref min = 11 V/m (for frequency f = 400 MHz) and Eref max =
34.8 V/m (for frequency f = 100 kHz) [5]. Consequently, the relative difference between GER
boundaries is 90% from the upper boundary, which presents a significant discrepancy, as it can be
observed from Fig. 2.
However, the real exposure is somewhere between GER boundaries and the most precise method
to determine it is to use the frequency selective measuring approach, as suggested in the Guidelines
of International Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection (ICNIRP) [6].
Unfortunately, the exposure per frequency approach, given in these Guidelines, could not be applied for broadband EMF measurements, since there is a lack of information on present frequencies
on which EMF sources radiate. Thus, this paper proposes the investigation of GER boundaries
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Figure 1: Presentation of daily boundaries of the
GER to the public.

Figure 2: Broadband exposure assessment of the
general population on an in-situ measurement location.
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adaptation and the reduction of difference between them by adopting new and appropriate reference levels for a particular in-situ location. With the reduction of GER boundaries, a smaller range
could be offered, where the real exposure can be positioned, resulting with a much better insight
onto the exposure on a particular in-situ location.
3. THE ADAPTIVE BOUNDARY APPROACH

The broadband measuring approach offers results of the overall and cumulative value of EMF at a
particular in-situ location, without the ability to identify active EMF sources in the surroundings,
nor their operating frequencies. Choosing the lowest and highest prescribed reference levels in the
observed broadband frequency range for Eref min and Eref max , consequently leads to the underestimation and the overestimation of GER boundaries. This situation occurs since the measured
results are compared only with these two limits, while the reference levels for other frequencies are
not taken into consideration.
Regarding the particular location, it is possible that only few field components in the whole
frequency spectrum contribute to the overall measured EMF value. Thus, it is clear that the
observed frequency range can be narrowed and new reference levels can be chosen, reducing the
gap between GER boundaries. This is the main idea of the adaptive boundary approach.
Latest researches have shown that the most dominant sources of the high-frequency EMF emission in the environment are those reserved for GSM 900, GSM 1800 and UMTS 2100 communications services [7, 8]. Having in mind this fact, the shrinking of the observed broadband frequency
range is possible in case that it is proven that the contribution from other frequencies and EMF
sources to the overall EMF strength is practically negligible, as it is presented in Fig. 3.
One way to determine in-situ active frequencies is by a spectrum scanning. Thus, the adaptation of GER boundaries is based on the utilization of the frequency selective in-situ measurement
combined with the broadband EMF monitoring.
In order to verify the proposed adaptive approach, the spectrum scanning at a test measurement
location was performed. Results of the performed scanning confirmed the assumption on the
dominance of the mobile phone communications services in surroundings. Hence, the appropriate
shrinking of the observed broadband frequency ranges from 925 MHz to 2200 MHz (comprising
only downlink of GSM 900, GSM 1800 and UMTS 2100 services), leading to the selection of new
minimum and maximum reference levels: Eref min = 16.728 V/m (for frequency f = 925 MHz) and
Eref max = 24.597 V/m (for frequency f = 2200 MHz) [5]. Consequently, the relative difference
between the adapted GER boundaries is now 53.75% from the upper boundary, while the attained
reduction of the difference between the exposure boundaries is depicted in Fig. 4.
The performed analysis shows that, involving a frequency selective measurement, a reduction in
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boundaries difference of 36.25% is attained. However, the real exposure is again somewhere between
GER boundaries, though in this case the precision of assessment is improved, accomplishing a much
clearer insight of the human exposure to EMFs at a particular in-situ measurement location.
Generally, a combination of both measuring approaches at in-situ measurement locations could
help in advancing the efficiency of systems for the broadband EMF observation, such as the SEMONT system. The implementation of the suggested adaptive boundary approach into those systems could offer the improvement in the accuracy of the assessment of possible long-term exposure
of the public to non-ionizing radiation in the environment.
It is important to emphasize that the dominance of EMF sources varies with the measurement
location; thus, depending on active frequencies in the sensor node surroundings, the corresponding
narrowing of the spectrum could be performed, as well as the appropriate adaptation of exposure
boundaries.
4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, one of the possible solutions for the advancement of the proposed boundary exposure
assessment approach is presented. This approach is suitable for the purposes of the broadband
EMF monitoring in the environment, and is already implemented into the SEMONT monitoring
system.
Results of the performed test measurement showed that information on frequency spectrum in
the vicinity of the measurement location could enhance the proposed boundary approach through
the adaptation of calculated exposure boundaries and the reduction of difference between them.
The results also revealed that the adaptive boundary approach could offer a clearer overview
of human exposure to EMF in the environment and increase the precision of the daily exposure
assessment on a particular in-situ location. Moreover, performing the periodic EMF spectrum
scanning at the position of the SEMONT’s sensor nodes could help in the advancement of the
efficiency of such monitoring system regarding the precision of the exposure assessment of human
population, as well as the occupational one.
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Abstract— Many research works indicate that the topographic factors have strong influence on
forest canopy reflectance. However, the quantative effects of canopy reflectance by topographic is
difficult to be evaluated. For this purpose, the topographic effects on sloping forest reflectance are
quantitatively evaluated based on GOST model and the observed remotely-sensed images. The
major findings are summarized as follows: First, the topographic factors (slope and aspect) have
great impacts on sloping canopy reflectance. A case study shows that the modeled topographic
index for reflectance ([bidirectional reflectance distribution of a sloping forest-bidirectional reflectance distribution of a flat forest]/bidirectional reflectance distribution of a flat forest), which
is the relative error in modeled canopy reflectance by ignoring the topographic effects, can reach
up to 58%, while the maximum observed topographic index for reflectance varies from 0.012 to
0.038. Second, model simulations show that topography has different effects on the sloping canopy
reflectance in different view directions. These effects should be considered in analyzing multiangle images. Third, topographic factors have different impacts on sloping canopy reflectance of
different canopy structures. Canopy structure should also be considered in topographic correction
on reflectance images because topographic factors alone is insufficient for correcting all variations
of reflectance with slope and view angle.
1. INTRODUCTION

Topography modifies canopy structures and causes terrain effects on satellite observations [1]. As
yet, there are rarely specific studies to quantify the topographic effects on the forest reflectance.
Richter, et al. [2] indicate that in mountainous areas there is a strong influence of topography on
the signals recorded by space-borne optical sensors, i.e., for the same surface cover slopes oriented
away from or towards the sun will appear darker or brighter, respectively, if compared to a horizontal geometry. This behavior causes problems for a subsequent scene classification and thematic
evaluation. Teillet [3] noted that not enough work has been done in this area to establish guidelines
on the relative importance of topographic effects in remotely-sensed imagery.
The accurate hybrid canopy reflectance model named GOST for modeling canopy reflectance
on slopes is developed and validated by Fan et al. [4, 5]. GOST has common advantages in both of
GO models and RT models and the ability to simulate the reflectance of shaded forest components
as well as the total BRF (Bidirectional reflectance factor) on slopes. The validation shows that
GOST has the ability to simulate the canopy structure (gap fraction and the area ratios of the 4
scene components) and canopy reflectance on sloping terrains. It also indicates that GOST has
the ability to quantatively analyze the topographic effects on sloping canopy reflectance. The
topographic effects on canopy reflectance will be evaluated using the simulated results by GOST
and observed results by Landsat TM5 images in this paper.
2. STUDY SITES AND METHODS
2.1. The Study Sites and Its Corresponding TM Images

A rectangular forest region (94,581 m × 123,375 m) in the northeast of China (near to 53N, 124E)
is selected as the study site 1 (SS1). The vegetation cover is predominantly conifer forest in this
region. The corresponding Landsat TM5 image at a solar azimuth angle of 154◦ and zenith angle
of 46◦ is acquired on August 30, 2009 and a total of 3,153 × 4,113 nadir view pixels are selected
for this study. The study site 2 (SS2) is also a conifer forest region (25,320 m × 61,830 m) in the
southwest of China (near to 30N, 107E). The corresponding Landsat TM5 image is acquired on
September 2, 2009 at a solar azimuth angle of 129◦ and zenith angle of 32◦ . A total of 844 × 2,061
nadir view pixels are selected for the forest region. The DEM (digital elevation model) datasets for
SS1 and SS2 are used to produce images of the slope and aspect.
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2.2. A Typical Boreal Canopies for Model Simulation

The parameters of the old Jack Pine (OJP) canopies (Latitude N 53◦ 540 5800 , Longitude W −104◦ 410 2400 )
on flat terrains are selected from Leblanc et al. [6]. Based on this parameter set, the 0◦ , 30◦ and
60◦ slopes are considered for evaluating the topographic effects on canopy reflectance. This forest
has 1850 stems per hectare and an LAI of 2.2. The trees are 12 m–15 m in height. It exhibits large
crowns with a mean radius 1.3 m. The needle-to-shoot ratio is γE = 1.3. In the red band, the
reflectance of foliage is 0.07, the tranmittance of foliage is 0.05 and the reflectance of background
is 0.09.
2.3. Experiment Description

The quantitative analysis of the topographical effects on the sloping canopy reflectance is based
on model simulated results by GOST, and the observed Landsat TM reflectance data are used to
support the simulated results of GOST model because no ground observations are available for the
sloping canopy parameters corresponding to these selected pixels.
The aspects are set as 0◦ and the slopes are set as 30◦ and 60◦ , respectively for OJP. The
sunlight azimuth angle is set as 0◦ . In order to evaluate the topographic effects on reflectance,
the distribution of relative error in reflectance (called topographic index) is calculated as follows
(Eq. (1)).
Rθg − Rθg=0
RER =
(1)
Rθg=0
where Rθg is the bidirectional reflectance distribution of a sloping forest, and Rθg=0 is the bidirectional reflectance distribution of a flat forest. The greater absolute value RER is, the stronger the
topographic factors influence the reflectance.
Figure 1 is an illustration of the topographic index distribution. The slope of the canopy is
30◦ in this case. The solar azimuth angle is 0◦ . S, N, W and E are south, north, west and east
directions. The legend shows the topographic index values. The black and blue boxes show the
perpendicular and principle planes, respectively.

Figure 1: An illustration of the relative error distribution.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Figure 2 show the variations of the red band reflectance of TM images with slope and aspect in SS1
and SS2, respectively. Fig. 3 is the topographic index distributions in reflectance of OJP forests in
the red band simulated by GOST model.
3.1. The Quantitative Effects of the Topography on the Sloping Canopy Reflectance

According to the simulation results, the topographic index (RER ) varies from −35% to 40% at a
slope of 30◦ , and from −22% to 58% at a slope of 60◦ (Fig. 3). It indicates that the topographic
factors have significant influences on the reflectance of sloping canopies because the area ratios of
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2: The reflectance vary with slope and aspect in SS1 (a) and SS2 (b). The blue, green and red dots
represent the slope between 0◦ to 10◦ , between 10◦ to 20◦ and between 20◦ to 30◦ , respectively.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: The topographic index distributions for OJP forest in the red band. In the red band, (a) and (b)
are the forest slope equals to 30◦ and 60◦ , respectively.

the 4 scene components and the multiple scattering within the canopy are modified greatly by the
topographic factors. The nadir-viewed reflectance acquired from Landsat TM5 is used to support
the simulated results in these cases. Fig. 2 show that topographic factors have great effects on the
observed canopy reflectance. With changes in the slope and aspect, the BRF varies from 0.012 to
0.033 in SS1 and from 0.017 to 0.038 in SS2. Although the observed reflectance is only acquired at
nadir, such a large difference of reflectance at different slopes is consistent with simulated results.
Both the model simulated results and observed values indicate that the topographic factors are
important for the forward modeling of the canopy reflectance on slopes and should be considered
in forest reflectance retrieval for non-flat surfaces.
3.2. The Topographic Effects on Multi-angle Remote Sensing of Canopy Reflectance

As for OJP on slopes in the red band, the topographic effect decreases with the view zenith angle
increasing (Fig. 3). It indicates that the topographic index RER varies greatly in different view
directions even though the canopy structure remains the same. It means that the topographic
factors have different effects on the reflectance observed at different angles. Therefore, in order to
establish the relevant relationship between the multi-angle reflectance and canopy parameters on
sloping background, a sensor with suitable view angles should be selected according to the specific
research topics or the view angle correction processes should be considered to avoid or reveal the
topographic effects in different view directions.
3.3. The Topographic Effects on the Reflectance of Different Canopy Structures

The reflectance observed by Landsat TM5 (Fig. 2) also show that the reflectance of sloping canopies
with different canopy structures may increase or decrease with the change of slope under the same
aspect and in similar sunlight/view directions. For example, in the red band, the reflectance
increases with increasing slope in SS1 when the sunlight is facing with the slope, but the reflectance
decreases with increasing slope in SS2 under the same conditions. The model simulations and
observations show that the canopy reflectance under different canopy structures vary greatly with
slopes. The approaches for general topographic correction should consider the canopy structures
in forest regions. If only the topographic factors such as slope and aspect are considered, the
corrections may be erroneous. It also indicates GOST model is capable of simulating the reflectance
under different canopy structures on slope.
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4. CONCLUSIONS

According to the quantitative evaluation of the topographic effects on reflectance, the following
conclusions are drawn. First, the topographic factors (slope and aspect) have great impacts on
sloping canopy reflectance. The modeled topographic index RER , which is the relative error in
simulated canopy reflectance by ignoring the topographic effects, can reach up to 58%, while the
observed BRF varies from 0.012 to 0.038 in SS2. Therefore, the forest reflectance models considering
the topographic factors are recommended for canopy reflectance simulations and canopy parameters
retrieval over non-flat terrains. Second, model simulations show that topography has variable
effects on the sloping canopy reflectance and vegetation indices in different view directions. These
effects should be considered in analyzing multi-angle images. Third, topographic factors have great
impacts on sloping canopy reflectance and vegetation indices of different canopies with different
structures. In addition, the canopy structures should also be considered in topographic correction
on reflectance images because topographic factors alone is insufficient for correcting all variations
of reflectance with slope and view angle.
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Abstract— For theoretical models used in microwave remote sensing of earth terrain, it is
quite common to represent the medium as a random discrete medium where the medium can
be modeled as a layer of scatterers of basic shapes embedded in the host medium and bounded
by upper and lower rough surfaces. By solving the wave propagation and the scattering in the
medium through Radiative Transfer (RT) theory, the scattering returns from the medium can be
obtained. Traditionally, analytical expression of scattering from these scatterers of basic shapes
is derived and computed with simplification based on basic assumptions. However, it is generally
found from ground truth measurement that the actual shapes of those scatterers are much more
complex and irregular. Although it is difficult to simulate the scattering from this wide range
of scatterers of different sizes, orientation and shapes, it is possible to model the medium better
by representing the scatterers with major types of scatterers of particular shapes, though the
shapes may not be of basic geometrical shapes like spheres. In this study, it is proposed to
use the Equivalence Principle Algorithm (EPA) method under the approach of computational
electromagnetics to perform the calculation of scattering from these scatterers and incorporate
this for the simulation of radar scattering returns from Radiative Transfer (RT) formulation.
With this approach, the theoretical model developed can be extended to cover scattering from
scatterers which are not easily represented by basic geometrical shapes. Comparison results
of the simulation based on Mie scattering and EPA are presented. The model prediction is also
compared with satellite SAR data with physical parameters input from ground truth measurement
conducted in Antarctica.
1. INTRODUCTION

There have been theoretical models based on Radiative Transfer (RT) theory that incorporate
Mie scatterers to simulate scattereres like ice, brine inclusions or air bubbles which are embedded
inside the snow or sea ice layer [1–3]. Studies using this kind of models and comparison of theoretical results with ground truth measurement data conducted in Antarctica and satellite SAR
data have also been done. While it is convenient to model the scatterers by representing them
as spherical scatterers, most of the ice particles in snow or brine inclusions or air bubbles in sea
ice are not actually spherical in shape. To better represent these scatterers, a new approach is
proposed where the scattering from the scatterers are computed through the Equivalence Principle Algorithm (EPA) [4, 5]. The Equivalence Principle Algorithm (EPA) was developed based on
equivalence theorem, also known as Huygens’ equivalence principle, which states that the fields
inside or outside a closed surface can be determined by tangential components of the fields on the
surface [4]. EPA is a numerical integral solution which uses the concept of equivalence surface and
domain decomposition method (DDM). For complex scattering problems, EPA can also be applied
by breaking the problems into sub domains for solving multi-object scattering problem and this
facilitates the parallelization of solution, the reuse of solution, and also improves the conditioning
of matrix system [4]. By creating an equivalence surface to enclose the scatterers inside, a new
equivalence source can replace the original source which provides the same incident field inside the
equivalence surface. Using the three equivalence principle operators containing the information of
the inside scatterers, scattered currents are then calculated. The three equivalence principle operators, which are inside-out propagation, current solver and outside-in propagation, can form the
scattering matrix which is used to solve the scattered field outside the equivalence surface that can
be calculated from the scattered currents on equivalence surface. In this manner, the unknowns of
the inside scatterers are transferred to the unknowns on the equivalence surface that encloses the
elements in the final matrix equation [4]. Scatterers to be computed in EPA are in arbitrary 3D
model, this allows EPA to operate and be independent of the shape restriction of scatterers. In this
case, it is possible to extend the microwave remote sensing model for spherical scatterers embedded
in the medium to include cases where the shape of scatterers is irregular or not spherical.
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Figure 1: Model configuration.
2. MODEL DEVELOPMENT

As shown from Figure 1 above, scatterers inside a layer of sea ice are modeled as spherical objects
and covered on top by air and bottom by half space of ocean. Mie scattering was previously used
to calculate the phase matrix P̄¯ of the scatterers like ice, brine inclusions or air bubbles as given
by:
·
¸
Pvv Pvh
0 0
2
¯
¯
P̄ (θ, φ; θ , φ ) = h|ψ| in · S̄ =
(1)
Phv Phh
where h|ψ|2 in is the dense medium array correction factor and S̄¯ is the Stokes matrix for a Mie
scatterer with the close spacing amplitude correction [6, 7]. The dense medium array correction
factor accounts for the coherency of scatterers in an electrically dense medium where the average
distance between the scatterers is less than the wavelength [7, 8]. For electrically sparse medium,
the dense medium array correction factor will approach to no where no is the number density of
the spheres. The total backscattering from the medium will then be calculated using the Radiative
Transfer (RT) equation where the method is described in [9].
For the utilization of EPA, the phase matrix of a scatterer can now be replaced by the EPA
calculated values where an equivalence surface is considered enclosing the scatterer. In EPA, the
components of phase matrix are calculated using the equivalence principle operators given by:
#
·
¸ "
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where J inc is equivalent incident electric current and M inc is equivalent incident magnetic current
sca is equivalent scattered magnetic current.
while J sca is equivalent scattered
" electric current
# and M
S
−n̂ × KHJ
The first term of the equation
is the inside-out propagation operator, second term
1
− η n̂ × LSEJ
£
¤
S
[Lpp ]−1 is the current solver operator and third term −LSEJ −ηKEM
is the outside-in propagation operator [4]. After computing the J sca and M sca , the scattered fields can then be obtained
and this scattered field can be used in the phase matrix in Equation (1). To verify the accuracy
of the incorporation of EPA calculated scattering coefficient, several verification steps were carried
out.
3. SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Figure 2 and Figure 3 show the scattering coefficient of a single spherical object calculated from
EPA and compared with that of Mie scattering and also FEKO software for two different sizes of
sphere which were 1.2 mm and 0.5 mm (with relative permittivity 6.9 + i0.12) at the frequencies
of 5 GHz and 1 GHz, respectively. The results from the two figures show that all three methods
give well agreed scattering coefficient values. Figure 4 shows the results of total backscattering
coefficient from EPA and Mie scattering for a layer of medium with spherical scatterers (with
relative permittivity 6.9 + i0.12) of radius 13 mm plotted against 8 different incident angles at
5 GHz frequency. The simulated results of total backscattering coefficient from EPA agreed well
with those of Mie scattering.
Figure 5 shows the backscattering coefficient comparison between EPA RT model, Mie scattering
RT model and satellite SAR data for ice shelf sites A, B, C, I and P in Antarctica. The data from
the RT model with Mie scattering was from paper [7] in 2012. For ground truth measurement
of sites A, B, and C, data were collected in 2002, site I data were collected in 2003 and data
for site P were collected in 2004 [7, 10]. From Figure 5, results computed from the EPA based
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Figure 2: Scattering coefficient comparison among
EPA, FEKO and MIE for a sphere with radius
1.2 mm at 5 GHz frequency.

Figure 3: Scattering coefficient comparison among
EPA, FEKO and MIE for a sphere with radius
0.5 mm at 1 GHz frequency.

Figure 4: Total Backscattering coefficient [HH] comparison between EPA and MIE for a layer of medium
with spherical scatterers of radius 13 mm at 5 GHz
frequency for 8 different incident angles.

Figure 5: Backscattering coefficient comparison
among EPA method, MIE model and satellite measured values for 5 ice shelf sites (Sites A, B, C, I and
P) in Antarctica.

theoretical model match well with the RADARSAT-1 data measured and the Mie scattering RT
model computed results. From the plotted results shown above, a new RT theoretical mode based
on EPA can be extended further to simulate scatterers with non-spherical shapes.
4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, it has shown that the proposed method of incorporating EPA for the calculation of
scattering from a scatterer can be combined with dense medium array correction factor and RT
formulation for the calculation of radar scattering returns from a layer of embedded scatterers. With
more powerful and faster computer technology, the new RT theoretical model that incorporates EPA
can be further used to study the scattering of a layer of scatterers with irregular shapes.
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Abstract— Previously we showed an interesting effectiveness of the electromagnetic information delivery of a specific source molecule in mimicking its specific biological effect. Nevertheless
the effect was quite lower than the original positive control. Therefore we decide to assess a possible synergism between a reduced dose of a molecule and its own electromagnetic information in
order to increase the efficacy of this procedure trying to disclose new possible avenues in translational pharmacology following suggestion from other works reporting synergistic effect between
molecules and extremely low frequency electromagnetic fields. A reduced dose of retinoic acid,
corresponding to a tenth of the usual, was delivered together with its own electromagnetic information to LAN-5 neuroblatoma cells. The signals from retinoic acid molecules was transferred
to the cell culture medium employing as for our previous reports a commercial available electro
medical device (Vegaselect 719). The effect on cell differentiation was significantly higher, and
statistically significant, than the one obtained by the electromagnetic information delivery procedure when performed alone. A positive and effective synergism between a reduced drug dose and
its own electromagnetic information seems to emerge as a promising and useful perspective in
translational pharmacology outlining future applications in new drug delivery protocols allowing
to reduce the amount of drug’s doses especially in the elderly and in the increasing number of
patients with multiple comorbidities. Bioelectromagnetic and biochemistry should, therefore, be
considered on the way of a promising wedding instead of a permanently independent life. Future
researches should either optimize the protocols of preparation of these potentially new drugs,
either assess the lifespan of their biological effect in order to translate them into effective clinical
application at the bedside through Biolectromagnetic medicine.
1. INTRODUCTION

An increasing amount of works support of the possibility to achieve biological effects by mean of
the transfer of specific electromagnetic pattern of signal through aqueous systems both in vitro [1–
6] and in clinical applications [7–13]. Previously our group showed an interesting effectiveness
of the electromagnetic information delivery of a specific source molecule in mimicking its specific
biological effect [14, 15]. The effect was statistically significant and nevertheless it was quite lower
than the original positive control. Therefore we decide to assess a possible synergism between
a reduced dose of a molecule and its own electromagnetic information in order to increase the
efficacy of this procedure trying to disclose new possible avenues in translational pharmacology [16].
We was, also, inspired to follow suggestion from other works reporting synergistic effect between
molecules and extremely low frequency electromagnetic fields [17, 18]. Neuroblastoma cell lines
are appropriate models “in vitro” for investigating the mechanisms of neuronal death and their
relation to differentiation [19, 20]. It has been reported that Retinoic Acid is able to reduce the
tumorogenicity of these cells through the modulation of their neuronal differentiation and cell
proliferation [21].
2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
2.1. Cell Culture

LAN-5 neuroblastoma cells were grown in monolayer culture on 25 cm2 plastic culture flasks,
using RPMI supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (Euroclone), 2 mM glutamine (Sigma),
1.0 unit/ml penicillin (Sigma), and 1.0 mg/ml streptomycin (Sigma), in a humidified incubator
with constant 95% air and 5% CO2 .
2.2. Growth Curves

Cells were seeded at density of 10 × 103 cells/cm2 on 25 cm2 plastic culture flasks. After 24 h the
signals from a standard Retinoic Acid solution was captured and transferred to the target culture
medium by a commercially available oscillator (Vegaselect 719). For each experimental condition,
cells were grown for 4 days. At day 1, 2, 3 and 4, cells were harvested with 0.1% trypsin-EDTA
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(Sigma), washed twice with PBS and the total number of nucleated and viable cells was counted
by Trypan Blue dye (0.4%) (Sigma) exclusion assay using a Bürker hemocytometer chamber.
2.3. ELF-electro Magnetic Field Exposure System

The appropriate electromagnetic field (7.0 Hz) and magnetic flux 9.2 mT was generated by a commercial wave generator (Vega Select 719). Signals from the wave generator was driven to a small
Helmholtz coils. The coils were 7.5 cm high with a diameter of 15 cm. Each coil constituted of 13
layers of 1 mm copper wires for a total 320 wires.
2.4. Statistical Analysis

Statistics was performed with Student’s t-test. A p-value of < 0.05 was considered as being statistically significant.
3. RESULTS

Number of cells

LAN-5 neuroblastoma cell line was grown up for 4 days in 4 different ways: 1- Using standard
medium (CTR in Fig. 1) as negative control; 2- using Retinoic Acid at the standard concentration
of 1 µM (RA 1 µM in Fig. 1); 3- using Retinoic Acid at the concentration of 0.1 µM (AR 0.1 µM);
4- transferring electronically the signals recorded from RA at its standard concentration to the cell
medium culture and then adding a ten times reduced concentration 0.1 µM of RA (RA 0.1 mM +
RA-ECM in Fig. 1).
CTR

Cellular proliferation

1200000
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RA 0,1µM

1000000

RA 0,1µM+RA-ECM

800000
600000
400000
200000
0
0

1
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Figure 1: Effect on cellular proliferation detected by direct count for: 1- Standard cell culture medium as
negative control (CTR); 2- Retinoic Acid at the standard concentration of 1 µM (RA 1 µM); 3- Retinoic
Acid at the concentration of 0.1 µM (AR 0.1 µM); 4- Retinoic Acid at the concentration of 0.1 µM in synergy
with electromagnetic information delivery of signals recorded from RA added to the cell medium culture
(RA 0.1 mM + RA-ECM).

Cell proliferation was assessed by direct cell count. The results showed that LAN-5 cells treated
with 1 µM of RA chemical molecule dramatically decreased their cellular proliferation. Cells proliferation was also decreased of about 40% after treatment with 0.1 µM of RA. It worth to stress
that the cells cultured in the medium with the presence of the Retinoic Acid signals, together with
0.1 µM RA chemical molecule, presented a further and statistically significant (p < 0.05) reduction
of proliferation rate as compared to negative control and to 0.1 µM RA treated cells.
4. DISCUSSION

We analysed the synergistic effect of Retinoic Acid treatment together with the electromagnetic
information delivery of its own signals pattern. These data further support the possibility to yield
biological effects transferring specific electromagnetic pattern of signal through aqueous systems in
vitro [1–6]. It is actually very interesting to confirm that electromagnetic information delivery of
a specific source molecule can mimic its specific biological activity [14, 15]. We also support the
previous finding of other studies showing a fruitful potential in the combined application of retinoic
acid and of direct exposure to extremely low frequency magnetic field on human neuroblastoma cell
line [17] but in a water mediated way. It was acknowledged that water could play an essential role in
the process of recording, storing and retrieving information through electromagnetic signalling and
especially through a resonance effect [22]. A comprehensive explanations of the possible mechanisms
by which these effect can occur in aqueous system and in their interactions with living cells has
already been reported [16]. In particular a resonance effect can both explain the transfer of the
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information pattern from the source input, like retinoic acid samples, to an aqueous system, the
culture medium in our experiments, and again from the aqueous system of the cell medium to
the target cultured cells [22]. Electromagnetic Information Delivery through Aqueous System has
been confirmed to be feasible and effective even when applied in the perspective of enhancing the
biological effect of a reduced dose of a standard biochemical drug like retinoic acid. A biophysical
namely biolectromagnetic strategy can work in alliance with a biochemical one allowing to reduce
the amount of biochemical molecule to be employed to achieve a significant effect.
5. CONCLUSIONS

A positive and effective synergism between a reduced drug dose and its own electromagnetic information delivery seems to emerge as a promising and useful perspective in translational pharmacology outlining future applications in new drug delivery protocols allowing to reduce the amount
of drug’s doses especially in the elderly and in the increasing number of patients with multiple
comorbidities. Bioelectromagnetic and biochemistry should, therefore, be considered on the way
of a promising wedding instead of a permanently independent life. Future researches should either
optimize the protocols of preparation of these potentially new drugs, either assess the lifespan of
their biological effect in order to translate them into effective clinical application at the bedside
through Biolectromagnetic medicine [22]. The future for biophysical integrated therapies is opened.
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Oversensing and Undersensing of Implantable Cardiac Medical
Devices Exposed to EMI
I. L. Spano, A. Serpi, M. Tomasi, I. Marongiu, and G. Gatto
Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering, University of Cagliari, Italy

Abstract— Oversensing and undersensing issues of Implantable Cardiac Medical Devices (ICMDs) are addressed in this paper. Particularly, an extensive experimental study has been performed
in order to highlight that EMI affects ICMD sensing performances in correspondence of specific
heartbeat status in terms of both frequency and amplitude. Experiments have been carried out
on both a Pacemaker and an Implantable Cardioverter Defibrillator within an anechoic chamber.
This guarantees a proper EMI injection, whose frequency has been chosen in accordance with
ANSI/AAMI ISO 14117: standard 2012. In addition, such an environment also guarantees and
appropriate shielding against external EMI sources, thus ensuring the reliability of the tests.
1. INTRODUCTION

Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) is extremely important in medical applications, where a
number of electrical and electronic devices may suffer from Electromagnetic Interference (EMI).
This is due to their exposition to several EMI sources, such as portable and RFID devices, telemetry
systems, computers and Wi-Fi networks [1]. Particularly, EMI immunity of Implantable Cardiac
Medical Devices (ICMDs) must be assured because their failure can lead to losing consciousness
or, even, to death [2].
In this context, EMI immunity of ICMDs is a growing issue, particularly electromagnetic interactions between ICMDs and intentional and unintentional EMI sources may impair ICMD sensing
performances [3, 4]. Consequently, the device may interpret spurious signals as threatening arrhythmias, starting unsuitable pacing activities or providing an improper defibrillation shock. Despite
the use of appropriate filtering systems and/or recognition algorithms, misunderstandings can still
occur, leading to undersensing or oversensing. Particularly, undersensing prevents ICMD to detect
the heartbeat, whereas oversensing makes ICMD sensitive to spurious signals. Although international standards provide some procedures in order to determine EMC sensitivity of ICMDs, a more
accurate testing on sensing performances should be required [5–7].
In this paper, oversensing and undersensing induced by EMI are considered and analysed in
detail referring to two different types of ICMD, i.e., a pacemaker (PMK) and an Implantable
Cardioverter Defibrillator (ICD). Particularly, an extensive experimental study has been performed
in order to highlight that EMI affects ICMD sensing performance in correspondence of specific
heartbeat status in terms of both frequency and amplitude. Experiments have been carried out
within an anechoic chamber, which guarantees a proper EMI injection, the frequency of which has
been chosen in accordance with ANSI/AAMI ISO 14117. In addition, such an environment also
guarantees and appropriate shielding against external EMI sources, thus ensuring the reliability of
the tests.
2. IMPLANTABLE CARDIAC MEDICAL DEVICES

Implantable Cardiac Medical Devices (ICMDs) are nowadays commonly employed from even a very
young age, allowing more people to live a normal life. Therefore, it is no longer unusual for people
wearing an ICMD to work in environments characterized by not negligible EMI levels. The most
widespread ICMDs are Pacemakers (PMKs) and Implantable Cardioverter Defibrillator (ICDs),
which are coupled to the heart through appropriate leads, as shown in Fig. 1. PMK operation
consists of continuously monitoring the spontaneous heartbeat (sensing) and eventually stimulate
the heart as needed (pacing) with the aim of preventing the bradycardia, i.e., a rapid decrease of
the heartbeat frequency. Whereas ICDs are also able to deliver a certain amount of energy to the
heart (up to 40 J) in order to cut off dangerous fast arrhythmias, such as ventricular tachycardia,
flutter and fibrillation.
Both PMK and ICD are constituted mainly by a pacing circuit supplied by a battery and
controlled through a sensing circuit, all these being enclosed into a titanium case, as shown in
Fig. 2. Both these devices may be exposed to EMI, especially through their leads, which can act
as antenna for several external signals. Particularly, if the sensing circuit is not able to detect an
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Figure 1: Examples of ICMD: PMKs (A), ICDs (B)
and leads (C).

Figure 2: Schematic representation of an ICMD.

Figure 3: Atrial (top) and ventricular (bottom) sensing: (A) proper sensing, (B) undersensing, (C) oversensing.

abnormal heartbeat, no therapy is provided to the heart when needed; this is called undersensing.
Alternatively, oversensing may occur when inappropriate pacing is provided due to the detection
of spurious signals, which are misinterpreted as anomalous heartbeat. It is worth noting that atrial
and ventricular sensing must be considered separately because they consist of detecting the P and
R wave respectively, as shown in Fig. 3. From a medical point of view, atrial undersensing can
cause stimulation in the vulnerable period, as well as prevent atrium contraction, leading to atrial
or ventricular fibrillation respectively. Whereas ventricular undersensing may leads to dangerous
and sometimes fatal arrhythmias. Similarly, atrial oversensing causes fast and irregular heartbeat,
and even atrial fibrillation, whereas ventricular oversensing leads to device inhibition. All these
side effects reveal the need of ensuring a high level of immunity for both PMK and ICD against
EMI.
3. EMC TEST

With the aim of investigating undersensing and/or oversensing issues due to EMI, several experimental tests have been carried out inside the anechoic chamber shown in Fig. 4. Hence, referring
to Fig. 5, the ICMD under test is placed inside an appropriate supporting structure, i.e., a Human
Body Model or Torso Simulator, which has been accurately designed and manufactured in order
to reproduce the realistic ICMD operating conditions [8]. Subsequently, the ICMD is linked to a
Multifunction DAQ board (NI 6211) driven by a notebook. Particularly, the NI 6211 is used to
acquire pacing signals provided by the ICMD and to emulate the human heartbeat simultaneously.
Whereas EMI signals are generated in accordance with ANSI/AAMI ISO 14117 by means of a Log
Periodic Antenna (Schaffner CBL6143), which is suppliedby the EMI signal generator (Rohde &
Schwarz SML03) througha directional coupler and an amplifier (Schaffner CBA9433). The directional coupler also allows the connection between the Log Periodic Antenna and a power meter
(Rohde & Schwarz NRVD) in order to monitor the power level of EMI signals.
Experiments firstly refer to PMK that operates over AAI and VVI, which means that the pacing is provided only to atrium or ventricle respectively. The corresponding results are depicted
in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, which show the numbers of pacing events per second detected by monitoring PMK pacing activity during 50 one-minute tests. It can be seen that the number of pacing
events significantly decreases in presence of EMI at 875 MHz, whereas it increases in case of EMI
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Figure 4: The anechoic chamber.

Figure 5: Experimental setup.

Figure 6: Experimental results (PMK, AAI): no
EMI (black), 875 MHz (red) and 930 MHz (blue).

Figure 7: Experimental results (PMK, VVI): no
EMI (black), 875 MHz (red) and 930 MHz (blue).

Figure 8: Experimental results (ICD, AAI): no EMI
(black), 875 MHz (red) and 930 MHz (blue).

Figure 9: Experimental results (ICD, VVI): no EMI
(black), 875 MHz (red) and 930 MHz (blue).

at 930 MHz. Consequently, undersensing and potential oversensing occur at 875 and 930 MHz respectively, thus revealing PMK susceptibility against EMI. It is worth noting that such results
have been achieved by imposing a constant heartbeat frequency of 63 beat-per-minute. Whereas
the heartbeat amplitude is set quite close to the sensitivity threshold [3], which represents the
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Table 1: Overall experimental results.
no EMI

875 MHz

930 MHz

N

∆

N

∆

N

∆

PMK

AAI
VVI

124
115

-----

44
34

−64.5%
−70.4%

140
147

+12.9%
+27.8%

ICD

AAI
VVI

573
586

-----

293
840

−48.9%
+43.3%

357
802

−37.7%
+36.9%

worst operating condition in terms of potential undersensing and oversensing issues. This is also
highlighted by the few number of pacing events occurring in absence EMI, which denote a sporadic
pacing activity.
Different considerations can be made regarding an ICD, whose experimental results are depicted
in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9. It can be seen that pacing events significantly decrease over AAI at both 875
and 930 MHz, the opposite occurring over VVI. It is worth noting that, also in this case, the
heartbeat frequency has been set constant to 63 beat-per-minute, whereas the heartbeat amplitude
has been chosen quite close to the ICD sensitivity threshold, as previously. It is also worthy of note
that ICD pacing activity is more frequent than PMK, as highlighted by an increased number of
pacing events in absence of EMI.
In conclusion, the overall experimental results are resumed in Table 1, which refers to the overall
number of pacing events detected over 50 minutes (50 one-minute tests). These corroborates that
both PMK and ICD are affected by EMI, although this occurs in correspondence of critical operating
conditions, i.e., very close to the sensitivity threshold.
4. CONCLUSION

Oversensing and undersensing issues of Implantable Cardiac Medical Devices have been investigated
in this paper. Particularly, several experiments have been performed in order to verify the effects of
Electromagnetic Interference (EMI) on both a Pacemaker (PMK) and an Implantable Cardioverter
Defibrillator (ICD). Experimental results have highlighted that oversensing and undersensing issues
may arise due to EMI exposition in correspondence of critical PMK and ICD operating conditions.
This reveals the need of accurate characterization of ICMD sensing performances, which should be
suggested and even incorporated by international standards.
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Performance Evaluation of Dipole versus Modified Bow-Tie in
Annular Phased Array Applicators
P. Takook, H. D. Trefná, A. Fhager, and M. Persson
Chalmers University of Technology, Sweden

Abstract— Phased arrays are the common type of applicators for deep hyperthermia systems
to heat tumors selectively while keeping healthy tissues at normal temperatures. Annular array
applicators with dipoles and water bolus have been improved in several studies to deposit energy
efficiently in head and neck tumors. In this study we investigate the performance of a modified
Bow-Tie antenna versus half-wave dipole as single elements in annular phased array applicators
to heat tumors in head and neck region. Hyperthermia quality indicators have been calculated
for each case to quantify the quality of treatment outcome in two different tumor positions in
a head-and-neck phantom. The obtained results indicates that dipoles are appropriate phased
array elements to heat superficial tumors, while modified Bow-Ties are more suitable in heating
big deep-seated tumors.
1. INTRODUCTION

Combination of hyperthermia with chemotherapy and radiotherapy has proven to improve overall
survival for different tumor locations [1]. The idea of hyperthermia treatment is to achieve adequate
temperature increase at the tumor site while keeping temperature in healthy tissues below critical
values. The required temperature increase in the tumor location depends on the ability of the
hyperthermia applicator to heat the tumor efficiently.
In phased arrays the wave focusing in the tumor is given by constructive wave interference of the
surrounding antennas. This can be achieved by finding the optimal excitation amplitude and phases
of the antenna elements in the applicator, which is called treatment planning. The optimization
methods have been used to determine the antennas amplitudes and phases, are either based on
optimal SAR distribution or optimal temperature distributions.
Besides the hyperthermia treatment plans, the specific design of the applicator such as the
number of antennas, number of rings and frequency has a direct effect on the final SAR pattern in
the tumor and surrounding tissues. The most common applicator for treatment of head and neck
tumors are phased arrays, which composed of antenna elements arranged in circular or elliptical
array. To have an applicator capable of treating both shallow and deep-seated tumors, wide-band
antenna design are necessary. This way the frequency of operation can be adjusted according to
the size and position of the tumor. To this purpose, we have designed and analyzed a wideband
Bow-Tie antenna to be used as the antenna elements in a hyperthermia applicator. The antenna
has a wide-band performance over 433–900 MHz [2].
In this study 3D time-reversal focusing method is used to find the excitation settings. The
advantages of this method are being fast, patient-specific and applicable to wide-band hyperthermia
applications [3]. The implementation used the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) to solve the
Maxwell’s equations. In a previous study, we investigated the effect of different parameters as the
input settings of a 3D code, based on the time-reversal focusing method, for optimal heating of
tumor models in a head-and-neck phantom [4]. There we compared the performance of dipoles and
hard sources as the antenna elements of the hyperthermia applicator in the 3d code. Based on our
results dipole antennas with ominidirectional radiation pattern performed better than hard sources
in terms of the average absorbed power in two tumor models.
In this paper the aim is to study the behavior of the modified wideband Bow-Tie and dipole
in hyperthermia treatment of two tumor models in a head-and-neck phantom. To evaluate the
performance of each antenna, treatment planning outcome of Bow-Tie antenna applicator were
compared with that of the half-wave dipole applicator. The efficacy of these two antennas in
heating the tumors were then evaluated in terms of hyperthermia treatment quality indicators.
2. METHOD

To be able of comparing Bow-Ties and dipoles as antenna elements of a phased array, 3d time
reversal method was implemented in CST commercial software. The virtual source which was
placed in the center of tumors, considered as a half-wave dipole at frequency of 500 MHz. Based
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Figure 1: One-ring antenna applicator with homogeneous phantom.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2: (a) and (b) Antenna applicators for the tongue and laryngeal tumors, (c) and (d) the position of
the tongue and laryngeal tumors in the head-and-neck phantom, respectively.

on the expected target volumes in the available head-and-neck phantom, 500 MHz was considered
a suitable frequency. This frequency is a good compromise between good focusing and desired
penetration depth for two tumor models in our analysis.
Gaussian pulse in the frequency range of 400–1200 MHz considered as the antennas excitation.
The mesh density was about 11 cells per wavelength to have a good compromise between accuracy
and simulation time. In all the simulations each antenna in the applicator was immersed in a conical
shape water bolus of dimension a = 20 mm, b = 30 mm and h = 25 mm, as the upper and lower
radii and the height of the truncated cone. In the first analysis a homogeneous spherical tumor was
located in 3 different positions of a homogeneous phantom with radius 80 mm. In the applicator,
10 Bow-Ties and dipoles were placed over a water-bolus of outer radius 100 mm and arranged in
a one-ring setup, respectively, Figure 1. First excitation amplitudes and phases were found by the
time reversal method. Then using these excitation settings, the absorbed power density in the
phantom was calculated for each applicator.
In the second analysis voxel data of an available head-and-neck phantom of 430× 290 × 364 cells,
was imported into CST commercial software. Here the analysis is based on two irregular-shaped
tumor models in tongue and larynx. The applicator for the tongue tumor was an elliptical applicator
of radii 104 and 114 mm, which consists of 16 antennas arranged in two-ring setup. For the laryngeal
tumor 10 antennas were arranged in one ring. The positions of the tumors respect to the phantom
and applicators are shown in Figure 2, with yellow color showing the tumor boundary. Dielectric
properties of the modeled tissues in the phantom at 500 MHz are similar to those given in [4].
To evaluate the ability of the hyperthermia applicators to heat the specified tumors, the hotspot target coefficient (HTQ) [5] and target coverage25% [6] were computed for each applicator and
each tumor. HTQ index shows the hot spot SAR to tumor SAR quotient, while target coverage25%
indicates the percentage of the tumor volume which is covered by 25% of the maximum SAR value
in the patient model.
3. RESULTS

The behavior of a single Bow-Tie antenna and a single half-wave dipole, immersed in a conical
shape water bolus, has been studied in the presence of a homogeneous human phantom in [4].
Recalling the analysis results of the antennas radiation at 500 MHz, the Bow-Tie antenna presented
a wider bandwidth and higher effective field size than half-wave dipole over the range 0.4–1 GHz.
This higher effective field size is useful for heating deep-seated larger tumors. To have a reliable
measure of applicators heating efficiency, SAR distributions of the applicators were computed in
the homogeneous spherical phantom, Figure 1. The quality indicators were calculated then for two
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tumor radius of 10 and 20 mm at 3 different distances to the surface of the phantom,d. The analysis
results are given in Table 1.
As it is shown in Table 1, for tumor at position 1, Bow-Tie antenna applicator performs better
than dipole antenna applicator in terms of HTQ index. This result is independent of the tumor
radius or the tumor size. For the tumor closer to the surface at position 2, while TC25% are
comparable for both applicators, dipole antenna applicator presents a lower HTQ index than the
Bow-Tie. Finally for the shallowest tumor at position 3, dipole antenna applicator shows lower
HTQ indexes for both tumor sizes.
In the second analysis, two tumors in larynx and tongue were radiated by Bow-Tie and dipole
antenna applicators. As it was expected from the first analysis results, the dipole antenna applicator
delivered more power into the shallow and small laryngeal tumor than Bow-Tie. This is a clear
result from the calculated lower HTQ index and higher tumor coverage25% , Table 2. For the
tumor in tongue with larger size and more distance to the phantom surface, HTQ index and tumor
coverage25% are comparable for both applicators. However Bow-Tie antenna applicator presented
higher value of maximum absorbed power in 2d plane of the tumor center which indicates more
heating efficiency than dipole antenna applicator, Table 2.

Table 1: Quality indicators calculated for Bow-Tie and dipole antenna applicators at frequency of 500 MHz,
applicator setup is shown in Figure 1.
Bow-Tie
antenna
applicator
Tumor
position
(mm)
Position 1
(d = 80 mm)
Position 2
(d = 40 mm)
Position 3
(d = 24 mm)

Tumor
radius
(mm)
10
20
10
20
10
20

Dipole
antenna
applicator

HTQ

TC25%

HTQ

TC25%

1.21
1.71
1.47
1.73
0.95
0.87

100
95
97
60
100
70

1.26
1.79
1.46
1.7
0.93
0.84

100
92
97
60
100
71

Table 2: Quality indicators calculated for Bow-Tie and dipole antenna applicators at frequency of 500 MHz.
The maximum power loss density in 2d plane of the tumor center is shown with PLDmax, (W/m3 ).

Tumor type
Laryngeal
Tongue

Bow-Tie antenna applicator
HTQ TC25%
PLDmax
1.11
78
3e6
0.85
72
3.41e6

(a)

(b)

Dipole antenna applicator
HTQ TC25%
PLDmax
0.61
84
4.6e6
0.84
70
2.74e6

(c)

Figure 3: (a)–(c) Power absorption distribution radiated by Bow-Tie and dipole in the laryngeal tumor,
shown in the sagittal plane.
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4. CONCLUSION

Bow-Tie antenna and half-wave dipoles have been evaluated as the antenna elements in two different applicators for head and neck tumors. According to the calculated quality indicators in a
homogeneous cylindrical phantom, Bow-Tie antennas with wider EFS performed better in heating
deeper tumors while dipole-antenna applicator performed better for shallower tumors. For two specific tumors in larynx and tongue of a head-and-neck phantom conforming results were achieved.
Bow-Tie-antenna applicator presented more heating into the larger, deeper tongue tumor, while
dipole-antennas delivered more power to the smaller, shallower laryngeal tumor. Although Bow-Tie
antennas with wideband characteristics give us the capability to adapt the treatment planning for
different tumor sizes and positions, half-wave dipole antennas with lower EFS can result in a better
treatment outcome for superficial tumors at the single design frequency of the dipole. Thus development of a separate hyperthermia applicator to treat superficial tumors is an alternative solution
to achieve high quality treatments for all tumor types.
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Ensemble Formalism of the Orbital-free Density Functional Theory
Á. Nagy
Department of Theoretical Physics, University of Debrecen, Debrecen, Hungary

Abstract— Ensembles are constructed in the ground-state non-interacting density functional
theory. The ensemble Euler equation is formulated as a one-particle Schrödinger-like equation
for the square root of the ensemble density. The potential in this equation is the sum of the
original Kohn-Sham potential plus the ensemble Pauli potential. The latter satisfies a first-order
differential equation. The true electron density can be easily obtained from the ensemble electron
density. The ensemble density or the ensemble non-interacting energy density or the ensemble
angular momentum density provide a full description of a Coulomb system.
1. INTRODUCTION

Density functional calculations are generally done by solving the Kohn-Sham equations. There are
several Kohn-Sham equations for systems with a lot of electrons. In orbital-free density functional
theory, on the other hand, one has to solve only a single equation, the Euler equation, which is a
huge simplification. Therefore, there is a growing interest in orbital-free methods [1–3]. Unfortunatelly, they are not accurate enough. The main problem is the lack of accurate approximation for
the kinetic energy functional. In this paper we discuss a novel approach [4–7] that avoids using
approximate kinetic energy functionals.
2. ENSEMBLE FORMALISM

In the construction the original Kohn-Sham equations
·
¸
1 2
− ∇ + vKS (r) ui (r) = εi ui (r)
2

(1)

are made use of. The original ground-state density is given by
n0 (r) =

M
X

λi ni (r),

(2)

i=1

where ni (r) = |ui (r)|2 are the one-electron densities. ui , λi and vKS are the Kohn-Sham orbitals,
the occupation numbers and the Kohn-Sham potential, respectively. ε1 ≤ ε2 ≤ . . . ≤ εM are the
one-electron energies. M denotes the number of levels with non-zero occupation numbers. Now,
the ensemble density and the ensemble non-interacting energy are defined as
n(r) =
E=

M
X
i=1
M
X

λi wi ni (r),

(3)

wi λi εi .

(4)

i=1

Note that if all wi = 1, the ensemble density and the ensemble non-interacting energy equal the
true density (n = n0 ) and the non-interacting energy (E = E0 ). The generalized Rayleigh-Ritz
variational principle [8] is valid for the ensembles if the weighting factors satisfy the inequalities:
w1 ≥ w2 ≥ . . . ≥ wM ≥ 0. The generalized variational principle leads to the ensemble Euler
equation:
δT
+ vKS = µ,
δn

(5)

where µ is the Lagrange multiplier and the ensemble non-interacting kinetic energy is defined as:
Z
T =

t(r)dr =

Z X
M
i=1

λi wi ti (r)dr.

(6)
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The one-electron kinetic energy densities are given by the Laplacian form ti (r) = − 12 u∗i (r)∇2 ui (r).
Note that vKS in Equation (5) is the original Kohn-Sham potential (1).
The total ensemble non-interacting kinetic energy can be partitioned as T = Tw + Tp , where Tw
is the ensemble Weizsäcker kinetic energy
Z
1
|∇n|2
Tw =
dr
(7)
8
n
and Tp is ensemble Pauli energy. Then the ensemble Euler Equation (5) can be rewritten as
·
¸
1 2
− ∇ + vp + vKS n1/2 = µn1/2 ,
2
where vp =

δTp
δn

(8)

is the Pauli potential.

3. ENSEMBLE DENSITY FOR SPHERICALLY SYMMETRIC SYSTEMS

For spherically symmetric systems the ensemble Euler Equation (8) takes the form
¸
·
1 d2
+ vp + vKS %1/2 = µ%1/2 ,
−
2 dr2

(9)

where % = 4πr2 n is the radial ensemble density. It was shown in [6] that with the choice of the
weighting factors
wi = eβεi −γli (li +1)

(10)

(β and γ are real numbers) the ensemble Pauli potential satisfies the first-order differential equation
1 0
%v + %0 vp = f,
2 p

(11)

where
∂
f =−
∂r

µ

∂%
∂β

¶

1 ∂
+ µ% − 2
2r ∂r
0

µ

∂%
∂γ

¶
+

1 ∂%
.
2r3 ∂γ

The differential Equation (11) can be solved and the Pauli potential can be written as
Z r
2
%(r1 )f (r1 )dr1 .
vp = 2
% ∞

(12)

(13)

Note that
M

∂% X
=
wi λi εi %i = %E
∂β

(14)

i=1

is the ensemble non-interacting energy density and
M

∂% X
=
wi λi li (li + 1) %i = %L
∂γ

(15)

i=1

is the ensemble angular momentum density.
The orbital-free solution for spherically symmetric systems can then be obtained in the following
steps.
(i) Guess an initial ensemble electron density.
(ii) Using Equation (12) calculate the function f .
(iii) Calculate the ensemble Pauli potential vp using Equation (13).
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(iv) Solve the ensemble Euler Equation (8) to obtain the ensemble electron density %. Note that
one needs the original ground-state Kohn-Sham potential. The accuracy of the results will
depend on the approximate exchange-correlation functional used in solving the ensemble Euler
equation.
(v) Repeat steps (i)–(iv) until convergence. At the end the ground-state density can be obtained
from the ensemble density at β = γ = 0.
The procedure seems to be simple, however, because of the β and γ dependence of the ensemble
density, novel numerical methods have to be worked out to find the solution. This work is in
progress.
4. DESCRIPTORS OF COULOMB SYSTEMS: ENSEMBLE DENSITY, ENSEMBLE
NON-INTERACTING ENERGY DENSITY AND ENSEMBLE ANGULAR MOMENTUM
DENSITY

It is well-known that the ground-state density determines every property of the system. In case
of Coulomb systems, not only the density, but several other quantities possess this attribute. The
shape function (density per particle) [9], reactivity indicators [10] as Fukui function, local softness,
softness kernel, electrostatic potential, local kinetic energy and local temperature [11] are all capable
of fully determining every property of a Coulomb system. The ensemble density and its derivatives
with respect to β and γ appearing in Equation (13), are all provide a full description of a Coulomb
system.
The external potential of a Coulomb system has the form
v(r) = −

X
α

Zα
,
|r − Rα |

(16)

where Zα is the atomic number of
Pthe nucleus at the position Rα . Consider a linear combination
of one-electron densities: ξ(r) = M
i=1 ai ni , where ai are real numbers. Using the cusp conditions
for the one-electron densities [12], one can readily obtain for the spherical average of ξ around the
nucleus α
ξ¯0 (Rα ) = −2Zα ξ¯ (Rα ) .

(17)

The positions of cusps in ξ locate the nuclei and Equation (17) gives the atomic numbers Zα . ξ
determines also the number of electrons. The asymptotic decay of ξ is given by the highest occupied
orbital [9]:
ξ (r → ∞) ∼ nM (r → ∞) ∼ r2(

Ztot −N +1
√
2I

√
−1) −2r 2I

e

where I is the vertical ionization potential of the system and Ztot =
numbers. Then the number of electrons can be obtained as [9]:
"µ
Ã
!#
¶Ã 2
∂ ln ξ
∂ ln ξ
1
¡ ¢ +2
N = 1 + Ztot +
4
∂r
∂r∂ 1r

,

(18)

P

α Zα

is the sum of the atomic

!
.

(19)

r→∞

Equations (17)–(19) lead to the theorem: For any Coulomb system, ξ determines the external
potential v up to an additive constant and the number of electrons.
ξ is the ensemble density if ai = λi wi . The choice ai = λi wi εi leads to the ensemble noninteracting energy density. In case of sherically symmetric systems ai = wi λi li (li + 1) gives the
ensemble angular momentum density. That means that if we know the ensemble density or the
ensemble non-interacting energy density or the ensemble angular momentum density we can, in
principle, determine the external potential, that is, the total Hamiltonian of the true interacting
system, therefore any property of the system.
As an illustration, the radial ensemble density, the ensemble non-interacting energy density and
the ensemble angular momentum density of the Neon atom are presented as a function of the radial
distance for some values of of β and γ. Figure 1 shows the radial ensemble density as for β = 0.00,
β = −0.01, β = −0.05 and γ = 0.00 (a) and γ = 5.00 (b). Note that the case β = γ = 0.00
corresponds to the ground state (solid line). The negative value of β gives larger weight to the
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Figure 1: Radial ensemble density for (a) γ = 0 and (b) γ = 5 for some values of β as a function of the
radial distance for the Neon atom. (Atomic units).
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Figure 2: Derivative of the radial ensemble density with respect to (a) β and (b) γ for some values of β and
γ = 0 as a function of the radial distance for the Neon atom. (Atomic units).

lower lying levels (see Equation (3)), therefore the first maximum arising from the 1s orbital is
increased, while the second maximum is almost disappeared. Figure 2 shows the ensemble noninteracting energy density (a) and the ensemble angular momentum density (b). The ensemble
non-interacting energy density, that is the derivative of the ensemble density with respect to β, is
presented for β = 0.00, β = −0.01, β = −0.05 and γ = 0.00. The plots are very similar for larger
values of γ. The minimum becomes deeper as β is decreased (see Equation (14)), because β is
negative. The ensemble angular momentum density, that is, the derivative of the ensemble density
with respect to γ, is presented for β = 0.00, β = −0.01, β = −0.50 and γ = 0.00. The plots are
very similar for larger values of γ. Note that there is no contribution from s orbitals. The minimum
becomes deeper as β is decreased (see Equation (15)), because β is negative.
5. CONCLUSION

In the ensemble formulation of the orbital-free density functional theory, the ensemble Euler equation takes the form of a one-particle Schrödinger-like equation for the square root of the ensemble
density. The potential in this equation is the sum of the original Kohn-Sham potential plus the
ensemble Pauli potential. The latter satisfies a first-order differential equation. The orbital-free
problem is reduced to the solution of an equation that contains only the ensemble density and its
derivatives. The ground-state problem can be recovered as a special case. The ensemble density,
the ensemble non-interacting energy density and the ensemble angular momentum density are all
descriptors of a Coulomb system.
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Microwave Tomography Technique for Concrete Diagnosis
Z. Meng
Fukuoka Univercity, Japan

Abstract— “Successive Estimation Technique” is introduced to microwave tomography in concrete diagnosis. It adjusts target area automaticly according to the measurement of scattering
wave, target range of scattering analysis and the material electromagnetic property of concrete
body, and reconstructs tomography image (a distribution of permittivity, conductivity or magnetic permeability) rationally and effectively.
1. INTRODUCTION

Concrete is a very fantastic construction material and concrete buildings occupy over than 30%
of whole buildings of office, hotel, and facilities for education and employee welfare. However,
concrete can be affected by fire, aggregate expansion, sea water effects, bacterial corrosion, calcium
leaching, physical and chemical damage, and many incidents, such as falling concrete, happen all
over the world. Because some of degradation could also occur unseen in concrete, techniques for
concrete diagnosis are needed in construction industry. Radiography is one of well-known nondestructive inspection techniques with very high precision, but human health risk is involved and
the applicable location is limited. On the other hand, Ground Penetrating Radar is developed for
concrete diagnosis [1, 2]. The device radiates electromagnetic waves to a concrete body and receives
the waves scattered by the surface of the body as well as reinforcing steel bars, cavities, or other
objects in the body. However, in practice it is sometimes difficult to comprehend and interpret the
scattering waveforms shown on the screen of the device directly.
Microwave tomography is a hopeful technique for concrete diagnosis [3–5]. The distributions
of permittivity ε, magnetic permeability µ and conductivity σ of a concrete body are computerreconstructed by making use of the measurement of scattering waves.
Let us consider an inverse scattering problem shown in Figure 1. A microwave is illuminated
from a transmitter to a concrete body, and is measured by a receiver located at the same location as
the transmitter. To reconstruct the distributions of material parameters ε, µ and σ, it is assumed
that the concrete body is consist of many small cubes (cells), and ε, µ and σ are uniform in each
cube. A cost-function is introduced as
R tend
measured − E estimated (ε, µ, σ)kdt
begin kE
Cost(ε, µ, σ) = t
,
(1)
R tend
measured kdt
kE
begin
t
where
ε = (ε1 , ε2 , . . . , εN ),

µ = (µ1 , µ2 , . . . , µN ),

σ = (σ1 , σ2 , . . . , σN ),

εi , µi and σi (i = 1, 2, . . . , N ) are material parameters of i-th cube, E measured is the wave measured
with the receiver from time tbegin to tend , and E estimated is the wave estimated with wave scattering
analysis technique, such as Finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method. Then ε, µ and σ are
estimated by minimizing the Cost.
Unlike common case of inverse scattering problems, usually a target of concrete diagnosis cannot
be separated from the concrete structure body and taken into a radio wave darkroom for measuring.
Tansmitter

Receiver

Figure 1: Tansmitter, receiver and concrete body.

Figure 2: Simulation range and target zone.
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Because computer simulation of wave scattering has to be limited in a finite range (simulation
range), the time tend must be less than tedge , the time that a scattering wave from edge of the
simulation range arrives at the receiver, refer to Figure 2. Therefore the simulation range can be
divided into two parts. One is called “target zone” in which the wave scattered by any cube is
measured by receiver from tbegin to tend (tend < tedge ), and the other one is “non-target zone” in
which wave scattered by any cube cannot arrive at the receiver during that time. For example, the
target zone becomes a circular region with radius r shown with dashed line in Figure 2, if all the
cubes are free space (relative permittivity εr = 1).
Obviously, only the material parameters of those cubes in the target zone are reconstructible
with the cost function (1). If one estimates the material parameters of all cubes in simulation
range by minimizing (1), the reconstruction results for the cubes in non-target zone will be not
valid. Therefore, it is important to make sure the target and non-target zones. But in a concrete
diagnosis we cannot find out the target zone in advance, because material parameters of all cubes
(the concrete body) are unknown. It is one of the key problems of microwave tomography in
concrete diagnosis.
2. SUCCESSIVE ESTIMATION TECHNIQUE

Successive Estimation Technique is an algorithm to reconstruct material parameters of cubes step
by step.
First let us consider reconstructing material parameters of one cube in front of the transmitter(receiver) illustrated in Figure 3, which is our primary target this time. We set tbegin and tend to
the time that waves scattered by the front and back surface of the cube arrive at the receiver, where
the cube is assumed as free space for the present. At the same time, other cubes from which the
scattering waves may arrive at the receiver during tbegin ∼ tend are regarded as secondary targets.
The cubes of primary and secondary targets compose the target zone of (1) from tbegin to tend . Just
the material parameters of the primary and secondary targets are objects of the minimization, so
that the number of variables is small and the minimization becomes easy to do.
It is noted that precision of the reconstruction for secondary targets may fall in some cases,
because the information of scattering waves E measured during the time tbegin ∼ tend may be not
enough for reconstructing secondary targets. However, a good reconstruction of the primary target
is enough for us. We can scan a concrete surface by using a device like “handy-search” shown
in Figure 4. Then the material parameters of the cubes in the first layer (surface layer) can be
obtained one by one with the method.
Next let us focus on reconstructing of the cubes in the second layer. The reconstructed material
parameters of primary targets in the first layer will be used as known quantities. The wave propaga-

Figure 3: Time for reconstructing primary target
(the cube in front of transmitter).

Figure 4: Scan a concrete surface with a handysearch device.

Figure 5: The cube at which the incident wave arrives first is selected as “primary target”.
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tion path may become complicated in this case, because multiple scattering phenomenon may occur
between different cubes. We redefine “primary target” for each transmitter position as the cube at
which the incident wave arrives first. Even if a cube is the nearest one to a transmitter, it is not
necessarily a “primary target” of the transmitter, as showed in Figure 5. To find out the primary
target for each transmitter position, we use a pulse wave and a wave propagation simulation tool,
such as a FDTD simulator, to observe the time that wave peak arrives at center of a cube, where
all unknown cubes are assumed to be free space. According to the time that the incident wave
arrives at the center of the primary target and pulse width of the incident wave, tbegin and tend for
primary target can be estimated and thereupon secondary targets are determined. Finally, material
parameters of primary and secondary targets are estimated by minimizing the cost function.
The cubes in other layers are reconstructed by repeating previous steps. With the target layer
getting deeper, the number of secondary targets becomes more and more. An effective means is to
estimate the targets of all the transmitter positions in one time. In that case, cost function for M
transmitter positions is defined as
° measured
°
R tend
estimated (ε , µ , σ )° dt
m
M
°Em
−
E
begin
¡ targets targets targets ¢ X
m
m
m
m
tm
,
(2)
Cost ε
,µ
,σ
=
R tend
m
measured k dt
kE
begin
m=1
m
t
m

measured is wave measured by receiver at position m from time tbegin to tend , ε , µ , σ
where Em
m
m
m
m
m
are vectors of material parameters of primary and secondary targets for transmitter at position m,
and εtargets , µtargets , σ targets are the sum of sets ε1 ∼ εM , µ1 ∼ µM , σ1 ∼ σM , respectively. It
is noted that a secondary target for a transmitter position may be a primary target for another
edge
transmitter position, and tend
m must be less than tm , the time that a scattering wave from edge
arrives at receiver located at position m.
The procedure of successive estimation is summarized below.

1. Scan concrete surface, and measure scattering waves at M positions.
2. Make sure the minimum time that scattering waves from edges of simulation range for each
position tedge
m , m = 1, 2, . . . , M .
3. Determine primary and secondary targets for each transmitter position, as well as the period
measured will be used
of time tbegin
∼ tend
m
m during which the measurement of scattering waves Em
for reconstructing material parameters of the targets. However, the data of scattering waves
measured at position m as well as the targets for the position will be discarded if tend
m is larger
edge
than tm . If all the measurements are discarded, stop the procedure.
4. Reconstruct material parameters of the targets by minimizing the cost function (2). Material
parameters of primary targets obtained in the minimization will be used as known quantities
in next step, and those of secondary targets will be discarded.
5. Go to step 3 if there are any unknown cubes need to reconstruct.
3. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

First let us have a simple 2-D example of reconstructing a uniform body where εr = 9, and other
material parameters are the same as free space, as shown in Figure 6. A raised cosine pulse
·
µ
¶¸2
2π

1 − cos
t
(0 ≤ t ≤ T )
P (t) =
(3)
T

0
otherwise
is used as wave source. Simulation range is meshed into 31×5 square cells, where the cell width wc is
set to half of the pulse width. Waves are measured by a transmitter and a receiver located 2wc away
from the surface at 23 positions. A FDTD simulator is employed to simulate wave propagation and
scattering, and conjugate gradient method is employed to minimize the cost function (2). Searching
space of relative permittivity is from 1 to 20.
A reconstructed result is shown in Figure 7. According to the procedure of successive estimation,
we had 23 primary targets (cells) for the first iteration, 17 and 11 primary targets for the 2nd and
3rd iteration, and finally, just 1 primary target for the 4th iteration. It is noted that successive
estimation technique just reconstructs the cubes in the target zone of the simulation range.
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Figure 6: Model setting of example 1.

Figure 7: Reconstruction result of example 1.

Figure 8: Model setting of example 2.

Figure 9: A part of reconstruction result of example 2.

Next let us have a little more complex example. The model is based on example 1, but one
“aggregate” (εr = 12) and one “hollow” (εr = 1) are inserted in, as shown in Figure 8. Of course,
to reconstruct a wider deep region we need a wider simulation range. A part of reconstruction
result of example 2 is given in Figure 9.
4. CONCLUSIONS

Successive estimation technique is an iteration method to reconstruct target body part by part,
by using time-divided information of the scattered wave. It is suitable for microwave tomography
in concrete diagnosis. High accuracy tomography images are obtained efficiently in numerical
experiments.
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Abstract— The authors have developed a target speed estimation method for an ultra-wideband
radar imaging system. The method is able to generate a focused image even if the target is moving at an unknown speed during the measurement, where many other techniques produce blurred
images. Our technique uses the cross-range blurriness as a metric to measure the image focusing,
and select the best-focused image among many generated for various candidate speeds. The
target speed is estimated by finding the minimum cross-range blurriness, and the method compensates for the estimated speed to generate a focused three-dimensional image automatically.
By exploiting the fact that the head size differs relatively little among individuals, we detected
the head position in a radar image, and calculated the blurriness around the region to evaluate
the focuse of the image. The speed estimation method is applied to the measurement of a mannequin on a moving stage, and it is shown that the target speed is estimated with an accuracy of
5%. Application results show that the developed technique can estimate target speeds accurately,
and produce an image with sufficient resolution for the intended application.
1. INTRODUCTION

Because of possible terrorist attacks on public transport systems such as airports, microwave body
scanners are considered an important measure of ensuring public safety. Microwaves can penetrate
most clothing, and such body scanners are therefore capable of detecting weapons concealed under clothes by forming an image using radar echoes from the targets. Microwave-based imaging
techniques have been intensively studied to improve their resolution, accuracy and computational
speed, leading to various effective technologies and commercial products [1, 2].
Recently, a new type of microwave imaging technique, revised range point migration (RRPM),
has been attracting attention. The technique is faster than many existing techniques and can
generate numerous images within a short time. This allows auto-focusing imaging of a moving
target traveling at an unknown speed, by selecting the most focused image among many generated
assuming various candidate speeds. In this paper, we review such techniques and present application results using measurement data to demonstrate the performance of the techniques. Some
preliminary results have been reported at a previous conference [3], and details will be presented
in an article [4] that is now under review.
2. SYSTEM MODEL

We assume a measurement system consisting of a transmitter and a receiver positioned in the z = 0
plane in the direction of the x axis at a fixed separation given by 2d. The midpoint between the
transmitter and receiver is labeled (X, Y , 0), which means the transmitting and receiving antennas
are located at (X − d, Y , 0) and (X + d, Y , 0), respectively. The transmitter-receiver pair scans
at discrete intervals across a region of the z = 0 plane. Given the antenna midpoint (X, Y , 0), the
signal received is labeled s(X, Y, Z), where Z = ct/2. Here, c is the speed of the electromagnetic
wave and t is the time interval between transmission and reception. A schematic of the system
model is shown in Figure 1.
3. IMAGING METHOD

We employ a fast imaging algorithm using the bistatic inverse boundary transform (IBST), which
is a reversible transform between radar signals and radar images. The first step in imaging using
the bistatic IBST is the extraction of signal peaks that exceeds a threshold Ts . These peaks are
indexed as (Xi , Yi , Zi ) for (i = 1, 2, . . . , N ). The corresponding amplitudes of these peaks are
denoted si = s(Xi , Yi , Zi ). Let us assume that these points are easily connected sequentially to
form multiple curved surfaces Z(X, Y ). This function and its derivative are used in imaging with
the bistatic IBST. To obtain stable derivatives ZX and ZY , we use the RRPM algorithm [4], which
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is known to be fast and robust even for complicated shapes in a noisy scenario. The RRPM
method estimates a derivative ZX = tan(θi ), where θi is the inclination of the peak distribution
and calculated as a weighted average over multiple peak points around the point of interest. Using
multiple peak points, we can make the resultant derivative stable, leading to high-resolution imaging
with in a short time.
4. TARGET SPEED ESTIMATION

The image obtained with a correctly assumed speed is well focused, where the focus can be evaluated using the image blurriness metric [3]. The proposed methodology produces multiple images
corresponding to various assumed speeds, from which the optimum metric gives an estimate of
the speed. It is essential to use the fast imaging technique with the bistatic IBST and RRPM in
calculating these metrics because the imaging is repeated many times for various assumed speeds;
this process can be impractically time consuming if conventional methods are used instead.
We introduce a metric to measure the cross-range blurriness of a radar image. Assuming that
the method is applied to a human target, this metric uses only the part of a radar image that
is likely to contain a head if the target is a human. First, we estimate the head position in an
image by taking the largest peak of the vertical profile of the RRPM image. Because we do not
yet know the exact target speed, we assume a stationary target to produce a reference image in
this process. From this reference image, we estimate the head position where a strong reflection is
observed. Next, the image sharpness is evaluated using the cross-range blurriness of the image at
the estimated head position. If the image is focused, the blurriness is reduced; the actual target
speed minimizes the value. More details on this method are found in [4].
5. MEASUREMENT SETUP

We applied the speed estimation method using the cross-range blurriness to measurements obtained
for the metal-coated mannequin shown in Fig. 2. The target was placed on a moving platform.
We employed frequencies from 5.0 to 25.0 GHz for the measurement. The antennas were spaced
at 5.5 cm and scanned at 1.0-cm intervals over an area 75.0 × 75.0 cm in the x-y plane. While
the antennas scanned from left to right, the target moved in the −z direction over a distance of
38.0 cm, corresponding to a target speed of 1.0 m/s, assuming a total measurement time of 0.38 s.
The RRPM method extracted 15 peaks for each antenna position. We set σX = σY = 0.8 cm,
σZ = 0.3 cm and σθ = π/100. The i-th target image point (xi , yi , zi ) was weighted with amplitude
|si | to generate a three-dimensional image.

z

y
x

Rx
Tx
(X,Y,0)

Figure 1: System model of antenna array-based
radar for detecting concealed weapons worn by a
person in motion.

Figure 2: Metal-coated mannequin on a moving
platform used in our radar measurement.

6. APPLICATION OF THE PROPOSED METHOD

To investigate the performance of speed estimation, we apply the target speed estimation explained
above. Figure 3 shows the conventional MB sharpness metric [5] and cross-range blurriness for the
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mannequin target. The MB sharpness metric and cross-range blurriness are respectively plotted as
dashed black and red solid lines and give the estimates of target speed. The target speeds estimated
using the MB sharpness metric and cross-range blurriness are respectively 0.89 and 0.95 m/s, giving
errors of 11% and 5%. Our cross-range blurriness gives a better estimate, because a mannequin is
difficult to approximate as a point target, where the conventional MB sharpness metric assumes that
the target is a set of point targets. In contrast, the cross-range blurriness maintains its accuracy
within an acceptable range. Figure 4 shows the 3-D images generated for the speed estimated using
the cross-range blurriness. It is confirmed that the shape of the target is clearly imaged, and the
resolution is considered to be sufficient for many applications. The next step in this series of studies
is quantitative analysis of the image resolution under various conditions such as different target
motion patterns, which will reveal the applicability and limitations of the developed technique.
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Figure 3: MB sharpness metric (black) and crossrange blurriness (red) for a mannequin. Actual
speed is 1.0 m/s.

Figure 4: Focused image of the mannequin generated using the blurriness metric proposed by the authors.

7. CONCLUSION

We presented a target speed estimation technique and imaging method, and provided an application
result. The method produces multiple images assuming various candidate speeds, among which we
select the best-focused image and its corresponding speed as an estimate of the target motion.
Because this approach requires the production of numerous images assuming different candidate
speeds, we employed a fast imaging method, RRPM, to realize fast processing sufficient for many
security systems. By exploiting the fact that the head size differs relatively little among individuals,
we detected the head position in a radar image, and calculated the blurriness around the region to
evaluate the focusing of the image. The method was applied to measurement data for a moving
mannequin, and it was shown that the target speed was estimated with an accuracy of 5developed
techniques were demonstrated to be effective in estimating the speed accurately and producing a
focused image.
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Abstract— A time-domain microwave imaging method is proposed for the reconstruction of
the spatial distribution of the electromagnetic properties of dispersive scatterers. The method is
based on the minimization of a cost functional, which describes the discrepancy between measured and estimated scattered field data. The Maxwell’s curl equations are introduced in an
augmented cost functional, as equality constraints, via vectorial Lagrange multipliers. By means
of the calculus of variations and the stationarity condition, it is shown that the vectorial Lagrange
multipliers are the solution of the adjoint scattering problem. Moreover, the Fréchet derivatives
of the cost functional with respect to the distributions of the scatterer properties are derived
analytically. As a result, the Fréchet derivatives obtained can be utilized by any gradient-based
optimization technique that updates the estimated scatterer properties iteratively. In this study,
two-dimensional dispersive scatterers have been investigated. In the case of Debye scatterers,
the spatial distributions of the relaxation time, the static and the optical permittivity, are reconstructed simultaneously. Also, the method is applied to the reconstruction of the resonant
frequency, the damping factor, the static and the optical permittivity of Lorentz dispersive media.
1. INTRODUCTION

Inverse electromagnetic scattering problems have attracted significant research interest over the
last years because of their applications in medical imaging, geophysical prospecting, nondestructive testing etc. [1]. The solution of an inverse scattering problem is difficult because it is an
ill-posed and nonlinear problem [2]. Frequency-domain and the time-domain techniques are the
two approaches for the solution of this problem, depending on the time variation of the excitations
used. In the first case, the excitation is considered to be monochromatic and the inverse scattering
problem is formulated in the frequency domain [3–5]. In single frequency-domain microwave imaging, the case of dispersive scatterers is tackled similarly to the case of nondispersive ones because
monochromatic excitations do not generate dispersion phenomena. The second approach, namely
the time-domain one, considers cases where the excitation field is wideband [6–8]. Time-domain
microwave imaging results in improved reconstruction resolution of nondispersive scatterers, while
it provides the ability to reconstruct dispersive scatterers. In particular, if the scatterer properties are frequency-dependent, dispersion phenomena appear, thus, time-domain techniques that
estimate the parameters of dispersive media are important [9, 10].
In this study, a method to reconstruct simultaneously the electromagnetic properties of twodimensional Debye and Lorentz dispersive scatterers is presented. The method minimizes the cost
functional that describes the discrepancy between measured and estimated electric field values.
By means of the calculus of variations, we derive the equations of the adjoint scattering problem.
Furthermore, the Fréchet derivatives of the cost functional with respect to the medium properties
are obtained. These derivatives are used by the Polak-Ribière optimization algorithm to estimate
iteratively the scatterer properties while the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method is utilized for the solution of the direct and the adjoint scattering problem. As a result, it is possible
to reconstruct the static and optical relative permittivity as well as the relaxation time of Debye
scatterers, simultaneous. In the case of Lorentz dispersive scatterers, the static and optical relative permittivity as well as the resonant frequency and the damping factor are reconstructed. The
numerical results that are presented, exhibit the efficiency of the proposed methodology.
2. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM
2.1. Direct Scattering

The relative complex permittivity of an inhomogeneous Debye scatterer is given by
εr (ω, ~r) = ε∞ (~r) + ∆ε(~r)/ [1 + jωτ (~r)]

(1)
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where ε∞ is the optical relative permittivity, τ is the relaxation time, ∆ε = εs − ε∞ (εs is the static
relative permittivity), and ω is the angular frequency. In the case of a Lorentz dispersive scatterer,
the relative permittivity is given by
£
¤
εr (ω, ~r) = ε∞ (~r) + ∆ε(~r)ω02 (~r)/ ω02 (~r) + 2jωζ(~r) − ω 2
(2)
where ω0 is the resonant frequency, and ζ is the damping factor.
The Maxwell’s curl equations governing the wave propagation in a dispersive medium involve
~ i.e.,
the polarization current density J,
~ + µ∂t H
~ = 0,
∇×E

~ − ε0 ε∞ ∂t E
~ − J~ − J~s = 0
∇×H

(3)

where J~s is the excitation current density, while J~ satisfies the differential equation
~ =0
J~ + τ ∂t J~ − ε0 ∆ε∂t E

~ =0
or ω02 J~ + 2ζ∂t J~ + ∂t2 J~ − ε0 ∆εω02 ∂t E

(4)

in Debye or Lorentz scatterers, respectively.
2.2. Inverse Scattering

We assume that the dispersive scatterer is nonmagnetic (µ = µ0 ) and lies within the scatterer
domain D (see Fig. 1). The domain D is excited by I incident waves, while for each incidence the
electric field is measured at K positions around the scatterer for the time interval [0, T ]. Hence, a
~ m where i = 1, . . . , I and
set of I ×K electric field measurements is obtained, which are denoted as E
ik
k = 1, . . . , K. We note that the time of measurement T is selected in a way that the measured field
at the farthest receiver has significantly faded out. The reconstruction of the scatterer properties
(denoted by the vector p) is based on the minimization of a cost functional, which describes the
difference between measured and estimated values of the electric field. The Maxwell’s curl equations
and the polarization relation are introduced in the augmented cost functional as equality constraints
by means of vectorial Lagrange multipliers. In particular the augmented cost functional is given by
I

K

1 XX
F (p) =
2
i=1 k=1

Z
0

T

°
°2
°~
~ m°
°Eik − E
ik ° dt + M C + P C

(5)

where M C is the term related to the Maxwell’s equations equality constraints, i.e.,
MC =

I Z
X
i=1

0

T

Z h
³
´
³
´i
~hi · ∇ × E
~ i + µ∂t H
~ i + ~ei · ∇ × H
~ i − ε0 ε∞ ∂t E
~ i − J~i − J~si dvdt
V

D

D

0

(r , )

0

V

nD

V

nV
Figure 1: Geometry of the inverse scattering problem.

(6)
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and P C is the term related to the polarization equality constraint and is given by
PC =
PC =

I Z
X

T

i=1 0
I Z T
X
i=1

0

Z
V

Z
V

³
´
~ i dvdt (Debye case)
~qi · J~i + τ ∂t J~i − ε0 ∆ε∂t E
³
´
~ i dvdt (Lorentz case)
~qi · ω02 J~i + 2ζ∂t J~i + ∂t2 J~i − ε0 ∆εω02 ∂t E

(7)

In (6) and (7), ~hi , ~ei , and ~qi are the vectorial Lagrange mulipliers.
2.3. Vectorial Lagrange Multipliers — Fréchet Derivatives

Using the calculus of variations, the stationarity condition of the cost functional, δF = 0, results
in the differential equations (adjoint problem) satisfied by the vectorial Lagrange multipliers, i.e.,
∇ × ~ei − µ∂t~hi = 0,

∇ × ~hi + ε0 ε∞ ∂t~ei − ~ji +

K
X
~ ik − E
~ m ) = 0,
(E
ik

(8)

k=1

~ji − τ ∂t~ji + ε0 ∆ε∂t~ei = 0, ~ji = −ε0 ∆ε∂t ~qi (Debye case)
ω02~ji − 2ζ∂t~ji + ∂t2~ji + ε0 ∆εω02 ∂t~ei = 0, ~ji = −ε0 ∆εω02 ∂t ~qi

ε1
ε2

10 -1

ε3
ε4

(9)
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Figure 2: Relative reconstruction error vs. the number of iterations, for the case of 2D Debye scatterer
divided in four subdomains. (a) ε∞ , (b) ∆ε, and (c) τ .
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Furthermore, the Fréchet derivatives of the cost functional with respect to the scatterer properties
are derived analytically and are given by
I

X
δF
= −ε0
δε∞
=

I Z
³
´
1 X T ³~ ~ ´
δF
δF
~
~ei · ∂t Ei dt,
=−
Ei · ji dt,
δ∆ε
∆ε
δτ
0

T

i=1 0
I Z T
X

1
ε0 ∆ε

δF
=2
δω0

Z

i=1

I Z T
X
i=1

0

i=1

³

0

´
J~i · ~ji dt,

(10)

´

~ji − ∂t~ji · J~i
I Z T ³
´
2ζ
X
1
2
δF
~i · ~ji dt.
 J~i · ~ei −
 dt,
=
J
ω0
δζ
ε0 ω03 ∆ε
ε0 ω02 ∆ε i=1 0


³

The Fréchet derivatives in (10) can be utilized by any gradient-based optimization algorithm to
update the dispersive scatterer properties, iteratively. In this work, the Polak-Ribière optimization
algorithm is adopted, while the computation of the estimated fields and the vectorial Lagrange
multipliers is based on the FDTD method.
3. NUMERICAL RESULTS

The presented method has been applied to the reconstruction of a two-dimensional Debye scatterer.
The incident waves are generated by eight transmitters (I = 8) placed at uniformly distributed
locations around the scatterer. For each incidence, the electric field is measured at sixteen positions (K = 16), uniformly placed around the scatterer. The scatterer is considered to be square,
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Figure 3: Relative reconstruction error vs. the number of iterations, for the case of 2D Lorentz scatterer
divided in four subdomains. (a) ε∞ , (b) ∆ε, (c) ω0 , and (d) ζ.
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(0.75m × 0.75m), and is divided in four square subdomains characterized by different parameters.
Specifically, the original properties of the scatterer subdomains are [ε1∞ , ε2∞ , ε3∞ , ε4∞ ] = [2, 3, 4, 2],
[∆ε1 , ∆ε2 , ∆ε3 , ∆ε4 ] = [3, 2, 2, 2], and [τ 1 , τ 2 , τ 3 , τ 4 ] = [0.5, 0.5, 1, 1] ns. The excitation current
density is a modulated Gaussian pulse given by
Js (t) = e−a

2

(t−4/a)2

sin(2πfc t)u(t)

(11)

where fc = 5 × 108 Hz and a = 5π × 108 sec−1 .
The scatterer reconstruction is based on simulated measurements obtained by the method of the
FDTD. The values of the initial estimates of the scatterer parameters are ε1,2,3,4
= 1.1, ∆ε1,2,3,4 =
∞
1,2,3,4
0.5, and τ
= 2 ns. In addition, the widths of the four subdomains are a priori known. After
1500 iterations the cost function is lower than 2 × 10−4 , while the relative reconstruction errors are
of order or lower than 10−2 , for all three Debye parameters; a fact that depicts the efficiency of the
proposed technique. Figure 2 presents the relative reconstruction errors for each parameter, ε∞ ,
∆ε, τ , versus the number of iterations of the algorithm.
Finally, the proposed microwave imaging method is applied to the reconstruction of a twodimensional Lorentz dispersive scatterer. The geometry of the inverse problem, the excitation and
the measurement positions are the same as in the previous Debye case. The original properties of
the scatterer subdomains are [ε1∞ , ε2∞ , ε3∞ , ε4∞ ] = [2, 2.5, 2.5, 2], [∆ε1 , ∆ε2 , ∆ε3 , ∆ε4 ] = [2, 3, 2.5, 3],
[ω01 , ω02 , ω03 , ω04 ] = [π ×109 , π ×109 , π ×109 , π ×109 ] rad/sec, and [ζ 1 , ζ 2 , ζ 3 , ζ 4 ] = [0.08π ×108 , 0.08π ×
108 , 0.09π × 108 , 0.09π × 108 ] sec−1 . The excitation current density is the same as in the previous
example.
The values of the initial estimates of the scatterer parameters are ε1,2,3,4
= 3.5, ∆ε1,2,3,4 = 1.1,
∞
1,2,3,4
8
1,2,3,4
8
−1
ω0
= 6π × 10 rad/sec, ζ
= 0.06π × 10 sec and the unknowns are now 16. As already
noted, the size of the four subdomains are a priori known. After 1500 iterations the cost function is
lower than 3 × 10−5 , while the relative reconstruction errors are of order or lower than 10−3 , for all
four Lorentz parameters. Figure 3 presents the relative reconstruction errors for each parameter,
ε∞ , ∆ε, ω0 , and ζ versus the number of iterations of the algorithm.
4. CONCLUSION

A time-domain microwave imaging technique, which is based on the use of vectorial Lagrange
multipliers, has been proposed for the reconstruction of dispersive scatterers. The Fréchet derivatives of the cost functional with respect to the scatterer properties are derived analytically. These
derivatives can be utilized by any gradient-based inverse scattering technique along with any timedomain computational method employed for the solution of the electromagnetic problem. The
cases of two-dimensional Debye as well as Lorentz dispersive scatterers have been investigated.
Numerical results have shown that it is possible to reconstruct the spatial distributions of all the
electromagnetic properties of the scatterers, accurately and simultaneously.
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Abstract— The hybrid finite element-boundary integral-multilevel fast multipole algorithm
(FE-BI-MLFMA) approach is adopted for fast and accurate computation of radiation from large
slotted-waveguide antenna arrays. A simplified model is presented by using a thin current probe
as the excitation and a layer of perfectly matched layer (PML) as the termination for slottedwaveguide antenna. Since each slotted-waveguide antenna can be generally considered as a single
sub-domain, the domain decomposition algorithm (DDA) is applied in the FE-BI-MLFMA to reduce computation resource and achieve high efficiency. This DDA-FE-BI-MLMFA is parallelized
to further strength its capability. To validate the presented approach for computing radiation
from slotted-waveguide antenna arrays, a series of numerical experiments are performed. Good
agreement between our calculated results and results from commercial software CST validates
accuracy of the presented approach. To show capability of the proposed DDA-FE-BI-MLFMA,
a large X-band slotted-waveguide antenna array containing eighteen waveguides is designed and
its radiation characteristics are studied.
1. INTRODUCTION

The slotted-waveguide antenna arrays are widely used in real-life communication and radar system
applications, because of their small size, light weight, compact structure, high efficiency, and low
side lobe characteristics. The computation of radiation from slotted-waveguide antenna arrays is of
growing interest due to its importance in practical applications. Various methods have been developed to compute the radiation from slotted-waveguide antennas, such as the variational approach
in terms of equivalent network, the method of moments (MoM), the finite-difference time-domain
(FDTD) method, the finite element method (FEM) and the hybrid finite element-boundary integral
(FE-BI) method [1–10].
However, due to large number of slots and the mutual coupling between the slots through the
waveguides and the exterior space, previous researches mainly focus on analysis of radiation by a
single slot in a waveguide, 1-D slotted-waveguide arrays or small 2-D slotted-waveguide arrays in
a planar surface. In real application, fast and accurate analysis of radiation from large slottedwaveguide antenna arrays containing tens of slotted-waveguides and comprising thousands slot
elements cut in the wall of the waveguides still faces great challenges.
In this paper, an efficient approach is presented for fast and accurate analysis of radiation from
large slotted-waveguide antenna arrays by using the FE-BI-MLFMA [11–13]. To simplify the calculation, for each single slotted-waveguide, a short and infinitesimally thin current probe is used as
the front-end excitation. A perfectly matched layer (PML) is used to terminate end of the waveguide port and absorb the reflected wave from the antenna to make each slotted-waveguide antenna
work in the travelling wave mode. Since each slotted-waveguide antenna can be considered as a
single sub-domain, the domain decomposition algorithm (DDA) is applied to reduce computation
resource and achieve high efficiency. To improve the convergence, the sparse approximate inverse
(SAI) technique is applied to construct an efficient preconditioner [14, 15]. To further improve the
capability, it is parallelized on a memory distributed computer system [13, 14]. The comparison
between DDA-FE-BI-MLFMA computed results and the commercial software CST results for the
radiation patterns of a slotted-waveguide array validates the accuracy of the presented approach.
To show capability of the presented approach, a large X-band slotted-waveguide antenna array
containing eighteen waveguides with Taylor amplitude and inverse phase excitation distribution is
designed and its radiation characteristics are computed and analyzed.
2. COMPUTATIONAL ALGORITHM

Consider the radiation problem of a single slotted-waveguide antenna whose surface is denoted as
S. A short current probe oriented in the z-direction and located at (xf , yf ) can be modeled as:
Jinp = ẑI0 δ (x − xf , y − yf ) e−jkϕ

(1)
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Figure 1: Simplified model for a slotted-waveguide antenna array.

where I0 is the lumped current flowing into the antenna and ϕ is the phase. The location of
the current is in the middle of the original waveguide excitation port. The front-end port of the
waveguide is extended a small distance from the original feed location and terminated with an
infinite thin PEC plate. At the end of the waveguide, it is filled with PML of thickness 0.3λg , with
λg being the waveguide wavelength. Then it is also terminated with infinite thin PEC plate.
According to the FE-BI-MLFMA presented in [11], the solution region is directly divided into
the interior region and the exterior region by the surface S. The final FE-BI matrix equation
system for a slotted-waveguide antenna array with N slotted waveguides can be written as:


K1
0
0
B1 T1g  E 1   b1 
..   .   . 

..
.

0
0
.   ..  =  .. 
(2)

  N  N

0
0
KN
BN TN
b
g  E
¡ ¢T
¡
¢T
0
H̄s
P1 T1g
. . . P N TN
Q
g
where H̄s = Z0 Hs , with Z0 being the free-space impedance. P and Q are the BI dense matrices,
K and B are the sparse FEM matrices. Tig denotes the projection Boolean matrix between the
global BI degrees of freedom (DOFs) and the FEM degrees of freedom (DOFs) of the ith slotted
waveguide. E i denotes the discretized unknowns of the electric fields for the ith waveguide, Hs
denotes the discretized unknowns of the magnetic fields on the boundary of the whole antenna
array.
In a slotted-waveguide antenna array, each slotted-waveguide antenna can be considered as a
single sub-domain, and the domain decomposition algorithm (DDA) can be applied to the FE-BIMLFMA to reduce the required computation resources and achieve high efficiency [12, 13]. After
solving the sparse FEM matrices of each sub-domain, we can obtain:
¡ ¢−1 ¡ i
¢
E i = Ki
b − Bi Tig H̄s
Substituting Equation (3) into the BI equation, we can obtain the final equation system as:
h
i
P̃ + Q H̄s = b

(3)

(4)

with
P̃ = −
b=−

N
X
i=1
N
X

¡ ¢T ¡ i ¢−1 i i
Pi Tig
K
B Tg

(5)

¡ ¢T ¡ i ¢−1 i
Pi Tig
K
b

(6)

i=1

The equation system of (4) can be efficiently solved by using the iterative solvers such as the
GMRES. The MLFMA is employed to speed up matrix-vector multiplications. This computational approach is also parallelized on a memory distributed computer system with an efficient
preconditioner constructed by using the SAI technique [15].
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Figure 2: Radiation patterns for an antenna array containing two slotted-waveguides at 10 GHz. (a) E-plane.
(b) H-plane.
Table 1: The radiation characteristics parameters of the slotted-waveguide antenna array.
Calculation method
Gain (dBi)
E-plane
3 dB beam width (◦ )
H-plane
E-plane
Side lobe level (dB)
H-plane

DDA-FE-BI-MLFMA
27.9
1.0
33.1
−21.5
−40.0

CST
28.1
1.0
34.4
−21.4
−39.4

3. NUMERICAL RESULTS

A series of numerical experiments are investigated in this section. All the computations are performed on the parallel computer platform Liuhui -II at the Center for Electromagnetic Simulation,
Beijing Institute of Technology. It has 10 nodes, each node has 2 Intel X5650 2.66 GHz CPUs with
6 cores for each CPU, 96 GB memory.
As shown in Figure 1, a typical true 3D slotted-waveguide antenna array containing eighteen
slotted waveguides is specially designed. For each slotted-waveguide antenna, we choose the BJ100
waveguide (22.86×10.16 mm), the main mode frequency of which ranges from 8.2 GHz to 12.5 GHz.
We set the working frequency of the antenna as 10 GHz. The vertical spacing between every two
neighbor waveguides is fixed as 5.2 mm. To achieve high gain and low side-lobe performance, the
fed phase and inclination angle for each slot are strictly inversed to the adjacent ones, to the
corresponding one in wall of the adjacent and the mirror symmetry waveguide.
We first validate the presented approach by comparing results with the CST results for the
radiation patterns of the middle two slotted-waveguides. There are total 90 narrow-wall slotradiating elements for each slotted-waveguide. The radiation characteristics parameters of the two
slotted-waveguides antennas are listed in Table 1. Figure 2 shows the calculated radiation patterns
in E-plane and H-plane respectively. Good agreement can be observed between the DDA-FE-BIMLFMA and the CST results.
To demonstrate great capability of the presented approach for electrically large arrays, we compute radiation patterns of the whole large antenna array containing eighteen waveguides as shown
in Figure 1. The radiation patterns for the array with equal-amplitude/Taylor-amplitude and inverse phase distribution feed in the E-plane and H-plane are shown in Figure 3. The computed
radiation characteristics parameters are listed in Table 2. We can see from Figure 3, by using
the Taylor-amplitude distribution feed, better side lobe can be achieved with wider main lobe and
lower gain in the H-plane, but little influence on radiation patterns in the E-plane. Figure 4
shows the normalized orthogonal polarization radiation patterns for the large antenna array with
Taylor-amplitude distribution feed in the E-plane and H-plane. We can see from these figures, suppression cross-polarization characteristics are obtained in E-plane (< −50.49 dB) and in H-plane
(< −26.96 dB). In this calculation, the number of unknowns for the FEM part and the BI part is
5,306,784 and 2,291,742 respectively. It takes about 91 GB memory and 4 hours of CPU time with
16 MPI processes.
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Table 2: The radiation characteristics parameters of the large slotted-waveguide antenna array.
Amplitude distribution
Gain (dBi)
E-plane
3 dB beam width (◦ )
H-plane
E-plane
Side lobe level (dB)
H-plane
40

Taylor
35.4
1.0
5.1
−18.7
−32.5

Equal
36.1
1.0
3.9
−19.2
−13.2
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Figure 3: Radiation patterns for the large slotted-waveguide antenna array containing eighteen waveguides
at 10 GHz. (a) E-plane. (b) H-plane.
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Figure 4: Normalized orthogonal polarization radiation patterns for the large slotted-waveguide antenna
array at 10 GHz. (a) E-plane (b) H-plane.

4. CONCLUSION

An efficient computational approach using the FE-BI-MLFMA is presented for analysis of radiation from large slotted-waveguide antenna arrays. A simple but flexible and efficient model is presented to simplify the calculation. Comparisons between computed results and commercial software
CST results validate the presented model for fast and accurate analysis of radiation from slottedwaveguide arrays. The radiation characteristics of a large carefully designed slotted-waveguide
antenna arrays are computed to show the efficiency and capability of the presented approach.
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Scattering of a Gaussian Beam by an Ellipsoidal Particle with
Vectorial Complex Ray Model
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Abstract— By introducing the wave front curvature as a generic property of rays, the Vectorial
Complex Rays Model (VCRM) improves considerably the precision of ray models. This has been
already applied to the prediction of the scattering diagrams of the plane wave by large ellipsoidal
particles and the two dimensional Gaussian beam scattering by an elliptical infinite cylinder at
normal incidence. In this communication, the VCRM will be further extended to the scattering
of a Gaussian beam by an ellipsoidal particle. The amplitude, the phase and the wave front
curvature of the incident Gaussian beam are considered, but the diffraction has not been taken
into account yet.
1. INTRODUCTION

The numerical prediction of the scattering properties of electromagnetic waves or light by objects
of complex shape and of size much larger than the wavelength has been always a great challenge
in both the field of electromagnetic computation or light interaction with particles. Among a large
number of theories, models and algorithms, the methods based on the ray models seem to be the
most appropriate due to their flexibility, their capability to deal with very large objects and their
rapidity in term of the numerical calculation. But the precision is often not satisfactory because
the wave properties (phase, divergence/convergence . . . ) are not properly taken into account.
In the model developed by the author — Vectorial Complex Rays Model (VCRM) [1, 2], the
aforementioned wave properties are counted correctly by introducing the wave front curvature as a
generic property of rays. Therefore, the VCRM improves considerably the precision of ray models.
It has been validated by comparison with two rigorous methods: Lorenz-Mie theory for spherical
particle [1–4] and the Multilevel Fast Multipole Algorithm (MLFMA) [5] for the ellipsoidal particles.
It has been used to the prediction of the scattering diagrams of the plane wave by large ellipsoidal
particles [6] and the elliptical infinite cylinders [7]. It has also been applied to the scattering of a two
dimensional Gaussian beam by an elliptical infinite cylinder at normal incidence [8]. In this paper,
we extend further the VCRM to the scattering of a Gaussian beam by an ellipsoidal particle. The
amplitude, the phase and the wave front curvature of the incident Gaussian beam are considered
in the model. But the diffraction has not yet taken into account. The results of the developed code
will be compared with the rigorous Generalized Lorenz-Mie Theory (GLMT).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The Vectorial Complex Ray Model for the scattering
of a Gaussian beam by an ellipsoidal particle is described in Section 2. The developed code is
validated in Section 3 by comparison with the rigorous method, i.e., the Generalized Lorenz-Mie
theory. The Section 4 is devoted to the presentation and the discussion of the numerical results.
The last section is the conclusions.
2. VCRM FOR THE SCATTERING OF A GAUSSIAN BEAM

Consider an ellipsoidal particle of three semi-axes (a, b, c) respectively in (x, y, z) directions with
the center located at OP , the origin of the coordinate system Op -xyz, referred hereafter as particle
coordinate system. The particle is illuminated by a Gaussian beam of waist radius w0 propagating in
its coordinate system Ob (u, v, w) along w axis which make an angle θ0 with z axis. The coordinates
of the beam center Ob in the particle coordinate system are (x0 , y0 , z0 ) (Fig. 1). For simplicity, in
this paper, we suppose that the beam axis is in a symmetric plane of the ellipsoid. Without lose of
generality, we choose the plane (OP -xy). The observation is also limited in (x, z) plane, so that all
rays under study remain in the same plane and we have φ = 0 and y0 = 0 in the case under study.
In the VCRM, each ray possesses five properties: the direction, the amplitude, the phase, the
polarization and the wave front of the wave the ray represents. All these properties evolve each
time a ray interacts with the particle surface and can be calculated step by step according to the
standard procedure of the VCRM as described in [1, 2] and [3, 4]. It is worth, however, to note that
in the VCRM, the wave vector, as well as its normal and tangent components to the particle surface,
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Figure 1: Definition of the coordinate systems.

are used for the determination of the propagation direction (after a reflection or a refraction) and
the Fresnel coefficients. This simplifies significantly the ray tracing, especially in three dimension
scattering. The divergence and the convergence of the wave on the surface of the particle are
predicted directly by the wave front curvature, the latter permits also determining the phase due
to the focal lines by counting the number of changes of sign of the wave front curvature radii. The
reader are refereed to the references cited above for the details.
The difference of the VCRM for the plane wave and for a focused beam lies in the wave front
shape before the first interaction of a ray with the particle and the variation of the incident wave
amplitude. We will give a detailed description in the following.
The complex amplitude (with time convention eiωt ) of a Gaussian beam is written as
SG (u, v, w) = AG exp(−iΦ)
where AG and Φ present respectively the amplitude and the phase of the beam and are given by
µ 2
¶
w0
u + v2
AG =
exp −
(1)
wl
wl2
and

½
Φ(u, v, w) = k w +

¾
µ ¶
u2 + v 2
w
−1
+ tan
2
2w[1 + (zR /w) ]
zR
k is the wave number and zR is the Rayleigh length defined by
zR = πw02 /λ
wl is the local radius of the beam at w and is related to the beam waist radius w0 by
£
¤1/2
wl = w0 1 + (w/zR )2

(2)

(3)

(4)

To calculate the amplitude and the phase of the incident beam at the point where the ray
interacts with the particle, we use the following relations between the particle coordinate system
Op -xyz and the beam coordinate system Ob -uvw given by
u = (x − x0 ) cos θ0 − (z − z0 ) sin θ0
w = (x − x0 ) sin θ0 + (z − z0 ) cos θ0

(5)
(6)

with v = 0 since the beam axis and the observation are in the plane OP -xz.
To ensure that a ray interacts with the surface of the particle, we calculate the scalar product
of the wave vector and the outward normal of the particle surface. If the result is negative the ray
interacts with the particle and then we calculate the Fresnel coefficients for the two polarizations;
the directions, the phase and the wave front curvatures of the reflected and the refracted rays.
Then we determine the following interaction point according to the direction of the refracted ray
and the equation describing the surface of the particle. We repeat the similar procedure as for the
first interaction so that to determine the properties of the emergent ray and the internal reflected
ray, until a order for which the amplitude of the ray is negligible. Finally, we should calculate the
summation of the complex amplitudes of all emergent rays to obtain the scattering diagram.
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3. VALIDATION OF THE CODE

In order to validate the code we compare firstly the scattering diagrams calculated by the VCRM
and the GLMT for a spherical particle of radius a = 30 µm and the refractive index m = 1.333
located at the center of a Gaussian beam of wavelength λ = 0.6328 µm with two different beam
waists. We found that when the beam waist radius is relatively large compared to the particle
size, i.e., w0 = 100 µm (Fig. 2, the scattering diagrams are similar to those of a plane wave). The
agreement between the two methods is good except in the two regions. one is the narrow region in
forward direction, this is because the diffraction has not been taken into account. The other is in
the Alexander region (between the first and the second rainbows), this is to be improved by taken
into account the diffraction effect in the caustic regions.
When the beam waist radius is much less than the particle radius, i.e., w0 = 10 µm (Fig. 3), the
scattering diagrams of the VCRM agree almost perfectly in all directions for the two polarizations.
The reason of the discrepancy in forward direction (scattering angle smaller than about 5◦ ) is the
same as in Fig. 2. The disappearance of the disagreement around the Alexander region is due to
the fact that the beam amplitude at the impact points of rainbow is much less than that near
the beam axis. When the particle is illuminated with the same beam but off-axis, this effect may
reappear (see the following section).
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Figure 2: Comparison of the scattered diagrams calculated by VCRM abd GLMT for a spherical particle of radius a = 30 µm, refractive index m = 1.333
illuminated by a Gaussian beam of wavelength λ =
0.6328 µm and beam waist radius w0 = 100 µm.
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Figure 3: Comparison of the scattered diagrams calculated by VCRM and GLMT for the same parameters as in Fig. 2 except w0 = 10 µm.

4. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We present in this section some typical scattering diagrams of an ellipsoidal particle illuminated
by a Gaussian beam. Fig. 4 show the scattering diagrams of a particle of three different shape
illuminated by an off-axis Gaussian beam. The wavelength of the incident Gaussian beam is still
0.6328 µm, its waist radius is 50 µm and its center is located at x0 = 30 µm, y0 = z0 = 0. The
polarization for the four curves is perpendicular, i.e., the incident electric field is in y direction. The
black (solid line without symbol) and the red (dashed line) curves present respectively the results
calculated by the GLMT and the VCRM. Similar remarks as in the last section can be made for
the comparison of these two curves, but we found a dissymmetry of the scattering diagrams due to
the off-axis of the incident beam. Furthermore, the second rainbow on the left (around −125◦ ) is
much less remarkable.
The other two curves in Fig. 4 are respectively the scattering diagrams of an oblate (c = 45 µm,
green curve with circles) and a prolate (c = 55 µm, blue curve with diamond symbols) with the
same cross circular section (a = b = 50 µm). For clarity, these two curves are off-set respectively
by 102 and 103 . We may note that the profiles of the scattering diagrams between −60◦ and 120◦
are similar to that of the sphere, while the structure of the diagrams around rainbow angles and
in the backward direction are very sensible to the shape of the particle. The position of the first
rainbow on the left of the figure moves about +10◦ for the oblate and −10◦ for the prolate relative
to that of the sphere. In the other side the first and the second rainbows are merged for the oblate
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particle but very significant for the prolate particle. The Alexander region is also enlarged from 8◦
for the sphere to about 22◦ for the prolate particle.
At last, we present the scattering diagrams calculated by the VCRM in the most general case:
an ellipsoidal particle with different semi-axes illuminated by an off-axis Gaussian beam with an
incident angle. It can be noted that the scattering diagram around the rainbows is very sensible to
the shape of the particle.
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Figure 4: Scattering diagrams of particles with the
same circular cross section (a = b = 50 µm) illuminated by an off-axis (x0 = 30 µm) Gaussian beam
(λ = 0.6328 µm and w0 = 50 µm). The incident
beam propagates in z direction and its electric field
is polarized in y direction. For clarity, the curves for
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Figure 5: Scattering diagrams of an ellipsoidal particle with different semi-axes a, b and c of water
m = 1.333 illuminated by a Gaussian beam of wavelength λ = 0.6328 µm and waist radius w0 = 30 µm.
The beam axis is in the xz plane and makes an angle
of 10◦ with z axis. The beam center is at (10 µm, 0,
0) in the particle coordinate system.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We have applied in this paper the Vectorial Ray Tracing Model for the calculation of the scattering
diagrams of a large ellipsoidal particle. The code is first validated by comparison with the rigorous
solution of Maxwell equations, i.e., the generalized Lorenz-Mie theory. The comparison showed
that the VCRM permits to predict correctly the scattering diagram in almost all directions except
in the Alexander region. The code is then applied to the prediction of the scattering diagrams of
ellipsoidal water droplets with different semi-axis illuminated by a Gaussian beam in the on-axis
and off-axis cases with the propagation direction along a symmetric axis of the particle or with an
incident angle. It is shown that the rainbow positions and its structure are very sensible to the
position as well as the shape of the particle. This dependence may provide very useful information
for the measurements of the non-spherical particle, especially in the two phase flows.
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Abstract— In this paper, we investigate the light scattering properties by a spheroidal particle
by using the Fourier Modal Method (FMM) equipped with the Perfectly Matched Layers (PMLs).
A program which allows the computation of the scattering cross sections and efficiencies has been
implemented and checked by comparing the results with those obtained in literature. The effectiveness of the PMLs appeared by plotting the field maps: the interferences from neighbouring
periods in the FMM disappeared.
1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, our society is facing numerous ecological challenges. Cultivation of photosynthetic
micro-organisms within controlled environments such as photobioreactor processes is recognized as
a serious alternative to contribute to the CO2 capture and to produce bio-diesel and bio-hydrogen.
In order to optimize conversion of light energy into chemical energy within the process of photosynthesis, we have to predict the light scattering properties, such as the absorption, scattering and
extinction cross sections as well as the scattering diagrams [2]. Based on the rigorous solution of
Maxwell’s equations, Lord Rayleigh [3] and Wait [4] introduced respectively the first formalisms
to describe the interaction of a monochromatic plane wave with an isolated infinitely long circular
cylinder at normal incidence and oblique incidence. In 1908, Mie [5, 6] derived the exact solution for
an homogeneous spherical particle for a very wide range of parameter values. This theory is involved
in several applications, e.g., in photobioreactor processes, in environmental monitoring and so on.
However, most micro-organisms are not spherical and differ by their size and shape parameters.
Their scattering properties are significantly different from those of spherical scatterers. Since it is
much more difficult to obtain the exact solution when the scatterer loose the spherical symmetry, a
number of approximations have been made in order to calculate the light scattering and absorption
properties of non-spherical particles. Among the most prevalent approximations are Waterman’s
extended boundary condition method also called T-matrix method [7, 8], the finite-difference timedomain method (FDTD) [9] and the finite-element method (FEM) [10]. Asano and Yamamoto [11]
obtained solutions for homogeneous prolate and oblate spheroidal particles by solving Maxwell’s
equations in the spheroidal coordinate system. The main disadvantage of this method is that the
vector spheroidal wave functions are not easily calculated, especially for complex arguments that
occur with absorbing particles. Nevertheless, a number of numerical results are available. Asano [1]
has calculated the scattering and absorption efficiencies and the angular scattering for oriented prolate and oblate spheroids. He obtained results for particles with size parameters up to 30 and axial
ratios up to 5. Most of the results are for m = 1.33 and m = 1.5 although some calculations have
been made for absorbing particles with m = 1.5 + 0.1i.
In this paper, the Fourier Modal Method is extended to non periodic structure. This is achieved
by introducing the perfectly matched layers (PMLs) concept. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 1 is devoted to the statement of the problem and the derivation of the
eigenvalue equation. In Section 2, we present numerical results that are successfully compared with
those obtained by Asano.
2. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Let us consider an arbitrarly particle illuminated by a monochromatic plane wave with angular
frequency ω, refractive index ν1 and wave vector k which components are:
(
α0 = kν1 sin ξ cos φ
k β0 = kν1 sin ξ sin φ .
(1)
γ0 = kν1 cos ξ
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The amplitudes of the electric field components of the incident wave are:
 inc  "
#"
#
Ex
sin ξ cos φ cos ξ cos φ − sin φ
0
inc
 Ey  = sin ξ sin φ cos ξ sin φ cos φ
cos δ ,
inc
cos
φ
−
sin
ξ
0
sin δ
Ez

(2)

where ξ is the incidence angle, φ the azimuthal angle and δ the angle of polarization. The particle
is approximated by a staircase profile so that it is replaced by a stack of nsl layers, each of them
is characterized by its thickness and its relative permittivity function ε(x, y). See Figures 1(a)
and (b).

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Configuration of the structure under study.

It can be shown
that any component of electromagnetic field can be written as Φ(x, y)exp(−ikγz),
√
where k = ω ε0 µ0 . ε0 and µ0 are the permittivity and the permeability of the vacuum. The numerical process consists in searching a numerical approximation of the functions Φ for all components
of the electromagnetic field by imposing boundary conditions. By eliminating the longitudinal components Ez and Hz from Maxwell’s equations, we arrive to matrix relations (3) and (4) between
transversal components Ex , Ey , Hx and Hy :
¸ · i
·
¸· ¸
∂x E −1 ∂y
− ki ∂x E −1 ∂x − ik Hx
Ex
k
∂z
= i
(3)
−1
Ey
Hy
∂y + ik
− ki ∂y E −1 ∂x
k ∂y E
and

·
∂z

Hx
Hy

¸

·

− ki ∂x ∂y
=
i
− k ∂y ∂y − ikE

i
k ∂x ∂x + ikE
i
k ∂y ∂x

¸·

¸
Ex
.
Ey

From these equations we can introduce a second order eigenvalue matrix relation:
·
¸
·
¸

Ex
Ex
2

 ∂z
= LEH LHE

Ey
Ey



,
or ·

¸
¸
·




 ∂z2 Hx = LHE LEH Hx
Hy
Hy
with


·
¸
1

−∂x E −1 ∂y
∂x E −1 ∂x + k 2 µ


L
=

 EH
∂y ∂x
k 2 −∂y E −1 ∂x − k 2 µ
·
¸ .

−1 ∂
−1 ∂ + k 2 E
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 LHE = 2 −∂ µ−1 ∂ − k 2 E
∂y ∂x
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y

(4)

(5)

(6)
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In each layer denoted by the superscript j, one of the eigenvalue equation of Eq. (6) is solved.
For example, if the electric eigenvalue equation is solved, the electrical field is written as linear
combination of the eigenvectors [Φjpq , Ψjpq ]T associated to the eigenvalue γpq :
(
P +1 j
|Exj i = 2M
p,q=1 Apq |Φpq i
P
.
(7)
j
2M +1 j
|Ey i = p,q=1 Apq |Ψpq i
Each eigenvector |Φpq i and |Ψpq i are expanded on finite set of (2M + 1) × (2M + 1) Fourier
basis functions. Hence, an artificial periodization Px (resp. Py ) in x-direction (resp. y-direction)
is introduced. In order to avoid the effect of this periodization, we introduce PMLs by using
complex coordinates transformations in x and y directions [13, 14]. The unknown coefficients Ajpq
are calculated through the S matrix propagation algorithm and the reflected Rpq and transmitted
Tpq efficiencies are deduced.
3. NUMERICAL RESULTS

Firstly for a sake of comparison with [1], we consider the following two examples: prolate spheroids
with a refractive index ν = 1.5 and oblate ones with ν = 1.33. Recall that a prolate spheroid
has one major semi-axis a and two equal minor semi-axes b. An oblate spheroid is characterized
by two equal major semi-axes a and one minor semi-axis b. Other variables characterizing these
spheroids are: the shape factor a/b and the size parameter α = 2πa/λ. Numerical computations
are performed on the spheroids of the size parameters up to 30 and for various values of the shape
parameters a/b that fluctuated between 1.5 and 5.
It is of common use to normalize the cross-sections Csca of a spheroid by the area of a sphere
having the same volume, Csca /πr2 where r = (a2 b)1/3 for the oblate spheroid and r = (ab2 )1/3 for
the prolate spheroid.
Numerical investigations show that results stabilize as soon as the truncation order M reaches
12 and number of layers nsl = 80. These results are obtained for an optimized values of Px = Py =
8.33r. The scattering efficiency factors Qsca are connected with their corresponding cross-sections
by this relation:
Qsca = Csca /G(ξ).
(8)
G(ξ) is the area of the particle shadow also called the ‘viewing’ geometrical cross-section. It depends
on the angle of incidence ξ. The geometrical cross section of the prolate spheroid is:
G(ξ) = πa(b2 sin2 ξ + a2 cos2 ξ)1/2

(9)

G(ξ) = πb(a2 sin2 ξ + b2 cos2 ξ)1/2 .

(10)

and of the oblate spheroid is:

In Figures 2(a) and (b), the scattering cross sections of oblate and prolate spheroids are plotted
at normal incidence (ξ = 0◦ ) with respect to the size parameter of the sphere 2πr/λ for different
values of a/b. Those results are successfully compared with Figures 4 and 6 of Reference [1].
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Figure 2: Scattering cross sections of particles with different ratios. (a) Oblate spheroids, (b) prolate
spheroids.
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Figure 3: Scattering efficiency of particles with different ratios. (a) Oblate spheroids, (b) prolate spheroids.

Figures 3(a) and (b) show the scattering efficiency factors for the oblate and prolate spheroids
at ξ = 0◦ as a function of the size parameter α for various values of the shape parameters a/b.
Asano has obtained the same results in Figures 3 and 5 of Reference [1].
In Figures 4(a) and (b), the scattering efficiency factors of oblate spheroid (a/b = 3) and prolate
spheroid (a/b = 5) are replotted against the size parameter α for three incidence angles ξ = 0◦ ,
45◦ , and 90◦ . In the case of oblique incidence (ξ 6= 0), the TE and TM polarizations are involved.
Corresponding results are given in figures 7 and 8 in Reference [1].
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Figure 4: Scattering efficiency of particles with various angle of incidence. (a) Oblate spheroids, (b) prolate
spheroids.

Secondly, to show the effectiveness of the Perfectly Matched Layers (PMLs), we compare in
Figure 5 the amplitude of the transmitted electric field Ey computed with and without PMLs
of a prolate spheroid for the following numerical parameters: λ = 16.67 mm, Px = Py = 8.33λ,
ν = 1.2, a = 84 mm and b = 17 mm. It can be seen that, the neighbouring periods see each others
and spurious interferences take place. The comparison of these results emphasizes that the field
calculated with the PMLs should be valid, since the parasitic oscillations have disappeared.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5: Field map of a prolate spheroid. (a) Without PMLs, (b) with PMLs.
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4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we applied the FMM and the staircase approximation in order to compute the
light scattering by spheroidal micro-organism. To avoid the parasitic couplings introduced by the
periodizations, the classical FMM is equipped with PMLs through complex coordinates concept.
The scattering cross sections and the efficiencies calculated by using this method were successfully
compared with results in the literature. To show the crucial role played by the PMLs, a field map,
with and without using the PMLs, is presented and satisfactory results are obtained. However,
the convergence of the results depends on the number of slices nsl in the staircase approximation
but also on the number of eigenfunctions M used to describe the field in each layer. Even though
this point is not explicitly detailed in this article, the results reflect a systematic study of their
convergence.
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Abstract— Assuming the progress of numerical solution of grating problems by Yasuura’s
method of modal expansion, we pick up a couple of issues that require our countermeasure,
state our step, and give our opinion if appropriate. Here we take up: choice of modal functions;
observation of condition number in least-squares boundary matching; and use of refractive indices
of Au taken from references.
1. INTRODUCTION

In solving the problem of scattering or diffraction on a computer, we often encounter small issues
that require us to take some action. Assuming the process of numerical solution (mainly) of grating
problems by Yasuura’s method of modal expansion [1–4], we pick up a few of such issues or topics
and state our countermeasures or opinion. The issues are:
1) Choice of modal functions: In the method we define an approximate solution in terms of a
finite linear-combination of modal functions. The choice of a set of modal functions from
among possible set of functions is an important issue because the effectiveness of the method
depends on the choice.
2) Observation of the condition number: We employ the orthogonal decomposition of the Jacobian matrix in solving the least-squares problem and the nature of the matrix given by the
condition number is important.
3) Refractive index of Au: The index of a metal is of a great interest in application to plasmonics.
Here we show a couple of examples of plasmon resonance absorption predicted by our computer
program using four different values of Au index.
2. A BRIEF INTRODUCTION TO YASUURA’S METHOD OF MODAL EXPANSION

Before taking up the issues, we briefly see the process of solution by the method. Figure 1 shows the
geometry of a sample problem: 2-D E-wave (s-polarization) scattering by a perfectly conducting
grating. We denote the cross section of the grating by C and assume the semi-infinite region below
C is filled with a perfect conductor. The cross section C is periodic in X with a period d. We
represent a point on C by s(x, y), assume y = η(x) (η(x + d) = η(x)), and let a point in the free
space region S above C be r(X, Y ). Let us consider the problem to find the diffracted field when
an E-polarized plane wave
Ei (r) = uZ F (r) = uZ exp(i α0 X − i β0 Y ),

α0 = k sin θ,

β0 = k cos θ

(1)

is incident. Here, the time factor e−iω t is suppressed and uZ denotes a unit vector in Z-direction.
The solution to this problem, Ezs (r) = Ψ(r), should satisfy the following conditions:
D1.
D2.
D3.
D4.

2-D Helmholtz’s equation in S, ∇2 Ψ(r) + k 2 Ψ(r) = 0;
Pseudo-periodicity condition,Ψ(X + d, Y ) = exp(i α0 d) Ψ(X, Y );
1-D radiation condition that Ψ(X, Y ) propagates or attenuates in the positive Y -direction;
The boundary condition on a perfectly conducting surface,Ψ(s)+F (s) = Ψ(x, η(x))+F (x, η(x)) =
0.

To solve this problem by using Yasuura’s method of modal expansion, we first need to define a
set of modal functions {ϕm (r) : m = 1, 2, . . .} that satisfies the requirements:
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1: (a) Geometry of a sample problem: E-wave (s-polarization) scattering by a grating made of a
perfectly-conducting metal. C is the cross section and S is a semi-infinite region above C. C0 is the first
period of C and S0 is an arbitrary closed subregion of S. (b) Equally located sampling points on C0 . sj are
the points whose s-coordinates are j`/J. Ed: Frame lines are for reference; please delete them.

M1. Each ϕm (r) satisfies the conditions D1, D2, and D3.
M2. The set of boundary values {ϕm (s) : m = 1, 2, . . .} is complete in the function space L2 (C0 )
consisting of all the square integrable functions defined on C0 , the first period of C.
Next, we define an approximate solution in terms of a finite linear combination of the modal
functions
XM
Am (M ) ϕm (r)
(2)
ΨM (r) =
m=1

where Am (M ) means that the Am -coefficient depends on the number of truncation M . Because
the solution satisfies the conditions D1, D2, and D3, we determine the coefficients in order that
the solution meets the boundary condition D4 approximately. In Yasuura’s method we employ the
least-squares method:
Problem C. Find the set of Am -coefficients that minimizes a normalized mean-squares boundary residual
ÁZ `
Z `
.
2
2
2
C
ΩM = kΨM + F k kF k =
|F (s)|2 ds
(3)
|ΨM (s) + F (s)| ds
s=0

s=0

Rd
Here, ` denotes the length of C0 . In a shallow grating, a definition kf k2 = x=0 |f (x, η(x))|2 dx also
works.
In numerical solution on a computer we need (i) the method of discretization and (ii) the method
for solving the discretized problem. Discretization can be made in the following way: First, we locate
equally-spaced J = 2M sampling points on C0 and denote them by {s0 , s1 , . . . , sJ }. Although this
set includes J + 1 points, s0 and sJ share common information (except for the α0 d phase difference;
see Section 3.1) and we can regard them as one point. Second, we define J-dimensional column
vectors whose members are boundary values of modal functions.
ϕm = (ϕm (s1 ) ϕm (s2 ) . . . ϕm (sJ ))T

(m = 1, 2, . . . , M )

(4)

Then, we set up a J × M Jacobian matrix
Φ = [ϕ1 ϕ2 . . . ϕM ]

(5)

Finally, defining an M -dimensional solution vector
A = (A1 (M ) A2 (M ) . . . AM (M ))T

(6)

we have a least-squares problem in a J-dimensional complex-valued vector space, a discretized form
of Problem C.
Problem D. Find a solution vector A that minimizes the discretized boundary residual
°2 ,
°X
.
°
° M
2
°
J
(7)
A
(M
)
ϕ
+
F
ΩM = kΦA + Fk J = °
m
m
°
°
m=1

Here, F is a discretized incident wave, kf k denotes the Euclidean norm of a J-dimensional vector,
the denominator J comes from the line element ds ' `/J, and this ` has been canceled by the
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denominator of (3). In solving Problem D, we usually employ the QR decomposition. In case if
we need the condition number of the Jacobian matrix, we use the singular-value decomposition.
We can prove that the sequence of approximate solutions {Ψ1 (r), Ψ2 (r), . . . , ΨM (r), . . .} with
the coefficients obtained by solving Problem D converges to the true solution Ψ(r) uniformly in
any closed sub-region S0 in S.
3. TOPICS IN THE SOLUTION PROCESS

Here we employ three representative topics/issues that emerge in the process of numerical analysis
by Yasuura’s method of modal expansion.
3.1. Choice of Modal Functions

If the cross section is simple like a sinusoid, is shallow, and if the period is comparable to the
wavelength, the problems are easy to solve with the commonly-employed set of separated solutions
satisfying the periodicity (D2) and radiation condition (D3). They are referred to as the Floquet
or grating modes and are given by
ϕm (X, Y ) = exp(iαm X + iβm Y ),
p
2
αm = α0 + 2mπ/d, βm = k 2 − αm

(Reβ ≥ 0, Imβ ≥ 0; m = 0, ±1, ±2, . . .)

(8)

In using this set of modal functions, we should modify the summations in (2) and (7) to ΣN
m=−N
and the total number of unknowns is M = 2N + 1. In addition, we use the functions
ϕ̃m (x, y) = exp(−iα0 x) ϕm (x, y) and F̃ (x, y) = exp(−iα0 x) F (x, y)

(9)

instead of ϕm (x, y) and F (x, y). Because the modified functions are periodic in x and s, this
modification would accelerate the convergence of the solutions [5]. Further, the periodicity of
functions means that the discretized boundary residual (7) is a trapezoidal approximation to (3).
Conversely, if the cross section is complicated, deep, or is electrically large, the problem is
difficult and the method with Floquet modal functions often fails [6]. The same problem arises also
in other methods employing modal expansion and many researchers have endeavored to develop
methods of analysis that can solve the difficult problems. A lot of works can be found and we refer
only a few examples [7–9]. We also have tried two approaches, which are understood as the use of
alternative sets of modal functions:
(i) Location of line sources in Sc (the complement of S). This is the same as the equivalentsources method and is useful when combined with a technique of concentrating the poles near the
convex part of the obstacle. In scattering by a cylindrical obstacle ρ = a(1 − 0.2 cos 3θ) [10], we
compared three types of modal functions: separated solutions (sep), fields from monopoles located
equally on an analogous curve inside the boundary (pel), and fields from monopoles densely located
near the peaks of the curve (pdp). At ka = 10, both (pel) and (pdp) works well and the energy
errors at M = 70 are 9 × 10−5 and 1 × 10−5 %. It is difficult for (sep) to give good solutions for
the error is 4%. At ka = 30, the energy errors of the solutions with M = 100 are 2 × 10−1 % (pel),
5 × 10−3 % (pdp), and 7% (sep). A similar choice of modal functions in grating problems seems
to be more powerful than the Floquet modes. (ii) Employment of up- and down-going Floquet
modes and normalization by vertical separation of groove regions. We have developed this scheme
based on the following ideas: (a) Although it is commonly accepted that the diffracted field over
the surface C can be represented in terms of up-going modes alone independently of the validity of
the Rayleigh hypothesis, it is not unreasonable to assume down-going waves in the groove region;
(b) Higher-order grating modes are often the origin of trouble in numerical computations because
they oscillate in x strongly and increase/decrease in y rapidly. Hence, the scheme is a combination
of (a) and (b) in the frame of Yasuura’s modal expansion. The effectiveness of this method is as
follows [11]: for both perfect-conductor and dielectric case, we can get solutions with high accuracy
for deep gratings (sinusoidal, 1 < 2h/d < 2.4) by separating the groove region into 20 layers.
3.2. Observation of the Condition Number

As we have mentioned after Problem D, we usually employ the QR decomposition (QRD) in
solving the discretized problem. This is because the computational complexity of the solution by
the QRD is much smaller than that of a method using the singular-value decomposition (SVD)
in both time and storage. When running a computer program for a new problem for the first
time, however, we employ a method using the SVD because we would like to know the nature
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of the Jacobian matrix. In particular we need J dependence of cond(Φ) for a fixed M and rank
deficiency check [12]. The dependence of cond(Φ) and the smallest singular value on computational
parameters are also meaningful and are important sometimes. In Figure 2 we show examples of
the J-dependence of a few significant quantities.

5.0

Figure 2: (a) J dependence of cond(Φ), ΩM , maximum and minimum singular values. Conical mounting
with azimuth ϕ = 30◦ and polar angle θ = 10◦ , p-wave. Au-sinusoidal grating, d = 556 nm, 2h = 166.8 nm,
λ = 670 nm, and nAu = (0.17393, −3.61253). N = 20, M = 2N + 1 = 41, total number of unknowns is 82.
(b) J dependence of cond(Φ), ΩM , maximum and minimum singular values, and energy error εM . Conical
mounting with ϕ = 30◦ and θ = 10◦ . BK7-sinusoidal grating, d = 556 nm, 2h = 222.4 nm, λ = 670 nm, and
n = 1.5139. N = 20, M = 2N + 1 = 41, total number of unknowns is 82.
3.3. Refractive Index of Au

The refractive index (or permittivity) of a noble metal is an important material constant today
because of the recent development of plasmonics: the plasmon wavenumber is closely related to
the index. In computer simulation of a plasmonic structure, we usually employ an index value
taken from a reference. Here sometimes arises a problem: In sensor application, for example, we
need a precise value of the index with more than six- or seven-digit significant figures. Such a
numerical value, however, is not placed in a reference available easily. Consequently, we should
use an approximate value in our simulation. To see how the small difference in refractive index
influences the resonance absorption, we made numerical computation about the index values from
four references and compared the result in Figure 3. As we see the difference between the reflection
efficiency curves cannot be neglected, which may have an influence on the fourth or fifth column of
the result of an index measurement. Hence, it is an important issue for those working in plasmonics
to study how to cope with the difficult situation.
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Figure 3: Comparison of the 0th order efficiency curves near the plasmon resonance absorption using Au index
taken from four references. The sources are listed in Table 1. The grating is sinusoidal with d = 556 nm and
2h = 70 nm. Conical mounting with ϕ = 30◦ , p-wave. The abscissa shows polar angle θ and the ordinate is
the 0th order reflection efficiency including both pand s-polarized wave. Note that the s-polarized component
is dominant near the absorption peak (θ ' 11◦ ). Note also that the Au index is obtained through spline
interpolation when necessary.
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Table 1: Refractive indices of Au for λ = 670 nm taken from four sources.

1
2
3
4

n
0.13179
0.16077
0.13225
0.17408

k
3.56261
3.43942
3.79379
3.6123

|n Au|
3.56505
3.44318
3.79609
3.61649

sources of references
[13]
[14]
[15]
[16]

4. CONCLUSIONS

We have seen the solution process of Yasuura’s method of modal expansion and have taken a
few issues that require us to devise a countermeasure. Although most of the topics taken here
might have been discussed elsewhere, we should consider the old topics together with many similar
subjects again now to make good use of them. This is because such matters are inadequately
forgotten in today’s progressed computer environment.
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Abstract— In the study, complex modes dispersion characteristics of cylindrical plasma column
open waveguide are obtained from exact characteristic equations system and its metallic closed
model. In order to model the open waveguide with cylindrical plasma column loaded closed
waveguide, firstly mathematically proper guided and complex modes are obtained. Because
mathematically proper modes do not violate the boundary conditions and can be modeled with
a closed waveguide structure which uses a complete set of orthogonal functions. Numerical
values obtained from characteristic equations system and model structure for cylindrical isotropic
plasma column open waveguide are presented in the same figure. Additionally, it is shown that
the numerical results obtained from the model approach to the exact solution while radius of
metallic waveguide frame gets larger.
1. INTRODUCTION

Complex waves have been investigated in numerous studies for closed and open waveguides. Complex wave modes for isotropic dielectric rod loaded closed waveguide and parallel isotropic dielectric
and anisotropic ferrite sheet were presented by Clarricoats [1] and Marques [2], respectively. For
open waveguides, leaky waves are the most popular complex waves. The reason is that they play
very important roles at antennas, microwave circuits and a large variety of physical phenomenon [3].
The leaky wave modes are physically improper. They are not member of a complete set of orthogonal base functions. This solution for the wave equation gives a field presentation with complex
propagation constant, but that the field becomes infinite at the infinite transverse spatial limit [4].
Improper nature of leaky waves originates from increase of the field while leaky wave diverges transversely from guide. If the wave exists in free space, amplitude of the wave will diverge transversely
at infinity and therefore, boundary conditions at infinity will be violated. Hence these waves are
characterized mathematically improper or nonspectral. It can be shown easily that the wave never
arrives transverse infinity for a distance from source to infinite and it is described only within
near space sector of guiding structure. It is stated in [3] that leaky wave is certainly physical and
measurable in valid region and it is really a type of near field wave. Nevertheless it affects strongly
nature of far field.
In our study, complex dispersion characteristics of an open waveguide is obtained by using its
metallic closed model. Equations, which belong to metallic closed model, are obtained by using
Method of Moment (MoM) based on generalized telegraphist’s equations. Even though leaky
wave modes have very large implementation field and are an important physical phenomenon,
their mathematically improper nature prevents modeling these modes of open waveguide with the
closed waveguide structure. Because boundary conditions for metallic closed waveguides, whose
tangential component of electric field and normal component of magnetic field equal to zero at
metallic wall, automatically are violated. Besides transmission line equations used in modeling
consist of a complete set of orthogonal base functions [5]. The conditions which leaky waves violate
the boundary conditions at infinite and they are not a member of complete set of orthogonal base
functions, prevent to work the model.
In our study, firstly, mathematically proper modes are obtained, because mathematically proper
modes enable to be modeled with a closed waveguide structure which uses a complete set of orthogonal functions. Additionally they do not violate the boundary conditions when the open waveguide
is closed with a metallic wall. Because the fields decrease while diverging from the guiding structure.
In the study,cylindrical isotropic plasma column open waveguide is taken as an example structure.
Complex modes for cylindrical dielectric rod open waveguide were presented firstly by Arnbak.
Later, complex modes for cylindrical dielectric rod open waveguide and cylindrical plasma column
open waveguide were investigated by using Davidenko’s method [6–8]. But complex modes of open
waveguide structures in the studies are mathematically improper leaky modes. In the literature,
mathematically proper complex modes of cylindrical isotropic plasma column open waveguide could
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not be found. Guided waves of the structure were presented in [9] and they are obtained again from
characteristic equation system of the structure in our study. Complex modes which correspond to
mathematically proper modes of the structure are obtained from the same characteristic equation
system by using “fslove” function in Matlab.
In our study, propriety or impropriety of modes of cylindrical plasma column open waveguide
are investigated analytically. It is shown that modes obtained from numerical computations correspond to proper modes. Analytic solutions of cylindrical isotropic plasma column loaded closed
waveguide used as model structure in the study are obtained by using generalized telegraphist’s
equations (or transmission line equivalent equations) presented in [5]. This approximation to model
open waveguide with closed metallic guide was firstly used to model guided waves of rectangular
dielectric open waveguide by Ogusu [10]. In our study, numerical values obtained from characteristic equations system and model structure for cylindrical isotropic plasma column open waveguide
are presented in the same figure. Additionally, it is shown that the numerical results obtained from
the model approach to the exact solution while radius of metallic waveguide frame gets larger.
2. CYLINDRICAL PLASMA COLUMN OPEN WAVEGUIDE

Plasma called fourth state of matter is an ionized state of matter, which exists in universe and can
be obtained artificially in the earth. Plasma medium is an anisotropic medium. But it is typically
tackled under special conditions which transform anisotropic medium into isotropic medium. Thus
supplies simplification in solutions. One of these simplifications is that the radian electron cyclotron
frequency (ωc ) is taken zero, which is called plasma column with zero magnetic field in the literature
ω2
[9]. In our study, isotropic plasma medium with frequency depended permittivity, ε̃ = ε0 (1 − ωp2 ) =
ε0 εp is investigated by using the simplification. Where, ω is the angular frequency, ωp is the radian
electron plasma frequency and ε is free space permittivity.
In [9], dispersion curves of zero cyclotron frequency condition were presented for parametric
values, azimuthal variation m = 0, 1, 2 and normalized plasma frequency (ωp a/c) ωN = 0.25, 0.5,
0.75. Where, a indicates plasma column radius and c indicates speed of light in vacuum
Analytic solutions for cylindrical isotropic plasma column open waveguide surrounded with free
space are obtained from Maxwell equations by using continuity conditions at interface between
plasma-air. Variations of the fields is described as below.
F (r, ϕ, z) = F (r) ej(ωt−γz−mϕ)

(1)

Here, γ shows complex propagation constant and is described as γ = β − jα. Here, α is
attenuation constant and β is phase constant.
For the field variation described in Equation (1), characteristic equations system is obtained as
in Equation (2) for lossless and source less cylindrical plasma column open waveguide with ε0 εp
permittivity and µ permeability. Here, µ0 is free space permeability. In Equation (2), the points
at which the determinant of the coefficient matrix vanishes, give the solution


2
2
γ
γ


0 (k a)
0 (k a)
j ωε1 0 kk01 Jm
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−m
−m
1
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0
1
0 2
1
2
D
Jm (k1 a)
0
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0
where, Jm is Bessel function of first kind with mth degree, Km is modified Bessel function of second
kind with mth degree. Besides, k12 , k22 and k02 are descirbed as k12 = k02 εp − γ 2 , k22 = γ 2 − k02 and
k02 = ω 2 µ0 ε0 respectively.
Complex dispersion curves generally include dispersion characteristics of forward and backward
guided waves, evanescent and complex waves. In numerical computation, a noncomplex root which
satisfies Equation (2) for fixed working frequency, can be easily found with simple methods as bisection method. Nevertheless obtaining complex roots gets harder while the characteristic equation
gets complicated. In the study complex modes of cylindrical plasma column open waveguide are
obtained from the characteristic equations system by using “fsolve” function in Matlab. “fslove”
function in Matlab requires an approximate initial value to compute noncomplex or complex root.
In order to determine initial value, the complex modes reported in the literature are taken as reference. The complex waves are presented for different structures as cylindrical dielectric rod loaded
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closed waveguide [11], parallel dielectric and anisotropic ferrite sheet waveguide [2]. In these studies, common feature of complex modes is that complex modes arise at points where slope of the
dispersion curves changes sign. In respect ofthis feature, complex modes of our structure are computed about the frequency point where slope of dispersion curve changes sign by using Equation (2)
and “fsolve” function in Matlab.
2.1. Analysis of Proper and Improper Complex Modes of Plasma Column Open Waveguide

Field components of open waveguides have to supply boundary conditions at infinity. Boundary
conditions at infinity are given below.
lim RE = lim RH = 0

R→∞

R→∞

√
Here, R is determined as R = r2 + z 2 , r and z are cylindrical coordinate variables.
If amplitude of wave increases while r → ∞, the boundary conditions at infinity is violated
and the wave is called mathematically improper. Nevertheless these waves also called leaky waves
can be measurable and used in numerous electromagnetic applications. But, since leaky waves are
mathematically improper,they can only exist in a restricted region of a wedge shape within which
the field stays finite [6].
The characteristic equations system given in Equation (2) of cylindrical plasma column open
waveguide is obtained from Maxwell equations and continuity conditions between plasma and air.
All field expressions for region outside of plasma column consist of modified Bessel function of
second kind or its derivatives. Since derivatives of Bessel functions can be expressed in the terms
of themselves if we take limit of modified Bessel function of second kind while r → ∞, we can
obtain analytic results about proper or improper of fields. While r → ∞, asymptotic expression of
modified Bessel function of second kind is given below.
e−kr
(kr) ' √
2πkr

(3)

where, k is Bessel function parameter and called the wave number. Let’s investigate Equation (3)
for three cases of complex wave number, Re(k) = kR ve Im(k) = kI (k = kR + jkI ). If the equation
is investigated for pure real, pure imaginary and complex k while r → ∞, the results below are
obtained.
½
kR > 0 proper mode
k = kR (pure real) →
kR < 0 improper mod.
k = jkI (pure imaginary) → proper mode (independent of value of kI )
½
kR > 0 proper mode
k = kR + jkI (complex) → (independent of value ofkI )
kR < 0 improper mode .
Nevertheless the wave number outside of plasma column which is parameter of modified Bessel
function of second kind depends on angular frequency and the propagation constant k22 = γ 2 − k02
constant. For real working frequency, the free space wave number k 2 is always real. Accordingly,
values of k2 depending on the propagation constant and propriety and impropriety of modes is
achieved as below.

½
+ |λ| positive real (proper mode)
 2
2
γ > k0 ⇒ k2 = ± |λ|
− |λ| negative real (improper mode)
γ pure real
 2
2
γ < k0 ⇒ k2 pure imaginary (proper mode).
γ pure imaginary (γ 2 is negative real) , γ 2 − k02 < 0 and k2 is pure imaginary (proper mode)
½
Re {k2 } > 0 ⇒ proper mode
γ complex (k2 complex)
Re {k2 } < 0 ⇒ improper mode .
2.2. Exact Dispersion Characteristic of the Structure

In this section, exact dispersion curves of cylindrical plasma column open waveguide are obtained
from characteristic equations system given in Equation (2). Additionally, it is shown numerically
that the modes obtained from computations correspond to proper modes.
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Parametric values of cylindrical plasma column open waveguide used in numerical computations
are that plasma column radius (a) is 10 mm, azimuthal variation (m) is 1 and normalized plasma
frequency (ωp ) is 0.25. In numerical computations, firstly, propagation constants for a fixed frequency are obtained. Later the wave number outside of plasma column (k2 ) are computed by using
these propagation constants. Dispersion curves and wave number outside of plasma column which
determine propriety or impropriety of wave are given together in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Left y axis: Complex dispersion curves for cylindrical isotropic plasma column open waveguide.
Right y axis: Normalized wave number outside of plasma column. Inset: geometry of the problem.

In the figure, above from zero point at left y axis shows normalized phase constant (βa) and
below shows normalized attenuation constant (αa). Similarly,above from zero point at right y axis
shows imaginary part of normalized wave number outside of plasma column (k2I a) and below shows
real part of normalized wave number outside of plasma column (k2R a). As shown in the figure,
below from zero point are positive at both sides indicating proper nature of the complex mode
observed.
As shown from blue curves in the figure, the complex modes arise at the frequency points
where slope of dispersion curve changes sign. For the structure, the dispersion curve bifurcates
at the frequency point 764 MHz. The complex modes exist on the left side of this point, forward
and backward guided waves exist on the right side of this point. Similarly, the dispersion curve
bifurcates at the frequency point 810 MHz. Forward and backward wave modes exist on the left side
of this point and complex modes exist on the right side of this point. As shown from green curves
in the figure, real parts of normalized wave number outside of plasma column are positive. As a
result, for cylindrical plasma column open waveguide, guided modes and complex modes obtained
from numerical computations and presented in Figure 1 correspond to proper modes.
3. MOM MODEL OF THE STRUCTURE

One of the strongest methods for analyzing closed waveguide structures which do not have exact
solution was given by Schelkunoff [5]. In the study, Schelkunoff transformed Maxwell equations
that consist of partial differential equations into an ordinary differential equations system by modeling the waveguide as an infinite system of transmission line equations. The ordinary differential
equations system transforms into algebraic equations system, because derivatives with respect to
propagation direction variable correspond to product with a fixed value (−jγ) for the field variation
in Equation (1). So, approximate solution of the structure which does not have analytic solution
can be obtained. This method is also called Method of Moment (MoM). In this section, modes of
cylindrical plasma column open waveguide is obtained from model of cylindrical plasma column
loaded closed waveguide. This approximation was applied to obtain guided wave characteristics
of rectangular dielectric open waveguide by Ogusu [10]. In order to apply the method for our
structure, cylindrical plasma column surrounded with air is closed within a metallic wall.
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Investigated modes have to be mathematically proper for validation of the method. Modeling for
MoM is performed by using orthogonal base functions which belong to metallic empty closed guide.
The boundary conditions belonging to the closed structure are that tangential component of electric
field and normal component of magnetic field on the metallic boundary are zero. Improper modes
violate the boundary conditions of closed waveguide, because amplitude of their field component
increase while diverging transversely from plasma column. Additionally, they are not a member of
a complete set of orthogonal base functions [4]. Because amplitude of field component of proper
modes decrease while diverging transversely from plasma column, if the metallic wall is placed far
enough from plasma column, it is possible to model proper modes of plasma column open waveguide
with closed structure. Forward and backward guided wave modes and complex wave mode, which
constitute the dispersion curves of cylindrical plasma column open waveguide given in Figure 1,
correspond to mathematically proper modes. Hence it is possible to model them by enclosing the
plasma column in a metallic shield, since then the boundary condition at infinity can be satisfied.
4. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, all modes (guided and complex) presented in Section 2 for cylindrical plasma column
open waveguide are obtained by using MoM solutions belonging to cylindrical plasma column loaded
closed waveguide. Results obtained from MoM for different radius values of metallic wall and from
exact solution for cylindrical plasma column open waveguide are presented together in the same
figure. Computations for MoM are performed by using 150 TM and 150 TE modes of empty
metallic closed waveguide.
In Figure 2, dispersion curves of cylindrical plasma column open waveguide obtained from exact
solution with the same parametric values used in Figure 1 and dispersion curves obtained from
MoM for b = 20 mm (radii ratio 0.5), b = 33 mm (radii ratio 0.333) and b = 100 mm (radii ratio
0.1) are presented altogether.
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Figure 2: Dispersion curves obtained from exact solution and MoM model open plasma column.

As presented in the figure, the results obtained from MoM for b = 20 mm are rather far from
results obtained from exact solution. Nevertheless results obtained by MoM is getting close to the
exact solution while the ratio of radii is decreasing or radius of metallic wall is getting larger. For
exact dispersion curve which bifurcates in the vicinity of 774 MHz, dispersion curves obtained from
MoM for b = 33 mm and b = 100 mm are nearly at the same distance to the exact dispersion curve.
But dispersion curve obtained from MoMfor b = 100 mm are much more compatible with the exact
solution for bifurcation point in the vicinity of 810 MHz.
Consequently, dispersion curves obtained from MoM for different values of metallic wall radius
gets more compatible with exact solution while the radius is increased, as shown in Figure 2.
Nevertheless it is necessary to use more TM and TE base functions at computations of MoM
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when the metallic wall radius is much increased. It is obvious that computations performed with
more base functions cause to increase computational load and time. As a result of computations
performed by using 150 TE and 150 TM base functions, the most suitable ratio of radii has been
determined as 0.1.
5. CONCLUSION

In this study, it is aimed to obtain dispersion curves of open waveguide structure for a wide
spectrum including mathematically proper complex waves from exact solution and MoM model of
the structure. Cylindrical isotropic plasma column open waveguide whose forward and backward
guided wave modes were presented in the literature is tackled as example structure. Guided modes
and complex modes are obtained from exact characteristic equations system of the structure. The
structure is transformed to cylindrical plasma column loaded closed wave guide for modeling by
closing the open structure with metallic wall. MoM equations based generalized telegraphest’s
equations are obtained for the closed structure. Numerical results for different radius values of
metallic wall are performed by using these equations. It is shown by presenting exact results and
MOM results in the same figure that results obtained from MoM is getting more compatible with
the exact solution while metallic wall radius is getting larger.
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Abstract— It is presented in this paper that a channel modeling technique based on GTD
and stochastic bridge, which may boost the usage of low elevation angle Ka or higher frequency
satellite down-link radio propagation prediction and estimation. First, it is introduced a random
rough ocean surface modeling method under typical ocean states which is the foundation and
the first step for electromagnetic simulation of telecommunication channel. Second, a huge data
ocean surface reflection, scattering and diffraction based on GTD algorithm are calculated by
high performance computer to provide a large number of samples for channel modeling. Third, a
multipath channel model is set up to describe the statistical properties of received signal waveform
which is modified by rough ocean surface. Last, all the steps are summed up and discussed to
show the benefits of the presented modeling technique.
1. INTRODUCTION

Ka-band is generally applied to satellite communication. The radio waves propagation of Ka band
has atmospheric attenuation, rain attenuation, atmospheric refractivity, and the loss caused by
space change, in addition to the usual reflection, diffraction and scattering, etc.. The propagating
process on sea surface is very complex, so, satellite down-link radio propagation prediction and
estimation have important significance for maritime communications.
Typical wave propagation channel modeling methods apply experimental modeling method,
stochastic modeling method and ray tracing method. Experimental modeling method, conducted
by direct measurements and using statistical tools for data fitting and analysis, is not perfectly
precise; Stochastic modeling method using statistical methods to analyze the statistical properties
of the various parameters of the channel, can capture the channel response instantaneously and low
calculation difficulty. But it has a high requirement for experimental environment and conditions.
Ray tracing method taking radio waves as rays and using the Maxwell’s equations and electromagnetic theory to analyze the channel and calculate the field strength is more accurate. But its
calculation is complicated at the same time [1, 2]. Combining the advantages of the latter two
methods, stochastic bridge channel modeling regards the electromagnetic wave as rays, and takes
multipath propagation paths of rays in the wireless channel as stochastic process samples. The
characteristic parameters of stochastic process is determined by the propagation environment [3].
In this paper, the first step is rough ocean surface modeling. Then calculating a huge data of
ocean surface reflection, scattering and diffraction based on GTD algorithm by high performance
computer to provide a large number of samples for channel modeling. In the end, modeling the the
wireless channel on the sea surface.
2. RANDOM OCEAN SURFACE MODELING AND ELECTROMAGNETIC
SIMULATION

With the increase in observation data and the development of the theory of the waves, there exist
a lot of “experience spectrum”, which are in a variety of forms respectively and the flourish logo
of the simulation technique of sea wave. The wave spectrum is divided into frequency spectrum
and directional spectrum. Frequency spectrum is one of the important statistical properties of the
waves, so, the research of frequency spectrum is more widely. We can get wave height and period
from the frequency spectrum [4]. Frequency spectrum has a good data foundation, and it is the
distribution of wave energy on frequency variation. It is almost experience spectrum by measuring
the data.
PM spectrum is fully growth state of the wave spectrum based on wind speed parameter, and
it is detailed in the analysis of observational data and simple form. The displacement of sea
surface is the the superposition of many waves with different frequency, amplitude and direction.
The displacement of sea surface of every point form three-dimensional waves. Use double linear
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Figure 2: Wave model of level 5.
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Figure 3: The scenario of ray path tracing.

superposition method to build PM spectrum wave model. The sea level is divided by the wind
speed of rough sea surface [5, 6]. We take wave model of level 3 and 5 for example. As shown in
Figure 1 and Figure 2, the sea level is higher, the sea level rough degree is bigger, and the waves
rolled more violently.
As to the Ka band, the size of the rough surface is much greater than the wavelength, so rough
sea belongs to the electrically large targets [7]. For electromagnetic simulation, at first, the waves
model is built; Then put it in the electromagnetic simulation software to divide PO grid; At last,
electromagnetic simulation model is generated. The scenario of ray path tracing is as shown in
Figure 3. Direct path represents there is no obstacle between the launch and receiving station; Hop
path includes reflection propagation and diffraction propagation.
For receiving station, its energy is contributed by a variety of rays. Because after hopping
3 times on the sea surface, the rays’ energy have been very little, we just consider of direct rays
and the rays that hop not more than 3 times. According to the electromagnetic simulation, we can
obtain propagation characteristics of wireless channel and rays’ path length, delay time and power
at the receiver.
3. STOCHASTIC BRIDGE CHANNEL MODELING

The really propagation path of electromagnetic wave on the sea surface is uncertain. In mobile
communications field, taking the multipath as a sample of random bridge process has been widely
used [8–10]. Stochastic bridge is defined as followed: if the stochastic process {Y (t, ω)} meets the
condition ∀0 ≤ t ≤ T , and
T,r1
Y0,r
(t, ω) = r0 + X(t, ω) −
0

t
[X(T, ω) − r1 + r0 ]
T

(1)

T,w
T,w
where, Y0,w
(0, ω) = r0 , Y0,w
(T, ω) = r1 , r0 is the start point, and r1 is the end point. Stochastic
process X(t, ω) can be described by a stochastic differential equation. According to the different
stochastic bridge variance and the number of paths, we can generate different samples of radio path.
The parameter of the stochastic bridge is determined by the simulation of the electromagnetic.
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We can get digital features of random variables on the basis of electromagnetic simulation based
on GTD. Then, path length of random rays can be calculated. At last, We can obtain the time delay
of the multipath component further. Under the condition of omni-directional antennas, assume that
the direct signal a0 = 1, multipath component amplitude (normalized) is as followed:
–
i
µ ¶−n/2 −1 » P
Lijk +Lij
zij
20
|aij | =
(2)
10 k=0
z0
where, Zij is the path length, and i stands for hopping i times, j stands for the j-th multipath
component; Z0 is the length of direct wave; For free space n = 2; Lijk include reflection loss and
diffraction loss, when the ij -th multipath component occurs the k times hop; Lij is the atmospheric
absorption loss of the ij -th multipath component. According to the above analysis, expression of
channel impulse response is:
h(t, τ ) =

N X
Mi
X

pij |aij | δ (τ − τij (t))

(3)

i=0 j=1

where Pij represents the phase delay, Pij = exp(j2πZij /λ), j is the imaginary number; λ is wavelength of radio wave, τij is the time delay of the multipath component.
4. SIMULATED ANALYSIS

The electromagnetic simulation conditions is as followed: The incident wave is a plane wave and the
vertical polarization; The radial direction is the connecting line of radiation sources and observation
point. Source location is set at the elevation direction of 5 degrees, and the height of it is 40 km
above the sea surface; The receiving station is 10 m above the sea surface; The incident wave
frequency is 30 GHz; The electromagnetism emulational sea is level 1, level 3, and level 5. Through
the many times electromagnetic simulation for every sea condition, the mean value of number of
hop rays corresponding to different sea condition is shown as followed.
There almost have no rays that thought once, twice and triple reflection can reach the receiver.
As shown in Table 1, Most of the arrival rays is once diffraction. When the sea is flat, there
almost is no once reflection plus once diffraction rays. Because the reflection loss is much smaller
diffraction loss, even if the number of once reflection plus once diffraction rays is less than once
diffraction rays, the once reflection plus once diffraction rays have big disturbance on direct path
as once diffraction rays.
We assume the amplitude of direct signal is 1. Direct signal is only under the influence of path
loss, and its actual amplitude is 3.9866 ∗ 10−10 . Figures 4–6 show the the impulse response of all
the multipath components except the direct signal. The time delay in Figures 4–6 is relative time
delay that relative to direct path. The channel impulse response of multipath components that are
through reflection to arrive at the receiver have random amplitude and relative delay. As shown
in Figures 4–6, we can see that multipath components have the large disturbance on direct path.
With the increase of time delay, the amplitude of multipath components decrease, and with the
increase of the sea level, that is to say the fluctuation of sea level is more severe, the number of
components increase, the time delay is longer.
In order to validate the established model, calculate the ratio of channel input signal and output
signal, then compare with RCS value that exist in literature of electromagnetic scattering characteristics of sea surface. The stochastic bridge simulation results is basically the same with the
conclusions of the existing literature. So, we can draw a conclusion that stochastic bridge model
can describe the channel characteristic of sea surface scattering environment.
Table 1: The mean value of number of hop rays corresponding to different sea condition.
Sea condition

Level 1
Level 3
Level 5

The mean value of number of hop rays
Once reflection plus
Once diffraction Twice diffraction
once diffraction
1
316
27
68
305
49
47
229
37

Triple diffraction
57
63
29
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Figure 4: Channel impulse response of primary
wave.
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Figure 5: Channel impulse response of three stage
wave.

Figure 6: Channel impulse response of five level wave.
5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present a channel modeling technique based on GTD and stochastic bridge. At
first, random rough ocean surface modeling present the displacement of sea surface under various
wind speeds, and provide the basic for electromagnetic simulation of telecommunication channel.
Then, electromagnetic simulation based on GTD algorithm present a huge data ocean surface
reflection, scattering and diffraction, which determine the numerical characteristics of stochastic
bridge and act as the samples for channel modeling. At last, a multipath channel model based
on stochastic bridge provide the channel impulse response under typical ocean states. We can
see clearly that the channel modeling technique we present do without a high requirement for
experimental environment and conditions, and its calculation is less complicated compared with
ray tracing method.
The simulations reveal that the established channel model can reflect the essential properties of
radio waves propagation channel on the sea surface, and also can be verified its correctness. We
can obtain the output signal based on the convolution of impulse response and the input signal,
which may boost the usage of low elevation angle Ka or higher frequency satellite down-link radio
propagation prediction and estimation.
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Abstract— Diversity performance of multi-element antenna (MEA) systems is evaluated using
several metrics. The most common are the diversity antenna gain (DAG), the effective diversity
gain (EDG) and the actual diversity gain (ADG). These metrics calculate the performance by
comparing the MEA system with the reference antenna at a fixed outage probability level, i.e.,
usually at 1% outage level. As fixed outage levels are just an indication of probability of occurrence of specific signal levels, they provide limited insight into realistic deep-fade cases. Thus,
we introduce three novel metrics, namely, the fading mitigation gain (FMG), the reliability percentage (RP) and the generalized diversity antenna gain (GDAG) for characterizing diversity
performance when deep fades take place in one or more of the diversity branches. Based on
the aforementioned metrics, intuitive knowledge on the diversity performance of MEA systems
is provided.
1. INTRODUCTION

The mitigation of multipath fading is an issue of primary importance in wireless communications
systems. Multi-element antenna (MEA) systems combat fading through diversity combining, which
potentially increases the received power.
Until now, several metrics for the diversity performance have been proposed, with the most
important being the diversity antenna gain (DAG) [1], the effective diversity gain (EDG) [2] and
the actual diversity gain (ADG) [3]. They are derived by comparing the cumulative distribution
functions (CDFs) of the received signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the MEA and that of a reference
antenna at a specific outage probability level (usually 1% outage probability level). Their only
difference lies on the choice of the reference antenna. The DAG is based on comparing the MEA
with an isotropic, dual polarized reference antenna and is thus a metric of universal applicability
when deriving diversity performance. The EDG arises by comparing the MEA with one of its single
elements having 100% efficiency and the ADG by comparing the MEA with an arbitrarily selected
antenna. Thus, both EDG and ADG are not of such universal applicability as the DAG, as they
are strongly dependent on the chosen reference antenna.
As the CDF just presents probabilities of specific SNR levels, DAG, EDG and ADG do not
account for performance provided by a MEA system when only deep fades take place in one or
more of the diversity branches. Performance in such cases only would be a better indicator of
how effectively the MEA system combats fading. Moreover, the estimated percentage of the cases
where the MEA’s received SNR is greater than that of the reference antenna would also provide
further insights into the performance of MEA systems. Thus, in this paper, three new intuitive
metrics focusing on deep-fade cases are proposed. The first metric is called fading mitigation gain
(FMG) and accounts for the performance when at least one of the diversity branches of the MEA
system has 20 dB less power with respect to the average received power of the reference antenna1 .
It is thus a random variable. The second is called reliability percentage (RP) and accounts for the
percentage of the cases when the MEA system has greater received power compared with that of
the reference antenna. The third is called generalized diversity antenna gain (GDAG) and arises
after weighting the two DAGs, i.e., the DAG (weighted by RP) when the MEA received power is
greater than that of the reference antenna and the DAG (weighted by 1-RP) when is lower. An
isotropic dual polarized reference antenna is considered as in [1], thus, for consistency, we maintain
the term DAG in GDAG. The MEA systems and propagation environments are jointly modeled by
using the stochastic approach presented in [4].
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, the three new metrics, i.e.,
the FRG, RP and GDAG are defined. In Section 3, relevant results are presented considering a
two-port compact MEA system and Section 4 draws the conclusion.
1 Considering equal noise powers between the reference antenna and the MEA system, we can consider the received power
instead of the SNR.
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2. NEW PERFORMANCE METRICS
2.1. Fading Mitigation Gain (FMG)

We consider A as the difference in dB of the mean received power of the reference antenna E{Pref }
and a predetermined power threshold K, such that a deep fade region has resulted with respect to
the mean received power of the reference antenna, e.g., K = 20 dB for a 20 dB deep fade region.
Thus,
AdB = E {Pref }dB − KdB .
(1)
We define FMG over A as the power gain in dB that the MEA system provides when the received
power of at least one of the MEA’s ports is below A. Thus,
FMGK = Pdiv, dB |at least one ofP1 ... Pn ≤AdB − AdB

(2)

where Pdiv is the power of the combined signal according to the selected diversity scheme. In (2),
we use the subscript K in FMG, i.e., FMGK , because FMG has an obvious dependence on K. It
is also obvious that FMGK is a random variable.
2.2. Reliability Percentage (RP) and Generalized Diversity Antenna Gain (GDAG)

The RP is defined as the percentage of cases where the MEA’s received power is greater than the
reference antenna’s ones. Based on the RP, we define GDAG as
GDAG = RP · DAG1 + (1 − RP) · DAG2

(3)

where DAG1 is the diversity antenna gain evaluated when the MEA’s received power is greater
than the reference antenna’s ones and DAG2 when is lower.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

As a case study, we consider the two-port MEA system depicted in Fig. 1. It comprises of
two inverted-F elements which have selected due to their wide bandwidth, high efficiency, omnidirectional radiation pattern and ease of fabrication. For more details about this system see [5].
The configurations depicted in Fig. 1 were simulated using IE3D, a commercial method of moment
based electromagnetic field solver [6]. Also, an isotropic, dual polarized reference antenna was
employed [1].
FMGK is evaluated from (1) and (2) using the stochastic electromagnetic-circuit methodology
under an isotropic propagation scenario [4]. Maximal ratio combining (MRC) is the employed
diversity scheme. In Fig. 2 the CDF of the FMGK is illustrated when K = 20 dB and E{Pref } =
0 dB. FMG20 is more than 6.3 dB for 90% of the cases when the power of at least one of the received
signals is below the 20 dB deep fade characterized by A. It is important to mention that 20 dB deep
fades take place in only 4.8% of the whole ensemble of received powers. For other cases with less
than 20 dB deep fades, FMGK is even better. Useful statistics are also the mean value of FMG20
which is 13.8 dB and its standard deviation which is 5.2 dB. Thus, on average, in the 20 dB deep
fade region, the combined signal will be only 6.2 dB less than that of the reference antenna whereas
the signal of a single port antenna will be less by 20 dB. Such informative insights into the diversity
performance of MEA systems cannot be provided by DAG, EDG or ADG.

Figure 1: The layout of our two-port MEA system.

Figure 2: The CDF of FMG20 under MRC diversity.
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Figure 4: The CDFs of the reference antenna and
the MEA system power when the MEA system’s
power is less than the reference antenna’s.

The remaining two metrics which have evaluated are the RP and the GDAG According to its
definition in Section 2, RP was evaluated as 51%, which means that for almost half of time the
MEA system performs better than the reference antenna. The GDAG is calculated from (3) using
the data plotted in Figs. 3 and 4. It is found to be 4.5 dB at 1% outage probability level. More
specifically, DAG1 is 14.8 dB and DAG2 is −6.1 dB. The latter means that when the reference
antenna outperforms the MEA system, the loss in DAG is only 6.1 dB and when the opposite holds
the gain is 14.8 dB. For the same MEA system, the DAG as defined in [1], was calculated in [4] and
was found to be 7.8 dB. That value, as well those provided by EDG and ADG, hide information as
provided by RP, DAG1 , DAG2 and GDAG. GDAG is thus a more realistic diversity performance
indicator, since it gives the average value of gain according to its sophisticated definition.
4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the diversity performance of MEA systems was revisited. Three novel informative
metrics provided new insights into diversity performance. FMG characterizes the performance in
deep-fade regions, where, in fact, their occurrence is the only reason of using MEA systems. The
ultimate performance indicator is the GDAG which takes into account both the “good” and “bad”
scenarios of operation of MEA systems. Based on our analysis and results, the commonly used
metrics DAG, EDG and ADG give an opportunistic picture of the diversity performance since they
do not exclusively focus on the “bad” scenarios, i.e., when the reference antenna outperforms the
MEA system. As a matter of fact, in 49% of the time the reference antenna provides more power
than our two-port MEA system and this necessitates the use of GDAG to characterize performance.
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Abstract— A broadband compact balun comprising two composite right-left handed transmission lines (CRLH TL) is designed to excite a self-grounded bow-tie antenna. The design is
based on a fractal shaped CRLH TL balun modified to the frequency band of interest. This
balun consists of one +90◦ branch and three −90◦ branches to produce the desired 180◦ phase
difference at the output. The simulated results show an amplitude imbalance of less than 1 dB
and a phase imbalance of less than 10◦ over most of the target bandwidth, i.e., 1.6–3 GHz. Two
of the designed baluns were integrated with the bow-tie antenna in such a way that the feeding
network could totally fit at the back of the antenna. The performance of the whole structure
was also evaluated showing a return loss below −10 dB. The radiation pattern and the gain of
the antenna with baluns are in good agreement with the ideal differential excitation, with gain
degradation of only about 0.5 dB in the worst case.
1. INTRODUCTION

It is well-known that the use of multiple port antennas at both the transmitter and the receiver
sides of a communication link can improve the wireless communication system performance in
terms of capacity and reliability for a given system bandwidth and transmitted power [1]. These
so-called Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) systems are at the core of 4G, 5G and the beyond
wireless systems. In that respect, communication over orthogonally polarized wireless channels will
be essential to achieve the anticipated performance. Therefore designing antennas for base stations
is of paramount significance to meet performance requirements. In 5G there is a particular interest
in wideband micro-base stations that perform well both in rich isotropic multipath (RIMP) and
in Random-Line-Of-Sight (RLOS) [2, 3]. In addition, multi-port dual polarized wideband antennas
can be used in many other applications. For example, in the Over-The-Air (OTA) testing of
autonomous cars in a RLOS testing environment, a dual polarized uniform linear array antenna
has been proposed as an essential part of the testing procedure [4]. One promising candidate for
the array antenna element in such applications is the 4-port self-grounded bow-tie antenna [5].
This antenna can be used to provide a compact realization of a wideband dual-polarized antenna.
However, in order to achieve the dual polarized performance by differentially exciting two ports of
the bowtie antenna, we need to incorporate two baluns together with the antenna design. Each
balun excites two opposite pedals of the bow-tie with a 180 degrees phase difference and 50 Ω input
impedance. So the antenna will produce two orthogonal polarizations. These baluns should satisfy
the required bandwidth constraint (1.6–3 GHz) and they also should have a compact structure in
order to maintain a low profile. Despite the wideband characteristics of conventional microstrip
baluns [6, 7], they do not meet our compactness requirement. Furthermore, multilayer Marchand
baluns [8] provide a very compact volume On the other hand they suffer from high manufacturing
complexity and cost. Another option for the balun is the Composite Right Left Handed (CRLH)
Transmission line (TL) which exploits the phase advance of the left handed materials [9–11]. In
this paper, we employ the fractal shaped CRLH TL balun presented in [9] as a starting point of
the design, but modify it to the frequency band of interest.
2. BALUN DESIGN PRECEDURE AND RESULTS

Figure 1(a) shows the phase variation with frequency of the 90◦ and the 270◦ transmission lines
which are derived from the formula ϕ = 2πd/λ, where λ is the wavelength and d is the length of
the transmission line. Also, the frequency dependence of the phase for the LH and CRLH TL is
shown in this figure. The LH and CRLH TL are designed to have a phase equal to 90◦ at the center
frequency of 2 GHz based on the following procedure. As we can see in this figure, a 270◦ TL is
much more frequency dependent as compared to the 90◦ TL. Also, in practice, the physical length
of the soldering pads of the elements results in having CRLH TL instead of a perfect LH TL. Thus,
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Figure 1: Phase variation of (a) 90◦ and 270◦ RHTL, LHTL and CRLHTL, (b) +90◦ CRLH and −90◦
CRLH and the difference.
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Figure 2: (a) Balun structure, (b) CRLH TL circuit model, (c) dual balun geometry

in order to meet the phase requirements, a CRLH TL is considered for both the 90◦ and the −90◦
branches.
The schematic representation of the balun and the circuit model of each CRLH TL are shown in
Figures 2(a) and (b), respectively. As can be seen from Figure 2, each TL comprises a righthanded
part represented by capacitor CR and inductor LR as the electrical equivalent of the line itself and
a lefthanded part provided by the corresponding lumped elements. The balun has one 90◦ branch
and three −90◦ branches.
Now, we present some conditions that are necessary to meet the phase and the amplitude
requirements. First, the following condition should be satisfied for impedance matching [12]
ZC−
ZC+ = √
Z0 ,
2ZC− − Z0

(1)

where ZC+ and ZC− are the characteristic impedances of the +90◦ and −90◦ branches, respectively
and Z0 is the port impedance which√is 50 Ω. Further assuming that ZC+ and ZC− are equal, we
obtain from (1) that ZC+ = ZC− = 2Z0 . Secondly, we need to achieve the 180◦ phase difference
between the output ports. The phase response of each branch can then be presented by
µ p
¶
1
ϕCRLHTL (ω) = −N ω LR CR − √
(2)
,
ω L L CL
where N is the number of CRLH cells in each branch and equals two in our case. Furthermore, in
order to obtain the 180◦ phase difference over the required bandwidth, we set the first derivative
of the phase difference respect to angular frequency equal to zero at 2 GHz. By enforcing this
condition, a minimum would be appearing in ϕdiff = ϕCRLHTL+ − ϕCRLHTL− at 2 GHz with a slow
varying slope of phase difference around this frequency providing the phase requirements over the
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entire bandwidth (Figure 1(b)). Using (1) and (2) together with the zero derivative condition, we
can find the values of the elements of the CRLH cells in each branch. There are also some additional
considerations for choosing these values. First, due to practical reasons, lumped elements should
have commercially available values. Second, these values should not be large. This condition arises
from the self-resonance frequency of the lumped elements above which the performance of the
elements would change attributed to parasitic capacitance and inductance effects. Since elements
with larger values have smaller resonance frequencies, they experience degradation in performance
at higher frequencies. The third consideration is for the values which are equivalent to the length
of the +90◦ branch. This length should be kept small and its minimum length will be determined,
among other things, by the size of the soldering pads used in the +90◦ branch. After considering
above mentioned criteria, the calculated values are shown in Table 1. The phase response of the
balun outputs and the difference between these two branches calculated by using derived values are
shown in Figure 1(b).
In this design, the fractal structure is used to achieve the desired compactness. A 36 mm ×
100 mm Rogers RO4003 with dielectric constant of 3.55 and thickness of 1.52 mm is used as substrate. The initial dimensions of the fractal structure are based on the calculated values and formula
in [13] and the electrical length of transmission line for the given values of CR and LR . Then by
using CST Microwave Studio, a parametric study was performed to optimize the dimensions including length of the meandered TLs considering standard soldering pad sizes. For our application, we
integrated two baluns with the bow-tie antenna in such a way that the dual balun could totally fit
at the back of the antenna. Four transmission lines were added to the outputs of the balun to feed
the bowtie antenna pedals. In order to provide the same phase shift, they were chosen to have the
same length. In addition, some tapering has been applied for impedance matching. The geometry
of the balun is shown in Figure 2(c) with parameters given in Table 2. The schematic circuit model
for the lumped elements is detailed in Figure 2(c). The structure of the lumped element has been
chosen in such a way to reduce the self-resonance effect of capacitors and inductors.
The S parameters of the designed dual balun are shown in Figure 3(a). As illustrated, the
amplitude of S11 is better than −10 dB at 1.6–3 GHz. Figure 3(b) shows the amplitude and phase
imbalance. The amplitude imbalance remains almost less than 1 dB over most of the frequency
band and the phase difference stays within ±10◦ .

Table 1: Calculated values of capacitors and inductors in CRLH circuit model of the +90◦ and the −90◦
branches.
CL−
3.2 pF

LL−
15.8 nH

CR−
1.3 pF

LR−
6.5 nH

CL+
1 pF

LL+
5 nH

CR+
0.4 pF

LR+
2 nH

Table 2: Designed balun parameters.
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Figure 3: (a) S parameters of baluns. (b) Impedance and phase imbalance of the outputs.
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3. BALUN INTEGRATION WITH THE BOW-TIE ANTENNA

The dual balun structure is integrated with the self-grounded bowtie antenna as shown in Figures 4(a) and (b). The dual balun completely fits into the area of the back side of the antenna with
the four outputs connected to the each of the four pedals of the bow-tie. The reflection coefficients
of the dual balun integrated with the bow-tie antenna and an ideal differentially excited bow-tie
antenna are shown in Figure 4(c). To provide a more complete picture of the performance of the
balun, the reflection coefficients of the dual balun alone are also included in the figure. As can be
seen, the return loss will remain below −10 dB for most of the required bandwidth (1.67–3 GHz).
The radiation patterns of the bow-tie antenna integrated with the balun and the ideal excitation
at the frequencies 1.6 GHz, 2.1 GHz and 3 GHz are shown in Figures 5(a), (b) and (c), respectively.
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Figure 4: (a) Selfgrounded bow-tie antenna. (b) Balun attached to the back of the bow-tie. (c) Return loss
of the bow-tie antenna fed with balun, differentially excited bow-tie and each balun.
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The antenna gain as function of frequency is shown in Figure 5(d). As can be seen, using the dual
balun reduces the antenna gain about 0.5 dB at most. The side-lobes levels increase up to 2.5 dB at
the higher frequencies and the shape of the symmetry of the pattern will be only slightly perturbed
due to the magnitude and phase imbalance of the balun.
4. CONCLUSION

A compact and broadband dual balun was design for differential excitation of a dual polarized
bow-tie antenna. For the balun design, CRLH TLs were used to achieve the desired bandwidth and
compactness characteristics. The reflection coefficient of the simulated balun was less than −10 dB
in the frequency band of 1.6–3 GHz. The amplitude and the phase imbalances were approximately
less than 1 dB and 10◦ , respectively. In addition, the balun structure integrated with the selfgrounded bow-tie antenna has shown very good simulated performance. For example, the radiation
pattern of the whole structure was in good agreement with the ideal differentially excited bow-tie
antenna with a gain reduction of only 0.5 dB. The reflection coefficient remained below −10 dB
mostly over the entire bandwidth. Further work will include the verification of the design by
measurements, as well as their evaluation in numerical and experimental Over-The-Air (OTA)
setups.
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Abstract— It is presented a random wireless channel model of marine emergence radio indicator
in this paper, which describe the performance of telecommunications in difference typical ocean
states. First, it is introduced a random rough ocean surface modeling method under typical ocean
states which is the foundation for simulation of LOS and NLOS telecommunication channel.
Second, massive data is calculated by running simulation code which is necessary for statistical
analysis of linking properties. Last, the telecommunication performance is predicted by signal to
noise ratio vs bit rate error in situation of typical ocean states and elevation angles which may
provide key information for the design of next generation of marine indicators.
1. INTRODUCTION

Because the sea is rich in Marine products and mineral resources, it is very important to observe,
research and reasonable use the the oceans. Thought a random rough ocean surface modeling under
typical ocean states, we can get the background information of the sea-surface. The electromagnetic
environment of the surface is very complicated. So, radio waves propagation on the surface of the
time domain modeling theory and technology should be provided to research the target detection
and recognition of sea surface. There is no doubt that the impact of sea clutter to the communication
link is an important issue to evaluate and demonstrate [1].
Radio waves propagation of free space is divided into Line-of-sight propagation (LOS) and Nonlight-of-sight propagation (NLOS). LOS is that space wave can communicate between two points
in direct. In other words, there is direct path between launch and receiver. The distance of LOS
is similar with the distance as far as the eyes can see, and it is generally not more than 50 km.
LOS can be divided into two types. One of them is direct wave propagation. Radio wave spread
by transmitting antenna go the straight line like the light to reach the receiver directly. The other
one is reflection wave propagation. Radio wave transmitted by the antenna, thought the reflection,
reaches the receiver finally. The waves of LOS received at the receiver is synthesized from direct
wave and reflected wave. NLOS has no direct wave. We research the LOS when the radio wave
spread on the sea surface [2].
According to random rough ocean surface modeling and then electromagnetic simulation, we
can obtain statistical analysis of linking properties and model wireless channel based on stochastic
bridge. Combined with typical DSSS/BPSK modulation, we analyze and simulate the downstream
communication link model and calculate the performance of communication system.
2. OCEAN SURFACE MODELING AND CHANNEL MODELING METHOD

On the study of random waves, its model is divided into linear and nonlinear model. Linear wave
model is more mature, and it take the waves as the superposition of a series of simple harmonic
which have different amplitude, phase and frequency [3]. PM spectrum is fully growth state of the
wave spectrum based on wind speed parameter, and it is detailed in the analysis of observational
data and simple form. According to the PM spectrum and corresponding wind speed, using linear
wave model method, we can generate the three-dimensional geometric model of sea surface [4–6].
The waves range from level 1 to level 6. The area of sea surface is 50 m × 50 m, and the direction
of wind is crosswind. Then, the geometric model of sea surface is put into frequency domain
electromagnetic simulation software which take electromagnetic waves as rays.
Before the electromagnetic simulation, the electromagnetic model of the surface should be generated, that can be done by taking the geometric model of sea surface into mesh generation and
taking the triangle plane as the main way of fitting for the surface. We take wave model of level 1
and level 6 for example. From Figure 1 and Figure 2, we can find the sea surface is made up by
large curved surface. We also can see that all of the electromagnetic model save the details of the
geometric model of sea surface well.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Sea surface model of level 1. (a) CAD model. (b) Electromagnetic model.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Sea surface model of level 6. (a) CAD model. (b) Electromagnetic model.

The height of sea surface model of level 1 is about 0–0.1 m. The surface is flat, and approximate
plane; The height of level 2 is about 0.1–0.5 m. There are some ups and downs low ripple on the
sea surface; the height of level 3 is about 0.5–1.25 m. The sea surface produce smaller waves; The
height of level 4 is about 1.25–2.5 m. The waves get bigger, and sea surface produce obvious peaks;
The height of level 5 is about 2.5–4.0 m. The wavelengths stretch, form a large wave crest, and the
distance of peak valley get bigger; The height of level 6 is about 4.0–6.0 m. Towering peaks appear
more, and wave breaking appear at the top of the peaks [7].
According to electromagnetic simulation, we can obtain direct ray, and the rays hop once, twice,
triple at viewpoint, that is the length and number of rays. The rays path is random propagation.
According to the simulation parameter, we can model wireless channel based on stochastic bridge.
The stochastic bridge can be described as follows: the transmitter and the receiver are respectively
taken as the starting point and the destination of a stochastic bridge process; Electromagnetic
waves are considered as rays; Every ray path can be regarded as a sample of a stochastic bridge
process, and all the numerical characteristics of which is determined by electromagnetic simulation.
According to the length of rays, we can get the time delay of multipath components. If we want
to get the impulse response of electromagnetic waves propagating on the sea, we also should know
the the amplitude of multipath components.
3. THE CHARACTERISTICS OF RADIO WAVE PROPAGATION

When the electromagnetic wave propagate, the scattering loss must be considered except for path
loss. The scattering coefficient can be calculated, based on the sea surface mentioned above, as well.
Kirchhoff approximation (KA) and small perturbation method (SPM) are two basic approaches to
calculate the scattering problem of rough surfaces which hold for the large-scale rough surface and
the small scale one, respectively [8, 9]. SPM will be adopted here as the sea condition is from level 1
to level 6, under which the roughness is considered to be relative small. For a two dimensional
(2D) sea surface realization, a directional function f (k, φ) is necessary. The 2D sea spectrum can
be written as in terms of directional function as follows:
S(k, φ) = S(k)f (k, φ)

(1)

where S(k) is the PM spectrum. The scattering coefficient developed by SPM is formulated as
follows:
σSP M = 8k 4 cos2 (θi ) cos2 (θs ) |αpp |2 S(|K1 | , φ)
·
¸
k sin (θs ) cos (φs − φi ) − k sin (θi )
K1 =
k sin (θs ) sin (φs − φi )

(2)
(3)
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αpp is polarimetric coefficient expressed as:
(εr − 1) cos φs
αhh = − h
¡
¢1/2 i h
¡
¢1/2 i
cos θi + εr − sin2 θi
cos θs + εr − sin2 θs
h
¡
¢1/2 ¡
¢1/2 i
(εr − 1) εr sin θi sin θs − cos φs εr − sin2 θi
εr − sin2 θs
h
αvv =
¡
¢1/2 i h
¡
¢1/2 i
εr cos θi + εr − sin2 θi
εr cos θs + εr − sin2 θs

(4)

(5)

where θi , θs , φi , φs , εr are the incidence angle, scattered angle, incidence azimuth, scattered azimuth
and relative permittivity of sea water respectively. Incidence azimuth is general set as 0◦ .
According to scattering coefficient, scattering loss can be obtained. The amplitude of multipath
components can be calculated based on ray scattering loss and paths loss. Finally, the impulse
response of electromagnetic waves propagating on the sea can be obtained. We can get the output signal thought the convolution of impulse response and the input signal, and then predict
telecommunication performance by signal to noise ratio vs bit rate error.
4. SIMULATION AND ANALYZE THE COMMUNICATION LINK PERFORMANCE

The electromagnetic simulation conditions is as followed: The source is the dipole antenna; The
elevation direction and height of source respectively are location 45 degrees and 40 km above the
sea surface; The receiver is set on the sea surface, and the height of it is 10 m; The frequency of
incident wave is 1.5 GHz; We just consider the vertical polarization, and the emulational sea level
is ranging from 1 to 6. Based on the channel modeling, taking wave model of level 3 for example,
the probability distribution of time delay is shown in Figure 3. Its units is ns, and each value of
probability distribution correspond to 10 ns time delay. The time delays have direct impact on
waveform distortion, then affect the bit error rate.
For the input signal, transmitter includes the generating of original data, the generating of the
C/A code, spread spectrum, BPSK modulation [10, 11]. C/A code is a 1023 bit Gold code, which
consists of two m-sequences of length 10. the number of randomly generated binary sequences is

Figure 3: The probability distribution of time delay.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Performance of communication link. (a) Simulation result of BER of sea level 1–3. (b) Simulation
result of BER of sea level 4–6.
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105 . The rate is 10 kbit/s, and the spreading code rate is 10.23 Mbit/s. Select 10 step balanced Gold
sequences as the pseudo-code pattern. Carrier frequency is 1.5 GHz, and the sampling frequency
is 6 GHz. For the output signal, receiver has the following function: finishing demodulation and
dispreading the local carrier and code, restoring the original data and calculating the BER. BER is
an important index to evaluate the performance of a communication link. Figure 4 is performance
of communication link under typical sea level 1–6.
From Figure 4 we can see that when the SNR is greater than −22 dB, BER under different sea
conditions are less than 10−4 . The BER is basically in the same order of magnitude when the
typical grazing angle is small. Sea clutter did not contribute to the BER of the communication
system significantly.
5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented a random wireless channel model of marine emergence radio indicator
which describe the performance of telecommunications in difference typical ocean states. At first,
modeling random rough ocean surface provide the foundation for simulation of LOS and NLOS
telecommunication channel. For the radio wave spreading on the sea surface, We research the LOS.
Then, electromagnetic simulation and telecommunication channel modeling based on random bridge
theory analyze linking properties. Last, we analyze and simulate the downstream communication
link model, and calculate the performance of communication systems and the noise ratio vs bit rate
error of signal in situation of typical ocean states and elevation angles.
By the finally simulation, we can obtain the preliminary conclusions of multipath channel transmission performance under the typical ocean states and elevation angles, which may provide key
information for the design of next generation of marine indicators.
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Abstract— In this paper we demonstrate the feasibility of a multi-probe based multiple-input
multiple-output (MIMO) over-the-air (OTA) test method, where urban macro and microcellular
scenarios of the spatial channel model — extended (SCME) are used as a target multipath
channel. No work has reported the feasibility of the field synthesis aiming at emulation of the
SCME using the plane-wave field synthesis (PWS) based on spherical wave theory so far. In this
work we used this technique to emulate the reference channel inside the test area. The feasibility
is tested by evaluating the emulated field in terms of four basic channel properties: power delay
profile, temporal correlation function, spatial correlation function, and cross polarization ratio.
The study shows that feasibility of the PWS technique to emulate all the basic parameters in a
multi-probe based MIMO OTA test setup.
1. INTRODUCTION

Multiple input multiple output (MIMO) radios, which use multiple antennas in the two ends of the
communication link, have been attracting attention because of their ability to meet the increased
demand for higher data rate communications. However, the performance of MIMO links depends
not only on the antenna performance but also on the propagation environment. Hence, accurate
MIMO performance testing of mobile terminal devices needs to consider both the multiple terminal
antennas as well as the propagation environment. Over-the-air (OTA) antenna test method has
been widely used for legacy mobile devices equipped with only a single antenna, and its extension
to the MIMO device has been actively investigated.
Standardization works for MIMO OTA testing have been intensively coordinated by Cellular
Telecommunications Industry Association (CTIA) and 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP),
where several different MIMO OTA test methods have been proposed [1]. One mandatory requirement of any MIMO OTA test methods is to emulate an electromagnetic environment, which resembles the radio propagation scenario where the terminal operates. Geometry-based channel models
such as the Spatial Channel Model (SCM), SCME, WINNER II or IMT-Advance constitute a good
means to describe the propagation scenario, which is translated into the electromagnetic environment in the OTA testing. The use of such well-defined channel model in MIMO OTA testing makes
the test methods realistic and hence well justified.
One of the proposed methods in the standardization of the MIMO OTA testing is the use of
an anechoic chamber equipped with multiple probes that emulates the intended electromagnetic
environment inside a confined area of the chamber, which is called a test zone. To emulate the
spatial and temporal characteristics of the intended electromagnetic environment defined by the
channel model, two techniques have been reported in the literature; one is the plane wave synthesis
(PWS) [2–4] and another is the prefaded signal synthesis (PFS) [4, 5]. In this paper, we address the
PWS technique based on the spherical wave theory, and prove its consistency with other MIMO
OTA testing techniques such as the PFS.
The purpose of the paper is to demonstrate that the PWS technique is capable of emulating
the intended electromagnetic environment in a multi-probe based MIMO OTA test system. In
this study, we demonstrate the capability for the 3GPP SCME [1] as the intended electromagnetic
environment, since no literature so far has made the demonstration. The accuracy of the emulation
is evaluated in terms of power delay profile (PDP), temporal correlation function, spatial correlation,
and cross-polarization ratio (XPR) as influential radio channel properties to the link data rate. Our
results serve as an important reference when comparing the performance of the PWS technique with
other MIMO OTA techniques such as the PFS.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the PWS emulation
techniques. Section 3 presents the simulation set up. After Section 4 compares the emulated
and intended fields to demonstrate the feasibility of the PWS technique for the SCME, Section 5
concludes the paper.
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2. CHANNEL EMULATION TECHNIQUES
2.1. Configuration of the Multi-probe Anechoic Chamber

An illustration of a 2D multi-probe anechoic chamber based MIMO OTA test system is shown in
Figure 1. The base station emulator feeds the downlink transmit signals to multichannel fading
emulator. The output ports of the fading emulator are connected to the K probe antennas, which
are equally spaced on the probe ring with radius r. Thus the radio frequency signals emitted from
the probes to the air are controlled by the fading emulator to produce the intended electromagnetic
environment inside a test zone. For the 2D test setup, the device under test (DUT) is at the center
of the circular test zone with radius r0 . It is required that the intended electromagnetic environment
should be accurately emulated over the test zone, and hence the DUT would experience the same
propagation channels as it would be in the operation environment.

Figure 1: The 2D multi-probe based MIMO OTA test system with eight uniformly spaced probes on a ring.
2.2. Field Emulation Techniques
2.2.1. PFS Technique

The PFS technique is presented in [4, 5]. This technique focuses on clusters (i.e., groups of multipath
components). The basic component of this technique is a single cluster with parameters like nominal
Angle of arrival (AoA), angular spread of arrival (ASA), Doppler spectrum, and cross polarization
ratio (XPR). The PFS technique emulates the intended electromagnetic environment by weighting
the independent fading signals transmitted from multiple probes. The signal weighting is made so
that the power angular spectrum (PAS) of the emulated field resembles that of the intended field as
much as possible. This leads to accurate emulation of the spatial correlation characteristics inside
the test zone.
2.2.2. PWS Technique

The PWS technique synthesizes the intended electromagnetic field inside the test zone by exciting
the multiple probes with proper voltages, such that the total field from the probes resembles the
intended field at a location in the test zone. This technique has a point of view in plane waves
instead of clusters. The basic component generated by this technique is a plane wave with a
specific AoA, Doppler shift and magnitude. The PWS reported in [2, 3] is based on the spherical
wave theory [6], stating that any plane wave field in a test zone can be expressed by a finite sum
of orthonormal wave modes. This spherical wave theory provides theoretical justification of the
required number of probes as a result of its well-known cut-off properties of the orthonormal modes.
In [2], the maximum relative error between the emulated and target field on the circumference of
the test zone is evaluated.
3. CONFIGURATION OF THE SIMULATION SET-UP

A 2-D MIMO OTA test system is shown in Figure 1. The probe antennas are on a circle of radius
r and are equally spaced over the circle on the horizontal plane. The antennas produce the far field
towards the DUT located at the center of the test zone with the radius r0 .
One of the main issues addressed in the multi-probe OTA test method is the number of required
of probe antennas. According to the PWS technique that uses the spherical wave theory, the
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required number of probes K for accurate emulation of the intended field is directly related to the
size of the test zone. For synthesizing both vertically and horizontally polarized plane wave fields
inside a test zone, K is given as [6]
2-D
Kmin
= 4[kr0 + n1 ] + 2,

(1)

where k is the wave number, the unknown number n1 is a constant that determines the accuracy
of the field synthesis [6]. The values of n1 for different relative error levels of the synthesized field
have been reported in [7]. In this paper, −15 dB relative error is considered and then the required
number of probes considering the vertical and horizontal polarizations in 2D case becomes [7]
h
i
p
3
2-D
Kmin,−15
=
4
kr
+
0.74
kr
+ 2.
(2)
0
0
dB
In this paper, the field synthesis targets the radio frequency of 806 MHz. The following setup
of the OTA test system is considered: a 45◦ slanted dipole antenna at the base station, halfwavelength dipole and magnetic loop as antennas of DUT, 8 dual-polarized Vivaldi antennas as
probes. The base station antenna is taken into account in the fading emulator when calculating
an excitation voltage of each probe, and the probes are placed evenly on the OTA ring with the
radius of r = 1.75 m, and the test zone has a radius r0 = 0.15 m. The required number of probes is
16 (or 8 dual-polarized) in this case, according to (2), and hence, the number of probes considered
in the OTA test system here is sufficient. The intended fields are defined by the urban macro and
microcellular scenarios of the SCME, are reproduced according to the channel parameters presented
in Tables 8.2-1 and 8.2-2 of [1].
4. SIMULATED CHANNEL MODEL VALIDATION RESULTS

Before starting any advanced testing activity, for example, throughput measurements, the emulated
fields at the DUT antenna location need to be compared with the intended field defined by the
selected channel model, in order to verify their agreement and address any anomaly in the emulation.
Complete verification of the emulated field against the intended one is an extensive task since it
needs to involve all the relevant dimensions of the propagation channel such as space, time, delay,
power and polarization. In this paper, the verification is performed in terms of four basic properties
of 3GPP SCME channel model: PDP, spatial correlation function, temporal correlation function,
and XPR.
4.1. Power Delay Profile
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Figure 2: PDP of SCME urban macro model: (a) reference (red), and (b) emulated (blue).
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Figure 3: PDPs of SCME for the urban microcellular scenario: (a) reference (red), and (b) emulated (blue).
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Figure 4: Reference and emulated temporal correlation: (a) SCME urban macro and (b) microcellular
scenarios.

generated from the 3GPP SCME for urban macro and microcellular scenarios are presented in Figures 2(a) and 3(a), respectively, while the corresponding emulated PDPs are shown in Figures 2(b)
and 3(b). Note that the figures illustrate the powers and delays associated with each mid-path of
the six paths. The emulated PDP follows the reference one very well for both scenarios.
4.2. Temporal Correlation Function

The goal of comparing the temporal correlation is to see the accurately of the temporal behavior of
the emulated channel in relation to those of the reference channel. Temporal correlation function
is equivalent to the power Doppler spectrum (PDS) of the channel as they are Fourier pairs. Since
it is difficult to compare the PDS because of their spiky shapes, temporal correlation is used in this
paper for the comparison. A half-wavelength vertically polarized dipole as a DUT antenna is used
in the simulation; 32 samples per half-wavelength and a total of 50,000 samples are used to make the
temporal correlation function curves smooth. In Figure 4, with constant DUT velocity of 30 km/h,
the red and blue curves show the reference and emulated temporal correlation function, respectively.
It can be clearly seen from Figure 4 that the emulated and reference temporal correlation functions
match well for both scenarios. Note that the values of temporal correlation function left from the
maximum and after five wavelengths have been cut out.
4.3. Spatial Correlation Function

Accurate reproduction of the spatial correlation function is also an important goal of the MIMO
OTA antenna testing. In comparing the emulated and reference spatial correlation defined by the
SCME, two vertically polarized dipole antennas are used as DUT antennas. Only the separation
between the antennas has been changed to estimate the variation of the spatial correlation, while
other setups of the simulation remain the same as the previous ones. For each antenna separation
distance, the reference and emulated spatial correlation coefficients are calculated from 20,000
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Figure 5: Reference and emulated spatial correlation: (a) SCME urban macro, and (b) microcellular scenarios.
Table 1: XPR values of the emulated and reference channels for the SCME urban macro and micro scenarios.

3GPP SCME urban macro
3GPP SCME microcellular

Reference XPR [dB]
8.55
0.96

Emulated XPR [dB]
8.67
0.86

Delta [dB]
0.12
0.10

channel impulse responses. In Figure 5, red curve and blue curve show the reference and emulated
spatial correlation function. The spatial correlation is one when the two antennas are collocated,
while the correlation decreases as the separation increased up to 0.8λ. It is obvious from the figure
that the emulated spatial correlation functions follow the reference one very well for both scenarios.
4.4. Cross-polarization Ratio

The polarization characteristic of the emulated channel is investigated by evaluating the XPR. In
this paper, the XPR is defined as a difference of the received power by vertically and horizontally
polarized antenna located at the center of the test zone. In particular, a vertically polarized halfwavelength dipole and a horizontally polarized magnetic loop were considered. Table 1 illustrates
the emulated and reference XPR values for the urban macro and microcellular scenarios, estimated
by 20,000 channel impulse responses generated by the SCME. The emulated XPR values deviates
from the reference by 0.12 dB and 0.10 dB in the macro and microcellular scenarios, respectively.
The slight deviations are likely from the difference of multipath power received at the DUT.
5. CONCLUSION

This paper presented a comparison of emulated and reference channels in a multi-probe based
MIMO OTA test system. The field emulation inside the test zone was based on the PWS technique.
The comparison has been performed in terms of four metrics of the radio channels that are influential
to radio link performance: PDP, temporal correlation function, spatial correlation function, and
XPR. A good agreement between the emulated and reference values has been achieved in all the
investigated metrics. The minor deviation in the XPR values is likely introduced by slight difference
of multipath profiles received at the DUT. Future work concerns the experimental validation of the
emulation technique and further analysis of the MIMO performance metric, such as MIMO capacity
and throughput.
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Abstract— The adoption of a statistical mechanical framework in optics provides realistic
models for multimode laser systems, whose experimental implications are presented and critically
analyzed. A model for passive mode locking lasers is analyzed beyond the mean-field approximation, accounting for the presence of many well-resolved frequencies of the lasing modes. The
inhomogeneous structure in the nonlinear “mode locked” interaction network is shown to yield
short pulses and phase waves with nontrivial slopes, corresponding to a phase delay of the pulsed
laser signal. The analytic solution of a mean field-model for multimode laser in open and irregular cavities will be, afterwards, addressed. The complete phase diagram, in terms of degree of
disorder, pumping rate of the source and strength of nonlinearity, consists of four different photonic regimes: incoherent fluorescence, mode locking, random lasing and the novel “phase locking
wave”. A replica symmetry breaking transition occurs at the random lasing threshold. For a
high enough strength of nonlinearity, a whole region with nonvanishing complexity anticipates
the transition and the light in the disordered medium displays typical glassy behavior.
1. STATISTICAL MECHANICS FOR MULTIMODE LASERS

There have been several studies addressing the description of multimode laser systems in a statistical
mechanics framework [1–5]. The approach is based on the hypothesis of effective equilibrium. Lasers
are manifestly off-equilibrium and energy is pumped into the system to sustain population inversion
and stimulated emission. However, as the system power is kept constant, the resulting stationary
regime can be described as if at equilibrium with an effective “thermal bath” whose “temperature”
is related to the pumping rate and to the true environment temperature.
The evolution of the atom-field system operators can be formalized starting from the JaynesCumming Hamiltonian for matter-light interaction. The system is localized in space with discrete
states. If the optical resonator is open the system is embedded in a natural environment consisting
of the continuum of extended scattering states. The coupling with the scattering states of the
continuum determine the lifetime of the discrete states, which is, therefore, finite. Adopting, e.g.,
the system-and-bath approach [6], a rigorous quantization of the field is possible also when the
cavity is not closed: contributions of radiative and localized modes are separated by Feshbach
projection and an effective theory in the subspace of localized modes is obtained with an effective
linear damping coupling.
Adopting the semiclassical limit and assuming that the mode lifetimes are much longer than the
characteristic times of pump and loss, it is possible to adiabatically remove the atomic variables
and obtain the (non-linear) equations for the field alone. The evolution in the lasing regime is then
conveniently expressed in the basis of the slow amplitude modes. These are solutions āk of angular
frequencies ωl with a harmonic form for long times t À 1. The mode evolution for the slow complex
amplitudes ak (t) = āk (t) e+iωk t is, then, written as
ȧk = −∂H/∂a∗k
where, at the third order in the mode amplitude expansion, the functional H reads
X
X
X
H=−
Gk |ak |2 −
Jk1 k2 a∗k1 ak2 −
Jk1 k2 k3 k4 ak1 a∗k2 ak3 a∗k4 .
k=1,...N

k|FMC(k)

(1)

(2)

k|FMC(k)

Here Gk is the gain curve of the active medium and the couplings between different modes are
Z
Z
Jk1 k2 ∝ γk1 k2 − dr ρ(r) gl∗ (r)gk (r), Jk1 k2 k3 k4 ∝ − dr ρ(r)gl∗ (r) gk1 (r)gk∗2 (r) gk3 (r) ,
(3)
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the matrix γlk being the damping matrix associated to the openness of the cavity [6] and ρ(r) the
density of atoms of the active medium.
In Eq. (2), by definition of slow amplitude mode āl ' e−iωk t , the sums are restricted to terms
with different indices that meet the frequency matching conditions (FMC):
linear: |ωk1 − ωk2 | . γ

nonlinear: |ωk1 − ωk2 + ωk3 − ωk4 | . γ.

(4)

The finite line-width γ of the modes can be obtain only in a complete quantum derivation. In
general, the linear term of Eq. (2) may have non-zero off-diagonal terms. They are all zero when
the frequencies are well distinct so that the frequency matching condition of the linear term is never
satisfied but for the modes with overlapping frequency. While this is generally true for standard
high quality-factor lasers, for a random laser (RL) [7] there can be a significant frequency overlap
between the lasing modes and off-diagonal linear contributions must be considered.
For a complete statistical description one must, eventually, consider the presence of the noise
Fl (t) in Eq. (1), linked primarily to spontaneous emission. Though, in general, non-diagonal, a
proper mode basis can be chosen where Fl is white and uncorrelated:
hFk∗1 (t1 ) Fk2 (t2 )i = 2T δk1 k2 δ(t1 − t2 ),

hFk1 (t1 )Fk2 (t2 )i = 0,

(5)

with T being the spectral power of the noise, proportional to the heat-bath temperature.
The functional H in Eq. (2) is complex in the most general case. The real part is associated
with a purely dissipative motion while the imaginary part with dispersion. Without dissipation,
the total optical intensity E is a constant of motion. Differently, the system remains stable because
the gain decreases as the optical intensity increases. To study the equilibrium properties, this can
be encoded by requiring that at any instant gain and losses balance to keep E constant [1]:
X
|ak |2 = const.
E = ²N =
(6)
k=1,...N

Hereinafter we consider only purely dissipative systems. These can be studied using the standard
tools of the equilibrium statistical physics: the Langevin equations Eq. (1) reduce to the potential
form and, hence, the steady-state solution of the associated Fokker-Plank equation is the Gibbs
distribution ρ(a1 , . . . aN ) ∝ e−HR /Tph . The effective “photonic” temperature is taken Tph = T /²2 ≡
P −2 , proportional to the heat-bath temperature T and with P being the pumping rate of the
source. This encodes the experimental observation that, regard to the lasing threshold, the effect
of lowering T is equivalent to raise the optical intensity [8].
2. PASSIVE MODE LOCKING WITH FREQUENCY COMB

The model for passive mode locking lasers is obtained by the ordered limit of Eq. (2) [1–3]
H=−

X
k=1,...N

Gk |ak |2 −

J
2

X

ak1 a∗k2 ak3 a∗k4 ,

(7)

k|FMC(k)

with the mode frequencies given by the frequency comb associated to the Fabry-Pérot resonator:
ωk = ω1 + (k − 1)∆ω,

k = 1, . . . , N.

(8)

The narrow-band, low finesse, limit γ ' ∆ω is such that the FMC in Eq. (4) is always satisfied
and can be solved in mean-field theory [1]. The FMC becomes nontrivial for high-finesse, γ ¿ ∆ω.
Monte Carlo simulations of both systems have been performed to study the role of FMC [2, 3].
In both low and high finesse cases, a first order transition is observed between a continuous wave
regime at low pumping and a pulsed regime at high pumping. The critical pumping value being
compatible, in the thermodynamic limit, with the one obtained in mean-field, cf. Fig. 1(a).
The difference between the high and low finesse cases is in the nature of the pulsed regime. For
low finesse,
the modes are trivially phase-locked φj = φ0 , so the parameter of global coherence
P
mx ≡ <(aj )/N is nonzero, converging on the black line of in Fig. 1(b) for high pumping. In the
high finesse case, instead, the pulsed regime is not trivially phase locked, see Fig. 1(b), and the
laser mode phases result to behave as φj ' φ0 + φ0 ω, with a nontrivial, frequency independent,
slope φ0 (see insets in Fig. 2(a)). The slope φ0 changes in the time evolution with a distribution
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Figure 1: (a) Intensive energy vs Pumping for high-finesse systems of increasing sizes. The insetPshows the
metastable region between the spinodal and critical line for N = 100. (b) Distribution of mx ≡ <(aj )/N
for a high-finesse system with N = 300 at several pumping rates above and below the mode locking threshold.
The solid black line is the distribution of mx for a trivially phase locked system φj ≡ φ0 .
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Figure 2: (a) Signal (top) and corresponding configurations plotted as Phase vs Frequency (bottom) for a
high finesse system with N = 500 just above the critical pumping (P = 1.692, Pc = 1.565(8)). (b) Intensity
spectra for three pumping for high finesse and N = 150 (Pc = 1.60(2) here). Below the threshold the
spectrum is shown to follow the gain curve (black solid line).

determined by the interaction network among the modes and with a lifetime that increases with
the pumping rate [2, 3]. Consequently, all the two mode correlators are zero in the high pumping
regime in
Phigh finesse systems [2, 3]. The electromagnetic pulse associated with such configurations,
E(t) = j |aj | exp[i(ωt + φj )], is, accordingly, such that the phase delay between the carrier and
the envelope of the signal changes at each shot, cf. Fig. 2(a). The phenomenon is observed also
in high-finesse models with fixed intensities (XY and p-clock models) [2, 3, 9] and it is reminiscent
of the properties of lattice gauge theories where local gauge symmetries forbid the global O(2)
symmetry breaking [2, 3].
The FMC results to play an essential role not only for the phase locking but for the intensity
spectra as well. Indeed, for low pumping the spectrum follows the gain curve Gk . As the pumping
exceeds the mode locking threshold, however, the spectrum is observed to be determined solely by
the interaction network and it becomes narrow around the central frequencies of the bandwidth,
cf. Fig. 2(b), because of the FMC. This furnishes a theoretical mechanism to explain the gain
narrowing at the mode locking transition.
3. MEAN FIELD MODEL FOR NONLINEAR OPTICS IN RANDOM MEDIA

In the general case of RLs, the cavity is open, so the matrix γk1 k2 is nonzero [6], while the spatial
distribution of the modes is irregular and complicated in such a way that the interactions in Eq. (3)
take, in principle, a wide range of values, positive and negative. In the mean-field theory the
FMC of Eq. (4) are neglected and the Ji1 ,...,ip are then taken as independent identically distributed
random variables. This is exact, in particular, for systems with spatially extended modes and a
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narrow bandwidth. Here we take the distributions of Ji1 ,...,ip in Eq. (2) Gaussian with (p = 2, 4)
 ³
´ 
(p) 2
˜
(p)
¡
¢
Jp2
1
J0
 Ji1 ...ip − J0

(p)
2
˜
P Ji1 ...ip = q
exp −
, J0 =
.
(9)
 with σp =
2σp2
2N p−1
p! N p−1
2πσ 2
p

(p)

The scaling of σp and J˜0 with N assures the extensivity of the Hamiltonian. To have a direct
interpretation in terms of photonics quantities we use the photonic parameters
J
(4)
(2)
J0 = α0 J0 , J0 = (1 − α0 )J0 , RJ = ,
(10)
J0
p
J42 = α2 J 2 , J22 = (1 − α)2 J 2 , P = ² βJ0 .
(11)
The parameters J0 and J fix, respectively, the cumulative strength of the ordered and disordered
part of the Hamiltonian while α0 and α the strength of nonlinearity in the ordered and disordered
parts. The parameter RJ is the degree of disorder.
The model is solved by means of the replica method for disordered systems [10] and their
relative order parameters, the overlaps (i.e., the similarities) between thermodynamic states. This
is achieved considering n identical replicas of the system that act as probes exploring the phase
space and evaluating the physical overlaps between states from the overlap between these replicas.
In this way one obtains the free energy as a function of generalized order parameters [4, 5]
√ N
N
N
2X a
1 X h a ³ b ´∗ i
1 X h a 2i
< (ak ) , m =
ak , Qab =
< ak ak
.
rd =
(12)
E
N
E
k=1

k=1

k=1

Here rd is the parameter of partial coherence, m is the complex parameter of global coherence and
Qab is a real overlap matrix. A main point is that the simplest ansatz of assuming Qab = Q for
all a 6= b, i.e., of assuming that all replicas are equivalent, is not consistent in the whole phase
space [4, 5]. Therefore, one must allow for a Replica Symmetry Breaking (RSB) to construct the
solution. Following the Parisi scheme [10], the elements of Qab can take different values and the
order parameter is their probability distribution. Identical copies of the system show different
amplitude equilibrium configurations, as the ergodicity is broken in many distinct states.
Four different regimes are found for the photonic system varying parameters P, α, α0 and RJ :
• Incoherent Wave (IW): replica symmetric solution with all order parameters equal to zero.
The modes oscillate incoherently and the light is emitted in the form of a continuous wave.
• Phase Locking Wave (PLW): all order parameters vanish but rd , signaling a locking of the
mode phases on a line but without a specific direction. This regime occurs in the region of
the phase space intermediate between the IW and RL regimes.
• Mode Locking Laser (ML): solution with m 6= 0, with or without replica symmetry breaking.
The modes oscillate coherently with the same phase and the light is emitted in form of pulses.
• Random Laser (RL): the modes do not oscillate coherently in intensity, so that m = 0, but
the overlap matrices Qab and Rab have a nontrivial structure.
Two typical phase diagrams are shown in Fig. 3. Consider the common experimental situation
with an increasing pumping rate P at fixed RJ , α and α0 . Then:
• for RJ not too large a transition between the IW and the ML regimes is observed increasing
the pumping. The transition is robust with respect to the introduction of small disorder;
• for systems with intermediate disorder, the high pump regime remains the ordered ML regime,
but the intermediate, partially coherent, PLW regime appears between ML and IW;
• for large RJ , a further transition from ML to RL is observed at high P. Moreover, if RJ
exceeds a threshold the ML disappears and the only high pumping phase remains the RL.
This scenario is rather general and remains valid for different values of α and α0 [4, 5]. The value
of α0 affects the transition toward the ML regime: for high α0 the transition is discontinuous. On
the contrary, if α0 is low, there are regions in the phase diagram where the transition is continuous.
The value of α controls the transition to the RL regime. For α > αnl (' 0.6297 for ² = 1) the
transition is toward a RL via a random first order transition, typical of glassy systems, with a
region of finite complexity antecedent the transition (cf. Fig. 3(a)) where the photonic glass has
an exponential number of metastable states corresponding to different mode locking processes.
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Figure 3: Phase diagram for ² = 1 and (a) α = α0 = 1, corresponding to a closed cavity, and (b) α = α0 = 0.5.
The solid (dashed) line between IW and ML corresponds to a continuous (discontinuous) transition. The
dashed line between PLW and RL in (a) indicates the dynamic transition line with finite complexity.
4. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented statistical mechanical models for ordered and disordered multimode lasers in
closed and open cavities. The approach uses equilibrium statistical mechanics tools to study the
steady-state of the system via the introduction of an effective temperature.
Monte Carlo simulations for a model for passive mode locking show that the interaction network
becomes inhomogeneous for high finesse, resulting in the appearance of phase waves and a nontrivial
carrier-envelop phase delay in the pulsed regime. The analysis shows several other properties of experimental relevance: narrowing of the intensity spectrum, vanishing two-mode correlators, optical
bistability, robustness against small homogeneous dilution while a non-equipartited condensation
appears for large dilution [2, 3].
A general mean-field model for light wave systems in optically active random media is solved
via the replica method. The most general phase diagram, ranging from ordered closed cavities
(standard lasers) to disordered open cavities (RLs) furnishes a number of different equilibrium
phases determined by nonlinearity and disorder. These include passive mode locking in standard
lasers, and different coherent regimes attainable in RLs. An experimental test for the RSB predicted
by this theory at the RL threshold has been put forward in Ref. [11]: the symmetry breaking in the
intensity fluctuation overlap is shown to be equivalent to the one occurring in the complex amplitude
overlap, proposing a test directly for shot-to-shot intensity spectra. This result establishes that the
intensity fluctuations analysis of Ref. [12] is the first experimental evidence of RSB.
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Abstract— Meandering waveguide distributed feedback (DFB) structures are introduced as
novel photonic lightwave circuits elements and their amplitude and phase response are studied
in frequency and phasor domain. A preliminary transfer matrix method analysis is applied for
taking the coupling purely directional and with constant coefficient on geometrically symmetric
and anti-symmetric elements. The meandering loop mirror is the building block of all meandering
waveguide based lightwave circuit elements. The simplest uncoupled meandering DFB structure
exhibits Rabi splitting in the transmittance spectrum. The symmetric and antisymmetric coupled
meandering waveguide DFB geometries can be utilized as band-pass, Fano, or Lorentzian filters
or Rabi splitters. Meandering waveguide DFB elements with a variety of spectral responses
can be designed for a variety of lightwave circuit element functions and can be implemented
with generality due to the analytic approach taken. Meandering waveguide distributed feedback
structures with a variety of spectral responses can be designed for a variety of lightwave circuit
element functions.
1. INTRODUCTION

Distributed meandering waveguide (DMW) structures [1] show a variety of spectral behaviors with
respect to the number of meandering loop mirrors (MLMs) [2] and the coupling constants (Cs) of
the structure. These spectral behavior include Fano resonances, coupled resonator induced transparency (CRIT), notch, add-drop, comb, and hitless filters. What makes the DMW special is
the self-coupling property intrinsic to the DMW’s nature. The basic example of DMW’s nature
is motivated through the analogy between the so-called symmetric meandering resonator (SMR),
which consists of two coupled MLMs, and the resonator enhanced Mach-Zehnder interferometer
(REMZI) [3]. A SMR shows the same spectral characteristics of Fano resonances with its selfcoupling property. Recently, single, distributed [4] and binary [5] self coupled optical waveguide
(SCOW) resonators, which can be considered as special cases of the DMWs, are studied. Figure 1 shows the genealogy of the DMWs studied so far for their electric field intensity and phase
responses [6]. In this proceeding, we present another complementary perspective to the phase characteristics of various DMWs, namely the phasor diagrams of the transmitted electric fields. The
phasor diagram contains the complete information of a transmitted electric field with amplitude
and phase information for all potential DMW structures.

Figure 1: Genealogy of the distributed meandering waveguide structures studied in the frequency domain.
2. MEANDERING DISTRIBUTED FEEDBACK STRUCTURES

Figure 2 shows that an MDFB with 2 MLMs is capable of a phase contribution from 0 to π. There
are 2 peaks (poles) in the intensity spectrum, when the normalized frequency (δ) runs from 0 to
4π. In Fig. 3, increasing the number of MLMs, results in the whole phase contribution from 0 to
2π. There are 2 peaks (poles) in the intensity spectrum, when the normalized frequency (δ) runs
from 0 to 2π.
In Fig. 4, increasing the number of MLMs provides a phase interval of 4π. There are 10 peaks
(poles), when the normalized frequency (δ) runs from 0 to 4π. First the blue line traverses the
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Figure 2: (a) The intensity, phase (Φ), and (b) phasor plots of an MDFB with 2 MLMs (or MR) when all
coupling constants are set to 0.2. The normalized frequency (δ) runs from 0 to 2π in the intensity and phase
response. Except in the phasor diagram, δ runs from 0 to 4π.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: (a) The intensity, phase (Φ) and (b) phasor plots of an MDFB with 3 MLMs, when all coupling
constants are set to 0.2. The normalized frequency (δ) runs from 0 to 2π in the intensity, phase, and phasor
diagram response.

complex plane, then the orange, the green, the red, and the purple, respectively. All the coupling
constants are C = 0.2.
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3. SYMMETRIC & ANTISYMMETRIC MEANDERING RESONATOR

Figure 5 shows SMR frequency, phase and phasor diagram, depicting Fano resonances, for an SMR
with 2 coupled MLMs. There are 2 peaks (poles) in the intensity spectrum, when the normalized
frequency (δ) runs from 0 to 2π.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: (a) The intensity, phase (Φ) and (b) phasor diagram of an MDFB with 6 MLMs, when the phase
of the shortest path length, δ runs from 0 to 4π. The normalized frequency (δ) runs from 0 to 4π in the
intensity, phase, and phasor diagram response.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5: (a) The intensity, phase (Φ) and (b) phasor plots of an SMR, when all coupling constants are set
to 0.2. The normalized frequency (δ) runs from 0 to 2π in the intensity, phase, and phasor diagram response.
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Figure 6 shows an AMR frequency, phase, and phasor diagram with a narrow linewidth (orange
curve) CRIT behavior for C = 0.9 and a broad linewidth (blue curve) CRIT behavior for C = 0.2.
There are 2 peaks (poles) in the intensity spectrum.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6: (a) The intensity, phase (Φ) and (b) phasor plots of an AMR, when all coupling constants are
set to 0.2 (blue) and 0.9 (orange). The normalized frequency (δ) runs from 0 to 2π in the intensity, phase
response, and phasor diagram response.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7: (a) The intensity, phase (Φ) and (b) phasor plots of an SMDFB with 3 MLMs, when all coupling
constants are set to C = 0.2. The normalized frequency (δ) runs from 0 to 2π in the intensity, phase response,
and phasor diagram response.
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4. SYMMETRIC & ANTISYMMETRIC MEANDERING DISTRIBUTED FEEDBACK
STRUCTURES

Figure 7 shows the SMDFB intensity, phase, and phasor diagrams as a function of the normalized
frequency (δ), when all the coupling constants are set to C = 0.2. There are 4 peaks (poles) in
the intensity spectrum. Figure 8 shows the AMDFB intensity, phase, and phasor diagrams as a
function of the normalized frequency (δ), when all the coupling constants are set to C = 0.2. There
are 3 peaks (poles) in the intensity spectrum.

(a)

(b)

Figure 8: (a) The intensity, phase (Φ) and (b) phasor plots of an AMDFB of 2.5 MLM’s, when all the
coupling constants are set to C = 0.2. The normalized frequency (δ) runs from 0 to 2π in the intensity,
phase response, and phasor diagram response.
5. CONCLUSIONS

We presented the intensity, phase, and phasor diagrams of the DMWs transmitted electric fields.
The phasor diagrams give complete information of a transmitted electric field with amplitude and
phase information for all the potential DMW structures.
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Abstract— We analyzed strong magnetic storm and sub-storm influence on the GPS operating
in the Arctic region. 5-years dynamic were analyzed based on IGS and CHAIN data (∼ 200
receivers at more than 55◦ N latitude). The main studied parameters were phase and pseudorange
slips as well as sharp physically unrealistic total electron (TEC) values variations (TEC slips).
TEC slips were found to increase 100–200 times higher than just instrumental noses under heliogeomagnetic disturbances of different nature. The major cause of phase and pseudorange slips
is GPS signal absorption in the ionosphere. The absorption is caused by high-energy particle
precipitation during magnetic storms at high latitude.
1. INTRODUCTION

Analysis of the navigation and communication systems shows that currently the reliability of their
operation is determined not only and not so much by instrumental failures, but increasingly influencing of different geo- and helio-physical factors, i.e., space weather, which is more pronounced at
high Arctic latitudes. Strong geomagnetic disturbances can have a significant impact on the operating of radio systems using ionospheric radio channel. The same is true for the operating stability
of the global navigation satellite systems such as GLONASS and GPS. The reason is influence of
strong disturbances of electron density. The disturbances lead to sharp fluctuations in the group,
phase and amplitude characteristics of the radio signal. Amplitude scintillation of navigation signal due to scattering of the radio signal on small-scale irregularities with size of the first Fresnel
zone [1], which is of 100–300 m for GPS/GLONASS. There is a lot of papers deal with operation
stability of GPS system under disturbed conditions [2–4]. A number of studies is devoted to high
latitudes GPS operation [3, 5, 6].
At the same time, data on the direct measurement of navigation signal parameters failures at
high latitudes is not enough and they are very fragmented. It is worth to note that geomagnetic
disturbance in the majority of works were associated with sharp changing in the planetary index
Dst, while at high latitudes strong substorms take place, which associated with local perturbations
of currents in the magnetosphere. In addition, some fragmentary of data at high latitudes connected
with lack of dense receivers network in this region. Recently the situation has changed. Development of global and regional GPS/GLONASS networks lead to increasing the statistics of navigation
measurement parameters failures and total electron content (TEC) slips, including statistics at high
latitudes.
2. EXPERIMENTAL DATA AND TECHNIQUE

As a slip we take two types of phenomena. First, we take “instrumental” failure, i.e., loss of
pseudorange measurements or navigation signal phase for both operating frequencies. In the data
files it corresponds to lack of measurement of these parameters. These slips are of technical nature
and connected with the quality of electronic components of the radio transmission unit (RTU). The
second group of slips is so-called TEC slips. TEC slip can be defined as sharp TEC variations, the
values of which have no physical meaning (or, possibly due to unknown at this time processes and
phenomena). For example, TEC rate higher than (2 . . . 5) TECU/min surpass regular variability
of the ionosphere, which is usually less than (0.1 . . . 1) TECU/min.
The total electron content is determined based of dual-frequency phase measurements of GPS
signal [7]:
1
f12 f22
I=
[(L1 λ1 − L2 λ2 ) + K + nL] ,
(1)
40.308 f12 − f22
where, f1 , f2 — operating frequency of GPS; L1 λ1 , L2 λ2 — additional paths of radio signals caused
by the phase delay in the ionosphere, m; L1 , L2 — the number of phase rotation at operating
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frequencies; λ1 , λ2 — wavelengths, m; K — constant, due to the ambiguity of the phase definition,
nL — error in determining the phase path.
The probability of slip of the parameter i (phase slip, pseudorange, TEC) for the selected station
during the observation time T for a single navigation satellite is:
PT,i,GPS =

Ni,GPS (T )
× 100%
Si,GPS (T )

(2)

where Ni (T ) is the total number of slips of the parameter I for chosen GPS satellite during the
observation time T . Si (T ) is the total number of observations of the parameter i for a observation
time.
To complete description of a GPS station, similar to (2) we calculated the overall probability of
slips of the parameter i at the station during time T for all visible satellites. As a characteristic
of the observation network consisting of M receivers we calculated N and S parameters for all
line-of-sites “satellite-receiver”.
In this paper we studied the GPS slips dynamics during 2010–2014. For all stations of IGS
network [8], located to the north of 55◦ N (Arctic region), we recorded pseudorange and phase at
both operating frequencies. There were 97 stations in the IGS network in 2010 and 188 in 2014. In
addition we used data from the network CHAIN (Canada), which included from 8 to 18 stations
(http://chain.physics.unb.ca).
We used observational data in the RINEX format. All used data include more than 8.5 million
hours of joint observations of P1, P2, L1, L2.
To determine the start of the geomagnetic disturbance and its strength, we used high-latitude
AL, AU, AE magnetic indexes, instead of commonly used Dst and SYM-H indexes which describe
the equatorial perturbations. AL, AU, AE were obtained with 1-min resolution (http://wdc.kugi.ku
oto-u.ac.jp/dstae/index.html), but we used the 1-hour averaged indexes to better comparison with
slips. In some cases, for interpretation we used magnetometers and riometers observations.
3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In the Fig. 1 we show the example of basically data of GPS slips on the subnet during strong
magnetic substorm 09 March 2012 (upper panel), overall dynamics of L2 slips (middle left), L1
slips (middle, right) and TEC slips (bottom, left) for all line-of-sights “satellite receiver”. You can
see slips statistic for the period of 11 days. Elevation cut were 10◦ . The blue curve shows the
dynamics of AE-index. Bold horizontal lines define dispersion of slips over the last month against
mean value (green line). One can see that response to magnetic substorm in L2 slips 5–7 times
higher than in L1 slips.
It is worth to note that during strong disturbances dynamics of slips agree with AE index
dynamics. The correlation during storm is usually more than 0.7 and can reach more than 0.9.
Without geomagnetic disturbances slip probability is determined by internal problems of navigation
equipment and generally poorly correlated with AE index. Similar situation take place when one
use pseudorange measurements P1 and P2.
We also consider the time dynamics of TEC slips (see Fig. 1, left bottom panel). As the level of
TEC slips we chose value 2 TECU/min. Dynamics of TEC slips corresponds to L2 slips. However,
probability of TEC slips is 50–150 times greater than those of L2 slips.
In the Table 1 we show results of slips studies for 2010–2014. Overall, our studies show that the
probability of L2 slips ∼ 10 times larger than L1 those during magnetic storms and substorms of
G3class. Growing storm strength, this ratio slightly decreases: PL2 /PL1 is up to 5–7. TEC slips are
important parameters for research applications option. As we obtained, for TEC slips dynamics
during geomagnetic disturbances is even more pronounced. For example, the probability of TEC
slips for TEC rate more than 1 TECU/min increases depending on the class of the storm more
than 6–15 times. For TEC slips supposed as a TEC rate more than 2 TECU/min, increase in the
probability of slips is 4–10 times.
Right bottom panel in the Fig. 1 shows the riometer data at Dawson Station (DWS, 64.0◦ N,
139.1◦ W) recorded on March 09, 2012. There is an increase in absorption during the magnetic
storm up to 8 dB. We should note that there were events with absorption increasing up to 17 dB.
The observed effects are generally easy to explain. According to the GPS interface control
documents [9], they took different power for two operating frequencies. The power at f2 is 3 dB less
than those at f1 . This fact along with significant absorption increasing due to particle precipitation
during magnetic storms is a major cause of differences in slips probability.
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Table 1: Maximal probabilities of slips for different substorms. Elevation cutoff is 10◦ .
Substorm
level

AE , nT

Max
P(L1), %

Max
P(L2), %

Max
P(TEC1 *), %

Max
P(TEC2 *), %

G3

∼ 600

0.1 . . . 0.2

0.9 . . . 1.5

1 ... 6

0.6 . . . 4

G4

∼ 600 . . . 1500

0.15 . . . 0.25

1.2 . . . 3.5

5 . . . 15

3 ... 6

G5

> 1500

0.25 . . . 0.45

3.5 . . . 5.5

15 . . . 35

7 . . . 15

*TEC1 and TEC2 correspond to the maximum derivative of the TEC more 1 or more 2 TECU/min, respectively.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Absorbtion, dB

090312 dws
7.5
7
6.5
6
5.5
5
4.5
4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
6:00

8:00

10:00

12:00

14:00

16:00

18:00

20:00

Time UTC, h

(d)

(e)

Figure 1: (a) Example of basically data of GPS slips on the subnet during strong magnetic substorm 09
March 2012. (b) The probability of L2 slips, (c) L1 slips, and (d) TEC slips on March 03–16, 2012. Thin
blue curve is for AE index. (e) We show the level of radio weaves absorption recorded by DWS station
(64.048◦ N, 139.11◦ W).

The entire analysis we carried out for the three elevation cuts — 10◦ , 15◦ and 20◦ . The first two
angles correspond to cuts which frequently used in the ionosphere and near-Earth space studies. 20◦
elevation cut is recommended for navigation applications. Analysis showed that slips probability
is reduce by 15–20% when you use 20◦ elevation cut instead of 10◦ .
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4. CONCLUSIONS

Our analysis showed that:
- L1 phase slips even under quiet conditions 3–15 times less than L2 those.
- Similar relation is true for slips of P2 and P1.
- The probability of L2 slips ∼ 10 times larger than those of L1 slips during magnetic storms
and substorms of G3 class. For G4 and G5 storms this ratio decreases slightly — up to 5–7
times. Similar results were obtained for the probability of P1 and P2 slips.
- TEC slips dynamics during magnetic storms more pronounced as compared with L1 and L2
slips. The probability of TEC slips ∼ 100–200 times higher than those of L2 slips. Increasing
the class of storm from 3 to 4 or from 4 to 5 TEC slips corresponding jumps of 1TECU/min
increase more than 6–15 times. For TEC slips corresponding 2 TECU/min jump this value is
4–10 times.
- The main cause for L1, L2 slips increasing is absorption increasing, which is associated with
high-energy particles precipitation at high latitudes during geomagnetic storms.
- Analysis showed that a possible solution to reduce the impact of slips on the navigation
system of GPS is increasing the power of the navigation signal as well as increasing the cut-off
elevation mask up to 20 ◦ .
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Abstract— Based on vertical and oblique-incidence sounding data, we analyzed characteristics of HF propagation during magnetoactive period in February 2014. The oblique-incidence
sounding data had been obtained over subauroral and mid-latitude paths: Magadan-Irkutsk,
Khabarovsk-Irkutsk, Khabarovsk-Norilsk, and Magadan-Norilsk. The period considered was
characterized by a series of solar flares accompanied by intensification of proton and X-ray fluxes
as well as by coronal mass ejections. These processes caused two magnetic storms of different intensity. During the main and recovery phases of the first storm, positive ionospheric disturbances
were observed in the day, and negative, in the night. During the second magnetic storm, the
maximum observed frequencies (MOF) over the Magadan-Irkutsk path fell sharply by 3–5 MHz.
Intervals of low MOF values alternated with intervals of absence of reflected signals in ionograms.
It specifies that boundaries of the main ionospheric trough could be displaced to the latitude of
this path’s midpoint. A similar absence of reflected signals in the ionograms was registered over
the Khabarovsk-Norilsk path. Besides, during these two storms the oblique sounding ionograms
showed additional signals with large time delays over the Magadan-Irkutsk and KhabarovskIrkutsk paths in evening and nocturnal hours. The abnormal signals were characterized by strong
diffusion and their frequencies considerably exceeded MOF of standard propagation modes. Since
the ionosphere is not perfectly horizontally stratified during magnetic storms, signals associated
with propagation mode may arrive at a receiving point over a wide range of azimuth angles.
1. INTRODUCTION

Extreme space weather events caused by powerful solar flares and their associated magnetic storms
can significantly affect radio communication, navigation and radar facilities. Numerous studies
of solar flare effects on the magnetosphere-ionosphere-thermosphere system presented in reviews
and original papers, for example [1, 2, 4], have showed that solar X-ray bursts and intensification
of precipitation particle fluxes cause an electron density increase in the lower ionosphere, which
can produce abnormally high attenuation of received HF signals and even blackouts. Heating
of the ionospheric plasma due to particle precipitation and increased magnetospheric convection
changes dynamics of the neutral atmosphere. During magnetic storms, boundaries of the main
ionospheric trough (MIT) and auroral particle precipitation zone are displaced; activity of traveling
ionospheric disturbances increases. These processes produce multipath propagation of signals as
well as radio signals propagating off the great circle. Despite many years of studies of ionosphere
behavior during magnetic storms, many questions remain open. This is associated with the fact
that the ionospheric response to magnetic disturbances depends on many factors, therefore analyses
of ionospheric parameter variations and characteristics of decametric radio wave propagation during
geomagnetic events can provide additional data for studying magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling
and their effects on characteristics of the ionospheric radio channel.
In this paper, using simultaneous observations over the oblique-incidence sounding paths, we
analyze variations in maximum observed frequencies (MOF) during magnetically active period of
February 18–28, 2014. Data on solar flares, geomagnetic indices, solar X-ray fluxes, parameters
of the interplanetary magnetic field and solar wind have been taken from the following websites:
http://wdc.kugi.kyoto-u.ac.jp, http://tesis.lebedev.ru/sun flares.html, ftp://ftp.ngdc.noaa.gov/STP, http://cdaweb.gsfc.nasa.gov.
During this period, there were 12 X-ray flares of different intensity. Some of them were accompanied by coronal mass ejections and enhanced solar proton fluxes. The most powerful of solar
flares with X4.9/2B intensity was registered on February 25 at 0039 UT. In consequence of it the
minimum observed frequencies over the Khabarovsk-Irkutsk and Magadan-Irkutsk paths increased
by 4–5 MHz. The interaction of solar wind inhomogeneities with the Earth’s magnetosphere generated two magnetic storms. The first storm began on February 18 (minimum SYM-H = −127 nT
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on February 19 at 0823-0824 UT) and had a long-term recovery phase. Against the background
of this phase, there were substorms accompanied by a decrease in the Dst index (February 20,
22 and 23). The second storm began on February 27. Its minimum (SYM-H = −101 nT) was
recorded on February 27 at 2324–2326 UT. Variations in the interplanetary magnetic field vertical
component (IMFBz), geomagnetic indices Dst and Kp, AE are shown in Figure 1.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 1: Variations in the IMF Bz, AE, Dst, and
Kp indices on February 16–28, 2014. Numbers at
the top of the figure indicate variations in the solar
activity index F10.7 .

Figure 2: Variations in the MOF over the MagadanIrkutsk ((a) MOF1F, (b) MOF2F) and KhabarovskIrkutsk ((c) MOF1F, (d) MOF2F) paths on February 18–28, 2014. The solid line shows current values;
the dotted line, background MOF.

2. EXPERIMENTAL DATA

This study relies on oblique-incidence sounding data obtained over a network of radio paths located
in the northeast region of Russia: Magadan-Irkutsk (the path length is 3034 km), KhabarovskIrkutsk (2297 km), Magadan-Norilsk (3000 km), Khabarovsk-Norilsk (3407 km). Sounding over the
Magadan-Irkutsk and Khabarovsk-Irkutsk paths was conducted with an interval of 5 min; over
the Khabarovsk-Norilsk and Magadan-Norilsk paths, with an interval of 15 min. Figure 2 shows
time variations in MOF of one-hop (MOF1F) and two hop (MOF2F) modes of propagation over
the Magadan-Irkutsk (a), (b) and Khabarovsk-Irkutsk (c), (d) paths. As can be seen from figure,
daytime MOF1F of one-hop modes over both paths exceed the upper threshold of registration
(30 MHz). According to the variations in the MOF2F mode over the Magadan-Irkutsk path, the
first magnetic storm was followed by a decrease in MOF2F to 2–4 MHz in the morning, by an
increase to 3.5–4.8 MHz, in the afternoon. The greatest morning decrease in MOF was recorded
on February 24. It was observed during the substorm on February 23–24. The night MOF1F and
MOF2F were below the background level calculated from two magnetically quiet days of February 13
and 14. The second magnetic storm caused an abrupt decrease in both MOF1F and MOF2F during
the main and recovery phases of the storm. The decrease in daytime MOF2F was as much as 55%.
The most complex mode composition of reflected radio signals was observed in nighttime. Along
with the basic modes, we recorded additional diffuse signals with large time delays, which propagated off the great circle. We suppose that they were caused by reflection from the polar wall
of MIT. These signals were being observed on February 19 at 1000–1800 UT, on February 20 at
1030–1925 UT, on February 23 at 1445–2230 UT.
MOF variations over the Khabarovsk-Irkutsk path (Figs. 2(c)–(d)) are generally similar to variations over the Magadan-Irkutsk path. The difference is that positive disturbances occurred during
all daylight hours on February 18–23. The MOF2F increase relative to background values reached
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4–5 MHz (on February 19–20). In the morning on February 24, MOF1F and MOF2F variations
exhibited an abrupt decrease relative to the background values. During the second magnetic storm,
MOF2F decreased to 40% on February 28 in the afternoon. While the midpoint of the KhabarovskIrkutsk path is ∼ 7◦ further south than the midpoint of the Magadan-Irkutsk path, the additional
diffused signals with large delays were also recorded over this path. They were being observed on
February 23 from 1800 UT to 2151 UT and on February 27 (at 1921–2236 UT as one-hop mode
and 2156–2326 UT as two-hop mode).
Another remarkable feature of the MOF variations over this path is a pronounced increase in
MOF observed on February 20 between 1601 and 1651 UT. This might have been caused by the
passage of a large-scale ionospheric disturbance since maximum values of frequency were registered

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3: The same as Fig. 2 but for (a), (b) Khabarovsk-Norilsk path and (c), (d) Magadan-Norilsk.
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Figure 4: The simulation of electron density distribution for (a) 1915 UT on February 27, 2014 and the
oblique incidence ionogram, obtained over Magadan-Irkutsk path corresponding to (b) this time.
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at 1611 UT in MOF1F variations and at 1626 UT in MOF2F ones. This disturbance might have
produced a slight increase in MOF1F against the extremely low values over the Magadan-Irkutsk
path, which was being seen from 1536 to 1551 UT. Vertical sounding ionograms also show an
increase in critical frequencies: in Khabarovsk at 1600–1615 UT, in Irkutsk at 1545–1600 UT.
Figure 3 illustrates MOF variations over the Khabarovsk-Norilsk (a), (b) and Magadan-Norilsk
(c), (d) paths. It is obvious that MOF1F over both paths was registered only during the day, and
its value exceeded the upper threshold of registration (28 MHz). The two-hop mode MOF was
recorded more often, especially over the Khabarovsk-Norilsk path. The daytime MOF2F variations
over this path are similar to variations of this mode registered over the Magadan-Irkutsk and
Khabarovsk-Norilsk paths. It can be seen that the daytime MOF2F values on February 20–23
(the first storm recovery phase) are higher than those recorded on February 25–26 under quiet
geomagnetic conditions. Over the Magadan-Norilsk path, most regular two-hop mode took place
only under quiet geomagnetic conditions (February 25–26).
3. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The data have been interpreted using a theoretical model developed at ISTP SB RAS [3]. The
model accounts for ionization processes, driven by UV radiation and precipitating electron fluxes,
recombination, ionospheric plasma drift under the action of the magnetospheric convection electric
field. By way of illustration, Figure 4(a) shows distribution of the electron density calculated
for 1915 UT of February 27, 2014. The figure clearly depicts a narrow MIT near 60◦ N in a
longitudinal sector from −10◦ E to 170◦ E. The MIT width is maximum (about 6◦ ) in the 130◦ E
meridian. The station Magadan was in the MIT minimum; the station Yakutsk, near the polar wall
(near the MIT minimum). The same MIT shift to the geographical latitude of 55–57◦ are shown
by calculations made using empirical model [4] for other time intervals during which additional
reflections with large time delays were being registered. A significant part of the Magadan-Norilsk
path was located in MIT in evening and night hours. The middle part of the Khabarovsk-Norilsk
path was located in a region of the lowest electron density. This explains the absence of reflections
in oblique-incidence ionograms. The appearance of additional reflections over the Magadan-Irkutsk
and Irkutsk-Khabarovsk paths and the decrease in their time delays are attributed to the approach
of MIT boundaries to midpoints of the paths.
Similar additional signals with delays exceeding those of standard reflections were recorded at
the vertical sounding stations Irkutsk.
Thus, the experimental oblique-incidence sounding data obtained during the geomagnetic period
of February 18–28, 2014 revealed a complex picture of the influence of electron density distribution
on characteristics of the ionospheric radio channel. Simulation of electron density allowed us to
qualitatively explain the observed phenomena. The results we obtained demonstrate the importance
of a precise definition of major morphological structures boundaries in the polar ionosphere, which
determine characteristics of radio wave propagation.
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Abstract— We present the results of comparative analysis of geomagnetic field and total electron content (TEC) variations. The analysis is based on the long series of data from the Siberian
GPS network of the Institute of solar-terrestrial physics (ISTP) of Siberian Brunch of Russian
Academy of Science (SB RAS) and Norilsk GPS station operated by the Geophysics Service of
RAS (GS RAS.) ISTP SB RAS Siberian network makes continuous TEC measurements since
2012 and provides TEC-variation data with time resolution of 1 sec. The calculation of TEC
is based on two-frequency phase measurements of GPS receivers. We analyzed TEC variations
in two period ranges (0–10 min and 10–40 min), which are correspond to different types of ionospheric disturbances. Magnetic intensity data were obtained from ISTP SB RAS observatories
and INTERMAGNET sites. The common level of TEC disturbance is estimated by the index
of the TEC-variation intensity Wtec. The index is calculated for all available GPS satellites
with the highest elevation angle at every moment. This method allows to investigate continuous
variations of TEC disturbances intensity. The Wtec was calculated for all the GPS data 2013.
The Wtec dynamics features are revealed for different times of day, seasons and levels of geomagnetic activity for middle-latitude and Arctic regions. The response of the Wtec to sudden storm
commencements (SSC) was also investigated.
1. INTRODUCTION

Modern global navigation satellite systems (GNSS) GPS and GLONASS with wide networks of
ground receivers is a unique instrument for monitoring the Earth’s upper atmosphere. Space
distribution of “receiver-satellite” rays during a day for only one GNSS receiver provide ionosphere
observation in radius of 500–1000 km. However length of GNSS-provided continuous total electron
content (TEC) series is restricted by satellite observation time (2–6 h). Such limitation obstructs
investigation of long-term TEC variations connected with processes in Earth’s magnetosphere and
caused by solar wind via magnetic storms and sub-storms [1–3]. But in Arctic region such type
of processes exactly influence ionospheric plasma dynamics. The method permitting calculation
continuous TEC variations intensity investigation by single GNSS-station measurements is worked
out in the Institute of solar-terrestrial physics of Siberian Brunch of Russian Academy of Science
(ISTP SB RAS) [4]. Moreover, ISTP SB RAS actively develop Siberian network of GPS/GLONASS
stations which should increase ionospheric monitoring potential in Siberia.
Abilities of Siberian GNSS network and new data processing method allow us to carry out
comparative analysis of geomagnetic field and total electron content variations for middle-latitude
and Arctic regions.
2. DATA AND PROCESSING METHODS

Analysis of the common level of TEC disturbance in 2013 is made for high- and middle-latitudes.
Data in middle-latitudes are obtained from the Siberian GPS/GLONASS network of ISTP SB
RAS. This network makes continuous TEC measurements since 2012 and provides TEC-variation
data with time resolution of 1 sec. We used data from GPS/GLONASS stations ORDA (ISTP SB
RAS observatory in Usolie-Sibirskoe city), LIST (ISTP SB RAS observatory in Listvyanka village),
MOND (ISTP SB RAS observatory in Mondy village), UZUR (ISTP SB RAS observatory in Uzur
village). Data in high latitudes are obtained from GNSS station NRIL operated by the Geophysics
Service of RAS (GS RAS) and located in Norilsk Integrated Magnetic-Ionospheric Station (69.4◦ N,
88.2◦ E) of ISTP SB RAS.
The TEC calculation is based on two-frequency phase measurements of GPS receivers. We
analyzed TEC variations in two period ranges (01–10 min and 01–40 min), which are correspond
to medium (MS) and large scale (LS) traveling ionospheric disturbances (TIDs). MS TIDs and LS
TIDs should be associated with acoustic and gravity modes of atmospheric oscillations, respectively.
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The common level of TEC disturbance was estimated by the index Wtec(t) of the TEC variation
intensity. We calculated Wtec(t) index for all available GPS satellites with elevation angles > 5◦ .
First of all we filtered initial TEC series I(t) in period ranges 01-10 min and 01-40 min, using a
moving average method. Then for each filtered TEC series dI(t) the module A(t) of amplitude of
TEC oscillations was computed. At a final stage we defined the intensity Wtec(t) of TEC variations
as averaged A(t) over all “satellite-receiver” lines of sight (LOS). Since GPS satellites are observed
in various intervals of time, sharp leaps may occur in averaged data on borders of time series
from different satellites when simple averaging of data is used. So we utilized the procedure of A(t)
weighed averaging for all observed satellites. The described procedure of Wtec(t) calculation allows
us to obtain a continuous averaged series of TEC variation intensity filtered in the chosen period
range, with any duration. The sampling rate of averaged TEC series is determined by sampling
rate of GPS observations.
The Wtec(t) behavior was compared with geomagnetic field variations, obtained from ISTP
SB RAS magnetic station IRKT included in the INTERMAGNET network, and with behavior of
geomagnetic Dst, Kp, AE indexes (http://wdc.kugi.kyoto-u.ac.jp/wdc/Sec3.html). The Dst, Kp
indexes are estimated from equatorial and middle-latitude magnetic observatories data, respectively.
As a first approximation the DST is supposed to be a variation of a ring current field. Perturbation
in Earth’s magnetic field is considered as a magnetic storm when the Dst index falls lower than
−50 nT, and Kp exceeds 4. For calculation of the high-latitude AE index, magnetograms from the
observatories located on auroral and sub-auroral latitudes are used. The AE index characterizes
fluctuations of a magnetic field connected with auroral zone currents (the auroral electrojet) and
is the indicator of sub-storm activity.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We calculated Wtec(t) for both high- and middle-latitude regions and analysed correlation between
them and magnetic AE, Dst, Kp indexes for every month of 2013. Variations of Wtec(t), AE(t),
Dst(t), Kp(t) in March, June, September and December of 2013 are presented in Fig. 1. Fig.
2 shows diurnal-seasonal Wtec(t) variations in high- and middle-latitude regions for two period
ranges: 01–10 min and 01–40 min. TEC data are presented on Figs. 1 and 2 obtained on NRIL,
ORDA and MOND GNSS stations.
The intensity of LS variations (periods ∼ 40 min) is higher than of MS ones (∼ 10 min). In
high-latitude region LS and MS TID minimal intensities are about 0.12 TECU and 0.02 TECU,
respectively. Minimal intensity level does not depend on season. Most pronounced diurnal variations are in March-April and September-October. Diurnal variations are more intense for MS
disturbances (Figs. 1, 2). Diurnal Wtec variations are connected with NRIL Arctic circle location.
Polar day and polar night last there about several weeks: from 30 November till 13 January and
from 19 May till 25 July, respectively.
In middle-latitude region disturbance minimal intensity has certain seasonal variations. In
winter, it is about 0.006 TECU for MS TIDs and 0.03 TECU for LS TIDs, in summer, it rises to
0.01 TECU and 0.07 TECU, respectively. Diurnal variations of Wtec(t) intensity have also some
seasonal features. In the summer, the disturbances are more intense at the beginning and the end
of the day, whereas in all the other seasons it is higher in the middle of the day. It is also interesting
that daytime Wtec(t) level increases in the end of 2013 in both period ranges (Figs. 1(d), 2(d)).
In October intensity increases and high values (0.05–0.06 TECU for MS TIDs; 0.2–0.3 TECU for
LS TIDs) persist till the end of the year.
Black lines in Fig. 2(d) mark the sunrise moments at 100 km and 300 km over the station
MOND. One can see that solar terminator (ST) generates intense LS disturbances. MS TIDs
caused by terminator are not observed (Fig. 2(d)). Presented in Figs. 2(c), (d) Wtec(t) variations
are obtained using MOND data, but all the other middle-latitudinal stations demonstrates the same
picture. Our results is in a good agreement with [5], where it was shown that in middle-latitudes
ST generates ionospheric disturbances with periods T more than 15 min, and disturbances with
T < 10 min are not presented. These allow us to conclude that solar terminator generates gravity
waves (T > 10 min [3]) and does not generate acoustic ones (T < 10 min [3]). In Arctic region
(NRIL station, Figs. 2(a), (b) ST-caused disturbances are absent in Wtec(t) variations of both
period ranges.
Magnetic storm influence on disturbances intensity is different for high- and middle-latitude
regions. High-latitude ionosphere is naturally more sensitive to magnetic field disturbances.
TEC disturbances intensity on NRIL station is significantly increases (up to 10-15 times) during
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Figure 1: The TEC disturbance variations Wtec(t) in two period ranges (01–10 min, 01–40 min) at NRIL,
MOND, ORDA stations and behavior of Dst, Kp, AE geomagnetic indexes in March (a), June (b), September
(c), December (d), 2013. The vertical dashed lines indicate sudden storm commencements (SSC).

geomagnetic storms (Fig. 1). Consistency between variations of Wtec(t) and magnetic indexes
Dst and Kp in this periods is also quite clear. In other periods correlation is much lower because
Kp and Dst represent magnetic field dynamics in equatorial- and middle-latitudes. At the same
time there is high correlation between Wtec(t) and high-latitude AE index (correlation coefficient
is 0.6–0.8). Wtec(t) dependence on magnetic field fluctuations is prevailing in high-latitudes; it
overrides diurnal Wtec(t) variations (Figs. 1, 2).
Wtec(t) response to magnetic field variations is less pronounced in middle latitudes. Some
correlation is observed during strong magnetic storms with big falls of Dst index values. Diurnal
LS TID intensity in such periods increases approximately twice. Most pronounced response is
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Figure 2: Diurnal-seasonal Wtec(t) variations in period ranges of 01–10 min (a), (c) and 01–40 min (b), (d)
at NRIL (a), (b) and MOND (c), (d) stations. Vertical axes are given in local time LT. For NRIL station
LT = U T + 6 h. For MOND station LT = U T + 7 h. Black lines mark sunrise time at 100 km (solid line)
and 300 km (dashed line).

observed in the middle of March and in the beginning of June. Apparently it is because of GNSS
stations were on a illuminated side of Earth in these cases. MS TID intensity does not have any
significant response to geomagnetic variations.
4. CONCLUSIONS

Analysis of the common level of TEC disturbance in two period ranges (01–10 min and 01–40 min)
during 2013 was made using data from middle-latitude Siberian GPS/GLONASS network of ISTP
SB RAS and high-latitude NRIL GNSS station located near Norilsk city. The common level of
TEC disturbance is estimated by the index Wtec(t) of the TEC-variation intensity.
In Arctic region (NRIL station) minimal intensity level is not depend on season. Minimal
intensity is about 0.12 TECU and 0.02 TECU for LS TIDs (periods ∼ 40 min) and MS TIDs (periods
∼ 10 min), respectively. In the middle-latitude region minimal disturbance intensity changes over
year. In winter it is about 0.006 TECU for MS disturbances and 0.03 TECU for LS ones, in summer
it rises up to 0.01 TECU and 0.07 TECU, respectively. Diurnal variations are more intense for MS
disturbances. In high latitudes strong Wtec(t) dependence on magnetic field fluctuations (which is
represented by the AE index) overrides diurnal variations of TEC perturbation. Wtec(t) correlation
with the Dst and Kp indexes is evident only during the magnetic storms having planetary character.
TEC disturbances intensity on NRIL station rises up to 10–15 times during geomagnetic storms.
In middle latitudes diurnal Wtec(t) variations are strongly pronounced over the year and have
also some seasonal features. In the summer the disturbances are more intense at the beginning
and the end of the day, whereas in all the other seasons its are higher in the middle of the day.
Intensity of LS and MS disturbances increase in October and high values persist till the end of the
year. During strong magnetic storms, the average daily level of LS TID intensity increases and
correlates with the Kp index changes.
It is revealed that in middle latitudes solar terminator generates intense LS TIDs and doesn’t
cause MS TIDs, which is in a good agreement with [5]. Obtained results allow us to conclude that
ST generates gravity waves (T > 10 min) and does not generate acoustic ones (T < 10 min). In
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Arctic region ST-caused disturbances are absent.
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Abstract— The development of Satellite Based Augmentation Systems (SBAS) provides the
possibility to retrieve ionospheric Total Electron Content (TEC) from the dual frequency L1/L5
observations from a number of geostationary satellites using the same approach as for dual
frequency GPS/GLONASS observations.
In this work we study L1/L5 signals of Indian GAGAN geostationary satellites observed with
geodetic GNSS receivers at several stations at midlatitudes and estimate corresponding geostationary TEC variations. We present geostationary SBAS TEC response to X1.7 solar flare on
October 25, 2013 showing good correlation between TEC and EUV flux for the stations at the
sunlit hemisphere. We also present SBAS TEC response to geomagnetic field variations during
moderate geomagnetic storm on June 1, 2013 showing examples of positive anomalies of order of
tens TECU in TEC diurnal variations during main storm phase.
1. INTRODUCTION

Until recently the main approach for ionospheric TEC studies from geostationary orbits was based
on Faraday rotation of polarization plane, which required additional information on Earths geomagnetic field. This method was used particularly for the studies of ionospheric effects of solar flares [1, 2], statistical characteristics of traveling ionospheric disturbances [3], acoustic gravity waves [4], etc.. With the development of SBAS systems it is now possible to use coherent
dual frequency transmissions compatible with GPS L1 and L5 signals from geostationary SBAS
satellites to estimate TEC along “receiver-satellite” line-of-sight using the same method as for
GPS/GLONASS [6]. As it was shown in [6], SBAS TEC RMS could reach up to 1.5 TECU with
typical values of 0.25–0.5 TECU which is up to one order greater than for common GPS/GLONASS
observations. Such large values of SBAS TEC RMS are satellite dependent and not of ionospheric
origin, so they could be easily filtered out without losing significant ionospheric information providing continous TEC datasets for selected satellite-receiver pairs instead of short 2–6 hours records
as in GPS/GLONASS case. The purpose of this paper is to show the capabilities of SBAS TEC
data for studying TEC anomalies during severe heliogeophysical disturbances, such as solar flares
and geomagnetic storms.
2. OBSERVATIONS

Nowadays there are six SBAS satellites transmitting coherent GPS-like L1/L5 signals: SES-5,
GSAT-8, GSAT-10, Intelsat Galaxy 15, TeleSat Anik F1R, Inmarsat 4-F3. As for groundbased
receiving networks, the largest one was setup by International GNSS Service for The Multi-GNSS
Experiment (MGEX) to track, collate and analyze all available GNSS (including SBAS L1/L5)
signals [10].
For the purpose of the present work we used observations of GSAT-8 and GSAT-10 satellites
from midlatitude MGEX TASH (41.33N, 69.30E) station and MSU (55.75N, 37.62E), ISTP (52.28N,
104.30E) and ORDA (52.75N, 103.66E) stations operated by Lomonosov Moscow State University
and Institute of Solar-Terrestrial Physics.
Following [6], geostationary relative slant TEC can be estimated from the SBAS phase paths
L1 and L5 at two coherent carrier frequencies f1 = 1575.42 MHz and f5 = 1176.45 MHz using the
following relation:
µ
¶ 2 2
L1 L5
f1 f5 c
T EC =
−
+ const,
(1)
2
f1
f5 f1 − f52 K
3

m
where K = 40.308 sec
2 , c is the speed of light in vacuum. The carrier phase ambiguities (leading to
undefined constant term in Eq. (1)) are not estimated here.
First example we present here is SBAS TEC variations during moderate (Kp∼6) geomagnetic
storm on June 1, 2013 (see Fig. 1). The Dst index reached the value −119 nT indicating moderate
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Figure 1: Dst index and relative slant SBAS TEC for GAGAN GSAT-10 satellite and ORDA and TASH
receiving sites during moderate geomagnetic storm on June 1, 2013.

disturbances in midlatitude and near equatorial geomagnetic field. SBAS TEC variations during
storm main and start of the recovery phases obtained at two midlatitude stations TASH and ORDA
demonstrate strong positive anomaly up to 20–30 TECU compared to undisturbed 4-day median
values. Two main mechanisms that can drive such positive storm are the penetration of magnetospheric electric field and the change in thermospheric circulation. In the first case, an enhanced
eastward electric field induces a movement of ionospheric plasma in the direction perpendicular
to the magnetic field lines (upward/poleward), whereas in the latter case the thermospheric equatorward neutral winds resulting from highlatitude energy injection drag the ionospheric plasma
upward along the magnetic field lines. Rises in ionospheric height cause changes in the density
and composition of the ambient atmosphere, and result in reductions in the molecular components
of ionospheric plasma. Consequently, fewer O+ ions are lost due to chemical reactions, thereby
increasing the density [7]. Note also that according to [8] positive storm phases more frequently
form under the winter conditions (negative storm phases tend to form during summer), while in
our case positive storm was observed under summer conditions.
Finally let us demonstrate the capabilities of SBAS TEC observations in connection with ionospheric effects of solar flares. A chromospheric flare causes a sharp burst (by a few orders of
magnitude) in the intensity of X-ray and EUV solar radiation, which results in the height-specific
enhancement of electron density in the ionosphere of the Earth [5], and in the sudden increase in
TEC, which can be detected using L1/L5 SBAS signals. Fig. 2 presents the example of processing
the SBAS data recorded at MSU and ISTP stations during the X1.7-class flare on October 25, 2013.
The maximum of the flare occurred at 8:01UT — at 12:01LT and 17:01LT at MSU and ISTP stations correspondingly. A sudden increase in TEC (SITEC) corresponding to variations in the X-ray
and EUV radiation during the flare is observed at both stations: SITEC ∼4 TECU within 10 min
is observed at MSU station, SITEC at ISTP station is ∼2.5TECU for prn 127 (GSAT-8) and less
than 0.5TECU for prn 128 (GSAT-10) depending on the elevation angle of the Sun at the satellites
ionospheric pierce points. The MSU station is in the noon sector while ISTP is in the evening
one, so higher MSU TEC variations during this flare is what was expected. Note also that elevation angles of GAGAN satellites are low at both observation sites. It provides longer ray path in
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Figure 2: SBAS observation during X1.7-class Solar flare on October 25, 2013 [6].

ionosphere and thus larger SITEC values.
3. CONCLUSION

Our results show the capability of SBAS L1/L5 observations for continuous monitoring of ionospheric TEC in quite and disturbed geomagnetic conditions. Intensively growing networks of receivers capable to work with L1/L5 SBAS signals (for example MGEX network) and increasing
number of dual-frequency satellites in SBAS constellation potentially make it a powerful instrument for TEC climatology. Note also that along with SBAS satellites, BeiDou/Compass geostationary satellites (currently 5 in orbit) can be used in the pretty same manner for continuous TEC
monitoring [9], which doubles available constellation.
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Abstract— Numerical analysis of acoustic-gravity waves (AGW) generation and propagation
in the Earth’s atmosphere is performed based on computer model of stratified atmosphere with
dissipation. Atmospheric and ionospheric wavelike disturbances generated by near-ground or
volume sources such as oscillations of the Earth’s or oceanic surface, earthquakes, explosions,
seiches, tsunami waves and temperature heating are studied. These wavelike phenomena in the
atmosphere and ionosphere appear as the alternating areas of enhanced and depleted density (in
the atmosphere) or electron concentration (in the ionosphere).
1. INTRODUCTION

Observation and investigation of various ionospheric perturbations under assumption of their correct
physical interpreting and understanding of their hydrodynamic generation mechanisms commonly
allows obtaining current or predictive configuration of near-ground or volume sources of disturbances. The least studied problem here is a question about acoustic energy transferring from the
ground sources into near-Earth space that primarily is related with incompleteness of AGW propagation theory in the real atmosphere. Moreover, complete analysis of the observed ionospheric
perturbations should be performed using conventional characteristics of ionospheric waves such as
amplitude, phase, period, velocities of corresponding wave packets and angular characteristics of the
wave vector. Notice, that for most near-ground or volume sources in geophysical bibliography there
is a significant variance regarding values of basic AGW parameters as well as absence of unified
point of view on AGW generation mechanisms. As the examples of mentioned mechanisms different
authors provide infrasound wave generation [1], internal gravity waves generation [2], eddying motion of the neutral component generated by an acoustic pulses [3], the generation of shock-acoustic
waves [4], etc..
The numerical simulation of upper atmosphere responses to various near-ground or volume
sources can provide estimations of basic AGW characteristics and to clarify AGW generation
mechanisms. The major results of the paper consist in determining of common as well as unique
tendencies in AGW behavior for a wide class of sources, analysis of these tendencies and estimation
of AGW wavepackets’ parameters.
2. NUMERICAL MODEL OF AGW GENERATION AND PROPAGATION IN THE
UPPER ATMOSPHERE

In order to analyze the propagation conditions and mechanisms of AGW generation, we follow [5]
and consider the equations of geophysical hydrodynamics:
∂ρ
+ ∇ (ρv) = 0
∂tµ
¶
∂v
ρ
+ (v, ∇) v = −∇p + ρg + Fd
∂t
µ
¶
∂ (cv T )
ρ
+ (v, ∇) (cv T ) = −p (∇, v) + Qd
∂t
ρ
p=
RT
m0

(1)

Since our study addresses very fast motions that are commensurate to the propagation of AGWs, the
Coriolis force is insignificant and it is neglected in our analysis. Here, ρ is density, T is temperature,
p is pressure, v is the particle velocity in the wave, g is the acceleration of gravity, Fd is the drag
force, Qd is the absorbed heat due to wave dissipation, cv is the specific heat of gas at constant
volume, m0 is the relative molecular mass of air, and R is the universal gas constant. This model
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takes into account the turbulent viscosity up to the heights of the tropopause and the iondrag,
which takes place significantly above the tropopause. These dissipative forces are introduced as a
single common drag force in the Rayleigh form Fd = −αv. Here, α is the drag coefficient, whose
values at different heights correspond to different mechanisms of dissipation.
For the numerical integration of the system (1), it is reasonable to represent each thermodynamic parameter as a sum of two parts: the stationary part and the perturbed part. Then the
initial conditions for the velocity, perturbations of density, pressure and temperature can be chosen
equals to zero. As the lower boundary condition, we require that the air particle velocity in the
atmospheric boundary layer is equal to the velocity of motion of the Earth’s surface or the ocean
surface. The same condition governs the translation of the perturbation from the moving medium
to the atmosphere. For the remaining unknowns, we assume that they are continuous at the transition through the lower boundary. On the upper and side boundaries the conventional boundary
conditions are utilized that provide waves propagation through these surfaces without a significant
reflection.
The numerical solution of the system (1) was obtained using the flux corrected transport algorithm (FCT) [6]. This method has proven to be quite efficient in the numerical solution of the similar
problems of modeling the ionospheric responses to the explosions and earthquakes (see [7, 8]). We
will seek the solution of this problem in a rectangular domain, assuming that the sphericity of the
Earth does not affect the further results. Introduce the 2D Cartesian coordinates Oxz, in which
the Ox axis is horizontal and the Oz axis is directed vertically upwards. In these coordinates,
r = (x, z) and v = (u, w), where u(w) is the horizontal (vertical) component of the particle motion
velocity in the medium. For solving the given system by the FCT approach, we apply the method
of time step splitting along the directions x and z so that righthand sides of (1) are separated into
the horizontal and vertical components.
3. NUMERICAL SIMULATION RESULTS

The analysis of numerical simulation results shows the AGW presence in the atmosphere for all
types of studied near-ground or volume sources of disturbances. The following general patterns of
the AGW propagation in the upper atmosphere were observed for all types of sources: generation
of acoustic perturbations above the epicenter of near-ground source at the heights or above of the
mesopause having spatial scales about 1000 km along horizontal direction and about 400 km along
vertical direction; generation of internal gravity waves (IGW) packets extending from two to several
wavelengths that in the waveguide channel at the heights above the mesopause are captured and in
the opposite horizontal directions from the Earth’s disturbances source are propagated (for example
see Figs. 1(a), (b)). Further IGW propagation is followed by increasing of their period and the
wavelength with the distance from the source. At the distance about 2000 km from the epicenter of
the near-ground disturbances increasing of the period was approximately 120–150 s in comparison
with the value of the IGW period above the epicenter.
The atmospheric waves observed in the numerical simulations have contained both types of the
AGW spectrums: acoustic and gravity parts. The periods of acoustic waves (AW) was about 170–
290 s, the IGW periods — 750–1500 s. Note that during first 1000 s of perturbations’ propagation
the AW period was about 170–200 s and after the AW reaching at 400–500 km heights and forming
of the stable acoustic response this period was increased to 220–290 s. The group velocity of
the AW was varied from 340 m/s to 600 m/s depending on height above the ground, the IGW had
corresponding velocities in the range 250–310 m/s that were slightly increased with the propagation

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: The spatial distributions of u at the time t = 5500 s after generating of (a) pulse and (b) longperiod oscillations of the Earth’s ground giving approximately the same amplitudes of upper atmosphere’s
perturbation. Here and below source of disturbances near the point x = 2000 km, z = 0 km is located.
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distance. The horizontal IGW wavelength was 250–280 km, the horizontal AW wavelength was 170–
200 km.
Now consider the basic properties of ionospheric responses for several examples of sources. At
the beginning consider generator of short- and long-period oscillations of the Earth’s ground caused
by underground explosions, shallow earthquakes and so on. For the earthquakes and explosions
the spectrum of atmospheric perturbation was commonly concentrated in the acoustic range with
dislocation above the source (Fig. 1(a)). The amplitudes of the w in the AW above the explosion
source could reach tens of meters per second. The gravity waves was poorly represented, their
periods were approximately in the range 750–900 s.
For the long-period local Earth’s surface oscillations the maximal amplitudes of the u and w in
the AW were not more than 20–30 m/s and 10–30 m/s for the IGW. The atmospheric perturbation
was commonly consists of the IGW of the periods P > 1000 s propagating without significant
attenuation at the several hundreds of kilometers (Fig. 1(b)). The comparison analysis shows that
the amplitude of the IGW in the case of long-period source is more than in the short-period case.
One more near-ground source having large enough ionospheric response is the seiches — the
long-period oscillations of the water surface commonly taking place in a closed waters. The calculations show that seiches basically generate long-period AGW (Figs. 2(a), (b)). In the numerical
simulations of the seiches at the Geneva lake, Baikal lake and Michigan lake [9] the amplitudes
of the velocities u and w in the corresponding IGW, as the rule, were less than 1 m/s. The IGW
propagation could be described in terms of wave packets going from the source with time delay
1.5–2.0 hours. The horizontal phase velocity of the IGW was in the range 280–300 m/s, the period
was 900–1500 s, wavelength — 320–450 km.
The next important class of ionospheric perturbations’ generators includes temperature inversions in the lower atmosphere, volcano eruptions, perturbations of incoming air flow by the “warm”
megalopolises, solar heating and photo dissociation in the troposphere [10]. All mentioned phenomena have a distinguishing feature — all of them connect with local near-ground temperature
variation.
The numerical simulation of the atmospheric response to the temperature variations source
shows presence of large scale IGW having large amplitudes (u, w ∼ 30–50 m/s) and low AW response (Fig. 3(a)). In contrast with previously discussed sources in this case large temperature
perturbations were observed (Fig. 3(b)). The comparison analysis has demonstrated that approximately the equivalent IGW are generated by temperature source with amplitude 0.25 K as well as
are formed by long-period Earth surface’s oscillations with the amplitude about ten meters and the
period about 1000 s.
One more interesting example of AGW generator gives the tsunami wave propagation in the

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: The spatial distributions of the velocities (a) u and (b) w at t = 5600 s for the numerical model of
the seiches having vertical amplitude 2 m, the period 10000 s and spatial scale about 300 km.
(a)

(b)

Figure 3: The spatial distribution of (a) u and (b) T at t = 6000 s for the temperature source with the
amplitude 1 K and spatial scale 20 km. The temporal period of the source is equal to 3000 s.
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(b)

Figure 4: The TEC variation map (a) obtained by GPS RT for the west coast of the USA after 11 hours
from the main shock of Tohoku earthquake. The relative density distribution ρ simulation result near the
Hawaii islands (b) after 8 hours from the main shock. The position and the propagation direction of the
tsunami wave are denoted by the corresponding lines.

open ocean. Consider the upper atmosphere response to the severe Tohoku earthquake of March 11,
2011. The Fig. 4(a) represents the total electron content (TEC) reconstruction in the US west coast
region by the GPS radio tomography (RT) after 11 hours from the main shock. In [11] shows that
ionospheric waves in this image primarily correspond to the tsunami wave propagation in the
Pacific ocean. The computer simulation (Fig. 4(b)) of the tsunami-induces AGWs demonstrates a
distinct precursor of the tsunami wave, which appears as a strong IGWs advancing the perturbation
of the ocean surface (and the accompanying AWs) and largely concentrated in the band moving
500–1000 km ahead of the tsunami.
In conclusion, note that the presented numerical simulation results show close agreement with
the experimental and theoretical researches for the corresponding sources of disturbances [3, 4].
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Abstract— The ionospheric Alfvén resonator (IAR) can amplify and accumulate ultra-low
frequency (ULF) wave energy in the upper ionosphere. Close connection of the IAR emission
features with state of the ionosphere motivates many authors to study the details of this connection, and make suggestions about how to use observations of the spectral structure of the
electromagnetic background in the range of 0.5–10 Hz for sounding ionospheric parameters and
clarifying ionospheric models. In this paper we propose a new approach to analysis of emission
of ionospheric Alfvén resonator (IAR). We apply the IRI-2012 version of International Reference
Ionosphere model to calculate difference between frequencies of adjacent harmonics of IAR emission. The calculated values are compared with the frequency data obtained from the search-coil
magnetometer observations made at two different stations, the mid-latitude observatory Mondy
(Eastern Sayan, Russia) and the high-latitude Sodankylä Geophysical Observatory (Finland).
The results showed a good correlation between the measured and calculated values both at
medium and high latitude. The calculation results at Mondy have a systematic error of about
0.35 Hz. The reasons of this discrepancy are discussed.
1. INTRODUCTION

The ionospheric Alfvén resonator (IAR) is a structural formation in the ionosphere between two
peaks of Alfvén speed in its altitude profile [1]. The IAR can amplify and accumulate ultra low
frequency (ULF) wave energy in the upper ionosphere [2]. As a result of the IAR occurrence the
multiband spectral resonance structure (SRS) appears in the ULF observations, both ground-based
and satellite. Frequency of discrete spectral bands and spacing between them are determined by
the geometry of the resonator and the Alfvén speed in its cavity; the change in band frequency
during the day with a minimum around noon and a maximum after midnight or in the early
morning hours is due to diurnal variation of ionospheric parameters [3]. Close connection of SRS
mode and features with state of the ionosphere motivates many authors to study the details of
this connection, and make suggestions about how to use observations of the spectral structure of
the electromagnetic background in the range of 0.5–10 Hz for sounding ionospheric parameters and
clarifying ionospheric models [4].
In this paper we propose a new approach to analysis of emission of ionospheric Alfvén resonator
(IAR). We apply the IRI-2012 version of International Reference Ionosphere model to calculate
difference between frequencies of adjacent harmonics (harmonic difference) of IAR emission. The
calculated values are compared with the harmonic difference data obtained from search-coil magnetometer observations made at two different stations, the mid-latitude observatory Mondy (Eastern
Sayan, Russia) and the high-latitude Sodankylä Geophysical Observatory (Finland). For measurements made at medium latitudes, it appears that to reach satisfactory results it is necessary to
modify IRI-2012 model replacing the vertical profile of ionospheric parameters adopted in the standard model with the profile elongated along the magnetic field lines [3]. For polar latitudes, where
the field lines deviate from the vertical insignificantly, such a procedure is not so important. On
the other hand, irregular behavior of the polar ionosphere results in the diffusive character of the
SRS. That is why the spectral bands of the SRS at SGO spectrograms are blurred which cumbers
precise measurements of the frequency values.
2. EQUIPMENT AND DATA PROCESSING

We used magnetic and ionospheric data from the Sodankylä Geophysical Observatory (SGO, geographic coordinates ϕ = 67.37◦ , λ = 26.63◦ ; McIlwain parameter L = 5.2) for a period of January–
March and November–December 1996 and for the same months of 1997. Both solar and magnetic
activity indices were below their average levels: monthly ap -index averaged over the above period
was ap = 15.9; the monthly sunspot number was R = 8.8. These values are typical for solar
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minimum. To compare the results with those obtained basing on a mid-latitude site, we used data
from the Sayan Solar Observatory Mondy (MND, geographic coordinates ϕ = 51.6◦ , λ = 100.9◦ ;
L = 2.1) which is situated near the border between Russia and Mongolia. We processed the MND
data for a period of March 2010–May 2011. Magnetic activity during this period was also low;
monthly averaged ap -index never exceeded 10.3 nT. The monthly sunspot number exceeded 30 only
in the last three months of the period, never rising above 57. This is consistent with low solar
activity.
In SGO, data samples taken from a search-coil magnetometer with 40 Hz sampling, were stored
with GPS timing. In SSO, induction magnetometer LEMI-30 with sampling rate of 60 Hz measured
signals within 0.001–30 Hz frequency range. To compare magnetic data with ionospheric data
above MND and SGO, we used one-hour values of the critical frequency f0 F2 from the DPS-4
digital ionosounder installed in Irkutsk, about 260 km from the MND, and the IS-14 ionsounder at
Sodankylä, respectively.
Digital magnetic records in the range of 1–10 Hz were processed using specifically developed
MATLAB code. The program calculates dynamic spectrum of the signal in two components and
builds daily spectrogram in coordinates “frequency-time”. The intensity of the signal at a given
frequency in a given time is displayed in color. Fig. 1 shows typical examples of the IAR events
at two observatories. Spectrograms obtained were analyzed visually. As a rule, we managed to
make measurements of no more than 5–6 harmonics (bands), but more often three or four (two
for SGO). We used these data for detailed comparison with changes in ionospheric parameters
and to calculate the correlation coefficients and regression line between the harmonics and critical
frequency variations of the ionosphere F2 layer.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Two upper panels show dynamic spectra of the IAR emissions at (a) Sodankylä and (b) Mondy.
Bottom panels show changes in the critical frequency f0 F2 and the harmonic difference ∆fmeas measured
from the upper spectrograms.

3. THE SRS FREQUENCY AND THE IONOSPHERE CRITICAL FREQUENCY f 0 F2

Since the observed discrete spectral bands are formed by capturing low-frequency wave in the
ionospheric Alfvén resonator being ionospheric structure, the behavior of the main characteristics
of SRS should closely correlate to variations of the ionospheric parameters, primarily to changes in
the electron concentration. In turn, the electron number density in the F2 layer is uniquely linked
1/2
to the critical frequency f0 F2 , measured by ionosonde: f0 F2 = 8.98 ∗ 10−3 Ne , where the electron
−3
number density is measured in cm , and the critical frequency in MHz.
Evidence for a connection between the measured harmonic difference ∆fmeas and the critical
frequency f0 F2 can be seen at the bottom panels of Figure 1. In Figure 2 we compared values of
the SRS frequency with the reverse value of 1/f0 F2 statistically for all events analyzed at the two
observatories.
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Figure 2: Scatter plots illustrating dependence of the SRS frequency structure versus the ionosphere critical
frequency f0 F2 at the two observatories. Crosses show the frequency f1 of the emission first harmonic; circles
show the SRS frequency scale ∆fmeas versus the reverse value of 1/f0 F2 . The observation numbers n and
the correlation coefficients r are indicated for each pair of compared parameters separately.

The results show a rather high correlation between the characteristics of SRS and the ionosphere
critical frequency at both observatories. The ∆fmeas relates to the f0 F2 closer than the f1 . The
correlation coefficients are higher for Mondy observatory. One of the reasons of the latter result
can be understood if we look at the upper panels of Figure 1: the spectral bands at SGO are
much wider and more blurred than at MND, which hampers precise measurements of the frequency
values. But it is only one reason. The other seems to be that often the high-latitude ionosphere
structure is very intricate. Therefore the wave propagation is determined not only by the plasma
density within the F2 region, but also by overall plasma distribution in the ionosphere including
its upper region.
4. MODEL OF THE IAR SPECTRUM FORMATION

The literature offers different versions of the model of the ionospheric Alfvén resonator [5–7]. The
models are based on the resonance conditions of Alfvén wave reflection from the lower and upper
ionosphere and capture analysis of the Alfvén waves in the cavity being formed along the magnetic
field lines between the local maxima of the Alfvén speed (“walls” of the resonator) below the F2
layer and at altitude of 2,000–4,000 km. All authors agree that for resonance of waves with the
wave speed A in a uniform cavity of length L, the frequency f of harmonic number n is given by
f = (n+)/(2L/A). In reality, the cavity is not uniform, and the phase factor Φ is complicated
function of conditions on the walls of the resonator. To exclude phase factor Φ we can measure not
the frequency f , but the harmonic difference ∆f = fn − fn−1 = A/(2L). For non-uniform cavity,
the latter relation can be rewritten as ∆f = 1/(2T0 ), where
1
T0 =
2

Zltop

dl
.
A(l)

(1)

lbottom

Here lbottom and ltopp
are positions of the lower and upper walls of the resonator, respectively; Alfvén
speed A(l) = B(l)/ 4πmeff (l)Ne (l), magnetic field B, electron number density Ne , and effective
ion mass meff , all vary with l. Using formula (1) we calculated transit time T0 for all hourly events.
D layer height of 100 km was taken as a lower wall of the resonator. The height of the maximum
Alfvén speed above the F2 layer was taken as an upper wall. Altitude profile of the magnetic
field B(l) was calculated by DGRF/IGRF model. Altitude profiles of the electron density Ne (l),
the effective mass meff , and the Alfven speed A(l) were calculated to the height l∗ = 2, 000 km
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(b)

Figure 3: Calculated ∆fcalc versus measured ∆fmeas values of the IAR frequency scale for the (a) Sodankylä
and (b) Mondy observatories. Calculations were performed using the IRI-2012 model. Dashed lines are the
linear regression lines; dashed-dot lines are the 99% confidence limits; thick red line is the line of perfect
match ∆fcalc = ∆fmeas .

based on the International Reference Ionosphere model IRI-2012, and above 2,000 km based on an
extrapolation formula similar to that used in [8].
In total, for 13(55) selected days of observations at Mondy (Sodankylä), we have performed
99(268) calculations of the frequency scale ∆fcalc and compared them with the measured ∆fmeas
values. A greater number of Sodankylä events included into the analysis aimed to provide better statistics for the high-latitude station. The result depicted in Fig. 3 shows that the correlation between the calculated and measured values is quite high, but at Mondy the regression line
does not pass through zero, although it has the slope of nearly 45 degrees. Calculated harmonic
difference∆fcalc exceeds measured value ∆fmeas on average by 0.35 Hz. This means that for this
station there is some systematic error in the determination of ∆fcalc . On the contrary, at Sodankylä
the regression line almost coincides with the perfect match line.
We see two possible reasons of this distinction. First, we calculated the frequency scale using
the standard IRI-2012 model that gives ionospheric parameters along the vertical profile. However,
the resonator cavity captures Alfven waves along the magnetic field line. The inclination angle at
the Mondy latitude is about 70 degrees, whereas at Sodankylä the field line is much closer to the
vertical, the inclination here is about 77 degrees. 70-degree inclination extends the wave travel
time by 6.5%, reducing equally the frequency. At Sodankylä the 77-degree inclination corresponds
to only 2.5% travel time extension. Second, calculating ∆fcalc for Mondy we used f0 F2 values of
Irkutsk as input data because we had not available digisonde data closer to Mondy. This might
introduce errors in the calculated values. At Sodankylä we used digisonde data installed directly
at the observatory.
5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In this paper we compared the SRS characteristics observed at two observatories, high-latitude
SGO and mid-latitude MND. We found clearer IAR emission structure at Mondy as compared to
Sodankylä. Correlation coefficients between the frequency features of SRS (harmonic difference ∆f
and first harmonic frequency f1 ) and the local ionosphere critical frequency f0 F2 are a bit higher at
Mondy with ∆f vs f0 F2 correlation being closer than f1 vs f0 F2 at both stations. The upper limit
of ∆f at Sodankylä (2.7 Hz) is higher than the ∆f upper limit at Mondy (2.3 Hz) in accordance
with the lower limit of f0 F2 at Sodankylä (1.6 MHz) as compared to f0 F2 at Mondy (2 MHz).
We also calculated values of the harmonic difference ∆f at both stations within the framework of
a simple time-of-travel model of the resonator. The results showed a good correlation between the
measured ∆fmeas and calculated ∆fcalc values both at medium and high latitude. The calculation
results at Mondy have a systematic error of about 0.35 Hz. The reasons of it are discussed.
In conclusion, we would like to note that studies of the IAR regularities and their dependence
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on various factors can result in future development of a new method for monitoring the ionosphere.
In particular, it is important for the high-latitude ionosphere that is very unstable and often nonmeasurable using common radio sounding. Comparing results for Sodankylä presented in Figures 2
and 3 we see sufficiently higher correlation between ∆fmeas and ∆fcalc than between ∆fmeas and
calculated f0 F2 . This fact means that ∆f is determined not only by plasma density in the F2
region, but also by plasma distribution above this region. So ∆fmeas contains information about
the upper ionosphere. We plan to find the ways to reveal this information from the analysis of SRS
data in our next papers.
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Abstract— We study ionospheric variability using HF radio facilities within three latitudinal
regions: polar zone (Norilsk ionosonde; 69.4N, 88.1E), sub-polar zone (Ekaterinburg SuperDARN
radar; 56.4N, 58.5E) and mid-latitude zone (Hokkaido East SuperDARN radar; 43.53N, 143.61E).
As characteristics we select the peak electron density (NmF2) measured with the ionosonde
and the ground backscatter range corresponding to the skip distance (Rmin) from HF radar
measurements. The disturbances of characteristics are the deviations of characteristics from
their 27-day running median values. The variability is considered as the root mean square of
disturbances. For different tasks we used different types of averaging. Annual averaging was
used for studying year-to-year changes in the variability (solar cycle variations). To obtain the
seasonal pattern of the variability we performed averaging over years for the daytime of each day
of year. In the paper we discuss similarities and differences between the selected characteristics
and between the polar, sub-polar and mid-latitude ionospheric variability.
1. INTRODUCTION

In [1] authors analyzed the 2003-2012 dataset of the Irkutsk ionosonde (52.3◦ N, 104.3◦ E). They
obtained the diurnal, seasonal and solar activity pattern of the NmF2 variability for both highand low-frequency parts of the variability.
In the current study we analyze the data of the Norilsk ionosonde (69.4N, 88.1E), the Ekaterinburg SuperDARN radar (56.4◦ N, 58.5◦ E), and the Hokkaido East SuperDARN radar (43.53◦ N,
143.61◦ E). Following [1], we analyze the variability of ionospheric characteristics in the same manner. As an ionosonde characteristic we selected the F2 peak density NmF2 calculated from the
ionogram critical frequency. As a SuperDARN radar characteristic we selected the minimum slant
range (Rmin) extracted from the HF radar ground backscatter data. Due to double HF focusing
effect near the skip distance, the corresponding slant range can be surely determined as a slant
range related to the maximum of the registered ground backscatter power. The main idea of minimum slant range extraction technique from SuperDARN radar data is described in [2]. However,
in contrast with [2] in the current study we used an improved version of this technique which
utilizes elevation angle information for more accurate identification of ground backscatter echoes
corresponding to F2 ionospheric layer.
The main objectives of this paper are the following:
(1) to analyze the seasonal pattern and the solar cycle variations of the NmF2 variability from
the Norilsk ionosonde and make comparison with the NmF2 variability from the Irkutsk ionosonde;
(2) to analyze the seasonal pattern and the solar cycle variations of the Rmin variability from
the Hokkaido East SuperDARN radar and to make a comparison with the Rmin variability from
the Ekaterinburg SuperDARN radar;
(3) to compare the seasonal pattern and the solar cycle variations of the NmF2 and Rmin
variability and discuss the reasons of the obtained distinctions.
2. TECHNIQUE OF VARIABILITY CALCULATION

A disturbance of an ionospheric characteristic is considered as deviation of the observed value from
a regular behavior. The regular behavior associated with climatological specifics of the diurnal,
seasonal, and long-term solar activity variations can be represented by 27-day running medians.
The 27-day running median of ionospheric characteristic P for given local time (LT ), day of year
(D) and year (Y ) is the median value for the set {P(LT, D − 13, Y), . . . , P(LT, D + 13, Y)}.
Thus, the P disturbance is the difference between observed POBS and the 27-day median PMED
value:
∆P = POBS − PMED ,
∆R P(%) = ∆P / PMED 100%,

(1)
(2)
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where ∆P and ∆R P are the absolute and relative disturbances, respectively.
The next step is separation of low- and high frequency components of the P disturbances. For the
separation we used low-pass filtering with a cutoff period of 6 hours. The high-frequency part with
periods less than 6 hours (denoted further as ∆PTID , ∆R PTID ) is related to traveling ionospheric
disturbances (TID) caused by internal gravity waves (IGW). The cutoff period was selected basing
on [3] statistics that showed existence of TIDs with periods up to 5 hours. The low-frequency part
with periods more than 6 hours (denoted further as ∆PLONG−TERM , ∆R PLONG−TERM ) is related
to day-to-day variability and tidal variations with diurnal, semidiurnal, and terdiurnal components.
The variability is considered as the root mean square of P disturbances:
p
p
RM S(P ) = h∆P 2 i, RM SR (P ) = h∆R P 2 i,
(3)
where brackets denote some averaging. For different tasks we used different types of averaging.
Annual averaging was used for studying the year-to-year changes in the variability (solar cycle
variations). To obtain the seasonal pattern of the variability we performed averaging over years
for the daytime of each day of year. In this study we consider only the daytime variability (using
ground terminator as a day-night boundary) due to the fact that the nighttime SuperDARN radar
ground backscatter echoes are regularly observed only in summer period.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows the seasonal behaviors of the daytime relative NmF2 and Rmin variability. In the
case of the peak electron density variability (RMS(NmF2)), the long-term variability provides the
main contribution to the total variability, and their seasonal variations are similar. These seasonal
variations are characterized by the largest values at equinoxes and the smallest values in summer
with intermediate values in winter. The equinoxes/summer ratio is 1.7 and the winter/summer
ratio is ∼1.3. The short-term variability shows clear seasonal behavior with maximum in winter
and minimum in summer, and the winter/summer ratio is ∼2.3. For all the kinds of the NmF2
variability, the main features of the seasonal behavior at polar Norilsk are close to those at midlatitude Irkutsk [1]. The difference is that the variability in winter and equinoxes is somewhat
larger at Norilsk than at Irkutsk, and as a result the winter/summer ratios are somewhat larger at
Norilsk.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Seasonal behavior of daytime relative NmF2 (a) and Rmin (b) variability. Total, long-term and
short-term variability averaged by running 27-day mean are shown by black, red and blue lines respectively.
Grey lines are initial dependencies.

In the case of the Rmin variability (RMS(Rmin)), the long-term variability is smaller (in winter)
or comparable (in summer and equinoxes) to the short-term variability, and hence we can not make
a conclusion on the main contribution to the total variability. For all the kinds of the variability,
the largest RMS(Rmin) is seen in summer. The smallest RMS(Rmin) is seen in winter for the longterm variability and at equinoxes for the short-term variability. The winter/summer ratio is ∼0.4
for the long-term variability and ∼0.7 for the short-term variability. For all the kinds of the Rmin
variability, the main features of the seasonal behavior for the mid-latitude Hokkaido SuperDARN
radar are close to those for the sub-polar Ekaterinburg SuperDARN radar with somewhat grater
variability for the sub-polar radar.
The main distinction between the RMS(NmF2) and RMS(Rmin) seasonal behaviors is the opposite winter-summer difference. A similar difference between the seasonal behaviors of NmF2 and
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peak height (hmF2) variability was reported in [4]. Thus, we can assume that the Rmin variations
are mainly caused by hmF2 variations and to a lesser extent by NmF2 variations. Under the same
electron density (Ne) variations, the amplitude of hmF2 variations strongly depends on the background Ne profile thickness: the larger the thickness, the higher the amplitude. Thus, the higher
hmF2 and Rmin variability in summer is most likely explained by the larger Ne profile thickness
in summer compared to winter.
The other distinction between the NmF2 and Rmin variability is the different relation between
the long- and short-term parts of the variability. This distinction may be explained by that the
short-term part most likely corresponds to the variations with shorter vertical wavelengths that
cause the higher hmF2 and Rmin variability compared to the longer wavelength variations.
The only similarity between the RMS(NmF2) and RMS(Rmin) seasonal behaviors is that the
short-term part of the variability characterized by the higher winter/summer ratio compared to the
long-term part.
Figure 2 demonstrates the year-to-year variations of the daytime relative NmF2 and Rmin
variability. In the case of the NmF2 variability, the long-term part (as well as total variability) shows
a clear increase with the solar/geomagnetic activity, whereas the short-term part does not show a
clear dependence on the solar/geomagnetic activity. Both these features of the solar/geomagnetic
activity dependence of the NmF2 variability at polar Norilsk are close to those at mid-latitude
Irkutsk [1]. The short-term part of the Rmin variability (as well as in case of NmF2) does not show
any increase with the solar/geomagnetic activity, whereas the long-term part shows some correlation
with F10.7 excluding the case of 2007 when the long-term Rmin variability is the largest under
enough low level of the solar/geomagnetic activity. From Figure 2 we can see that the long-term
NmF2 variability noticeably exceeds the short-term NmF2 variability and the largest difference is
seen under the highest solar/geomagnetic activity (2003); whereas the short-term Rmin variability
is larger or comparable to the long -term Rmin variability and the largest difference is seen under
the lowest solar/geomagnetic activity (2009).

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Year-to-year variations of daytime relative NmF2 (a) and Rmin (b) variability with variations of
annual running mean F10.7 index (orange line with squares). Total, long-term and short-term are shown by
black, red and blue colors respectively.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The performed analysis of the daytime relative NmF2 and Rmin variability revealed both distinctions and similarities in the seasonal behavior and year-to-year variations.
The main distinction between the seasonal behaviors is the opposite winter-summer difference.
The proposed explanation is that the amplitude of Rmin variations strongly depends on the background electron density profile thickness: the larger the thickness, the higher the amplitude; and
so the higher Rmin variability in summer is most likely explained by the larger profile thickness in
summer compared to winter.
The long-term NmF2 variability noticeably exceeds the short-term NmF2 variability; whereas
the short-term Rmin variability is larger or comparable to the long -term Rmin variability. The
different relations between the long- and short-term parts of the variability may be explained by
that the short-term part most likely corresponds to the variations with shorter vertical wavelengths
that cause the higher Rmin variability compared to the longer wavelength variations.
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The only similarity between the seasonal behaviors is that the short-term part of the variability
characterized by the higher winter/summer ratio compared to the long-term part.
In solar cycle variations there are more similarities than differences. The short-term part of both
the NmF2 and Rmin variability does not show any increase with the solar/geomagnetic activity,
whereas the long-term part of the NmF2 variability clearly increases with the solar/geomagnetic
activity and the long-term Rmin variability shows some correlation with F10.7 excluding the case
of 2007.
The comparison between the NmF2 variabilities from the Norilsk and Irkutsk ionosondes as well
as the comparison between the Rmin variabilities from the Ekaterinburg and Hokkaido SuperDARN
radar showed that: (1) the main features of the seasonal and solar cycle behavior at polar and midlatitudes are close to each other; and (2) the variability is somewhat larger at higher latitudes.
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Abstract— In this paper, the analysis of geomagnetic effects on measurements, made by Global
Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS), relies on both the contribution of the geomagnetic field
to the refractive index of ionospheric plasma and the presence of field-aligned random irregularities. The paper reports results of exploration of the possibility for simultaneous removal of
first- and second-order errors by modifying the ionosphere-free combination of dual-frequency
measurements. The geomagnetic field affects not only the refractive index but also the structure
of ionospheric irregularities. Afraimovich et al. (Advances in Space Research, 2011, Vol. 47,
1674–1680) based on the dependence of the GNSS phase slips on the angle between the satellitereceiver line of sight (LOS) and the magnetic field line, have revealed an anisotropy effect of
ionospheric irregularities. To analyze the role of this effect on GNSS measurements, we used numerical simulation for studying anisotropy effects of ionospheric irregularities on the probability
of occurrence of slips in phase measurements. The simulation results allow us to study and account for the factors which mask effects of this anisotropy. In the future, we are going to exploit
this method for estimating the degree of elongation of irregularities to monitor parameters of
ionospheric irregularities in the Arctic region.
1. INTRODUCTION

The geomagnetic field significantly affects both the positioning accuracy and the quality of received
GNSS signals. When analyzing geomagnetic effects on the positioning accuracy, the consideration
of ionospheric plasma anisotropy introduces the third term into the ionospheric component of GNSS
signal phase path [1]:
ϕi = D − 40.3I1 /fi2 − 40.3I2 /fi3 + . . .
(1)
Here D = zt − z0 is the satellite-receiver distance; I1 is the total electron content: I1 =
I2 =

Rzt
z0

N (z 0 )fg Cosθdz 0 ,

Rzt

N (z 0 )dz 0 .

z0

where fg = gB0 is the gyrofrequency (g = e/(2πm)), θ is the angle

between B0 and propagation direction. Neglect of the third term in (1) considering geomagnetic
effects on the refractive index of ionospheric plasma allows us to take into account ionospheric
plasma effects in the first (isotropic) approximation in dual-frequency measurements. The error of
such measurements (second-order error) varies from 1 to 4 cm, depending on geo- and heliophysical
conditions. Improvement of GNSS measurement accuracy involves considering this error.
As is seen from (1), ionospheric irregularities cause signal phase fluctuations (phase scintillations). At exceeded phase path fluctuation of a whole number of cycles, there occurs phase tracking
slip [2]. Geomagnetic effects produce anisotropy of ionospheric irregularities — their sizes along
magnetic field lines exceed transverse sizes. This, in turn, leads to scattering anisotropy effect, i.e.,
to the dependence of slips in GNSS measurements on satellite-observer LOS orientation relative to
magnetic field line. Thus, observation of this dependence can provide valuable information about
anisotropy of ionospheric irregularities. In [3], the GEONET network was exploited to study a
large-scale “bubble” of ionization observed over Japan on February 12, 2000. The analysis of slips
registered at the GPS L2 frequency has revealed that their density reaches its peak in field-aligned
LOSs at ionospheric heights. This allowed the authors to conclude that the small-scale structure
of the “bubble” extends along the magnetic field. However, the paper did not show how regular
such situation can be observed, whether this is associated with the “bubble”, and what angular
characteristics of slip density will be without such irregularities.
Our paper addresses both the geomagnetic effects on GNSS measurements. First, we, through
simulation and using larger body of data, more thoroughly examine the effects of magneto-orientation
of irregularities, and then report simulation results of our previously proposed method for eliminating the second-order error.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL DATA ON ANISOTROPY OF PHASE SLIPS

To provide sizable observation statistics, we have processed data on 38 days from the Japanese
dense network GEONET (Fig. 1(a)). We analyzed slips occurring at the L2 frequency GPS.
Using this dense network of GPS stations, we scanned a large region of the ionosphere: about
40◦ in latitude and longitude (Fig. 1(b)). We have separately examined four azimuthal sectors of
45◦ (Fig. 2) with the central direction in azimuths: 0, 90, 180, 270. For these sectors, we derived
dependences of density of phase tracking slips at the L2 frequency on the satellite’s elevation angle
(Fig. 2).

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: GEONET stations in Japan (blue points a), ionospheric points for 24 hours for one station
(coordinates of the station: 37.6 N, 140.6 W).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2: The dependences of the density of phase tracking slips in the GPS (black thin lines) and of the
number of observations (gray lines) on the satellite’s elevation angle.
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We have used data with satellites’ elevation angles of over 5 degrees. In the northern sector
(Fig. 2(a)) at low elevation angles there are no satellites. This is also evident from the location
of ionospheric points (Fig. 1(b)). Other sectors (Figs. 2(b)–(d) exhibit increasing density of phase
slips at L2 with decreasing elevation angle (for 6◦ , a relative number of slips may be as much as
20–30%). However, in the southern sector (Fig. 2(b)) we did not observe an increase in the density
of slips in the satellite-observer LOS closely to the direction of the magnetic field.
To identify effects caused by magneto-oriented ionospheric irregularities, we plotted similar dependences separately for February 12, 2000 (Fig. 3). As expected, the effect of magnetic orientation
of irregularities did appear for the southern sector (Fig. 3(b)) exhibiting a corresponding 25% increase in density for the 27–29◦ elevation angles. For other sectors, there is no analogous increase in
the slip density (Figs. 3(c), (d)) because the condition of parallelism between the satellite-observer
LOS and the magnetic field in the ionosphere is not fulfilled there.
At low elevation angles of satellites, phase slips in the GPS system increases due to the increasing
length of propagation path in an inhomogeneous layer of the ionosphere. For the same reason, the
amplitude of the observable TEC variations increases with decreasing elevation angle.
This has been confirmed by results of our studies of the dependence of density of occurrence of

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3: The dependences of the density of phase tracking slips in the GPS (black thin lines) and of the
number of observations (gray lines) on the satellite’s elevation angle. The data on February 12, 2000.

Figure 4: The dependences of the density of occurrence of TEC variations with the corresponding amplitude
on GPS satellites’ elevation angles. The data were calculated for the GPS station IRKJ for 2008.
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oblique TEC variations with varying amplitude on the satellite’s elevation angle (Fig. 4). As initial
data here, we used data on 100 days from Irkutsk station IRKJ.
3. RESULTS OF SIMULATION OF SLIPS

To explain the observed effects, we simulated the probability of slips in the inhomogeneous ionosphere with the power law spectrum of irregularities. We derived the dependence of the probability
of the occurrence of phase tracking slips in the GPS system on the satellite’s elevation angle (Fig. 5).
In the general case, the extension of the path of signal propagation in the inhomogeneous ionosphere at decreasing elevation angle of satellite raises the probability of phase tracking slips in the
GPS receiver (Fig. 5(a)). The simulation results agree with our experimental results obtained from
GEONET data. If, in contrast, we take into account the extension of ionospheric irregularities along
the magnetic field, the simulation of slip probability may produce a second maximum (Fig. 5(b)).
The satellite’s elevation angle at which the second maximum is observed will depend on the station
latitude as well as on the selected azimuth. So, if the station is shifted from 37.4◦ to 33.4◦ N, this
elevation angle changes from 37◦ to 25◦ (Fig. 5, right panel) at the 180◦ azimuth.
4. ELIMINATING GEOMAGNETIC EFFECTS FROM DUAL-FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS

In standard dual-frequency phase measurements, second-order effects are ignored. This assumption
allows us to completely remove the second term in (1) and determine the satellite-observer distance:
¡
¢ ¡
¢
D = ϕ1 f12 − ϕ2 f22 / f12 − f22 .
(2)

(a)

(b)

Figure 5: (a) The dependences of the density of phase tracking slips in the GPS in the regular ionosphere
(simulation without considering magneto-orientation of irregularities and data on 38 days); (b) analogous
dependences for the case of the ionospheric “bubble” (simulation with consideration for magneto-orientation
of irregularities). The simulated probabilities are given in arbitrary units (right axes on both the panels),
experimental data are in per cent (left axes on both the panels).

(a)

(b)

Figure 6: The distribution (in mm) of residual error (4) over the globe (a) for the elevation angle of 10◦ and
the azimuth of −10◦ ; (b) for the elevation angle of 60◦ and the azimuth of 10◦ .
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To take into account the second-order effects in dual-frequency measurements, we use the relationship between integral I2 and total electron content I1 proposed in [4]. The relationship takes
into account the slow change of the geomagnetic field within the ionospheric layer:
I2 ≈ I1 fg Cosθ |z=zm ,

(3)

where zm is usually represented by the height of the main maximum of the ionospheric layer.
Approximation (3) yields a distance expression which is similar to (2) but accounts for geomagnetic
effects [1]:
¡
¢ ¡ 2
¢
2
2
2
Dcorr = ϕ1 fef
(4)
1 − ϕ2 fef 2 / fef 1 − fef 2 ,
where fef i = fi − (fg Cosθ|z=zm )/2 is the effective frequency. Yet the residual error is less than
0.5 mm (depending on the position of the receiver) (Fig. 6).
5. CONCLUSION

Observation of slips in GNSS phase measurements may serve as a method for monitoring some
parameters of ionospheric irregularities, and a relatively dense network of stations may become a
tool for such monitoring. The comparison between observation and simulation results has revealed
that in some cases the orientation of ionospheric irregularities manifests itself as anisotropy of
observed slips. Such a situation took place on February 12, 2000. However, such an effect is not a
regular phenomenon. This event might have been caused by the ionization bubble which emerged
from low latitudes and was filled with smaller-scale turbulent irregularities. The slip anisotropy is
associated with the anisotropy of small-scale filling and possibly with the orientation and shape of
the bubble. A closer correspondence between simulation and observations can be ensured through
the use of the model of anisotropic bubble of ionization against slightly anisotropic turbulent
ionospheric plasma. The numerical simulation of the modification of the ionosphere-free linear
combination of measurements has demonstrated the possibility of eliminating not only the firstorder error, but also the second order error, associated with geomagnetic effects on the refractive
index of ionospheric plasma, from dual-frequency measurements.
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Abstract— A rigorous analysis of nanoantennas using surface integral equations and the multilevel fast multipole algorithm (MLFMA) is presented. Plasmonic properties of materials at
optical frequencies are considered by using the Lorentz-Drude models and employing surface
formulations for penetrable objects. The electric and magnetic current combined-field integral
equation is preferred for fast and accurate solutions, which are further accelerated by an MLFMA
implementation that is modified for plasmonic structures. The developed simulation environment
is used to investigate popular bowtie structures with different material properties and to analyze
interactions between pairs of nanoantennas.
1. INTRODUCTION

Nanoantennas, i.e., antennas designed for optical frequencies, have attracted the interest of many
researchers [1–7]. Although the idea of using nanoscale antennas operating at visible lights, e.g., for
harvesting solar energy, was purposed decades ago, realization of nanoantennas had to wait for the
developments in nanotechnology. Recently, various nanoantennas have been designed, manufactured, and tested for diverse applications, including energy harvesting [3], optical sensing [4], and
imaging. Along this direction, computational simulations of nanoantennas have become essential
for designing and investigating these structures in alternative scenarios before their experimental
realizations [8].
Computational analysis of nanoantennas using the conventional solvers may not be trivial. While
nanoantennas are commonly made of highly conducting materials, such as silver and gold, scaled
solvers with perfectly conducting assumptions fail to provide realistic and accurate modeling of
nanoantennas. This is mostly due to different behaviors of metals at optical frequencies, namely
plasmonic effects [9], which become dominating factors especially for nanoscale objects [10]. Incorporating plasmonic effects into the existing solvers is also a challenging task, especially for full-wave
solvers. This challenge can partially be solved by resorting to Drude or Lorentz-Drude models that
allow for macroscopic analysis via electromagnetic parameters. Specially, changing the electrical
permittivity to a complex value with a negative real part based on these models leads to a direct
analysis of a plasmonic structure using existing solvers developed for penetrable objects.
In this study, we investigate nanoantennas using surface integral equations and a powerful
method, namely, the multilevel fast multipole algorithm (MLFMA). Among alternative formulations, we prefer the electric and magnetic current combined-field integral equation (JMCFIE) for
accurate and fast iterative solutions using MLFMA [11]. JMCFIE is modified carefully by considering complex permittivity values with negative real parts. MLFMA is also updated for stability
in handling complex wavenumbers with large imaginary parts, leading to rapidly decaying interactions. In this paper, after demonstrating the effectiveness of the developed solver on canonical
problems, we present numerical simulations of bowtie nanoantennas at optical frequencies. Different
material properties and frequencies are considered for single bowtie nanoantennas (see Figure 1).
Electromagnetic interactions between pairs of nanoantennas and their effects in the power enhancement abilities are also investigated. Numerical results show that MLFMA is a strong alternative
to space-discretization solvers for accurate and efficient full-wave analysis of nanoantennas.

14 nm

20 nm

100 nm

100 nm

Figure 1: A single bowtie nanoantenna model [4].
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2. MLFMA SOLUTIONS OF NANOANTENNAS

Consider a plasmonic object (²p , µp ) located in a host medium (²o , µo ) illuminated by incident
electric and magnetic fields (Einc , Hinc ) created by external sources. Formulating the problem
using JMCFIE discretized with the RWG functions, we obtain [12]
·
¸ · ¸ · ¸
Z̄11 Z̄12
a
w1
· J =
,
(1)
aM
w2
Z̄21 Z̄22
where the matrix elements and the elements of the RHS vector are derived as
N
T
Z̄11 = Z̄22 = T̄To + T̄Tp + K̄N
P V,o − K̄P V,p − Ī
¢
1 ¡ −1
−1 N
Z̄12 = −ηo−1 K̄TP V,o − ηp−1 K̄TP V,p −
ηo − ηp−1 ĪN + ηo−1 T̄N
o − ηp T̄p
2
1
N
Z̄21 = ηo K̄TP V,o + ηp K̄TP V,p + (ηo − ηp ) ĪN − ηo T̄N
o + ηp T̄p
2
Z
©£
¤ £
¤ª
w1,2 = −
drtm (r) · ηo−1 Einc (r) + n̂ × Hinc (r) , ηo Hinc (r) − n̂ × Einc (r) .

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Sm

In the above, ηu =
written as

√
√
µu / ²u is the wave impedance for u = {o, p}. Discretized operators can be
Z
T̄T,N
u [m, n] =

Sm

dr {tm (r), tm (r) × n̂} · Tu {bn }(r)

(6)

dr {tm (r), tm (r) × n̂} · KP V,u {bn }(r)

(7)

dr {tm (r), tm (r) × n̂} · bn (r),

(8)

Z
K̄T,N
P V,u [m, n]

=
ZSm

ĪT,N [m, n] =
Sm

where tm and bn represent testing and basis functions, respectively, and n̂ is the outward unit
normal. Integro-differential operators are defined as
Z
Z
i
Tu {bn }(r) = iku dr0 bn (r0 )gu (r, r0 ) +
(9)
dr0 ∇0 · bn (r0 )∇gu (r, r0 )
ku
Z
KP V,u {bn }(r) =
dr0 bn (r0 ) × ∇0 gu (r, r0 ),
(10)
PV

√ √
where gu (r, r0 ) = exp(iku |r − r0 |)/(4π|r − r0 |), and ku = 2π/λu = ω µu ²u is the wavenumber for
u = {o, p}. In MLFMA, the Green’s function is factorized and diagonalized as
iku
gu (r, r ) =
(4π)2
0

Z

τ
´X
³
´
(1)
d k̂ exp iku k̂ · d
it (2t + 1)ht (ku D) Pt k̂ · D̂ ,
2

³

(11)

t=0

where r − r0 = D + d.
Consider
modeled with a permittivity of ²p = −²pR + i²pI . If ²pR À ²pI , then
p a plasmonic object
√
ηp ≈ −i µp /²pR , kp ≈ iω µp ²pR , and
¯¢
¯
¯¢
¡ ¯
¡ √
exp ikp ¯r − r0 ¯ ≈ exp −ω µp ²pR ¯r − r0 ¯
(12)
is a rapidly decaying function. In other words, for highly plasmonic materials, inner interactions
tend to be localized and captured by short-distance interactions. If the plasmonic object is located
in a lossless and non-plasmonic medium, far-zone interactions in JMCFIE are dominated by the
outer interactions. Then, depending on the target accuracy of matrix elements, contributions from
the plasmonic material for some of the far-zone interactions can be omitted without deteriorating
the accuracy of results. This approach leads to much faster matrix-vector multiplications, compared
to using unnecessarily high numbers of harmonics required for large absolute values of wavenumbers
encountered in highly plasmonic materials.
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Figure 2: Solutions of scattering problems involving plasmonic spheres of radius 0.3 µm excited at 500 THz.
MLFMA solutions obtained with different mesh sizes are compared to analytical Mie-series solutions.
3. NUMERICAL VERIFICATION

Figure 2 presents the results of numerical experiments involving spheres of radius 0.3 µm located in
free space and illuminated by plane waves at 500 THz. Different relative permittivity values with
unity imaginary parts and negative real parts from −22 to −35 are considered. Figure 2 depicts
the far-zone electric field values on the E-plane with respect to the bistatic angle from 0 (forwardscattering direction) to 180◦ (backscattering direction). Computational values obtained by using
the developed MLFMA implementation for different mesh sizes (i.e., λ/6, λ/12, λ/20, and λ/30,
where λ is the free-space wavelength) are compared to those obtained with analytical Mie-series
solutions. For each case, it can be observed that the computational values converge to the reference
Mie-series values as the mesh size is decreased and discretization is refined. In other words, the
developed MLFMA solver provides controllable accuracy for plasmonic structures.
4. NUMERICAL RESULTS

Figure 1 depicts geometric details of the nanoantenna design considered in this study. The bowtieshaped nanoantenna has two triangular prisms with 20 nm thickness and separated by 14 nm from
tip to tip. The nanoantenna is investigated at optical frequencies when the Lorentz-Drude (LD)
model is used to determine the complex permittivity of the materials. Figure 3 presents the results
of numerical experiments involving single nanoantennas made of silver (Ag) and gold (Au), each
illuminated by a plane wave (1 V/m) from 250 THz to 600 THz. The power density values in the
vicinity of the nanoantennas are investigated with respect to the frequency. It can be observed
that the nanoantennas become active in different ranges of frequencies, depending on the material.
Specifically, power density values in the vicinity of the nanoantennas, especially at the feed locations
between the tips, increase significantly at around 400 THz. High power density values indicate the
focusing ability of the nanoantennas, hence suitability for energy harvesting.
For a quantitative comparison of different materials for the purpose of energy harvesting, Figure 4(a) presents the power enhancement ratio for single nanoantennas from 250 THz to 600 THz.
In addition to silver (Ag) and gold (Au), copper (Cu) and platinum (Pt) materials are considered.
Among these, platinum is known to show no plasmonic activity, therefore providing a baseline for
the enhancement ability. The power density at the middle of the feed location is divided by the
power density of the incident wave (plane wave) to calculate the power enhancement ratio with
respect to the frequency. It can be observed that the enhancement ratio of the silver nanoantenna
makes a peak at 410 THz with a value of 44.4. While the copper nanoantenna behaves similar to
the silver nanoantenna in the 250–370 THz range, its peak occurs with a lower value at 390 THz, fol-
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Figure 3: Power density values in the vicinity of single nanoantennas made of silver (Ag) and gold (Au),
each illuminated by a plane wave (1 V/m) from 250 THz to 600 THz.
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Figure 4: (a) The power enhancement ratio for single nanoantennas made of silver (Ag), gold (Au), copper (Cu), and platinum (Pt), each illuminated by a plane wave (1 V/m) from 250 THz to 600 THz. (b) The
power enhancement ratio for a silver nanoantenna, while another identical nanoantenna approaches along x
and y axis.

lowed by an earlier decay at higher frequencies. The peak and decay for the gold nanoantenna occur
even earlier, and the enhancement ratio for this material is higher than the others from 250 THz to
370 THz, while the silver nanoantenna clearly outperforms the other nanoantennas after 390 THz.
Finally, the enhancement ratio for the platinum decreases slowly from 13.8 to 7.6 in the entire
range, providing a reference for measuring the performance of the plasmonic nanoantennas.
Finally, we consider pairs of silver nanoantennas and investigate the effect of mutual interactions
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on the enhancement ratios. Figure 4(b) presents the power enhancement ratio at the feed location
of a nanoantenna, while another nanoantenna approaches along x and y axis. The frequency is fixed
to 420 THz and the pairs are illuminated by plane waves. In both cases, the enhancement ratio
tends to decrease when the nanoantennas become very close to each other. For some distances,
however, higher ratios in contrast to the single-nanoantenna case are observed, especially for the
y alignment. Specifically, for the y alignment scenario, an optimal distance from center to center
is approximately 500 nm (0.7λ), leading to an enhancement ratio of 48.2. This information can be
used to construct efficient nanoantenna arrays, while mutual couplings between array elements will
be more complicated, needing further analysis with MLFMA.
5. CONCLUSION

Rigorous analysis of nanoantennas using surface integral equations and MLFMA is presented.
The Lorentz-Drude model is used to formulate plasmonic effects at optical frequencies. Single
nanoantennas with different materials, as well as pairs of nanoantennas in alternative scenarios are
investigated. MLFMA provides accurate and efficient analysis of nanoantennas, while its potential
will be revealed further for much larger nanoantenna systems.
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Abstract— The paper discusses the polarization properties of the compositions of the photosensitive media. The compositions have been developed — the transparent polymer in which
activators were added: photo anisotropy, chiral and fluorescent impurities. Activators photo
anisotropy were based on the organic dyes of different classes. Optical schemes have been created,
which allows us to explore the polarized luminescence, and conduct the ellipsometric measurements of the photo anisotropic parameters obtained compositions. For polarized radiation were
used standard lasers with wavelengths: (λ = 405; 441.6; 532) nm.
1. INTRODUCTION

At the beginning of the last century, F. Weigert discovered the appearance of dichroic properties under radiation of the emulsions by polarized light and a variety of solid solutions of organic
dyes [1, 2]. F. Weigert also discovered the phenomenon of occurrence of partial polarization of the
luminescence radiation emitted by an isotropic body when it was excited with polarized light [3].
These phenomena were called collectively Weigert effect. The possibility to display the polarization
of the summary field of the object and reference source of radiation by the polarization-sensitive
recording medium, provided the basis for the establishment in the middle of last century, by Georgian scientist Kakichashvili — the new direction in holography — polarization holography [3]. At
present this direction was further developed. Weigert-effect expands the scope of application; are
created polarization-sensitive medium having new properties, allowing noticeably to increase the
use of Weigert effect in various types of optical studies [4, 5]. The phenomenon of light-induced
anisotropy can generally be explained by photochemical or photophysical impacts of polarized light.
In the compositions presented in this paper the predominant are photochemical processes.
2. EXPERIMENTAL PART AND FORMULATIONS

The aim of this study was to create and develop new photo anisotropic-gyrotropic (Weigertsensitive) recording media, the study of their properties. Determination of the possibility of their
use for the needs of the polarization holography and the creation of optical elements with predetermined properties. The objects of study in this paper, were photosensitive compositions created
by us. That are transparent polymer films, in which for giving them functional properties − activators of photo anisotropic, fluorescent and chiral dopants were introduced. The homogeneous
solution: activator + polymer were poured on glass substrates. The thicknesses of the poured layers were about 10 microns. The polymer matrix for the created media were: polycarbonate (PC),
polystyrene (PS), polymethyl methacrylaterylate (PMMC). As activators of the photo anisotropy
organic dyes of different classes were selected, including Dimethyl Yellow(DY) dye and its analog
Dimethyl Red (DmR), Cationic Orange 5K(CO) and also fluorescent Phthalocyanine (PhC) dye.
As additive-Poly (9,9-di-n- octylfluorenyl-2,7-diyl) light-emitting polymer was used.

#1
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To give the photosensitive samples the chiral properties we used dopants such as:

#1

#2

#3

Besides when creating the compositions PAMAM Dendrimer (DR) was used.

To investigate the fluorescent properties of the created compositions, the method of the polarized
luminescence was used. Quantitative measurements were made on the optical scheme created by
us, that allows the polarization state of the activating radiation to be changed. The samples
were illuminated both polarized irradiation of laser wavelengths: (λ = 405; 441.6; 532) nm and
unpolarized irradiation of the same wave lengths. The calculation formulas enable quantitative
values of the coefficient of the anisotropic radiation κd∆ (nτ ) and light-induced birefringence κd∆n
to be obtained from measurements of the radiation intensity of the luminescence of the samples,
oriented at angles of 0◦ , 45◦ , 90◦ to the plane of polarization of the activating radiation [6].
The degree of anisotropy of the radiation ?r = (III − I⊥ )/(III + 2I⊥ ), and the angles between
the dipoles of radiation and absorption ?α was also measured ?cos2 (2α) = (1 + 5r)/15r.
Photoinduced anisotropy can be described by an effective photo anisotropy Aeff obtained from
a single measurement. It is numerically equal to the transmission of an anisotropic medium placed
between crossed polarizers with an angle between the anisotropy axis and the axis of one of the
polarizers 45◦ .
The use of this characteristics gives the possibility of obtaining the kinetic curves of photo
anisotropy and to evaluate the influence of different components on photo anisotropy of the samples
under investigation.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1: The spectral dependence of the anisotropic radiation coefficient for composition: matrix + fluorescent label + azo dye. Activation of the luminescence was carried out with a laser (λ = 405 nm). (a) PC
+ Dimethyl Yellow. (b) PS + Cationic Orange. (c) PMMC + Dimethyl Red.

For the estimation of the spatial distribution of molecules and investigation of hypothetical
interactions or possibilities for bond formation between them, quantum-chemical calculations of the
compositions and their components were carried out (MM2-energy minimization method, Chem3D
Ultra; Total Steric Energy (TSE) as a main evaluation criterion). The most stable conformers for
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(b)

Figure 2: The spectral dependence of the coefficient anisotropic radiation for the composition: (a) PC +
Dendrimer + Phthalocyanine dye + chiral dopant #3. (b) PC + Dendrimer + Phthalocyanine dye + dopant
#1.

Figure 3: The spectral dependence of the coefficient of anisotropic radiation for the compositions: PC +
Phthalocyanine dye + Fluorescent additive with different chiral dopants. Curve 1? #2; curve 2? #3; curve
3? #4.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4: The spectral dependence of the coefficient of anisotropic radiation for the same composition: PC
+ Phthalocyanine dye + Fluorescent additive + chiral dopant. (a) With different polarization of a probing
beam. (b) The spectral curve of the degree of anisotropy of the radiation. (c) The spectral curve of the
angles between the dipoles of irradiation and absorption ?α.

each molecule were found and the models of molecules arrangement in compositions were simulated
[TSE (PC) = 26.47; TSE (#3) = −17.6992; TSE (#1) = 15.69; TSE (PhC) = 28.01; TSE (PC +
#3 + #1 + PhC) = 33.12]. [TSE (PC) = 26.47; TSE (#1) = 15.69; TSE (PhC) = 13.88; TSE (PC
+ #1 + PhC + DR) = 31.70]. According to calculations, molecules tend to move away - disperse
in compositions and there are no bonds between them. We assume that arrangement of molecules
in compositions in this way shouldn’t influence on their photophysical properties negatively and
shouldn’t cause any significant changes in their photoactivity.
In order to determine the dynamic characteristics of the produced compositions the measurements photo anizotropy in real time, we used the optical scheme, which enables to be determined.
The results of these studies are presented in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b).
As it is seen from the Figs. 6(a) and 6(b) anisotropy is induced only at the moment when actinic
light is switched on. Thus, the data of the medium can be used as optical shutters.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5: The kinetic curves of the effective photo anisotropy of the compositions. (a) PS + #1 + Dendrimer
+ Dimethyl Red. (b) PC + Dendrimer + Dimethyl Yellow.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6: The kinetic curves of the effective photo anisotropy of the compositions. (a) The oscillogram of
the compositions: PC + Dendrimer + Dimethyl Yellow. (b) The The kinetic curves of the effective photo
anisotropy of the compositions. PC + #3 + #4 + Dimethyl Red.
3. CONCLUSION

Photosensitive compositions were created acquiring under the influence of polarized light the photo
anisotropy properties (Weigert-effect), both absorption and emission (photoluminescence). In the
compositions was included one of the film-forming polymers fluorescent label, photo anisotropic
and chiral dopants. Dendrimer was included in the individual compositions. On the created optical scheme, by the method of polarized luminescence were obtained the spectral curves of the
coefficients of anisotropic emission of the investigated compositions. The quantum mechanical
calculations for a number of compositions are made. The scheme was created that enables kinetic curves of the effective photo anisotropy to be obtained. The kinetic curves for a number
of anisotropy compositions are given. The oscillograms of the compositions which can be used as
optical shutters are given.
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Abstract— Finite transform, matched with free-space optical fields propagation operator and
based on beam expansion of plane waves (1D case), has been considered. The spectrum is
also band-limited. We demonstrate that this operator is normal, therefore, its eigenfuntions are
orthogonal set. We may consider that resulting functions are eigenmodes. We produced the
calculations of eigenfunctions where waves propagate at a distance of one wavelength. Elements
of some functions are comparable with a half of wavelength. It is allowing to come closer for
solving the problem of superresolution in free space.
1. INTRODUCTION

In recent time there are many attempts to overcome diffraction limit have been produced. It can
provide the visualization of elements smaller than half of wavelength. The problems of superresolution are solved using meta-materials [1, 2], nanohole array [3, 4], superoscillation lens optical
microscope [5], which includes creation the masks for superoscillation field generation [6], and flat
dielectric grating reflectors with focusing abilities [7]. The possibilities of superresolution in farfield have been investigated using hyperlenses, metalenses [8], and optical eigenmodes [9, 10]. In
work [11], significant progress has been achieved, where size of imaging object is equals to 25 nm.
The facilities of subwave focusing have been demonstrated through development of optical needle [12].
In this work we demonstrate possibilities of creating monochromatic light distribution with
details comparable with the wavelength using communication modes [13, 14]. To obtain the desired
results, we investigate eigenfunctions of limited optical system. Previously, we study eigenfunctions
for the limited system of two lenses where Fourier transform (or Hankel transform in case of
radial symmetry) plays the role of propagation operator [15–17]. The eigenfunctions are spheroidal
functions if the optical system is Cartesian [15]. The distinction of this work consists in free-space
propagation in the near-field diffraction rather than through the lenses, therefore, modeling can be
done at a small distance from the input plane.
2. GENERAL THEORY

We consider the propagation of one-dimensional light waves in free space on the basis of scalar
diffraction theory. According to this theory, propagation equation based on plane wave expansion,
is written as follows [18]:
+∞
Z
F (u) =
f (x)Hz (u − x)dx,
(1)
−∞

where f (x) — input field, F (u) — output field, Hz (u − x) — the kernel of integral transformation,
which depends on propagation distance z:
1
Hz (x) =
λ

+∞
Z
√
2
eikxα eikz 1−α dα,

(2)

−∞

where λ — light wavelength, k — wavenumber. This expression is inverse Fourier transform, and
the integration is performed over the real axis. In case of infinity limits of integration, there is an
analytic form of writing this integral using Hankel function of first kind [19]. We observe that if
|α| > 1 the plane wave is evanescent.
We also note that formula (1) can be rewritten as a convolution of two functions:
F = f ∗ Hz .

(3)
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We consider simple optical system consists of input limited aperture and observable domain at
some distance z from it (Figure 1).
We consider only the propagation waves (without evanescent), because evanescent waves cannot
pass in free-space at a distance more than third part of wavelength [20]. In other words, we take
kernel hz (x) with finite integral limits instead of Hz (x):
1
hz (x) =
λ

Z1
eikxα eikz

√
1−α2

dα.

(4)

−1

Since optical system’s input domain limited by width of 2a, formula (1) can be rewritten as follows:
Za
Za
Fa (u) = f (x)hz (u − x)dx = fa (x)hz (u − x)dx,
(5)
−a

−a

where fa (x) — function, that turns into zero outside the integration interval, Fa (u) — field corresponding with it. We bound the width of observable domain by same limits: from −a to a. The
sets of functions defined on these domains are equal and form Hilbert space with scalar production:
Za
(f, g) = f (u)g ∗ (u)du,
(6)
−a

where asterisk denotes the complex conjugation.
We try to find the functions that remain their form after propagation at a given distance z. This
problem reduces itself to propagation operator eigenfunctions calculation problem. To resolve it, we
write operator representations of some integrals. The operator Γ performs integral transformation
in the formula (1):
F = Γ [f ] .
(7)
Γa denotes the operator corresponding to the finite transform in the formula (5):
Fa = Γa [f ] = Γa [fa ] .

(8)

The function defined on input of limited system fa (x) can be represented as production of unlimited
field f (x) and rectangular function rect (x/2a):
½
³x´
1, |x| ≤ 2a,
rect
=
(9)
0, |x| > 2a.
2a
Γ is a normal operator. We show that this property is valid for operator Γa too. An operator is
normal, if it commutes with its adjoint operator. The adjoint operator of Γa is operator Γ∗a :
Za
∗
Γa [f ] = f (u)h∗z (x − u)du.
(10)
−a

Using the above relations, we can obtain representation of operator Γ∗a Γa :
h
i
x
u
Γ∗a (Γa f ) = f (x)rect rect ∗x hz (x) (u) ∗u h∗z (u),
(11)
2a
2a
where the convolution index means performing the integration by specified variable. Due to convolution properties of commutativity and associativity formula (11) can be rewritten as:
h
i
h
i
x
u
x
u
f (x)rect rect ∗x hz (x) (u) ∗u h∗z (u) = f (x)rect rect ∗x h∗z (x) (u) ∗u hz (u).
(12)
2a
2a
2a
2a
The right-hand part of (12) is action of operator Γa Γ∗a . Thus, we have found that operator Γa
commutes with its adjoint operator and, therefore, is normal. Its eigenfunctions corresponding to
different eigenvalues is orthogonal. Hence, we can assume that the resulting basis of eigenfunctions
is the set of orthogonal eigenmodes.
The problem of eigenvalues and eigenfunctions is written as follows:
Γa φn = µn φn ,

(13)

where µn — eigenvalue, φn — corresponding eigenfunction, n ≥ 1 — the number of eigenfunction.
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3. COMPUTATION OF EIGENVALUES AND EIGENFUNCTIONS

We solve the problem of eigenvalues and eigenfunctions using sampling of integral transformations
by rectangle method. The calculation parameters are λ = 1000 nm, z = 1λ, a = 5λ.
The image of eigenfunctions has “step” form, as shown at Figure 2. First of 17 eigenvalues
is approximately equal in modulus to 1, other values sharply fall to zero (thus, the figure shows
only the first 50 eigenvalues). If we approximate arbitrary field by eigenfunctions corresponding to
maximum in modulus eigenvalues, then an approximate error will be minimal.

Figure 1: Image of optical system.

Figure 2: The modules of 50 eigenvalues.

The plots of eigenmodes have shown in Figure 3. It can be seen that fifteenth eigenmode has
peaks with FWHM comparable to the half of wavelength. It is a reflection of the fact that the
scalar diffraction theory allows approaching to the solution of superresolution problem.
By varying the parameter z, we can establish what kind of fields can pass the given distance
without distortion, or, in other words, we can judge the degree of “survival” of optical field.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3: Eigenfunctions: (a) first; (b) second; (c) third; (d) fifteen.

4. CONCLUSION

In this work, we have studied the properties of limited operator of optical signal free-space propagation in near field (at a distance of about one wavelength). We have shown that considered operator
is normal and its eigenfunctions are therefore orthogonal.
We perform the calculations of eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of monochromatic optical distribution near-field propagation operator. The beam propagation distance is a parameter of the
operator and it significantly changes the set of eigenvalues and eigenfunctions. The eigenvalues
modules define corresponding “survival” eigenfunction at a given distance. Thus, resulting calculations allow finding out the number of degrees of freedom in dependence of the distance.
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Abstract— Cables and connectors are responsible to efficiently transfer energy and data between systems and so have an important role on EMI and EMC problems. The purpose of the
shield of coaxial cables and connectors is the mitigation of the energy fluxes into and/or out of
the circuits. There is no universally applied test method, due to the complexity of all systems
and working conditions. A method to measure the electric field with and without solder on connectors in ultra-high frequency is proposed. The testing methodology is based on the integration
software that controls both injected signals and measured parameters, where a constant power
level is injected into the cable and then the electric field is measured.
1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, numerous electro-electronic system designers and product development engineers use
shielded cable and connectors to protect against electromagnetic interference and comply with
the strict electromagnetic compatibility requirements. Although Transfer Impedance (Zt ) is an
extensively used and important parameter to test a coaxial cable, EMC engineers prefer working
with the Shielding Effectiveness (SE) parameter of cables and connectors [1, 2]. The SE in terms
of electric field is defined by Equation (1):
SEdB = 20 log

E (electric field without shielding)
E (electric field with shielding)

(1)

The attenuation of semi anechoic chambers and shielded chambers are expressed in dB and the
technical specification is described using the Shielding Effectiveness. Although all these procedures
to measure the SE are cited in many current standards, the basic demonstration for a universal
calibration of the setup measurement is frequently missing. The shielding effectiveness is a significant factor to ensure the electromagnetic compatibility of the electro-electronic systems, but there
is not a universal accepted methodology to measure the SE of cable and connectors together [2].
2. PROBLEM FORMUATION AND METHODOLOGY UTILIZED

A RF connector with a poor SE can present some complications when used in the vicinity of
sensitive devices or in an electromagnetic contaminated environment [4]. For instance, if conducting
lines and connectors are installed near to inverters used for AC motor speed control or nearby an
electric motor, they become susceptible to receive the noise emitted by these components. Such
disturbs can generate frequency and amplitude variation within the conductor, which might cause
errors in the communication with the electronic centrals connected to it [5]. For decreasing EMI
and EMC problems, it is more efficient to act on the cause, on the receiver or on the coupling
environment [3, 4]. In this paper, the connector is the component that will be investigated in order
to mitigate the radiated electromagnetic energy.
In a semi-anechoic chamber, RF signal in UHF Band (1 GHz to 3 GHz) with a constant power
level of 50 Watts is injected into a cable and connectors with matched 50 Ω load. The measurement
setup consists of an electric field probe, the coaxial cable and connectors. Both the electric field
amplitude and the voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) are measured [5]. In order to reduce the
radiated electromagnetic interference in the transmission line, a coaxial cable with a copper tube
enclosing the outer conductor is used. Figure 1 and Figure 2 illustrate the measurement setup and
the regions where will be soldiers in the connector, respectively.
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Figure 1: Measurement setup.

Figure 2: Connector without solder.

Figure 3: Measurement setup synoptic [4].

Figure 4: Noise floor of the semi-anechoic chamber.

The experimental setup shown in Figures 1 and 3 are based on the following parameters: L1 =
50 cm, L2 = 30 cm, L3 = 30 cm, h = 5 cm, and load impedance of 50 Ω [3]. The connector under
test is a 7/8” 50 Ω connector for 1/2” coaxial cable.
By using the EMC32 software that controls both injected signals and measured parameters, a
50 W constant power is injected into the cable. Both radiated electric field and the Voltage Standing
Wave Ratio (VSWR) are measured with and without solder in the connector. The distance between
the probe and the cable center was set to 10 cm.
3. RESULTS

In order to only measure the radiated electric field by the coaxial cable connector, and ensure consistency and repeatability of the test, the noise floor of the semi-anechoic chamber is measured. The
Figure 4 shows the result for the noise floor measured with a electric field probe. The environment
radio frequency levels at a test site shall be sufficiently low compared to the levels of measurements
to be performed (to provide enough signal to noise ratio). In the present tests, the ambient radio
frequencies had levels of at least 6 dB below the measurement levels to be performed [6].
Figure 5 illustrates the measured VSWR. The measured noise floor level shows that it can be
neglected, considering that there is a good signal to noise ratio. The connector with solder has a
lower VSWR and therefore it presents better performance in almost all frequency range (1 GHz to
3 GHz).
Figure 6 shows that the amplitude of the radiated electric field by the connector with solder
is lower than without solder in the whole frequency range. At the frequency of 1.48 GHz, the
amplitude electric field reaches values equal to 135 V/m. At the same frequency but with the
connector soldered, the electric field drops to 4.7 V/m. In 1.79 GHz there is a variation of about
21.2 V/m in the electric field. At the frequency of 2.1 GHz the field level is 7.3 V/m with solder and
70 V/m without it. For frequencies higher than 2.7 GHz the difference with and without the solder
is not relevant, pointing that the coupling mechanism is not anymore controlled by the solder.
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Figure 6: Electric field radiated by the connector
with and without solder.

4. CONCLUSION

Differences between the measures of the electric field amplitudes in ultra-high frequency with and
without solder are considerably high. For frequencies above 2.7 GHz this difference on the radiated
electric field is not relevant. This article clearly shows the importance of a proper installation of
RF Connectors in the UHF band. In this case even following the manufacturer recommendations
it was necessary solder the connector to minimize both the VSWR and the radiated electric field.
It should be also noted that in the UHF band, considering the performed measurements, there are
still many challenges to determine the transfer impedance, as well as the shielding effectiveness of
coaxial cables and connectors in the microwave range [7].
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Abstract— We present results of computer simulation and experimental observation of the
Gauss beam reflection from a thin film (an one-dimension photonic crystal). The beam splitting
and the beam center of gravity shift were demonstrated after the beam reflection. The shifts
were different for s and p-polarization and depended on the angle of incidence, the film thickness
and the refractive indices of the film and the substrate. The computer generated intensity distributions and experimentally observed ones after the beam reflection were used to determine the
film thinkness.
1. INTRODUCTION

Snell’s laws were formulated for rays. They are not true for laser beams. The special behavior of
light beams under the total internal reflection was considered in Ref. [1]. The longitudinal shift
of the linearly polarized beam under the total internal reflection was predicted in 1929 [6]. The
magnitude of the shift (Goos-Hanchen shift) was of the order of the wavelength and depended on
the radiation polarization. This shift was observed experimentally under the propagation of the
linearly polarized radiation of different azimuths through a planar waveguide [2–5].
The transverse shift of the circularly polarized light beam under the total internal reflection
was predicted in 1955 [6]. The transverse shift (Fedorov-Imbert shift) was comparable-sized the
wavelength and the direction of the shift depended on the sign of the circular polarization [6, 7]. The
beam transverse shift was observed experimentally under the circularly polarized beam propagation
through a multifaceted prism [8–10].
The Goos-Hanchen and Imbert-Fedorov shifts are spatial shifts. The longitudinal [11] and
transverse [12] spatial shifts were observed under the polarized light reflection from a metal surface.
The theoretical description of the transverse shift of the polarized beams can be find in Refs. [14, 15].
Spatial shifts under reflection and refraction of the polarized beam at a non-metallic surfaces were
described [13].
The deviation of the angle of reflection from the angle of incidence was described in [16]. This
shift was named the angular Goos-Hanchen shift.
The Fedorov-Imbert angular displacement was predicted for the first time in Ref. [18]. The
magnitude of the angular shift was proportional to the second degree of the wavelength. The
Fedorov-Imbert angular displacement was observed experimentally when light was reflected from a
metal surface [12].
The values of the described shifts are small. The shifts can be increased by reflection from a
layed surface. It was shown theoretically that the reflection of the Gaussian beam from a thin film
resulted in the beam deformation and longitudinal shift. It was found that the shift value and the
deformation depended on the film thickness and refractive indecies of the film and substrate.
Here we describe the method of determination of the thin film parameters using the Gaussian
beam deformation under reflection from a thin film.
2. THEORETICAL RESULTS

We calculated the Gauss beam reflection from a film as follows. The angle of the beam incidence
was α0 . The wave equation was solved by the spectral method. The Gauss beam was decomposed
into plane waves in the certain range of angles. As a result we got the set of plane waves. The
reflection coefficient rs , rp for each s- and p-polarized plane wave were calculated using the Fresnel
formulas. We used the folowing parameters. The refractive index of the film nf was equal to 1.596
(photoresist SU − 8). The refractive index of the substrate was equal to ns = 3.62 (silicon). The
wavelength λ = 0.63 µm. The film thikness was changed from 15 µm to 35 µm. The obtained
reflection coefficient Rs = |rs |2 and Rp = |rp |2 are shown in Fig. 1.
Figure 1 also shows the angular spectra of the Gauss beam under consideration. The angular
width of the beam equals 7◦ . It can be seen that the Gausian beam covers the maximum and
minimum of the reflection coefficients, that can predict the Gauss beam deformation.
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Figure 1: Reflection coefficients Rs , Rp and the angular spectra of the Gauss beam as a function of the
incedence angle α.

The calculated intensity images were used to determine the center of the gravite of the reflected
beam. The transverse shift wasn’t observed. Figure 2 shows the dependence of the longitudinal
spatial shift of the reflected Gauss beam on the angle of incidence for the different light polarizations.
We can see from Figure 2 that the longitudinal shift can be positive or negative. It should be stressed
that multipath light propagation through the film leads to increasing of the longitudinal spatial
shift.

Figure 2: The dependence of the polarized beam longitudinal shift on the angle of incidence α.

To determine the angular shifts the propagation of the reflected beam was simulated and the
intensity distribution in the far field was calculated. The angular shift of the beam center of gravity
was determined by the deviation from the classical law of reflection. The angular longitudinal shift
dependence on the angle of incidence for different polarizations. It can be seen from Ref. [2] that
the angular shift depends on the angle of incidence quasi-periodicaly and doesn’t depend on the
polarization of the incident radiation. The shifts deviations are both positive and negative, the
maximum value is about −1.7◦ .
3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The s-polarized reflected beam was investigated experimentally under the beam reflectoin from a
photoresist film deposited on a silicon substrate. The angle of incidence was in the range from 5◦
to 24◦ . The beam intensity distribution was observed at a screen installed at the distance of 87 mm
from the reflecting film. The image was projected at CCD camera by a lens with the focal length
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Figure 3: The dependence of the angular shift of reflection polarized beam on the angle of incidence.

f = 25.4 mm. The divergence angle of the beam was approximately equal to 6◦ .

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 4: Experimentally observed (a), (b), (c) and calculated (d), (e), (f) intensity distributions of the
reflected beam at the angles of incedence α0 = 10◦ (a), (d), α0 = 20◦ , (b), (e), α = 24.5◦ (c), (f).

Figures 4(a), 4(b), 4(c) show the registered beam intensity distribution for the different angles of
incidence αo . Figures 4(d), 4(e), 4(f) show the calculated beam intensity distribution after reflection
from the film with the thickness 28 µm at the same angles of incidence. The thikness of the film
under investigation was measured independenty and the film thikness turned out to be 28 µm. The
agreement between the experimental results and the results of the computer simulation allows us
to use those intensity distributions for the film thikness determination.
4. CONCLUSION

The beam splitting and the beam center of gravity shift after the beam reflection were calculated.
The shifts were different for s and p-polarization and depended on the angle of incidence, the film
thickness and the refractive indices of the film and the substrate.
The Gauss beam spliting was observed experimentally at the different angles of incidence. It
was shown that the beam deformation under the reflection can be used for the films parameters
determination.
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Patterned Nano Magneticstructures
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Abstract— Most magnetic devices marketed nowadays still use bulk or thin film materials, this
is soon to change with the advent of nano-fabrication technologies [1]. Proper scaling requires
that the magnetic particle size decreases with the scaling factor at the same rate as all of the
other dimensions. This is necessary in order to keep the number of particles in a bit cell constant
(at a few hundred per cell) [2]. Magnetic nano-structures represents future miniaturization in
magnetic recording devices, and detailed understanding of the formation of magnetic vortices
in closely spaced ferromagnetic nanoparticles is important for the design of ultra-high-density
magnetic devices. It is necessary to achieve ultra-high density in magnetic storage media so that
the lateral size of the information bits be as small as possible, without the bit volume reaching
the superparamagnetic limit beyond which the energy needed to switch the magnetization of a
bit becomes less than the thermal energy, and nano-fabrication offers the technical ability to
fabricate magnetic objects with nano scale precision having unique magnetic properties, which
may be tailored by manipulating the size, the shape, or the composition of the nanostructures [3].
The magnetic nano-structures of have been formed by different rates of heavy ion irradiation of
thin films. The fluence affects both anisotropy and spontaneous magnetization.
1. INTRODUCTION

Most recently, research interest in nanocrystalline soft magnetic alloys has dramatically increased.
This is due, in part, to the properties common to both amorphous and crystalline materials and
the ability of these alloys to compete with their amorphous and crystalline counterparts [4]. The
magnetic properties of an ultra thin multilayer can be modified by controlled ion beam irradiation [5, 6]. Magnetic nanostructures are subjects of growing interest because of their potential
applications in high density magnetic recording media and their original magnetic properties [7].
Multilayer thin films are well known for their high magnetic anisotropy, and the origin of this high
magnetic anisotropy has been the subject of interest for many researchers [8].
2. BREAK THROUGH PHYSICAL LIMITS

The first hard disk recording has been based on a spinning magnetic disk with a longitudinal
medium and an inductive write head. Over the past years significant developments have been
made that increased the capacity, reduced the cost, and improved the performance and reliability of
these magnetic storage devices. With each improved device the range and nature of the applications
undertaken have expanded and, in turn, led to a need for further device improvement. The magnetic
recording media industry will (also) benefit strongly from the advances in magnetic nanostructures.
Demands for the continuous increase in the data storage density bring the challenge to overcome
physical limits for currently used magnetic recording media [9]. When the physical dimensions
of a system become comparable to the interatomic spacing, strong modifications of the intrinsic
magnetic properties (ordering temperature, magnetic anisotropy, spontaneous magnetization) are
expected. Micromagnetic modeling of the behavior of a nanostructured film beautifully describes
the magnetization process, but requires a high calculational effort and long computation times.
Furthermore, it is difficult to predict changes of the macroscopic physical behaviour due to
variation of parameters. Phenomenological models, on the other hand, are very useful to simulate
the behaviour of the magnetic material under the influence of varying parameters, especially when
the parameters are based on physical constants.
2.1. Nano Magnetic Property Understanding

Patterned magnetic media could be a way of realizing ultra high density storage media. Recently,
demonstrations of areal recording density over 60 GB/in2 in both longitudinal and perpendicular
magnetic recordings have been successfully made [10]. Determining the properties of small magnetic
structures is extremely important for the development of data storage devices [11]. Better understanding of the micromagnetic processes in magnetic recording media is essential for developing
novel materials for future ultrahigh density recording [12]. Good understanding of the noise mechanism in magnetic recording is required for developing heads and media for future applications [13].
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In perpendicular recording, the magnetization pattern corresponding to the bits is provided perpendicular to the plane of the medium. The information is being stored in vertical domains or
other structures of uniform magnetization [14]. In magnetic materials two characteristic length
scales have to be considered [15–17]:
1. At the atomic level, nearest neighbor exchange interaction is dominating.
2. At a mesoscopic level, the domain wall width is the characteristic length dominating the
magnetization reversal.
3. CHANGING MAGNETIC PROPERTIES

The magnetic properties of an ultra thin multilayer can be patterned by controlled ion beam
irradiation. The basic step in this technique is to control the changes in the magnetic properties
induced by the irradiation process. Figure 1 shows ion beam irradiation with Ga+ [9, 16, 17]. In
several works light ion irradiation was used to induced ultra-high resolution magnetic patterns on
the multi-layers. High aspect ratio silica masks on the produced Co/Pt multi-layers were obtained
by e-beam lithography and reactive ion etching with feature sizes down to 30 nm for dots. Hence
one of the proper method was through: the use He+ ion irradiation of the magnetic layers through
proper masks to pattern the magnetic properties, without significant changes in sample roughness
or optical properties. In the irradiated regions, a strong decrease in magnetic anisotrophy, coercivity
and Curie temperature can be controlled. After mask removal the obtained result was [18]: magnetic
nano structures with high resolution and high density.
Magnetization reversal is one of the important key factors to describe the stability of the produced magnetic nano-structures. There are several studies to analyze the magnetization reversal
processes with numerical simulations in magnetic patterns. It was found that this irradiation induced magnetic patterning technique is promising for both present magneto-optical storage devices
and future near field recording [18].
3.1. Use of U heavy Ions for YCo2 Sample Irradiation

An assembly of ferromagnetic nano-structures has been prepared by heavy ions irradiation of paramagnetic YCo2 thin films on YCo2 samples have shown that fluences in the order 1012 U ions/cm2
cause changes in magnetic properties of. the samples Changes are reported to take place after the
irradiation like [19, 20]:
1. Change of spontaneous magnetization, coercivity and initial susceptibility.

Figure 1: Cobalt dot arrays are fabricated by Ga+ ion beam induced chemical vapor deposition with an
objective to explore size limitations. Dots of about 100–150 nm in diameter are obtained as at islands [9].
Table 1: Macroscopic hysteresis features calculated for irradiated sample.
Φ
Ms
Hc
Mr /Hc
α

[ions/cm2 ]
[kA/m]
[kA/m]
[]
[nm]

1012
20
43.6
0,46
7.3

5 · 1012
40
21.8
1.83
28.6

2 · 1013
60
14.5
4.13
65.6
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2. A distinct change of the anisotropy perpendicular to the film.
Hysteresis loops calculated for three YCo2 thin film samples at T = 10 K perpendicular and parallel
to the film plane after U ion irradiation with different fluences [20].
3.2. Increase the Areal Recording

The ability to store a magnetic transition or a bit in the medium at a length as small as possible
is one of the most interesting subjects to increase the areal recording density; other attempts
to increase the areal recording density like low-noise thin film GMR head which consist of two
ferromagnetic layers separated by a thin, non-magnetic conducting spacer, spacing between heads
and media and signal processing technologies were successfully achieved [21–23]. To make the bit
of information as small as possible it is important to consider the following equation [22]:
α=

Mr δ
2πHc

(1)

Mr [A/m] remanence magnetization of the material.
δ [m] thickness of the material.
Hc [m] coercivity of the material.
α [m] bit length.
The above equation relates important variables to each other to clarify the dependencies (to
satisfy the demands) for smaller bit information. The bit length α directly depends on the thickness
δ and remanence magnetization Mr of the material and is inversely proportional to the coercivity
Hc of the material. Changes have to be made on the equations parameters for producing small
bits.
This equation could be written for certain condition with magnetic noise (by assuming Mr ⇒ Ms
for (nano magnetic structure for ion irradiated material —)) using Equations (1), to find the
dependencies as shown in the table.
4. NANO STRUCTURE PRODUCTION BY WAVE

Other method for nanostructure production are possible through different Wave, the angel and
Wavelength.
Table 2: Nano pattern production with various λ.
λ Wave length
θ Angle
sin θ
Λ Period length
θ Angle
sin θ
Λ Period length

[nm]
[deg]
[1]
[nm]
[deg]
[1]
[nm]

10
80
0.9848
5.0771
45
0.7071
7.0710

12
80
0.9848
6.0925
45
0.7071
8.4852

13
80
0.9848
6.6002
45
0.7071
9.1923

14
80
0.9848
7.1079
45
0.7071
9.8994

The principle of interference lithography is simple; it uses the standing wave pattern (the interference of coherent light forms a standing wave pattern) formed between two interfering beams
of light to expose a radiation sensitive material (recording on photo-resist) [24]. In traditional IL
systems, the pattern is defined by the interference of spherical waves; hence the fringes produced
by the spherical waves [25].
5. SUMMARY

In a conventional high density hard disk a bit with a sufficient signal to noise ratio consists of some
hundred single-domain grains; the size of a grain is typically 10–30 nm. Grain size cannot be reduced
liberally due to the superparamagnetic limit; a solution to that is to pattern the magnetic layer
in a regular matrix of dots. Patterned media is the most prominent candidate for extremely high
density magnetic recording media. Patterned media are being developed to form isolated tracks of
single-domain magnetic islands. Lithography is a method for transferring a desired pattern into a
thin film. Pattern transfer is achieved for example, by using light exposure to change the chemical
properties of a photosensitive material, called resist, which has been deposited on top of the device
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layer (thin film) to be patterned. Advances in lithography have contributed significantly to the
advancement of the integrated circuit technology. In using traditional interference lithography IL
to pattern a grating, one splits a laser beam in two and spatially filters them to produce two spherical
waves. The waves interfere and the resulting fringes are recorded in photo-resist. Conceptually, a
grating is a simple pattern constituting periodic lines and spaces.
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Design of Double Cladding Photonic Crystal Fibers with Low-loss
and Broad Dispersion
Na Wang, Shanglin Hou, Yanjun Liu, Jingli Lei, Suoping Li, and Wenyu Zhang
School of Science, Lanzhou University of Technology, Lanzhou, Gansu 730050, China

Abstract— A novel type of photonic crystal fiber structure with double cladding is proposed
by full vector finite element method. The influences of this structure on its dispersion and loss
are investigated with different inner cladding diameters, outer cladding diameters and air hole
pitches. The results indicate that the dispersion varies from −23 ps/(nm·km) to −10 ps/(nm·km)
in the band of 1.30 ∼ 1.8 µm, which has broadband dispersion compensation characteristics. The
loss is 7.39 × 10−6 dB/km at the wavelength of 1.55 µm, which is by far the smallest value that
has ever been reported.
1. INTRODUCTION

Photonic crystal fibers (PCFs), which is consist of a pure silica core with numerous periodically
spaced airholes in the cladding region, are also called microstructure fibers or holey fibers [1]. By
changing the diameters of the air holes and the air filling rate, the relative refractive index of
the cladding and fiber core can be flexibly controlled so as to regulate light conduction in PCFs.
According to different mechanism of light guiding, PCFs can be divided into two types, total
internal reflection photonic crystal fibers (TIR-PCFs) and photonic band gap photonic crystal
fibers (PBG-PCFs) [2]. PCFs have been widely applied in many fields because of these unique
properties, including endlessly single-mode operation [3], controllable mode areas [4], controllable
dispersion characteristic in a wide wavelength range [5], and large nonlinearity [6].
At present, researchers have already designed some new structures, such as, octagon structure,
hybrid octagon structure and square structure etc.; the structure of cladding has designed from
single cladding, double cladding or even multi-cladding; the fiber core has evolved from hollowcore into small-core, double-core, multi-core. These structural changes have great influence on
transmission characteristics of PCFs [7–10].
This paper demonstrates a new type double-clad PCF (DC-PCF) with hexagonal air hole configuration. This kind of PCF is composed of double-cladding made by different air holes, the
double-cladding structure not only makes the coupling reduced difficultly but also has a unique
dispersion characteristics. In order to investigate the influences of this structure on its dispersion
and loss, the effects of the inner cladding diameters, outer cladding diameters and air-hole pitches
on dispersion and loss are all numerically simulated.
When the cladding structure of DC-PCF is similar as the conventional PCF, the similar dispersion characteristics can be obtained for that the dispersion characteristics of DC-PCF is mainly
determined by the inner core and the surrounding air hole structure. And the loss can be reduced
by optimizing the out-layer structure that affects the limited loss. In the paper, the dispersion characteristics of PCF is tailored by changing the diameters of inner and outer cladding air holes, and
the effective index of which is lower than that of the fiver core so that the total internal reflection
theorem is satisfied. The results indicate that values of its dispersion varies from −23 ps/(nm·km)
to −10 ps(nm·km) in the band of 1.30–1.8 µm, which has broadband dispersion compensation characteristics. By changing these structure parameters carefully, the loss can reach 7.39 · 10−6 dB/km
at the wavelength of 1.55 µm, which is the smallest value that has ever been reported. The results of
this DC-PCF provide a reference for designing some devices based on PCF with dispersion compensation, and also provides a theoretical basis for practical applications for the low loss characteristics
which can increase the transmission efficiency of PCF.
2. THEORY AND METHOD

The cross section of the novel DC-PCF is shown in Fig. 1. The fiber core is consist of one deletion
air hole, the cladding is consist of four layer air holes, the first and the second layer constitute the
inner cladding, outer cladding is consist of the third and fourth layers, and the angle between the
inner cladding and the outer cladding is 30◦ . Λ1 , Λ2 and Λ3 denote the pitch of the first layer
and the second layer, the pitch of the second layer and the third layer, the pitch of the third layer
and the fourth layer, respectively. d1 and d2 denote the diameters of the inner cladding and outer
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Figure 1: Cross section of DC-PCF.

cladding respectively. The background material is fused silica, whose refractive index n1 is 1.44,
and the refractive index of air hole n0 is 1.
In this paper, we use full-vector finite element method (FEM) to compute the effective refractive
index neff of fundamental mode and the confinement loss α. And according to the relationship of the
effective refractive index neff and the dispersion, the dispersion and the loss can both be analyzed
at wavelength of 1.30 ∼ 1.80 µm. The total dispersion of PCF can be described as [11]:
D(λ) = −

λ d2 neff (λ)
+ Dm (λ)
c
dλ2

(1)

where λ represents wavelength, c is the speed of light in vacuum, neff (λ) represents the effective
refractive index of fundamental mode, and Dm (λ) represents the material dispersion.
P0 is the incident power, transmission power can be described as
pT = p0 exp (−αL)

(2)

where α is attenuation coefficient and known as fiber loss, L is the length of the fiber.
The loss of PCF represents the power attenuation of the light signal when it transmits in the
fiber. The attenuation is different with different wavelength in the same fiber, and the continuous
loss measurement of different wavelength is called loss spectrum measurement. In practice, the loss
can be represented by the expression of attenuation coefficient
µ ¶
10
PT
a = − lg
(3)
L
P0
3. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS

In the novel DC-PCF structure, the firs layer of air hole plays a major role on the transmission
characteristics of the PCF because the mode optical field is mainly distributed near the fiber core,
the influences of inner cladding diameter d1 , outer cladding diameter d2 and the pitches of air
holes (Λ1 , Λ2 , Λ3 ) on the dispersion and the loss are analyzed by hexagonal air hole tailoring.
The dispersion characteristics of the PCF are mainly depends on the fiber core and surrounding
air holes, but outer cladding have a significant impact on confinement loss, thus the loss can be
reduced by optimizing the outer cladding structure. Besides, according to total internal reflection,
the periodic structure of the cladding has little influences on light-guiding characteristics of PCF
with high index core.
It can be seen from Fig. 2(a) that the dispersion varies from −20 to 40 ps/(nm·km), which
means that the diameter of inner cladding d1 is an important factors that affect the dispersion.
From Fig. 2(b), we can see that the confinement loss increase with increasing d1 at the wavelength
range 1.30 ∼ 1.80 µm, the changes of confinement loss are small with increasing d1 and λ at the
wavelength of 1.30 ∼ 1.55 µm. However, the changes of confinement loss increase significantly
at the wavelength of 1.55 ∼ 1.80 µm. When d1 = 0.5 µm and λ = 1.55 µm, the dispersion is
−15 ps/(nm·km) and the confinement α = 7.39 × 10−6 dB/km. In conclusion, the influences of
the diameter of inner cladding d1 on confinement loss are different in different wavelength range.
Compared to traditional PCF, the confinement of DC-PCF is much smaller.
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(b)

Figure 2: (a) The dispersion and (b) the loss with different d1 .

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: (a) The dispersion and (b) the loss with different d2 .

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: (a) The dispersion and (b) the loss spectrum with different Λ1 .

In Fig. 3(a), the parameters d1 , Λ1 , Λ2 , and Λ3 are given to 0.5 µm, 1.5 µm, 1.75 µm, 2 µm,
respectively. And the dispersion first decreases and then increases as wavelength increases when d2
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is 1.4 µm and 1.6 µm at the wavelength of 1.30–1.80 µm, but the dispersion increases as wavelength
increases when d2 is 1.5 µm. In this context, the diameter d2 of outer cladding air hole has a
significant influence to dispersion. As can be seen from Fig. 3(b), confinement loss reduces gradually
as d2 increases, and confinement loss increases gradually as d2 increases.
In Fig. 4(a), the parameters d1 , d2 , Λ2 , and Λ3 are given to 0.5 µm, 1.5 µm, 1.75 µm, 2 µm,
respectively, the dispersion increases by increasing Λ1 and λ at the wavelength of 1.30 ∼ 1.80 µm,
and zero dispersion point shifts toward the shorter wavelength. As shown in Fig. 4(b), confinement
loss decreases with the increase of Λ1 and reaches to zero at last. And the loss increases gradually as
the wavelength increases. In conclusion, Λ1 has a significant influence to dispersion and confinement
loss.
In Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 5(b), the parameters d1 , d2 , Λ1 , and Λ3 are given to 0.5 µm, 1.5 µm,
1.5 µm, 2 µm, respectively. As can be seen from Fig. 5(a), both the dispersion becomes larger
with decreasing Λ2 and increasing λ at the wavelength of 1.30 ∼ 1.80 µm. The confinement loss
increases with increasing Λ2 at the wavelength of 1.30 ∼ 1.80 µm. But the confinement loss increases
faster as the wavelength increases, and the confinement loss keeps almost flat at the wavelength of
1.30 ∼ 1.55 µm. Results show that Λ2 has a significant influence to dispersion and confinement loss
at the wavelength of 1.30 ∼ 1.80 µm. But the influence of Λ2 on confinement loss is smaller than
d1 .
In Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6(b), the parameters d1 , d2 , Λ1 , and Λ2 are given to 0.5 µm, 1.5 µm, 1.5 µm,
1.75 µm, respectively. As can be seen from Fig. 6(a), the dispersion increases as the wavelength

(a)

(b)

Figure 5: (a) The dispersion and (b) the loss spectrum with different Λ2 .

(a)

(b)

Figure 6: (a) The dispersion and (b) the loss spectrum with different Λ3 .
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increases at the wavelength of 1.30 ∼ 1.80 µm. And dispersion curves overlap each other when
Λ3 = 1.9 µm and Λ3 = 2.1 µm, which means that the values of dispersion are the same in both
cases. As can be seen from Fig. 6(b), the confinement loss increases with both increasing Λ3 and
increasing λ at the wavelength of 1.30 ∼ 1.80 µm. It follows that Λ3 has little influence to dispersion
and confinement loss at the wavelength of 1.30 ∼ 1.80 µm.
4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we simulate and analyze the double cladding photonic crystal fiber by full-vector
finite element method. Results show that PCF not only compensates broadband dispersion, but
also attains low loss by reasonable tailoring the diameters and the pitches of air holes. The numerical
results show that the PCF present broadband dispersion characteristics at the wavelength of 1.30–
1.80 µm, and the confinement loss can reach 7.39 × 10−6 dB/km at wavelength of 1.55 µm. This
structure of PCF provide references on design and application of dispersion compensation fiber,
the low loss characteristic of this structure can improve the transmission efficiency of PCF, These
results provided theoretical basis for application.
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Mode Optical Fibers
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Abstract— The theory of static fiber Bragg grating was used to investigate the phenomenon
that the perturbation of the refractive index modulated during the process of SBS which named
as Brillouin dynamic gratings in optical fibres. Then the reflection of Brillouin dynamic gratings
are studied and simulated by the coupled-mode theory in single-mode optical fibers. It is shown
that the reflectivity becomes larger and the FWHM becomes narrower with the length of Brillouin dynamic grating increasing. However, with the increasing of refractive index modulation,
the reflectivity becomes larger and the FWHM becomes broad. Additionally, the maximum reflectance red-shifts with the increase of core index. Finally, the maximum reflectivity is 0.9329
when the length of Brillouin dynamic grating is 100 meters and the refractive index modulation
is 1 × 10−8 .
1. INTRODUCTION

Optical fiber gratings is manufactured by the photosensitive characteristic of fiber, the refractive
index of fiber core is modulated periodicity, where will occurred coherence reflection when the
frequency have coincidence with phase-matching condition during incident light. With this special
property and the advantage of optical fiber such as low losses, anti electromagnetism etc. It have
developed into a mature technology with a wide range of applications in various areas, including
physical sensing for temperature, strain, acoustic waves and pressure.
Stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) is a nonlinear process that can occur in optical fibers,
which can be described classically as a nonlinear interaction between the pump and Stokes fields
through an acoustic wave. The pump field generates an acoustic wave through the process of
electrostriction. The acoustic wave in turn modulates the refractive index of the medium. This
pump-induced index grating scatters the pump light through Bragg diffraction. Scattered light
is downshifted in frequency because of the Doppler shift associated with a grating moving at the
acoustic velocity va which is called Brillouin dynamic gratings (BDG).
In 2008, Song et al. [1] reported BDG in polarization-maintaining (PM) fibers. Dong et al. [2]
analyzed BDG in PM fibers and pointed out that BDGs were weak gratings in 2010. The fourwave mixing model was given to demonstrate the characteristics of BDG by Zhou et al. [3] in 2011,
moreover, they showed that the conventional grating model is too to describe BDG. L. Thevenaz et al. [4, 5] demonstrated a novel technique for BDG by modulating two pump waves and investigated its application. Meanwhile, the reflection spectrum of BDG was calculated by S. N. Jouybari et al. [6]. And in 2013, a model of BDG was presented by Primerov et al. [7]. The characteristics
of BDG were discussed in dynamic-state conditions detailedly. In 2014, Dong et al. [8] proposed an
ultrahigh-resolution optical spectrometry based on BDG. But so many theory research on BDG is
based on four-wave mixing model.
In this letter, the theory of static fiber Bragg grating was used to investigate the phenomenon
that the perturbation of the refractive index modulated during the process of SBS. Then the
reflection of Brillouin dynamic gratings are studied and simulated by the coupled-mode theory
in single-mode optical fibers. some interested results are obtained, and these results provide a
theoretical basis for design and application of new optical devices.
2. THEORY MODEL
2.1. The Refractive Index of BDG in Single Mode Optical Fibers
*

The diagram of the BDG model is shown in Figure 1. Let us denote the optical waves vector k i ,
frequency ωi , amplitude Ai , power Pi , i = 1 is pump1 optical wave, i = 2 is pump2 optical wave,
i = 3 is probe wave, i = 4 is reflected wave respectively. And ω1 = ω3 . Pump1 and pump2 are
the same polarization state, probe wave and reflected wave are the same polarization state which
is orthogonal to Pump1 and pump2. Acoustic wave1 is produced by the interaction of Pump1 and
*
pump2, whose waves vector and frequency is q 1 , Ω1 respectively. Acoustic wave2 is generated by
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Figure 1: Diagram of the BDG model.

*
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*

*

probe wave and reflected wave, q 2 , Ω2 are its waves vector and frequency. Where q 1 = k 1 − k 2 ,
*

*

*

Ω1 = ω1 − ω2 , q 2 = k 3 − k 4 , Ω2 = ω3 − ω4 . Acoustic wave1 and Acoustic wave2 are propagating
along the +z direction. we describe the acoustic field in terms of the material density distribution.
Acoustic wave1 and Acoustic wave2 can be expressed as
h
i
ρ̃1 (z, t) = ρ0 + ρ1 (z, t)ei(q1 z−Ω1 t) + c · c
(1)
h
i
ρ̃2 (z, t) = ρ0 + ρ2 (z, t)ei(q2 z−Ω2 t) + c · c
(2)
ρ0 denotes the mean density of the medium. The material density obeys the equation [10]
*
∂ 2 ρ̃
∂ ρ̃
− v 2 ∇2 ρ̃ = ∇ · f
− Γ0 ∇2
2
∂t
∂t

(3)
*

where v is the velocity of the acoustic wave, Γ0 is damping parameter and f is. We assume that
Ω1 = Ω2 = Ω. Then, under the conditions of steady-state, the variation of density that caused by
acoustic wave are as follows
A1 A∗2
¢
ρ1 (z, t) = ε0 γe q12 ¡ 2
ΩB − Ω2 − iΩΓB
A3 A∗4
¢
ρ2 (z, t) = ε0 γe q22 ¡ 2
ΩB − Ω2 − iΩΓB

(4)
(5)

where ε0 , γe , ΩB , ΓB are the permittivity of free space, electrostictive constant, Brillouin frequency
*
*
*
*
*
*
and Brillouin linewidth respectively. Since q 1 , k 1 , k 2 and q 2 , k 3 , k 4 can be regarded as two
nonlinear process of SBS, considering about that the speed of acoustic wave without polarization
is much smaller than the light, thus the variation of density that caused by acoustic wave is given
by
A1 A∗2 + A3 A∗4
¢
ρ(z, t) = ε0 γe q 2 ¡ 2
(6)
ΩB − Ω2 − iΩΓB
Due to the refractive index disturbance to the density is ∆n = 2nγ0eρ0 ρ(z, t). Refer to the literatures [7, 11], the variation value of refractive index modulation in fibers should be expressed as
¡√
¢
√
4π 2 γe2 neff
P1 P2 + P3 P4
∆n =
(7)
n0 ρ0 ΩB λ2p c0 ΓB Aeff
where n0 is the refractive index of the fiber core, neff is the effective mode index, λp is the wavelength
of the pump1, c0 is the speed of light in vacuum, Aeff is the acoustic-optic effective area.
2.2. The Improved Theory of Moving Gratings

We assume that the BDG can be treated as a weak uniform fiber Bragg grating with zero “dc”
index and without grating chirp, the change of time can be neglected in steady-state conditions.
Moreover, pump1, pump2 and probe wave are continuous wave with undepleted. Based on the
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theory of grating we can get the expression of probe wave and reflected wave
dA3
= iκA4 e−i∆qz
dz
dA4
= −iκA3 ei∆qz
dz

(8)
(9)

where κ = 2π
λ ∆n, ∆q = | q 1 − q 2 |. The reflectivity could be solved by Equations (8) and (9) along
with the boundary conditions A3 |z=0 =A3 (0) and A4 |z=L = A4 (L) = 0.
*

*

RBDG =

sinh2 (sL)
³ ´2
cosh2 (sL) − ∆q
2κ

(10)

2
With s2 = κ2 − ( ∆q
2 ) , L is the length of the BDG, Under phase-ma,hing condition ∆q = 0,
the maximum reflectivity could be expressed as

Rmax = tanh2 (κL)

(11)

For the power of the reflected wave is caused by probe wave, the Equation (7) could rewrite as
³√
´
√
4π 2 γe2 neff
P1 P2 + θP3
(12)
∆n =
n0 ρ0 c0 ΩB λ2p ΓB Aeff
where θ = Rmax |P3 =0 .
3. NUMERICAL SIMULATION AND RESULT DISCUSSION
3.1. The Reflectance of BDG with Low Pump Power

In the numerical simulations, we use the same parameters in reference [3], such as γe = 0.902,
c0 = 3 × 108 m/s, ρ0 = 2210 kg/m3 , Aeff = 80 µm2 , ΩB /2π = 10875 MHz, ΓB /2π = 30 MHz,
λP = 1550 nm, L = 13 m. Then the maximum reflectivity of the BDG varied with P1 , P2 and
P3 is in Figure 2, Figure 3 and Figure 4, respectively. In Figure 2, P2 = 10 mW, P3 = 100 mW.
P1 = 110 mW, P3 = 63 mW in Figure 3. And P1 = 110 mW, P2 = 11 mW in Figure 4.
Figure 2, Figure 3 and Figure 4 illustrate that a larger maximum reflectivity can be obtained
by larger power which can be seen from Equation (11) and Equation (12). Because the value of
refractive index modulation is caused by the test power, so the maximum reflectivity increases
with the test power increasing. The trends of simulated results agrees very well with the results of
Zhou et al. [3]. These results suggest that the BDG with Polarization-decoupled can be seen as the
instructional outcome of two SBS processes in two orthogonal directions.
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3.2. The Maximum Reflectivity with Various Refractive Index Modulation

To demonstrate the relation between the maximum reflectivity and various refractive index modulation, ∆n ≈ 0.23 × 10−9 is obtained from Equation (12) when P1 = 110 mW, P2 = 10 mW,
P3 = 306 mW. Its keeps consistent with the prevenient related literatures [12, 13]. Figure 5 shows
the curves of the maximum reflectivity and various refractive index modulation when ∆n varies
from 0.1 × 10−9 to 5 × 10−8 . It is indicated that the maximum reflectivity increases with the
increase of refractive index modulation. The maximum reflectivity agrees well with the simulations
by Dong et al. [14] at large pump power.
4. CONCLUSION

Based on the theory of gratings, the improved model of the BDG is given. The simulate results
agrees well with the results of Four-wave Mixing method. Meanwhile the relationship between the
maximum reflectivity and various refractive index modulation is studied. It has been realized that
the larger refractive index modulation the higher maximum reflectivity. This paper may provide a
theoretical basis for the design and application of new optical devices.
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Enhanced Femtosecond Optical Pulses Compression in Highly
Nonlinear Photonic Crystal Fibers at 850 nm
Qiling Wu, Shanglin Hou, Yanjun Liu, Jingli Lei, Suoping Li, and Wenyu Zhang
School of Science, Lanzhou University of Technology, Lanzhou, Gansu 730050, China

Abstract— In this letter, we numerically investigate the soliton-effect compression of femtosecond optical pulses in highly nonlinear silica-core photonic crystal fiber (HN-PCF) at near-infrared
region of the spectrum (specially at 850 nm) using full-vector finite element method and splitstep Fourier method. We propose a novel photonic crystal fiber structure featuring a anomalous
group velocity dispersion (β2 = −50.698 ps2 /km), small higher-order dispersions and enhanced
nonlinearity (γ = 268.4191 w−1 /km) for efficient soliton-effect compression of femtosecond optical
pulses. We numerically investigate the effect of the high-order soliton compression of Gaussian
pulses in HN-PCF. It shows that high-quality ultrashort optical pulses with little pedestal energy
can be obtained.
1. INTRODUCTION

Utrashort optical pulses have potential applications in ultrafast optical communication, optical
signal processing, optical machining, sensing technology and other fields. Fiber-based pulse compression technology is one of effective ways for obtaining ultrashort optical pulse. However, the
conventional fiber has been restricted by its geometric parameters and it’s not easy to get a good
pulse compression effect. Highly nonlinear photonic crystal fibers effectively overcome the deficiency of conventional fiber, and greatly improve the efficiency of pulse compression. Thus, the
photonic crystal fiber-based pulse compression technology has become a hotspot in the research of
pulse compression technologies.
Highly nonlinear photonic crystal fiber has important applications in various areas such as
ultrashort laser pulse frequency conversion, spectrum broadening, pulse compression, wave breaking
and so on. The effect of high nonlinearity can be achieved by minishing the area of core, increasing
the air filling fraction or using the background material with large nonlinear refractive index.
The development of optical communication system has experienced the process from the short
wavelength (850 nm) to the long wavelength (1310 nm and 1550 nm), considering the communicating
cost of the short wavelength of 850 nm is lower than the long wavelength, we numerically investigate
the compression of femtosecond optical pulses in HN-PCF at 850 nm.
In recent years, pulse compression at near-infrared region of the spectrum were extensively
investigated. In 2010, Abobaker et al. [1] investigated a new design of PCF in order to achieve
efficient pulse compression at length at 850 nm, that compression factor is 21.49 which is almost
13.02 times greater than adiabatic pulse compression. Fedotov et al. [2] investigated the 20 fs pulses
in the near-infrared by pulse compression in the regime of normal dispersion using a large-modearea all-silica photonic band-gap fiber, whose central wavelength is 1140 nm. Abobaker et al. [3]
designed a pulse compressor using a tapered PCF wherein dispersion as well as nonlinearity varies
along the propagation direction, and discussed the generation of pedestal free ultrashort pulses
around 850 nm. Olupitan et al. [4] designed a pulse compressor using a tapered PCF, and studied
the possibility of generating pedestal-free ultrashort pulses around 850 nm using eight chirped
cosine pulses. In 2014, Ghanbari et al. [5] proposed a novel nano-size silica PCF structure and
investigated the dynamics of soliton-effect compression of femtosecond optical pulses in silica-core
PCF at 850 nm.
In this paper, we designed a novel silica-core photonic crystal fiber structure, simulated the index
of the fundamental guided mode using full-vector finite element method, the results show the PCF
has a minimum anomalous group velocity dispersion, small higher-order dispersions and enhanced
nonlinearity for efficient soliton-effect compression of femtosecond optical pulses at 850 nm. We
investigated the Gaussian pulses and investigate the effect of the high-order soliton compression in
HN-PCF using split-step Fourier method. It shows that high-quality ultrashort optical pulses with
little pedestal energy can be provided. The parameters, such as the fiber length, chirp parameter or
the soliton order, have significant influence on the pulse compression properties, such as compression
ratio and peak power.
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2. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

The total dispersion of photonic crystal fibers includes waveguide dispersion and material dispersion [6]. Due to the photonic crystal fiber is generally composed of a single material such as pure
silica, so the material dispersion is unchanged. The waveguide dispersion is related to the geometrical arrangement, hole pitch (Λ), wavelength (λ), and normalized air holes diameter (d/Λ) are
the main factors on which the waveguide dispersion of photonic crystal fibers depends. The total
dispersion is given by
λ d2 Re [neff (λ)]
D (λ) = −
+ Dm (λ)
(1)
c
dλ2
where c is the velocity of light in a vacuum, λ is the wavelength, Re[neff (λ)] is the real part of the
effective refractive index, The material dispersion (Dm ) which is represented by Sellmeier equation.
We consider a PCF with a triangular lattice of holes as shown in Figure 1, where d is the hole
diameter, Λ is the hole pitch, an air hole is omitted to form a central high index defect serving as
the fiber core [7].
The dispersion parameter, D which is commonly used in fiber optics, is related to the group
velocity dispersion (GVD) parameter β2 given by
β2 = −

λ2
D
2πc

(2)

The nonlinear coefficient γ is defined as
γ=

n2 ω0
cAeff

(3)

where Aeff is the effective mode area, c denotes the speed of light, n2 is the nonlinear refractive
index.
We use the generalized nonlinear Schrödinger equation which describes the propagation of femtosecond pulses in photonic crystal fibers. In the normalized coordinates commonly used for describing optical solitons, the Equation (3) takes the form
∂U
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where U is normalized amplitude, the parameter α represents the fiber’s intrinsic loss, which is
given by 0.02 dB/m, β2 , β3 , β4 , β5 are GVD, TOD, FOD, and fifth-order dispersion, respectively.
γ states as the nonlinear coefficient, ω0 is the central angular frequency, TR = 3 fs is the slope of
Raman gain profile at the carrier frequency [8]. The last three were self-phase modulation (SPM),
self-steepening (SST) and intrapulse Raman scattering (SRS), respectively.
To generate N -th order soliton, the following equation should be satisfied
N2 =

LD
γp0 T02
=
LN L
|β2 |

Figure 1: The model of PCF.

(5)
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where P0 is the peak power of the incident pulse, the normalized distance ξ (ξ = z/LD ), the
dispersion length LD (LD = T02 /|β2 |), the nonlinear length LN L (LN L = 1/γp0 ).
The obtained pulse compression is characterized by the compression factor Fc defined by:
FC =

T0
TC

(6)

where T0 and Tc are the half-width (at 1/e-intensity point) of input and output compressed pulse,
respectively.
3. NUMERICAL SIMULATION
3.1. Dispersion of Photonic Crystal Fibers

The effective refractive index can be calculated by using full-vector finite element method, suppose
the normalized air holes diameter (d/Λ = 0.8). Figure 2 shows the group velocity dispersion (GVD)
varies with a function of wavelength. It can be seen in Figure 2, there is a minimum and nearly
flat region of negative GVD, the nearly flat region is shifted to higher wavelengths by changing the
pitch (Λ). By choosing the proper pitch (Λ), this region can be centered at desired wavelengths.
As can be seen in Figure 3 by choosing the values Λ = 0.9 µm and d/Λ = 0.8, the minimum and
nearly flat region can be centered at 850 nm, β2 is −50.698 ps2 /km.
For the propagation of pulses with femtosecond duration, it is necessary to include the higherorder dispersions. Therefore, we use the generalized nonlinear Schrödinger equation which included
the third-, fourth- and fifth-order dispersion. the result is that β3 , β4 and β5 are 0.01982 ps3 /km,
2.463 ∗ 10−4 ps4 /km and −8.0362 ∗ 10−7 ps5 /km at 850 nm, respectively.
3.2. Soliton Propagation in Photoniccrystal Fiber

Figure 3 shows the effective mode area of the PCF for d/Λ = 0.8 and Λ = 0.9 µm. Aeff is 0.881 µm2
at 850 nm, γ is 268.41908 W−1 /km, so this fiber is a highly nonlinear photonic crystal fiber.
Equation (4) is solved numerically by using the split-step Fourier method, the numerical simulations taking into account SPM, GVD, TOD, FOD, fifth-order dispersion, SST, SRS. The input
pulses are assumed to be chirp free and have Gaussian shapes with initial width of TFWHM = 100 fs,
U (0, T ) = exp(−0.5τ 2 ).
To change the soliton order N , we conduct the numerical simulation of optical pulse compression.
Figure 4 shows that the compression factor Fc as a function of soliton number N , respectively. Fc
reach the maximum when N = 8, it has a good pulse compression effect while the peak power of
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initial pulse P0=3357.8 W. It can be seen in Figure 5 that we get an output compressed pulse of
T0 = 4.96 fs at the propagation distance of 5.66 mm.
4. CONCLUSION

Due to the flexible design of photonic crystal fiber structure, it has the highly nonlinear parameter
and adjustable dispersion characteristics, we can obtain a high-quality compressed pulse using a
shorter fiber. We propose a novel photonic crystal fiber with the normalized air holes diameter
d/Λ = 0.8 and the hole pitch Λ = 0.9 µm, the photonic crystal fiber structure shows a anomalous
group velocity dispersion, small higher-order dispersions and enhanced nonlinearity at 850 nm, a
compressed pulse of T0 = 4.96 fs can be obtained using a 5.66 mm highly nonlinear photonic crystal
fiber.
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A Universal Optical Network Unit for Hybrid TDM-PON and
WDM-PON Transport Systems
Ching-Hung Chang, Liang-Shuo Tu, and Meng-Chun Tseng
Department of Electrical Engineering, National Chiayi University, Taiwan

Abstract— Based on a vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser (VCSEL)-composed wavelength
selector, a university optical network unit (ONU) is proposed for hybrid time and wavelength
division multiplexing passive optical networks.
1. INTRODUCTION

Fiber to the Home (FTTH) transport systems have attracted plentiful attentions to provide tripleplay multimedia services for residential and business clients due to their low loss and high capacity
characteristics. By adapting this technique, the coverage range of an optical line termination
(OLT) will be extended and the available bandwidth for the connected clients can be extended
to Gbps range which is hundred times larger than the capacity of traditional ADSL or cable
networks [1]. Time-division multiplexing (TDM)-passive optical networks (PONs) and TDM-access
(TDMA) control protocols are therefore developed to share the extended bandwidth for clients.
Basing on TDM-PON structure, a common type of optical network unit (ONU) installed in each
client’s premises can resourcefully diminish the deploying cost and more than 100 Mbps data rate
is achievable for each client to enjoy convenient broadband services [2, 3]. Such economic TDMPON architecture is popular in the beginning of deploying optical fiber in the last mile connection.
Nevertheless, if the downstream bandwidth requirement is increased with the extended multimedia
service environment, the network capacity of a ONU in such TDM-PON structure is difficult to
be upgraded. Converting the TDM-PON structure to wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM)PON structure will be a suitable solution to upgrade the ONUs’ capacity. A WDM-PON with
logical point-to-point connection for each ONU will be able to extend the available downstream
bandwidth from 100 Mbps in TDM-PONs to 1 Gbps or larger bandwidth for a client [4]. There are
two main methods to achieve this objective. One is to insert an optical wavelength selector, such
as tunable optical bandpass filter (TOBPF) [5], in front of an TDM-ONU to select a dedicated
optical wavelength and reject other inserted optical wavelengths, and another one is to replace
the optical passive splitter deployed in the remote node of a TDM-PON by an optical wavelength
de-multiplexer, such as arrayed waveguide grating (AWG) [6], to direct various downstream optical
carriers into dedicated directions. Utilizing a TOBPF to select the inserted optical carriers in an
ONU is convenient and the entire TDM-PON can be gradually migrated to WDM-PON according
to consumers’ requirements. However, the expensive TOBPF makes this solution inacceptable. On
the other hand, the TDM-ONU is still able to be utilized in WDM-PON architecture if the optical
splitter of a TDM-PON is replaced by an AWG. This can save a lot of cost but the entire network
will need to be upgrade from TDM-PON to WDM-PON simultaneously. In addition, the type
and amount of the employed optical wavelengths in such WDM-PON are fixed by the employed
AWG. The internet service provider will not able to gradually achieve the migration according to
consumers’ requirements and the scale of the WDM-PON is fixed. It is clear from the discussion
that utilizing a TOBPF to achieve the migration is much more flexible than employing AWG. If
there is a method to provide economic wavelength selector for a TDM-ONU, a TDM-PON network
will be able to migrate to WDM-PON network flexibly. To achieve this target, a novel wavelength
selector is proposed and developed to compose a universal optical network unit (ONU) for both
TDM- and WDM-PON architecture. Unlike the published TDM-PON to WDM-PON migration
architectures which utilizing expensive tunable optical band-pass filter (TOBPF) or complicated
optical routing schemes to select proper optical wavelengths, the proposed universal ONU can
utilize an economic vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser (VCSEL) as a TOBPF to select a specific
lightwave from multiple injected optical carriers. Besides, the VCSEL-composed wavelength selector
with electrically adjustable characteristic will be able to assist the universal ONU with an ability
to switch its receiver functionality for either economic TDM-PONs application or high-capacity
WDM-PONs structure. Experimental results proof that by modifying the driving current of the
VCSEL-based wavelength selector, both TDM-PON signal and WDM-PON signal can be received
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individually. This proposal provides an economic and flexible method for clients to migrate between
TMD-PON and WDM-PON architecture.
2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

To evaluate the proposed universal ONU in a hybrid TDM- and WDM-PON transport system, a
TDM and a WDM signals generated by mixing a 1.25 Gbps PRBS signal with a 10 GHz sinusoidal
signal are individually phase modulated with two different downstream optical carriers and then
transmitted to a tree-topology style PON network simultaneously. As shown in Fig. 1, both downstream lightwaves are combined by an optical combiner and amplified by an Erbium doped fiber
amplifier (EDFA) before be communicated over a span of 12.5 km single mode fiber (SMF) and a
1 ∗ 16 optical splitter to ONUs which are composed by a wavelength selector, a photo-detector (PD)
and frequency down-conversion circuit. In here, the wavelength selector in each ONU is the same
and is composed by an optical circulator, a polarization controller (PC) and a commercial VCSEL.
To perform both TDM-PON and WDM-PON performance, the ONU1 is designed to receive the
WDM signal (λ1 ) and the ONU2–15 are designed to receive the TDM signal (λ2 ). To select each
dedicated downstream carrier and reject another one, the VCSEL in the ONU1 is driving by i1
(5.13 mA) current and the VCSEL in the ONU2–16 is driving by i2 (3.5 mA) current. These two
driving current values will make these VCSELs emit out two different lasing wavelengths which
are aligned with the +1 sideband of the TDM and WDM signals, respectively. This process will
resourcefully select and direct one of the two downstream signals into each ONU PD. In addition,
the process will also convert the downstream phase modulated signals from double sideband (DSB)
format to single sideband (SSB) format performing a phase modulation (PM) to intensity modulation (IM) conversion. The obtained TDM and WDM signals are then down-converted to baseband
by mixing with another 10 GHz sinusoid signal and evaluated via an electrical spectrum analyzer
(ESA) and eye diagrams.
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Figure 1: Experimental setup of the proposed universal ONU in a hybrid TDM- and WDM-PON transport
system.
3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT AND DISCUSSION

In this experiment, both of the downstream TDM and WDM signals will go through the VCSEL
via an OC before be inserted into the PD. If the VCSEL in the TDM-ONU is driving with proper
current, its lasing wavelength will align with the +1 sideband of the TDM signal, so that this
sideband will go through the VCSEL quantum well and reflected back with roughly the same
power. In parallel, roughly 15.28 dB attenuation will be added into the WDM signal as well as the
central carrier and the −1 sideband of the TDM signal since these wavelengths are located outside
the VCSEL free-running frequency. As shown in Fig. 2(a), both TDM and WDM signals originally
have roughly the same optical spectra before been communicated though the downstream SMF, but
both optical spectra observed before the PD of the TDM-ONU are not equal. As display in Fig. 2(b),
more than 14.75 dB attenuation is added into the WDM signal (ch2) and the central carrier and −1
sideband of the TDM signal. This process will simultaneously perform wavelength selection and
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PM-to-IM conversion for each TDM-ONU. Similarly, the +1 sideband of the WDM signal is also
selected by the WDM-ONU, as presented in Fig. 2(c). In parallel with the optical spectra, clear
electrical spectra diagrams of the obtained 1.25 Gbps/10 GHz TDM and WDM signals are presented
in Figs. 3(a) and (b), respectively, and open eye diagrams for back to back and 12.5 km transmissions
scenarios are presented in Figs. 4(a) and (b), respectively. These experimentally results proof that
the VCSEL-composed wavelength selector can provide a > 14.75 dB attenuation for the wavelengths
located outside the target wavelength and its wavelength selection function can be electrically and
continuously shifted by adjusting the VCSEL driving current. A roughly 3 nm shifting range is
achievable for the proposed universal ONU to select the desired wavelength (signal) from the treetopology hybrid TDM- and WDM-PON. It can be expected that by utilizing the universal ONU to
deploy a passive optical access network, such as the Ethernet-PONs (EPONs) or Gigabit-capable
PONs (GPONs), the clients will be able to enjoy a low capital expenditure (CAPEX) in the first
beginning and any one of the client will be able to extend his/her network capacity form hundreds
Mbps range (TDM-PONs) to thousands Mbps range (WDM-PONs) without replacing any deployed
device or deployed network topology. The Internet service provides (ISPs) will be able to provide
additional bandwidth for each specific client simply by electrically adjusting the working window
of the VCSEL-composed wavelength selector inside each specific ONU and then adding a relative
optical carrier to deliver the extra data in the presented network.
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Figure 2: (a), (b) and (c) are the optical spectra diagrams obtained at the Fig. 1 observed points (a), (b)
and (c) respectively.
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Figure 3: The electrical spectra diagram of the obtained 1.25 Gbps/10 GHz. (a) TDM signal and (b) WDM
signal.
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Figure 4: Electrical eye diagrams in (a) back-to-back and (b) 12.5 km transmission scenarios.
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4. CONCLUSION

To provide a resourceful TDM-PON to WDM-PON migration method for clients, a universal ONU
is proposal for a hybrid TDM- and WDM-PON transport system. By adding a VCSEL-composed
optical wavelength selector into a general ONU, the ONU can flexibly utilized to receive dedicated
signals carried by different wavelengths. Proper optical spectra diagrams and eye diagrams proof
that the proposed system can provide a proper TDM to WDM or WDM to TDM migration method
for each client without changing the network structure and ONU circuit.
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Vertical-cavity Surface-emitting Lasers
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Abstract— Conventional vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers (VCSELs) have a cylindrical
laser cavity, which provides an intrinsic two-degree of freedom to the polarization direction of
the emitted light. This isotropic symmetry of polarization is usually broken by the anisotropy of
the physical structure of VCSELs; for example, the anisotropy of the lattice structure, residual
stress, or thermal distribution. In some VCSELs, the broken polarization symmetry conducts a
polarization switching (PS) phenomenon. During this process, the VCSEL remains in a phase
of emitting linearly polarized light around the laser’s threshold, and then switches to another
phase of emitting orthogonally polarized light when the laser’s current surpasses a switching
current. The VCSEL’s PS (VPS) can help to build some components for the high speed optical
computing. Accordingly, the characteristic of VPS is an important research pursuit. Recently,
VPS was reported to be a second-order phase transition (SOPT). That discovery was based on the
criticalities observed in the experiments, which are the unique characteristics of SOPTs. This
research attempts to explore the connection between VPS and the conventional Ising model.
The said model employs the spin-up and spin-down spins to study the transition of magnetic
materials from the ferromagnetic state to the paramagnetic state and identifies that transition as
an SOPT. Therefore, both of the phase transitions of VPS and Ising model are SOPTs between
two orthogonal states. Typical Ising model employs a two dimensional spin lattice to simulate
the magnetic material. In this work, a Gaussian-distributed interaction was introduced into the
center of the spin lattice to simulate the laser’s beam profile and the spatial coherence. The
investigation focused on the examination of the relaxation time required to transit from the
ferromagnetic state to the paramagnetic state. The simulation results present an exponent of
the relaxation time of about 2.23. This result approximates the experimental result of 2.3 well,
revealing a success of this model. Some other results will also be reported.
1. INTRODUCTION

The laser cavity of conventional vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers (VCSELs) is a cylinder with
a relatively large cross section [1, 2]. This geometry provides a two-dimensional isotropic symmetry
on the laser’s facet. Therefore, the polarization direction of the laser’s output intrinsically has a
two-degree freedom. This symmetry is usually broken by the anisotropy of the physical structure
of VCSELs [1, 2]. The broken symmetry causes the laser to emit a linearly polarized light with its
polarization along a specific direction as the injection current becomes greater than the threshold
current. In some VCSELs, when the injection current is increased further, that polarization will
switch to the orthogonal direction at a current designated as the polarization switching (PS) current,
exhibiting the PS phenomenon [1–6]. Many researches attributed the VCSEL’s PS (VPS) to thermal
effects induced by the self-heating of the laser’s current. Therefore, a deep investigation of VPS
from thermodynamic point of view is an important research pursuit. The investigations of the phase
transition in the VCSEL’s PS (VPS) were recently reported. That phase transition was identified
as an SOPT according to four criticalities observed in the experiments [7].
A typically example of SOPT in thermodynamics is the conventional Ising model [8–10]. This
model investigates a system which is described by a two-dimensional square lattice and consists of
N × N spins, as schematically presented in Figure 1(a). Each spin can either be in a spin-up state
or a spin-down state and they interact only with the nearest neighbors. For a given temperature,
the thermal agitation is applied to this system to generate a lowest energy configuration. The
latter is then employed to calculate the magnetization of the system at that given temperature.
Figure 1(b) presents the variation of the magnetization with respect to the temperature, exhibiting
an SOPT of the magnetic material when it transits from ferromagnetic to paramagnetic state. In
phase transition terminology, the magnetization plays the role of the order parameter. A continuous or gradual variation of the order parameter across the transition region is a characteristic of
the SOPT [11]. The temperature at which phase transition occurred is designated as the Curie
temperature.
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This research tries to introduce a Gaussian-distributed interaction into the conventional Ising
model to simulate the VPS. That interaction is considered to represent the spatial coherence in the
laser beam. Some simulation results will be reported. Among them, a success of this Gaussiandistribution embedded Ising model (GDIM) presents that an exponent of the relaxation time of
about 2.23 is obtained, which is very close to the experimental result of 2.3.
2. EXPERIMENTS OF VPS

Figure 2 presents the polarization-resolved L-I curves of a VCSEL. The inset of Figure 2 depicts
the experimental setup that is typical for the VPS researches. The laser was a single-transverse
mode commercial VCSEL operated at 850 nm. The threshold current of this VCSEL was about
1.06 mA. Tuning the injection current from zero, the laser started to emit a linearly polarized
light as the current becomes greater than the threshold current. That polarization direction was
designated as X-polarization. Further increasing the current to 3.79 mA, the polarization of the
laser’s output abruptly switched to the orthogonal direction, Y -polarization, and remained that
polarization thereafter. Whereas, in decreasing the current from 5 mA, the laser’s polarization
switched back to X-polarization at 3.06 mA, exhibiting a significant PS hysteresis loop in the L-I
curves, as shown in Figure 2.
The laser’s current driver was set to inject a quasi-step current into the VCSEL. Figure 3 displays
the oscilloscope traces of the X- and Y -polarization power detected by the photodetectors at an

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: (a) A two-dimensional lattice consists
of spins. (b) The variation of the magnetization
with respect to the temperature, exhibiting a typical SOPT. The magnetization of 1.0 corresponds to
a state with all spins align in the up state. The
temperature is normalized with respect to the Curie
temperature.

Figure 2: Polarization-resolved L-I curves of a VCSEL that can exhibit VPS. The curves were recorded
at a current-modulation frequency of 10 Hz. The
threshold current was 1.06 mA. PS occurred at the
switching currents of 3.79 mA and 3.06 mA, respectively. The inset exhibits the experimental setup.
PBS, polarized beam splitter; PD, photodectector.

(a)
Figure 3: The oscilloscope traces of the injection
current, X- and Y -polarization power in a stepcurrent injection experiment at an injection current
of 3.63 mA. The ambient temperature of the laser
was stabilized at 22.4◦ C.

(b)

Figure 4: (a) The variation of the relaxation time
with respect to the injection current obtained at
22.4◦ C. (b) Log-log plot of the experimental data
shown in Figure 4(a). Ic = 3.55 mA. The plot exhibits a power law, and its slope gives the critical
exponent, ∆, of about 2.3.
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step injection current of 3.63 mA. This current was selected to be greater than the central current
of the PS hysteresis loop.
During the leading edge of the step current, the laser was turned-on normally at the threshold
current, with its output polarized in the X-direction. Then the injection current was kept constant.
However, the laser still emitted stable power with X-polarization. After a significant long period,
greater than 3 s in Figure 3, the VCSEL’s polarization switched (or relaxed) to the Y -direction
within about 20 nanoseconds and remained steady both in the power and polarization thereafter.
The period that the laser idles in X-polarization is a measure of the relaxation time at that injection
current.
Figure 4(a) presents the variation of the relaxation times with the step injection currents. Such
an extraordinary long relaxation time was identified as a CSD phenomenon [7], which is a unique
characteristic of the SOPT [11]. The log-log plot in Figure 4(b) gives a critical exponent of about
2.3 for this CSD.
3. GDIM SIMULATIONS

To provide a base to simulate the VPS, the conventional Ising model is a good candidate according
to the following three reasons. First, in conventional Ising model, the geometry of the system is
a two-dimensional lattice which can map to the VCSEL’s facet. Second, the spins that constitute
the system can only be in either of two states, spin-up or spin-down, corresponding to the Xpolarization or Y -polarization. Both of the spin states and the polarizations are orthogonal in
mathematics. Therefore, each spin can be imagined as an atom on the laser’s facet and each of
them can emit either X-polarized light or Y -polarized light. The polarization distribution on the
lattice can assemble the laser’s beam profile. Third, the conventional Ising model is a typical SOPT
and many of its analysis methods or algorithms are available.
The simulated system is set to be a 101 × 101 lattice. The interaction between spins is presented
in Eq. (1).
µ 2
¶¸
X ·
i + j2
(1 − x) + x · exp −
E=−
(1)
Sij · Smn ,
2σ 2
hi,j,mni

where E is the total energy of the system and i and j are the row and column indexes of a lattice
site, −50 5 i, j 5 50 in this system. Sij = +1 or −1 for spin-up or spin-down, respectively.
The summation is over pairs of adjacent spins and every pair is counted once. The notation
hij , mni indicates that sites ij and mn are nearest neighbors. x is the strength of the Gaussian
distributed interaction and (1 − x) is the strength of the spin-spin interaction in conventional Ising
model. σ is the width of the Gaussian interaction, and is set to 25. Therefore, in conventional
Ising model the interaction between spins is a short range interaction, interacting only with the
nearest neighbor. Whereas, the Gaussian distributed interaction is a long range interaction, which
represents the spatial coherence in the laser’s beam. Numerically, the thermal agitation is introduced into the system by the Boltzmann distribution and Monte Carlo method. They are typical
methods used in conventional Ising model.
Figure 5(a) presents a simulation results of GDIM with x = 0.2 at a temperature of 2.45. The
black and white dots indicate the lattice sites with spin orientated in up and down, respectively. The

(a)

(b)

Figure 5: (a) The simulated configuration of the
GDIM with x = 0.2 at a temperature of 2.45.
(b) The simulated configuration of the conventional
Ising model at a temperature of 2.47.

Figure 6: The dependence of the magnetization on
the temperature for conventional Ising model (gray
curve) and GDIM (black curve).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7: (a) Decay of the magnetization as a function of the iterations at various step temperatures in
GDIM. (b) Log-log plot of the relaxation times versus the normalized temperatures. The later is defined by
(T − Tc )/Tc , where Tc is the Curie temperature.

resulting configuration exhibits a significant domain of spin-up in the central region of the lattice,
which reflects the effect of the Gaussian distributed interaction. For comparison, Figure 5(b)
displays a similar simulation result of conventional Ising model at a temperature of 2.47. No any
large structure is observed on that surface.
Figure 6 depicts the magnetization varied with the temperature both in conventional Ising model
and in GDIM. Curie temperatures of about 2.27 for conventional Ising model and about 2.45 for
GDIM are observed. The magnetization curve of the GDIM exhibits an SOPT-like continuous
variation across the transition region.
Consider to prepare the system with all spins in the up state and at a temperature around
zero. Therefore, its magnetization is 1 corresponding to a pure ferromagnetic state. Then, a step
temperature profile with a temperature greater than the Curie temperature is applied to this system.
Figure 7(a) depicts the variation of the magnetization with respect to the runs of the numerical
iterations at various step temperatures. Here, the iteration plays the role of the time in simulations.
Since the step temperatures are greater than the Curie temperature, the magnetization will decay
approaching zero, which is the magnetization of the paramagnetic materials. The reciprocal of the
slope of the semi-log curves in Figure 7(a) will give the time constants or relaxation time at those
temperatures. The slope of the log-log plot of the relaxation times versus temperatures, as shown
in Figure 7(b), will give the exponent of the relaxation time. From the analysis described above,
the exponent of relaxation time of GDIM is about 2.23, which is very close to the experimental
result of 2.3 presented in Figure 4(b).
4. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, the GDIM can present an SOPT-like characteristic of the magnetization variation
with respect to the temperature in the simulation. However, in contrast to the sharp transitions
observed in the VPS experiments, the simulated GDIM transition is relatively gradual. The simulations can also exhibit an exponent of the relaxation time that is very close to the experimental
results, indicating a success of the GDIM.
There are many models about the physics behind the VPS; for example, the spin-flip model [12],
the current-dependent gain model [13], and the stress-effect model [14]. But the question is still
open. Constructing a model from the phase transition point of view for the VPS might help to
explore more understanding of it. Based on some successes presented in this report, the GDIM is
a good starting point. More investigations to verify the SOPT of the GDIM are required.
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Electromagnetic Modeling of Antenna Array Based on Circular
Carbon Nanotubes Bundle
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Abstract— A novel antenna array structure, formed by carbon nanotube bundle is proposed.
The geometric structure and radiation characteristics have been investigated using a proposed integral equations system. This equations system is numerically solved using the moments method.
The dependence of the radiation performance, upon geometrical parameters, e.g., nanotube
length and number and the coupling distance is accurately discussed. Some illustrative numerical results have been presented to discuss the radiation performance of carbon nanotube
antenna array for different coupling distances.
1. INTRODUCTION

Carbon nanotubes (CNT) are considered as one of the carbon’s allotropes, formed by a rolled-up
sheet of graphene. They were discovered by Ijima in 1991 [1]. Because the crystal structure of
SWCNT is strongly related to that of graphene, the CNT are typically identified using graphene’s
lattice vectors [3]. In previous modeling works [4], CNT was considered as an antenna, but its
potential performances have never been discussed. Recently, SWCNTs are synthesized with a
length near to the microwave in free space, and by the way, this motivation leads to explore their
properties as antenna. In the range of centimeter and millimeter applications, CNT antennas are
originally proposed by Burke [5]. In [5], CNT dipole antennas are modeled using the transmission
line approach, so the following transmission line parameters; kinetic inductance LK , quantum
capacitance CQ and quantum resistance R are determined using the electrons fluid model.
Another common approach is to simulate electromagnetic wave propagation along CNT based on
these electrodynamics properties [6]. This approach presents a macroscopic view for interactions of
high frequency electromagnetic field with CNTs. However, the radiation efficiency of CNT antenna
is very low, as a result of the slow wave surface which decreases the radiation resistance [7]. In
addition, the CNT antennas are very resistive structures so the problem of impedance mismatch is
strongly posed. In fact, the characteristic impedance of the CNT antenna (10–100 kΩ) is greater
than each of the feeding line (50 Ω). To solve this problem the CNT bundle has been proposed and
studied based on effective axial surface conductivity for low coupling distances [7–9]. In terahertz
and infrared frequency range, the radiation characteristics of CNT dipole antenna arrays have
been investigated by the CST MICROWAVE STUDIO simulator. It found that, N × N antennas
array have a higher radiation efficiency than single CNT dipole antenna [10, 11]. In our previous
works, we have proposed a general formulation based on a integral equations system which aimed
at studying the coupled CNT dipole antenna. This formulation allowed a rigorously investigation
of the antennas interaction for any coupling distance [13].
In this paper we propose a novel antenna array structure formed by carbon nanotube bundle.
The numerical results shows that, we can obtain a higher antenna directivity with important
reduction of the input impedance compared to the single CNT antenna.
2. MATHEMATIC FORMULATION

Figure 1(a) shows the antenna array structure made of N × N carbon nanotube bundles. The unit
element is formed by a strongly coupled CNT, as a half wavelength dipole antenna with effective
quantum mechanical conductivity σ.
2.1. Antenna Bundle

Dynamic conductivity of CNT can be calculated using the Boltzmann kinetic equation. For a small
radius of CNT, the dynamic conductivity is given by [6]:
σcn (w) = σzz (w) ' −j

2e2 vF
π 2 ~a(w − jν)

(1)

where e is the electron charge, ν is the relaxation electron frequency for CNT (equal to 3·10−12 s−1 ),
a is the CNT radius, ~ the reduced Planck constant and here we use the Fermi velocity as vF =
9, 71.105 ms−1 .
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(b)

Figure 1: (a) CNT antenna array formed by N × N antenna bundle, (b) schematic structure of SWCNT
bundle.

In the case of low inter-tubes distances, the array elements are strongly coupled, and the CNT
bundle is considered as a single antenna with radius R, length L and effective surface conductivity
σ [8]. As shown in Figure 1(b), the antenna bundle is formed by N metallic CNT with radius a,
which are parallely connected at their centers by a delta gap source with unit voltage. The effective
surface conductivity is expressed as:
N σcn (w)a
(2)
σ'
R
The electromagnetic wave interaction between CNT antennas is modeled by the integral equation
like the analysis of the single antenna. The main idea is to use the integral equation of single CNT
antenna based on Hallen’s integral equation, with a slight modification to include the surface
conductivity of the bundle [8].
!
µ
¶ Z h Ã −jk√(z−z 0 )2 +a2
2
−jk|z−z 0 |
∂
e
e
wε
p
k2 + 2
I(z 0 )dz 0 = −j4πwεEzin (z)
(3)
+
∂z
aσ
k
(z − z 0 )2 + a2
−h
This integral equation can be solved numerically using the MoM method to obtains the current
distribution and deduce later the input impedance and the antenna radiation pattern.
2.2. Coupled Antennas

Considering N identical parallel CNT bundle as dipole antennas center-driven by N generators
V1, 2, ..., N and separated by the distance d. I1, 2, ..., N (z) are the induced currents on the dipoles
antennas.
On the surfaces of each dipole antenna, the electrical field is writing as [13]:

d + E d + . . . + E d + E in = Z I

E d + E21
s 1
31
1

N1
 11
d
d + E d + . . . + E d + E in = Z I

E12 + E22
s 2
32
2
N2
(4)
..

.


 d
d + Ed + . . . + Ed
in
E1N + E2N
3N
N N + EN = Zs IN
where Zs is the surface impedance per unit length of a SWCNT and Epq is the z-component of the
electric field on the antenna p induced by the current on the antenna q [13]:
µ
Epq (z) =

l

∂2
∂z 2

¶ Z2
+ k2
−

l
2

e−jkRpq ¡ 0 ¢ 0
Iq z dz =pq Iq
Rpq

(5)

Using the MoM method, we covert this integral equations system in a matrix form and we
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deduce the unknown current distribution for each dipole antenna:
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(6)

3. NUMERICAL RESULTS

We present some illustrative numerical results for antenna array formed by five CNT bundle with
length L = 20 µm. Figure 2(a) shows the input impedance of a CNT bundle for different values
of N . For N = 5, the first resonance occurs nearly at the frequency f = 430 GHz for a resonance
impedance equal to 1645 Ω. If we compare this results to the conventional half-wavelength dipole
antenna, CNT dipole antenna has an important scale reduction factor of 0.057. For N = 20,
the resonance frequency is nearly to f = 600 GHz and the resonance impedance is about 687 Ω.
Therefore, the scale reduction factor reaches a value of 0.08. It can be noted that the antenna
bundle formed by N = 120 carbon nanotubes, does not resonate for this frequency range. So, for a
fixed CNT length and radius, the input impedance is inversely proportional to the CNT number.
If the CNT number increases, the resonance frequency shifts to the high values.
Next obtained results are shown for antenna array structure formed by five identical CNT
antennas bundle distributed as shown in Figure 2(b). Only the antenna (1) is excited.
We present in Figure 3 the current distribution along each dipole antenna. It should be noted
that, for a coupling distance d = 0.1λp , the excited antenna generate a current distribution more
greater than each of the unexcited antenna. Furthermore, the current distribution of each antenna
is approximately a half sinusoid for an operating frequency f = 150 GHz and antenna length L =
20 µm which corresponds to the first resonance. If the coupling distance increase (d = 0.5λp ), all the
antenna current distributions keeps the same shape with lowering of the magnitude (Figure 3(b)).
Figure 4 shows the Antenna array radiation pattern obtained for different coupling distances at
the operating frequency f = 150 GHz. from this results we can note that, the antenna directivity
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Figure 2: (a) Input impedance of CNT antenna bundle as a function of the frequency for different number
of carbon nanotube, (b) five antennas array structure.
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Figure 3: Current distribution along each dipole antenna bundle at the operating frequency f = 150 GHz.
(a) the coupling distance d = 0.1λp , (b) the coupling distance d = 0.5λp .
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Figure 4: Antenna array radiation pattern obtained for different coupling distances at the operating frequency
f = 150 GHz.

is significantly depends on the antenna separate distance. In fact, for a coupling distances that are
greater than λp we observe a high directivity compared to the single CNT antenna.
4. CONCLUSION

The geometric structure and the radiation properties of the antenna formed by a CNT bundle have
been studied by a proposed integral equations system. Obtained results show that, to obtain a high
directivity and radiation efficiency, we can increase the array elements number with optimization
of inter-elements distances and CNT length.
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Abstract— In this work,a compact printed spiral monopole antenna operating in the FM
frequency band (88-108 MHz) is reported. The antenna is printed on a 100 mm × 50 mm PCB
layer providing more than 20 MHz bandwidth at −2 dB threshold and is easily fabricated with
low manufacturing cost.The antenna was also measured and simulated on 900 mm × 900 mm
ground plane which is representative of a vehicle roof
1. INTRODUCTION

Electrically Small Antennas (ESAs) are desired and essential for many applications and especially
at lower frequencies such as in the HF and VHF bands. Nowadays, compact antennas have become
standard for radio receivers on vehicles and mobile terminals which lead to new requirements for
small, efficient and low cost designs. Good performance of a radio receiver is heavily depended
on the antenna performance. A variety of FM antenna types have been reported for automotive and portable applications including, active [1] and short meander line monopoles [2], fractal
Hilbert curve antenna [3], chip antennas [4], window-printed active antennas [5] and the shark type
antennas [6].
The frequency range for the FM radio band which defined from FCC regulation is from 88 MHz
to 108 MHz and the respective wavelength λ0 for the centre frequency f0 = 98 MHz is around 3
meters. The height of a quarter wavelength FM monopole antenna is around 750 mm. In order
to reduce the size of the monopoles, helix antennas with a height of 80 mm are used for FM radio
receivers. In this paper a compact spiraled monopole antenna is reported with an overall volume
of 100 mm × 50 mm × 1.5 mm. A five element network matching circuit is embedded in orderto
increase the bandwidth to more than 20 MHz. The antenna can be easily integrated into compact
volumes, is low cost and easily fabricated.
2. COMPACT SPIRAL ANTENNA

The antenna was designed and printed on a 100 mm × 50 mm double sided FR-4 substrate (εr = 4.3,
tan δ = 0.025, thickness = 1.5 mm) with copper metallization thickness of 0.035 mm (Figure 1(a)).
The 67.9 mm × 50 mm metal ground plane is on the rear of the same PCB board. The antenna
is fed by a 50 Ω microstrip line of 3 mm width which is connected to a SMA connector. The
miniaturization is based on its spiral structure occupying a 33 mm (0.01λ0 ) × 50 mm (0.02λ0 ) area
on the PCB board (Figure 1(c)). In order to improve the antenna bandwidth, a five element πmatching network circuit (Figure 1(b)) is added so that the impedance bandwidth of antenna can
be wider, covering the frequency range of 31.5 MHz bandwidth at VSWR 8.5 : 1 (Figure 2). As
shown in Figure 1(b) the matching network consists of two parallel capacitors of 68 pF and 82 pF,
two serial inductors of 100 nH and 1.5 nH and a parallel inductor of 68 nH.
3. SIMULATED & MEASURED RESULTS

Figure 2 illustrates the measured S11 results of the final model and the simulated S11 results of the
antenna with and without the matching network. The measurements were obtained using a Rohde &
Schwarz ZVA 40 vector network analyzer. For the simulation model without the matching network
the antenna resonates at 102.9 MHz with a −2 dB impedance bandwidth of 6.3 MHz. For the
antenna with the matching network the simulation results indicate a −2 dB impedance bandwidth
of 22.3 MHz (86.2–108.5 MHz), while for the measured design the impedance bandwidth at −2 dB
threshold is 31.5 MHz (76.8–108.3 MHz).
The antenna was also measured and simulated on 900 mm × 900 mm ground plane which is
representative of a vehicle roof (Figure 3). The spiral monopole (33 mm × 50 mm) is located on
a metallic ground plane while the other part of the antenna with the microstrip line is located
below it. In Figure 4 the simulated and measured results are depicted. The antenna resonates at
91.5 MHz with a −2 dB bandwidth of 30.5 MHz (77.3–107.8 MHz) which is compared to the results
in Figure 2. The simulated results provide a −2 dB bandwidth of 18 MHz (83–101 MHz).
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Figure 1: (a) Antenna general view, (b) π-matching network, (c) spiral monopole.

Figure 2: Simulated and measured S11 results.

In Figure 5 the simulated z-x and x-y plane radiation patterns at 98 MHz are illustrated.
The patterns are illustrated both in 10 dB/division scaled plot. The Phi (ϕ) component provides
omnidirectional characteristics in both planes. The simulated maximum realized gain and total
efficiency is −24.9 dBi and 2% at 98 MHz respectively.
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Monopole
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GND

Figure 3: The FM antenna on large ground plane.

Figure 4: Simulated and measured results with the
antenna on a large ground plane.

Figure 5: The simulated Phi (ϕ) components for
the zx and xy-plane at 98 MHz.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, a compact spiral FM monopole antenna is described. The proposed antenna is
an electrically small antenna (< 0.037λ0 ) offering a 32% fractional bandwidth (−2 dB) over the
centre frequency (f0 = 98 MHz) and covers the whole FM frequency band (88 MHz–108 MHz).
The antenna is low cost, easily fabricated with omnidirectional radiation characteristics suitable
to embed into housing. The antenna still operates with a decent wide bandwidth on large sized
ground plane which makes it usable for automotive and vehicle applications.
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Abstract— A rectangular patch exhibiting polarization diversity throughout a notable bandwidth is designed for operation at the 2.4 GHz WiFi band. A wideband matching technique is
implemented, introducing path inequality between specular feeding points, i.e., points giving rise
to a specific polarization mode. There are two pairs of such specular feeding points and two
sources, offering polarization diversity when excited appropriately. Exploiting these features, linear (horizontal, vertical or diagonal) as well as RH and LH circular polarization can be achieved,
over a remarkable bandwidth around the 2.4 GHz frequency band.
1. INTRODUCTION

As requirements for terminal equipment are getting more and more strict in terms of performance
versus size, rectangular patch antennas are a fair solution due to their characteristics, such as ease of
design and fabrication, low cost and compensatory behaviour despite their small size [1]. However,
patch antennas suffer a substantial drawback, concerning their poor bandwidth performance. Many
techniques have been proposed, aiming to overcome this disadvantage. Previous works includes
parasitic patch loading [2], chip resistor loading [3], use of lower dielectric constant and thicker
substrate [4], as well as other techniques. The technique used herein is a way of wideband matching
in the sense described in [5], yet it is applied to a polarization versatile configuration. Also, the
proposed configuration is designed for the 2.4 GHz band, commonly known as the WiFi band, which
is allocated for Internet access and computer-to-computer communications, according to [6]. The
major concept of wideband matching for a specific polarization mode is exciting the patch with
a single source, by introducing a path inequality between two specular feeding points. Note that
both point excite the same resonant mode (e.g., TM10 ). This implementation splits the apparent
draught at resonance frequency to two separate resonances, speaking in terms of Return Loss.
Choosing an appropriate length of inequality, the overall behaviour of the Return Loss parameter
follows the envelope of the resonant pair, thus enhancing the antenna bandwidth for the concerning
polarization mode. This procedure is analytically described in [5]. Extending this procedure while
aiming to acquire polarization diversity performance, a second pair of feeding points, biased by a
second source, is introduced orthogonally to the previous pair. Again both point excite the same
mode, which is orthogonal to the previous one (e.g., TM01 ). Concerning the primary configuration,
the same results are now expected, but for an orthogonal polarization. As one should guess, also
circular polarization is now at hand by a simultaneous excitation of both TM10 and TM01 modes,
while assigning appropriate phase to each source to get 90 degrees difference. A similar technique
is described in [7], where it is stated that polarization diversity can be obtained by introducing a
90◦ phase difference between two adjacent linear resonances, exploiting shorting posts.
2. ANTENNA CONFIGURATION

The simulated patch is 33.5 mm long and 34 mm wide, printed on a 50 × 50 × 1.524 mm Rogers
dielectric substrate with εr = 3.4 and tan δ = 0.002. The ground plane is printed on the back
of the substrate, and a second identical substrate is attached. The feeding network is folded
on the backside of the structure, consisting of transmission lines which are 1.5 mm wide. The
patch is fed via circular holes in the substrates and the ground plane, which were designed as
1.975 mm rectangular holes for simulation convenience. Downwards, backside and broadside aspects
of antenna configuration are depicted in Fig. 2, along with all corresponding dimensions.
Examining the proposed configuration, it becomes obvious that Source 1 excites two points for
horizontal polarization, yet a path inequality is introduced between them. The same holds for
Source 2, which excites two points placed along the vertical axis. This configuration, as was our
primary goal, enables wideband matching for horizontal, vertical and diagonal polarization, as well
as polarization diversity including circular polarization, RHCP or LHCP, depending on the relative
phase assigned to the sources.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1: (a) Downwards, (b) backside and (c) broadside aspects of the proposed configuration.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: (a) Return Loss and (b) VSWR parameters, for horizontal (purple) and vertical (green) polarization. circular polarization modes can be excited. In Table 1 the bandwidth-defining frequency points are
summarized.
3. SIMULATION RESULTS

The antenna was simulated using the Zeland IE3D® suite. This first section includes simulation
results of parameters that are common to all polarization modes.
3.1. Return Loss and VSWR

It is common to measure Return Loss parameter bandwidth between the frequency points where the
−10 dB requirement is met. Furthermore, we need 1 ≤ VSWR ≤ 2, in order to obtain good radiation
characteristics. Examining Fig. 2 and the corresponding frequency markers, we can assume that
the useful bandwidth region is confined from the Return Loss parameter −10 dB points, as the
corresponding points for VSWR allow a greater bandwidth. It is also noted, that in the region
where both the S11 and S22 curves are below −10 dB, diagonal and along with rational BW for
each polarization mode, and the values that shall be assigned to each source, in order to get the
desirable polarization mode.
Table 1: Source voltage, centre frequency and rational bandwidth for each polarization mode.

Horizontal
Vertical
Diagonal
RHCP
LHCP

Source 1 MagDeg
10
0
10
10
10

Source 2 MagDeg
0
10
190
10
1180

f− [GHz]
2.41951
2.38904
2.41951
2.41951
2.41951

f+ [GHz]
2.46402
2.42958
2.42958
2.42958
2.42958

fcenter [GHz]
2.44176
2.40931
2.42454
2.42454
2.42454

BW %
1.82
1.68
0.41
0.41
0.41

3.2. Horizontal Polarization

We can obtain horizontal polarization by assigning appropriate values to the voltage sources. According to our simulation results, a fractional bandwidth of 1.82% can be obtained, around the
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frequency of 2.44176 GHz. Furthermore, the antenna input impedance when operating at this frequency has a magnitude that ripples from 33.1 to 64.7 Ohm, while impedance angle varies from
29.3◦ to −31.9◦ . Also, antenna efficiency is above 55% throughout the whole bandwidth, and radiation efficiency varies from 67.8% to 69.4%. Antenna current distribution and power gain patterns
are depicted in Fig. 3.
3.3. Vertical Polarization

A fractional bandwidth of 1.68% is obtained for vertical polarization. Input impedance magnitude
varies from 89.7 to 27 Ohm, and impedance angle takes values between 14.6◦ to −14.4◦ . Antenna
efficiency is above 56% and radiation efficiency is almost stable and equal to 67%.
3.4. Diagonal Polarization

The proposed configuration can also offer diagonal polarization, yet throughout a lesser bandwidth
(0.41%). For this case, the antenna efficiency reaches a maximum of 61.9%, and radiation efficiency
is 60% with small variations. Input impedance takes intermediate values compared to the horizontal
and vertical polarization modes. Current distribution as well as power gain patterns are depicted

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3: (a) Current distribution, (b) azimuth power gain pattern and (c) elevation power gain pattern for
horizontal polarization.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4: (a) Current distribution, (b) azimuth and (c) elevation power gain patterns for vertical polarization.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5: (a) Current distribution, (b) azimuth and (c) elevation power gain patterns for diagonal polarization.
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in Fig. 5.
3.5. Right-hand Circular Polarization

RHCP mode (as well as LHCP and diagonal polarization modes) presents a fractional bandwidth
of 0.41%, as it can be excited only between the frequency points where both S11 and S22 are below
−10 dB. Antenna efficiency reaches a maximum of 63.2% and radiation efficiency a maximum of
68.5%. In Fig. 6, azimuth and elevation axial ratio graphs and azimuth and elevation power gain
patterns are presented.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 6: (a) Azimuth axial ratio, (b) azimuth power gain pattern, (c) elevation axial ratio and (d) elevation
power gain pattern for RHCP.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 7: (a) Azimuth axial ratio, (b) azimuth power gain pattern, (c) elevation axial ratio and (d) elevation
power gain pattern for LHCP.

As the azimuth power gain pattern exhibits a maximum of −76 dB, the corresponding axial
ratio pattern is of little concern. On the contrary, the elevation pattern is quite uniform and the
elevation axial ratio behaves well throughout the 3 dB bandwidth reaching a maximum of 7.5 dB,
still remaining below 3 dB for most elevation angles of interest.
3.6. Left-hand Circular Polarization

The antenna efficiency reaches 59.7% for this case, and the radiation efficicy a maximum of 66.4%.
Again, azimuth power gain pattern is negligible, and the elevation pattern is not as uniform as in
the previous case. Yet still, the elevation axial ratio behaves compensatory for angles of interest,
i.e., especially between −45◦ and 45◦ .
4. CONCLUSIONS

A novel patch antenna was designed and simulated. The novelty lies on the capability of polarization diversity over augmented bandwidth, reaching values of 1.82% for horizontal polarization.
Bandwidth augmentation (i.e., for horizontal and vertical polarization mode) is achieved, as the
pair of points exciting a specific mode are fed through a network which introduces a path inequality
of 90◦ between them. Polarization diversity is achieved by using two voltage sources, each of them
feeding a pair of specular points on the patch. Assigning the appropriate values to each source,
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horizontal, vertical, diagonal, RHC or LHC polarization modes can be generated. Futhermore, all
modes are well-matched and efficient throughout their corresponding bandwidth.
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Abstract— A useful, low cost, low complexity, and one layer microstrip slot L band antenna
for secondary surveillance Radar (SSR) application is presented. The printed circuit feed network
is a rat-race divider to create sum and difference ports and sixteen unequaled power dividers to
satisfy the Chebyshev distribution. The feed network has an equally length parallel structure that
create constant group delay in all output ports and wide frequency bandwidth. The suggested
structure is a one-layer slot array of 2 × 8 slot elements that are fed with a microstrip corporate
feed network. To improve total frequency bandwidth the slots are designed with unequal lengths.
A substrate with low permittivity is used to decrease the side lobes. A 2 : 1 VSWR bandwidth of
9.4% is achieved with the presented geometry in simulation to cover the 1030 ± 10 MHz transmit
and the 1090 ± 10 MHz receive frequency band. The antenna gain for the sum pattern is 18.5 dB
and 19 dB at 1030 MHz and 1090 MHz, respectively with a 3 dB beam width of 52◦ in elevation
and 9.5◦ in azimuth. The difference has a −19 dB null at the peak of the sum pattern and an
acceptable pattern against the sum pattern for SSR applications. Furthermore, the antenna has
no need of the back fill antenna to eliminate the back lobe, which is critical for SSR applications.
Its low complexity structure makes it appropriate for many radar applications.
1. INTRODUCTION

The Secondary surveillance radar (SSR) mechanism is based on sending a pair of signals at the
frequency of 1030 MHz for interrogation and receiving a pair of signals as an answer at 1090 GHz [1].
SSR antennas are built in the form of planar or cylindrical array [2]. Reflector and multi-layer
antennas are the most common SSR antennas in the literatures that have some disadvantages like
complexity and being bulky [3, 4]. One layer microstrip array antennas which is proposed in this
work, are the useful antennas in mass production because of their advantages like easily printed,
light weight and low cost which makes them suitable for radar applications. However they have
some disadvantages like narrow bandwidth and high side lob level. To enhance the bandwidth,
many attempts have been done in microstrip field. One method of increasing the bandwidth for
the microstrip antennas is using stacked elements [5]. [6] proposed a stacked patch array of 1 × 8
elements with 14 dBi gain and the SLL of −14 dB, which is not enough low to provide the Side
Lobe Suppression (SLS) for the SSR [1]. In addition using stacked element increase the complexity
of the system. In this paper a slot array antenna for the secondary surveillance radar application
is presented. The antenna structure against the stack patch antenna is very simple. The fed
slot antenna could increase the bandwidth in addition of reducing the antenna size. However,
the fed slot antennas produce back radiation. To omit the back-lobes in the microstrip antennas,
a metallic box is used behind the antenna. This technique is used to enhance the performance
of the proposed antenna against with standard SSR antenna. The feed network has an equally
length parallel structure that create constant group delay in all output ports and so cause wide
frequency bandwidth. At first the performance of the SSR is described. Then the proposed antenna
parts such as: single element, the sum pattern, the difference pattern and the feed network is
presented. Finally the simulation results using in 3D EM simulation software High Frequency
Structure Simulator (HFSS) are presented. The substrate that is used in the design is Rogers RT
Duroid5880 with the dielectric constant of 2.2 and the thickness of 0.787 mm. Also the conductor
cladding is about 17 µm.
2. ANTENNA CONSIDERATIONS

The SSR uses three impulses P 1, P 2 and P 3 for the interrogation. P 1 and P 3 are sent by a
directional antenna and P 2 is sent after P 1, by a special Omni directional antenna (Fig. 1). The
configuration of these impulses provides the needed information for the transponder; with rational
comparison between pulses P 1 and P 2, the transponder will recognize whether the signal is sent by
a main lobe or side lobe of the SRR antenna. In the case of sending by a main lobe, it will respond.
Typically, if P 1 > P 2 + 9 dB the transponder will respond to the antenna but if P 1 < P 2 it will not
respond. Otherwise, it will respond or not respond depending on the transponder characteristics.
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Figure 2: Typical Σ and ∆ patterns.

The timing between pulses P 1 and P 3 shows the request content information [7]. The SSR antenna
must contain of two special patterns: sum pattern (Σ) and difference pattern (∆). Fig. 2 shows a
typical sum and difference pattern. Two pulses P 1 and P 3 are sent by the sum pattern and pulse
P 2 is sent by the difference pattern. The Σ pattern is a directional pattern which should provide
14–16 dBi gain and 3 dB bandwidth of about 10◦ [1]. Typically, the sidelobe level of the Σ pattern
is −20 to 30 dB [1]. To increase the accuracy, the beam width in azimuth should be narrow but
in elevation should be wide to cover a large scan area. To increase the resolution in azimuth and
also to enhance the dynamic range of the transponder receiver difference pattern has a null, as it
is shown in Fig. 2.
3. ANTENNA DESIGN
3.1. Basic Element Design

The array element designed based on the requirement of frequency bandwidth, beam width, desired
radiation patterns in E- and H-planes, compatible with microstrip structures and low mutual
coupling for realizing an ultimate low side lobe pattern with vertical polarization. A slot resonated
by a feed line proposed for array is shown in Fig. 3. To provide the characteristic impedance
of 50 Ohms, the feed width considered 2.4 mm. The slot length (Ls) roughly is equal to λg/2 to
determines the resonate frequency at 1060 MHz [8]. As shown in Fig. 3, the slot size is 153× 7.6 mm
(Ls × W s). The parameter T , which is the distance from the end tip of the line to the slot (T ), is
equal to λg/4 (34 mm). Finally, the L parameter, the offset from the end tip of the slot to the feed
line achieved by optimization, about 42 mm. Figs. 4 and 5 show the simulation results of the slot
antenna, performed by HFSS. Fig. 4 shows the parameter S11 of the slot element which is about
−10 dB at 1.06 GHz. Fig. 5 shows the radiation pattern of the element. As discussed in the previous

Figure 3: Microstrip fed slot antenna.

Figure 4: Return loss of the slot antenna.
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Figure 5: Radiation pattern of the slot antenna (the
red line is phi = 0 and the black line is phi = 90).

Figure 6: Metallic box behind the slot element.

Figure 7: Optimization of the height of the metallic
box against slot return loss.

Figure 8: The single slot radiation pattern with the
cavity of height 10 cm (the red line is phi = 0 and
the black line is phi = 90).

section, sum pattern has to be a directional one. But this pattern has a back-lobe radiation around
−3 dB. To improve the performance of the element, a back-lobe suppression technique is proposed
by using a metallic box (Fig. 6). This box can eliminate the radiation from the back of the antenna
by reflecting the backward radiation in the forward direction. The box height should be around
λ0 /4 to reflect the back-lobe with 180◦ shift in phase. Fig. 7 shows the optimization process of the
box height to obtain the best performance. 10 cm height resulted in minimizing the back-lobe and
obtaining the S11 less than 10 dB at the 100 MHz bandwidth around the center frequency. Fig. 8
shows the radiation pattern of a single element after locating the metallic box. It shows that the
back-lobe is minimized down to −17 dBc and the gain is improved up to 7 dB.
3.2. Array Design (Sum and Difference Pattern)

The design is considered a planar array with separable Dolph-Chebyshev distribution in which
the elements are arranged in a rectangular grid, with a rectangular boundary. The array should
be capable of generating both difference pattern as well as the sum pattern so an even number
of elements should be chosen in each dimension. With the method which is discussed in [9], the
number of elements are obtained 16 (2 × 8) with space of about 250 mm and 150 mm along X and
Y axis respectively. The normalized Dolph-Chebyshev current distributions for −30 dB SLL are
obtained as 1; 1.30; 1.78; 2.06; 2.06; 1.78; 1.30; 1.
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To solve the frequency bandwidth limitation, the slot elements are designed with different length
(about ±%5 tolerances in length). The ∆ pattern is obtained by feeding the left and right sides of
the antenna with 180 degrees difference in phase which creates a null in broadside of the ∆ pattern.
3.3. Feed Network

The series and parallel feed are two types of feeds architectures. The in-line feed array occupies
the smallest space with the lowest insertion loss, but generally has the least polarization control
and the narrowest bandwidth. In contrast the parallel feeds have more insertion loss but their
bandwidth is more than series feeds. So in the array antenna, the parallel feed is chosen. The first
power divider is a rat-race hybrid with equal power split to feed two antenna halves. A ratrace
coupler is used to provide in phase and 180 out of phase dividing/combining to create sum and
difference patterns. Then to feed the 2 × 8 elements, fourteen T-junction power dividers are used
which create a 1 × 16 power dividing with Chebyshev distribution. Fig. 9 shows the width of each
power divider calculated in Advanced Design System (ADS) to satisfy the currents calculated in
previous section. All paths from sum ports to slot elements must have equal length because in this
situation the parallel feed network has constant group delay and wide frequency bandwidth as a
result. So the branch of the last power divider is blended to satisfy this condition which is shown
in Fig. 10.
4. SIMULATION RESULTS

Figure 11 shows the radiation pattern of the complete array antenna at 1030 MHz
P considering the
effect of coupling and the feed network. It shows 18.5 dB gain for the main
beam and 14 dB
gain
for
the
∆
beam.
As
it
is
shown
the
side
lobe
level
of
the
∆
pattern
is
at
least
4 dB more than
P
one in full azimuth coverage angle, which are corresponds to the mentioned expectations. So
it
Pis not necessary to have back lobe antenna that is critical for SSR antennas. The SLL for the
pattern is optimized to be minimized down to −22 dB. Fig.P12 shows the radiation pattern of
the array antenna at 1090 MHz with 19 dB gain for the main Pbeam and 15 dB gain for the ∆
pattern. The side lobe level of the ∆ pattern is also more than
one but it is not necessary for

Figure 9: A part of feed network (W 1 = 10 mm,
W 2 = 0.5 mm, W 3 = 4 mm, W 5 = 7 mm, W 6 =
2.4 mm).

Figure 10: The last power divider schematic.

Figure 11: The radiation pattern of the array antenna with the center frequency of 1030 MHz.

Figure 12: The radiation pattern of the array antenna with the center frequency of 1090 MHz.
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Figure 13: 3D sum and difference pattern of the
array antenna at 1030 MHz.

Figure 14: Simulated S11 of the 2 × 8 SSR antenna.

Table 1: Total characteristic of the proposed antenna vs goal values. The metallic box causes gain differences
between desired and designed antenna.
Features
Unit
Designed Value
#Channels (Sum/Difference)
2
Frequency Range
MHz
1030 ± 5, 1090 ± 5
Polarization
Vertical
Sum Gain
dB
18.5
Sum Azimuth SLL
dB
−23
Sum Azimuth BLL
dB
−28
Difference Null
dB
19
Difference Coverage
dB
>4
Sum Azimuth B.W
Degree
9.5
Sum Elevation B.W
Degree
52
3
Size
cm
200 × 10 × 60
◦
◦
Gain at Elevation Angle (−20 , −40 ) + 5 dB > maximum Gain
Gain at Elevation Angle (±60) + 12 dB < maximum Gain
Gain at Elevation Angle (±90) + 18 dB < maximum Gain
Gain at Elevation Angle (±145) + 28 dB < maximum Gain
Back lobe + 30 dB < maximum Gain

Goal Value
2
1030 ± 5, 1090 ± 5
Vertical
16
−25
−30
20
>4
11
50

difference pattern in 1090 MHz to cover sum at least 4 dB, because at this frequency the antenna
has only receiving. Fig. 13 shows the 3D pattern of the array antenna in 1030 MHz. The return loss
of antenna is shown in Fig. 14 which is better than −10 dB in the antenna bandwidth. The total
characteristics of the desired and designed antenna are shown in Table which show close agreement.
5. CONCLUSION

A useful, one layer, low cost, low complexity, wideband 2 × 8 planar microstrip antenna array was
presented to operate as SSR antenna in 1030–1090 MHz. The basic array element was designed
and optimized by using microstrip fed slot antenna. The feed was designed with a ratrace and 14
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power dividers. To improve the frequency bandwidth of the proposed antenna, the slot elements
were considered unequal length and the parallel feed was designed to be constant group delay. Also
to enhance the antenna gain and to reduce BLL a metallic box is used. As discussed, one of the
most advantages of this antenna is no need to a back fell antenna. The antenna gain for the sum
pattern was 18.5 dB and 19 dB at 1030 MHz and 1090 MHz, respectively with a 3 dB beam width
of 52◦ in elevation and 9.5◦ in azimuth. The difference has a −19 dB null at the peak of the sum
pattern. A 2 : 1 VSWR bandwidth of 9.4% is achieved to cover the 1030 ± 10 MHz transmit and
1090 ± 10 MHz receive band.
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Abstract— A uniplanar compact electromagnetic bandgap (UCEBG) antenna and its performance analysis is presented in this paper. The antenna consists of a rectangular patch element
on a dielectric substrate, micromachined with a layer of periodic unit electromagnetic bandgap
(EBG) structures below the dielectric. This EBG improves the antenna’s efficiency and increases
its compactness, enabling it to perform better at a lower frequency. The whole structure is backed
by a ground plane with an air gap of 9 mm.
1. INTRODUCTION

Microstrip Antennas are one of the most widely used type of antennas owing to their low cost and
compactness. However, their low gain, efficiency and bandwidth lead to their poor performance [1].
By etching EBG structures on one side of the substrate, the performance parameters like gain,
efficiency and bandwidth can be improved, in turn, leading to better operation of the antenna [2].

Figure 1: Unit EBG structure.

EBG structures are 3-D periodic objects that prevent the propagation of the electromagnetic
waves in a specified band of frequency for all angles and for all polarization states [3]. Initial interest
in the development of EBG structures was in the sphere of optics [4], but as these structures are
readily scaleable and applicable to a wide range of frequencies, over the years there has been
an increasing interest in the applications of these structures in microwave and millimeter wave
regions. Applications of the EBG phenomena in microwave region improves the radiation pattern
of antennas [5], increase the output power and efficiency of power amplifiers [6]. Apart from
this, EBG structures are easy to fabricate, low cost and compatible with prevalent planar circuit
technology [7]. The shape of a unit of the EBG structure may be hexagonal as in [8] or cross shaped
as in [9]. The shape presented in this paper is a square pad with connecting branches [10].
2. ANTENNA DESIGN

The EBG plane is formed by periodic repetitions of a unit EBG structure depicted in Figure 1.
The dimensions of the unit EBG structure, depicted in Figure 1, are as follows: a = 11.2 mm,
b = 10.5 mm, s = 1 mm and g = 0.9 mm.
The antenna is composed of a reflector, an EBG plane, a dielectric substrate and a radiating
patch. Figure 2(a) depicts the top view of the antenna. The length of each side of the ground
plane is L which is equal to 191.2 mm. The antenna consists of a 17 × 17 matrix of unit UCEBG
structure. The side view of the antenna is depicted in Figure 2(b). The substrate between the
UCEBG layer and the radiating patch is of 0.7 mm thickness and a dielectric constant of 6.15. The
reflector is introduced at the back end of the antenna to reduce the back lobe. The air gap between
the reflector and the UCEBG layer is 9 mm, which has been determined by varying its position
with respect to the substrate [2]. The radiating patch element is of dimension 70 mm × 54 mm.
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Figure 2: (a) Top view of UCEBG. (b) Side view of UCEBG.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The antenna is simulated using the software Computer Simulation Technology (CST) Microwave
Studio. The results obtained from the simulation show that the central frequency of operation of
the antenna is 1.556 GHz. The antenna has a Voltage Standing Wave Ratio (VSWR) of 1.06 at the
operating frequency. The graphical representation of reflection coefficients are shown in Figure 3
whereas the VSWR is depicted in Figure 4.
The polar plot representation of the antenna is depicted in Figure 5(a). The three dimensional
depiction of radiation pattern of the antenna is shown in Figure 5(b). The antenna has a gain of
5.58 dB at θ = 1◦ , φ = 0◦ .

Figure 3: Reflection coefficient parameters.

(a)

Figure 4: VSWR parameters.

(b)
◦

Figure 5: (a) Polar plot at φ = 0 . (b) Three dimensional depiction of radiation pattern.
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4. CONCLUSION

The Uniplanar Compact Electromagnetic Bandgap Antenna was presented in this paper. The
introduction of the EBG layer increases the compactness of the antenna and makes it possible
to integrate with a wide range of applications. The structure is compact and the operational
parameters of the antenna such as reflection coefficient, gain and VSWR are optimal to be integrated
with suitable applications such as road vehicle communication systems [11].
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Abstract— In this paper, a wide stopband bandpass filter using source-load coupling technique
is proposed. With the source-load coupling structure, multiple transmission zeros are generated
to suppress the harmonic responses in the stopband. By adjusting the gap space between the
input/output feed lines, the locations transmission zeros can be controlled. Moreover, the open
stub of the input/output feed lines are also used to generate transmission zeros in the stopband.
In this design, stepped-impedance resonators (SIR) are utilized to minimize the overall circuit
size and control the harmonic frequencies. The impedance and length ratios of the SIR are
determined to move its first harmonic to a higher frequency. The center frequency of the filter is
2.45 GHz, and the stopband rejection is higher than 30 dB from 2.9 GHz to 13.36 GHz.
1. INTRODUCTION

Bandpass filter with small size and high performance is demanded in modern wireless communication systems. A second-order bandpass filter is a good candidate for low-loss applications, because
the resonators are few in number. But the steepness of the skirts near the passband is not satisfied
due to its low-order response. Moreover, the distributed resonators result in spurious responses in
the stopband. In [1], a defected ground structure (DGS) is proposed to improve the stopband response, but it needs additional backside fabrication process and occupies large area. Cross-coupled
technique is used to generate tunable transmission zeros to improve the stopband responses [2].
Source-load coupling technique is used generate transmission zero near the passband to improve
the skirt-selectivity of the filter in [3].
The proposed filter is realized by two coupled stepped-impedance resonators (SIRs) with sourceload coupling. The source-load coupling formed by the input/output feed lines can generate multiple
controllable transmission zeros. By adjust the I/O coupling gap, the transmission zeros can be
adjusted to suppress the harmonic response. Furthermore, the upper and lower arm of the I/O
feed lines can also generate transmission zeros to improve the stopband performance. The circuit
features small circuit size and wide stopband rejection. The center frequency of the filter is 2.45 GHz
with stopband rejection higher than 30 dB from 2.9 GHz to 13.36 GHz.
L1

W2

G1
L3

L2
W3

L4

G3

W1

L 10

L8
L7

W4

L9
W5
L11
T

L5
G2
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Figure 1: Layout of the bandpass filter with source-load coupling. L1 = 4.5, L2 = 0.6, L3 = 7.8, L4 = 4.9,
L5 = 4, L6 = 4, L7 = 6.7, L8 = 7.1, L9 = 2.7, L10 = 0.7, L11 = 4.4, W1 = 1.8, W2 = 0.4, W3 = 0.4,
W4 = 2.6, W5 = 0.4, G1 = 0.9, G2 = 0.4, G3 = 0.8, G4 = 0.7, T = 4.4 (unit: mm).
2. CIRCUIT DESIGN

Figure 1 is the circuit schematic of the proposed bandpass filter, which is composed by two SIRs
with a feed structure having line width W2 and space G2 . Especially, the input and output feed lines
are bent to form a small coupling gap G1 to realize the source-load coupling. Stepped-impedance
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resonators (SIR) have the advantages of controlling the harmonic resonance frequencies [4]. In this
design, the impedance ratio and the length ratio of the SIR are determined to have its second and
third harmonic resonances located at 2.6f0 and 4.1f0 , respectively, where f0 is the fundamental
frequency of the SIR. This bandpass filter is designed to have a second-order Butterworth response
with a center frequency of f0 = 2.45 GHz and a fractional bandwidth (FBW) of 5.5%. The lumped
circuit element values of the low-pass prototype filter are g0 = 1, g1 = 1.4142, g2 = 1.4142, and
g3 = 1. The corresponding quality factor Qe and coupling coefficient M12 can be obtained by
g1
Qe =
= 25.7
FBW
(1)
FBW
M12 = √
= 0.038
g1 g2
where M12 represents the coupling coefficient between the two coupled SIRs, and Qe is the external
quality factor associated with the I/O coupling. Figure 2(a) shows the trend of quality factor Qe
versus tapping position T under different values of G2 . According to this figure, T = 4.4 mm and
G2 = 0.4 mm are chosen to have Qe = 26. Figure 2(b) is the simulated coupling coefficient M12
versus the space G4 . These results are extracted by the EM software Sonnet.
Figure 3 is the simulation result of the filter in Figure 1. It can be observed that total ten
transmission zeros (T Z1 -T Z10 ) are generated. It is known that coupled lines with capacitive and
inductive loads at one end can produce controllable transmission zeros [6, 7]. In this circuit, T Z1
and T Z8 are resulted by the coupled line section L7 loaded with the open stub L11 . The lowfrequency zero T Z1 is generated when the loaded open stub is capacitive, and the transmission zero
condition of T Z8 is satisfied while the loaded open stub is inductive at a higher frequency. The
equivalent circuit of gap space G1 that forms source-load coupling in Figure 1 can be modeled as a
capacitance Cg [3]. The locations of the transmission zeros generated by the source-load coupling
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Figure 2: (a) Simulated Qe versus tapping position T , and (b) M12 versus gap space G4 at 2.45 GHz.
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can be controlled by adjusting the gap space G1 . Figure 4 shows the relations of the locations
of the transmission zeros versus different values of Cg . It it seen that the three transmission zero
pairs T Z2 -T Z3 , T Z5 -T Z6 , and T Z9 -T Z10 split away from each other as Cg increases. Figures 5(a)
and (b) show the transmission zeros resulted by the upper and lower arms of the I/O feed lines.
The upper arm is composed by line sections of L1 + L2 + L3 + L4 , and the lower arm is composed
by L5 + L6 . The zeros occur at the frequencies when the length equals to (2n + 1)λ/4. Thus,
these zeros can be moved to lower frequencies by increasing their lengths. It is noted that once you
change the line lengths of the I/O feed lines, the external quality factor Qe will be slightly changed,
and some iterations might be needed in the design process.
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Figure 6: Photograph of the fabricated filter.
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Figure 7: Measured and simulated results of the filter. (a) Wideband response and (b) narrow-band response.
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3. SIMULATION AND MEASUREMENT RESULT

The filter is fabricated on the RO4003C substrate with ²r = 3.41, h = 0.8 mm, and tan δ = 0.0027.
Figure 6 is the photograph of the fabricated filter. It occupies a circuit area of 0.15λg × 0.22λg ,
where λg is the guided wavelength of the center frequency. The measured and simulation results is
shown in Figure 7. The measured center frequency is 2.45 GHz with a FBW of 5.67%, an insertion
loss of 1.63 dB, and the stopband rejection better than 30dB from 2.91 GHz to 13.36 GHz.
4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a wide stopband bandpass filter with source-load coupling is realized. The filter is
composed by two coupled SIRs with coupled-line coupling structure. Transmission zeros are created
by the input/output source-load coupling, the capacitive/inductive loaded coupled line, and the
quarter-wavelength open stub. The center frequency of the filter is 2.45 GHz, and the stopband
rejection is higher than 30 dB from 2.9 GHz to 13.36 GHz. The circuit area is 0.15λg × 0.22λg .
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Abstract— In this paper a compact simple structure x-band dual mode cavity band pass filter
using rectangular waveguide is presented. A cavity resonator is implemented to provide a narrow
band pass filter at microwave frequency. Coaxial line probes for excitation is considered. A single
cavity resonator is designed to generate a degenerate resonance of two orthogonal modes (TE101
and TE011 ), enabling dual-mode operation. Using dual mode cavities that support twodegenerate
resonances reduces the number of physical cavities. This improvement of compact size and
weight of the filter are major advantages Also, using cross coupling technique allows to produce
transmission zeros near the stop band and hence improving filter selectivity In order to couple of
resonators (orthogonal modes), small perturbation by small deformation of boundary is designed.
This perturbation can optimize bandwidth of the pass band to desired values. By this technique
the bandwidth can be enhanced to more than 6 times of single dual mode structure. Also screw
is used for tuning the resonance frequency of dual mode filtering response without disturbing
the coupling of the degenerate cavity modes. A prototype is designed to operate at 9050 MHz.
Simulated and experimental results are provided. The insertion loss is about 0.5 dB, return loss
is better than 12.5 dB and 3 dB fractional bandwidth is about 0.66%.
1. INTRODUCTION

Microwave filters play an important role in almost every RF-microwave communications system.
In communication system, narrowband filters are essential components to reject the interference
signals. Therefore it is necessary to utilize high Q resonant circuits to achieve a narrow bandwidth
in the pass band at high frequency. Microwave band pass filters have been typically implemented
using waveguide technology or cavity due to low loss, high quality factors, narrow bandwidth and
high power handling capabilities [1]. On the other hand, waveguide filters are massive and heavy.
A solution has been done to reduce the size and weight of filters involves using dual mode cavities
that support two degenerate resonances. Therefore, to reduce the number of physical cavities, dual
mode or triple mode resonators are often employed. The advantages of these filters are the fewer
number of cavities and improved performance. The first working multi-mode cavity microwave filter
has been introduced by Li [2]. Elliptic dual mode filters for space applications were introduced by
Atia and Williams [3]. Designs in other methods were reported by many authors [4, 5]. In addition
the transmission line must be coupled together. In the coaxial case, the probe excitation is carried
out in the cavity resonator by introducing the probe inside the cavity. This paper presents a
structure of the dual mode rectangular cavity filter using coaxial probes for excitation. By using
cross coupling technique with perturbation theory, transmission zeros in the stop band are realized,
so the shape factor can be improved. Also, by this technique, bandwidth of pass band can be
optimized. On the one hand, cross coupled filters are difficult to tune, due to couplings affect in
the filter In section II design procedure are expressed. Also geometry and prototype values are
discussed. The concept of dual mode cavity resonator is explained in Section 2.1. In Section 2.2
probe excitation is designed to excite resonance modes of the cavity filter. Moreover, direct and
indirect coupling dual-mode cavity resonator filters are introduced. In Section 2.3 this technique
is optimized to produce coupling resonance modes of direct and cross coupling. In addition, the
realization of flexible bandwidth is discussed. In Section 3.1 simulation results are presented. The
procedure to control and tune the resonant frequency is shown in Section 3.2 and the feasibility of
realizing the filter has been validated with the experimental data (Section 3.3). Finally conclusion
is drawn in Section 4.
2. DESIGN PROCEDURE
2.1. Dual Mode Cavity Resonator

Detailed design procedures of cavity filters can be used in several texts [1, 6]. A rectangular cavity
resonator is a rectangular waveguide shorted at both ends (z = 0, z = L) as shown in Fig. 1(a).
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Dual-mode resonators have been widely used to realize many RF/microwave filters [7–9]. A main
feature and advantage of this type of resonator is that each of dual mode resonators can used as a
doubly tuned resonant circuit, and therefore the number of resonators required for a n-degree filter
is reduced by half, resulting in a compact filter configuration [1]. The simplest dual mode filter is
the two pole band pass filter using a single dual mode resonator. Fig. 1(b) shows the equivalent
circuit of the dual mode resonator. This type of line resonator can support a pair of degenerate
modes that have the same resonant frequencies.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: (a) A rectangular cavity. (b) Equivalent circuit of the dual-mode resonator.

The EM fields inside the cavity can be considered in terms of TE. Therefore, the two fundamental
modes, TE101 and TE011 , are a pair of the Degenerate modes. Excitation probes position and
dimensions a, b, L can be selected such that TE101 and TE011 resonate and TM110 does not
resonate. With choosing a = b (assuming the same value for two dimension of cavity) the resonance
frequencies of these modes are:
sµ ¶
µ ¶2
1 2
c
1
f101 = f011 = √
+
(1)
2 εr
a
L
Both the degenerate modes are excited and coupled to each other, which causes resonance frequency
2.2. Probe Excitation for TE Modes

To excite a particular mode, the cavity must be properly coupled to an external source. To obtain
maximum power transfer, the resonator must be matched to the feed at the resonant frequency.
Fig. 2 shows the coax to waveguide feed. Since a dual mode rectangular waveguide cavity filter
operates in the TE101 and TE011 modes, the position of the probes must not to be in the symmetric
line. For excitation of first resonant mode (TE101 ), the probe should be orthogonal to “xz” plane
that means the center of probe is along the electric field distribution as shown in Fig. 2(a). And for
the second resonant mode (TE011 ) it is located orthogonal to “yz” plane (Fig. 2(b)). On the one
hand TE101 and TE011 modes have one half wave length variations in the x-z and y-z directions
respectively. Also the positions of first and second center probes from side walls along x and y
axial (Li ) can be carried out by following the technique described in [11], it is about one quarter
wavelength at the resonant frequency which is the located of the shorted plane. The other position
of the probe (ti ) are optimized. Therefore a direct coupling between input and output ports is
created.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2: The geometry of the excited cavity by two probes. (a) TE101 mode. (b) TE011 mode (side view &
top view). (c) Typical coupling structures of dual mode cavity filter.

Figure 2(c) shows the general coupling structure of the 2-order cavity filter, where each node
represents a resonator, the full lines indicate the direct couplings. In this coupling structure, the
resonators are numbered 1 to N (N = 2) with the input and output ports located in resonators 1 and
2, respectively. In this case the frequency response of the filter cannot be accurately predicted and
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cut and try process to determining the position of ti is difficult and time consuming. Generally the
disadvantage of the structure is that there is weakly coupling between two modes and the direct
coupling do not create a transmission zero in the insertion loss response of the filter. Also the
maximum relative bandwidth can be achieved is about 0.1%. Therefore to obtain strong coupling,
transmission zeros and more bandwidth, another design is introduced. As known, dual mode cavity
filter uses two orthogonal degenerate “101” and “011” thus “xz” and “yz” plane are the location
of probes. As it is shown in Fig. 3 the common axis of these planes is “z” axis and probe should
be place on the middle of the axis, that is, the probe is inserted from the broad dimension of
the cavity and it should be kept at the place inside the cavity where electric field is maximum.
Other coordinate of probes position along “x” and “y” directions of two TE101 and TE011 modes
are quarter wavelength of resonant frequency. Thus only the TE101 and TE011 modes propagate
in the waveguide which are matched in both directions. In this design there are direct and cross
coupling between modes. Both direct and cross coupling are realized by adding perturbation that
is discussed in next section. Actually without perturbation, coupling between two resonators are
not provided. By this technique, in addition to realize direct and cross coupling, the bandwidth
would be able increase to arbitrary values.

(a)

(b)

(d)

(c)

(e)

(f)

Figure 3: The geometry of the excited cavity by two probes (TE101 and TE011 modes). (a), (d) Side view.
(b), (e) Top view. (c), (f) Electric standing wave patterns.
2.3. Perturbation Study

Cavity perturbation theory describes method to change the performance of a cavity resonator.
These performance changes are caused by a small foreign object into the cavity or a small deformation of its boundary. When a resonant cavity is perturbed, i.e., when foreign object with
distinct material properties is introduced into the cavity or when a general shape of the cavity is
changed, electromagnetic fields inside the cavity change accordingly [6]. In this design cavity is
perturbed by a small deformation of its boundary as shown in Fig. 4(a). This perturbation causes
the electrical field, which induced by two resonator inside the cavity, is changed and direct coupling
between them is occurred, also this cause cross coupling. The cross coupling can be designed in
such a way that a pair of transmission zeros are introduced at the desired frequencies to improve
the selectivity. The maximum number of zeros are equal the number of mode cavities. These zeroes
increase the selectivity (slope) of the filter in the lower and upper stop band. Fig. 4(b) illustrates
coupling scheme proposed for the filter structure where each node represents a resonator, the full
lines indicate the main or direct coupling, and the dashed line denotes the cross couplings. This
cross coupling that will produce a pair of transmission zeros at desired frequencies.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4: (a) A resonant cavity perturbed by small deformation of its boundary. (b) Coupling scheme
proposed for dual mode cavity filter. (c) Equivalent circuit of the proposed second order dual-mode perturbed
cavity filter along with electric coupling by an admittance inverter.

Furthermore, to indicate the effect of perturbation on the bandwidth, circuit analysis is done.
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Fig. 4(c) shows the equivalent lumped element circuit of the filter. The capacitive coupling C
introduced by distributed element as perturbation between two resonators. Li and Ci (i = 1, 2) are
inductance and capacitance of resonant loops. Actually, it can be shown that the electric coupling
between the two resonant loops is represented by an admittance inverter, Fig. 4(c).
Based on admittance inverter definition [12], inductance and capacitance with an inverter J
on each side looks like, a capacitance and inductance from exterior terminals. Making use of this
property to analyze this technique. The resonant frequency of coupled resonators are different from
uncoupled resonators. Coupling effect can reduce and increase the resonance frequencies according
to:
1
1
fr lower = p
fr upper = p
(2)
0
2π L1 (C1 + C )
2π(L1 ||L0 )C1
where C 0 and L0 are transferred equivalent capacitance and inductance from exterior inverter terminal. Therefore, the bandwidth is increased. So, increasing the pass band or having flexible band
width is another feature of the perturbation, which is shown in Section 3 Coupling capacitance
between two equal shunt resonators is calculated as follows:
1. Choose an inductor value inside the given limit, the input and output coupling capacitors will
become large enough that they may be eliminated from the design.
2. Compute Susceptance slope parameter by b = ω0 /2 (dB/dω)|ω=ω0 where B is the Susceptance
of resonators (B = B1 = B2 ) that is imaginary part of input admittance of shunt resonator,
ω0 is the resonance frequency.
3. Determine coupling coefficient by: k = J
eter values.

±√
±√
b1 b2 = w g1 g2 , whereg1 ,g2 are prototype param-

4. Compute inverting circuit to calculate of admittance inverter (J = ωC) which is shown in
Fig. 4(c). The negative capacitances are absorbed into adjacent elements.
5. Thus the coupling capacitor is equals to: C = wb1 /(ω0 g1 ).
3. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, a second order filter based on dual mode cavities, with square cross section perturbation and without it, are designed using techniques described above.
3.1. Filter Design

The two-pole filter is designed to meet the center frequency of 9050 MHz, 3-dB bandwidth of
60 MHz, insertion loss less than 0.5 dB, and 20 dB return loss in the pass band. Fig. 5(a) illustrates
a configuration of the first design of filter structure. Fig. 5(b) shows the EM simulated response
of the designed filter by HFSS software. As shown there is weakly coupling between modes, the
insertion loss is about 1 dB, the B.W is 10 MHz and return loss is better than 15 dB. The dimensions
of the designed filter are (all in mm) indicated in Table 1. The dimensions may be slightly altered
to tune the responses toward the desired ones. The center conductor of the coaxial line (SMA
connector) extends a distance H into the cavity that is obtained by simulation. As a result this
way of coupling does not create a transmission zero at desired frequencies and the maximum relative
bandwidth can be achieved about 0.1%. Therefore to obtain strong coupling, transmission zeros
and more bandwidth, other design is used. In this design the perturbed cavity as shown in Fig. 6 is
excited according the way was described before. In this structure the resonant frequency is affected
by the perturbation. In addition the bandwidth can be easily tuned to flexible bandwidth by varying
the square cross-sectional dimension of the perturbation since the perturbation is extending along
the whole length of the cavity. The final dimensions of the perturbed filter are shown in Table 2. It
can be observed that, only very small adjustments are required on the achieved dimensions in the
simulation. The corresponding EM simulation result can be found in Fig. 7 (dashed lines). The
filter has a center frequency of 9080 MHZ, 3 dB bandwidth is about 60 MHZ, insertion loss of about
0.28 dB and return loss is better than 20 dB.
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Figure 5: (a) Configuration of dual mode cavity filter with two coaxial probes without perturbation. (b)
Simulated response of the cavity filter.
Table 1: Dimension of the filter shown in Fig. 5(a).

Designed
Simulated

a
22.9
22.8

b
22.9
22.8

L
24.02
24.05

L1=L2
λr /4
8

t1=t2
0.29a

H
1.1

Table 2: Dimension of the perturbed dual mode cavity filter shown in Fig. 6.
Designed
Simulated

a
22.9
22.8

b
22.9
22.8

L
24.02
24.05

L1=L2
λr /4
8

t1=t2
8.3

L Screw
7.3

H
2.4

Figure 6: Configuration of dual mode cavity filter with two coaxial probes as an excitation.
3.2. Frequency Tunning

Tuning screws are screws inserted into resonant cavities which can be adjusted externally to the
waveguide. But most cross coupled filters are difficult to tune since source to load couplings affect
all other couplings in the filter. Whereas, this filter provide fine tuning of the resonant frequency by
inserting more or less length of dielectric screw into the waveguide, thus electromagnetic fields inside
the cavity change accordingly without disturbing any coupling of the degenerate cavity modes.
The conventional tuning screw is used to part of the design. Fine tuning is required because
of manufacturing tolerances after fabrication. Therefore, the designed frequency is considered
9080 MHz that is higher than desired frequency. Fig. 8(a) shows perturbed cavity which has a tuning
dielectric screw with diameter of 4 mm on shorted wall (xy plane). Two mentioned mechanism are
presented in Fig. 7 and the excellent result is obtained with screw. When the specific length of the
screw has been inserted into cavity the center frequency is moved to lower frequency, from 9080
to 9050 MHz. The 3 dB bandwidth of the filter is 63 MHz centered at 9050 MHZ, insertion loss is
about 0.28 dB, and return loss is better than 26.4 dB in over the pass band. The dimension of the
perturbation is 1.7 × 1.7 × L and the center conductor of the coaxial line (SMA connector) extends
inside the cavity about H 2.4 mm. That H is the desired length of inner conductor. Moreover the
proposed filter have transmission zeros at desired frequencies. Fig. 8(b) shows two transmission
zeros below and above pass band. The two transmission zeros are located at f1 = 8.842 GHz
and f2 = 9.445 GHz. Also the first spurious resonance occurs around 11.5 GHz. Fig. 9 shows the
frequency responses of the unperturbed designed filter when all transmission zeros are at infinity
along with the perturbed cavity filter with two transmission zeros. Also, it is obvious that the more
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Figure 7: Simulated responses of dual mode perturbed cavity filter, dash line is without tune screw, and
solid line is with tune screw.
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Figure 8: (a) Configuration of perturbed filter with tune screw. (b) Simulated result.
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Figure 9: Comparison between unperturbed designed filter response (Dashed line) and perturbed cavity
response (solid line).

bandwidth with lower insertion loss is achieved on the perturbed cavity. To analysis of electrical
field inside the filter, HFSS is used as a simulator. Fig. 10(a) shows the E-field strength across
the filter in 9050 MHz. Also the direction of the electrical field is important, so a vector plot uses
arrows to illustrate the magnitudes of the field quantities which is shown in Fig. 10(b).
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In order to validate the performance of the filter design, the filter was fabricated and measured. A
photograph of the fabricated filter is shown in Fig. 11(a). In this work tuning screw is not part
of the design, it is added only to compensate for manufacturing errors. By inserting dielectric
screw on the shorted plan as shown in Fig. 11(b), the shift of resonant frequency can be completely
controlled Fabricated cavity filter was measured using the Agilent 8510C Network Analyzer. Fig. 12
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(b)

Figure 10: (a) E-field strength across the cavity filter in frequency 9050 MHz. (b) Vector E-field strength
on XZ plane of cavity filter.

(a)

(b)

Figure 11: (a) Picture of the fabricated filter. (b)
Insert dielectric screw.

Figure 12: EM Simulated and measured results of
the BPF dual mode cavity filter.

shows the comparison between the measured response as the solid curves and simulated response
(dashed lines). The 3 dB bandwidth of the measured results filter is 63 MHz centered at 9050 MHZ,
are the return loss of better than 12.5 dB in the pass band and the insertion loss of better than
0.5 dB.
5. CONCLUSION

In this paper a compact dual mode rectangular waveguide cavity filter was presented. This dual
mode cavity design was used for the implementation of second order filters with two TE101 and
TE011 mode. By using cross coupling technique with perturbation theory, transmission zeros in the
stop band were realized, and the shape factor was improved. Also, by this technique, bandwidth
of pass band was optimized. It was obvious that the bandwidth of the filter can be altered to
desired values by changing the dimension of perturbation. Furthermore, to indicate the effect of
perturbation on the bandwidth, circuit analysis was done. The proposed cavity filter is structurally
compact size and requires only one tuning screw. This tuning mechanism was presented to adjust
the resonant frequency without causing any coupling of the degenerate cavity modes. Finally, EM
simulation was done for the filter. Full wave analysis of the filter confirms the designed filter. In
order to validate the performance of the filter design, the filter was fabricated and measured. The
measurement results shows close agreement with the simulation results. Although there is still a
little differences between the simulated and measured results due to manufacturing tolerances.
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Propagation of Electromagnetic Waves in Cylindrical Three-layers
Waveguide with Metamaterial Layer
V. A. Meshcheryakov and V. A. Zhuravlev
Tomsk State University, Tomsk 634050, Russian Federation

Abstract— We present results of modeling of waveguides modes propagation coefficients in
cylindrical tree-layer waveguide in this work. Intermediate layer is LHM (Left-Handed-Medium)
metamaterial with negative index of refraction. The outer and inner layers are conventional
materials with positive index of refraction RHM (Right-Handed-Medium). Our results indicate
that in such waveguides exist complex waves and waves with a significant slowdown of phase.
1. INTRODUCTION

V. G. Veselago [1] predicted theoretically the originality of physical phenomenon’s by reflection
and refraction of electromagnetic waves on borders section “right” and “left” mediums. This is
provided the impetus for modeling electromagnetic processes in different transmission lines [2–6].
The purpose of this work is modeling of wave processes in cylindrical waveguide that contained
three layers with “right” and “left” mediums.
2. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

Figure 1: Three-layer waveguide.

On Figure 1 are shown cross-section three-layer waveguide with ideal conductive outer shield and
geometrical characteristics of the layer’s. We used cylindrical coordinate system r, φ, z0 . The waves
spread along coordinate z, directed into plane’s drawing. The dependence of components fields on
azimuth and longitudinal coordinates is selected in the form: exp (inφ + iβz), where n — azimuth
number, β — propagation constant. We study the behavior of the propagation constants of the
guided modes. The chose of structure is specified by simplicity of dispersion equation for calculation
of propagation constants of eigen waves. The dispersion equation comes from realizing boundary
conditions for tangent components of EM fields on borders section medium. The propagation
constant are normalized on wave number of free space: Γ = β/k0 = c/v, where v — phase velocity
of wave in waveguide. The complex character Γ = Re (Γ) + iIm (Γ) means the rise of complex
waves. Imaginary character of propagation constant means the absence of wave process. The
radii of the layers and the longitudinal coordinate is normalized on the wave number of free space:
ρ = k0 r, z = k0 z0 , k0 = ω/c, where c is speed of light in free space. The purpose of modeling is the
explanation of the influence of the thickness of the central dielectric and its dielectric constant on
the propagation constants of the guided modes.
3. THE RESULTS OF NUMERUCAL EXPERIMENTS

Figure 2 shows the dependences of the propagation constants of the waves having a field variation
in azimuth (the first subscript at the bottom in the name of the wave) on the radius ρ2 . The names
of waves are specified in accordance with accepted literature recommendation [10]. In the absence
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of LHM material (ρ1 = ρ2 ) results are well-known in the literature. On Figure 2 axis Re (Γ) and
Im (Γ) are combined (superposed). In this case, we see the place of the “cut-off” regions and wave
propagation regions.

Figure 2: The radius of the first layer is 0.2. Dependences of the propagation constants on the outer radius
of the second layer of waveguide.

The analysis of results shows the existence of two propagating modes (HE11 , EH11 ) and two
“cut off” modes (HE12 , EH12 ) having an imaginary value of Γ. Increase ρ2 makes “cut off” mode
the mode EH11 . This fact is new. It can be explained from position of partial waves. In the LHM
medium the direction of propagation ray becomes opposite. With increase of LHM layer thickness
grows ray’s way in opposite direction and Γ aspires to 0. An another phenomenon observed at
the growth of the radius ρ2 . The bifurcation is observed in multilayer waveguide with increasing
thickness of the second layer. The wave HE11 is divided into two waves. The further increase of
the thickness of the layer leads to a significant increase in the propagation constant (Γ → ∞).
Figure 3 shows the dependences of the propagation constants on the permeability of the first
layer ε1 at fixed values of the radiuses (ρ1 = 0.2, ρ2 = 0.5).

Figure 3: Three-layer waveguide. Curved 1 — HE11 mode, 2 — EH11 , 3 — HE12 , 4 — EH12 , 5 — HE12 .

The increase in permeability leads to an increase of the propagation constant of the mode HE11
(curve 1). There is a mode with very low phase velocity in the waveguide (curve 6). This is an
unusual result. The bifurcation is occurs for these modes. In the spectrum there are two complex
conjugate wave modes. They have anomalous behavior. For other modes, there are many different
effects. The appearance of waves with a significant slowing of the phase velocity and abnormal
behavior is associated with the existence of a layer of LHM.
4. CONCLUSION

We are considered various options for modifying the parameters of the multilayer waveguide at the
modeling process [7–9]. The qualitative picture of the propagation constant of the waves does not
change. We can talk about the features of propagation of electromagnetic waves in a waveguide
with LHM and RHM layers:
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1. In the waveguide can be implemented as a wave process, and the “cut off” mode process at
the change of the second layer radius.
2. The emergence of LHM layer in the waveguide leads to a strong deceleration of phase velocity
for some modes.
3. In the waveguide are observed complex conjugate waves and anomalous behavior of the
propagation constants.
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A Broad-band End Launch Double Ridge Waveguide to Coaxial
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Abstract— In this paper, a wideband end launch ridge waveguide to coaxial transition is proposed, which operates in 8 ∼ 14 GHz. The microwave characteristics of double-ridge waveguide to
coaxial transition are analyzed and simulated by full-wave analysis. Quarter wavelength Chebyshev impedance matching method used to design the middle part of the transition. Dimensions of
the first part of transition have been calculated by time domain solver of Ansoft Designer based
on finite element method (FEM). The compact LPDA is designed on microstrip to receive signal
from the waveguide. This antenna is placed in the E-plane of the ridge waveguide to stimulate
the TE10 dominant mode. Higher modes propagation can disturb the performance of the wide
band transition. Also in this paper a C shape part is used to increase the cut off frequency of
higher modes. The simulation results show that the S11 of the transition is below −10 dB in
8–14 GHz.
1. INTRODUCTION

Waveguide to Coaxial transition, as an important passive component has wide application in antennas radars and microwave systems Nowadays, broad band transitions are necessary for feeding
wideband antenna in developing of the microwave systems. Most of designs like aperture-coupled
slot [1] or aperture coupled patch element [2] have been expanded in the literature to introduce a
useful transition from waveguide to microstrip. Although aperture-coupled structures are compact,
but their fractional bandwidth is compact. Besides, the waveguide to microstrip transition based on
the coupled probe at the E-plane [3] has been presented which is small but its bandwidth is limited
(∼ 22% for less than −15 dB return loss). To modify the bandwidth, [4] has proposed transition
using the stepped waveguides and [5] has presented the short-circuited tapered finline to widen
the band width. However, the circuit size is also large. To decrease the size of the circuit, some
researchers use the aperture slot coupling [6], and patch element [7] as a transition. The circuit size
of these transitions can be reduced but in cost of narrow bandwidth. To enhance the bandwidth,
waveguide to microstrip transitions using the open-circuited probe [8] and tapered coplanar strip
(CPS) probe [9] were presented. But there is an additional slotline to microstrip transition in
their designs. Furthermore, although [10] has presented a compact and broadband waveguide to
microstrip transition using the anti-symmetric tapered probes, but there is an imbalance problem
while transitioning from the ML to the rectangular waveguide. All of those transitions have been
designed for simple rectangular waveguides, but for wideband application the ridge waveguides are
more useful than rectangular waveguides which is not commonly presented any transition for them
in the literatures.
2. TRANSITION DESIGN

The transition is designed for a double ridge waveguide with inner dimension 25.33 mm × 12.43 mm.
The substrate with εr = 4.4, tan δ = 0.0009, and thickness of 0.8 mm was used for planar circuit.
The transition consists of three consecutive in-line sections including a double ridge waveguide, a
Chebyshev matching and one LPDA. The substrate is placed in E-plane of waveguide and substrate
plane must be parallel to waveguide propagation direction. An overall layout of the designed
waveguide to coaxial transition is shown in Fig. 1.
2.1. Characterization of Ridge Waveguide

The dominant mode of ridge waveguide is TE10 mode, which is the same in rectangular waveguide.
The cut of frequency TE10 mode of proposed ridge waveguide is 2 GHz. According to the transverse
resonance condition, the cutoff wavelength (λc ) of the ridge waveguide that works in the TEn0 mode
can be calculated. The waveguide cross-section is shown in Fig. 2 and dominant mode and higher
modes with different cut off frequency are shown in Fig. 3. As it can be seen, higher modes are
propagated from 12 GHz that will effect on performance of transition. For suppressing higher modes
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Figure 1: The layout of the proposed coaxial-to-waveguide transition.
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Figure 3: The Dominant mode and higher modes.
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Figure 4: (a) The field of four first mode. (b) The C-shaped metallic part.

in the frequency range a C-shaped metallic part (Fig. 4) added to waveguide and as it is depicted in
Fig. 5 higher modes will start on upper frequency near 17 GHz that is out of frequency performance.
The impedance of ridge waveguide depended on frequency because it is a non-TEM transmission
line. So, the characteristic impedance can be expressed by the impedance at infinite frequency and
the wavelengths of the waveguide [11]:
Z(w) = Z(∞) ·

λg
Z(∞)
=r
³ ´
λc
1 − λλ0c

(1)
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where Z(∞) is the waveguide characteristic impedance of infinity frequency; λ0 is the wavelength
of free-space and λc is the cut-off wavelength of waveguide.
The power-voltage characteristic impedance is defined as:
ZOP V =

V02
2P

(2)

where V0 the peak voltage between two ridges and P is the average power propagated in z direction.
The characteristic impedance of any frequency can be got through (3):
Z∞
ZOP V (w) = p P V
1 − λ/λc

(3)

where ZP∞V the impedance of infinite frequency and its expression is:
∞
ZOP
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2
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We can get the theoretical characteristic impedance of any frequency required by formula (1)∼(4).
Now it is possible to calculate the value of the impedance at each frequency from the formula
(Fig. 6).
2.2. Design of the Matching Structure

There are several matching methods, but with consideration of the manufacturing cost in this paper
a quarter wavelength Chebyshev matching method is adopted. With the formula in Section 2.1, the
input and output impedance are obtained: Z = 37.6 Ω, Zn+1 = 275 Ω. From the design table, six
section transition is enough to achieve this purpose. The impedance of each section is: Z1 = 43.3 Ω,
Z2 = 57 Ω, Z2 = 88.6 Ω, Z2 = 122 Ω, Z2 = 169 Ω, Z2 = 234.5 Ω. Each branch ridge has the same
width (7.89 mm). Table 1 shows the dimensions of each section’s gap and length. This matching
structure is depicted in Fig. 7. The simulation results of this part is shown in Fig. 8. As it is shown
in figure, return loss is more than 12 dB and insertion loss is smaller than 0.2 dB that shows good
matching.
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Figure 6: The characteristic impedance at each frequency.

Table 1: The dimensions and the characteristic impedance of transition.

First branch
Second Branch
Third branch
Fourth branch
Fifth
Sixth

Gap
d (mm)
1.23
1.63
2.83
4.23
6.43
9.41

Length
L (mm)
7.3
7.3
7.49
7.65
7.92
8.27

Characteristics Impedance
Z0 (Ω)
43.3
57
88.6
122
169
234.5
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Figure 7: The matching structure and its dimensions.
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Figure 8: The simulation result of matching structure.

2.3. LPDA Design

Figure 9 shows the configuration of the proposed antenna. The antenna was designed on both sides
of the 0.8 mm thick substrate with a dielectric constant 4.4 and loss tangent 0.0009. The antenna
is designed to cover the X band and upper from 8 GHz to 14 GHz. With the desired directivity
set at 10 dBi, the scaling factor and spacing factor were determined to be 0.96 and 0.1 based on
the corrected Carrel’s tables. As it is known, the dielectric can lead to reduction in size and gain
of antenna. Since, the effective dielectric constants are not the same in every region of a PLPDA
antenna, two effective dielectric constants should be considered to scale the dimensions. For a
substrate with εr = 4.4, they are chosen about 3.5 and 1.5, respectively. The return loss of antenna
has been illustrated in Fig. 10 and obvious return loss is less than 10 dB in 8–14 GHz frequencies.
3. SIMULATION RESULTS

The double ridge waveguide to coaxial transition is designed by using two individually optimized
components together (LPDA and matching network) to achieve optimum performance. One prototype have been designed and simulated using dielectric with εr = 4.4 and substrate thickness of
0.8 mm. The printed antenna pattern is located at the center of the waveguide. The transition was
modeled and analyzed with Ansoft HFSS 12.0 which is shown in Fig. 11. The return loss is better

Figure 9: The designed LPDA.

Figure 10: The return loss of antenna.

Figure 11: The return loss of final transition.
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than 12 dB in X-band and better than 10 dB in the whole 8–14 GHz.
4. CONCLUSION

A broad band end launcher ridge waveguide to coaxial transition using a LPDA has been proposed and demonstrated in this paper. The transition’s mechanism is presented in detail for every
components to understand its broad-band characteristics. The 10 dB fractional bandwidth of the
waveguide-to-coaxial transition covers the frequency range 8–14 GHz, which is calculated to be
51%.
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Abstract— Recent progress in computation performance and computational electrodynamics
allows various analyses on many problems related to electro-magnetic (EM) waves using general
purpose EM simulators. In this paper, we describe and demonstrate 3D ISAR image generation of
a realistic target using FEKO, which is one of the representative general purpose EM simulators on
the commercial market. This method can benefit us many advantages like building the database
of many targets for target recognition with cost-and-time effective way and designing a radar and
evaluating its performance under more realistic situations.
1. INTRODUCTION

Inverse synthetic aperture radar (ISAR) has been widely used in many applications for its high
resolution capability. In the traditional operation of ISAR, the coherent system directs the antenna
to the target and gathers the wideband reflected energy at various look angles of the target, normally
by utilizing the rotational motion of the target. Representing the target’s cross-sectional area in
various range points and Doppler frequencies (or cross-range points) generates the 2D ISAR image
of the target [1–3]. Similarly, a 3D ISAR image of the target can be acquired when the translational
and rotational motion components of the target can be measured or at least estimated precisely so
that the target’s profiles for two different orthogonal look angles are collected.
Recent studies on 3D ISAR imaging concept have been mainly focused on two different approaches [3]. The first approach is based on interferometric ISAR principle, where multiple antennas
are used at different heights such that the second cross-range dimension is able to be resolved [4–6].
This approach has many limitations, including its high sensitivity with respect to glint noise of the
target and the lack of multiple height information for a selected range cross-range point. On the
other hand, the second approach that utilizes single ISAR antenna can yield radar cross section
(RCS) profiles at multiple heights and multiple range cross-range points. Some of the 3D ISAR
imaging algorithms are listed in [3].
In this paper, we will present 3D ISAR imaging of a realistic target using the EM simulation
data from FEKO EM simulator for small frequency-bandwidth and small-angle approximation.
2. 3D ISAR IMAGING

The 3D ISAR image actually presents a 3D profile of a target in range and two cross-range domains
(azimuth and elevation). Therefore, the backscattered field data must be gathered for various
frequencies and different azimuth and elevation angles. The gathered data occupy a finite space in
the spatial frequency domain (kx , ky , and kz ). If the backscattered electric field data are collected
within a small bandwidth of frequencies, B (or BWk ), and width of viewing angles, BWφ and BWθ ,
the data grid in the spatial frequency (kx , ky , kz ) space becomes an equally spaced linear grid. This
assumption enables to use Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) in reconstructing the 3D ISAR image.
The point scatterer to be imaged is located at P (xo , yo , zo ). The radar illuminates the target
with a wavenumber vector of k = k k̂. The direction of illumination makes an angle of θ with the
z-axis. It also makes an angle of α with x-y plane. Taking origin as the phase center of the scene,
the far-field backscattered E-field from a point scatterer P at azimuth angle φ and elevation angle
θ can be written as E s (k, φ, θ) = Ao e−j2k·ro . At this point we assume the backscattered signal
is collected within a frequency bandwidth, B, that is small compared to the center frequency of
operation, fc . We further assume that the angular bandwidths in both θ and φ directions are also
small. If the radar is located around the x-axis, the following approximations are valid: k ≈ kc ,
cos α cos φ ≈ 1, cos α sin φ ≈ φ, sin α ≈ α. Then, the scattered electric field from point P is
approximated as [3]
E s (k, φ, α) = Ao e−j2k·cos α cos φ·xo e−j2k·cos α sin φ·yo e−j2k sin α·zo ≈ Ao e−j2kc ·xo e−j2kc ·φ·yo e−j2kc α·zo
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To be able to use the advantages of FT, we can reorganize the above equation as follows:
E s (k, φ, α) ≈ Ao e−j2π(

2fc
c

)·xo e−j2π( kcπ·φ )·yo e−j2π( kcπα )·zo

Then the 3D ISAR image in the spatial domain (x, y, z) can be obtained by taking the 3D inverse
Fourier Transform of the above equation with respect to ( 2fc c ), ( kcπ·φ ) and ( kcπ·α ) as follows:
n
n
n
o
o
o
kc ·φ
kc α
2fc
ISAR (x, y, z) = Ao · F1−1 e−j2π( c )·xo F1−1 e−j2π( π )·yo F1−1 e−j2π( π )·zo
·Z ∞
µ
¶¸
2fc
2fc
2fc
= Ao ·
e−j2π( c )·xo · ej2π( c )·x d
c
¶¸
·Z ∞ −∞
µ
kc · φ
j2π ( kcπ·φ )·y
−j2π ( kcπ·φ )·yo
·
·e
d
e
π
−∞
·Z ∞
µ
¶¸
kc · α
−j2π ( kcπ·α )·zo
j2π ( kcπ·α )·z
·
e
·e
d
π
−∞
= Ao · δ (x − xo , y − yo , z − zo )
The backscattered electric field from a target can be approximated as the sum of scattering from
a finite number of single point scatterers, called scattering centers, on the target as shown below
E s (k, φ, α) ≈

M
X

Ai e−j2k·ri

i=1

The backscattered electric field from a target is approximated as the sum of backscattered field from
M different scattering centers on the target. While Ai represents the complex backscattered field
amplitude for the i-th scattering center, ri is displacement vector from the origin to the location of
i-th scattering center. Then, the ISAR image of the target can be found via the following inverse
3D Fourier integral
µ
¶ µ
¶ µ
¶
ZZZ ∞
kc ·φ
kc α
2fc
2fc
kc · φ
kc · α
d
d
ISAR (x, y, z)=
E s (k, φ, α) ·ej2π( c )·x ej2π( π )·y ej2π( π )·z d
c
π
π
−∞
By entering the scattering center representation for the backscattered field, the small-bandwidth
small-angle ISAR image can then be approximated as follows:
ISAR (x, y, z) ≈

M
X

Ai δ (x − xi , y − yi , z − zi )

i=1

Therefore, the resulting ISAR image is the sum of M scattering centers with their own electromagnetic reflectivity coefficients. In practical cases, the limits of the integral will be limited to finite
frequency bandwidth and finite angular intervals. So, the impulse function will be blurred to the
sinc function.
3. SIMULATION RESULTS

Simulation was implemented under the following environment: FEKO EM simulator v7.0 [7], Microsoft Windows™ 7 Professional (64 bit), Intel™Xeon™CPU E5-2667 2.9 GHz, RAM 64 GB. The
target model for the simulation is 6.8 m in length, 17.78 m in width, and 1.64 m in height as shown
in Figure 1. The direction of body length is Z axis and range direction, the direction of wing is Y
axis and cross-range direction, and down direction is X axis. The angles from Z axis and X axis
are θ and φ, respectively.
The EM simulation for frequency step ∆f = 1.96 MHz, angle step ∆θ = 0.3915 degree and ∆φ =
0.095 degree under the following conditions of transmitted frequency fc = 9.65 GHz (9.5∼981 GHz),
transmitted bandwidth B = 310 MHz (small bandwidth), linear polarization, look angle interval
θ = 9.9833 degree (−5∼4.9833 degree), φ = 5.985 degree (−3∼2.985 degree) (small angle scan),
gives total 157 × 256 × 64 data samples (Nx = 157, Ny = 256, Nz = 64) with “Large PO” setting in
FEKO. The reason for the selection of PO method is to reduce the computation time and memory
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Figure 1: Target model.

Figure 2: Electric field 2D spectrum in theta direction.

Figure 3: HRRP (high resolution range profile).

Figure 4: 2D ISAR image.

Figure 5: 3D ISAR image.
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usage because of the electrically large target size. The number of meshes is 46824. The material of
the target is assumed to be a PEC (Perfectly Electric Conductor) for simplicity. The EM analysis
result data are saved in FEKO as an FFE file. Figure 2 shows the E-field data in θ axis Eθ (f ) at
frequency f .
Figure 4 depicts the 2D ISAR image of the given target. Figure 5 shows the 3D ISAR image of
the given target reconstructed by 3D inverse Fourier transform under small bandwidth, small angle
scan approximation. When comparing with the 2D ISAR image, we can see the 3D ISAR image
gives more informative features of the target.
4. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we described the generation of 3D ISAR images for a realistic target model using a
general purpose EM simulator, FEKO. After obtaining the EM simulation data from FEKO, we
generated 3D ISAR image using 3D inverse Fourier transform under the small-bandwidth small
angle assumptions. This method can benefit us many advantages like building the database of
many targets for target recognition with cost-and-time effective way and designing a radar and
evaluating its performance under more realistic situations.
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A Comparison of SAR Imaging Performance between Matching
Filter and Compressed Sensing
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Abstract— This paper is devoted to propose some new efficient indicators in comparison of synthetic aperture radar (SAR) imagine performance between matching filter (MF) and compressed
sensing (CS). Generally, SAR utilizes matched filtering (MF) technique to improve resolution,
whereas CS is a newly developed technology for sparse or compressible signal which can be applied to SAR imaging to achieve super-resolution images. Based on the theory derivation, the
paper compares CS with MF in several aspects, such as resolution and SNR, several new indicators were also given to evaluate imaging performance because of new features caused by CS
processing, such as microscopic and macroscopic resolution and group spread function (GSF).
The comparison results are discussed and verified by data simulation.
1. INTRODUCTION

SAR utilizes the relative movement between target and radar to synthesize a large virtual aperture
to improve azimuth resolution, and adopts MF technique to improve range resolution [1]. In 2006,
Donoho proposed compressed sensing (CS) theory [2], which takes full advantage of the sparsity
or compressibility of signal to reconstruct original signal while the sampling rate can be reduced
considerably. In recent years, some scholars have discussed CS in SAR imaging and published some
related articles [3], and it is proved that CS has the ability to achieve super resolution and decrease
sampling rate.
2. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
2.1. CS Theory

CS theory shows that when the signal is sparse in some transform domain, it can be recovered
from a small amount of measurements with high probability by solving an optimization problem.
A signal x with a length of N can be sparsely represented in the basis ψ = CM ×N as x = Ψs. After
x is projected onto a measurement matrix Φ ∈ CM ×N with M < N , the measured values can be
expressed as y = Φx. The signal can be recovered by solving a convex optimization problem as
min ksk1 , subject to y = Φx = ΦΨs = Θs

(1)

Candes and Tao pointed out that in order to ensure convergence of the algorithm, matrix Θ in (1)
must satisfy the restricted isometry property (RIP) [4]. If a matrix Θ satisfies (2) for all vectors v
with at most k non-zero elements, the matrix Θ has RIP
(1 − δK ) kvk22 ≤ kΘvk22 ≤ (1 + δK ) kvk22

(2)

where δK ∈ (0, 1) is the smallest quantity for matrix Θ to satisfy (2).
2.2. SAR Imaging Based on CS Theory

According to CS theory, sparse dictionary and recovery algorithm play crucial role in signal reconstruction. At high frequencies, target can be modeled as the sum of echoes from strong scattering
centers. Assuming the target containsN strong scattering centers and radar transmits chirp signal,
the target echo can be expressed as
sr (t) =

N
X
n=1

µ
rect

t − τn
T

¶
2

ejπK(t−τn )

(3)

where T is the pulse width, K is the chirp rate, τn is time delay caused by the round-trip distance
between radar and each scattering center, and c is the speed of light.
According to above analysis, sparse dictionary Θ can be constructed by the set of echoes from
target at various ranges. The construction steps are as follows: [5]
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1) Assuming that [R0 , R0 + ∆R] is the distance range of the target. Divide the distance range
at intervals of ∆r as Range = {R0 , R0 + ∆r, R0 + 2∆r, · · · , R0 + b∆R/∆rc × ∆r}.
2) The echo from target at different range is treated as the column vector Ψn of basis matrix.
Let fs be sampling rate, I be the number of samples. After discretization, the element is Ψi,n =
rect( i/fs −2(R0 +(n−1)∆r)/c
) exp{jπK(i/fs − 2(R0 + (n − 1)∆r)/c)2 }.
T
3) Let Θn be the column vector of Θ, and it can be obtained by extracting data from Ψn at
intervals of d, that means Θm,n = Ψ1+(m−1)d,n , m = 1, 2, · · · , bI/dc. Each column vector Θn is
called an atom of sparse dictionary.
3. SIMULATION AND DISCUSSIONS

Experiments are carried out and simulation results are presented to illustrate imaging performance
based on MF and CS theory.
3.1. Microscopic and Macroscopic Resolution

To prove microcosmic resolution and the effect of rank of Θ on CS reconstruction, we test with 1-D
both range echoes and azimuth echoes from 10 scattering centers which have uniform amplitude
and are regularly spaced in the range [3000, 3020]. By changing the value of ∆r, the rank of Θ
varies from less than the number of columns to greater than it.
Table 1: Simulation parameters.
Parameters
Band Width B (MHz)
Wavelength λ (m)
Slant Range R0 (km)
Sampling Rate/fs (MHz)
Pulse Width T (µs)
Radar Velocity v (m/s)
Pulse Repeat Frequency (PRF)/fa (Hz)

(a)

Values
60
0.032
30
150
10
250
600

(b)

Figure 1: Reconstruction results of 1-D range signal. (a) ∆r < c/2fs . (b) ∆r ≥ c/2fs .

From Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 2(b), when interval ∆r is less than microcosmic resolution, or distance
range R is bigger than macroscopic resolution, the signal could not be recovered correctly by
utilizing CS theory as signal amplitude is not uniform in Fig. 1(a) and some signals appear in
unexpected positions in Fig. 2(b) because there are some columns in sparse dictionary whose
coherence is large. However, when ∆r ≥ c/2fs and ∆R < 2πV fa /d |Ka |, CS method can recover
signal perfectly. Furthermore, the distance between two scattering centers in Fig. 1(b) is c/2fs =
1 m, and the range resolution after MF should be c/2B = 2.5 m, which proves that the resolution
can be greatly improved by using CS reconstruction.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Reconstruction results of 1-D azimuth signal. (a) ∆R < 2πV fa /d |Ka |. (b) ∆R ≥ 2πV fa /d |Ka |.

3.2. GSF Comparison

To compare GSF between MF and CS, we test with 1-D range echoes from 20 scattering centers
which has uniform amplitude and are regularly spaced within a microscopic resolution cell (3000 ∼
3002.5). The radar parameters are given in Table 2 and simulation result is given in Fig. 3. As
shown, the results after MF and CS processing are almost the same.
Table 2: Simulation parameters.
Parameters
Values

Band Width B (MHz)
60

Sampling Rate f s (MHz)
60

Pulse Width T (us)
10

(a) MF results

Interval ∆r (m)
2.5

(b) CS results

Figure 3: GSF comparison result.
3.3. SNR Comparison

To prove SN Rout : SN Rin = M : N , we changed input SNR and the ratio in sparse dictionary to
achieve the statistical result on SNR. The results are as follows.
According to Table 4, Table 5 and Table 6, the ratio of output SNR to input SNR is around
= PPNSin
· M = SN Rin · M
M/N , which can prove the validity of equation SN Rout = PPNSout
N . According
out
in N
to the comparison processing shown in Fig. 4, it is obvious that output SNR after MF is higher
than that after CS processing when input SNR is given, which means MF has better anti-noise
performance when compared to CS method.
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Table 3: Simulation parameters.
Parameters
Wavelength λ (m)
Altitude H (km)
Slant Range R (km)
Antenna Length L (m)
Band Width Br (MHz )
Sampling Rate fs (MHz )
Pulse Width Tr (µs)
Satellite Velocity v (m/s)
Pulse Repeat Frequency (PRF) fa (Hz)
Table 4: M : N = 4.
SNRin
9.71E+02
9.80E+01
9.72E+00
1.00E+00
9.98E-02
1.00E-02
1.00E-03

SNRout
3.86E+03
3.88E+02
3.89E+01
3.79E+00
4.40E-01
4.04E-02
4.00E-03

Table 5: M : N = 10.
F
3.98
3.96
4.00
3.79
4.41
4.04
4.00

SNRin
1.02E+03
9.90E+01
9.95E+00
1.02E+00
1.00E-01
1.00E-02
9.74E-04

SNRout
1.05E+04
1.02E+03
1.02E+02
1.01E+01
1.04E+00
1.00E-01
9.80E-03

F
10.28
10.32
10.21
9.90
10.40
10.00
10.06

Values
0.0566
500
550
10
20
24
40
5000
1000
Table 6: M : N = 16.
SNRin
9.83E+02
1.01E+02
9.90E+00
1.00E+00
1.00E-01
1.00E-02
9.90E-04

SNRout
1.58E+04
1.49E+03
1.58E+02
1.60E+01
1.56E+00
1.58E-01
1.65E-02

F
16.11
14.72
15.96
16.00
15.60
15.80
16.67

Figure 4: SNR comparison result.
4. CONCLUSIONS

According to theoretical analysis and simulation results, the resolution can be improved considerably by using CS when the sampling rate is greater than corresponding bandwidth, but ambiguity
phenomenon will appear as the distance increases where does not occur when using MF. Besides
macroscopic and microscopic resolution, GSF is also an important indicator to measure resolution,
and it is proved that two methods’ GSF are almost the same when sampling rate is close to bandwidth. In addition, output SNR for CS imaging varies with the number of rows and columns in
sparse dictionary when input SNR is given, and its anti-noise ability is weaker than that when
using MF which is designed to produce the maximum achievable SNR.
Each method has its own strength and weakness, and CS could not replace MF even if it has so
many advantages because CS still has some characteristics not good as that of MF, such as SNR.
So we must select appropriate imaging method based on specific situation.
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Micro-motion Target Detection Based on Wall Envelope Alignment
in Through-the-wall Ultra-wideband Radar
Lei Qiu, Tian Jin, Biying Lu, and Zhimin Zhou
College of Electronic Science and Engineering, National University of Defense Technology
Changsha, Hunan 410073, China

Abstract— Change Detection techniques are used to detect moving targets and mitigate the
heavy clutter caused by strong reflections from stationary targets in through-the-wall radar.
However the jitter of antenna platform results in phase distortion of scattered radar signal and
decreased the performance of micro-motion target detection. This paper proposes an antenna
platform jitter compensation method based on wall envelope alignment, aiming to detect micromotion targets behind wall. Firstly, the antenna platform jitter model is established, then wall
envelope alignment is applied to compensate antenna jitter in range direction and the jitter
effect in cross direction is evaluated. Simulation and experimental results demonstrate that the
proposed approach can compensate antenna platform jitter, eliminate the stationary clutter and
detect micro-motion targets correctly and effectively.
1. INTRODUCTION

The detection of human targets behind obstacle has become a keen research topic in recent years
and is highly desired in military and civil applications [1]. The jitter of through-the-wall (TTW)
ultra-wideband (UWB) radar antenna platform caused by working engine wobble or environmental
factors such as wind blowing, results in stationary targets position change in different data frames.
Although the change is tiny, the residual energy of stationary targets after change detection [2] is
much greater than that of moving targets, particularly of micro-motion human targets due to the
low reflectivity of human and high signal attenuation of wall.
The error caused by antenna platform jitter includes antenna tilt error and translation error,
and the former can be ignored due to the large beam angle of UWB radar. Literature [3] points
out that when the jitter extension is less than a quarter of wavelength, the jitter in a frame time
for stepped frequency continuous wave (SFCW) radar can be ignored. Besides, the jitter frequency
is inferior to frame frequency, so it is reasonable that the platform was assumed to be unchanged
during a frame time, and the jitter compensation is only performed between different frames.
Antenna platform jitter compensation, including envelope alignment and phase compensation,
are widely investigated in inverse synthetic aperture radar (ISAR), where the antenna is fixed
and target movement is decomposed into the rotation motion and translation motion. Envelope
alignment methods, such as dominant scattering point method, envelope cross-correlation method
and minimum entropy method [4], are aimed to eliminate the target dislocation relative to radar
antenna. However, the received signal of different frame cannot be perfectly aligned because of the
target moving, so the envelope cross-correlation method and the minimum entropy method can’t
achieve the optimal results. Dominant scattering point method is especially significant if there
exists a stable and strong dominant scattering center. The envelope alignment of antenna jitter
in TTW is distinct from that in ISAR in the following aspects: firstly, only the range direction
jitter is considered in ISAR, while in TTW, the jitter in cross direction and in range direction are
both required to compensate. Secondly, there is no dominant scattering center but a strong plane
reflection of the wall in TTW, so the jitter in range direction can be compensated by the front
surface of the wall who has the maximum amplitude in every frame data. However, the jitter in
cross direction can’t be compensated properly.
This paper proposes an antenna platform jitter compensation method based on wall envelope
alignment. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, the antenna platform
jitter model is established. In Section 3, envelope alignment is applied to compensate antenna jitter
and the jitter effect in cross direction is evaluated. Simulation and experiments are performed in
Section 4. Section 5 gives the conclusion and acknowledge of this paper.
2. ANTENNA PLATFORM JITTER MODEL

A dual mode antenna with a transmitter and a receiver is applied to explore human target behind
wall, as shown in Figure 1. The front surface of the wall is set to be X axis, and Y axis is
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perpendicular to X axis, the standard Cartesian coordinate system is established in the plane of
the antenna. When m1 and m2 frame signals are acquired, the antenna platform is located at
A (x, y) and A0 (x + ∆x, y + ∆y), respectively. The jitter misregistration in X axis and Y axis are
donated as ∆x and ∆y. A human target is located at H (xt , yt ) behind the wall, d and ε are the
thickness and dielectric constant of the wall. To simplify the analysis, only the reflection of front
surface of the wall and the human target are considered.
SFCW radar is applied with frequency from f0 to fP at a step ∆f . T is the pulse interval time
and N is the total frequency number, fp = f0 + (N − 1)∆f , and fc = (f0 + fp )/2 is the center
frequency of SFCW. The transmitter signal s(t) is expressed as
¶
µ
N
−1
X
t − (n + 1/2) T
s (t) =
rect
exp [j2π (f0 + n∆f ) t]
(1)
T
n=0

where t is the fast time. Neglecting the transmitting loss, the received signal sr (t) is described as
¶
µ
N
−1
X
t − (n + 1/2) T − τw
sr (t) =
rect
ρw exp [j2π (f0 + n∆f ) (t − τw )]
T
n=0
µ
¶
N
−1
X
t − (n + 1/2) T − τh
+
rect
ρh exp [j2π (f0 + n∆f ) (t − τh )]
(2)
T
n=0

where ρw and ρh are the reflectivity. τw = 2r/c and τh = 2Rh /c are time delay, c is the speed of
light in free space, and r is the range between antenna and the front surface of the wall. Rh is the
equivalent distance from A to H according to literature [5], Rh is described as
³p
´
Rh = r2 + D
ε − sin2 θ − cos θ
(3)
where θ is the incidence angle, r2 is the direct distance from A to H. After mixing, filtering and
sampling with T interval, sr (t) is expressed as
sr (m, n) = ρw exp[−j2π(f0 + n∆f )τw (m, n)] + ρh exp [−j2π(f0 + n∆f )τh (m, n)]

(4)

where τw (m, n) = τw ((m − 1)N T + nT ), τh (m, n) = τh ((m − 1)N T + nT ), m = 1, 2, . . . , M is the
slow-time index, n = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1 is frequency index. High resolution range profiles are achieved
by performing the inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) of (4), the HRRP of m frame is expressed
as
sin [π (k − N ∆f τw )]
sin [π (k/N − ∆f τw )]
sin [π [k − N ∆f τh ]]
+ρh exp [−j2πf0 τh ] exp[jπ(N − 1)(k/N − ∆f τh ]
sin [π (k/N − ∆f τh )]

S (m, k) = ρw exp[−j2πf0 τw ] exp[jπ(N − 1)(k/N − ∆f τw )]

(5)

where k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , N − 1 is the range cell index, and S(m, k) is the slow-time range map.
3. ENVELOPE ALIGNMENT

According to (5), there are two peak positions for ever frame of S(m, k), corresponding to the front
surface of the wall and human target, and the maximum amplitude of S(m, k) in m1 and m2 frames
are located at k1 = ∆f τw1 and k2 = ∆f τw2 , respectively. So the misregistration is described as
2∆f ∆y
c
thus, the misregistration of m1 and m2 frames in range direction is
k1 − k2 = ∆f (τw1 − τw2 ) =

∆y =

(k1 − k2 ) c
∆f

(6)

(7)

the antenna platform jitter in range direction can be compensated properly by (7). As a result of
the plane reflection of the wall, the antenna jitter in cross direction which is parallel to the wall
front surface has no influence on the scattered wall signal.
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After the alignment in range direction the antenna is located at A00 (x + ∆x, y), as depicts in
Figure 2. ∆x is the antenna jitter misregistration in cross direction. Denote
³p
´
³p
´
Rh00 = r200 + D
ε − sin2 θ00 − cos θ00 , Rh0 = r20 + D
ε − sin2 θ0 − cos θ0
(8)
where Rh00 and r200 are the equivalent and direct range between A00 and H, Rh0 and r20 are the equivalent
and direct range between A0 and H. θ00 and θ0 are the incidence angle, respectively. Considering
r200 À ∆x, r2 À ∆x, θ00 ≈ θ0 ≈ θ, the range misregistration of m1 and m2 frames after envelope
alignment is
(∆x)2
∆x
Rh − Rh00 ≈ r2 − r200 ≈
=
∆x ≈ 0
(9)
2r2
2r2
When the range between the target and the antenna is 10m, the antenna jitter in cross direction
is 0.2 m. The misregistration after jitter compensation in range direction is about 2 mm by (9).
Therefore, the antenna jitter in cross direction can be ignored when the jitter in range direction is
compensated.
4. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Simulation and experimental results are used to validate the proposed method in this section. A
dual mode antenna located at (0, 0) is set to be random jitter both in range direction and in cross
direction. Two targets are concerned: a stationary target located at (0, 8 m), and a harmonic
motion target located at (0, 10 m) with amplitude 1.5 cm and frequency 0.3 Hz. SFCW is used at
frequency from 1.0 GHz to 3 GHz with 2 MHz frequency steps. The signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) of
radar echo is set to be −5 dB mixed with additional white gauss noise.
Figures 3(a) and 3(b) depict the raw slow-time range map and its antenna jitter compensation
results based on the envelope alignment of the stationary target. In order to improve the accuracy
of alignment, only the first frame is regarded as a reference. MTI is performed by average canceller
to eliminate stationary clutter of every range cell, followed by accumulation of different frame data
to aggrandize the micro-motion target.
The antenna platform jitter in range direction is simulated firstly, and the jitter extension is set
to be 1 cm, 2 cm, 5 cm, 10 cm and 15 cm, respectively. The accumulation results before and after
envelope alignment are depicted in Figure 3(c) and Figure 3(d). The residual energy of stationary
target is greater than that of micro-motion target before the compensation is performed. The
residual energy of stationary is approach to zero, and the micro-motion is outstanding after jitter
compensation, because of the alignment in the stationary position. The SNR of accumulated data
decreases along with the antenna jitter extension increases from 1 cm to 15 cm. However, when the
maximum jitter in range direction is 15 cm, the proposed method can also eliminate the effect of
antenna jitter correctly.
Figure 3(e) and Figure 3(f) depict the effect of antenna jitter in cross direction. The extension
in range dimension is set to be 10 cm, and the jitter extension in cross direction is set to be 1 cm,
2 cm, 5 cm, 10 cm, 15 cm, respectively. After envelope alignment in range dimension, there is no
significant distinction when the jitter extension varies from 1 cm to 15 cm, so the jitter in cross
alignment can be ignored.
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Figure 3: (a) The slow-time range map before jitter compensation; (b) the slow-time range map after jitter
compensation; (c) accumulation results before envelope alignment; (d) accumulation results after envelope
alignment; (e) accumulation results before envelope alignment; (f) accumulation results after envelope alignment.
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Figure 4: (a) The scenario of the experiment; (b) the slow-time range map before jitter compensation; (c) the
slow-time range map after jitter compensation; (d) accumulation results.

A UWB TTW radar system is set up to test the proposed method. The antenna is on a handcart
with an eletrodynamic vibrator providing the jitter of the platform, and the range between the
antenna location and the front surface of the concrete wall is 1.4 m, the wall thickness 30 cm, a
human stands at 1.4 m behind the wall, as depicted in Figure 4(a). SFCW radar is applied at
frequency from 2.0 GHz to 2.6 GHz with 4 MHz frequency steps. The raw slow-time range map
and jitter compensation results are depicted in Figure 4(b) and Figure 4(c), respectively, and the
accumulation data is shown in Figure 4(d). In Figure 4(b), the residual of the stationary wall after
change detection is dominant due to the antenna jitter. After wall envelope alignment, the wall
residual is mitigated and the micro-motion target is prominent. Besides, the human target is located
at 3.4 m in the aligned range profile, but the direct range from antenna to the human is 3.1 m. this
is because when transmitting signal penetrates through the wall, the free space assumption is no
longer applicable. If the thickness d and dielectric constant ε are prior known, the targets range
can be compensated to the real position correctly [5].
5. CONCLUSION

The antenna platform jitter results in phase distortion of scattered radar signal and decreased the
performance of micro-motion target detection. The residual energy of stationary targets is much
greater than that of micro-motion targets after change detection. Antenna jitter compensation
based on wall envelope alignment is performed to detect micro-motion targets. Simulation and
experimental results demonstrate that the proposed method can compensate antenna jitter in
range direction correctly, and the cross-direction can be ignored, and the front surface of the wall
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is a stable characteristic to compensate the antenna jitter.
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Analysis of a Polycarbonate RFID Tag for Blood Chain Tracking
G. Boi, R. Secci, S. Casu, A. Fanti, and G. Mazzarella
Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering
University of Cagliari, Italy

Abstract— In this paper we describe an antenna especially designed for a RFID passive tag
working at UHF (867 MHz), for healthcare applications. In particular for the transfusional
medicine and the blood supply chain. The tag has to be able to work placed on the top of
a blood bag, while the bag is full of blood, and the antenna has been designed with this goal
in mind. Therefore we require an antenna able to work close to a (relatively large amount of)
lossy medium with high permittivity. Moreover, the bag shape is curved but its shape cannot
be predicted exactly, so that the antenna must retain its behavior for a large set of different environments. In order to comply with all those requirements, a printed slot antenna built with a
exible substrate has been selected, so that the whole tag can be exible too. The first step was the
optimization of the working parameters of the antenna while placed on a perfect planar surface
(i.e., assuming the blood bag to be a parallelepiped). Since the actual bag shape is not known,
this choice allows to take into account the lossy material, but using a simple geometry. The
antenna has been optimized to get the maximum reading distance. Then we consider the effects
of a real blood bag (i.e., a curved one), filled with blood, on the antenna behavior. We consider
a bag with a transverse section bounded by two arc of circles (with a radius quite larger than the
bag size). Since we found a reasonable agreement with the planar antenna we can assume that
the antenna behavior is quite insensitive to the bag shape. A robustness analysis, respect to the
bag curvature radius, has been performed, too, to assess the antenna use in real environments.
1. INTRODUCTION

RFID is the acronym for Radio Frequency Identification and refers, as the name suggests, to the
technology [1] that take advantage of radio frequency for identification purposes. Such a technology
has been adopted in many fields. One of these is the healthcare [2].
The present leading technology for healthcare applications is the optical barcode, but recently
the RFID technology has been introduced and is proving remarkably successful. Localization of
critical items is one of the most promising one, in particular the localization and identification of
blood bags [3].
The bag is usually filled, stored and used in different locations and, since the bag often carries
with itself delicate and important informations, the RFID technology offers many improvements in
this direction. Using RFID tag instead of optical one allows to store informations about the blood
bag into the tag itself and improves significantly the reading distance.
To fully exploit the RFID technology in the supply chain an adaptation, or better, a reengineering of the technology is needed. One of the part which can benefit from a re-engineering
is the tag antenna, so that it can be adapted to the environment where it has to work. At the
moment, the most popular solution is represented by the use of general purpose tag antennas which
are not optimized to work in presence of lossy materials. Actually, the antenna environment is the
blood bag, filled with a lossy dielectric with a large dielectric constant (the blood which, at UHF,
has a typical relative dielectric constant of 61-j33).
The blood thus affects negatively the performances of an antenna designed to work in free space.
Another important aspect is represented by the shape of the medical grade PVC bag. Since the
tag is tipically built using flexible substrates and the bag can easily change its shape, the tag can
modify its shape and, as a consequence, the performances of the antenna can be adversely affected.
Keeping in mind all the considerations explained above, a printed slot antenna realized on a
grounded slab and able to work at UHF RFID band (867 MHz) has been designed. The design of
the antenna has been assessed by verifying that the antenna behavior is quite insensitive to the
bag shape.
2. STRUCTURE

Printed slot antennas are not very popular as RFID tag antennas, though same proposal have
appeared in the literature [4–6]. Actually, the peculiar feeding arrangement (a RFID chip) is not
compatible with a standard printed slot. On the other hand, it allows to use a dipole radiating in
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the slot as primary feed. This leads to the basic antenna concept shown in Figure 1, where the
vertical microstrip lines act as a short dipole (with a constant current). This dipole is the source
of the slot aperture field which, because of the equivalence current [7], radiates the antenna field.
Of course, this simple shape must be engineered and carefully optimized to get an highperformances RFID system. This must be done on the chosen RFID chip and material. We
have selected the NXP Semiconductors UCODE G2iM+.
The G2iM+ has Zchip load impedance of 27-j234 Ω at 867 MHz, good sensitivity in reading
(−17.5 dBm) and high user memory (640 bit). Since the input impedance of this chip is not so
different from many others, a good matching performances can be retained also with different
chips.
The application we have in mind requires a flexible substrate, and we select polycarbonate. The
antenna has been first designed, and optimized when located on a blood bag with a rectangular
shape [8], and thus with a planar shape.
This optimized antenna has then be located on a curved blood bag, as shown in Figure 2. Since
the exact bag shape is not known, we have selected an average shape, made by two cylindrical
surfaces with a radius of 13.5 cm. The curved and the rectangular bag have the same volume
(450 ml). The blood parameters was defined at 1 GHz and at a temperature of 4◦ C (while the PVC
data are essentially constant up to many GHz, so that available data at 1 MHz have been used) as
summarized in Table 1. To evaluate the performances we designed and simulate the antenna with
the software CST Microwave Studio [9].

Figure 1. Feed of the patch.

Figure 2.

Figure 3. Radiation pattern of the antenna upon the
blood bag.

Figure 4. Reading distance.

Table 1. Blood and PVC parameters.
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3. RESULTS

The 3D radiation pattern of our optimized antenna is shown in Figure 3. The pattern is omni in
the upside direction, with a gain around 2 dB.
From these data, we can predict the reading distance, which is shown (for different transmssion
ERP, up to 3 dBW) in Figure 4. Actually, even for an ERP as low as −10 dBW (a value which
comply with every national regulation) the reaching distance is larger than 1.5 m in almost all the
useful bandwidth.
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28 GHz Delay Spread Measurement Using a Broadband Channel
Sounder in Small Urban City
Young Keun Yoon, Jong Ho Kim, Myoung Don Kim,
Young Jun Chong, and Myoung Sun Song
ETRI (Electronics and Telecommunications Research Institute), Republic of Korea

Abstract— This paper describes the relations between the R.M.S delay spread and TX-RX
separation distance for Daejeon City measurements at 28 GHz frequency with 500 MHz channel
bandwidth. R.M.S delay spread is caused by multipath due to a large number of reflective and
diffractive characteristics in various urban environments.
1. INTRODUCTION

Recently, the fifth generation mobile communication to satisfy the needs of high data rates in the
small cell environment has attracted the attention. Millimeter frequency bands for 5G services are
the lands of new frontier being able to support broadband bandwidth from 0.5 up to 2.0 GHz in [1].
We know that feasibility research at millimeter bands is carried out currently. Yet, there is still
the lack of the collected field data and statistical models based on measurement. Therefore, we
performed measurement in small urban city of Korea to find specific root mean square delay spread
characteristics.
2. HARDWARE & MEASUREMENT CAMPAIGN
2.1. Hardware Channel Sounder

Millimeter wave Band Exploration and Channel Sounder (mBECS) developed by Electronics and
Telecommunications Research Institute (ETRI) was used in the indoor/outdoor both pathloss and
root mean square (R.M.S) delay spread measurement campaign. mBECS is a wideband channel
sounder for measuring temporal and spatial characteristics. Using a 500 Mcps broadband channel sounder with 2.0 ns multipath resolution, we conducted R.M.S delay spread measurements at
28 GHz frequency band in Daejeon City, Korea. mBECS consists of five parts: baseband/IF modules, RF module, horn antenna, timing module and mechanical module. A measurement manager
is able to control each part of the transmitter (TX) and receiver (RX). Timing module operates
as rubidium oscillator which provides reference clock within 1ns in order to synchronize the clock
of TX and RX being far away. A 4095 chips pseudo-random noise (PN) sequence sliding correlator was utilized, which was modulated to a 5.2 GHz intermediate frequency (IF) and upconverted
28 GHz. The maximum TX power was 29 dBm, fed to a 30◦ beamwidth 12.9 dBi horn antenna
that was mechanically rotated or tilted. The RX used a 10◦ beamwidth 21.4 dBi horn antenna
and the same type of enable mechanically rotating or tilting structure such as the transmitter with
antennabeamwidth of 30◦ .

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Channel sounder. (a) Baseband/IF module. (b) RF/antenna/positioner.
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2.2. Measurement Campaign

To obtain delay spread characteristics in none line of sight(NLOS) environment, TX site locates on
the side of a four-lane main road in the Daejeon City of Korea. NLOS environmentincludes low-rise
(three to five stories which has nine to fifteen meter height) buildings, a four-lane main road, several
two-lane side streets, vehicles, subsidiary facilities, and peoples. The measurement campaign was
taken during daytime from 9 am to 6 pm. During measurement, TX location and antenna bore
sight direction was fixed, and RX puts in two-lane side load in NLOS locations. We choose one
TX at a height of 4 m and 15 RX measurement locations. The distance between the TX and RX
ranged from about 120 to 400 m. At RX at a height of 1.5 m, a 360◦ azimuth sweep at each RX
positionwas automatically performed in steps of 10◦ because of using 21.4 dBi horn antenna with
the 10◦ half power beamwidth. Extensive measurements were conducted for the thirty six different
RX azimuth angles ranged from 0◦ to 350◦ , and for the three different RX elevation angles of
−10◦ , 0◦ , and +10◦ creating one hundred eight possible antenna pointing steps. For each of one
hundred eight steps, measurement data were recorded. Finally, R.M.S delay spread measurements
were done at the RX locations in Daejeon, Republic of Korea

Figure 2: Measurement campaign.
3. RESULTS
3.1. Delay Spread

Multipath, which results in intersymbol interference, causes time dispersion, as described by channel
impulse response (CIR). When channel is time varying, time t is needed, and τ is multipath delay.
Let equivalent complex-envelop CIR in time-variant is,
h(tτ ) =

I−1
X

pi (t, τ ) exp (−jϕi (t, τ ))δ(τ −τi (t))

(1)

i=0

where, pi , ϕi , τi are theamplitude, phase shift and excess delay of the i -th propagation path,
respectively. I means total multipath components of transmitted signal arriving at RX. Useful to
discrete τ into delay bins, each bin represents a multipath component. At time t, each bin arrives
at RX with different amplitude, go through a different phase shift, and has a different excess delay.
To derive delay spread at RX in this paper, it is assumed that channel is time invariant as a
special case. This means that multipath components of transmitted signals arriving at the same
RX location have the same time excess delay. In time-invariant case, let equivalent complex-envelop
CIR can be written as,
I−1
X
h(τ ) =
pi exp (−jϕi )δ(τ −τi )
(2)
i=0

where, pi , ϕi τi are theamplitude (Rayleigh distributed), phase shift (uniformly distributed) and
excess delay (Poisson distributed) of the i -th propagation path, respectively.
R.M.S delay spread (τR.M.S ), which is defined as the square root of the second central moment of
power delay profile, is a measurement index of multipath which results in inter-symbol interference
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Figure 3: Power delay profile.

Figure 4: Delay Spread: CDF.

to communication system. With τ0 = 0, it is given by,
v
u I−1
uP 2
u
u i=0 τi · P (τ i )
τR.M.S = u
− τa2
u I−1
t P
P (τ i )

(3)

i=0

with

I−1
P

τa =

τi P (τ i )

i=0
I−1
P
i=0

(4)
P (τ i )

where, τa is mean excess delay, which is defined as the first moment of power delay profile, P (τ i ) is
the channel power spectral density as a function of a delay, i.e., how channel power is distributed
along dimension excess delay.
3.2. Analysis

We note that the maximum value of R.M.S delay spread appears to be up to 400 m TX-RX separation distance at 28 GHz frequency, and then decreases for relative large TX-RX separation distance.
In NLOS case, the TX and RX antennas were indirectly pointed at each other, and large multipath
existed. But, when the separation distance between a TX and Rx is too large (exceeding 400 m)
in NLOS, the pathloss is so great that the power of the transmitted signal declines to zero before
reaching the RX, resulting in fewer or no received multipath. For the relations between the R.M.S
delay spread and TX-RX separation distance as well as the cumulative distribution function (CDF)
of the R.M.S delay spread at 28 GHz, the maximum value of measured multipath components using
wide band channel sounder with 2.0 ns multipath time resolution has R.M.S delay spreads below
125 ns, the average has below 58 ns to NLOS environments in small commercial urban environment
of Daejeon, Republic of Korea.
4. CONCLUSION

We found that the measured values from the light urban environment of Daejeon City in Republic
of Korea have substantial differences in comparison with the dense urban environment in R.M.S
delay spread in [2]. To find adequate R.M.S delay spread components, we believe that the results
through extensive measurement in various urban environments should be more discussed.
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Check Matrix in BPSK System
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Abstract— Referring to the approximate lower triangular low-density parity-check code check
matrix of the IEEE P802.11n™/D1.04 (Part 11: Wireless Local Area Network Medium Access
Control and Physical Layer specifications), this study established a decoder based on LabVIEW
program language on a single program architecture that can adjust the transmission end to
generate diverse codeword patterns, including three subblock sizes (27, 54, and 81 bit) and four
code rates (1/2, 2/3, 3/4, and 5/6). Combined with the minimum sum algorithm (MSA), the
decoder completed decoding tasks by changing the check node and variable node structures on
the basis of the selected subblock size and code rate. In addition to providing an introduction on
the decoding mechanism of the MSA and completing decoding program optimization and analysis
of bit error rate(BER) performance curves, this study applied the LabVIEW program to simulate
the BER of the ratio of energy per bit to the spectral noise density (Eb/No) at each point from
0 to 10 dB, when subblock sizes (27, 54, and 81 bit) were combined with code rates (1/2, 2/3,
and 5/6) operating in an additive white Gaussian noise channel environment. The error rate
performance curve diagrams of two studies were referenced (regular weight (3, 6) and 802.11n
irregular subblock size 27 bit combined with code rate 5/6) and compared with the simulation
outcome yielded in this study. The result showed that the subblock size did not affect the error
rate, but the code rates substantially affected the error rates. When the code rate was set to
1/2, the error correction performance of the irregular check matrix was considerably higher than
that of the regular check matrix.
1. INTRODUCTION

Shannon proposed Shannon’s theory in 1948 [1], stating that by transmitting information bit
through channel coding and maintaining the data rate (Rb ) within the range of the channel capacity
(C), the bit error rate (BER) resulting from data passing through the channel can be effectively
reduced. When the encoded codeword lengthens, the data BER can approach infinitesimal. This
limit is called Shannon limit [2]. Several studies have identified a considerable amount of error
correcting codes [3]. In particular, the low-density parity-check (LDPC) code [4] proposed by Gallager has been the most widely applied in recent years. Despite the complex coding and decoding
calculation, the LDPC code transmits at a data rate closest to the Shannon limit channel capacity.
This study applied the approximate lower triangular LDPC code check matrix combined with the
system architecture illustrated in Figure 1. After the information bit is encoded, binary phaseshift keying (BPSK) modulation is used. The bit then passes through the additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN) channel to the receiver end where BPSK demodulation is performed. Finally, the
minimum sum algorithm (MSA) decoder [5] was used to decode the information bit.

Figure 1: Diagram of the encoding and decoding system architecture.

The MSA decoding method used in this study was generated according to a simplified sum
product algorithm (SPA) [6]. Unlike SPA, MSA requires no complex computation during decoding,
thus increasing the speed of decoding calculation.
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In this study, the MSA decoding method was applied to the approximate lower triangular LDPC
encoding specifications specified in IEEE 802.11n for a wireless local area network (WLAN) [7].
The appendix in the specification records 12 code check matrices, including combinations of three
subblocks (27, 54, and 81 bit) and four code rates (1/2, 2/3, 3/4, and 5/6). The MSA decoder
proposed in this study integrated all 12 combinations of code check matrices into the program. Users
can input different subblocks and code rates and the system automatically generates codewords for
the program to decode. The decoding performance and gain of combinations of subblocks (27, 54,
and 81 bit) and code rates (1/2, 2/3, and 5/6) were compared in this study.
2. APPROXIMATE LOWER TRIANGULAR LDPC CODE
2.1. Approximate Lower Triangular LDPC Code Check Matrix Architecture

The LDPC code is a type of linear block code, which is generally encoded by calculating the
information bit vector and generate matrix (G) to obtain the redundancy bit. Subsequently, an
encoding codeword can be determined by adding information bit and redundancy bit. During
decoding, check matrices and codeword calculation were used to correct errors.
Compared with general linear block codes, LDPC codes require only check matrices to complete
encoding and decoding. In this study, the encoding method programmed on the basis of the
approximate lower triangular LDPC specifications in 802.11n for WLAN in [8] was adopted. This
encoding method can adjust three subblocks (27, 54, and 81 bit) and four code rates (1/2, 2/3, 3/4,
and 5/6) to generate 12 coding codewords that meet 802.11n specifications. Different subblocks
and code rates have different code check matrices. Table 1 lists the matrix sizes.
Table 1: Size of 12 check matrices that meet the 802.11n approximate lower triangular LDPC specifications.

2.2. LabVIEW Implementation of IEEE 802.11n Approximate Lower Triangular LDPC Check
Matrix

Richardson and Urbanke proposed approximate lower triangular LDPC coding in 2001 [9]. This
encoding method divides the designed check matrix H into six submatrices (A, B, C, D, T , and
E). Through formula calculation, redundancy bits (p) p1 and p2 can be determined. Adding the
information bit vector (m) to the resulting redundancy bits obtains codeword X = [m p1 p2 ]. The
formulae of the redundancy bits p1 and p2 are expressed in (1) and (2).
¡
¢
P1 = ET −1 AmT + CmT
(1)
¡
¢
P2 = T −1 AmT + BP1 T
(2)
In [8], a detailed explanation indicated that in addition to encoding formulae, implementation
flows are required to satisfy the approximate lower triangular LDPC encoding specifications in the
IEEE 802.11n for WLAN (Figure 2). The flow was programmed on a LabVIEW platform, and a
complete program architecture and packaged SubVI are shown in Figures 3 and 4.

Figure 2: Approximate lower triangular LDPC encoding flowchart.
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Figure 3: Approximate lower triangular LDPC encoding program architecture.

Figure 4: Complete encoding program SubVI.

3. MSA DECODING

During the decoding process, the concept of a Tanner graph [10] must be used to transform the
columns and rows in check matrices into variable nodes B(xi ) and check nodes C(xi ) in the Tanner
graph and observe 0 and 1 values in check matrices. Check nodes and variable nodes are linked.
Through the linked paths, the soft information of signal log likelihood ratio (LLR) is transmitted.
However, as shown in Table 1, the size of check matrices is counted in three digits according to the
802.11n approximate lower triangular LDPC specifications. To delineate the decoding method, the
following descriptions refer to the weight (3, 6) regular parity-check matrix used in [11] (Figure 5).
On the basis of this example check matrix, the generation method of the Tanner graph and the
process and steps of transmitting signal LLR soft information are explained.
To clarify the corresponding situations between check and variable nodes, the researchers organized data in Figure 5 and marked B(i) and C(i) on the columns and rows and denoted the 0 and
1 values in check matrices in color blocks (Figure 6). A gray block represents 1 and a white block
represents 0. Using check nodes as the main nodes and variable nodes as subsidiary nodes creates
six Tanner graphs (Figure 7). By contrast, using variable nodes as the main nodes and check nodes
as secondary nodes creates 12 Tanner graphs (Figure 8).

Figure 5: Weight (3, 6) regular parity check matrix.

Figure 7: Tanner graph applying check nodes as main
nodes and variable nodes as secondary nodes in the
weight (3, 6) regular parity-check matrix.

Figure 6: Node corresponding diagram of weight (3,
6) regular parity-check matrix.

Figure 8: Twelve Tanner graphs applying variable
nodes as main nodes and check nodes as secondary
nodes in the weight (3, 6) regular paritycheck matrix.
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4. USING LABVIEW TO IMPLEMENT MSA DECODING

LabVIEW software was used to implement the MSA decoding flow (Figure 9). To ensure that the
MSA flow conforms to the IEEE 802.11n LDPC specifications for WLAN, judgment is required
to be incorporated into the four steps to simplify the program. The aforementioned four steps
are separately packaged into four SubVIs. The program architecture and SubVI output–input
relationship are introduced as follows.

Figure 9: Decoding steps flowchart.
4.1. Transmitting Initialized LLR Soft Information to the Check Matrix

To accommodate the 12 irregular check matrices composed of three subblocks (27, 54, and 81 bit)
and four code rates (1/2, 2/3, 3/4, and 5/6), and the three-digit matrix size in the specifications,
Tanner graphs were not plotted during the design process. Instead, the graphs were automatically
generated by the system during Steps 2 and 3. Thus, some changes were made in Step 1. After
calculating the initialized LLR soft information by using (3), the information was not transmitted
to variable nodes, but directly substituted into the check matrix. As shown in Figure 10, at the left
side in the program structure of Step 1 SubVI, Z (subblock), code rates, σ, and encoded codewords
were input to pass through the AWGN channel for information in. At the right output side, the
check matrix H, corresponding to Z (subblock) and code rates, initialized LLR soft information,
and the outcome of substituting initialized LLR soft information into the check matrix (STEP1)
were output. Figure 11 shows the pinout of packaged SubVI.
±
L(xi ) = 2yi σ 2
(3)

Figure 10: Program architecture of transmitting initialized LLR soft information to the check matrix.

Figure 11: STEP1 SubVI pinout.

4.2. LLR Tanner Graph Generation and Variable Node LLR Soft Information Recalculation

Because the IEEE 802.11n approximate lower triangular LDPC specifications for WLAN has 12
check matrices, the Tanner graphs of each check matrix differ from each other. To simplify the
program and save memory, the contacts between each node in the program were not recorded.
Instead, the system automatically generated such records when necessary. In Step 2, the Tanner
graph in Figure 7 is required and thus generated using the following method: the initialized LLR
soft information in Step 1 is substituted into the check matrix. Subsequently, the matrix is decomposed by column to extract nonzero data, thereby obtaining the tanner graph of variable nodes
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Figure 12: Tanner graph automatic generation
method based on an example of weight (3, 6) regular
parity-check matrix.

Figure 13: Program architecture of generating Tanner graphs and recalculating variable node LLR soft
information.

Figure 14: STEP2 SubVI pinout.

Figure 15: Tanner graph automatic generation
method based on an example of weight (3, 6) regular
parity-check matrix.

corresponding to single check nodes. Figure 12 shows the weight (3, 6) regular parity-check matrix
with automatically generated Tanner graphs.
After the Tanner graph is generated, (4) is used to calculate new LLR soft information and
feedback to the check matrix for output. Figure 13 shows the program structure of SubVI in
Step 2. Figure 14 shows the pinout of packaged SubVI. At the left side of the figure, the check
matrix (H) and output result of Step 1 (STEP1) are the input. At the right side, the result of new
LLR soft information feedback to the check matrix is the output (STEP2).


Y
λn0 →m (xi ) × min (|λn0 →m (xi )|)
Λm→n (xi ) = sign 
(4)
n0 ∈N (m)\n

n0 ∈N (m)\n

4.3. LLR Tanner Graph Generation and Check Node LLR Soft Information Recalculation

This step requires the Tanner graph shown in Figure 8. Similar to the previous step, the system
automatically generates the Tanner graph and decomposes the output in the previous step by
rows to extract nonzero data. Subsequently, Tanner graphs of check nodes corresponding to single
variable nodes can be obtained. Figure 15 shows the Tanner graph automatic generation method
based on an example of weight (3, 6) regular parity-check matrix.
After the Tanner graph is generated, (5) is used to calculate new LLR soft information, which
is then fedback to the check matrix input. Figure 16 shows the program structure of SubVI in Step
2. Figure 17 shows the pinout of packaged SubVI. At the left side, the check matrix (H), output
results of Step 2 (STEP2), and initialized LLR soft information required for formula calculation
(LLR) are the input. At the right side, the result of new LLR soft information feedback to the
check matrix is the output (STEP3).
X
λn→m (xi ) = L (xi ) +
Λm0 →n (xi )
(5)
0
m ∈M (n)\m

4.4. LLR Soft Information Sum

When the iteration reaches the specified number, (6) is used to sum the LLR soft information on
the check nodes output in STEP3 and combine it with the initialized LLR soft information.
Figure 18 shows the program structure of SubVI in Step 4. Figure 19 shows the pinout of the
packaged SubVI. At the left side, the output results of Step 3 (STEP3) and the initialized LLR
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Figure 16: Program architecture of generating Tanner
graphs and recalculating check node LLR soft information.

Figure 17: STEP3 SubVI pinout.

Figure 18: Program architecture of summed LLR soft
information on check nodes combined with initialized
LLR soft information.

Figure 19: STEP4 SubVI pinout.

Figure 20: Complete MSA decoding program architecture.

Figure 21: MSA decoding SubVI pinout.

Figure 22: Complete encoding and decoding program architecture meeting IEEE 802.11n LDPC
specifications.

Figure 23: Complete encoding and decoding SubVI
pinout satisfying IEEE 802.11n LDPC specifications

soft information (LLR) are the input. At the right side, the summed LLR soft information is the
output (STEP4).
X
(xi ) = L (xi ) +
Λm→n (xi )
(6)
m∈M (n)\m

Finally, the SubVIs in each step are connected and combined with the loop judgment of iteration numbers and hard decisions to complete the MSA decoding program that meets the IEEE
802.11n approximate lower triangular LDPC specifications for WLAN (Figure 20). Subsequently,
the completed program is packaged as SubVI (Figure 21).
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4.5. Complete Approximate Lower Triangular LDPC Decoding Structure

Incorporated with the decoder proposed by [8], the proposed MSA decoding method completes
12 check matrix decoders that meet IEEE 802.11n LDPC specifications for WLAN. An AWGN
channel is added in the middle of the encoder and decoders, as shown in the complete encoding
and decoding program architecture of Figure 22.
Figure 23 presents the packaged SubVI pinout. At the left side, subblock (Z), code rates, signalto-noise ratio (SNR), and iteration are the input. At the right side, the information bit number
(INFO size), number of error bits before decoding (AWGN Error Count), and number of error bits
after MSA decoding (MSA Error Count) are the output.
5. ERROR RATE PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF IEEE 802.11N APPROXIMATE
LOWER TRIANGULAR LDPC SPECIFICATIONS

The LabVIEW program was used to simulate the AWGN channel environment, with Eb/No from 0
to 10 dB. For every 1 dB interval, 81 Mbit random number data were generated. The corresponding
relationship of Eb/No and σ is listed in Table 2. Encoding was completed by combining subblock
sizes (27, 54, and 81 bit) and code rates (1/2, 2/3, and 5/6) and using BPSK modulation. The
MSA single iteration was used to perform a decoding calculation.
Table 2: Comparison table of Eb/No and σ.

The result was mutually validated according to [12] the error rate curves of an irregular check
matrix with Z = 27 and Z = 81 bit in the same code rate of 5/6. The validation results showed that
the error rate curves were nearly identical (Figure 24). Thus, the value of Z did not influence the
error rate. When the code rate is identical, the error rates yield nearly identical results. However,
in this study, only AWGN channels were simulated. The Z value affected the length of codewords.
If increasingly complex channel environments can be provided, such as the Rayleigh fading or burst
error channels, discourse with improved integrity can be attained.
In a comparison of three error rate curves calculated at the receiver end after decoding and
the error rate curve simply modulated through BPSK without adding error correcting codes (Figure 25), the results revealed that when the BER was 10−5 , Eb/No required 9.6 dB in the AWGN
environment. If approximate lower triangular LDPC codes were added to the curves, the Eb/No
calculated using MSA decoding, when Z = 27 bit, code rate = 5/6, was reduced to 6.35 dB. When
Z = 54 bit and code rate = 2/3, Eb/No was 6.0 dB. When Z = 81 bit, code rate = 1/2, Eb/No
was 5.7 dB. The coding gain increased by a range from 3.25 to 3.9 dB, compared with that of the
AWGN channels. When the Eb/No washigher than 7 dB, the BER approximated 0.

Figure 24: Error rate curve comparison of subblock
size = 81 bit combined with code rate = 5/6 with
the combination of subblock size = 27 bit and code
rate = 5/6 in the literature.

Figure 25: A comparison of error rate curve without coding and LDPC coded and decoded error rate
curves generated using LabView simulation of BPSK
modulation through the AWGN channel at varying
subblock sizes (27, 54, 81 bit) and code rates (1/2,
2/3, and 5/6).
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Figure 26: Comparison of error rate curves with subblock size = 27 bit, combined with code rate = 1/2 and
with regular weight (3, 6) fromthe literature.

Finally, the results of this study were compared with the BER performance of regular weight
(3, 6) from [12]. The code rate was identically 1/2. When the BER was 10−6 , the Eb/No that the
regular weight (3, 6) required was 7.75 dB, and Eb/No = 6.5 dB when the irregular check matrix
was Z = 27 bit. The coding gain was 1.25 dB.
6. CONCLUSION

This study applied the irregular check matrix in IEEE 802.11n specifications and adopted the
LabVIEW to program and complete diverse encoders. In addition, MSA decoding methods were
used to generate various decoders. The simulation adopted BPSK modulation to pass through the
AWGN channel and compared the BER curves with those of previous studies. The results indicated
that the subblock size in the AWGN channel environment did not affect error rates. However,
different code rates yielded 3.25 to 3.9 dB coding gains when BER was 10−5 . The comparison
results of the error correcting performances of the irregular code check matrix and weight (3, 6)
regular code check matrix in 802.11n specifications showed that when the code rate was identically
1/2 and the BER was 10−6 , a 1.25 dB coding gain difference existed, thus verifying that the irregular
check matrix outperformed the regular check matrix.
Future studies should use the sum-of product algorithm or forward-backward algorithm to complete decoding [6, 13]. Moreover, Rayleigh fading or Ricean fading can be added in the channels to
further determine the variations of error rates in multiple situations.
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Abstract— This paper presents the asymptotic formulation of ray fields in the decomposition of
electromagnetic (EM) scattering mechanisms from a one-dimensional, semi-infinite and periodic
array when it is illuminated by a line source. This technique can be applied to analyze the
passive FSS (frequency selective surface) type periodic structure with identical elements, the
transmitarray type antennas that are phased to radiate EM fields focused in the near zone of the
array aperture. The solutions are built up based on the Floquet mode expansion of the scattering
fields, and are obtained by asymptotically evaluating the resulted integrals to express the fields
in terms of transmitted and edge diffracted fields as previously addressed in the framework of
uniform geometrical theory of diffraction (UTD).
1. INTRODUCTION

This paper interprets the mechanisms in terms of ray decompositions based on the concept of
uniform geometrical theory of diffractions (UTD). In this approach, the radiations of periodically
located current sources are first decomposed into Floquet modes, in which every mode is equivalent
to the radiation of continuous current sources with additional linear phase impressions. Fast convergence in the radiation computation can be achieved because relatively few modes will propagate
to the target zone with the rest being evanescent. The ray decomposition is performed by asymptotically evaluating the radiation integral of each Floquet mode and interprets the total fields in
terms of rays directly radiated from the aperture and diffracted from aperture truncations [1–5].
They have successfully decomposed the fields in terms of ray fields related to the radiation from
infinite arrays and diffraction from finite truncations. The works related to the scattering problems
of interested in this paper were investigated in [6], where a periodic array of identical elements illuminated by the radiation of a line source was considered. In particular, they examine the reflection
type phenomena and focus on the phenomena interpretation according to the basic assumption of
known equivalent distribution over the array, which appears not sufficient to become a useful tool
in the realistic applications. The works presented in this paper perform a systematic investigation over the scattering problem, and extend the application scope to treat the transmitarray type
antenna structures, where the array elements are periodically distributed with different elemental
structures to account for the needs of phase changes in the designs of this types of array structure.
2. FORMULATIONS DEVELOPMENT
2.1. Problem Composition of the 2-D Radiation from a 1-D Array

One considers a semi-infinite, linear array of reflecting elements as illustrated in the configurations
of Figure 1, where the elements are illuminated by the radiation from a line source. The line source
is located at ρ̄f = (xf , zf ) and radiates EM fields by
s
−jπ/4 I
1
e
2
(2)
0
uf (ρ̄) = I0 H0 (k|ρ̄ − ρ̄f |) ∼
e−jk|ρ̄−ρ̄f | .
(1)
=
4j
4
πk|ρ̄ − ρ̄f |
The scattering field can be expressed as
Z xb
¢
1
0
(2) ¡
us (ρ̄) =
uf (ρ̄i )Q(ρ̄0 )ejφ(ρ̄ ) H0 k|ρ̄ − ρ̄0 | dx0 .
4j xa

(2)

Since the array elements are periodically located, thus substituting (1) into (2) gives
µ
us (ρ̄) =

I0 dx
8jπk

¶ X
c
N
¡ n
¢
e−jk`n e−jkρn ejφn
n
√ √
Gn kr,x
− kf,x
`n ρn
n=−∞

(3)
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Figure 1: Illustration of 2-D transmitarray scattering/radiation problems. Where the fields are focused in the near zone at ρ̄ = ρ̄o .

Figure 2: The array of metal strips for the scattering
examination for transmitting scattering problem.

where the large argument approximation of Hankel’s function has been used in (2), and
Z dx /2
1
0
`
0
Gn (ξ) =
ejξx Qn (x0 )ejφn (x ) dx0
dx −dx /2

(4)

2.2. Composition of Uniform Asymptotic Formulations

The Floquet modes are obtained by using the Poisson sum formula [7]:
ZN −
∞
X
f (N − )
+
f (n) =
f (v)e−j2πpv dv.
2
p=−∞
n=−∞
N
X

(5)

−∞

As a result, the pth Floquet mode of (4) can be expressed as
µ
ups (ρ̄)

=

I0
8jπk

¶ Zxe
−∞

c

¢ −jβp xi
¡ v
e−j[k(`v +ρv )+βp xi ] ejφv
v
√ √
·e
dxi
− kf,x
Gv kr,x
`v ρv

(6)

According to the UTD framework, (3) can be approximately formulated into the following format:
ups (ρ̄) = updir (ρ̄) · U (Re(xe − xs )) + upend (ρ̄)F (ka)

(7)

where U (·) is the Heaviside step function and F (·) is the UTD Fresnel transition function to
assure the uniform field distribution when the field point is across the shadow boundary of incident/reflected fields. The asymptotic solution is given by
r
¡ s
¢ −jβp xs
ρc
s
p
p
i je
e−jkρv
(8)
udir (ρ̄) = uf (ρ̄s )Gvs kx − kx
s
s
2kz
ρv + ρc
In (7), upend (ρ̄) is the scattering field due to the truncation effect at xe . The asymptotic solution is
given by
Ã
!
−jπ/4
−jβp xe e−jkρe
¡
¢
e
je
p
uend (ρ̄) = uf (ρ̄pe )GN kxe − kxie
· √
(9)
√
2
ρe
2kπ ((kxie − kxe ) + βp )
The standard UTD Fresnel transition function is given by
Z ∞
√
2
F (χ) = 2j χejχ √ e−jτ dτ
χ

(10)
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3. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

One considers a finite array of infinitely thin metal strips as illustrated in Figure 2, where the
period is dx = 0.3λ, and the size of elemental strip is w = 0.2λ at 10 GHz. The elemental structures
of the array are selected by the unit cells in Figure 3, where 41 elements are considered in the
examination. The line source is located at (0, −60λ) and (0, −80λ) respectively in front of the
array.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Numerical results to validate the solution developed in this paper. The total fields is considered
at various case. (a) Without NF focused (dx = 0.3λ). (b) NF focus point (0, 10λ), line source located at (0,
−80λ).
4. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents the asymptotic formulation of ray fields in the decomposition of electromagnetic
(EM) scattering mechanisms from a one-dimensional, semi-infinite and periodic array when it is
illuminated by a line source. The paper interprets the mechanisms in terms of ray decompositions
based on the concept of uniform geometrical theory of diffractions (UTD). In this approach, the
radiations of periodically located current sources are first decomposed into Floquet modes, in which
every mode is equivalent to the radiation of continuous current sources with additional linear phase
impressions. This technique can be applied to analyze the passive FSS (frequency selective surface)
type periodic structure with identical elements, the transmit-array type antennas that are phased
to radiate EM fields focused in the near zone of the array aperture.
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Abstract— Due to the variety of geometries available to antenna designers such as rectangular, cylindrical, hemispherical etc., a proper practice to select the best geometry for Dielectric
Resonator Antenna (DRA) is required. In this paper, various rudimentary geometries of DRA
excited by a coaxial probe fed is designed and investigated for selecting the preeminent geometry
of antenna. The rudimentary geometries of DRA are rectangular, cylindrical and hemispherical,
which are used for investigation of DRA performance. The dielectric material used for rudimentary geometries is TMM10i, a ceramic thermoset polymer composite material of the Rogers
high-frequency laminates.The DRA is designed to operate around 3.2 GHz. However, the resonant
frequency may alter due to different rudimentary geometries. CST Microwave Studio transient
solver is used to design and simulate the different rudimentary geometries of DRA.These rudimentary geometries of DRA give a better understanding of design parameters of an antenna
and their effect on return losses, impedance bandwidth, VSWR, gain, efficiency and resonant
frequency.
1. INTRODUCTION

Since 1960s, DRs have been used as high Q factor components in shielded microwave devices and
circuits such as microwave filters, oscillators and cavity resonators [1]. In 1983, Long et al. observed
that by removing the metallic shielding and with the proper feeding to excite the appropriate
mode, it was found that the DRs could actually become efficient radiators [2]. The open DRs
are potentially useful antenna elements. They carried out systematic study and an experiment
investigation of radiation property of cylindrical, spherical and rectangular shaped antennas and
their studies confirmed that the DRAs could be considered to be superior alternatives compared
to the traditional antennas like monopoles, dipoles and microstrip patch antennas.
DRA has been investigated extensively in the past few decades due to its attractive features such
as high radiation efficiency, zero conductor losses, wide bandwidth, and ease of fabrication [3, 4]. A
DRA is a high radiation efficiency radiator, which is usually made up of high permittivity lossless
dielectric material. Today, with the rapid development of wireless communications, wideband DRAs
have received tremendous attention.As compared to cylindrical or hemispherical DRA, Rectangular
Dielectric Resonator Antenna (RDRA) provides more degrees of freedom which can be used to
control the impedance bandwidth of the antenna [3].
Significant efforts on DRAs have been reported to achieve wide bandwidth such as introducing
an air gap between the DRA and ground plane [5], multilayer stacking of dielectric materials [6],
fractal approach on DRA [7], etc.. Thus, a regular study to select the basic geometry of DRA is
required for wireless applications. For the design of such type of DRA system, different rudimentary
geometries of DRAs are required. These rudimentary geometries of DRAs play a very important
for antenna society with a wide range of antenna’s applications. To analyze several geometries,
basic shapes of DRAs are considered and designed to resonate around 3.2 GHz.
In this paper, three rudimentary geometries of DRAs fed by coaxial probe are investigated. |S11 |
plot, radiation efficiency, radiation patterns and antenna gains were studied using CST Microwave
Studiotransient solver [8]. To validate the research work, simulation was carried out, and reasonable
agreement is obtained.
2. ANTENNA CONFIGURATION

Different shapes of DRA have different modes of resonance, and hence different field distribution,
radiating properties and resonant frequencies. Since the analytical methods cannot be used for most
shapes, multiple methods were found in order to analyze the fields inside DRs. From fields inside
DRs, resonant frequencies and radiation characteristics of certain modes can be determined [4].
A dielectric waveguide model (DWM) method of analysis is very good approximation for regular
structure of DRs. According to the DWM method of analysis, it can be assumed that the resonator
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is a truncated section of an infinite dielectric waveguide having transverse dimensions same as of
the DR [9].
For the rectangular shape, the modes will also have an orientation dependency, due to symmetry.
x , T Ey
z
Hence, the lower energy modes are T Eδ11
δ11 or T Eδ11 [10]. These modes radiate similar to
a short magnetic dipole in the x, y or z direction. In cylindrical DRA, HM E11δ and T M01δ
resonant modes are radiated [3, 4] but other higher order modes excitation is also possible while
the fields present in the hemispherical DRA shape can be divided into two distinct modes: T E111
and T M101 [11].
The resonant frequency of hemispherical DRA (HDRA) can be found using following equations [4]:
4.7713Re (k(hr))
fr (GHz) =
(1)
√
r εr
For TE111 Mode:
Re(kr ) = 2.8316ε−0.47829
r

(2)

Re(kr ) = 4.47226ε−0.505
r

(3)

For TM101 Mode:

The resonant frequency of cylindrical DRA (CDRA) is given as [3, 4, 12]:
µ
³ r ´2 ¶ 4.7713
2.237
r
fTE01δ = √
1 + 0.2123 − 0.00898
.
h
h
r
εr + 1
The resonant frequency (fr ) of a rectangular DRA (RDRA) is given as [13, 14]:
c q 2
fr = √
kx + ky2 + kz2
2π εr

(a)

(4)

(5)

(b)

(c)
Figure 1: Configuration of rudimentary geometries of DRA: (a) rectangular, (b) cylindrical, (c) hemispherical.
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In Eqs. (1)–(4) “εr ” is the dielectric constant of the RDRA, “c” is the speed of light in free
space and symbol “kx ”, “ky ” and “kz ” represents the wave numbers in the x, y and z directions
respectively. The dielectric material used for simulation is Roger TMM10i, a ceramic thermoset
polymer composite material of the Rogers high-frequency laminates [15]. The dielectric constant
(εr ) of the material is 9.8, the dissipation factor (tan δ) is 0.002, and the density is 2.8 gm/cm3 .
The geometry of the proposed DRA is shown in Figure 1. DRA is designed on symmetrical
ground plane having the dimension of 60 × 60 mm2 . For Rectangular DRA,the dimensions along
x-, and y-,directions are equal (a = b = 30 mm) and along z-,direction is d (d = 15 mm). While
for cylindrical DRA radius of r (r = 18 mm) and height h (h = 15 mm) is taken. However, for
hemispherical DRA the dimension of radius is hr (hr = 18.61 mm).
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2 shows the variations of |S11 | verses frequency for different rudimentary geometries of
DRAs. The simulated result shows thatthe impedance bandwidth (for returnloss below −10 dB) of
the RDRA is 56%, 46% and 50% for rectangular, hemispherical and cylindrical respectively.
Gain plots of all three geometries are shown in Figures 3–5. The peak gain is measured at
3.2 GHz, which is 1.56 dB for Rectangular DRA, 1.50 dB for Cylindrical DRA and 1.54 dB for
Hemispherical DRA respectively.

Figure 2: Variations of |S11 | verses frequency for different
rudimentary geometries of DRAs.

Figure 4: Gain plot of CDRA at 3.2 GHz.

Figure 3: Gain plot of RDRA at 3.2 GHz.

Figure 5: Gain plot of HDRA at 3.2 GHz.

Table 1: Comparison of the proposed structure.
Rudimentary Geometries
Dimensions (mm)
Resonant Frequency
Bandwidth Range
Bandwidth (S11 < −10 dB)
Total Peak Gain

Rectangular
a = b = 30, d = 15
3.2 GHz
2.9–4.7 GHz
56%
1.56 dBi

Cylindrical
r = 18, h = 15
3.2 GHz
2.9–4.5 GHz
50%
1.50 dBi

Hemispherical
hr = 18.61
3.3 GHz
3–4.5 GHz
46%
1.54 dBi
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Table 1 summarize the all numerical results for different geometries of DRA. It can be seen
that the impedance bandwidth (for return loss below −10 dB) of the DRA is 56%, 46% and 50%
for rectangular, hemispherical and cylindrical respectively. It can be observed that the rectangular
antenna not only achieves wider bandwidth, but also its gain is considerably higher than other
DRAs.
4. CONCLUSION

In this paper comparative study of different rudimentary geometries of DRAs design has been
carried out. The rudimentary geometries of DRA were rectangular, cylindrical and hemispherical,
which are used for investigation of DRA performance. These rudimentary geometries of DRA
give a better understanding of design parameters of an antenna and their effect on return losses,
impedance bandwidth, gain, and resonant frequency. It was found that the rectangular DRA fed
by coaxial probe provide better gain radiation pattern as compared to other geometries.
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Two-sided Inverted F Antenna with LTE, GSM, WLAN, WiMax
Frequency Bands for Mobile Phones
Churng-Jou Tsai and Bing-Yan Sie
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Kun Shan University, Tainan, Taiwan

Abstract— A small-size double-sided threelayers inverted-F antenna suitable to be printed on
the system circuit board for LTE 700 MHz, GSM 900/1800 MHz, WLAN 2400/5200/5800 MHz
and WiMax 3500/5500 MHz is presented With mender microstrip line disperses on double-sided
and coupled each other to produce enough bandwidth of low-band and multi-band of high-band,
but also makes the size of the radiation side of the proposed antenna is 40 × 13 mm2 . Including
the ground plane, the total antenna size is 0.8 mm × 87 mm × 40 mm of the FR4 substrate. This
size and performance of this proposed antenna are suitable to the mobile phone.
1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, with the rapid development of wireless communication industry, has also led to
advances in mobile communications technology. The LTE (Long Term Evolution) 3GPP is the start
of the latest technology in recent years, which improve and enhance the 3G air acess technology,
and by using OFDM and MIMO wireless network evolution as its core technology to provide
fast-level bit rate of broadband up/down link of communication, which is operated in the lowfrequency band 746–787 MHz. The communication system of mobile devices further comprises
other necessary wireless systems, such as WLAN, Bluetooth, etc., so that the operation of multiwireless communication systems has become a basic requirement, the antenna design must respond
to such a request.
[1, 2] had proposed the antenna design using the meandering structure coupling method to make
low-frequency operation in GSM, these two documents can only operate in GSM low frequency,
however, no contains WiMAX 3500/5500 band and LTE700 bands. Other authors had proposed
using the PIFA structure and including the radiation conductors structure [3], a coupling short
circuit antenna structure [4], the ground plane extending parasitic capacitance technology [5], and
fed into a compact coupling structure, such that the antenna can generate a multi-band and operating in GSM 850/900 WLAN 2400/5200/5800, WiMax 3500/5500 MHz. However, these paper [3–5]
still cannot meet the application of LTE frequency bands and more bands, [6] proposed a coupling
fed PIFA structure on the plate allowing this antenna operating in GSM 1800/1900, UMTS/LTE
2300/2500 MHz frequency bands, but it’s size of 15 × 48 mm2 is larger.
[7, 8] proposed the loop antenna structure that can generate multi-band and operate in GSM/
DCS/PCS/UMTS, but cannot meet the application LTE700 band. [9–11] using the coupled fed and
distributed coupled antenna structure to achieve broadband operation, can produce LTE/WLAN
bands, but was unable to provide GSM band applications. [12] proposed a slot antenna having two
different lengths of a quarter wavelength and a half wavelength slot grooves, raising band covers
704–960, 1710–2690 MHz, but there is no WiMAX 3500/5500 frequency bands.
This paper presents an eight-band antenna covering LTE 700 (746–787 MHz), GSM 900/1800
(890–960/1710–1880 MHz), WLAN 2400/5200/5800 (2400–2483/5150–5350/5725–5875 MHz) and
WiMax 3500/5500 (3500–3600/5250–5850 MHz), the size of the antenna radiation terminal 40 ×
13 × 0.8 mm3 , comprising a ground plane of the overall size of 87 × 40 × 0.8 mm3 . This antenna is
easy to manufacture and to fulfill the requirements of low cost and miniaturization, using a 50 Ω
coaxial cable as the fed line, to be suitable for embedded antenna of mobile phone application in
size.
2. ANTENNA DESIGN

This paper presents an eight-band, double-side inverted-F antenna is suitable for LTE, GSM,
WLAN, WiMax applications. The structure diagram and dimension of this proposed antenna are
shown in Figure 1. This antenna is designed on FR4 substrate with total size of 0.8 × 87 × 40 mm3 ,
the dimension of radiating end part of antenna is 13 × 40 mm2 . Figure 1(a) is a front of the
antenna, the double-layer inverted F and microstrip meander line structure, main for generating
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Structure of proposed antenna. (a) Front
part. (b) Back part.

Figure 2: The detail size of proposed antenna.

the low frequency band of LTE and the high frequency bands. Figure 1(b) is the back of the antenna, a microstrip meander line structure as an induction capacitor, for expanding GSM frequency
bandwidth.
Figure 2 presents a detail structure and size of the radiation part of proposed antenna, feed
line with length and width is 1.5 mm respectively. Figure 4 shows the marked current flow path
to illustrate the resonating wave length of corresponding frequency. There are three layers of
inverted F antenna structure to generate eight band oscillations, the longest layer is ABC and AL,
the second is ANOP and AL, the shortest is AE and AL.
The path ABC is the longest length corresponding to the wavelength 0.23λg (75 mm) of LTE
700 MHz. The path ANOP is the second longest corresponding the wavelength 0.25λg (57.8 mm)
of GSM 900 MHz. The path ANOP couples the high order resonating frequency GSM 1800 to the
meandering micro strip line on the back part. The path ADE generates the WiFi 2400/5200 MHz
bandwidth. The path AM generates the WiMax 3500 MHz bandwidth. This three layers inverted F
antenna is transformed from the monopole antenna can reduce the size of antenna and generates
eight band resonators. This antenna designed for the FR4 glass fiber with thickness of 0.8 mm, the
relative dielectric constant (Relative Permittivity) of 4.4 and a constant loss tangent (loss tangent)
is 0.0245. The size of radiation area is 40 × 13 mm2 . The ground contact area of 40 × 87 mm2 can
be used as a mobile phone board, without affecting the antenna function, in general, this antenna
is suitable for a LTE mobile phone system.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Simulation result of return loss of the proposed antenna shown in Figure 3, frequency band was
defined with condition of the reflection loss is greater than 6 dB. There are eight frequency bands,
low-frequency operating at 746–796 MHz, 860–1000 MHz, 1760–1880 MHz, high-frequency operating at 2390–2499 MHz, 3480–3708 MHz, 5120–5957 MHz. These frequency bands can be applied to four kinds of wireless communication systems, such as LTE 700, GSM 900/1800, WLAN
2400/5200/5800, WiMax 3500/5500.
Through these current distribution paths shown in Figure 4 can verify the design resonance
effect. The current distribution from the end point A to the B rightmost and point C of Figure 4(a)
shows the 0.23λg (75 mm) wavelength of LTE 700 MHz. The current distribution on meandering
path ANOP corresponds to the wavelenth 0.25λg (57.8 mm) of GSM 900. Two current distribution

Figure 3: Simulated return losses of the proposed antenna.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 4: Current distributions at 5 oscillating frequencies of the proposed antenna, (a) 0.7 GHz, (b) 0.9 GHz,
(c) 1.8 GHz, (d) 2.4 GHz, (e) 35 GHz, (f) 5.5 GHz.

Figure 5: Design revolution of the proposed antenna.

paths at the back part, FH and IJK, were coupled from ANOP and oscillated at the relative
wavelength 0.27λg (41 mm) GSM 1800. The current distribution path at DE corresponds to the
wavelength of WLAN 2400 MHz. Finally, the current distribution path at AM corresponds to the
wavelength of WiMax 3500 MHz.
Design revolution versions, Ant1∼4 and the proposed, of the proposed antenna are shown in
Figure 5. These corresponding return losses are shown in Figure 6. Ant1 shows the square monopole
antenna structure. Ant2 add a grounding mender microstrip line. Ant3 increases meandering
microstrip line structure at the top and right hand of Ant2 and makes this antenna becomes an
inverted F, enhancing the LTE 700 frequency band. Ant4 adds the parasitic meander microstrip line
at back part to increase the frequency band and bandwidth. The proposed antenna architecture
increases the strip arm to generate 2400 MHz, making the whole antenna to become a doublesided three-layer inverted F antenna design. Ant1 operated from 3.8 to 6 GHz, Ant2 increased
3.5 GHz resonant modes, Ant3 added 0.7 GHz bandwidth and 5.8 GHz higher frequency resonant
modes. Ant4 increased in 0.9 GHz and 1.8 GHz resonance frequency band through a microstrip
line coupling, it also provides 5.2 GHz high resonant modes. The proposed antenna increased
the 2.4 GHz by adding the inner arm of the Ant4. So, by the double-side three-layer inverted F
antenna structure to generate eight bands frequencies includes LTE 700, GSM 900/1800, WLAN
2400/5150/5500, WiMax 3500 for four different communication systems.
Simulated 3D total power radiation patterns of each band are shown in Figure 7, four radiation
patterns of each band from left to right are seen from different directions, the front, back, top and
bottom. Observing graph types of radiation patterns, LTE 700 and WLAN 2400 are omnidirectional
radiations, GSM 1800, WiMAX 3500 radiating in favor of the X-axis with the Y -axis. According
to the radiating patterns directed to the back of PCB, it is a suitable antenna design mobile
applications for meeting the requirement of SAR. Gain values of each band of the antenna presented
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Figure 6: Return losses relative to architectures of Ant1∼4 and the proposed antenna.

Figure 7: Radiation patterns at 6 oscillating frequencies of the proposed antenna.

(a)

(b)

Figure 8: Antenna gain values at 6 oscillating frequencies, (a) 0.75, 0.89, and 1.82 GHz, (b) 2.45, 3.5, and
5.5 GHz of the proposed antenna.

in Figure 8, the low-frequency gain values stable at 1–2.8 dBi, the high frequency gain values is
stabilized at 2.4–4 dBi.
4. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents an eight bands antenna covering LTE 700, GSM 900/1800, WLAN 2400/5200/
5800, WiMAX 3500/5500, with double-side three-layer inverted-F antenna which is transformed
from the monopole antenna for minimizing the antenna size and generating eight bands. Besides,
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this combined antenna structure can generate good radiation patterns and gain values, under the
minimal size of the radiation area is 40 × 13 mm2 . The ground plane of FR4 substrate size is
0.8 mm × 87 mm × 40 mm. The overall antenna size and features are consistent and meets the need
of the mobile phone with limited space and good performance.
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Analysis of the Imaging Realization of Frequency Modulated
Continuous Wave Circular SAR
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Abstract— Regarding the signal processing of frequency modulated continuous wave (FMCW)
circular synthetic aperture radar (CSAR), the movement during the transmission of a pulse is
considered to be one of the major problems. According to the Fourier-based imaging procedures
of CSAR, the influence of intra-pulse movement is investigated and the corresponding correction
method is presented. Numerical simulation tests verified the proposed correction method is
feasible to remove the influence of the intra-pulse movement exactly.
1. INTRODUCTION

There has been increasing interest in frequency modulated continuous wave (FMCW) synthetic
aperture radar (SAR) in the last years [1–3], which has led to the construction of several experimental systems. On the other hand, circular SAR (CSAR) has lately become of the hotspot in
the field of SAR due to its characteristics like super-high resolution, three-dimensional imaging
possibility, and all-aspect observation. Changing the acquisition geometry of FMCW SAR from a
straight line to a circular trajectory may combine the advantages of both FMCW radar and CSAR.
As for the imaging processing of FMCW SAR, it is well known that the intra-pulse movement
would introduce new range migration and affect the range cell migration correction (RCMC).
Similarly, and it is found that the intra-pulse movement also leads to new range migration in the
case of FMCW CSAR and further distorts the imaging results. [2] has verified that the modified
BPA is feasible to focus the FMCW CSAR data very well. However, the modified BPA and
its potential improvements encounter huge computation. To improve the imaging efficiency, the
modified Fourier-based imaging procedures of FMCW CSAR is expected to be investigated.
2. THE SIGNAL MODEL OF CIRCULAR FMCW SAR

Let us refer to the imaging geometry of FMCW CSAR in Fig. 1.
Z
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Figure 1: The imaging geometry of FMCW CSAR (a) 3-D view, (b) the side view.

Figure 1(a) stands for the imaging geometry of FMCW CSAR and Fig. 1(b) denote its side view.
In Fig. 1(a), the SAR sensor moves along a circle with the radius of R, the velocity is v. θ ∈ [0, 2π]
represents the aspect angle, 0 degree of θ stands for the positive x axis. O is the origin. The
three dimensional (3-D) positions of the array phase center (APC) are (xr , yr , H), i.e., (R, θ, H)
in the polar coordinates. During the movement of SAR sensor, the beam is always spotlighted on
the flat observed scene (with a radius of Ra ). P is an arbitrary off-centered target located in the
observed area with the 3-D positions of (x, y, 0), i.e., (r, φ, 0) in the polar coordinates. In Fig. 1(b),
θz stands for the incident angle according to the origin. With xr = R cos θ, yr = R sin θ and
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x = r cos ϕ, y = r sin ϕ, the instantaneous range from the APC to P is
p
Rr (θ) = R2 + r2 + H 2 − 2Rr cos(θ − ϕ)
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(1)

It is assumed that the angular velocity of radar is w, t denotes the time axis, tm and t̂ are the slow
time and fast time, respectively. Based on the results in [2], we have:
Rr (θ) ≈ Rr (θm ) + χ(θm )t̂
(2)
p
in which θm = wtm , Rr (θm ) =
R2 + r2 + H 2 − 2Rr cos(θm − ϕ), and χ(θm ) = r sin(θm −
ϕ)v/Rr (θm ). In (2), the term χ(θm )t̂ denotes the new displacement introduced from the intrapulse movement.
It is assumed that the transmitted linear modulated frequency (LFM) pulse. The intermediate
frequency signal after residual video phase (RVP) filtering [4] is
µ µ
¶
¶
µ
¶
4π 4πγ t̂
4π
S(t̂, θm ) = exp −j
+
Rr (θm ) exp −j χ(θm )t̂
(3)
λ
c
λ
Denoting k =

2π
λ

+

2πγ t̂
c ,

k represents the wavenumber in range. Then (3) could be rewritten as
µ
¶
4π
S(k, θm ) = exp(−j2kRr (θm )) exp −j χ(θm )t̂
(4)
λ

Equation (4) is the expression of the received signal of FMCW CSAR in angle time domain. To
obtain the 2-D spectrum of FMCW CSAR, the Fourier transform with respect to θm yields
µ
¶
Z
4π
S(k, ξ) = exp(−j2kRr (θm )) exp −j χ(θm )t̂ exp(−jξθm )dθm
(5)
λ
in which ξ stands for the wavenumber in the angular domain. In order to determine a closed form
expression of S(k, ξ), the principle of stationary phase (POSP) is used [5, 6]. The stationary point
is achieved by solving the equation shown in (11).
sin(θm − ϕ)
ξ = −2kRr p
2
α − 2β cos(θm − ϕ)

(6)

in which α2 = R2 + r2 + H 2 , β = Rr. During the calculation of stationary points, the exponential term exp(j4πχ(θm )t̂/λ) is ignored since the phase of which is much smaller than that of
exp(−j2kRr (θm )). Solving the Equation (11) yields two stationary points θ1∗ and θ2∗ , which follow
the relationship shown in (12) and (13), respectively.
p
2+
ξ
ξ 4 − 4k 2 ξ 2 α2 + 16k 4 β 2
cos(θ1∗ − ϕ) =
(7)
4k 2 β
p
ξ 2 − ξ 4 − 4k 2 ξ 2 α2 + 16k 4 β 2
cos(θ2∗ − ϕ) =
(8)
4k 2 β
With the solutions from (7) and (8) we could obtain the 2-D spectrum of FMCW CSAR in the
domain of (k, ξ), i.e.,
½ q
p
S(k, ξ) = exp −j 4k 2 α2 − 2ξ 2 − 2 ξ 4 − 4k 2 ξ 2 α2 + 16k 4 β 2
!
)
Ã
p
4π ξ
ξ 2 + ξ 4 − 4k 2 ξ 2 α2 + 16k 4 β 2
−1
− jξϕ + j
v t̂
+j |ξ| cos
4k 2 β
λ 2kR
½ q
p
+ exp −j 4k 2 α2 − 2ξ 2 + 2 ξ 4 − 4k 2 ξ 2 α2 + 16k 4 β 2
!
)
Ã
p
4π ξ
ξ 2 − ξ 4 − 4k 2 ξ 2 α2 + 16k 4 β 2
−1
− jξϕ + j
v t̂
(9)
+j |ξ| cos
4k 2 β
λ 2kR
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The expression shown in (9) represent the spectrum of FMCW CSAR in the slant plane, it is the
basis for further imaging processing. In (9), the exponential term exp(j4πξv t̂/2kRλ) is introduced
from exp(−j4πχ(θm )t̂/λ), i.e., from the intra-pulse continuous movement.
The main contributions of this section are the proposals of the signal model and the spectrum
expression of FMCW CSAR. Equation (9) is the basis of the imaging processing of FMCW CSAR.
3. THE INFLUENCE AND REMOVAL OF THE INTRA-PULSE MOVEMENT

According to the spectrum of FMCW CSAR shown in (9), the phase term derived from the movement during the pulse is rewritten as
P (t̂, ξ) =

4π ξ
v t̂
λ 2kR

(10)

P (t̂, ξ) is considered as phase errors and may distort the final CSAR images. Firstly it is necessary
to measure the relative variation of the phase error. Based on Equation (6), it is learnt that the
absolute value of ξ has its maximum, i.e.,
q
p
2α2 − 2 α4 − 4β 2
|ξ| ≤ 2kRr
≈ 2kr cos θz
(11)
2β
where | · | denotes the absolute value. In addition, it is known k = 2π/λ + 2πγ t̂/c and t̂ ∈ [0, Tp ],
Tp is the time duration of LFM. Thus the relative maximum phase variation within the whole
spectrum support domain is
4π r cos θz
Pmax = 2
vTp
(12)
λ
R
It is learnt that the value of Pmax increases against with r, denoting the target with larger radius
would suffer higher phase errors. When Pmax is larger than π/4, distortion of CSAR image may
appear thus proper operation is expected to remove P (t̂, ξ) exactly. To have a better insight of
the phase error, quantitative calculation is carried out. The parameters according to an X-band
FMCW CSAR are adopted and listed in Table 1.
Table 1: parameters.
Carrier frequency
Bandwidth
Pulse duration

10 GHz
600 MHz
4 ms

Radius of the circular track
Height of track
Velocity of carrier

1000 m
500 m
40 m/s

During the simulation test, several target points is used. Taking one target (40 m, 0 m) for
example, the corresponding phase history and the variation of P (t̂, ξ) are figured out and shown in
Fig. 2.
Figure 2(a) stands for the phase history according to target (40 m, 0 m), in which assumes that
the radar is stationary during the transmission of a sweep. Correspondingly, Fig. 2(b) stands
for the phase history which has taken the intra-pulse movement into accounted. The mixing
between the phase history shown in Figs. 2(a) and (b) yields the phase errors derived from the
intra-pulse movement, as shown in Fig. 2(c). Fig. 2(d) represents the phase errors calculated with
Equation (12). Compared Fig. 2(c) with Fig. 2(d), it is found that they matched each other well,
denoting the signal model analysis in Section 2 is correct. In addition, it is seen that the relative
maximum phase error at r = 40 m is 4.79 rad, which is larger than π/4 and will degrade the final
FMCW CSAR images.
Fortunately, it is learnt that exp(j4πξv t̂/2kRλ) has no dependence on the position of target,
thus it is space-invariant and easy to be removed by matched filtering. Specifically, the matched
filter is defined as
µ
¶
4π ξ
Hr (k, ξ) = exp −j
v t̂
(13)
λ 2kR
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2: The phase error analysis, (a) phase history without intra-pulse movement, (b) phase history with
intra-pulse movement, (c) the extracted phase error, (d) the phase error calculated by (12).

θ

( k ,θ ) → ( k x , k y )

H r (k , ξ )

Figure 3: The modified Fourier-based imaging flow of FMCW CSAR.

After the matched filtering, the spectrum of FMCW CSAR is same with that of pulsed CSAR.
Based on the former analysis about CSAR in [5], the Fourier-based imaging flow of FMCW CSAR
is given in Fig. 3.
In Fig. 3, the correction procedure is performed by phase multiplication, to the benefit of high
efficiency. As for the spectrum projection operation, it is independent on the removal of intrapulse movement, although it is another important procedure within the imaging flow of FMCW
CSAR. The main contributions of this section contain: On one hand, it is learnt that the intra-pulse
movement would introduce phase errors, and it is necessary to remove the phase error properly once
the relative variation of which is larger than π/4. On the other hand, the corresponding correction
method is proposed to remove the influence of intra-pulse movement.
4. SIMULATION TESTS

Simulation test is carried out in this section and the parameters are same with that listed in
Table 1. During the imaging processing, the modified BPA [2] is used to produce ideal imaging
results. Figs. 4(a) and (d) stand for the imaging result of FMCW CSAR data processed by Fourierbased imaging methods without and with the correction operation, respectively. Fig. 4(b) denotes
the imaging results processed with the modified BPA. Fig. 4(c) denotes the CSAR spectrum in
ground plane.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 4: The imaging result with simulated CSAR data, (a) processed without the correction of intrapulse movement, (b) processed with modified BPA, (c) the spectrum after polar formatting resampling, (d)
processed with the proposed method, (e) and (f) denote the profiles.

According to the PSFs shown in Figs. 4(b) and (d), the corresponding profiles in x and y are
shown in Figs. 4(e) and (f), respectively. Specifically, the blue and red curves stand for the profiles
processed with the proposed improvement and the modified BPA, respectively. It is seen that the
results processed with the proposed method coincides the ideal results very well, denoting again
that the first proposed improvement is valid and is helpful to figure out the well-focused FMCW
CSAR image.
5. CONCLUSION

Removing the influence of intra-pulse movement is proposed in this paper. During the Fourierbased imaging processing of FMCW CSAR, the movement within the pulse leads to the emergence
of phase errors and eventually distorts the final image. Correspondingly, a modified Fourier-based
imaging method is proposed for FMCW CSAR.
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